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Learning in the Rational Speech Acts Model
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Abstract

The Rational Speech Acts (RSA) model treats language use as a recursive process in which proba-
bilistic speaker and listener agents reason about each other’s intentions to enrich the literal semantics
of their language along broadly Gricean lines. RSA has been shown to capture many kinds of con-
versational implicature, but it has been criticized as an unrealistic model of speakers, and it has so
far required the manual specification of a semantic lexicon, preventing its use in natural language pro-
cessing applications that learn lexical knowledge from data. We address these concerns by showing
how to define and optimize a trained statistical classifier that uses the intermediate agents of RSA as
hidden layers of representation forming a non-linear activation function. This treatment opens up new
application domains and new possibilities for learning effectively from data. We validate the model on a
referential expression generation task, showing that the best performance is achieved by incorporating
features approximating well-established insights about natural language generation into RSA.

1 Pragmatic language use

In the Gricean view of language use [18], people are rational agents who are able to communi-
cate efficiently and effectively by reasoning in terms of shared communicative goals, the costs
of production, prior expectations, and others’ belief states. The Rational Speech Acts (RSA)
model [11] is a recent Bayesian reconstruction of these core Gricean ideas. RSA and its ex-
tensions have been shown to capture many kinds of conversational implicature and to closely
model psycholinguistic data from children and adults [7, 2, 23, 30, 33].

Both Grice’s theories and RSA have been criticized for predicting that people are more
rational than they actually are. These criticisms have been especially forceful in the context
of language production. It seems that speakers often fall short: their utterances are longer
than they need to be, underinformative, unintentionally ambiguous, obscure, and so forth
[1, 10, 16, 24, 28, 29]. RSA can incorporate notions of bounded rationality [4, 13, 20], but
it still sharply contrasts with views in the tradition of [6], in which speaker agents rely on
heuristics and shortcuts to try to accurately describe the world while managing the cognitive
demands of language production.

In this paper, we offer a substantially different perspective on RSA by showing how to define
it as a trained statistical classifier, which we call learned RSA. At the heart of learned RSA is
the back-and-forth reasoning between speakers and listeners that characterizes RSA. However,
whereas standard RSA requires a hand-built lexicon, learned RSA infers a lexicon from data.
And whereas standard RSA makes predictions according to a fixed calculation, learned RSA
seeks to optimize the likelihood of whatever examples it is trained on. Agents trained in this
way exhibit the pragmatic behavior characteristic of RSA, but their behavior is governed by
their training data and hence is only as rational as that experience supports. To the extent
that the speakers who produced the data are pragmatic, learned RSA discovers that; to the
extent that their behavior is governed by other factors, learned RSA picks up on that too. We
validate the model on the task of attribute selection for referring expression generation with
a widely-used corpus of referential descriptions (the TUNA corpus; [34, 15]), showing that it
improves on heuristic-driven models and pure RSA by synthesizing the best aspects of both.
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(a) Simple reference game.

(b) $s_0$

(c) $l_1$

(d) $s_1$

Figure 1: Ambiguity avoidance in RSA.

2 RSA as a speaker model

RSA is a descendant of the signaling systems of [25] and draws on ideas from iterated best response (IBR) models [13, 20], iterated cautious response (ICR) models [21], and cognitive hierarchies [4] (see also [17, 31]). RSA models language use as a recursive process in which speakers and listeners reason about each other to enrich the literal semantics of their language. This increases the efficiency and reliability of their communication compared to what more purely literal agents can achieve.

For instance, suppose a speaker and listener are playing a reference game in the context of the images in Figure 1(a). The speaker $S$ has been privately assigned referent $r_1$ and must send a message that conveys this to the listener. A literal speaker would make a random choice between beard and glasses. However, if $S$ places itself in the role of a listener $L$ receiving these messages, then $S$ will see that glasses creates uncertainty about the referent whereas beard does not, and so $S$ will favor beard. In short, the pragmatic speaker chooses beard because it's unambiguous for the listener.

RSA formalizes this reasoning in probabilistic Bayesian terms. It assumes a set of messages $M$, a set of states $T$, a prior probability distribution $P$ over states, and a cost function $C$ mapping messages to real numbers. The semantics of messages is defined by a lexicon $L$, where $L(m, t) = 1$ if $m$ is true of $t$ and 0 otherwise. The agents are then defined as follows:

$$s_0(m \mid t, L) \propto \exp \left( \lambda \left( \log L(m, t) - C(m) \right) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$l_1(t \mid m, L) \propto s_0(m \mid t, L)P(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

$$s_1(m \mid t, L) \propto \exp \left( \lambda \left( \log l_1(t \mid m, L) - C(m) \right) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

The model that is the starting point for our contribution in this paper is the pragmatic speaker $s_1$. It reasons not about the semantics directly but rather about a pragmatic listener $l_1$ reasoning about a literal speaker $s_0$. The strength of this pragmatic reasoning is partly governed by the temperature parameter $\lambda$, with higher values leading to more aggressive pragmatic reasoning.

Figure 1 tracks the RSA computations for the reference game in Figure 1(a). Here, the message costs $C$ are all 0, the prior over referents is flat, and $\lambda = 1$. The chances of success for the literal speaker $s_0$ are low, since it chooses true messages at random. In contrast, the chances of success for $s_1$ are high, since it derives the unambiguous system highlighted in gray.

The task we seek to model is a language generation task, so we present RSA from a speaker-centric perspective. It has been explored more fully from a listener perspective. In that formulation, the model begins with a literal listener reasoning only in terms of the lexicon $L$ and state priors. Models of this general form have been shown to capture a wide range of pragmatic behaviors [2, 12, 22, 23, 30] and to increase success in task-oriented dialogues [35, 36].
RSA has been criticized on the grounds that it predicts unrealistic speaker behavior [16]. For instance, in Figure 1, we confined our agents to a simple message space. If permitted to use natural language, they will often produce utterances expressing predicates that are redundant from an RSA perspective—for example, by describing \( r_1 \) as the man with the long beard and sweater, even though man has no power to discriminate, and beard and sweater each uniquely identify the intended referent. This tendency has several explanations, including a preference for including certain kinds of descriptors, a desire to hedge against the possibility that the listener is not pragmatic, and cognitive pressures that make optimal descriptions impossible. One of our central objectives is to allow these factors to guide the core RSA calculation.

### 3 The TUNA corpus

In Section 6, we evaluate RSA and learned RSA in the TUNA corpus [34, 15], a widely used resource for developing and testing models of natural language generation. We introduce the corpus now because doing so helps clarify the learning task faced by our model, which we define in the next section.

In the TUNA corpus, participants were assigned a target referent or referents in the context of seven other distractors and asked to describe the target(s). Trials were performed in two domains, furniture and people, each with a singular condition (describe a single entity) and a plural condition (describe two). Figure 2 provides a (slightly simplified) example from the singular furniture section, with the target item identified by shading. In this case, the participant wrote the message “blue fan small”. All entities and messages are annotated with their semantic attributes, as given in simplified form here. (Participants saw just the images; we include the attributes in Figure 2 for reference.)

The task we address is attribute selection: reproducing the multiset of attributes in the message produced in each context. Thus, for Figure 2, we would aim to produce \{[\text{size:small}]\},
This is less demanding than full natural language generation, since it factors out all morphosyntactic phenomena. Section 6 provides additional details on the nature of this evaluation.

4 Learned RSA

We now formulate RSA as a machine learning model that can incorporate the quirks and limitations that characterize natural descriptions while still presenting a unified model of pragmatic reasoning. This approach builds on the two-layer speaker-centric classifier of [17], but differs from theirs in that we directly optimize the performance of the pragmatic speaker in training, whereas [17] apply a recursive reasoning model on top of a pre-trained classifier. Like RSA, the model can be generalized to allow for additional intermediate agents, and it can easily be reformulated to begin with a literal listener.

Feature representations. To build an agent that learns effectively from data, we must represent the items in our dataset in a way that accurately captures their important distinguishing properties and permits robust generalization to new items [8, 26]. We define our feature representation function \( \phi \) very generally as a map from state–utterance–context triples \( \langle t, m, c \rangle \) to vectors of real numbers. This gives us the freedom to design the feature function to encode as much relevant information as necessary.

As noted above, in learned RSA, we do not presuppose a semantic lexicon, but rather induce one from the data as part of learning. The feature representation function determines a large, messy hypothesis space of potential lexica that is refined during optimization. For instance, as a starting point, we might define the feature space in terms of the cross-product of all possible entity attributes and all possible utterance meaning attributes. For \( m \) entity attributes and \( n \) utterance attributes, this defines each \( \phi(t, m, c) \) as an \( mn \)-dimensional vector. Each dimension of this vector records the number of times that its corresponding pair of attributes co-occurs in \( t \) and \( m \). Thus, the representation of the target entity in Figure 2 would include a 1 in the dimension for clearly good pairs like \( \text{colour:blue} \land [\text{colour:blue}] \) as well as for intuitively incorrect pairs like \( \text{size:small} \land [\text{colour:blue}] \).

Because \( \phi \) is defined very generally, we can also include information that is not clearly lexical. For instance, in our experiments, we add dimensions that count the color attributes in the utterance in various ways, ignoring the specific color values. We can also define features that intuitively involve negation, for instance, those that capture entity attributes that go unmentioned. This freedom is crucial to bringing generation-specific insights into the RSA reasoning.

Literal speaker. Learned RSA is built on top of a log-linear model, standard in the machine learning literature and widely applied to classification tasks [19, 27].

\[
S_0(m \mid t, c; \theta) \propto \exp(\theta^T \phi(t, m, c)) \tag{4}
\]

This model serves as our literal speaker, analogous to \( s_0 \) in (1). The lexicon of this model is embedded in the parameters (or weights) \( \theta \). Intuitively, \( \theta \) is the direction in feature representation space that the literal speaker believes is most positively correlated with the probability that the message will be correct. We train the model by searching for a \( \theta \) to maximize the conditional likelihood the model assigns to the messages in the training examples. Assuming the training is
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effective, this increases the weight for correct pairings between utterance attributes and entity attributes and decreases the weight for incorrect pairings.

To find the optimal $\theta$, we seek to maximize the conditional likelihood of the training examples using first-order optimization methods (described in more detail in Training, below). This requires the gradient of the likelihood with respect to $\theta$. To simplify the gradient derivation and improve numerical stability, we maximize the log of the conditional likelihood:

$$J_{S_0}(t, m, c, \theta) = \log S_0(m \mid t, c; \theta) \quad (5)$$

The gradient of this log-likelihood is

$$\frac{\partial J_{S_0}}{\partial \theta} = \phi(t, m, c) - \frac{1}{\sum_{m'} \exp(\theta^T \phi(t, m', c))} \sum_{m'} \exp(\theta^T \phi(t, m', c)) \phi(t, m', c)$$

$$= \phi(t, m, c) - \sum_{m'} S_0(m' \mid t, c; \theta) \phi(t, m', c)$$

$$= \phi(t, m, c) - E_{m' \sim S_0(\cdot \mid t, c)} [\phi(t, m', c)] \quad (6)$$

where the first two equations can be derived by expanding the proportionality constant in the definition of $S_0$.

**Pragmatic speaker.** We now define a pragmatic listener $L_1$ and a pragmatic speaker $S_1$. We will show experimentally (Section 6) that the learned pragmatic speaker $S_1$ agrees better with human speakers on a referential expression generation task than either the literal speaker $S_0$ or the pure RSA speaker $s_1$.

The parameters for $L_1$ and $S_1$ are still the parameters of the literal speaker $S_0$; we wish to update them to maximize the performance of $S_1$, the agent that acts according to $S_1(m \mid t, c; \theta)$, where

$$S_1(m \mid t, c; \theta) \propto L_1(t \mid m, c; \theta) \propto S_0(m \mid t, c; \theta) \quad (7)$$

$$L_1(t \mid m, c; \theta) \propto S_0(m \mid t, c; \theta) \quad (8)$$

This corresponds to the simplest case of RSA in which $\lambda = 1$ and message costs and state priors are uniform: $s_1(m \mid t, L) \propto l_1(t \mid m, L) \propto S_0(m \mid t, L)$.

In optimizing the performance of the pragmatic speaker $S_1$ by adjusting the parameters to the simpler classifier $S_0$, the RSA back-and-forth reasoning can be thought of as a non-linear function through which errors are propagated in training, similar to the activation functions in neural network models [32]. However, unlike neural network activation functions, the RSA reasoning applies a different non-linear transformation depending on the pragmatic context (sets of available referents and utterances).

For convenience, we define symbols for the log-likelihood of each of these probability distributions:

$$J_{S_1}(t, m, c, \theta) = \log S_1(m \mid t, c; \theta) \quad (9)$$

$$J_{L_1}(t, m, c, \theta) = \log L_1(t \mid m, c; \theta) \quad (10)$$

The log-likelihood of each agent has the same form as the log-likelihood of the literal speaker, but with the value of the distribution from the lower-level agent substituted for the score $\theta^T \phi$. By a derivation similar to the one in (6) above, the gradient of these log-likelihoods can thus
be shown to have the same form as the gradient of the literal speaker, but with the gradient of the next lower agent substituted for the feature values:

\[
\frac{\partial J_{S_1}}{\partial \theta} = \frac{\partial J_{L_1}}{\partial \theta}(t, m, c, \theta) - \mathbb{E}_{m' \sim S_1(t, c, \cdot)} \left[ \frac{\partial J_{L_1}}{\partial \theta}(t, m', c, \theta) \right] \quad (11)
\]

\[
\frac{\partial J_{L_1}}{\partial \theta} = \frac{\partial J_{S_0}}{\partial \theta}(t, m, c, \theta) - \mathbb{E}_{t' \sim L_1(m, c, \cdot)} \left[ \frac{\partial J_{S_0}}{\partial \theta}(t', m, c, \theta) \right] \quad (12)
\]

The value \( J_{S_0} \) in (12) is as defined in (5).

**Training.** As mentioned above, our primary objective in training is to maximize the (log) conditional likelihood of the messages in the training examples given their respective states and contexts. We add to this an \( \ell_2 \) regularization term, which expresses a Gaussian prior distribution over the parameters \( \theta \). Imposing this prior helps prevent overfitting to the training data and thereby damaging our ability to generalize well to new examples [5]. With this modification, we instead maximize the log of the posterior probability of the parameters and the training examples jointly. For a dataset of \( M \) training examples \( \langle t_i, m_i, c_i \rangle \), this log posterior is:

\[
J(\theta) = -\frac{M}{2} \| \ell \|_2^2 + \sum_{i=1}^{M} \log S_1(m_i | t_i, c_i; \theta) \quad (13)
\]

The stochastic gradient descent (SGD) family of first-order optimization techniques [3] can be used to approximately maximize \( J(\theta) \) by obtaining noisy estimates of its gradient and “hill-climbing” in the direction of the estimates. (Strictly speaking, we are employing stochastic gradient ascent to maximize the objective rather than minimize it; however, SGD is the much more commonly seen term for the technique.)

The exact gradient of this objective function is

\[
\frac{\partial J}{\partial \theta} = -M \ell \theta + \sum_{i=1}^{M} \frac{\partial J_{S_1}}{\partial \theta}(t_i, m_i, c_i, \theta) \quad (14)
\]

using the per-example gradient \( \frac{\partial J_{S_1}}{\partial \theta} \) given in (11). SGD uses the per-example gradients (and a simple scaling of the \( \ell_2 \) regularization penalty) as its noisy estimates, thus relying on each example to guide the model in roughly the correct direction towards the optimal parameter setting. Formally, for each example \( (t, m, c) \), the parameters are updated according to the formula

\[
\theta \ := \ \theta + \alpha \left( -\ell \theta + \frac{\partial J_{S_1}}{\partial \theta}(t, m, c, \theta) \right) \quad (15)
\]

The learning rate \( \alpha \) determines how “aggressively” the parameters are adjusted in the direction of the gradient. Small values of \( \alpha \) lead to slower learning, but a value of \( \alpha \) that is too large can result in the parameters overshooting the optimal value and diverging. To find a good learning rate, we use AdaGrad [9], which sets the learning rate adaptively for each example based on an initial step size \( \eta \) and gradient history. The effect of AdaGrad is to reduce the learning rate over time such that the parameters can settle down to a local optimum despite the noisy gradient estimates, while continuing to allow high-magnitude updates along certain dimensions if those dimensions have exhibited less noisy behavior in previous updates.
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5 Example

In Figure 3, we illustrate crucial aspects of how our model is optimized, fleshing out the concepts from the previous section. The example also shows the ability of the trained $S_1$ model to make a specificity implicature without having observed one in its data, while preserving the ability to produce uninformative attributes if encouraged to do so by experience.

As in our main experiments, we frame the learning task in terms of attribute selection with TUNA-like data. In this toy experiment, the agent is trained on two example contexts, consisting of a target referent, a distractor referent, and a human-produced utterance. It is evaluated on a third test example. This small dataset is given in the top two rows of Figure 3. The utterance on the test example is shown for comparison; it is not provided to the agent.

Our feature representations of the data are in the third row. Attributes of the referents are in SMALL CAPS; semantic attributes of the utterances are in [square brackets]. These representations employ the cross-product features described in Section 4; in TUNA data, properties that the target entities do not possess (e.g., $\neg$GLASSES) are also included among their “attributes.”

Below the feature representations, we summarize the gradient of the log likelihood ($\frac{\partial J_{S_1}}{\partial \theta}$) for each example, as an $m \times n$ table representing the weight update for each of the $mn$ cross-product features. (We leave out the $\ell_2$ regularization and AdaGrad learning rate for simplicity.) Tracing the formula for this gradient (11) back through the RSA layers to the literal listener (5), one can see that the gradient consists of the feature representation of the triple $\langle t, m, c \rangle$ containing the correct (human-produced) message, minus adjustments that penalize the other messages according to how much the model was “fooled” into expecting them.

The RSA reasoning yields gradients that express both lexical and contextual knowledge. From the first training example, the model learns the lexical information that [person] and [glasses] should be used to describe the target. However, this knowledge receives higher weight in the association with GLASSES, because that attribute is disambiguating in this context. As one would hope, the overall result is that intuitively good pairings generally have higher weights, though the training set is too small to fully distinguish good features from bad ones. For example, after seeing both training examples and failing to observe both a beard and glasses on the same individual, the model incorrectly infers that [beard] can be used to indicate a lack of glasses and vice versa. Additional training examples could easily correct this.

Figure 3(b) shows the distribution over utterances given target referent as predicted by the learned pragmatic speaker $S_1$ after one pass through the data with a fixed learning rate $\alpha = 1$ and no regularization ($\ell = 0$). We compare this distribution with the distribution predicted by the learned literal speaker $S_0$ and the pure RSA speaker $S_1$. We wish to determine whether each model can (i) minimize ambiguity; and (ii) learn a prior preference for producing certain descriptors even if they are redundant.

The distributions in Figure 3(b) show that the linear classifier correctly learns that human-produced utterances in the training data tend to mention the attribute [person] even though it is uninformative. However, for the referent that was not seen in the training data, the model cannot decide among mentioning [beard], [glasses], both, or neither, even though the messages that don’t mention [glasses] are ambiguous in context. The pure RSA model, meanwhile, chooses messages that are unambiguous, but because it has no mechanism for learning from the examples, it does not prefer to produce [person] without a manually-specified prior.

Our pragmatic speaker $S_1$ gives us the best of both models: the parameters $\theta$ in learned RSA show the tendency exhibited in the training data to produce [person] in all cases, while the RSA recursive reasoning mechanism guides the model to produce unambiguous messages by including the attribute [glasses].
(a) Learned $S_1$ model training. Gradient values given are $\frac{\partial J}{\partial \theta}$, evaluated at $\theta = \vec{0}$.

(b) Pure RSA ($s_1$), linear classifier ($s_0$), and learned RSA ($S_1$) utterance distributions. RSA alone minimizes ambiguity but can't learn overgeneration from the examples. The linear classifier learns to produce [person] but fails to minimize ambiguity. The weights in learned RSA retain the tendency to produce [person] in all cases, while the recursive reasoning yields a preference for the unambiguous descriptor [glasses].

Figure 3: Specificity implicature and overgeneration in learned RSA.
6 Experiments

Data. We report experiments on the TUNA corpus (Section 3 above). We focus on the singular portion of the corpus, which was used in the 2008 and 2009 Referring Expression Generation Challenges. We do not have access to the train/dev/test splits from those challenges, so we report five-fold cross-validation numbers. The singular portion consists of 420 furniture trials involving 176 distinct referents and 360 people trials involving 228 distinct referents.

Evaluation metrics. The primary evaluation metric used in the attribute selection task with TUNA data is multiset Dice calculated on the attributes of the generated messages:

\[
2 \sum_{x \in D} \min \left[ \frac{Z_{a(m_i)}(x), Z_{a(m_j)}(x)}{|a(m_i)| + |a(m_j)|} \right]
\]

Here, \(a(m)\) is the multiset of attributes of message \(m\), \(D\) is the non-multiset union of \(a(m_i)\) and \(a(m_j)\), \(Z_X(x)\) is the number of occurrences of \(x\) in the multiset \(X\), and \(|a(m_i)|\) is the cardinality of multiset \(a(m)\). Accuracy is the fraction of examples for which the subset of attributes is predicted perfectly (equivalent to achieving multiset Dice 1).

Experimental set-up. We evaluate all our agents in the same pragmatic contexts: for each trial in the singular corpus, we define the messages \(M\) to be the powerset of the attributes used in the referential description and the states \(T\) to be the set of entities in the trial, including the target. The message predicted by a speaker agent is the one with the highest probability given the target entity; if more than one message has the highest probability, we allow the agent to choose randomly from the highest probability ones.

In learning, we use initial step size \(\eta = 0.01\) and regularization constant \(\ell = 0.01\). RSA agents are not trained, but we cross-validate to optimize \(\lambda\) and the function defining message costs, choosing from (i) \(C(m) = 0\); (ii) \(C(m) = |a(m)|\); and (iii) \(C(m) = -|a(m)|\).

Features. We use indicator features as our feature representation; that is, the dimensions of the feature representation take the values 0 and 1, with 1 representing the truth of some predicate \(P(t, m, c)\) and 0 representing its negation. Thus, each vector of real numbers that is the value of \(\phi(t, m, c)\) can be represented compactly as a set of predicates.

The baseline feature set consists of indicator features over all conjunctions of an attribute of the referent and an attribute in the candidate message (e.g., \(P(t, m, c) = \text{red}(t) \land \text{blue} \in m\)). We compare this to a version of the model with additional generation features that seek to capture the preferences identified in prior work on generation. These consist of indicators over the following features of the message:

(i) attribute type (e.g., \(P(t, m, c) = \text{"m contains a color"}\));

(ii) pair-wise attribute type co-occurrences, where one can be negated (e.g., \(\text{"m contains a color and a size"}, \text{"m contains an object type but not a color"}\)); and

(iii) message size in number of attributes (e.g., \(\text{"m consists of 3 attributes"}\)).

For comparison, we also separately train literal speakers \(S_0\) as in (4) (the log-linear model) with each of these feature sets using the same optimization procedure.
Results. The results (Table 1) show that training a speaker agent with learned RSA generally improves generation over the ordinary classifier and RSA models. On the more complex people dataset, the pragmatic $S_1$ model significantly outperforms all other models. The value of the model’s flexibility in allowing a variety of feature designs can be seen in the comparison of the different feature sets: we observe consistent gains from adding generation features to the basic cross-product feature set. Moreover, the two types of features complement each other: neither the cross-product features nor the generation features in isolation achieve the same performance as the combination of the two.

Of the models in Table 1, all but the last exhibit systematic errors. Pure RSA performs poorly for reasons predicted by [16]—for example, it under-produces color terms and head nouns like desk, chair, and person. This problem is also observed in the trained $S_1$ model, but is corrected by the generation features. On the people dataset, the $S_0$ models under-produce beard and hair, which are highly informative in certain contexts. This type of communicative failure is eliminated in the $S_1$ speakers.

The performance of the learned RSA model on the people trials also compares favorably to the best dev set performance numbers from the 2008 Challenge [14], namely, .762 multiset Dice, although this comparison must be informal since the test sets are different. (In particular, the Accuracy values given in [14] are unfortunately not comparable with the values we present, as they reflect “perfect match with at least one of the two reference outputs” [emphasis in original].) Together, these results show the value of being able to train a single model that synthesizes RSA with prior work on generation.

7 Conclusion

Our initial experiments demonstrate the utility of RSA as a trained classifier in generating referential expressions. The primary advantages of this version of RSA stem from the flexible ways in which it can learn from available data. This not only removes the need to specify a complex semantic lexicon by hand, but it also provides the analytic freedom to create models that are sensitive to factors guiding natural language production that are not naturally expressed in standard RSA.

This basic presentation suggests a range of potential next steps. For instance, it would be...
natural to apply the model to pragmatic interpretation (the listener’s perspective); this requires no substantive formal changes to the model as defined in Section 4, and it opens up new avenues in terms of evaluating pragmatic models in standard classification tasks like sentiment analysis, topic prediction, and natural language reasoning. In addition, for all versions of the model, one could consider including additional hidden speaker and listener layers, incorporating message costs and priors into learning, to capture a wider range of pragmatic phenomena.
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1 Introduction

A conditional expresses a connection of some kind between two propositions or states of affairs. The relationship is some kind of dependence; but what, exactly, that is, is, of course, the 64 thousand dollar question. The canonical expression of a conditional in English is of the form: If \( X \) then \( Y \).\(^1\) But conditionals can be expressed without using ‘if’ (were I younger, I would go out rocking every night); and not everything which uses the word ‘if’ is a conditional (if I may say so, you are looking stunning today). The canonical construction suggests that there is only one relation of conditionality. This may be the natural default assumption but, of course, it may be wrong, as many have supposed.

Indeed, nearly everything about the nature of conditionals is philosophically contentious. The consensus of the 1960s concerning the simple-minded theory of the material conditional has blown apart, leaving no present consensus.

This paper is hardly an attempt to solve all of the many issues concerning conditionals. I doubt that anyone is able to do this. Rather, what I wish to do is put conditionals in a new perspective—one which seems to be relatively simple, natural, and provides a straightforward solution to some standard tangles.

2 Conditionals and Imported Information

For a start, some have argued that conditionals are not truth-apt. This, however, cannot be right. Conditional can occur embedded in contexts which require the embedded sentence to be truth-apt, such as: ‘Mary believes that if she goes to the party she will have fun’ and ‘It is possible that if she goes she will have fun’. Conditionals must, then, have truth conditions. A natural thought is that we evaluate a conditional, ‘if \( A \) then \( B \)’ by considering situations in which \( A \) is true, and seeing if \( B \) is true in these. But which situations? Not all of them.

Certain information carries over from the actual world, and must hold in them. Thus, consider the conditional ‘If global warming continues at its present pace, sea levels will rise by at least two metres before the end of the century’. We are assuming that in this hypothetical—and hopefully (but increasingly unlikely) counter-factual—situation, the laws of physics, and notably those concerning geo-meteorology, are the same as those of the actual world.

Let us call the information that is carried over the imported information. It is to be noted that information is imported in a quite different context: determining what holds in a work of fiction. Given a work of fiction, many of the things that hold, hold because of the explicitly say-so of the author. Thus, in the worlds that realise the Holmes novels, Holmes lives in Baker St, because Doyle tell us so. But it is also true that one can’t travel from from London to Edinburgh in an hour, that large doses of arsenic kill people, and so on. Doyle never says

\(^{1}\)The verb of \( X \) may be in indicative or subjunctive moods; that of \( Y \) can be in other moods, such as interrogative or imperative. How this is possible has to be part of a full story of conditionals, but I will ignore these other moods in what follows.
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these things. They are just imported from the facts about the world—or at least, the world of Britain circa 1900. Now, though conditionals and truth in fiction are different issues, it appears to me that the phenomenon of importation is exactly the same in both of them. If, therefore, one could solve the problem of what information, exactly, is imported into a work of fiction, one would have solved the problem of what is imported into an antecedent conditional situation—and vice versa.

Call this the importation problem. If we had a solution to it, we would have gone a long way towards answering the 64 thousand dollar question. I'm afraid that I don’t (at least presently—one can always hope!). But even without a precise answer, a couple of things are evident.

First, there would appear to be no reason to suppose that irrelevant matters get imported. Thus, it is true that Graham Priest was born in London in 1948. Yet both of the following would appear to be false: In the Holmes novels, Graham Priest would be born in London in 1948; if Emile Zola had written the Holmes novels, Graham Priest would have been born in London in 1948.

Secondly, and most importantly, what information is imported is context-dependent. Thus, suppose that we are driving on a freeway, and the topic of discussion is high-speed transport. You might say ‘if this car were a photon, then some cars would travel at about $3 \times 10^8$ m/sec’. What is being imported here is the fact that photons travel with the speed of light. But if the topic of discussion were, instead, a hypothetical physics, you might say ‘if this car were a photon, then some photons would travel at about 3 m/sec’. Here, what is being imported is the fact that the car is travelling at 100 km/h. I note that the information that is imported may depend on what those who find themselves in the context concerned know. It is not imported simply because they know it, however—much less believe it to be true. It is imported because it is true, and bears on the hypothetical scenario envisaged.

3 A Semantics

One way to make these thoughts formally precise is fairly standard. A propositional language contains the connectives $\land$, $\neg$, and $\rightarrow$. $\rightarrow$ is the conditional. $\lor$ and $\supset$ may be defined in the usual way. The set of formulas is $F$. An interpretation is a structure $\langle W, \{R_A : A \in F\}, \nu \rangle$. $W$ is a set of worlds, or situations (hypothetical or otherwise). For every $A \in F$, $R_A$ is a binary relation on $W$; $wR_A w'$ may be thought to express the fact that $w'$ is a world at which $A$ is true, and at which all the information imported from $w$ holds. $\nu$ is a function which maps every world, $w$, and every propositional parameter, $p$, to either 1 or 0; we write this $\nu_w(p) = 1$ (or 0).

As I noted, what information imports, and so $R_A$, depends on the context, $c$. So the $R$'s may be thought of as dependent on a context parameter, $c$. However, this plays no role in the formal semantics, so I omit mention of it.

Truth at a world, $\models$, is now defined as follows:

- $w \models p$ iff $\nu_w(p) = 1$  
- $w \models \neg A$ iff it is not the case that $w \models A$  
- $w \models A \land B$ iff $w \models A$ and $w \models B$  
- $w \models A > B$ iff for all $w'$ such that $wR_A w'$, $w' \models B$

---

2See Priest (2008), ch. 4. To handle the semantics of counter-logicals properly, the semantics need to be expanded to include impossible worlds, as in ch. 10 (10.7). However, I ignore this point here.
An inference from premises, \( \Sigma \), to conclusion, \( A \), is valid, \( \Sigma \models A \) iff:
- for any interpretation, and \( w \in W \): if \( w \models B \) for every \( B \in \Sigma \), \( w \models A \).

These semantics give the basic conditional logic, \( C \). No constraints are put on the \( R_A \)s. The intuitive interpretation motives some constraints, however. The first is that:
- if \( wR_A w' \) then \( w' \models A \)
for \( w' \) is one of the worlds where \( A \) holds. This verifies \( \models A > A \).

The second is:
- if \( w \models A \) then \( wR_A w \)
for if \( A \) is true at \( w \), then whatever information is imported from \( w \), it is true at \( w \); hence, \( w \) is one of the worlds that \( w \) accesses under \( R_A \). This constraint validates: \( A, A > B \models B \).

Thus the logic generated by the intuitive understanding explained is at least as strong as \( C^+ \). Whether the understanding motivates other constraints, I leave as an open question.

4 East Gate, West Gate

I want to turn, instead, to the issue of how some of the high-profile examples in the literature are accommodated by the understanding I have described.

The first concerns “Gibbardian standoffs”, formulated originally by Gibbard (1981). I take the example as cleaned up by Bennett, who explains the scenario as follows.\(^3\)

Top Gate holds back water in a lake behind a dam; a channel running down from it splits into two distributaries, one (blocked by East Gate) running eastwards and the other (blocked by West Gate) running westwards. The gates are connected as follows: if east lever is down, opening Top Gate will open East Gate so that the water runs eastwards; and if west lever is down, opening Top Gate will open West Gate so that the water will run westwards. On the rare occasions when both levers are down, Top Gate cannot be opened because the machinery cannot move three gates at once.

Just after the lever-pulling specialist has stopped work, Wesla knows that west lever is down, and thinks ‘If Top Gate is open, all the water will run westward’; Esther knows that east lever is down, and thinks ‘If Top Gate is open, all the water will run east’.

Both Esther and Wesla seem to speak truth, though they appear to disagree with each other. How is this possible? Moreover Soutie, who also knows the connections between the gates and the levers, knows nothing of the current settings. Soutie can, however, hear what Esther and Wesla say, and knows them to be reliable. Soutie concludes that Top Gate is closed. How so?

Take Esther first. In the context in which she finds herself, the information available to her is that the east lever is down. So this information may import into any hypothetical situation she considers. She considers a scenario in which Top Gate is open, and imports the information that east lever is down. In such situations, the water will flow east. Hence she says: If Top Gate is open, all the water will flow east. The situation with Wesla is exactly the same, except that in the context in which he finds himself, the information available to him is that the west

\(^3\)Bennett (2003), p. 85.
lever is down. Both Esther and Wesla speak truly. Their different contexts deliver different importing information.

Next, consider Southie. One might suppose that Southie reason as follows:

- We know, by testimony, that if Top Gate is open the water will flow east, and if Top Gate is open the water will flow west. It cannot flow both east and west, so Top Gate must be closed.

Such reasoning is incorrect, since the two conditionals are true in different contexts, and cannot be conjoined. In the same way, if Alfie, in New York, says ‘It’s 04.00h’, and Beth in London says ‘It’s 09.00h’, Costa in Melbourne, who hears them both, cannot conclude ‘It’s 04.00h and 09.00h’. What is going on is this. Southie knows that Esther speaks what she knows to be true. The only way for her to say what she says is that she knows that east lever is down. If that were not the case, she could not import it into her hypothetical situation to conclude that, in it, the water is flowing east. Symmetrically, Southie knows from what Wesla says, that west lever is down. On the basis of this, and knowing the facts about the connections between levers and gates, Southie concludes that Top Gate is closed.

5 Interlude: the English Subjunctive

The second example I want to discuss in the notorious Oswald/Kennedy pair, put forward originally by Adams (1970). But first, an interlude on the English subjunctive. The English subjunctive mood is vestigial, and is also the linguistic analogue of an endangered species. However, to the extent that it is still extant, it works like this.

English has only two tenses: present, I love, and past (imperfect), I loved. Things which are expressed by grammatical tenses in many other languages are expressed in English by using auxiliary verbs, notably have and will. So we have future, I will love, (past) perfect, I have loved, pluperfect, I had loved, future perfect, I will have loved.

Each of the two tenses has an indicative mood and a subjunctive mood. Take the present tense first. For regular verbs, the present subjunctive is the same as the infinitive, (to) love. But so is the indicative in all persons, except the third person singular, where one adds an s. So the only person in which one can tell the difference is the third person singular: she loves you (indicative); I would that she love me (subjunctive).

The most irregular verb in English is (to) be. Here, none of the persons in the indicative is the same as the infinitive (am/are/is, are/are/are). The subjunctive is, however, as in regular verbs: that is, the same as the infinitive. So the difference between indicative and subjunctive shows up in all persons. I am, I be; she is, she be; they are, they be.4

Turning to the past tense: in regular verbs, the past subjunctive is the same as the past indicative (and so the same in all persons).5 However, again, the verb (to) be is irregular, and the indicative conjugates (was/were/was, were/were/were). The subjunctive in all persons is were. So the difference shows up in the first and third persons singular.6

6 Oswald and Kennedy

We now turn to the oft’ cited pair:

---

4 As in the subjunctives: If I / she be allowed to speak my / her mind, it will be a very interesting occasion.
5 As in: I loved her. I would that she loved me.
6 As in: He told me she was married. I wish that it were not so.
[1] If Oswald didn’t shoot Kennedy, someone else did

[2] If Oswald hadn’t shot Kennedy, someone else would have

It is usually claimed that the verb of the antecedent in [1] is indicative, and that that in [2] is subjunctive. It is also claimed that the two have the same antecedent. But the first is true, and the second is false (assuming the results of the Warren commission). Hence, there are two kinds of conditionals: indicative and subjunctive.

Is this so? Consider [1]. We may agree that the verb *did* is a past indicative. To evaluate the conditional, we consider a possible situation in which Oswald didn’t shoot Kennedy. We import the information that someone shot Kennedy. So in that situation someone else shot Kennedy. So [1] is true.

What of [2]? For a start, it is not entirely obvious that the verb in the antecedent of [2] is in the subjunctive mood. The main verb is *to have*, which appears in the past tense, *had*. This could be indicative or subjunctive. However, [2] may naturally be rephrased as:

[3] If Oswald were not to have shot Kennedy, someone else would have

The main verb here is the past tense of *to be*; and we have a third person singular. So *were* is the subjunctive.

So far, so good. How do we evaluate [2]? Someone who says this, would appear to be saying exactly the same as someone in the past—just prior to the time of the shooting of Kennedy—who says:7

[4] If Oswald does not shoot Kennedy, someone else will.

It would appear, then, that the tense and mood of [2] conspire to take [4], and move its point of evaluation to a past point in time. That is, [2] is the tense of [4]. Generally, ‘If *A* were to have been the case, *B* would have been the case’ is the past tense of ‘If *A* is the case, *B* will be the case’. Call this the Backshift Thesis.

Given the Backshift Thesis, we evaluate [2] as follows. We go back to a time just prior to the time at which Kennedy was shot, and evaluate [4] there. We consider a situation where Oswald does not shoot Kennedy. We import what we know from the Warren commission, that Oswald was acting alone. So in that situation, it is false that someone else will shoot Kennedy. So [4] is false of that time, and [2] is false of now.

The past subjunctive does not, then, deliver a different kind of conditional. The moods and tenses of the verbs in the conditional merely conspire to form the past tense of a conditional.8

[1] and [2] differ in truth value, since the temporal shift makes it natural to import different information into their antecedents.

7 The Backshift Thesis

One might well doubt the Backshift Thesis. Here is a putative counter-example, put to me by Hartry Field.9

Professor X is doing an experiment to detect a mooted particle, the tachyon. He sets up an experimental device, which gives a positive result. He exclaims happily (and truly):

---

7Or with a present subjunctive: ‘If Oswald shoot not Kennedy, someone else will.
8The *general* behaviour and import of tenses and moods in conditionals is a very tricky subject which, fortunately, we may avoid here.
9Hartry and I taught a course on Conditionals in New York in the Fall of 2014. Thanks go to him for many enjoyable and insightful conversations.
If the apparatus is working correctly, we will be justified in believing that there are tachyons.

Later he discovers that the apparatus was not working correctly, and whether there are tachyons is still unknown. The Backshift Thesis says that what [5] expresses at the time, is expressed later by:

If the apparatus had been working correctly, we would have been justified in believing that there are tachyons.

But this is false. Had the apparatus been working correctly, it might or might not have shown a positive result; so we might or might not have been justified in believing that there are tachyons.

However, let us pay careful attention to the information that is imported in each conditional. In its context, the natural understanding of [5] imports information including that the experiment has given positive results. To evaluate it, we consider a world where the apparatus is working correctly, add the information that it gives a positive result, and the existence of a justification follows. However, with the same importation, [6] is also true. Had the apparatus been working correctly, then, given that it had positive results, we would have been justified in believing there to be tachyons.

In its context, the natural understanding of [6] imports information including that it is not known whether or not there are tachyons. So, in some hypothetical situations where the apparatus was working correctly, the results are positive; and in some they are negative. It is not the case in all of them that we have good reason to believe that there are tachyons. But with the same importation, [5] is also false. If the apparatus is working correctly, and we do not know whether or not there are tachyons, it does not follow that we will have good reason to believe that they exist. We just do not know what the outcome of the experiment will be.

[5] and [6] therefore stand or fall together. If we import the information that the results were positive, both stand; if we import the information that the existence of tachyons is unknown, both fall. Granted, it is more natural to import different information in the two cases. Be that as it may, the apparent difference between [5] and [6] is not due to the falsity of the Backshift Thesis, but to the change in context which motivates different imported information.

8 Present Subjunctives

I have argued that in the Oswald/Kennedy example, the subjunctive antecedent does not be-token a different kind of conditional. It merely shifts the point of evaluation to the past.

If the mere fact that the verb of an antecedent is in the subjunctive mood delivered a different kind of conditional, one might expect to find this with present subjunctives, just as much as past subjunctives. We do not. There is no significant difference between: ‘If Julie goes to the party, she will have fun’ and ‘if Julie go to the party, she will have fun’. To evaluate both conditionals, we consider situations where Julie goes to the party, we import what we know about what sorts of things will happen at the party, what sort of person Julie is, and see whether she will have fun there. The difference between the two conditionals, if there is one, is that with the subjunctive mood, the speaker expresses more hesitation about whether they expect the antecedent situation to be realised.

Some, however, have claimed to find a difference in conditionals even when the subjunctive is a present subjunctive. Edgington gives the following example:10

10Edgington (1995), p. 239. I have changed her numbering.
[T]here are two prisoners, Smith and Jones. We have powerful evidence that one of them will try to escape tonight. Smith is a docile, unadventurous chap, Jones just the opposite, and very persistent. We are inclined to think that it is Jones who will try to escape. We have no reason to accept:

[7] If Jones were not to try to escape tonight, Smith would.

However, we could be wrong in thinking that it is Jones who will escape:

[8] If Jones doesn’t try to escape tonight, Smith will.

So [7] is false, but [8] is true. But what is making the difference here is not the subjunctive, but the information being imported. In [8] we import the information that one of Jones and Smith will try to escape tonight, so in a situation where Jones does not try to escape, Smith does. But if we import the same information into [7], the result is exactly the same. In [7] the natural imported information is that Smith is not the kind of person to try to escape. So in a scenario where Jones does not try to escape, no one does. But if one imports the same information into [8], it is false for exactly the same reason. Perhaps it is more natural to make different importations in the two cases, but one can hear each conditional in both ways.

9 Conclusion

I summarise the main points of this essay. The truth value of a conditional depends on the information which is imported from the actual situation, which is added to that in the antecedent. (And the information concerns what is true, not what is held to be true.) If in all situations that realise both, the consequent is true, so is the whole conditional. If in some it is false, so is the whole conditional. What information is imported is context-dependent, and may change depending on the interests, knowledge, etc. of those using the conditionals.

The idea explains naturally what is going on in some high-profile examples from the literature—perhaps most notably, where there appears to be a difference between conditionals whose antecedents are indicative and conditionals whose antecedents are subjunctive. Past subjunctives indicate a temporal backshift of the point of evaluation, and so affect the information imported. Present subjunctives have no such effect.

I am well aware that this essay is nothing more than the beginning of a discussion. I am sure, for example, that there are many other examples of conditionals that could profitably be examined, and much that could be learned from them. If I have done enough in this essay to make its central ideas worthy of further investigation, I am content. (That’s a conditional.)
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Abstract

Besides their conservative cardinal and proportional meanings, *many* and *few* have been argued to allow for a ‘reverse’ proportional reading that defies the conservativity universal (Westerstahl, 1985). We develop a compositional analysis that derives the correct truth conditions for this reading while maintaining conservativity. First, an amendment is proposed to Cohen’s (2001) reverse proportional truth conditions. Second, mirroring the decomposition of other degree expressions like *tall*, *many* is decomposed into the parametrized determiner *many* and *POS*. *POS* is allowed to scope out of its host and scope sententially, and a comparison class *C* is retrieved via the (focus or contrastive topic) associate of *POS*. Keeping a unified conservative denotation for proportional *many*, the regular proportional reading obtains when *POS*’ associate is external to the original host NP and the reverse proportional reading arises when it is internal to the host NP. The same applies to *few*.

1 Introduction

The study of generalized quantifiers has been a successful enterprise in semantic theory over several decades. One of its most important insights is that natural language determiners cannot denote just any function in $D_{<e,t,t>}$ but only those functions that satisfy certain constraints. Conservativity, defined in (1), is one of the constraints that have been argued for (Keenan & Stavi 1986; Barwise & Cooper 1981, U3; van der Does & van Eijck 1996):

(1) A determiner denotation $f \in D_{<e,t,t>}$ is conservative iff, for any $P$ and $Q \in D_{<e,t>}$: $f(P)(Q) = 1$ iff $f(P)(P \cap Q) = 1$

(2) Conservativity Universal:
Determiners in natural language are always interpreted as conservative functions.

An interesting case concerns the determiners *many* and *few*. Partee (1988) (and a long tradition thereafter) distinguishes two readings: the cardinal reading (3a)-(4a) and the proportional reading (3b)-(4b). To see these readings exemplified, consider sentences (6)-(7) in scenario (5). Sentence (6) is judged true in virtue of its cardinal reading and sentence (7) in virtue of its proportional reading. Once the context-dependent parameters $n$ and $p$ have been fixed for a given context, the functions denoted by *many*$_{\text{card/prop}}$ and *few*$_{\text{card/prop}}$ are conservative.

(3) Many $Ps$ are $Q$.
    a. CARDINAL reading: $|P \cap Q| > n$, where $n$ is a large natural number.
    b. PROPORTIONAL reading: $|P \cap Q| : |P| > p$, where $p$ is a large proportion.

(4) Few $Ps$ are $Q$.
    a. CARDINAL reading: $|P \cap Q| < n$, where $n$ is a small natural number.

*Many thanks Doris Penka, Sven Lauer, Bernhard Schwarz and Lucas Champollion for their valuable questions and comments. Thanks to the audience of NELS 46 for their useful input. Remaining errors are mine.
b. **Proportional reading:** \(|P \cap Q| : |P| < p\), where \(p\) is a small proportion.

(5) Scenario: All the faculty children were at the 1980 picnic, but there were few faculty children back then. Almost all faculty children had a good time.

(6) There were few faculty children at the 1980 picnic.

(7) Many faculty children had a good time.

However, Westerstål (1985) famously noted an additional reading of *many*, the so-called “reverse” proportional reading. Besides its regular proportional reading, which is false in scenario (8) (since, among all the Scandinavians, 14 does not count as many), sentence (9) has another proportional reading roughly paraphrasable as ‘Many winners of the Nobel Prize in literature are Scandinavians’ that makes it true in that scenario. The same point has been made for *few* (Herburger, 1997): Sentence (10) has a reading paraphrasable as ‘Few applicants were cooks’. Formalizing these intuitive paraphrases gives us the truth conditions in (11)-(12).

Crucially, these truth conditions render *many* and *few* non-conservative.

(8) Scenario: Of a total of 81 Nobel Prize winners in literature, 14 come from Scandinavia.

(9) Many Scandinavians have won the Nobel Prize in literature.

(10) Few cooks applied.

(11) Many *P*s are *Q*.

**Reverse prop. reading:** \(|P \cap Q| : |Q| > p\), where \(p\) is a large proportion.

(12) Few *P*s are *Q*.

**Reverse prop. reading:** \(|P \cap Q| : |Q| < p\), where \(p\) is a small proportion.

Efforts have been made in the literature to derive the reverse proportional reading of *many* and *few* in a principled way (Cohen, 2001; Herburger, 1997; de Hoop & Sola, 1996, a.o.), the key issue being whether, in such a principled derivation, the determiners remain conservative or challenge the conservativity universal.

The goal of this paper is two-fold: (i) to clarify the exact truth conditions of the reverse proportional reading and, (ii) building on Romero (2015), to derive these truth conditions compositionally while maintaining conservativity.

For the first goal, we will propose an amendment to Cohen’s (2001) truth conditions. For the second goal, the point of departure is the observation in the literature that the reverse proportional reading is available only if (part of) the N’ complement of the determiner is focused (F) (Herburger, 1997) or functions as contrastive topic (CT) (Cohen, 2001), as indicated in (13)-(14). In a nutshell, our proposal will be the following. Just like degree adjectives like *tall* decompose into the stem *tall* and the positive degree operator *POS* (Heim (2006); von Stechow (2009)), the determiners *many* and *few* decompose into *many+POS* and *few+POS* respectively. The determiners *many* and *few* will be defined as conservative. *POS* in determiners does exactly what it does in adjectives: it scopes out of its host and combines with the appropriate comparison class \(C\) via an associate, which we will implement as a F- or CT-associate.\(^1\) Crucially, the F/CT associate of *POS* may lie outside its original host –as noted in the literature– or inside it –as we will observe in this paper. We will show that whether we obtain the regular or the reverse proportional reading of *many / few* depends on whether the F/CT-associate of *POS* is external or internal to the original host NP.

\(^1\)I will talk about the F/CT associate of *POS* loosely, without commitment as to whether *POS* is conventionally or non-conventionally F- (or CT-) sensitive (see Beaver & Clark (2008)).
many Scandinavians have won the Nobel Prize in literature.

(14) Few cooks applied.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 takes a closer look at the truth conditions corresponding to the reverse proportional reading. Section 3 provides some background on POS with adjectives and presents the novel observation that POS’s associate can be internal to the original host NP. Section 4 spells out the proposal. Section 5 examines some further predictions. Section 6 concludes.

2 Truth conditions of the reverse proportional reading

We start with the truth conditions suggested by Westerståhl’s (1985) intuitive paraphrase:

   a. Paraphrase: ‘Many of the Nobel Prize winners are Scandinavians.’
   b. Reverse Proportional reading of Many Ps are Q:
      
      \[ \frac{|P \cap Q|}{|Q|} > p, \text{ where } p \text{ is a large proportion.} \]

Cohen (2001) shows that this characterization of the reading is incorrect: the truth conditions in (15b) make no reference to the proportion \[ \frac{|P \cap Q|}{|P|} \], but this proportion matters. To see this, consider scenario (16). While two Andorrans having won the prize suffices to make sentence (17) true, it is doubtful that the same number renders sentence (9) true. Yet, the formalization in (15b) only asks us to consider the proportion of winners that are Andorrans/Scandinavians (i.e., \[ \frac{|P \cap Q|}{|Q|} \]), which is 2/112 for either sentence. Thus, for a contextually given value of \( p \), (15b) wrongly predicts both sentences to have the same truth value. What these examples show is that the proportion of Andorrans/Scandinavians that have won the prize (namely 2/60,000 vs. 2/20,000,000) plays a decisive role.

(16) Scenario: 112 Nobel Prize winners in literature. 2 out of a total of 60,000 Andorrans have won it. 2 out of a total of 20,000,000 Scandinavians have won it.

(17) Many ANDORRANS have won the Nobel Prize in literature.

To solve this problem, Cohen (2001) factors \[ \frac{|P \cap Q|}{|P|} \] into the truth conditions of many. Furthermore, \( P \) is argued to function as a contrastive topic and to invoke a set of alternatives \( \text{ALT}(P) \), to which \( \cup \) is applied to yield \( \cup \text{ALT}(P) \). In our examples, \( \text{ALT}(P) \) is the set \{Scandinavian, Mediterranean, Middle Eastern, Andorran, . . . \} and \( \cup \text{ALT}(P) \) is the set containing the world population. Cohen’s intuitive paraphrase and proposed truth conditions are in (18). These truth conditions still render many non-conversative.

(18) Cohen (2001):
   a. Paraphrase: ‘The proportion of Scandinavians that have won the Nobel Prize in literature is large compared to the proportion of the world population that have won the Nobel Prize in literature.’
   b. Reverse Proportional reading of Many Ps are Q:
      
      \[ \frac{|P \cap Q|}{|P|} > \frac{|\cup \text{ALT}(P) \cap Q|}{|\cup \text{ALT}(P)|} \]

We point out that Cohen’s characterization of the reverse proportional reading is not fully correct either: (18) makes no use of the point-wise alternatives \[ \frac{|P' \cap Q|}{|P'|}, \frac{|P'' \cap Q|}{|P''|} \],
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$|P'' \cap Q| : |P''|$ , etc., but these alternatives matter. To see this, consider sentence (19) on the two scenarios below. Under the regular proportional reading, the sentence is false in both scenarios (since, among the 1000 students in this school, 8 does not count as many). But, under the reverse proportional reading, the truth value intuitively differs in the two scenarios, even though the proportion of students of this school that got an A (namely, 8/1000) and the overall proportion of students in this town that got an A (namely, 140/24000) is the same in both scenarios. The truth values differ because the distribution of the alternative proportions matters. In scenario (20), the distribution of A-students per school peaks at the interval [5, 6]. This makes 8 A-students count as many and the sentence is judged true. In scenario (21), the distribution of A-students peaks at the interval [6, 7, 8, 9]. This makes 8 A-students hardly count as many and thus the sentence is intuitively judged false.

(19) Many students in this school got an A on the final exam.

(20) Scenario: 24 schools in this town, with 1000 students each. 140 out of the total 24000 students in this town got an A on the final exam. In the school we are referring to, 8 of the 1000 students got an A. For most schools, the number of students that got an A ranges between 5 and 6, e.g. as in Fig. 1.

(21) Scenario: 24 schools in this town, with 1000 students each. 140 out of the total 24000 students in this town got an A on the final exam. In the school we are referring to, 8 of the 1000 students got an A. For most schools, the number of students that got an A ranges between 6 and 9, e.g. as in Fig 2.

To solve this problem, the alternative proportions have to be factored in, as paraphrased and formalized in (22). The function $\theta$ combines with the set containing all these alternative proportions and yields a threshold value for that set, to which the original proportion $|P \cap Q| : |P|$ is compared.²

(22) a. Paraphrase: ‘The proportion of Scandinavians that have won the Nobel Prize in literature is large compared to a threshold based on the proportions of inhabitants of other worlds regions that have won the Nobel Prize in literature.’

b. Reverse Proportional reading of Many P's are Q:

$$|P \cap Q| : |P| > \theta(|P' \cap Q| : |P'| : P' \in \text{ALT}(P))$$

Note that these truth conditions still make reverse proportional many non-conservative. This takes us to our second goal: to arrive a these correct truth conditions compositionally while maintaing that all natural language determiners denote conservative functions.

²We leave open what mathematical operations $\theta$ applies to that set to obtain the threshold value. See Schöller & Franke (2015) for an algorithm compatible with (22), developing ideas from Fernando & Kamp (1996).
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POS with adjectives

3.1

Background on POS with adjectives

Adjectives may appear in the comparative, superlative or positive form. This gives us the
family of degree operators defined in (23)-(25), where Q<d,t> in -er corresponds to the second
comparison term and Q<dt,t> in -est and POS corresponds to the comparison class (Heim,
1999, 2006; von Stechow, 2009). For POS, L takes a set of sets of degrees on a given scale (e.g.
the set containing, for each 8-year old x, the set of degrees of tallness x reaches) and returns the
so-called neutral segment on that scale (the interval of degrees that make an 8-year old neither
tall nor short plus the maximal degree lower than that interval and plus the minimum degree
higher than that interval). This is depicted in (26).
(23) J-er K = Q<d,t> . P <d,t> .Q ⇢ P

(24) J-estK = Q<dt,t> . P <d,t> .8Q 2 Q[Q 6= P ! Q ⇢ P ]
(25) JPOS K = Q<dt,t> . P <d,t> .L<<dt,t>,<dt>> (Q) ✓ P ]

(26) |- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -[///////]- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

-

-

-

1

Once the Q-argument has been filled up (by the denotation of overt material or by a
context-dependent variable C), we have a generalized quantifier over degrees, which must move
out of its original host to gain scope, as in (27). The resulting truth conditions are in (28)-(30):3
(27) LF: [ [-er/-est/POS C] 1 [Lucia is t1 -tall]]
(28)
(29)

(30)

a. (Greta is 1,26m). Lucı́a is taller (than that).
b. d.tall(greta, d) ⇢ d.tall(lucia, d)

a. Lucı́a is tallest (among the girls in her class).
b. 8Q 2 { d.tall(greta, d), d.tall(sarah, d), d.tall(lucia, d), d.tall(liv, d), . . .}
[Q 6= d.tall(lucia, d) ! Q ⇢ d.tall(lucia, d)]
a. Lucı́a is tall (for an 8-year old).
b. L({ d.tall(valentin, d), d.tall(jonah, d), d.tall(lucia, d), . . .}) ✓

d.tall(lucia, d)

It has been noted that the superlative morpheme -est with adjectives allows for an absolute
and a relative reading, as in (31), and that the exact relative reading depends (at least partly)
on the information structure of the sentence, as illustrated in (32) (Heim, 1999; Szabolcsi,
1986). Here we are interested in the relative reading. As sketched in (33), under this reading
-est scopes out of its NP host and the comparison class C is retrieved (partly) from the focus
value of the LF sister of [-est C] via the squiggle operator (Heim, 1999):
(31) John climbed the highest mountain.
a. Absolute: “John climbed a mountain higher than any other (relevant) mountain”.
b. Relative: “John climbed a higher mountain than anybody else (relevant) climbed”.
(32)
3 For

(i)

a. John wrote the longest letter to MaryF .
b. JohnF wrote the longest letter to Mary.

7! compares recipients of John’s letters
7! compares senders of letters to Mary

simplicity we treat degree operators extensionality. The intensional treatment is illustrated in (i).
J-estK = Q<<s,dt>,t> . P <s,dt> . w.8Q 2 Q[Q 6= P ! Q(w) ⇢ P (w)]
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(33) Relative reading of -est:
   a. LF: [[-est C][1[JohnF climbed A t₁-high mountain]] ∼ C]
   b. [[John climbed a t₁-high mountain]] = λd'. John climbed a d'-high mountain
   c. [[C]] ⊆ {λd'. John climbed a d'-high mountain, Bill climbed a d'-high mountain, ...}
   d. [[(31)]] = 1 iff ∀Q ∈ [[C]] [Q ≠ λd.∃x[climb(j, x) ∧ mount(x) ∧ high(x, d)] → Q ⊆ λd.∃x[climb(j, x) ∧ mount(x) ∧ high(x, d)]]

A parallel absolute/relative ambiguity has been detected for POS with adjectives, where, again, the exact relative reading depends on what element POS associates with (Schwarz, 2010). This is shown in (34) and (35). Schwarz (2010) extends Heim’s (1999) analysis of -est to POS. Again, here we are interested in the relative reading, adapted from Schwarz (2010) in (36): 4

(34) Mia has an expensive hat.
   a. Absolute: ‘Mia has a hat that is expensive for a hat’
   b. Relative: ‘Mia has a hat that is expensive for somebody like Mia to have (e.g., for a 3-year old).’

(35) Paul gave Mia an expensive hat.
   → a hat that is expensive for somebody like Paul (e.g. unemployed people) to give
   → a hat that is expensive for somebody like Mia (e.g. a 3-year old) to get

(36) Relative reading of POS:
   a. LF: [[POS C] [1 [MiaF/CT has a t₁-expensive hat]] ∼ C]
   b. [[C]] ⊆ {λd'. Mia has a d'-expensive hat, λd'. Katie has a d'-expensive hat, ...}
   c. [[(34)]] = 1 iff L([[[C]]]) ⊆ λd.∃x[have(m, x) ∧ hat(x) ∧ expensive(x, d)]

3.2 A novel observation on POS with adjectives

In the relative readings in (35) above, the associate of POS (namely, Mia or Paul) is external to the original host NP [an expensive hat]. We note that the associate may be internal to the host NP as well: Sentence (37) has a reading that makes it true in scenario (38) for the comparison class (39). This comparison class corresponds to having car as the associate of POS.

(37) (For what he has been giving her, now) Rockefeller gave Kate an inexpensive carF/CT.

(38) Scenario: Rockefeller just gave Kate a very expensive car. Still, this present compares poorly to his previous astronomically expensive presents (e.g. apartment in Manhattan, island in Pacific, etc.)

(39) [[C]] ⊆ {λd'.R gave K a d'-inexpensive car, λd'.R gave K a d'-inexpensive apartment in Manhattan, λd'.R gave K a d'-inexpensive island in the Pacific, ...}

In sum, we have seen that adjectives decompose into stem+-er/-est/POS and we have witnessed how POS operates in the relevant readings: it scopes over its host NP to gain sentential scope and it retrieves its comparison class C (partly) from the LF sister of [POS C] by cycling in different alternatives to POS' associate. Furthermore, this associate may be

4The use of focus/topic alternatives is not from Schwarz (2010). Schwarz uses a 3-place lexical entry for POS and thus does not need to generate alternatives from the information structure of the sentence. We assume the 2-place entry and need to generate alternatives somehow. To this end, we will assume that the associate of POS (e.g. Paul or Mia in (35)) bears focal stress or functions as contrastive topic.
external or internal to the original host NP. A similar decomposition has been proposed for certain determiners: more decomposes as many+$+cr$ (Hackl, 2000) and most as many+$+est$ (Hackl, 2009). In the next section, we will propose that many decomposes as many+$POS$ and we will parsimoniously assume that the behaviour of POS witnessed in adjectives is paralleled in determiners.

4 Proposal

The ingredients of the proposal are the following:

i.Many is decomposed into the parametrized determinant many and the degree operator POS. Similarly, few is decomposed into the parametrized determinant few and POS.5

ii. There is only one proportional determiner many$_{prop}$ and only one proportional determiner few$_{prop}$, both of which are conservative.

iii. Just as we saw with adjectives, POS in determiners many and few scopes sententially and retrieves a comparison class C from its syntactic scope based on its F-/CT-associate. The exact reading obtained depends on the associate.

In the following, we show that the regular proportional reading arises when POS’ associate is external to the NP host and the reverse proportional reading obtains when the associate is internal to the NP host.

4.1 Proportional readings of many

Once we sever POS from many, we are left with two determiner morphemes many: the cardinal one in (40) and the proportional one in (41).6. Since we are interested in the proportional reading in this talk, we will concentrate on (41).

\[
\text{(40)} \quad [\text{many}_{\text{card}}] = \lambda d.\lambda p_{<e,t>}\lambda q_{<e,t>} |p \cap q| \geq d
\]
\[
\text{(41)} \quad [\text{many}_{\text{prop}}] = \lambda d.\lambda p_{<e,t>}\lambda q_{<e,t>} |p \cap q : |p| \geq d
\]

When we use many$_{prop}$ and POS is associated with an element external to the host NP, the regular proportional reading arises:

\[
\text{(42)} \quad \text{Many (of the few) faculty children had a good}\_\text{F/CT time.}
\]
\[
\text{(43)} \quad (\text{Regular) proportional reading:}
\]
\[\text{a. LF: } [\text{[POS C]} [\text{[t-MANY$_{prop}$ faculty children]] has a good}\_\text{F/CT time]] } \sim C
\]
\[\text{b. } \langle C \rangle \subseteq \lambda d'.(\{x : \text{fac-child}(x) \cap \{x : \text{have-good-time}(x)\}) : |\{x : \text{fac-child}(x)\}| \geq d', \lambda d'.(\{x : \text{fac-child}(x) \cap \{x : \text{have-bad-time}(x)\}) : |\{x : \text{fac-child}(x)\}| \geq d', \ldots)
\]
\[\text{c. } \langle L(C) \rangle \subseteq \lambda d.((\{x : \text{fac-child}(x) \cap \{x : \text{have-good-time}(x)\}) : |\{x : \text{fac-child}(x)\}| \geq d
\]

5The parametrized determiner few will be further decomposed into little+$+many$ in Section 5 (Heim, 2006).

6Adjectival uses of cardinal many/few, as exemplified in (i), suggest that many$_{card}$/few$_{card}$ may be adjectives rather than determiners. See also Hackl (2009)’s analysis of the absolute reading of most based on an adjectival version of many$_{card}$. We leave a potential extension in this direction for future research.

(i) The many/few students of the University of Konstanz protested.
When we use \textsc{Many}_\text{prop} but \textit{POS} is associated with an element \textit{internal} to the host NP, we obtain the reverse proportional reading. The truth conditions derived in (45b)-(45c) correspond precisely to the characterization of the reverse proportional reading argued for in Section 2.

(44) Many Scandinavians\textsubscript{F/CT} have won the Nobel Prize in literature.

(45) Reverse proportional reading:
\begin{itemize}
  \item[a.] LF: \textsubscript{F/CT} \{ \text{Many}_\text{prop} Scandinavians \} have won NP
  \item[b.] \[ C \subseteq \{ \lambda d . \lambda P . \lambda Q . \lambda \in\in\in . | P \cap Q | < d \} \]
  \item[c.] \[ L(\{ C \}) \subseteq \lambda d . \lambda P . \lambda Q . \lambda \in\in\in . | P \cap Q | < d \]
\end{itemize}

4.2 Proportional readings of \textit{few}

Once we separate \textit{POS} from \textit{few}, we are left with the parametrized determiners \textsc{Few}_\text{card} and \textsc{Few}_\text{prop} below. Again, we will concentrate on the latter:

(46) \[ \textsc{Few}_\text{card} = \lambda d . \lambda P . \lambda q . | P \cap Q | < d \]

(47) \[ \textsc{Few}_\text{prop} = \lambda d . \lambda P . \lambda q . | P \cap Q | < d \]

When we use \textsc{Few}_\text{prop} and \textit{POS} is associated with an element in the sentence \textit{external} to the host NP, the regular proportional reading obtains:

(48) Few (of the many) demonstrators had a good\textsubscript{F/CT} time.

(49) (Regular) proportional reading:
\begin{itemize}
  \item[a.] LF: \textsubscript{F/CT} \{ \text{Few}_\text{prop} demonstrators \} has a good\textsubscript{F/CT} time
  \item[b.] \[ C \subseteq \{ \lambda d . \lambda P . \lambda q . | P \cap Q | < d \} \]
  \item[c.] \[ L(\{ C \}) \subseteq \lambda d . \lambda P . \lambda q . | P \cap Q | < d \]
\end{itemize}

When we use \textsc{Few}_\text{prop} but \textit{POS} is associated with an element in the sentence \textit{internal} to the host NP, the reverse proportional reading results, with the truth conditions we argued for:

(50) Few \textsc{cooks}_\textsubscript{F/CT} applied.

(51) Reverse proportional reading:
\begin{itemize}
  \item[a.] LF: \textsubscript{F/CT} \{ \text{POS} \} \{ \text{Few}_\text{prop} \textsc{cooks} \} applied
  \item[b.] \[ C \subseteq \{ \lambda d . \lambda P . \lambda q . | P \cap Q | < d \} \]
  \item[c.] \[ L(\{ C \}) \subseteq \lambda d . \lambda P . \lambda q . | P \cap Q | < d \]
\end{itemize}

In sum, we have proposed a compositional analysis that derives the correct truth conditions for the reverse proportional reading of \textit{many} and \textit{few}, and this has been achieved using only conservative determiners — namely, \textsc{Many}_\text{prop} and \textsc{Few}_\text{prop} — and exploiting independently motivated properties of POS.\footnote{When cardinal \textsc{Many}_\text{card} and \textsc{Few}_\text{card} are used, different readings are derived depending on whether the associate is external or internal to the host NP. See Romero (2015) for details. The reason why no attention has been drawn towards the reverse cardinal reading is that it does not give the appearance of non-conservativity.
5 Further predictions

We have argued that many and few decompose into many+POS and few+POS respectively and that POS scopes out of its host NP to gain sentential scope. If the pair many/few behaves like other degree antonym pairs, e.g. tall/short, we expect few to further decompose into many plus the negative element little (cf. Heim, 2006), defined in (52):

\[ \text{LITTLE} = \lambda d.\lambda D_{<d,t>}D(d) = 0 \]

Furthermore, if POS behaves like other degree operators, we expect it to be able to take scope in its own clause or in a higher clause in the relevant configurations. Such an ambiguity is found e.g. for the comparative morpheme -er in example (53): required scoping over -er produces reading (54) and -er scoping over required produces reading (55) (Heim, 2006):

\[ \text{LF: }[[\text{Dep } -\text{er than 15pp}]]1[[\text{Dep } \text{ little}]2 \text{ paper is long } t_2]] \]

\[ \text{LF: }[[\text{Dep } -\text{er than 15pp}]]1[[\text{Dep } \text{ little}]2 \text{ required paper is long } t_2]] \]

Hence, if the decomposition analysis of many and few is on the right track, the proposed analysis predicts more LFs to be possible than an analysis where all the meaning components are fused together and thus must scope together, e.g. an analysis where the truth conditions in (56) are packed in an undecomposable entry for few. The examples of few_card below suggest that the additional power of the decomposition analysis is needed: while (57)-(58) lead to a reading where POS and LITTLE scope under required, as shown in (59), (60)-(61) prompt a reading where POS and LITTLE scope over required, as in (62).

\[ \text{Reverse Proportional reading of Few P's are Q: } \]

\[ |P \cap Q| : |P| < \theta(\{|P'| : P' \in \text{ALT}(P)|\}) \]

Scenario: Our grad students are stressed out. Dr. Smith’s prescription, the amount of reading they do should be lower than that of a regular grad student (whatever that is). That is, our grad students reading few papers (for a grad student) is a necessity.

\[ \text{LF: }[[\text{POS C}]]1[[\text{Dep } t_1 \text{ LITTLE}]2 \text{ the stud.} -\text{ to read } t_2 - \text{many papers}]] \]

\[ \text{LF: }[[\text{POS C}]]1[[\text{Dep } t_1 \text{ LITTLE}]2 \text{ Smith} -\text{ to read } t_2 - \text{many papers}]] \]

Scenario: For all full professors except for Prof. Smith, the minimum requirement in their courses is for our grad students to read (any) 30 papers. For Prof. Smith, the minimum requirement in his courses is for our grad students to read (any) 10 papers. That is, in Prof. Smith’s courses, our grad students reading few papers is a possibility.

\[ \text{Smith requires the grad students}_F/C T \text{ to read few papers (for a grad student).} \]

\[ \text{Scenario: For all full professors except for Prof. Smith, the minimum requirement in their courses is for our grad students to read (any) 30 papers. For Prof. Smith, the minimum requirement in his courses is for our grad students to read (any) 10 papers. That is, in Prof. Smith’s courses, our grad students reading few papers is a possibility.} \]

\[ \text{Smith requires the grad students}_F/C T \text{ to read few papers.} \]

\[ \text{Scenario: For all full professors except for Prof. Smith, the minimum requirement in their courses is for our grad students to read (any) 30 papers. For Prof. Smith, the minimum requirement in his courses is for our grad students to read (any) 10 papers. That is, in Prof. Smith’s courses, our grad students reading few papers is a possibility.} \]

\[ \text{Smith requires the grad students}_F/C T \text{ to read few papers.} \]
6 Conclusions

By decomposing many into the positive degree operator $POS$ and the parametrized determiner $MANY$, the so-called reverse proportional reading has been derived while appealing solely to independently motivated behavior of $POS$ and while keeping a single, conservative lexical entry for $MANY_{prop}$. The same holds for few. Importantly, contrary to the analyses by Westerståhl (1985) and Cohen (2001), the proposed analysis derives the correct truth conditions for this reading. Furthermore, the proposed decomposition correctly predicts the existence of further scopal readings that are unexpected in non-decomposition analyses.
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Abstract

According to orthodoxy, all counterpossibles (counterfactual conditionals with impossible antecedents) are true, or at least not false. Nevertheless, some counterpossibles look false. The problem is not just how best to tidy up an unimportant corner of the logic and semantics of counterfactuals. It has significant theoretical and methodological ramifications in several directions. This paper defends the orthodox view against some recent objections, and explains the most recalcitrant appearances to the contrary by our pre-reflective reliance on a fallible heuristic in the assessment of counterfactuals.

1 What is at Stake

Typically, we use counterfactuals to talk about what would have happened if something had been different from how it actually was. Still, despite the etymology, a counterfactual may have a true antecedent; ‘If she were depressed, that would explain her silence’ does not imply that she is not depressed. But a counterpossible is a counterfactual whose antecedent is impossible, and therefore false.

What kind of impossibility is relevant? It is not epistemic. For consider this counterfactual:

(1). If thinking had never occurred, science would have flourished.

The antecedent of (1) is epistemically impossible, because it is incompatible with something we know: that we think. But that does not make the antecedent of (1) impossible in the relevant sense. Presumably, the universe could have been lifeless and thoughtless forever. In that case, science would not have flourished. Defenders of orthodoxy should agree that (1) is false. The special theoretical problem in evaluating ‘If this had been so, that would have been so’ arises when this could not have been so. The relevant sort of possibility is objective rather than epistemic or subjective. Moreover, what matters is the most inclusive sort of objective possibility, which we may call metaphysical possibility. For the special theoretical problem in evaluating a counterfactual does not arise when, although the antecedent could not easily have been so, it could still have been so.

It is convenient, though not crucial, to put the problem in terms of possible worlds. We take the worlds to be possible in the sense that it is metaphysically possible for any one of them to have obtained; metaphysical possibility as just explained is an appropriately inclusive standard for present purposes. The evaluation of the counterfactual $\alpha \square \rightarrow \beta$ depends on the truth-value of $\beta$ at relevant possible worlds at which $\alpha$ is true. But what happens if $\beta$ is true at no possible worlds?

We may equate the intension $\vert \alpha \vert$ of a sentence $\alpha$ (in a context $C$) with the set of possible worlds at which $\alpha$ is true (in $C$). In a compositional intensional semantics of the usual type for counterfactuals, the intension of a counterfactual is a function of the intensions of its antecedent and consequent:

(2). $\vert \alpha \square \rightarrow \beta \vert = f(\vert \alpha \vert, \vert \beta \vert)$

Indeed, we can surely be more specific, for all that should matter about the consequent is at which possible worlds where the antecedent is true the consequent is also true, in other words, the intersection of the intension of the antecedent with the intension of the consequent. If so, (2) implies (3):

(3). $\vert \alpha \square \rightarrow \beta \vert = f(\vert \alpha \vert, \vert \alpha \cap \beta \vert)$

The truth-value of the consequent at worlds where the antecedent is false should be irrelevant to the truth-value of the conditional, for it concerns only what hold if its antecedent held. But (3) yields (4):
(4). If \(|\alpha| = \{\}\) then \(|\alpha \square \rightarrow \beta| = f(\{\}, \{\})

Given (4), all counterpossibles have the same intension: they are indiscriminate. That is not yet to decide between making them all true and making them all false. However, we surely want any counterfactual (counterpossible or not) whose consequent merely repeats its antecedent to be a trivial necessary truth, true throughout the set of all possible worlds \(W\):

(5). \(|\alpha \square \rightarrow \alpha| = W

Together, (4) (with \(\beta = \alpha\)) and (5) require \(f(\{\}, \{\})\) to be \(W\). Putting that back into (4), we get:

(6). If \(|\alpha| = \{\}\) then \(|\alpha \square \rightarrow \beta| = W

In other words, all counterpossibles are necessary truths, and so truths. This is just the conclusion reached by Stalnaker, Lewis, and their successors in the mainstream of intensional semantics.

Similar arguments can be made in the modal object-language, without reference to worlds. For example, instead of (2) we can just require that counterfactuals with necessarily equivalent antecedents and necessarily equivalent consequents are themselves necessarily equivalent:

(7). \(\Box(\alpha \equiv \alpha^*) \& \Box(\beta \equiv \beta^*) \supset \Box((\alpha \square \rightarrow \beta) \equiv (\alpha^* \square \rightarrow \beta^*))\)

A plausible auxiliary assumption to complete the argument is simply that conjunctions necessarily counterfactually imply their conjuncts (if this and that were so, this would be so):

(8). \(\Box((\alpha \land \beta) \square \rightarrow \alpha)\)

Together, (7) and (8) imply (9), the analogue in the object-language of (6):

(9). \(\Box \neg \alpha \supset \Box(\alpha \square \rightarrow \beta)\)

A much simpler argument in the object-language for the truth of counterpossibles just uses a plausible and attractive assumption linking metaphysical modality to counterfactuals. It is that strict implication materially implies counterfactual implication:

(10). \(\Box(\alpha \rightarrow \beta) \supset (\alpha \square \rightarrow \beta)\)

For, by elementary modal logic, an impossibility strictly implies anything:

(11). \(\Box \neg \alpha \supset \Box(\alpha \supset \beta)\)

By transitivity, (10) and (11) entail (12):

(12). \(\Box \neg \alpha \supset (\alpha \square \rightarrow \beta)\)

If one assumes the necessitation of (10), one can also derive the necessitation of (12).

One can use (10) in deriving equivalents of metaphysical modalities in counterfactual terms, as part of an argument for understanding our cognitive capacities for handling metaphysical modalities as a by-product of our cognitive capacities for handling counterfactual conditionals. In such ways, issues about counterpossibles have significant knock-on effects for more general philosophical questions.

Thus strong theoretical pressures push towards orthodoxy about counterpossibles. It is required by the standard simple and natural approach to the semantics of counterfactuals, and it contributes to a simple and natural picture of how counterfactuals and metaphysical modality fit together. Nevertheless, those pressures are not obviously irresistible. If one is willing to countenance impossible worlds in addition to possible worlds, one might be able to retain the world-based semantic framework for counterfactuals while rejecting orthodoxy about counterpossibles, as Nolan, Brogaard and Salerno, and Kment do. For if the semantic value of a counterfactual is sensitive to its behaviour at impossible worlds, that makes it easier to deny assumptions such as (2), (7), and (10). Alternatively, one might seek a different semantic framework for counterfactuals that is less congenial to orthodoxy about counterpossibles.

The focus of resistance to orthodoxy about counterpossibles is usually on alleged counterexamples. Here is one (from Nolan). What are the truth-values of (13) and (14)?

(13). If Hobbes had (secretly) squared the circle, sick children in the mountains of South America at the time would have cared.

(14). If Hobbes had (secretly) squared the circle, sick children in the mountains of South America at the time would not have cared.

If one responds in a theoretically unreflective way, the natural snap answers are presumably that (13) is false and (14) true. The sick children in South America were in no position to know about Hobbes’s secret reasoning thousands of miles away; even if they had known, they had more urgent things to care.
about. But, as we know, the shared antecedent of (13) and (14) is metaphysically impossible. Therefore, according to orthodoxy, (13) and (14) alike are true. According to the critics, (13) is a counterexample to orthodoxy: a false counterpossible. Such examples can be multiplied.

The temptation to deny (13) and similar counterpossibles is strong. But such inclinations are not always veridical. For the time being, we may treat them as defeasible evidence against orthodoxy.

For some metaphysicians, rejecting orthodoxy also has more theoretical attractions. Here is an example. Nominalists crave the scientific advantages that platonists gain from quantifying over numbers and other abstract objects. How to emulate them? A common strategy, in this and similar cases, is fictionalist. One treats the envied rival metaphysical theory as a useful fiction. The proposal deserves to be taken seriously only if accompanied by a properly worked-out account of how reasoning on the basis of a fiction can nevertheless be a reliably truth-preserving way of getting from non-fictional premises to a non-fictional conclusion. For instance, if one reasons validly from true premises purely about concrete reality plus a false (by nominalist lights) auxiliary mathematical theory about abstract objects to a conclusion purely about concrete reality, the conclusion needs to be true too. But why should it be true?

One way of implementing the fictionalist strategy is to use counterfactuals. The nominalist reasons in effect about how things would be if the mathematical theory were to obtain and concrete reality were just as it actually is. Thus the conclusion corresponds to this counterfactual:

(15). \((M \land A) \diamond \rightarrow C\)

Here \(M\) is the platonist mathematical theory, \(A\) says that concrete reality is just as it actually is, and \(C\) says something specific purely about concrete reality. Thus, the truth of the counterfactual seems to guarantee the truth of its consequent, even though its antecedent is false (by nominalist lights), because the relevant counterfactual worlds are the same as the actual world with respect to concrete reality, which \(C\) is purely about. The trouble is that the nominalist may well regard platonism as not just false but metaphysically impossible: for instance, the structure of the hierarchy of pure sets (if any) seems to be a metaphysically non-contingent matter. For such a nominalist, \(M\) is impossible, so the counterfactual (15) is a counterpossible. But, given orthodoxy about counterpossibles, the impossibility of the antecedent guarantees the truth of the counterpossible, irrespective of its consequent, so the mere truth of (15) is insufficient for the truth of \(C\). Fictionalists who implement their strategy by means of counterfactuals and regard the rival metaphysical theory as a useful but impossible fiction have therefore been compelled to deny orthodoxy about counterpossibles.

We can be a little more explicit about the relation between the move from (15) to \(C\), on one hand, and orthodoxy about counterpossibles, on the other. The natural route from (15) to \(C\) is this. Suppose that \(C\) is (actually) false. By hypothesis, \(A\) says that concrete reality is just as it actually is, and \(C\) says something specific purely about concrete reality, hence \(~C\) does too. Therefore, we can treat \(~C\) as part of what \(A\) in effect says. Thus the opposite counterfactual surely holds:

(16). \((M \land A) \diamond \rightarrow ~C\)

If (16) excludes (15) we can therefore derive \(~(15)\) from \(~C\), and so \(C\) from (15) by contraposition. Conversely, we can derive (15) from \(C\) just as we derived (16) from \(~C\) (without relying on the mutual exclusion of counterfactuals). But orthodoxy rejects the assumption that (15) and (16) exclude each other, for both are true if their shared antecedent is impossible.

Most orthodox theorists will hold that opposite counterfactuals such as (15) and (16) are compatible only if they are counterpossibles. For they are likely to accept the following two principles in the logic of counterfactuals. First, counterfactuals distribute over conjunction in the consequent:

(17). \((\alpha \diamond \rightarrow (\beta \land \gamma)) \equiv ((\alpha \diamond \rightarrow \beta) \land (\alpha \diamond \rightarrow \gamma))\)

This holds on any standard semantics for counterfactuals. Second, no metaphysical possibility counterfactual implies a metaphysical impossibility:

(18). \((\alpha \diamond \rightarrow \beta) \sqsupset (\beta \sqsupset \diamond \beta)\)

If something is impossible which would obtain if something else were to obtain, then the other thing is impossible too. From (17) and (18) we can easily derive that the conjunction of opposite counterfactuals implies the impossibility of their antecedent:
(19). \(((\alpha \square \to \beta) \land (\alpha \square \to \neg \beta)) \supset \neg \diamond \alpha\)

Even opponents of orthodoxy about counterpossibles may grant (19), since their unorthodoxy may be confined to counterpossibles, and a counterexample to (19) would require a possible antecedent. What opponents of orthodoxy reject, and proponents accept, is the converse of (19).

2 Misconceptions about orthodoxy

In a recent critique of orthodoxy, Berit Brogaard and Joe Salerno characterize their target thus: ‘Counterpossibles are trivial on the standard account. By ‘trivial’, we mean vacuously true and semantically uninformative. Counterpossibles are vacuously true in that they are always true; an impossibility counterfactually implies anything you like. And relatedly, they are uninformative in the sense that the consequent of a counterpossible makes no contribution to the truth-value, meaning or our understanding of the whole.’ Of this conjunction, orthodoxy as characterized above corresponds only to the first conjunct, the claim of vacuous truth. Brogaard and Salerno handle even that conjunct somewhat oddly. For instance, they say of the counterpossible (14) above: ‘The intuition is that [(14)] is true, but non-vacuously’. By their own definition, the non-vacuous truth of (14) consists only in its truth, which both sides acknowledge, and the falsity of at least one other counterpossible, such as (13). Thus the relevant ‘intuition’ is not directed at (14) at all, but at some other counterpossible. However, that is a minor point compared to their inclusion of the second conjunct, semantic uninformativeness. For we need to be quite clear that semantic uninformativeness is not part whatsoever of the standard account. Consequently, that counterpossibles are trivial in Brogaard and Salerno’s sense is no part whatsoever of the standard account.

To see this, we must recall that the standard view of counterfactuals is that, as usual for complex sentences, they have a compositional semantics. Their meanings are built up out of the meanings of their constituents. On the standard view, as found in authors such as Stalnaker and Lewis, the meaning of the counterfactual \(\alpha \square \to \beta\) is built up out of the meanings of the sentences \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) combined with the meaning of the counterfactual operator \(\square \to \). Many linguists, notably Kratzer (2012), have a subtler view of the semantic structure of conditional sentences, but the points to be made here can be transposed to such alternative settings. On a fine-grained conception of meaning, any difference in meaning between the sentences \(\beta\) and \(\gamma\) makes a difference in meaning between the counterfactuals \(\alpha \square \to \beta\) and \(\alpha \square \to \gamma\), whatever the meaning of \(\alpha\). That applies just as much when \(\alpha\) is impossible as when \(\alpha\) is possible. For instance, the counterpossibles (13) and (14) differ by a ‘not’ in the consequent, which ipso facto makes a difference in meaning between (13) and (14). Thus it is just false that, on the standard view, ‘the consequent of a counterpossible makes no contribution to the […] meaning […] of the whole’.

Equally objectionable is Brogaard and Salerno’s claim that, on the standard view, ‘the consequent of a counterpossible makes no contribution to […] our understanding of the whole’. For instance, consider these two counterfactuals:

(20). If Plato had been identical with Socrates, Plato would have been snub-nosed.
(21). If Plato had been identical with Socrates, 2 + 2 would have been 5.

We may assume that, by the necessity of distinctness, since Plato and Socrates are distinct, it is metaphysically impossible for Plato and Socrates to have been identical. Thus both (20) and (21) are counterpossibles. Nevertheless, we understand them by understanding their constituents and how they are put together. For instance, a failure to understand the constituent ‘snub-nosed’ prevents one from fully understanding (20), but does not prevent one from understanding (21). Thus, on the standard view, our understanding of the consequent of a counterpossible does contribute to our understanding of the whole counterpossible. Of course, if one happens to know that it is metaphysically impossible for Plato to have been identical with Socrates, and one accepts orthodoxy about counterpossibles, then one can work out that (20) is true even if one does not understand ‘snub-nosed’, but that is just an instance of the general point that one can know that a sentence states a truth without knowing what it states. For example, a trustworthy and trusted native speaker of Mandarin might utter a sentence of Mandarin and
tell me that it states a truth without telling me what truth it states. In any case, someone can understand (20) and (21) without knowing that it is impossible for Socrates to have been identical with Plato. Having spent too much time reading dodgy webpages, he might suspect that Plato was identical with Socrates. Alternatively, he might know that Plato was distinct from Socrates, but doubt the necessity of distinctness on faulty metaphysical grounds. In general, one can understand a counterpossible without knowing it to be a counterpossible, and one’s understanding of it is relevantly like one’s understanding of other counterfactuals. All these points arise naturally within the framework of a compositional approach to semantics, such as standard accounts assume.

What of the claim that, on the standard account, “the consequent of a counterpossible makes no contribution to the truth-value [...] of the whole”? At first sight, it looks more defensible, since truth-value is a more coarse-grained feature than either meaning or understanding. However, their claim about truth-values is unwarranted too. The only basis for making it is that, according to standard views, all counterfactuals with impossible antecedents have the same truth-value, because all are true, irrespective of their consequent. But, equally, according to standard views, all counterfactuals with necessary consequents have the same truth-value, because all are true, irrespective of their antecedent:

\[(22). \quad \square \beta \supset (\alpha \square \rightarrow \beta)\]

Both principles, (12) and (22), are corollaries of the quite general entailment (10) from any strict implication to the corresponding counterfactual; one can also derive the semantic analogue of (22) from (3) and (5). Thus, if the standard account implies that the consequent of a counterfactual with an impossible antecedent makes no contribution to the truth-value of the whole, by parity the standard account also implies that the antecedent of a counterfactual with a necessary consequent makes no contribution to the truth-value of the whole. But that combination is absurd. For consider a counterfactual such as (23) with an impossible antecedent and a necessary consequent:

\[(23). \quad \text{If 6 were prime, 35 would be composite.}\]

By Brogaard and Salerno’s style of reasoning, the standard account would imply that neither the antecedent nor the consequent of (23) makes any contribution to the truth-value of (23). That is absurd because, without its antecedent and consequent, all that is left of (23) is the bare counterfactual construction alone, which by itself certainly does not determine a truth-value. Obviously, standard theories of counterfactuals such as Stalnaker’s and Lewis’s have no such ridiculous consequence. Thus even Brogaard and Salerno’s claim that, on the standard account, the consequent of a counterpossible makes no contribution to the truth-value of the whole is unwarranted. Such examples also tell in a parallel way against their already rejected claims that, on the standard account, the consequent of a counterpossible makes no contribution to the meaning and our understanding of the whole.

It is thus a misunderstanding of orthodoxy to suppose that it makes counterpossibles semantically uninformative or cognitively trivial. It simply makes them true. The misunderstanding is the source of many objections to orthodoxy. One such style of objection is this. According to orthodoxy, (24) is true, because Fermat’s Last Theorem is a necessary truth:

\[(24). \quad \text{If Fermat’s Last Theorem were false, } 2 + 2 \text{ would be 5.}\]

The critic then points out, correctly, that Andrew Wiles could not have simplified his famous proof by merely invoking (24) and thence deducing Fermat’s Last Theorem by reductio ad absurdum. This does indeed refute the claim that (24) is uninformative or trivial, for given the latter claim it is harmless to rely on (24) in a proof. But it is hopeless as an argument against the claim that (24) is true, for the mere truth of a claim does not permit one to rely on it in a proof. For that, the claim must have some epistemically appropriate property: it must be an axiom, or have been already proved, or follow from previous steps in a way clear to expert mathematicians, or something like that. Since (24) has no such epistemically appropriate property, it offers no simplification of Wiles’s proof. Thus the objection fails. More generally, assertibility requires some epistemically appropriate status, such as being known by the asserter, for which truth is insufficient. That point applies just as much to counterpossibles as to sentences of any other kind, and fits well with orthodoxy. Failure to appreciate it presumably comes from the confused idea that orthodoxy makes counterpossibles uninformative or trivial.
A subtler misconception about orthodoxy concerns speakers who know the impossibility of the antecedent. Consider (25):

(25). If Hobbes had squared the circle, he would have become Lord Chancellor.

I know that the antecedent of (25) is impossible; given orthodoxy, I know that (25) is true. Epistemically, I am in a position to assert (25) on those grounds. But if I do so in a discussion of seventeenth century English politics, something is obviously amiss. However, that point does not tell against orthodoxy, for orthodoxy can easily explain what is amiss. Given orthodoxy, I was also in a position to assert the more informative and equally relevant (26) instead:

(26). Hobbes could not have squared the circle.

Of course, (25) mentions political matters while (26) does not, but my grounds for asserting (25) make the mention factitious and misleading. Therefore, I should have asserted (26) — or, better, just kept quiet — instead, on Gricean grounds of conversational cooperation. Since I did not, my hearers may assume that I asserted (25) because I knew of some politically significant connection between squaring the circle and the Lord Chancellorship, and so be misled. If my hearers correctly identify my grounds for asserting (25), they will recognize the irrelevance of my contribution. Orthodoxy has no trouble in dealing with such cases.

In order to keep one’s grip on the implications of orthodoxy, a salutary comparison is between the vacuous truth of counterpossibles and the vacuous truth of empty universal generalizations. The impossibility of the antecedent corresponds to the emptiness of the subject term. For it is widely agreed that ‘Every N Vs’ is true if and only if the extension of N is a subset of the extension of V. Thus, as a special case, if the extension of N is empty, it is a subset of the extension of V, whatever V is, so ‘Every N Vs’ is true. Consequently, since there are no golden mountains, ‘Every golden mountain is a valley’. It would be obviously absurd to claim that, on this standard account of the universal quantifier, the predicates make no contribution to the truth-value, meaning or our understanding of such sentences. For universal generalizations have the same overall compositional semantic structure whether the subject term is empty or not, just as counterfactual conditionals have the same overall compositional semantic structure whether the antecedent is impossible or not. Similarly, it would be absurd to claim that, on the standard account, a sentence like ‘Every golden mountain is in Africa’ is cognitively trivial or semantically uninformative. One can understand it without knowing that there are no golden mountains.

Our reactions to counterpossibles are often similar to our reactions to analogous vacuous universal quantifications. In the latter case, we have learnt to override our immediate reactions. Perhaps we should learn to override our immediate reactions to counterpossibles in a similar way.

3 Counterfactual reasoning by reductio ad absurdum

The prime specimens of useful reasoning from an impossible supposition are arguments by reductio ad absurdum in mathematics. When we state them in everyday terms, it is natural to use counterfactual conditionals. Lewis gives these examples:

(27). If there were a largest prime \( p \), \( p! + 1 \) would be prime.

(28). If there were a largest prime \( p \), \( p! + 1 \) would be composite.

They summarize the classic proof that there is no largest prime: (27) holds because if \( p \) were the largest prime, \( p! \) would be divisible by all primes (since it is divisible by all natural numbers up to \( p \)), so \( p! + 1 \) would be divisible by none; (28) holds because \( p! + 1 \) is larger than \( p \), and so would be composite if \( p \) were the largest prime. To complete the proof, one can use Lewis’s principle of Deduction within Conditionals to conjoin the consequents of (27) and (28):

(29). If there were a largest prime \( p \), \( p! + 1 \) would be both prime and composite.

Since the consequent of (29) is a contradiction, one can deny the antecedent, and conclude that there is no largest prime.

Of course, one does not strictly need to formulate the proof in terms of counterfactual conditionals. One could use material conditionals instead, because all standard mathematical reasoning can be
formalized in purely extensional terms. Nevertheless, it is surely legitimate, indeed natural and appropriate, to use counterfactual conditionals. They nicely convey the role of the antecedent in the reasoning. At the very least, on a good semantic theory, the counterpossibles (27)-(29) should come out true, for they are soundly based on valid mathematical reasoning.

Consider any non-obvious impossibility $a$ that can be shown, by more or less elaborate deductive reasoning, to lead to an obvious impossibility $\omega$. The general anti-orthodox strategy is to be charitable by evaluating counterfactuals with $a$ as the antecedent at impossible worlds or situations not closed under such reasoning, precisely in order to falsify counterpossibles such as $a \Box \rightarrow \omega$. But those are exactly the counterpossibles one needs to assert in articulating the argument by reduceo ad absurdum against $a$. Thus the point generalizes, for instance to the use of counterlogical worlds.

Mathematical arguments by reduceo ad absurdum are amongst the best arguments for counterpossibles we have. They tell us that if something non-obviously impossible were the case, something obviously impossible would be the case. We should accept the conclusions of those mathematical proofs. They provide strong evidence for orthodoxy. But how can we explain away the strongest evidence against orthodoxy, all the seemingly clear examples of false counterpossibles?

4 An error theory of apparently false counterpossibles

Processing a non-obvious counterpossible typically feels very like processing a non-counterpossible counterfactual. Consider (13) above, a good example of a seemingly false counterpossible (‘If Hobbes had (secretly) squared the circle, sick children in the mountains of South America at the time would have cared’). What goes on when we process it? In my case, before I consciously apply any theoretical considerations, it is something like this. I imagine Hobbes doing geometry in the secrecy of his room. I ask myself whether sick children in the mountains of South America at the time would have cared. I answer in the negative, because there was no way for them to have known about Hobbes’s doings at the time, and even if they had known, they would hardly have cared. In the first instance, I assent to (14), the opposite counterfactual to (13), with the same antecedent but the negation of the consequent (‘If Hobbes had (secretly) squared the circle, sick children in the mountains of South America at the time would not have cared’). My immediate inclination is then to deny (13), as excluded by (14). So far, the impossibility of the antecedent has played no role whatsoever. That is not to deny that I imagine Hobbes (secretly) squaring the circle. In some minimal, vague, unspecific way I do imagine him squaring the circle, but I could imagine him carrying out some genuine geometrical construction in much the same way. Now, in my case, theory kicks in. I remind myself that squaring the circle is impossible, and that opposite counterfactuals may both be true when their shared antecedent is impossible. I therefore countermand my inclination to deny (13).

What this suggests is that, in our unreflective assessment of counterfactual conditionals, we use a simple heuristic along these lines:

(HCC). Given that $\beta$ is inconsistent with $\gamma$, treat $\alpha \Box \rightarrow \beta$ as inconsistent with $\alpha \Box \rightarrow \gamma$.

For instance, ‘Sick children in the mountains of South America at the time cared’ is obviously inconsistent with ‘Sick children in the mountains of South America at the time did not care’ (on the relevant readings), so in accordance with (HCC) we treat (13) as inconsistent with (14). Thus, having verified (14), we treat ourselves as having falsified (13). More generally, when drawing out the implications of a counterfactual supposition $\alpha$, as soon as we have accepted $\alpha \Box \rightarrow \gamma$, we take ourselves to be in a position to reject $\alpha \Box \rightarrow \beta$ for any $\beta$ inconsistent with $\gamma$.

For many purposes, we can consider a simpler heuristic in place of (HCC):

(HCC*). If you accept one of $\alpha \Box \rightarrow \beta$ and $\alpha \Box \rightarrow \neg \beta$, reject the other.

(HCC*) has the advantage over (HCC) of not using ‘inconsistent’, a term which could do with some clarification.

(HCC) and (HCC*) are equivalent under a wide range of conditions. First, start with (HCC). Clearly, $\beta$ is inconsistent with $\neg \beta$. Then (HCC) tells you to treat $\alpha \Box \rightarrow \beta$ as inconsistent with $\alpha \Box \rightarrow \neg \beta$. Thus, if
you accept one of them, you should reject the other. In other words, you should obey \((HCC^*)\). Conversely, start with \((HCC^*)\). Suppose that you are given that \(\beta\) is inconsistent with \(\gamma\). Thus \(\gamma\) entails \(\neg\beta\). So, normally, from \(\alpha \rightarrow \gamma\) you can derive \(\alpha \rightarrow \neg\beta\), by an informal analogue of Deduction within Conditionals. But \((HCC^*)\) tells you not to accept both \(\alpha \rightarrow \beta\) and \(\alpha \rightarrow \neg\beta\). So, normally, you should not accept both \(\alpha \rightarrow \beta\) and \(\alpha \rightarrow \gamma\). In other words, you should obey \((HCC)\). However, since it is sometimes artificial to introduce an explicit negation when two sentences are obviously inconsistent, \((HCC)\) may be the more natural heuristic.

There is psychological evidence that people reason in accordance with \((HCC^*)\), treating pairs of conditionals with the same antecedent and contradictory consequents as inconsistent, whether the conditionals are indicative or subjunctive. More generally, there is extensive psychological evidence that we tend to evaluate conditionals by evaluating their consequents on the supposition of their antecedents, with only subtle differences in treatment between indicatives and consequents. Thus we tend to treat cases where the antecedent is false as irrelevant to the evaluation. Our assessment of the probability of a conditional is highly correlated with our assessment of the conditional probability of its consequent on its antecedent. The well-supported suppositional model of our evaluation of conditionals predicts that it will conform to both \((HCC)\) and \((HCC^*)\). For if \(\beta\) is inconsistent with \(\gamma\), then it is inconsistent to accept both under the supposition of \(\alpha\). In probabilistic terms, the inconsistency of \(\beta\) with \(\gamma\) implies this relation between their conditional probabilities on \(\alpha\) and the conditional probability of their disjunction on \(\alpha\):

\[
(30) \quad \text{Prob}(\beta|\alpha) + \text{Prob}(\gamma|\alpha) = \text{Prob}(\beta \lor \gamma|\alpha) \leq 1
\]

Thus if \(\text{Prob}(\beta|\alpha)\) is high, \(\text{Prob}(\gamma|\alpha)\) is low, and vice versa. Given the close correlation between our assessments of conditional probabilities and our assessments of the probabilities of conditionals, this means that if we do not assess both conditionals in \((HCC)\) or \((HCC^*)\) as probable.

For the orthodox, \((HCC)\) and \((HCC^*)\) are only heuristics because they will lead you to reject true counterpossibles when \(\alpha\) is impossible. However, it is plausible that usually, when counterfactual conditionals arise in practice, their antecedents are possible. In that case, \((HCC^*)\) will never lead you astray. For if you accept a true one of \(\alpha \rightarrow \beta\) and \(\alpha \rightarrow \neg\beta\) (which is not the responsibility of \((HCC^*)\)), \((HCC^*)\) will tell you to reject the other one, which will be false by \((19)\). Given the near-equivalence of \((HCC)\) and \((HCC^*)\), \((HCC)\) will share much of the qualified reliability of \((HCC^*)\). Thus, on an orthodox logic of counterfactuals, both \((HCC)\) and \((HCC^*)\) are reasonable though fallible heuristics.

One might wonder whether an unorthodox view of counterfactuals could treat \((HCC)\) and \((HCC^*)\) as more than a fallible heuristic, by treating no counterpossibles as exceptions, that might even be an advantage of unorthodoxy. But that idea is unlikely to work. For consider counterpossibles with explicit contradictions as antecedents:

\[
(31) \quad (\alpha \land \neg\alpha) \rightarrow \alpha \quad (32) \quad (\alpha \land \neg\alpha) \rightarrow \neg\alpha
\]

Both \((31)\) and \((32)\) look highly plausible; surely conjunctions counterfactually imply their conjuncts. But if both \((31)\) and \((32)\) hold, then they are consistent, even though they have the same antecedent and inconsistent consequents. Now unorthodox theorists may reject some instances of \((31)\) and \((32)\), for instance when \(\alpha\) itself is ‘No conjunction counterfactually implies its conjuncts’ or the like. But they cannot plausibly reject one of them in all cases. For instance, let \(\alpha\) be ‘The Liar is true’, so \(\alpha \land \neg\alpha\) makes the dialetheist claim about the Liar paradox that the Liar is both true and not true. The dialetheist both asserts that the Liar is true and asserts that the Liar is not true. Presumably, therefore, both \((31)\) and \((32)\) should hold on this reading of \(\alpha\), even for the unorthodox. Thus even they should regard \((HCC)\) and \((HCC^*)\) as fallible heuristics, not as marking exceptionless rules of the logic of counterfactuals.

Probabilistic considerations point in the same direction, even if we ignore the long series of results, initiated by David Lewis, which show that conditionals cannot in general be identified with propositions whose probability is the conditional probability of the antecedent on the consequent. Under the standard equation of the conditional probability \(\text{Prob}(\beta|\alpha)\) with the ratio \(\text{Prob}(\alpha \land \beta)/\text{Prob}(\alpha)\) of unconditional probabilities, the conditional probability is undefined when \(\text{Prob}(\alpha) = 0\), as it is when \(\alpha\) is a contradiction. If we treat conditional probabilities as primitive, we can sometimes assign \(\text{Prob}(\beta|\alpha)\) a value even when \(\text{Prob}(\alpha) = 0\), but we still cannot do so when \(\alpha\) holds at no point in the probability space, on pain of
violating basic principles of conditional probability. For \( \text{Prob}(\beta|\alpha) \) should be 1 whenever \( \alpha \) entails \( \beta \), so for vacuous \( \alpha \) \( \text{Prob}(\beta|\alpha) \) should be 1 for every \( \beta \), which violates the principle that \( \text{Prob}(\neg\beta|\alpha) = 1 - \text{Prob}(\beta|\alpha) \). Thus the structure of probability theory rules out vacuous conditional probabilities. Rejecting standard principles of conditional probability to allow for vacuous conditional probabilities would be a fool’s bargain. Thus we should expect (HCC) and (HCC*) to have exceptions for at least some impossible antecedents.

How will the evaluation of \( \alpha \rightarrow \beta \) and \( \alpha \rightarrow \neg\beta \) go when \( \alpha \) entails \( \beta \) and \( \neg\beta \)? Since both \( \beta \) and \( \neg\beta \) would eventually emerge as we developed the counterfactual supposition \( \alpha \) for long enough, (HCC) and (HCC*) make it a race between the contradictories as to which emerges first. If \( \beta \) emerges first, we accept \( \alpha \rightarrow \beta \) and so reject \( \alpha \rightarrow \neg\beta \) before \( \neg\beta \) has time to emerge. If \( \neg\beta \) emerges first, we accept \( \alpha \rightarrow \neg\beta \) and so reject \( \alpha \rightarrow \beta \) before \( \beta \) has time to emerge. On this view, the proponent of impossible worlds misinterprets this computational difference in terms of the relative closeness of impossible \( \alpha \wedge \beta \) and impossible \( \alpha \wedge \neg\beta \) worlds. One advantage of the heuristics account is that it explains our inattention to the impossibility of the antecedent in our cognitive processing of many counterpossibles. By contrast, accounts such as Brogaard and Salerno’s that postulate a special standard of relative closeness for impossible worlds, apparently quite different from that appropriate for possible worlds, fail to explain the lack of felt adjustment to such a special standard in our cognitive processing of counterpossibles.

Of course, we are not completely helpless victims of our heuristics. Through conscious theoretical reflection, we can sometimes inhibit their operation. Our mastery of reasoning by reductio ad absurdum in mathematics shows our ability to defeat (HCC) and (HCC*). For example, we accept both the counterpossibles (29) and (30) in the proof that there is no largest prime, even though they have the same antecedent and mutually inconsistent consequents. Even in less formal settings, it is not psychologically compulsory to call off the search for \( \beta \) amongst the counterfactual consequences of \( \alpha \) once \( \neg\beta \) has turned up. If we are asked an open-ended question such as ‘What would have been the consequences if \( \alpha \) had been the case?’, we can continue the search in a way that allows for mutually inconsistent counterfactual consequences to emerge. That is in effect what we do when asked ‘Could \( \alpha \) have been the case?’. Nevertheless, despite our ability to inhibit their operation, (HCC) and (HCC*) remain the default, to which we may always be liable to revert when off our guard. For instance, if one puts aside one’s mathematical sophistication, it is not hard to feel that (27) and (28) are mutually inconsistent after all.

A useful analogy, noted above, is with our naïve reactions to vacuously true universal quantifications:

(33). Every dolphin in Oxford has arms and legs. A natural inclination is to judge (33) false, even if one doubts that there are no dolphins in Oxford. That resistance is explicable by the hypothesis that we accept (34) on the basis of background information about dolphins, and are then inclined to reject (33) as inconsistent with (34):

(34). Every dolphin in Oxford lacks arms and legs. That suggests heuristics for universal quantification analogous to (HCC) and (HCC*):

(HUQ). Given that \( \phi \) is inconsistent with \( \psi \), treat ‘Every \( \sigma \phi \)' as inconsistent with ‘Every \( \sigma \psi \)' (HUQ*). If you accept one of ‘Every \( \sigma \phi \)' and ‘Every \( \sigma \neg\phi \)', reject the other

On the standard semantics for the universal quantifier, (HUQ) and (HUQ*) go extensionally wrong when and only when \( \sigma \) is empty in extension.

We can come to recognize the limitations of (HUQ) and (HUQ*) through natural reasoning. For instance, suppose that our rejection of (33) leads us to accept its negation:

(35). Not every dolphin in Oxford has arms and legs. From (35) we can validly reason to (36), and thence to (37):

(36). Some dolphin in Oxford lacks arms and legs.
(37). There is a dolphin in Oxford. But we know (37) to be false. That may lead us to realize that (33) is not false, though its utterance may induce a false presupposition. (HUQ) and (HUQ*) are fallible heuristics, defeasible by theoretical reflection, but they are still our default.

There may be a more general cognitive pattern underlying these heuristics. For example, it is plausible that we use analogues of (HCC) and (HCC*) for indicative as well as subjunctive conditionals, and
analogues of (HUQ) and (HUQ*) for generic as well as universal quantifiers. Very roughly, we ignore
the empty case. We continue using heuristics based on that principle, even when the empty case is
obviously relevant, until we resort to conscious reflection. Indeed, we may tend to use suppositional
reasoning in evaluating universal and generic generalizations as well as conditionals. For instance, when
asked to evaluate (33) or its generic analogue (‘Dolphins in Oxford have arms and legs’), we may
suppose that something is a dolphin in Oxford, and ask ourselves whether it has arms and legs.

Our theoretical grasp of universal quantification is currently more secure than it is of counterfactuals
conditionals. We are consequently more comfortable in overruling (HUQ) and (HUQ*) than in
overruling (HCC) and (HCC*). But it was not always so. Centuries of confusion about the existential
import or otherwise of the universal quantifier bear witness to the difficulty of achieving a clear view of
the truth-conditions of sentences of our native language formed using the most basic logical constants.
Those who take themselves to have provided clear examples of false counterpossibles may be in a similar
position to traditional logicians who took themselves to have provided clear examples of false universal
generalizations with empty subject terms. Indeed, the primitively compelling nature of heuristics such
as (HUQ) and (HUQ*) may have been the main obstacle to achieving a clear view of the truth-conditions
of universal generalizations.

Imagine a philosopher attempting to craft a semantics for the universal quantifier to vindicate the
heuristically driven judgments that (33) is false while (34) is true. He may invest immense patience and
ingenuity in his project, but it is not going to end well. We should be similarly wary of attempts to craft
a semantics for the counterfactual conditional to vindicate the heuristically driven judgments that some
counterpossibles are false while others are true. There is a danger in semantics of unintentionally
laundry cognitive biases into veridical insights, a danger evident in the semantics of generics.

With the universal quantifier, clear understanding was finally achieved through systematic, highly
general semantic and logical theorizing, rather than by a more data-driven approach. The same may well
hold for the counterfactual conditional. At any rate, it is methodologically naïve to take the debate over
counterpossibles to be settled by some supposed examples of clearly false counterpossibles. As we have
seen, a simple and mostly reliable heuristic would lead us to judge them false even if they were true.

On the view developed here, our assessments of counterfactuals are often based on fallible heuristics
such as (HCC) and (HCC*). How far should that view make us sceptical more generally about reliance
on pre-theoretic assessments of counterfactuals in philosophy, semantics and elsewhere?

The heuristics are reliable over wide ranges of cases. Just as we can gain lots of perceptual knowledge
by relying on perceptual heuristics that are reliable over wide ranges of cases but fail under special
conditions, so we can gain lots of modal knowledge by relying on heuristics such as (HCC) and (HCC*).
Blanket scepticism is not a sensible response. Moreover, many assessments of counterfactuals will not
rely on (HCC) and (HCC*) at all. (HCC) and (HCC*) are fundamentally devices for moving from the
acceptance of one unnegated counterfactual to the rejection of another. They are not devices for
accepting unnegated counterfactuals in the first place. Even if rejecting the latter counterfactual depends
on the heuristic, accepting the former need not. Arguably, the key judgments in thought experiments, for
instance that in such-and-such a Gettier case the subject would not know, involve the acceptance of
unnegated counterfactuals, for which (HCC) and (HCC*) are not needed. Moreover, nothing said here
impugns the reliability of counterfactual judgments made on the basis of mathematical reasoning. Even
without theoretical reflection, we can inhibit the operation of the heuristics, as we sometimes need to do
in order to maintain consistency. For instance, as already noted, we can continue the imaginative search
for counterfactual consequences of a subjunctive supposition in an open-minded way that allows
contradictions to arise. Nevertheless, the theorist who overrides the heuristic in favour of more reflective
considerations should expect to feel some residual unease, at least at first. No matter how cogent the
reflective considerations, the heuristic is too stupid to understand them; instead, it just goes on blindly
pressing to have its way. If our access to the logic and semantics of our own language is essentially
mediated by fallible heuristics, true theories may always feel Procrustean to us.
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Abstract

The paper presents a model for natural reasoning that combines theorem proving techniques with natural logic. The model is a tableau system for a higher-order logic the formulas of which resemble linguistic expressions. A textual entailment system LangPro, an implementation of the model, represents a tableau-based prover that directly operates on linguistic expressions. After training and evaluating on a textual entailment dataset, the prover shows accuracy comparable to the state-of-the-art results with almost perfect precision. Due to its reliable judgements, the system is also able to detect dubious problems in the dataset.

1 Introduction

A task of recognizing textual entailments (RTE) is one of the popular ways of testing reasoning capacity of NLP systems in natural language. RTE is usually a 3-way classification problem where a pair of $T$ text and $H$ hypothesis is classified based on whether $T$ entails, contradicts or is neutral to $H$. A judgements shared by majority of human annotators are usually considered as a gold answer to an RTE problem. Hence the task is considered to evaluate the systems on human reasoning over natural language text.

While humans reason over natural language expressions, they heavily rely on the meaning of the expressions and use their reasoning capacity for drawing conclusions. The situation in RTE challenges is somewhat different from this. The systems are more concentrating on learning regularities from the data and later an RTE problem is classified based on how much it fits in the learned regularities. This type of approaches are usually robust but also imprecise. Their crucial drawback is inability of composing meanings of several facts and making conclusions based on them. On the other hand, approaches based on some logical language are brittle as translating from natural language into the formal language itself represents a difficult problem.

In this paper, we opt for a formal logic-based account for natural reasoning where the translation problem is facilitated with a highly expressive language. In this way, we mainly concentrate on the reasoning part and account for wide-coverage natural reasoning over linguistic text. First, the formal language and its calculus will be introduced. Then their extensions will be outlined based on which a theorem prover is constructed. We describe how the prover reasons over natural language expressions and demonstrate its performance over the SICK RTE [14] data set. The paper ends with a conclusion and the words about future work.

2 An analytic tableau system for natural logic

An analytic tableau system for natural logic [18] incorporates two main ideas according to which there are a formal semantic representation that resembles the linguistic surface form and a tableau proof system that acts on the structures of this representation. In this way, Muskens...
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every $A, B : [\_] : T$

$A : [d] : \neg T$

$B : [d] : T$

$\forall T$ where $d$ is old

who $A, B : [\overline{C}] : \neg T$

$A : [\overline{C}] : \neg T$

$B : [\overline{C}] : \neg T$

$\land g$

some $A, B : [\_] : T$

$A : [c] : T$

$B : [c] : T$

$\exists T$ where $c$ is fresh

who $A, B : [\overline{C}] : T$

$A : [\overline{C}] : T$

$B : [\overline{C}] : T$

$\land t$

$A : [\overline{C}] : X$

$\downarrow \land h$

$A : [\overline{C}] : X$

$A, B : [\overline{C}] : X$

$\text{PUSH}$

$A : [\overline{C}] : T$

$B : [\overline{C}] : \neg T$

$A$ where $A \leq B$

$\times$

$A : [\overline{C}] : T$

$B : [\overline{C}] : T$

$A$ where $A \mid B$

$\times$

$\text{DISJ}$

Figure 1. The rules that are used by the tableau in Figure 2

in [18] regards natural language as a formal logical language and models natural reasoning in the same style as it is done for formal logics in terms of proof systems.\footnote{At first glance this decision is in the same vein as Montague’s proposal in [15], but [18] gives the calculus over a formal language in contrast to Montague’s solution to translate the English sentences into a formal logic.}

The adopted semantic representation in [18] is a sort of functional type logic—the language of simply typed $\lambda$-calculus where terms are interpreted as functions.\footnote{Actually [18] employs a relational type logic since interpreting terms as relations is more intuitive and simple according to [16]. Since entailment relations of both functional and relational type logics are the same [16], here we use a more common interpretation that is the functional one. While the original work [18] considers a type system with three basic types $e, s$ and $t$ (corresponding to entities, possible worlds and truth values, respectively), we will omit $s$ type as no examples involving intentionality is discussed in this paper.} For example, a term of type $\langle \alpha, \beta \rangle$ is interpreted as a total function from objects of type $\alpha$ to objects of type $\beta$. Linguistic expressions are modelled by the terms, called Lambda Logical Forms (LLFs), built up mainly from lexical terms. Examples of LLFs are given below:

Some runner who adores Mary won

\text{some}_{et} (who_{et} (adore_{et} Mary_{et}) \text{ runner}_{et}) \text{ won}_{et} \hspace{1cm} (1a)

Apart from resembling the surface forms, LLFs are comparable to the logical forms of generative grammar [10], the abstract terms of abstract categorial grammar (ACG) [9], or the terms built from multi-dimensional signs of $\lambda$-grammar [17].

A tableau system for natural logic, in short a natural tableau, is a signed tableau over LLFs. A tableau entry has three components: an LLF, a list of argument terms and a sign which is either true $T$ or false $F$. For instance, $\text{love} : [\text{Mary, John}] : T$ is a well-formed entry (i.e. node) of a natural tableau. The semantics behind the entry is that a term resulted from applying an LLF to the arguments in a list order, $\text{love Mary John}$, is evaluated as the truth value of the attached sign, i.e. as true in this case.

The natural tableau comes with an inventory of inference rules. The rules are used to decompose complex nodes into shorter ones. Since the tableau aims to model natural reasoning, the inventory is expected to contain a plethora of rules. Several tableau rules for Boolean operators, determiners and lexical items with certain algebraic properties (including monotonicity) are already presented in [18]. Some of those rules are given in Figure 1.\footnote{While presenting the rules, we assume that: $\overline{C}$ stands for a sequence of terms; $A \leq B$ denotes $\forall X (AX \rightarrow BX)$ which informally says that $A$ entails or is subsumed by $B$; and $A \mid B$ denotes $\exists X (AX \land BX)$ which means} The intuition behind the rules is simple; for example, the rule $\forall T$ asserts that if every $A$ does $B$, then $d$ is
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1 some (who (adore Mary) runner) won: [ ] : T
2 every (who (love Mary) athlete) lost : [ ] : T

\[ \exists T \forall T[1] \text{ who (adore Mary) runner : [ } c [ ] : T \]
\[ \exists T \forall T[1] \text{ won : [ } c [ ] : T \]
\[ (\forall T[2]) \text{ who (love Mary) athlete lost : [ } c [ ] : T \]
\[ (\forall T[2]) \text{ runnner : [ } c [ ] : T \]
\[ \exists T \forall T[1] \text{ adore : [ } Mary, c [ ] : T \]
\[ \exists T \forall T[2] \text{ who (love Mary) athlete : [ } c [ ] : F \]
\[ \exists T \forall T[2] \text{ lost : [ } c [ ] : T \]
\[ (\forall T[3]) \text{ love Mary : [ } c [ ] : F \]
\[ (\forall T[3]) \text{ love : [ } Mary, c [ ] : F \]
\[ (\forall T[3]) \text{ athlete : [ } c [ ] : F \]
\[ (\forall T[3]) \text{ lost : [ } c [ ] : T \]
\[ \leq 4 \times 3 \times 1 \]
\[ \leq 4 \times 3 \times 1 \times 2 \]
\[ \leq 4 \times 3 \times 1 \times 2 \times 3 \]

Figure 2. The tableau proving that some runner who adores Mary won contradicts every athlete who loves Mary lost. The nodes are enumerated and annotated with a source rule application.

not \( A \) or \( d \) does \( B \) given that \( d \) is some entity in a considered situation. With the help of the rules, it is possible to check LLFs on consistency and hence for entailment and contradiction too. For example, to check whether \( LLF_1 \) contradicts \( LLF_2 \), it is sufficient to check whether \( LLF_1 \) and \( LLF_2 \) together are consistent. The latter is done by starting a tableau with entries \( LLF_1 : [ \tilde{C} ] : T \) and \( LLF_2 : [ \tilde{C} ] : T \), where \( \tilde{C} \) is a sequence of terms feeding LLFs till the truth values. In this way, the tableau in Figure 2 proves inconsistency of sentences by showing that they are true together in no possible situation, i.e. all tableau branches are closed. All the rules used in the tableau can be found in Figure 1.

3 A wide-coverage natural language prover

3.1 Extending the natural tableau

For a wide-coverage tableau system we decide on what LLFs should look like for unrestricted sentences and also extend the format of tableau entries. We obtain LLFs automatically from the Combinatory Categorial Grammar (CCG) derivations \([1, 2]\). While doing so, it is possible to obtain LLFs typed with non-directional syntactic types prior to the final LLFs of semantic types. From the perspective of the tableau system, LLFs with syntactic types offer better matching between tableau nodes and antecedents of the rules than LLFs with semantic types.\(^4\) Due to this reason, in the extended version of the tableau system LLFs are typed with syntactic

that \( A \) and \( B \) are disjoint concepts. The subsumption and disjoint relations for lexical constants are assumed to be a part of background knowledge.

\(^4\)Note that an LLF of type \( et \) can ambiguously correspond to a bare singular noun phrase or an intransitive verb phrase. But further decomposition of the LLF in a tableau itself requires resolving this ambiguity which complicates the whole process. On the other hand, an LLF of syntactic type contains no such kind of ambiguity.
types. For instance, the LLF of syntactic type for (1) is (1b) which differs from (1a) only in types.\(^5\) Note also that new LLFs now more resemble the abstract terms of ACG \([9]\) and the signs of \(\lambda\)-grammar \([17]\) due to their syntactic types.

\[ \text{some}_{n, vp, s} (\text{who}_{vp, n, s} (\text{adore}_{np, vp} \text{Mary}_{np}) \text{ runner}_{n}) \text{ won}_{vp} \quad (1b) \]

Terms of semantic types are still needed while modelling certain phenomena. For example, an intersective adjective \(\text{red}\) is modelled as a term of type \((n, n)\), but additionally a term of semantic type \(et\) is also necessary to assert redness of an object. Introduced fresh entity terms are also of type \(e\). In order to accommodate both terms of syntactic type and semantic type in the same language, \([2]\) introduces a subtyping relation over syntactic and semantic types. For example, given that \(e \sqsubseteq np, s \sqsubseteq t\) and \(n \sqsubseteq et\), terms like \(\text{love}_{np, vp} \text{Mary}_{np} c_e\) and \(\text{athlete}_{n} c_e\) are well-typed terms of the new language with the extended type system.

Another extension to the natural tableau is to add a modifier set in tableau entries. As argued in \([2]\), the set is used to save a modifier term that is indirectly applied to its head. A modifier is discharged from the set and applied to the main LLF of an entry when the LLF is a lexical term. This technique is used for the nouns with several adnominals or verbs with several adverbs. The trick with the modifier set solves the problem of event modification without introducing an event variable or the existential closure operator in LLFs, opposed to the approach in ACG \([20]\). Note that the extension is conservative in the sense that the tableaux generated with \([18]\), e.g., the one in Figure 2, are still available in the extended version. This is done by considering entries with the old format as having an empty modifier set.

### 3.2 A theorem prover for natural language

Our next step is to present a theorem prover for natural logic \([1]\) implemented based on the extended natural tableau system. The natural logic prover, like its theoretical model, has a modular architecture involving 3 main components: a knowledge base (KB), an inventory of rules (IR), and a proof engine (PE). The KB contains the hyponymy/hypernymy and antonymy relations of WordNet \([8]\) as facts. The IR consists of around 80 rules part of which are taken from \([18]\) and the rest are designed manually based on RTE training datasets \([2]\). Apart from new rules for passives, modifier-head constructions, copula, expletives, prepositional phrases, etc., there are also admissible (i.e. shortcut) rules in the IR which contribute to shorter proofs.

In order to reason over natural language expressions in an automatized way, the prover is paired with one of the state-of-the-art CCG parsers, C&C \([6]\) or EasyCCG \([11]\), and the LLF generator. The latter module produces LLFs from a CCG derivation by first replacing the CCG categories with syntactic types, then correcting inadequate analyses and finally type-raising determiners. The whole pipeline results in a theorem prover for natural language, called LangPro. The chart in Figure 3 shows how LangPro works.\(^6\)

Compared to the forefront RTE system Nutcracker \([3]\), based on first-order logic theorem provers and model builders, LangPro employs more expressive higher-order logic. As a result our system models intersective adjectives and higher-order quantifiers properly in contrast to Nutcracker. On the other hand, LangPro is backed up by a formal logical language opposed to NatLog \([12]\), a prominent RTE system motivated by natural logic. Due to this reason NatLog is not able to reason over several premises and cannot account for logical laws like of De Morgan.

---

\(^5\) An employed set of atomic types \(\{n, np, pp, s\}\) corresponds to basic syntactic types of CCG for noun, noun phrase, prepositional phrase and sentence, respectively. Often \((np, s)\) type is abbreviated as \(vp\). Hereafter, a lexical term of syntactic type is denoted by its lemma and is written in boldface.

\(^6\) See the online demo of LangPro at: http://lanthanum.uvt.nl/labziani/tableau

---
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SICK-2865: Nobody is riding a bike ? Two people are riding a bike

C CG parsing

Obtain a CCG term & correct it

Type-raise determiners

Proving by PE using IR & KB

Initial nodes for entailment checking:

no person (be (λx (a bike) (λy ride y x))) | two person (be (λx (a bike) (λy ride y x))): [] : T

Initial nodes for contradiction checking:

no person (be (λx (a bike) (λy ride y x))) | two person (be (λx (a bike) (λy ride y x))): [] : F

Figure 3. LangPro processing an RTE problem. To maintain the process efficient only one LLF from possibly several LLFs is employed by the tableau prover.

4 Adapting to SICK

4.1 Several new rules

The SICK (Sentences Involving Compositional Knowledge) dataset [14] is a set of about 10K text-hypothesis pairs annotated with three labels: entailment, contradiction and neutral.7 The dataset is divided in tree parts: trial (5%), train (45%) and test (50%). Following the RTE challenge [13], we keep the test portion unseen while using the rest of the data for development. The learning process, as described in [1], consists of three sub-learning components: improving the LLF generator, adding new facts to the KB and introducing new rules in the IR. The process is carried out manually while being facilitated with LangPro.

Analysis of false negatives (i.e. the non-neutral problems that are classified as neutral) reveals that often they are caused by inadequate CCG derivations. For instance, one of the most common mistakes the CCG parsers make is wrong PP-attachments. We design a couple of tableau rules to fix these mistakes. For example, the VP_PP converts a prepositional phrase from complements to modifiers and is used in problems like sick-2171 (see Table 1). The closure rule PP_ATT, informally speaking, finds phrases like ((mix A) in B) and (mix (A in B)) equivalent, hence contributes to the proof of entailment pairs like sick-4879.

7It was used as a benchmark for the RTE challenge [13] at SemEval-14: http://alt.qcri.org/semeval2014/task1/
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Gold/LangPro</th>
<th>Problem (T: text &amp; H: hypothesis)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 247 | C/C          | T: The woman is not wearing glasses or a headdress  
H: A woman is wearing an Egyptian headdress                                                                                                                                  |
| 344 | N/C          | T: An Asian woman in a crowd is not carrying a black bag  
H: An Asian woman in a crowd is carrying a black bag                                                                                                                        |
| 410 | E/E          | T: A group of scouts are hiking through the grass  
H: Some people are walking                                                                                                                                                    |
| 1696| E/E          | T: A little cat is drinking fresh milk  
H: The milk is being drunk by a cat                                                                                                                                             |
| 1745| N/N          | T: A man is pushing the buttons of a microwave  
H: A man is being pushed toward the buttons of a microwave                                                                                                                     |
| 2217| E/E          | T: An egg is being (cracked, into a bowl) by a woman  
H: A woman is cracking an (egg, into a bowl)                                                                                                                                   |
| 3535| N/N          | T: Someone is boiling okra in a pot  
H: Someone is being boiled with okra in a pot                                                                                                                                     |
| 3537| C/N          | T: Nobody is cooking okra in a pan  
H: Someone is cooking okra in a pan                                                                                                                                                |
| 4443| N/E          | T: A man is singing to a girl  
H: A man is singing to a woman                                                                                                                                                    |
| 4879| C/C          | T: There is no man ((mixing vegetables) (in a pot), (in a pot))  
H: A man is mixing (vegetables (in a pot), (in a pot))                                                                                                                        |
| 5264| N/E          | T: A person is folding a sheet  
H: A person is folding a piece of paper                                                                                                                                             |
| 8501| N/C          | T: The person is not going into the water  
H: The man is going into the water                                                                                                                                                    |

**Table 1.** Problems from **trial** and **train** with gold and LangPro’s answers

The dataset contains many expressions like *body of*, *group of*, *slice of*, etc. In order to correctly reason over the sentences involving these expressions, a new rule `grp` is introduced. Roughly speaking the rule asserts for *group members* whatever holds for a *group*. With the help of the rule it is possible to relate *group of scouts* to *people* in SICK-410 and prove *H* from *T*.

\[
\begin{align*}
V_{pp,n} (of^{IR}_{pp,pp} b) : [c] : T  \\
V : [c] : X & \quad \text{GRP}_{OF} \\
V : [b] : X & \quad \text{PP}_{ATT}  \\
\end{align*}
\]

where \( G \in \{ \text{body, group, ...} \} \)
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4.2 Experiments

Most of the sentences in SICK are generated by altering other sentences. As a result, a text and a hypothesis often have at least one multiword chunk in common (e.g., sick-2865 in Figure 3). In general, aligning $T$ and $H$ and neglecting shared phrases are commonly used by RTE systems. To test the effect of alignment, we add an optional aligner to the LLF generator. The aligner finds a set of compound terms shared by all the LLFs of a problem and treats them as constant terms, i.e. with no internal structure. Since the PE is not able to expand these constant terms, which is believed to be worthless, this increases chances for finding a proof. During experiment the prover is limited with 50 rule applications and three options are tested on train. The first row of Table 2a shows the results of the experiment. The prover performs more than 5% better with aligned LLFs in contrast to the non-aligned ones. Note that alignment process can make some information inaccessible for the prover that might be crucial for closing a tableau. For this reason, we also test a combined method where if a proof is not found with aligned LLFs then non-aligned ones are tried by the prover. The combined system shows little improvement over the aligned one.\(^8\)

The hypernymy relation is very important for identifying contradictions and closing tableau branches. With respect to the dataset, it seems that WordNet provides the prover with sufficient hypernymy information. In Figure 2, it was shown how disjoint concepts can contribute to reasoning. Unfortunately, it is not clear how to get the high quality disjoint relations from WordNet in order to check the contribution of the relation to the prover. For this reason, for each problem in train we collected pairs of nouns and annotated 500 most frequent ones (with around 30\% of coverage) on disjointness. The annotations were asserted as facts in the KB. The results in Table 2a show that only the system with non-aligned LLFs got the highest improvement (1.6\%). Little improvement on the aligned system was expected as it treats some chunks as constants and is less effected with lexical knowledge than the non-aligned version. In case of the effective rule application limit (800) \cite{1} the improvement over the aligned version still stays minor. This suggests that the rule application strategy of the prover rarely needs the information about disjoint concepts.\(^9\)

\(^8\)The reason of the improvement is the problems with prepositional phrases like into a bowl in sick-2171. Aligning such kind of phrases prevents the tableau rules, e.g. v\_lpp, to further unfold the internal structure of the phrase.

\(^9\)After introducing the disjoint relations, more than 20 sentences in train obtained inconsistent meaning. For example, the hypothesis in sick-3537 is parsed by C&C in such a way that it entails someone is an okra. The prover finds this meaning inconsistent as okra and person are disjoint concepts. As a result an inconsistent sentence is an indicator for wrong parsing. To avoid misclassification due to this kind of sentences, first each sentence is separately checked by the prover on consistency and afterwards the whole problem is analyzed.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEST</th>
<th>Prec%</th>
<th>Rec%</th>
<th>Acc%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LangPro+Disj</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseline (majority)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>56.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&amp;C 800 aligned</td>
<td>97.42</td>
<td>56.51</td>
<td>80.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EasyCCG 800 aligned</td>
<td>97.60</td>
<td>57.22</td>
<td>80.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined 800 aligned</td>
<td>97.52</td>
<td>60.73</td>
<td>82.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C&amp;C 800 both</td>
<td>97.43</td>
<td>56.84</td>
<td>80.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EasyCCG 800 both</td>
<td><strong>97.61</strong></td>
<td>57.45</td>
<td>80.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined 800 both</td>
<td>97.53</td>
<td><strong>61.06</strong></td>
<td><strong>82.48</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) Evaluation of the versions of LangPro (with disjoint facts) on test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems on TEST</th>
<th>Prec%</th>
<th>Rec%</th>
<th>Acc%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Illinois-LH</td>
<td>81.56</td>
<td>81.87</td>
<td>84.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECNU</td>
<td>84.37</td>
<td>74.37</td>
<td>83.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNAL-NLP</td>
<td>81.99</td>
<td>76.80</td>
<td>83.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LangPro (Comb.)</strong></td>
<td><strong>97.53</strong></td>
<td>61.06</td>
<td>82.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SemantiKLUE</td>
<td>85.40</td>
<td>69.63</td>
<td>82.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meaning Factory</td>
<td>93.63</td>
<td>60.64</td>
<td>81.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LangPro [1]</td>
<td>97.95</td>
<td>58.11</td>
<td>81.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nutcracker [19]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>78.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Comparing LangPro to the top RTE systems of SemEval-14

Table 3. Evaluation results of LangPro on the SICK test

5 Evaluation

For the evaluation we use test which was held out during the adaptation period. In addition to the LLFs generated from the C&C derivations, we also employ the LLFs obtained from another CCG parser, EasyCCG.¹⁰ To evaluate the quality of LLFs with different source parsers, first the prover with the two best configurations is evaluated for each type of LLFs. The results of the evaluation are given in Table 3a. According to each measure, the prover reasons better with LLFs based on EasyCCG compared to those from C&C. This effect is explained by the architecture of EasyCCG. As the parser uses probabilistic approach only for supertagging (i.e., assigning the CCG categories to lexical items), it makes more probable that very similar T and H will be tagged and later parsed similarly.

The best performance is achieved by the combined prover that finds a proof if either the C&C-based or EasyCCG-based provers find it (in case of the different positive answers from the provers, the combined one classifies a problem as neutral). An extremely high precision (>97%) of the prover on unseen problems is explained by its sound rules. The analysis of false positives over train reveals that most of the mistakes represent dubious cases (e.g., sick-344,5501,5264) or often caused by the multi-senses from WordNet (e.g., sick-4443). The confusion matrix in Table 2b shows that it is almost never the case that entailment and contradiction are confused by the prover. Better performance over contradiction problems is explained by the fact that decomposing entries with true signs is more efficient and respectively a tableau starts with true entries while checking a problem on contradiction.

LangPro with these results makes in top 5 of the SemEval RTE challenge [13] while still being a pure logic-based system in contrast to the rest of the systems.¹¹ It is true that in comparison to statistical RTE systems, our system is more brittle as it is sensitive towards errors from the parsers and lack of tableau rules. But it can still prove relations that state-of-the-art systems are not able to account for. For example, sick-247, 1696 were wrongly classified by almost all systems in the top 5 of SemEval-14¹², but LangPro is able to prove them correctly.

A tableau proof for sick-1696 is given in Figure 4. Also our system avoids to classify problems like sick-1745, 3535 as positive in contrast to each system in the top 4.

¹⁰Unlike the C&C derivations, the EasyCCG derivations were not used in the development of the LLF generator [1]. In this way, we check whether the generator generalizes enough well for other CCG parsers.

¹¹The brother system of Nutcracker, the Meaning Factory [4], obtains similar results as our system, but it employs machine learning techniques and similarity measures.

¹²Except Meaning Factory that correctly guesses only sick-1696.
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Figure 4. The tableau proving that sick-1696 represents entailment. Some nodes from the initial tableau proof are omitted as they are not relevant for the proof.

6 Conclusion

We have presented the extended theory of the natural tableau and showed that it is viable theory for wide-coverage natural reasoning. The natural language theorem prover LangPro, based on that theory, achieves high competitive results on the SICK dataset while still being as reliable as theorem provers used to be for formal logics. The prover overcomes common shortcomings of most of the RTE systems nowadays on the market. It is fluent in reasoning over Boolean operators and quantifiers, has a quite expressive language where higher-order quantifiers or terms, like subsective adjectives, can be expresses and its reasoning skills are not limited to single-premised arguments. The theory and the prover are also able to provide a counterexample of an argument; every open tableau branch could offer a candidate for it.

A transparent decision procedure is another advantage of our model. A combination of LLFs, the forms similar to surface forms, and tableau rules, intuitively interpretable schematic rules, presents a suitable framework for studying human reasoning and information processing, e.g., to explain a complexity of a certain entailment in terms of a structure of a closed tableau.

In future, we plan to explore possibilities of improving the LLF generator since the performance of the system significantly hinges on the quality of LLFs. One of the possibilities is to check whether the 2nd or 3rd best derivations of EasyCCG contribute to better LLFs. Testing the prover on another RTE dataset, for example, those of the RTE challenges [7] or a more recent SNLI dataset [5], further challenges each component of the prover. For instance, taking into account characteristics of the annotation in the SNLI dataset, the prover needs a new device to anchor the events occurring in a text and a hypothesis.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we offer a novel resolution of a familiar tension, that between approaches in which the difference between definites and indefinites is based on uniqueness, and those in which it is based on novelty/familiarity. Advocates of uniqueness-based approaches such as Horn & Abbott (2013) and Coppock & Beaver (2015) have pointed out cases where the description is unique, but not familiar. For example, Coppock & Beaver (2015) use the following example:

(1) Jane didn’t score the only goal. #It wasn’t a bicycle kick, either.
(where the only goal serves as an antecedent for it)

The fact that the definite description cannot be an antecedent for a subsequent pronoun means that it cannot be picking up a familiar discourse referent; a familiar discourse referent would still be available for subsequent anaphora. On the other hand, proponents of a familiarity-based approach such as Heim (1982), Szabó (2000) and Ludlow & Segal (2004) can point to the fact that the descriptive content of an anaphoric definite description need not be unique in any obvious sense. Take the following example from Heim (1982):

(2) A glass打破了 last night. The glass, had been very expensive.

This does not seem to imply that there is just one contextually-relevant glass. Ideally, a theory of definite descriptions should be able to explain both of these kinds of examples.

In this paper, we show that familiarity of (short) definites and novelty of indefinites can be derived from uniqueness and non-uniqueness respectively. Specifically, we show that if an ordinary dynamic semantics is defined to allow tracking of discourse referents, and an indexing mechanism is defined to allow identification of descriptions with referents, then both novelty of indefinites and familiarity of definites can be derived without stipulating lexically that the articles have these properties. The derivation relies entirely on principles that are commonly used (e.g. the uniqueness requirement for definites, and Heim’s Maximize Presupposition principle). However, the derivation does not predict familiarity for all definites; in particular, familiarity for definites in case of semantic uniqueness will not be required. Furthermore, the uniqueness requirement will effectively drop away in case of familiarity.

We will explicate the proposal by first defining a dynamic system that embodies many of the insights in Heim’s (1982,1983) seminal work on definites, and then showing how basic properties of her treatment can be derived and improved upon.

2 Partial File Logic

As a tool for representing dynamic meanings, we specify a logic that we call Partial File Logic (PFL). PFL has a basic type $l$ for labels in addition to $s$, $e$, and $t$, and three truth values, as well as undefined entities $\#_{\alpha}$ for every type $\alpha$, denoted by constants $\star_{\alpha}$ in the logic.
A dynamic system, which borrows from Heim (1982) and the Amsterdam tradition from Groenendijk & Stokhof (1989) on, is built on top of this static foundation. The Heimian notion of a sequence is implemented as a function of type $\langle l, e \rangle = \sigma$. A dynamic proposition relates two sequences, and is thus of type $\langle \sigma, \langle \sigma, t \rangle \rangle (= \tau)$. Dynamic properties are type $\langle e, \tau \rangle$.

The syntax of the language is mostly standard for typed lambda calculus. The variable naming conventions are given in Table 1. To denote the result of applying predicate $\pi$ to argument $\alpha$, we write $\pi(\alpha)$, except in the case of an expression of type $\tau$, where $\tau$ is shorthand for $\langle \sigma, \langle \sigma, t \rangle \rangle$, effectively a relation between two sequences. In that case, instead of $\phi(f)(g)$, where $\phi$ is an expression of type $\tau$, we write $f[\phi]g$, where $f$ is the ‘input’ sequence and $g$ is the ‘output’ sequence. We sometimes use a dot (.) to separate a binder ($\lambda$, $\forall$, or $\exists$) from its scope; the scope should in that case be interpreted as extending as far to the right as possible.

Expressions of PFL are interpreted with respect to a model, a world, and an assignment. The extension of an expression $\alpha$ with respect to model $M$, world $w$, and assignment $a$ is written $\llbracket \alpha \rrbracket_{M,w,a}$; sometimes the model and the assignment parameters are suppressed. A model is a tuple $\langle D_e, D_t, D_l, W, I \rangle$ subject to the following constraints:

- The domain of individuals $D_e$ contains at least one individual along with the undefined individual of type $e$, denoted by $\#_e$.
- The domain of truth values $D_t$ contains three truth values: $T$, $F$, and $\#_t$.
  We use $\#$ as a shorthand for $\#_t$.
- The domain of labels $D_l$ is the set of integers.
- $W$ contains at least one possible world.
- $I$ is an interpretation function, assigning an intension to all of the constants of the language. The intension of a constant of type $\tau$ is a function from $W$ to $D_\tau$.

An assignment $a$ is a total function whose domain consists of the variables of the language such that if $u$ is a variable of type $\tau$ then $a(u) \in D_\tau$. Note that these assignments are for interpreting variables of PFL; they should not be confused with sequences, which are objects in the model, functions from labels to individuals. PFL uses Weak Kleene connectives, and undefinedness of a functor or an argument yields undefinedness of an application: $\llbracket A_{(\beta,\alpha)}(B_{\beta}) \rrbracket_{M,w,a}^{M,w,a} = \#_\alpha$ if $\llbracket A \rrbracket_{M,w,a}^{M,w,a} = \#_{(\beta,\alpha)}$ or $\llbracket B \rrbracket_{M,w,a}^{M,w,a} = \#_{\beta}$, $\llbracket A \rrbracket_{M,w,a}^{M,w,a}(\llbracket B \rrbracket_{M,w,a}^{M,w,a})$ otherwise.

Using these tools, we define dynamic connectives as follows:

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Variables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$e$</td>
<td>$x, y, z$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$s$</td>
<td>$w$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>$i, j$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle l, e \rangle$ ( = $\sigma$)</td>
<td>$f, g, h$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle \sigma, \langle \sigma, t \rangle \rangle$ ( = $\tau$)</td>
<td>$p, q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle e, t \rangle$</td>
<td>$P, Q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\langle e, \tau \rangle$</td>
<td>$P, Q$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Variables and their types in Partial File Logic
ABBREVIATION 1. **And** ≡ \( \lambda \phi \lambda \psi \lambda f \lambda g. \exists h. f[\phi]h \land h[\psi]g \)

ABBREVIATION 2. **Not** ≡ \( \lambda \phi \lambda f \lambda g. f = g \land \exists h. f[\phi]h \)

ABBREVIATION 3. \( \phi \text{ Implies } \psi \equiv \text{Not}[\phi \text{ And } \text{Not } \psi] \)

Let \( \partial_s \) denote the static \( \partial \)-operator from Beaver & Krahmer 2001 (yielding undefinedness if its complement is not true); then the dynamic partial operator \( \partial_d \) may be defined as follows.

ABBREVIATION 4. \( \partial_d \phi \equiv \lambda f \lambda g. \partial_s(f[\phi]g) \land f[\phi]g \)

The PFL dynamic connectives yield standard dynamic presupposition projection behavior (cf. Beaver 2001).

### 3 Updating Heim

Heim’s (1982) implementation does not use type theory, but we can loosely describe her analysis of definite and indefinite DPs as giving them the same type as VPs, with both being essentially propositional. However, Heimian propositions are not the propositions of old, but rather Context Change Potentials. That is, for Heim, both a DP and a VP can provide a way of updating contexts to produce new contexts, so that e.g. “a cat” provides a way of updating a context so that in the output context the referent is established to be a cat, and a VP like “purs” is taken to share the same index, becoming “i purs”, which, once again, can be used to update a context in the obvious way. Identity between the cat and the purrer is established by sharing of indices (sequential updates with “a cat,” and “i purs”). Thus, for Heim, predicates apply directly to numeric labels, so that e.g. “I smiles” could be part of an LF. While a familiar subscripted index should have a meaning given by the input context, a novel index has an unconstrained value, but has a side-effect of extending the context so that it is defined on the new index.

We also take a more Montagovian line in our version, using type theory and functional application as the primary means of composition. In our variant of her system, labels for referents have a distinct type from individuals, and (dynamic) predicates apply to individuals rather than applying to labels. The nominal that a definite or indefinite article may in principle be labeled (e.g. glass) or unlabeled (e.g. glass). In other case, it denotes a dynamic property, i.e., a function from individuals (type e) to dynamic propositions (type \( \tau \)).

Let us represent the static \((e,t)\) property of being a glass with the non-logical constant glass. We will call the corresponding dynamic property Glass. The latter may be defined in terms of the former as follows.

ABBREVIATION 5. **Glass** ≡ \( \lambda x \lambda f \lambda g. f = g \land \text{glass}(x) \)

Analogous abbreviations will be made for the dynamic version of all basic static predicates.

The unlabeled common noun glass translates as Glass:

**Translation 1.** glass \(\rightsquigarrow\) Glass

Subscripting a noun with an index adds an additional constraint, which we capture using the constant Labeled. This constant is then used in the definition of how subscripted predicates \( \mathcal{P}_i \) are to be interpreted, essentially forming a new dynamic property from the label property and the predicate property:

**Translation 2.** glass, \(\rightsquigarrow\) Glass,

---

1 In the case of a simple common noun like glass, no use is made of the dynamic nature of the property, but it becomes important in cases like glass given to me by a friend, where the noun phrase introduces a discourse referent.
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ABBREVIATION 6. \( \mathcal{P}_1 \equiv \lambda x. \text{Labeled}(i)(x) \text{ And } \mathcal{P}(x) \)

So subscripting amounts to a dynamic version of intersection, i.e. intersection of the predicate property and the label property (cf. Heim and Kratzer’s “Predicate Modification” rule).

The definition of \text{Labeled} is as follows, where \( g \geq_i f \) can be read ‘\( g \) extends \( f \)’.\(^2\)

ABBREVIATION 7. \text{Labeled} \equiv \lambda i \lambda x \lambda f \lambda g. \ x = g(i) \land g \geq_i f

Given these definitions, we have the following equivalence:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Glass}_i & \equiv \lambda x. \text{Labeled}(i)(x) \text{ And } \text{Glass}(x) \\
& \equiv \lambda x \lambda f \lambda g \exists h. f[\text{Labeled}(i)(x)]h \land h[\text{Glass}(x)]g \\
& \equiv \lambda x \lambda f \lambda g \exists h. [x = h(i) \land h \geq_i f] \land [h = g \land \text{glass}(x)] \\
& \equiv \lambda x \lambda f \lambda g. x = g(i) \land g \geq_i f \land \text{glass}(x)
\end{align*}
\]

The definition in Abbreviation 7 implements the intuition that a label denotes a property, namely the property of being identical to the referent of the index. It also implements Heim’s strategy of adding discourse referents to contexts on an as-needed basis. The studious reader may recall that Heim defines the semantics of predication in an unusual way, which can be understood in terms of two cases. First, suppose that a referent is familiar. In that case, predicking something of that referent will simply update the context so as to constrain the value of the referent in the appropriate way. But suppose instead that something is predicated of a referent that is not defined in the context. In that case, each sequence in the context is extended so as to provide values for the new referent, and these values are appropriately constrained. Thus in Heim’s system, “\( i \) purrs” defines an update both for contexts in which \( i \) is familiar, and for contexts in which \( i \) is novel. Abbreviation 7 does something similar: \text{Labeled} maps from an index to the dynamic property of being identical to the value of that index, with the possible additional side-effect that the output sequence is defined on that index even if the input is not.

Given that linkage between DPs and VPs is established using variable binding, we introduce an operator to perform that binding. This operator, \text{Ex}, will play an important role in this paper. The intuition in the following definitions is that \text{Ex} takes a (dynamic) nominal property (\( \mathcal{P}_1 \)) and a (dynamic) verbal property (\( \mathcal{P}_2 \)), and then produces a dynamic proposition, which is a relation between assignments \( f \) and \( g \). Specifically, the context \( f \) must be first updated using the nominal property, and then using the verbal property. But how can we establish that both properties hold of the same individual? To do that, we existentially quantify over an individual (using the variable \( x \)), and predicate both properties of that individual:

ABBREVIATION 8. \text{Ex} \equiv \lambda \mathcal{P}_1 \lambda \mathcal{P}_2 \lambda f \lambda g. \exists x [f[\mathcal{P}_1(x) \text{ And } \mathcal{P}_2(x)]g]

Thus whereas in Heim’s original system the LF for “The glassy broke” would be roughly \text{glass}(7) & \text{broke}(7), in our variant of Heim’s system the at-issue part of the translation to PFL will (after reduction of the type theoretic expressions) amount to \( \exists x . \text{Labeled}(7)(x) \text{ And Glass}(x) \text{ And Broke}(x) \)).

We are now ready to turn to Heim’s use of Novelty and Familiarity, which, in the Heimian analysis of DPs, involves a constraint on the relationship between the determiner used and the index born by the DP. Specifically, an indefinite DP must bear a novel index, and a definite DP must bear a familiar index. We define novelty and familiarity to be (dynamic) properties of an index, in terms of whether the input context provides the index with a defined value, i.e. one other than \( \#_c \). Novelty and familiarity are defined as tests in the sense of Beaver (2001)

\[2\] \( g \geq_i f \) means that \( g \) and \( f \) agree on all indices other than \( i \), that if \( f \) is defined on \( i \) then \( g \) gives the same value, and that if not then \( g \) may map \( i \) to any entity. Formally, \( g \geq_i f \equiv \forall j (j \neq i \rightarrow f(j) = g(j)) \land (i \in \text{dom}(f) \rightarrow f(i) = g(i)) \land i \in \text{dom}(g) \).
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(who adapts the notion from Veltman (1996)), in that when the relevant condition holds, they have no effect on the context, but when the relevant condition fails, they yield undefinedness. Let us write \( i \in \text{dom}(f) \) to mean \( f(i) \neq \#_t \). Then:

**ABBREVIATION 9. novel** \[ \equiv \lambda i \lambda f \lambda g. \partial(i \notin \text{dom}(f)) \]

**ABBREVIATION 10. familiar** \[ \equiv \lambda i \lambda f \lambda g. \partial(i \in \text{dom}(f)) \]

We saw above that indices are to be treated as labels on the nominal complement of the determiner rather than on the determiner or the DP. This is important, because a core idea in our proposal is that indices in complex DPs provide properties, just like nouns and intersective adjectives. But in restating Heim's analysis, this analysis of indices creates a tension: the determiner needs access to the index, but the index is on a different constituent. As a result, in giving our reformulation of Heim's system, it will be convenient to introduce the articles

**Translation 3.** \( \alpha X_i \leftarrow \lambda \mathcal{P}. \text{novel}(i) \text{ And Ex}(X_i)(\mathcal{P}) \), where \( X_i \leftarrow X_i \)

**Translation 4.** \( \text{the } X_i \leftarrow \lambda \mathcal{P}. \text{familiar}(i) \text{ And Ex}(X_i)(\mathcal{P}) \), where \( X_i \leftarrow X_i \)

We assume a rule of Function Application specifying that if \( \alpha \leftarrow \alpha' \) and \( \beta \leftarrow \beta' \) and \( \alpha' \) denotes a function that can be applied to the denotation of \( \beta \), then an English phrase consisting (only) of \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) translates as \( \alpha'(\beta') \). We can now calculate the meaning of \( \text{The glassy broke} \), for which the translation into PFL will be \( \text{familiar}(7) \text{ And Ex(Glassy)}(\text{Broke}) \).

\[\text{The glassy broke}\]
\[\leftarrow \text{familiar}(7) \text{ And Ex(Glassy)}(\text{Broke})\]
\[\equiv \text{familiar}(7) \text{ And Ex}(\lambda x. \lambda f \lambda g. x = g(7) \land g \geq_7 f \land \text{glass}(x))(\text{Broke})\]
\[\equiv \text{familiar}(7) \text{ And } \lambda f \lambda g. \exists x(x = g(7) \land g \geq_7 f \land \text{glass}(x) \land \text{broke}(x))\]
\[\equiv \lambda f \lambda g. \partial(7 \in \text{dom}(f)) \land \exists x(x = g(7) \land g \geq_7 f \land \text{glass}(x) \land \text{broke}(x))\]
\[\equiv \lambda f \lambda g. \partial(7 \in \text{dom}(f)) \land f = g \land \exists x(x = f(7) \land \text{glass}(x) \land \text{broke}(x))\]
\[\equiv \lambda f \lambda g. \partial(7 \in \text{dom}(f)) \land f = g \land \text{glass}(f(7)) \land \text{broke}(f(7))\]

Thus \( \text{The glassy broke} \) will be defined on any sequence that provides a value to the index 7. Relative to such a sequence, it returns the original sequence if 7 is mapped to a smiling glass, and returns no sequence otherwise.

Let a file be a set of pairs of worlds and sequences in which all sequences are defined on the same labels. Now in Heim’s system, such files are used within the compositional semantics, so that the Heimian meaning of a sentence is a function from files to files. However, we have simplified the compositional semantics such that sentential meanings have an essentially lower type, the type of relations between sequences. Suppose that natural language sentence \( S \) has an LF that translates to expression \( S' \) in PFL of type \( \tau \). Then we can define the Heimian notion of update as follows:

**Definition 1: Acceptance.** \( F \) accepts \( S \) iff for every pair \( \langle w, f \rangle \in F \), there is a \( g \) such that \( f[S']w = g \neq \#_t \)

---

3Note that a stronger presupposition could easily be given for the, whereby it is presupposed not only that there is a familiar referent, but also that the nominal property was familiar. This would be achieved with the following alternative translation: \( \text{the } X_i \leftarrow \lambda \mathcal{P}. \text{familiar}(i) \text{ And } \partial(\text{Ex}(X_i)(X_i)) \text{ And Ex}(X_i)(\mathcal{P}) \). For example, \( \text{the glassy} \) would presuppose that \( i \) was familiar and that something was a glass identical with \( i \). Heim (1983) has only the weaker familiarity condition.
**Definition 2: Update.** $F + S$ is defined iff $F$ accepts $S$, in which case

$$F + S = \{ \langle w, g \rangle \mid \exists f \langle w, f \rangle \in F \text{ and } f[S][w]g = T \}$$

The translation of *The glass$^7$ broke* into PFL will be accepted in any file whose sequences are defined on 7, and no others; this is what the familiarity presupposition amounts to. The update will remove world-sequence pairs in which 7 is not a glass or did not break.

This completes the core of a re-implementation of Heim (1982, 1983). Note that the system can straightforwardly be applied to cases of donkey anaphora using a dynamic translation of *if-then*, for example as the dynamic equivalent of a material conditional:

**Translation 5.** If $X$ then $Y \leadsto \text{Not}(X' \text{ And Not } Y')$, where $X \leadsto X'$ and $Y \leadsto Y'$

The system will then produce an appropriate update for e.g. “If a farmer$_1$ owns a donkey$_2$, then the farmer$_1$ beats the donkey$_2$”. Specifically, a file updated with this sentence will contain no worlds in which a farmer owns a donkey and fails to beat it.

In the next section we reconsider the semantics of definites and indefinites, and show how a variant of Heim’s novelty/familiarity condition can be derived pragmatically from a system in which definites encode uniqueness, and there is no stipulation regarding familiarity or novelty. Crucially, again, familiarity in case of semantic uniqueness will not be required, and the uniqueness requirement will effectively drop away in case of familiarity.

## 4 Deriving familiarity from uniqueness

We now switch to the analysis of definite and indefinite descriptions in Coppock & Beaver (2015), an analysis that differs from Heim’s in two crucial respects. First, the difference between the meaning of *the* and *a* does not involve novelty and familiarity, but rather involves what Coppock & Beaver (2015) term ‘weak uniqueness’, i.e. a presupposition that there is at most one entity in the extension of the complement of *the*. Second, the basic denotation of both definite and indefinite descriptions is as properties, so that for example *a table* denotes the property of being a table, and *the best friend you could ever ask for* denotes the property that such friends have.

Taking definite and indefinite descriptions to be property-denoting has the immediate benefit of providing a straightforward analysis for predicative uses of DPs, e.g. in *Mary is the best friend you could ever ask for*, but creates a problem when DPs are used in argument positions. When a property-denoting DP occurs in an argument position, Coppock & Beaver (2015) take the resulting type mismatch to trigger a shift, specifically, one of two shifts of Partee (1986). We maintain the same intuitions here, but will adapt the shifts to a dynamic framework. One of these two dynamic shifts is the *Ex* shift introduced above. The other shift, *Iota*, has the same effect on types, but carries an additional presupposition that there exists exactly one object with the property given by the description. To achieve this, we first define a static operator *one* which holds of a property if there is exactly one object in its extension, use this to define a dynamic variant *One* which provides an update just in case it is applied to a dynamic property that holds of exactly one individual, and then build that dynamic notion into the definition of *Iota*:

**Abbreviation 11.** $\text{one} \equiv \lambda P. \exists x. P(x) \land \neg \exists y \neq x. P(y)$

**Abbreviation 12.** $\text{One} \equiv \lambda P. \lambda f. g. f = g \land \exists h. \text{one}(\lambda x. f[P(x)]h)$

**Abbreviation 13.** $\text{Iota} \equiv \lambda P. \lambda P_1. \lambda P_2. \partial f[\text{One}(P_1)] \text{ And Ex}(P_1)(P_2)$

Following Coppock & Beaver (2015), we take the indefinite article to have only a trivial meaning, an identity operation on properties, except that these properties are now dynamic:
Translation 6. \(a(n) \leadsto \lambda P \cdot P\)

The definite article must also denote a function from dynamic properties to dynamic properties. Let us assume that its meaning is captured by an abbreviation The:

Translation 7. the \(\leadsto\) The

To specify how The is to be interpreted, we need to define weak uniqueness, which we again do in terms of a static predicate (unique) from which a dynamic variant (Unique) is defined.

Abbreviation 14. unique \(\equiv \lambda P \cdot \neg \exists x \exists y \neq x \cdot P(x) \land P(y)\)

Abbreviation 15. Unique \(\equiv \lambda P \lambda f \lambda g \cdot f = g \land \exists h \cdot\) unique\((\lambda x \cdot f[P(x)]h)\)

We can now give the interpretation of the definite article, presupposing weak uniqueness:

Abbreviation 16. The \(\equiv \lambda P \lambda x \cdot \partial (\text{Unique}(P)) \land P(x)\)

Thus, for example, the glass gets the meaning The(Glass), equivalent to the following dynamic property:

\[\lambda x \cdot \partial (\text{Unique}(\text{Glass})) \land \text{Glass}(x)\]

Similarly, for the labeled DP the glass\(_i\) we have the translation The(Glass\(_i\)), which is equivalent to:

\[\lambda x \cdot \partial (\text{Unique}(\lambda y \cdot \text{Labeled}(i)(y) \land \text{Glass}(y))) \land \text{Labeled}(i)(x) \land \text{Glass}(x)\]

Thus, the glass presupposes that there is at most one entity which has both the property of being identical to whatever is labeled \(i\), and the property of being glass.

Used in argument position, the glass, will be translated either as Iota(The(Glass\(_i\))) or Ex(The(Glass\(_i\))). Two principles determine which is used. The first is essentially that of e.g. Heim (1991); Schlenker (2011); Percus (2006), while the second is a variant of the Principle of Informativeness of Atlas & Levinson (1981) and the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis of Dalrymple et al. (1998):

Maximize presupposition (production principle) Relative to a file \(F\), if two sentences are identical except for one item which could take values A or B differing only in that A has stronger presuppositions than B, and if \(F\) accepts both versions, then prefer A.

Maximize presupposition (comprehension principle) Suppose two LFs for a sentence are identical except for one item which could take values A or B differing only in that A has stronger presuppositions than B. Then, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, prefer the interpretation with A, if necessary removing world-sequence pairs from the input file \(F\) which would not be compatible with that interpretation.

The production variant can be illustrated using semantically unique descriptions. Consider (3) and (4), in which the descriptions only way and tallest mountain are semantically unique:

(3) \{The/#an\} only way is up.

(4) \{The/#a\} tallest mountain is Everest.

Given that the descriptions in these sentences are semantically unique, it follows that in any context of interpretation, the uniqueness presupposition of the definite article would be satisfied. Since the has strictly stronger presuppositions than a, and since those presuppositions are guaranteed to be satisfied, the production principle then predicts that the weaker variant, the
indefinite, will be blocked by the stronger variant, and hence infelicitous. Quite generally, the principle predicts infelicity of indefinite articles with semantically unique descriptions.

Descriptions that are unique with respect to a background file are also prevented by the production variant of Maximize Presupposition from co-occurring with indefinite articles. This fact lets us derive novelty for indefinite descriptions, because familiarity implies uniqueness. More specifically, if \( i \) is familiar, then \( \text{glass} \) will be unique. So the speaker should use a definite article in combination with \( \text{glass} \), in that case. Indefinite, labeled descriptions will only be licenced when the label is novel, because only then can the description be non-unique.

Note that the production variant of Maximize Presupposition also predicts that indefinite descriptions should never be interpreted with \textit{iota}. If the speaker presupposes uniqueness, as he should if he or she intends an \textit{iota} interpretation, then the definite article should be used.

The comprehension variant of Maximize Presupposition implies that \textit{iota} is usually chosen over \textit{Ex} in the case of definite descriptions, even if it requires accommodation, but not always – not if there is sufficient “evidence to the contrary”, as discussed by Coppock & Beaver (2015). For a case like \textit{Jane didn’t score the only goal}, mentioned in the introduction, Coppock and Beaver assume that placement of focus on \textit{only} is sufficient “evidence to the contrary” to rule out an \textit{iota} interpretation, because the salient focus-alternative to \textit{only} is ‘multiple’, so the common ground must allow for multiple satisfiers of the predicate, which in turn means that there is no satisfier of the predicate ‘only goal’. This goes against \textit{iota}’s existence presupposition, so \textit{Ex} is the only option. In the present setting, the reasoning is somewhat more complicated, because the \textit{only goal} may in principle carry an index. But the same results obtain; if the index is familiar, then there can only be one satisfier of the predicate, and this clashes with focus on \textit{only}. If there is focus on \textit{only}, then any index must be novel. With a novel index, this example behaves as it does in the absence of an index. (The failure to license anaphora observed in the introduction can be attributed in that case to the presence of negation, which caps the ‘life-span’ of any discourse referents in its scope, in Karttunen’s (1973) terminology.)

Now let us consider what presuppositions arise under the \textit{iota} interpretation of a definite description like \textit{the glass}. We have the following equivalences (where some steps in the derivations are left as an exercise for the reader):

\[
\text{Iota}((\text{The (Glass)}))(\text{Broke}) \\
\equiv \partial_i(\text{One}((\text{The (Glass)})) \land \text{Ex}((\text{The (Glass)}))(\text{Broke})) \\
\equiv \partial_i(\text{One}((\text{Glass}))) \land \text{Ex}((\text{The (Glass)}))(\text{Broke})) \\
\equiv \lambda f. \exists i. f(i) \land \text{glass}(f(i)) \land \text{broke}(f(i))
\]

To consider when the presuppositions are met, recall the definition of acceptance: \( F \) \textit{accepts} \( S \) iff for every pair \( \langle w, f \rangle \in F \), there is a \( g \) such that \( f[S]^w g \neq \#_t \). It turns out that \( F \) will accept \textit{The glass, broke} on an \textit{iota} interpretation either if \( i \) is a familiar glass (regardless of how many other glasses there are in the worlds under consideration) or if every world has exactly one glass. To put it more simply, the presuppositions are met either if \( i \) is a familiar glass or if it is in the common ground that there is exactly one glass.

Let us see why this is so. First, suppose \( i \) is familiar in file \( F \). This means that for all pairs \( \langle w, f \rangle \in F \), \( i \) is in the domain of \( f \). Any extension \( h \) of \( f \) will map \( i \) onto the same individual. So there is only one individual that can satisfy the property in the scope of \textit{one}, regardless of how many glasses there are. Since the constraint inside the \( \partial_i \) operator in the last line of the derivation above is satisfied for all sequences \( f \) in the input file, it follows that for every pair \( \langle w, f \rangle \) in \( F \), there will be some \( g \) for which the update is defined; \( F \) \textit{accepts} the sentence, in the technical sense.
Suppose on the other hand that $i$ is not familiar. If there are worlds in the common ground where there are multiple glasses, then there are multiple individuals that an extension $h$ of $f$ could map $i$ to. Therefore, the property in the scope of $\text{one}$ will not be unique, and the presupposition will not be satisfied. Put more technically, there will be some pairs $(w, f) \in F$ for which the constraint inside the $\partial_s$ operator is not satisfied, and this will yield undefinedness. Therefore, $F$ does not accept the sentence under such conditions. On the other hand, if there is exactly one glass in every world in $F$, then the update will be defined, even if the index is new. Thus only if the unlabeled property is presupposed to be unique can the presuppositions be satisfied when the discourse referent is new.

Note that we get similar presuppositions under the $\text{Ex}$ interpretation. The only difference is that $\text{one}$ is replaced by $\text{unique}$, so the presupposition may be satisfied even if there are no satisfiers of the predicate when the discourse referent is novel. But existence of a satisfier is part of the at-issue meaning, and may therefore be the target of negation.

5 Summary

From a uniqueness-based theory of definites, supplemented with a mechanism for interpreting indices on descriptions, we have derived novelty for labeled indefinite descriptions, and familiarity or semantic uniqueness for definite descriptions. The blocking principle Maximize Presupposition implies that indefinite descriptions must be novel, because if they are familiar, then they are unique, and a unique description should be accompanied by a definite article. The uniqueness requirement means that labeled definite descriptions must be familiar if they are not semantically unique, and effectively disappears in case the description is familiar, in the sense that the common ground may allow many satisfiers of the unlabeled predicate.
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Abstract

Research on meaning typically separates semantic meaning — the linguistic content conventionally associated with an expression — from social meaning — the social qualities and attributes that expressions convey about their users. This divide, however, has recently been questioned by work pointing to a principled connection between these domains ([1], [9]). Using the intensifier totally as a test case, I extend this program by showing that, in contexts where only a speaker-oriented reading is possible, the social meaning of the intensifier — measured in terms of Age, Gender, Solidarity and Status perception — is more prominent than in those where a lexically compositional interpretation is licensed. I explain this difference in terms of the interactional pragmatic effects that speaker-oriented totally indexes, which are conversely missing for the lexical reading. These results reveal a principled connection between the two dimensions of meaning, meanwhile pointing to social perception as a novel methodology for research in experimental semantics.

1 Introduction

Linguistic expressions carry two distinct kinds of content. On the one hand, they convey a semantic meaning, with which they are conventionally associated in the grammar of a language. On the other hand, they convey a social meaning (e.g., [7]), that is, a package of typified socio-psychological qualities about the identity of language users, including demographic categories (e.g., gender, age) and more specific social types/personae (e.g., “Jocks”, “Burnouts”, “Yuppies” and similar. See [2], [19] for further discussion). These varieties of content, despite the common label, are seen ultimately as pertaining to independent domains. Recognizing their different status, however, does not entail that the two are inherently disjointed. In particular, social meaning, despite its contingent nature, has been shown to be highly systematic and readily available to listeners’ cognition (e.g., [21], [6]). As such, a question remains open: do these two types of meaning interact with one another to determine what an expression “says” when used in communication?

To address this question, it becomes crucial to focus on cases in which social meaning attaches to expressions that do have non-trivial semantic and pragmatic content. [17] in particular argues that, for non-phonological kinds of variation, the relationship between linguistic forms and social meaning is crucially mediated by the pragmatic effects of the expression. For example, she claims that the association of command imperatives with male gender in American English is grounded in the activity of ordering pragmatically indexed by the form, which in turn becomes associated with a typical affective disposition of men. More recently, [1] build on

∗Thanks to Penny Eckert, Itamar Francez, Emily Hanink, Anastasia Giannakidou, Julian Grove, Chris Kennedy, Dan Lassiter, Alda Mari, Chris Potts, Laura Staum Casasanto, Ming Xiang and the other linguists at the University of Chicago and Stanford University who provided insightful comments on different parts of this project. All errors and oversights are mine.
[12]'s observation that demonstratives like this and that index a sense of “emotional closeness between speaker and hearer” (p. 351), anchoring these social effects to the presupposition that the addressee must be able to consider the speaker’s relation to the NP referent in the discourse context. [9] argues that need to, in comparison to have to/got to, encodes an obligation directed the hearer’s well being, thus indexing an additional component of care/presumptuousness.

Taken together, these results provide evidence that social and semantic content are connected in a principled fashion. However, as the investigation of this area has just begun, a number of issues remain open. The present paper aims to cast light on the following: do the effects of semantic properties extend to attributes of social meaning that transcend the here-and-now of the interactional context and involve more durable categories about the social identity of the speaker?

2  Totally: a promising case study

The intensifier totally features considerable empirical richness in terms of both its semantic and social content, thus emerging as a ripe testbed to investigate possible answers to the question posed above. On the social front, native speakers agree that this expression conveys a flavor of marked informality and reduced social distance, in that it suggests that the interlocutors are close to one another, share a set of norms or values and easily agree on the content of the conversation. Asides from these effects, the intensifier additionally conveys a set of social attributes about the social identity of its typical users, which track macro-social categories - e.g., young and female - as well as more specific personae and social types - e.g., “Valley Girl”, “Cheerleader”. Totally likewise presents a rich empirical picture on the semantic and pragmatic front. On a general level, the intensifier combines with a bounded scale and requires that the scalar maximum on such a scale be reached. It is precisely through the way in which this scale is supplied that variation enters the picture. In standard cases, the scale is provided by the subsequent predicate, as in (1): both full and agree come with a bounded ordering hardwired in their lexical meaning, providing totally with an argument to operate on. I refer to these as instantiations of lexical totally. In other cases (as in (2)), though, totally combines with predicates that do not supply a scale, operating on the commitment that the speaker has towards the proposition ([14], [10]). I refer to these cases as speaker-oriented totally.

(1)  
- a. The bus is totally full.  
   Lexical  
- b. She totally agrees with me.  
   Lexical

(2)  
- a. You should totally click on that link! It’s awesome.  
   Speaker-oriented  
- b. Man in “I have drugs” shirt totally had drugs.  
   Speaker-oriented

Despite sharing reference to maximality, the speaker-oriented usage of totally is empirically distinct from the lexical one. First, because it does not combine with a lexical scale, it cannot be replaced by modifiers like partially and almost (in (3a)). Second, it contributes its meaning

---

1For a discussion of the sociolinguistic behavior and distribution of intensifiers, see [22].

2Entries from the website Urban Dictionary (http://www.urbandictionary.com/define.php?term=totally) include labels such as “ditzy young girls”, “Valley Girl Speak”, “girly girls, poppers, and rich spoiled little brats”.

3The OED added a dedicated entry to this flavor of totally in 2005: “In weakened use, as an intensifier: (modifying an adjective) very, extremely; (modifying a verb) definitely, absolutely.”

4https://www.facebook.com/TheBiscuitGames/posts/488916347870627 accessed on June 5th 2015

at the non at-issue level, as shown by the fact that it cannot be challenged independently from the rest of the propositional content.6

(3)  a. # You should partially/almost click on that link! It’s awesome.
    b. She should totally click on that link!
       B: # No! She should click on that link, but you’re not committed to saying that!

As far as the exact nature of the contribution of totally, the intensifier operates as a conversational operator, emphasizing the speaker’s intention to make the proposition become shared knowledge for all the interlocutors, thus enriching the Common Ground of the conversation (see [3] for a full formal analysis). As a result, while primarily representing the speaker’s perspective, totally carries implications for the hearer’s position as well. This makes it crucially different from seemingly similar operators like definitely and certainly, which are instead grounded in private, individual certainty of the speaker towards the truth of the proposition. While subtle, this difference emerges in particular environments. In the following exchange, for example, while expressing individual certainty sounds somewhat deviant, totally can be used to dispel the doubt that the interlocutor expressed.

(4)  Mark: I can’t remember if your name is Emily.
       a. Emily: Oh, yes, it’s totally Emily!
       b. Emily: #Oh, yes. It’s definitely/certainly Emily.

That the commitment intensified by totally crucially bears on the hearer emerges even more clearly in contexts in which the intensifier is used out of the blue. Let us consider (2b) again. On the one hand, the presence of totally, by pushing for the addition of the proposition to the Common Ground, signals the shareworthiness of the event described (e.g., it is particularly outlandish or funny). On the other hand, without a previous discourse move introducing uncertainty, pure epistemic operators like certainly and definitely sound bizarre.

(5)  Man in “I have drugs” shirt {totally/#definitely/certainly} had drugs.

Finally, an intermediate variety of totally occurs with extreme adjectives ([16]) – e.g., awesome, amazing – which do not lexicalize a bounded scale but refer to properties to an inherently high degree, making it easier to coerce their open scale into a bounded one ([18]). Here, totally appears to be less deviant than pure speaker-oriented totally with respect to the diagnostics discussed above.7

(6)  a. Bob is totally awesome
    b. ?# Bob is {not totally/almost totally/completely/entirely} awesome.

3 From semantic to social meaning: hypotheses

Previous work (e.g., [17], [1], [9]) has shown that expressions that affect the social positioning of the interlocutors as they proceed in the exchange are particularly suitable candidates to convey social information about the identity and attributes of language users. The question therefore emerges as to whether, in a parallel fashion, the different variants of totally also index a particular kind of alignment and range of interpersonal stances. On the one hand, the lexical

6From this perspective, it shows compositional properties similar to other expressions that specify the attitude of the speaker such as expressives ([20]) and certain evidentials ([8])

7The symbol ?# indicates a minor degree of deviance in comparison to cases marked with #.
variant hardly features any cue of this sort: by maximizing the degree to which a property applies, it serves a bare informational function. On the other hand, the pragmatic move associated with speaker-oriented totally contributes to highlight the conversation as a joint activity, underscoring the engagement of the speaker with establishing a stock of shared knowledge with the hearer. In addition, when used to strengthen commitment to propositions uttered out of the blue (see (5) above), totally also presupposes a shared evaluative stance between the interlocutors, requiring that they converge on the reason that makes the proposition shareworthy (e.g., its absurdity.) I hypothesize that, in light of its implications on the positioning of the interlocutors, speaker-oriented totally emerges as a more suitable linguistic resource to convey the social identity of its users than lexical totally. Moreover, if this hypothesis is confirmed, I hypothesize that, with extreme adjectives, the social meaning of totally should have intermediate salience between the lexical and the speaker-oriented use, mirroring the gradience emerging in the semantics.

4 The experiment

4.1 Methods

I test these hypotheses via a social perception experiment. This methodology, which has long been used to investigate language attitudes ([13]; see [4] for a literature review), is based on the assumption that social evaluation is a proxy into the social meaning conveyed by an expression, as it allows us to measure fine-grained changes in social meaning in relation to a manipulated factor. In the first step, I conducted a study to construct the evaluation scales to be used in the perception experiment. The study was designed with the software Qualtrics and subsequently circulated on Amazon Mechanical Turk. 60 subjects, self-declared speakers of American English and between 18 and 35 years old, were paid $0.50 for participating. The subjects were asked to provide a series of adjectives to describe the social identity of the speaker of sentences containing totally. Based on the most recurring adjectives, eight evaluative dimensions were selected. Four of these dimensions, which I label Solidarity attributes, are predicted to be positively affected by the presence of totally. They include Friendliness, Coolness, Outgoingness, Excitability. The other four dimensions, which I label Status attributes, express identity categories that should be negatively affected by the presence of the intensifier and include Articulateness, Maturity, Intelligence, Seriousness.

4.1.1 Stimuli

2 factors were crossed in a 3x4 design. The first factor manipulates the semantic variant of totally along the lexical vs speaker-oriented axis of variation. To cue lexical totally, the intensifier was used next to bounded adjectives (or absolute adjectives, [11]), which lexicalize a bounded scale as part of their lexical meaning (e.g., “bald”). To cue the speaker-oriented reading, it was used next to unbounded adjectives (i.e., relative, e.g., “tall”), which offer a commitment scale as the only possible target. In addition, extreme adjectives (e.g., awesome, amazing) were used as an intermediate case between the two other categories. Following the hypotheses outlined above, I predict the following effects on the social perception of totally.
An additional factor, the type of modifier accompanying the adjective came in four different conditions: the target intensifier, *totally*; two control intensifiers: *really* and *completely*; and the positive, non-intensified form. On the one hand, *completely*, contrary to *totally*, is exclusively able to target lexical scales, resulting in ungrammaticality when used with a open-scale adjective. On the other hand, *really* is not sensitive to scale structure ([15], [5]): since all the adjectives used in the experiment are scalar, the intensifier should always operate at the lexical level. Accordingly, I predict that, if an effect of semantic type of *totally* is observed on social meaning, the same effect should not be observed on the two control intensifiers. Finally, the positive form serves as a baseline condition to isolate the social meaning of the intensifier from the one contributed by the other elements in the sentence, as discussed below. 12 items, each with a different set of adjectives, were crossed in a Latin Square Design.

### 4.1.2 Procedure

Every subject saw a total of 12 written sentences, one sentence for each condition. Each sentence was followed by ten questions. The first two questions are targeted at the demographic characteristics of the speakers and provide fixed alternatives as possible responses. The other eight questions are aimed at assessing Solidarity-based and Status-based traits of social meaning. They were presented in the form of a 1-6 Likert scale, where 1 indicated the minimum value and 6 the maximum value. The study was created with Qualtrics and carried out online. 36 self-declared native speakers of American English, aged 18-35, were recruited on Amazon Mechanical Turk and compensated $2 for their participation.

### 4.2 Results

To conduct the analysis, the social evaluation of the sentence with the positive form of the adjective was subtracted from the evaluation of the sentence with either *totally*, *completely* or *really*. This made it possible to filter out the effects on the social meaning independently introduced by other elements, isolating those induced by the intensifier. On the resulting differences, statistical analysis was conducted on the following dimensions: Age, Gender, Solidarity attributes and Status attributes, obtaining four separate metrics for assessing the social meaning contributed by each intensifier. For each dimension, a two-way ANOVA was carried out to verify the effect of the two factors (Scale type and Intensifier type). In the event that a higher-level effect was present, planned paired t-test were carried out to verify the effect of Scale on each intensifier.

#### 4.2.1 Age

Age was first converted from a categorial to a continuous variable. A main effect of Adjective (by-subject $F_1(2,70)=18.1$, $p<0.0001$; by-item $F_2(2,22)=8.4$, $p<0.001$) and Intensifier (by-subject $F_1(2,70)=14.5$, $p<0.0001$; by-item $F_2(2,22)=9.4$, $p<0.001$) and an interaction effect

---

**Table 1:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjective type</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Semantic type</th>
<th>Likelihood to convey social meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bounded</td>
<td>Bald</td>
<td>Lexical</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme</td>
<td>Awesome</td>
<td>Intermediate</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unbounded</td>
<td>Tall</td>
<td>Sp-oriented</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
between Adjective and Intensifier (by-subject $F_1(2,70)=10.4$, $p<0.001$; by-item $F_2(2,22)=11.3$, $p<0.001$) were found. The results are plotted in the graph below.

Concerning totally, for all adjective types the intensifier caused a lowering of the perceived age of the speaker. However, the effect is significantly stronger with unbounded adjectives than with extreme adjectives ($t(35) = 6.2$, $p < .0001$) or bounded adjectives ($t(35) = 4.1$, $p < .001$). No significant difference was found between Bounded and Extreme adjectives. Completely caused an increase in perceived age with bounded adjectives and a decrease with extreme/unbounded ones. No effect was found across adjective type for really.

4.2.2 Gender

As with Age, Gender was converted into a continuous variable.$^{10}$ An interaction effect was found between Adjective and Intensifier (by-subject $F_1(2,70)=8.2$, $p < 0.001$; by-item $F_2(2,22)=7.3$, $p<0.001$). The results are plotted below.

---

$^{10}$“Male” =1, “Could be either” = 2 and “Female” = 3. Hence, the higher the resulting score, the higher the likelihood that the person was perceived to be female.
All intensifiers increased the likelihood with which the speaker was perceived to be female. The effect of \textit{totally} with unbounded adjectives was significantly stronger than with extreme adjectives (t(35) = 7.2, \(p < .0001\)) and bounded adjectives (t(35) = 5.1, \(p < .001\)). No difference was found for the other intensifiers.

4.2.3 Solidarity

Since their effects were highly similar, Solidarity attributes were analyzed together. Main effects of Adjective (by-subject \(F_{1}(2,70)=11.1, p<0.001\); by-item \(F_{2}(2,22)=6.7, p<0.001\)), Intensifier (by-subject \(F_{1}(2,70)=11.8, p<0.0001\); by-item \(F_{2}(2,22)=7.5, p<0.001\)) and an interaction effect between Adjective and Intensifier (by-subject \(F_{1}(2,70)=8.6, p<0.001\); by-item \(F_{2}(2,22)=10.3, p<0.001\)) were found. The results are plotted below.

Totally increased the perception of solidarity across the board, but the effect was significantly
stronger with Unbounded than bounded adjectives \((t(35) = 7.5, p < .0001)\). No effect of \textit{totally} on extreme adjectives was found. Concerning \textit{completely}, unbounded adjectives record higher Solidarity value than Bounded ones \((t(35) = 7.9, p < .0001)\). Concerning \textit{really}, extreme adjectives recording a lower Solidarity value than bounded and unbounded ones \((t(35) = 7.4\) and \(t(35) = 6.5\) respectively, \(ps < .0001\)).

4.2.4 Status

The four Status attributes also patterned similarly, and were thus analyzed together. A main effect of Adjective (by-subject \(F_{1}(2,70)=12.1, p<0.001\); by-item \(F_{2}(2,22)=6.9, p<0.001\)) was found, along with a main effect of and Intensifier (by-subject \(F_{1}(2,70)=12.3, p<0.0001\); by-item \(F_{2}(2,22)=8.6, p<0.001\)) and an interaction effect between Adjective and Intensifier (by-subject \(F_{1}(2,70)=9.5, p<0.001\); by-item \(F_{2}(2,22)=11.3, p<0.001\)). The results are plotted below.

![Figure 4: Status perception.](image)

\textit{Totally} lowered the Status perception across adjective types. Yet, the effect is significantly stronger with unbounded than bounded adjectives \((t(35) = 8.1, p < .0001)\). Concerning \textit{completely}, the intensifier with bounded adjectives raises the Status perception, while it lowers it with unbounded adjectives \((t(35) = 7.7, p < .0001)\). Concerning \textit{really}, extreme adjectives record a lower Status value than bounded and unbounded ones \((t(35) = 7.4\) and \(t(35)=6.5\) respectively, \(ps < .0001\)).

4.3 Discussion

The current study was aimed at investigating how the social perception of \textit{totally} is affected by variations in the semantic properties of the intensifier across different linguistic contexts. Two hypotheses were tested. First, I predicted that, by inviting the hearer to converge on the Common Ground of the conversation and on the evaluation of the anchor proposition, speaker-oriented \textit{totally} would be more likely to convey social meaning than lexical \textit{totally}, which merely modifies the descriptive content of the utterance. The prediction is confirmed: when \textit{totally} occurs next to a unbounded adjective, an environment in which only a speaker-oriented reading is licensed, the speaker is perceived as younger, more likely to be female,
higher in Solidarity and lower in Status than when *totally* occurs next to a bounded adjective and could therefore receive a lexical interpretation. Crucially, the same pattern does not hold for the control intensifiers. As predicted, *really* presents no significant difference across the tested adjective types. Concerning *completely*, an effect of *Adjective* does emerge for Age, Solidarity and Status. Yet, with the exception of Age, the effect on *totally* is considerably stronger than the one on *completely*, suggesting that the two patterns are most likely not driven by the same source.\[^{11}\] The second hypothesis study also tested whether the salience of the indexed social meaning reflects the continuum between lexical and speaker-oriented uses, predicting that the social meaning should have intermediate intensity with Extreme Adjectives. This prediction, however, is not borne out, as we observe that for none of the tested dimensions a continuum along these lines emerges.\[^{12}\]

Taken together, these findings suggest that, when making social evaluations about language users, hearers keep track of the semantic and pragmatic properties of the form, such as the type of scale that the intensifier targets in a given context, pointing to another domain in which semantic and social meaning are connected. To further cast light on this relationship, though, a central issue must be addressed: What is the nature of the process whereby *totally* becomes a vehicle of those specific identity categories? In particular, is the high value of speaker-oriented *totally* along Solidarity-based attributes the result of a reinterpretation at the social level of the speaker-hearer convergence indexed at the pragmatic level? Is it grounded in social knowledge about the types of people that use the expression more frequently? To cast light on the issue, one could compare the social perception of uses of speaker-oriented *totally* that index different degrees of pragmatic inclusiveness between the interlocutors. For example, *totally* in sentences in out-of-the-blue contexts presupposes a shared evaluative stance between the participants that is instead less salient in uses of *totally* with modalized sentences or in responses, and should therefore be an even more salient carrier of social information. I plan to address this question in future research.

5 The broader picture

While representing a preliminary step, the current study opens up a novel area of research on the study of meaning, highlighting the interface between social and semantic content as a ripe, and largely uncharted, domain of investigation. On the theoretical level, this line of research can lead us to adopt a more comprehensive view of linguistic meaning, in which social meaning is seen as a *bona fide* type of content side by side with the logical properties of expressions. On a methodological level, it points to social perception studies as a promising technique to explore the behavioral correlates of semantic and pragmatic features, opening up a novel direction of inquiry for experimental investigations on meaning.

\[^{11}\]I speculate that the effects of scale type on *completely* are grounded in the ungrammaticality of the combination, rather than to the particular semantic properties of the expression. As such, the fact that this expression has an effect on the social meaning can be reasonably predicted to being associated with whatever social features are associated with a “default other” who does not fully master the grammar of English, e.g. a particularly young speaker, or one with a low Status. I thank an anonymous NWAV 44 reviewer for suggesting this explanation.

\[^{12}\]Concerning Solidarity, *totally* has virtually no effect, leaving the perception unchanged. A possible explanation for this could be that, because extreme adjectives have remarkable emotive charge on their own, they are independently associated with high level of solidarity, thus giving rise to a ceiling effect that neutralizes the impact of the intensifier. Concerning Status, *totally* with Extreme adjectives brings about a particularly pronounced lowering of the perception of the speaker. We suggest that the steep drop associated with *totally* might have to do with the fact that combinations like “totally awesome” are stereotypically associated with low-status social groups (e.g. Valley Girls), thus triggering a negative evaluation of the intensifier.
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1 Introduction

It is a widely observed phenomenon in the literature about modified numerals that sentences with an existential modal and at most cannot be used to merely give permission to do something (e.g. Geurts & Nouwen, 2007; Nouwen, 2010; Schwarz, 2011; Coppock & Brochhagen, 2013; Penka, 2014; Kennedy, 2015). (1-a), for instance, forbids the hearer from taking more than two biscuits. It cannot be used only to convey that she has permission to take one or two biscuits. When at most is replaced by fewer than, as in (1-b), we do get this ‘pure permission’ reading.

\begin{enumerate}[(1)]  
  \item You’re allowed to take at most two biscuits.  
  \item You’re allowed to take fewer than three biscuits.  
\end{enumerate}

This difference is not restricted to fewer than and at most. It is a general difference that holds between all so-called class A and class B modified numerals that set an upper bound. Class B numeral modifiers are characterised by the fact that they, unlike class A modifiers, give rise to ignorance inferences in unembedded contexts (Nouwen, 2010).¹

When class B modified numerals are combined with a modal, two readings can arise: the ignorance reading and the authoritative reading. For example, (1-a) can be uttered when the speaker does not know the maximum number of biscuits the hearer is allowed to take (but she knows it is not more than two) or when the speaker has full knowledge of what is allowed.

The examples in (1) raise the question of why upper-bounded class B modifiers lack the pure permission reading that their class A counterparts do display when they are combined with an existential modal. Most current theories wrongly predict that sentences like (1-a) have the same truth conditions as sentences like (1-b). One notable exception is Penka (2014), who tackles the problem by positing a decomposition account for at most. However, as I will discuss in this paper, her account misses an important generalisation. As I aim to show here, class B numeral modifiers obligatorily outscope existential modals. This generalisation holds for upper-bounded…

---

¹To see this, consider (i).

\begin{enumerate}[(i)]  
  \item I know exactly how many books there are in this bookshop, #and it’s { at most / maximally / no more than } 10,000.  
  \item I know exactly how many books there are in this bookshop, and it’s { fewer than / less than / under } 10,000.  
\end{enumerate}

The class B modifiers in the a-sentence are incompatible with exact knowledge of the number of books in the bookshop. The class A modifiers in the b-sentences do not give rise to ignorance inferences and are felicitous in a context in which a speaker claims to have knowledge of the precise number of books.
modifiers like \textit{at most} and \textit{maximally} but also for their lower-bounded counterparts such as \textit{at least} and \textit{minimally}. As will become clear in this paper, this generalisation accounts for a variety of data involving lower-bounded and upper-bounded class B modifiers, root modals, epistemic modals, and islands. It also raises problems for existing theories of modified numerals.

In the following section I briefly discuss one of these existing theories (Schwarz, 2011) and Penka’s (2014) modification of the theory. In section 3 I review the data with class B modifiers and existential modals that have led me to propose the generalisation mentioned above. I also explore the consequences of this generalisation for current theories of modified numerals. Section 4 concludes.

2 Previous accounts

2.1 The neo-Gricean approach

Current theories of modified numerals generally derive the ignorance and authoritative readings of sentences with numeral modifiers and modals with an implicature mechanism. I will use the account proposed in Schwarz (2011) to illustrate this. Schwarz assumes the denotations of \textit{at least} and \textit{at most} given in (2).

\begin{align*}
\text{(2) } & \text{a. } \llbracket \text{at least} \rrbracket = \lambda d \lambda P_{(d,t)} \lambda \langle d,t \rangle \max \{ n \mid P(n) \} \geq d \\
& \text{b. } \llbracket \text{at most} \rrbracket = \lambda d \lambda P_{(d,t)} \lambda \langle d,t \rangle \max \{ n \mid P(n) \} \leq d
\end{align*}

\text{\textit{At least} and \textit{at most} take a degree of type } d \text{ and a degree predicate of type } \langle d,t \rangle \text{ and express that the maximal degree } n \text{ such that } P \text{ holds of that degree is at least as high or at most as high as } d. \text{ Schwarz assumes that there are two Horn sets that are used for the calculation of implicatures: the set of natural numbers; alternatives to the modified number, and a set containing the modifiers } \textit{at least}, \textit{exactly}, \textit{at most}; \text{ alternatives to the modifier.}

\begin{align*}
\text{(3) } & \text{a. } \{ 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, \ldots \} \\
& \text{b. } \{ \text{at least, exactly, at most} \}
\end{align*}

2.1.1 Lower-bounded modified numerals

Let us first turn to modified numerals that set a lower bound, like \textit{at least}. A sentence with \textit{at least} and a universal modal such as (4) has two possible LFs depending on where the modified numeral takes scope. These are given in (5). The narrow scope reading in (5-a) says that in all permissible worlds, Mary submits one or more abstracts. The wide scope reading in (5-b) says that the maximum number of abstracts such that Mary submits that many abstracts in all permissible worlds is one or higher.

\begin{align*}
\text{(4) } & \text{Mary is required to submit at least one abstract.} \\
\text{(5) } & \text{a. } \Box \llbracket \text{MAX } \{ n \mid \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \} \geq 1 \rrbracket \\
& \text{b. } \text{MAX } \{ n \mid \Box \llbracket \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \} \geq 1
\end{align*}

The stronger alternatives to (5-a) and (5-b) are given in (6) and (7) respectively.

\begin{align*}
\text{(6) } & \text{a. } \Box \llbracket \text{MAX } \{ n \mid \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \} = 1 \rrbracket \\
& \text{b. } \Box \llbracket \text{MAX } \{ n \mid \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \} \geq 2 \rrbracket \\
\text{(7) } & \text{a. } \text{MAX } \{ n \mid \Box \llbracket \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \} = 1 \\
& \text{b. } \text{MAX } \{ n \mid \Box \llbracket \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \} \geq 2
\end{align*}
The alternatives in (6) are not symmetric, so the primary implicatures that arise from them can be strengthened to secondary implicatures (Sauerland, 2004). The meaning of the assertion in (5-a) combined with these implicatures is that the speaker believes Mary is required to submit one or more abstracts but she is not required to submit exactly one and she is not required to submit two or more.\(^2\) This reading does not involve any ignorance on the part of the speaker and is referred to as the authoritative reading.

The alternatives in (7), on the other hand, are symmetric, so only primary implicatures can be derived. The primary implicatures together with the assertion generate ignorance implicatures: the speaker believes that Mary is required to submit at least one abstract, but she is not sure whether Mary is required to submit exactly one and she is not sure whether Mary is required to submit at least one. Thus, Schwarz’s account derives the authoritative reading when the modified numeral takes narrow scope and the ignorance reading when the modified numeral takes wide scope.

Now let us turn to a similar example with an existential modal. A sentence like (8) is taken to have the scope configurations given in (9). The narrow scope reading in (9-a) merely says that there is a permissible world in which Mary submits one or more abstracts. The wide scope reading in (9-b) conveys that there is an upper bound to the number of abstracts Mary is allowed to submit, and that upper bound is one or higher.

(8) Mary is allowed to submit at least one abstract.

(9) a. \(\lozenge \left[ \text{MAX} \{ n \mid \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \} \geq 1 \right] \)
   b. \(\text{MAX} \{ n \mid \lozenge \left[ \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \right] \} \geq 1 \)

The stronger alternatives to both (9-a) and (9-b), are symmetric, which leads to the ignorance implicatures in (10) for (9-a) and in (11) for (9-b) (ignorance is indicated with a question mark).

(10) a. \(\lozenge \left[ \text{MAX} \{ n \mid \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \} = 1 \right] \)
   b. \(\lozenge \left[ \text{MAX} \{ n \mid \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \} \geq 2 \right] \)

(11) a. \(\lozenge \left[ \text{MAX} \{ n \mid \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \} = 1 \right] \)
   b. \(\lozenge \left[ \text{MAX} \{ n \mid \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \} \geq 2 \right] \)

The narrow scope ignorance implicatures in (10) say that the speaker does not know whether submitting one abstract is allowed or whether submitting at least two abstracts is allowed. The wide scope ignorance implicatures in (11) do not indicate ignorance merely about which numbers are allowed, but about the upper bound of the allowed numbers. Thus, the wide scope reading is that the maximum allowed number of pages is at least one, but the speaker does not know if this maximum is exactly one or higher than one. As Schwarz admits, only the wide scope reading and not the narrow scope reading appears to be attested.

### 2.1.2 Upper-bounded modified numerals

Now let us turn our attention to upper-bounded modified numerals. Parallel to (8), (12) has the two denotations given in (13).\(^3\) The narrow scope reading in (13-a) says that submitting one or two abstracts is allowed without excluding the possibility of submitting more abstracts. This is the unattested pure permission reading. The wide scope reading in (13-b) expresses that the maximum number of abstracts Mary is allowed to submit is two or less.

\(^2\)This is the so-called free choice reading: Mary can choose freely between submitting one or more than one abstract.

\(^3\)I do not discuss examples with upper-bounded modified numerals and universal modals here as they are not relevant for the current discussion.
(12) Mary is allowed to submit at most two abstracts.

(13) a. $\Diamond \left[ \text{MAX}\left\{ n \mid \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \right\} \leq 2 \right]$
    b. $\text{MAX}\left\{ n \mid \Diamond \left[ \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \right]\right\} \leq 2$

The stronger alternatives for (13-a) and (13-b) are given in (14) and (15) respectively.

(14) a. $\Diamond \left[ \text{MAX}\left\{ n \mid \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \right\} = 2 \right]$
    b. $\Diamond \left[ \text{MAX}\left\{ n \mid \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \right\} \leq 1 \right]$

(15) a. $\text{MAX}\left\{ n \mid \Diamond \left[ \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \right]\right\} = 2$
    b. $\text{MAX}\left\{ n \mid \Diamond \left[ \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \right]\right\} \leq 1$

Again, symmetry arises in both cases. This means that only primary implicatures are derived, which leads to ignorance inferences. Parallel to the at least cases, the weak narrow scope ignorance inferences (corresponding to (13-a)) convey that the speaker does not know if two is an allowed number or if one or less is allowed, whereas the stronger wide scope ignorance implicatures (corresponding to (13-b)) are about the upper bound: the speaker does not know if the maximum number of abstracts Mary is allowed to submit is two or lower than two.

There are two problems here. The first is that, as mentioned in the introduction of this paper, the weak narrow scope reading that this account derives is not attested. The second is that there is no way to derive the correct authoritative reading. This account has no hope of deriving any kind of an authoritative reading for (12) because existential modals lead to symmetric alternatives regardless of where they take scope, and this blocks secondary implicatures. As we have seen, primary implicatures lead to ignorance inferences, so only ignorance readings can be obtained. The chances of deriving the particular authoritative reading that is attested for (12) are even lower. As the neo-Gricean accounts derive ignorance readings when the modified numeral takes wide scope and authoritative readings when the modified numeral takes narrow scope, at most would have to scope under the existential modal in the authoritative LF. This kind of a scope configuration can never lead to a strong upper bound because it merely states that the upper bound is there in one permissible world and remains silent about other permissible worlds. In the next section, I show how Penka (2014) addresses these issues.

2.2 Penka’s solution

Penka (2014) posits an account that derives the missing authoritative reading for sentences with at most and an existential modal. Her proposal is to decompose at most into an antonymising operator ANT and at least, as in (16).

\[
\text{[at most } n \text{]} = [\text{[n ANT] at least }]
\]

At least is defined as in (2-a), repeated here as (17-a), and ANT is defined as in (17-b).\(^4\)

\[
\begin{align*}
(17) \text{a. } & [\text{at least}] = \lambda d \lambda P(d). \text{MAX}\{n \mid P(n)\} \geq d \\
& [\text{ANT}] = \lambda d \lambda P(d). \forall d' : d' > d \rightarrow \neg D(d')
\end{align*}
\]

In this decomposition account, a sentence like (12) has the three LFs in (18).

\[
\begin{align*}
(18) \text{a. } & \text{allowed [ANT 2 abstracts [ } \lambda d [\text{at least } d [\lambda d' [\text{Mary submits } d' \text{ abstracts }]]]]]}
\text{b. } & \text{ANT 2 abstracts [ } \lambda d [\text{at least } d [\lambda d' [\text{allowed [Mary submits } d' \text{ abstracts }]]]]]}
\text{c. } & \text{ANT 2 abstracts [ } \lambda d [\text{ allowed [at least } d [\lambda d' [\text{Mary submits } d' \text{ abstracts }]]]]]}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^4\)The ANT operator is thus equivalent to at most as defined in (2-b).
(18-a) and (18-b) have the same truth conditions as (13-a) and (13-b) respectively, but (18-c), where the modal takes scope between the antonymising operator and \textit{at least}, is an LF that is not available in the original neo-Gricean account. This LF has the truth conditions in (19).

(19) \[ \forall d' : d' > 2 \rightarrow \neg \diamond \left[ \max \{ d \mid \text{Mary submits } d \text{ abstracts} \} \geq d' \right] \]
\[ = \neg \diamond \left[ \max \{ d \mid \text{Mary submits } d \text{ abstracts} \} > 2 \right] \]

These are the desired strong truth conditions for the authoritative reading: it is not allowed for Mary to submit more than two abstracts. For the calculation of the implicatures, Penka assumes the same Horn sets as Schwarz along with the two Horn sets given in (20).

(20) a. \{ \text{ANT} , \emptyset \} \\
    b. \{ \diamond , \Box \} 

The stronger scalar alternatives derived using these four Horn sets are the ones in (21).

(21) a. \neg \diamond \left[ \max \{ d \mid \text{Mary submits } d \text{ abstracts} \} > 1 \right] \\
    b. \Box \left[ \max \{ d \mid \text{Mary submits } d \text{ abstracts} \} = 2 \right] \footnote{Here \text{ANT} has been replaced by \emptyset, \diamond has been replaced by \Box, and \textit{at least} has been replaced by \textit{exactly}.} 

These alternatives are not symmetric, so the secondary implicatures in (22) are derived. The implicatures are that the speaker believes Mary is allowed to submit more than one abstract and she is not required to submit exactly two. Leaving aside the question of whether these specific implicatures are empirically correct, the derived reading is clearly not an ignorance reading but an authoritative reading that sets a strong upper bound, as desired.

(22) a. B \diamond \left[ \max \{ d \mid \text{Mary submits } d \text{ abstracts} \} > 1 \right] \\
    b. B \neg \Box \left[ \max \{ d \mid \text{Mary submits } d \text{ abstracts} \} = 2 \right] 

Although this analysis solves one of the issues the neo-Gricean account suffers from, some problems remain. In the following section I will discuss these problems and argue that they stem from a common core: the fact that class B modifiers always outscope existential modals.

3 A new generalisation

3.1 The scopal behaviour of class B modifiers

At the end of section 2.1 I mentioned that the neo-Gricean account has two problems with examples with existential modals and \textit{at most}: it yields an unattested weak ignorance reading (when the modal takes wide scope) and it does not generate a strong authority reading. While Penka solves the second issue, her account inherits the first one. Penka’s LF in (18-a) corresponds to a weak reading that merely says that submitting zero, one, or two abstracts is allowed.

Kennedy (2015), whose account has the same problem, argues that the strong upper bound of the authoritative reading is a scalar implicature. In other words, (23) has the weak truth conditions that the neo-Gricean account predicts and the upper bound is calculated pragmatically because the speaker chose not to say \textit{at most three}.

(23) Mary is allowed to submit at most two abstracts.

However, as the upper bound is not cancellable, as illustrated in (24), this does not seem likely.
Mary is allowed to submit at most two abstracts. In fact, she can submit three. I believe that (24) strongly suggests that the authoritative upper bounded reading should be accounted for in the semantics. The only way to arrive at a reading with a strong upper bound is to say that *at most* has to take scope over the modal. As we have seen, letting it take scope under an existential modal inevitably leads to truth conditions that are too weak.

A way to get rid of the reading where *at most* takes narrow scope in Penka’s account is to say that *ant* has negative features. It has been observed in the literature (Iatridou & Zeijlstra, 2010) that negation outscopes existential modals. If *ant* displays the same behaviour, this would rule out the LF in (18-a), where *ant* occurs in the scope of the modal. Penka’s antonymising operator does not have the semantics of negation in that it does not yield the complement of its prejacent, but Penka could still stipulate that *ant* is an operator that displays the same syntactic behaviour as negation.

If she takes this route, a potential problem is the fact that *at least* is a PPI, as illustrated in (25) (Spector, 2014).

Mary didn’t solve at least three problems.

Taking this into consideration, it would be curious if *at most* were decomposed into an operator with negative features and *at least*, where *at least* consistently occurs in the immediate scope of the negative operator. However, Penka could again argue that the semantics and the syntactic behaviour of the elements under discussion should be teased apart: perhaps the *at least* part of the decomposed *at most* is not the same as the *at least* that occurs by itself. It could be an operator that has the same denotation as *at least* but does not share its syntactic features, one of those features being its PPI-hood.

While a few stipulations are needed, it seems as though Penka’s theory can account for the way *at most* interacts with existential modals. However, there is one crucial fact that has been overlooked thus far: the data with *at least* and existential modals suggest that upper-bounded numeral modifiers like *at most* do not actually behave differently from lower-bounded numeral modifiers like *at least*. To see this, let us reconsider (8), repeated here as (26-a).

a. Mary is allowed to submit at least one abstract.

b. Mary is allowed to submit more than one abstract.

As we saw in section 2.1, these kinds of examples are predicted to give rise to two different types of ignorance readings in Schwarz’s neo-Gricean account (cf. (9)-(11)): one where the speaker claims that the maximal allowed number of abstracts Mary submits is at least one (but she does not know the exact maximum), and one where the speaker merely claims that submitting at least one abstract is allowed (but she does not know if submitting exactly one is allowed or if submitting more than one is allowed). This weaker reading seems absent for (26-a); one clearly gets the impression that there is a maximum number of abstracts Mary is allowed to submit. The weaker reading does seem to be available when we use *more than*, as in (26-b).

Schwarz claims that the weaker reading is not visible because it is blocked by the existence of the stronger one. To test this claim, let us consider a scenario where only the weak reading would be felicitous. Say that there is a high demand for instant formula, and the manufacturers are unable to keep up with this demand. For this reason, a particular retail chain has a rule that customers are only allowed to buy one box of instant formula at a time. After some

---

6I would like to thank Yaron McNabb for suggesting this to me.
7This would tie Penka to a syntactic story of PPI anti-licensing. Under a semantic account, it is not possible for two expressions to share the same truth conditions and for only one of those expressions to be a PPI.
time, the manufacturers manage to catch up with the high demand, so the rules are loosened. However, there is some confusion about what the new rules are. One store manager has said that customers are now allowed to buy a maximum of two boxes at a time, and that the boxes will be sold in packages of two to facilitate transport. In other words, it is only possible to buy exactly two boxes. Another store manager has announced that there no longer is a maximum, so customers can buy as many boxes of instant formula as they want. She has also said that the boxes will be sold in packages of three, which means customers can buy three or more boxes. David is talking to someone who is not aware of the recent changes; this person thinks that customers are still allowed to buy only one box of formula. David does know that the rules have been changed, but he does not know which store manager to believe. David says:

\[(27)\] I'm not entirely sure about the current rules, but I know you're allowed to buy \{ more than one box / # at least two boxes \} now.

In this scenario, David uses \textit{at least two} in a situation where he is not sure whether buying exactly two boxes is allowed or whether buying at least three boxes is allowed, which corresponds exactly to the weak narrow scope reading. The fact that this sentence is not felicitous in the context indicates that the weak reading that arises when \textit{at least} takes scope under an existential modal is simply not there. By extension, the data point towards the conclusion that lower-bounded class B modified numerals, like their upper-bounded counterparts, take scope over existential modals.

What about universal modals? \textit{At most} seems to be able to scope both over and under universal modals. \((28\text{-a})\) has the reading in \((28\text{-b})\), where \textit{at most} takes narrow scope. This says that Mary submits two or fewer abstracts in all permissible worlds. It also appears to have the wide scope reading in \((28\text{-c})\), which says that the number of abstracts Mary submits in every permissible world is two or lower (i.e. the minimum requirement is two or less). This is an ignorance reading that is compatible with Mary being allowed to submit more than two abstracts, as illustrated in \((29)\).

\[(28)\]  
\begin{align*}
  a. & \quad \Box [ \text{max} \{ n \mid \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \} \leq 2 ] \\
  b. & \quad \Box [ \text{max} \{ n \mid \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \} \leq 2 ] \\
  c. & \quad \text{max} \{ n \mid \Box [ \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} ] \} \leq 2 \\
\end{align*}

\[(29)\] I'm not sure how many abstracts Mary has to submit, but I know she's required to submit at most two. She may actually choose to submit three abstracts though.

Unfortunately it is not possible to see where \textit{at least} takes scope with respect to universal modals as both scope configurations lead to the same truth conditions.\(^8\) Since \textit{at most} and \textit{at least} behave the same way in their interactions with existential modals, the null hypothesis should be that they also display the same behaviour in their interactions with universal modals.\(^9\)

---

\(^8\)The denotations corresponding to the two scope configurations of \((i\text{-a})\) are given in \((i\text{-b})\) and \((i\text{-c})\) (repeated from \((4)-(5))\). \((i\text{-b})\) says that Mary submits one or more abstracts in all permissible worlds. This is equivalent to \((i\text{-c})\), which says that the maximum number such that Mary submits that many abstracts in all permissible worlds is one or higher.

\[(i)\]  
\begin{align*}
  a. & \quad \text{Mary is required to submit at least one abstract.} \\
  b. & \quad \Box [ \text{max} \{ n \mid \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} \} \geq 1 ] \\
  c. & \quad \text{max} \{ n \mid \Box [ \text{Mary submits } n \text{ abstracts} ] \} \geq 1 \\
\end{align*}

\(^9\)The only differences one would expect have to do with the fact that \textit{at most} is downward entailing. As some universal modals are said to be PPIs (Iatridou & Zeijlstra, 2013; Homer, 2015), this could mean that these modals have to outscope \textit{at most} but not the upward entailing \textit{at least}.\(\)
Thus, the most plausible hypothesis seems to be that class B numeral modifiers outscope existential modals and can scope both over and under universal modals. More evidence for these claims come from finite clause islands. It is known that quantifier raising over finite clause boundaries is not possible (e.g. Fox, 2000) so these kinds of islands are a good way to test if certain scope configurations are possible. Let us see what happens when we force modified numerals to take scope below existential modals by putting them in a finite clause island. As can be observed in (30-a), class A modifiers seem quite comfortable in this position. The class B modifiers in (30-b), on the other hand, do not accept being forced to take scope under existential modals.10

(30)  
   a. It is allowed that you write \{ fewer than / more than \} five pages.  
   b. #It is allowed that you write \{ at least / at most \} five pages.

The examples in (30-b) are only acceptable in echoic contexts, for example as a reply to the question if writing at least or at most five pages is allowed. As exemplified by the dialogue in (31), where a PPI is licensed in the scope of negation, echoic contexts allow all sorts of constructions that are normally ruled out. Therefore, the fact that echoic contexts may license the examples in (30-b) does not say much.

(31)  
   A: Did you see someone?  
   B: No, I didn’t see someone.

Now let us turn to cases where modified numerals are trapped in finite clause islands under universal modals. These examples are all felicitous and do not require an echoic context to be licensed. This shows that class B numeral modifiers do not mind occurring in the scope of a universal modal.

(32)  
   a. It is required that you write \{ fewer than / more than \} five pages.  
   b. It is required that you write \{ at least / at most \} five pages.

A final piece of evidence for the generalisation I am defending comes from interactions with epistemic modals. (33) shows that \textit{at most} also takes scope over epistemic existential modals (pace Kennedy, 2015), yielding a reading where the evidence rules out the possibility that there are more than four burglars in the building.

(33)  
   Police evidence suggests there may be at most four burglars in the building.

In sum, the data discussed in this section point towards the conclusion that class B modifiers must outscope existential modals but can occur in the scope of universal modals. As lower-bounded and upper-bounded class B modifiers appear to take scope the same way, a theory like Penka's that decomposes \textit{at most} but not \textit{at least} is probably not on the right track. In the next section I discuss some more consequences of these observations.

---

10 Some of my anglophone informants found ‘it is allowed that \( \psi \)’ a bad construction. In Dutch, however, the construction is perfectly fine, and the Dutch data are the same as the English data provided by those speakers who did accept the ‘it is allowed that’ construction:

(i)  
   a. Het is toegestaan dat je \{ minder / meer \} dan vijf pagina's schrijft.  
      ‘It is permitted that you write \{ fewer / more \} than five pages.’
   b. #Het is toegestaan dat je \{ minstens / hoogstens \} vijf pagina's schrijft.  
      ‘It is permitted that you write \{ at least / at most \} five pages.’
3.2 Further consequences

As far as I am aware, all current theories of modified numerals use scope to derive the two readings that arise when a modified numeral interacts with a modal (the neo-Gricean accounts in Büring, 2008; Schwarz, 2011, 2013; Kennedy, 2015 but also accounts in other frameworks such as Nouwen, 2010; Coppock & Brochhagen, 2013). If class B modifiers must indeed take scope over existential modals, this presents a problem for all these accounts. While some authors argue that sentences with at least and an existential modal only give rise to ignorance readings (e.g. Schwarz, 2011; Penka, 2014), it is clear that this is not so for cases with at most and an existential modal. Examples like (12), repeated here as (34), have both an authoritative reading and an ignorance reading.

(34) Mary is allowed to submit at most two abstracts.

If the modified numeral always takes scope over the modal, these two readings cannot be said to be derived from two different scope configurations. We must therefore find another way of accounting for the two readings of examples like (34).

As for cases with universal modals, which display the same ambiguity as (34), there are two theoretical possibilities. Either we propose that their two readings, too, must be accounted for in a different way, or we maintain that their ambiguity arises from scope interactions. The latter option involves proposing two different analyses for authoritative and ignorance readings: one for cases with universal modals and another for cases with existential modals. For this reason, the former option seems preferable. This would mean that we need a new theory of modified numerals that treats the scope interactions between modified numerals and modals and the authoritative and ignorance readings they give rise to as two separate phenomena.

Another argument for such a theory comes from the Heim-Kennedy generalisation, which states that degree quantifiers can bind their trace across modals but not across nominal quantifiers (Heim, 2000). Assuming, as I have done in this paper, that modified numerals are indeed degree quantifiers, this would mean that they should be unable to outscope universal quantifiers in examples such as (35).

(35) Every student submitted { at least / at most } two abstracts.

This seems to be the case: the wide scope reading, given in (36), is that the maximum number of abstracts such that all students submitted that many abstracts is two or lower, which means that the number of abstracts submitted by the student who submitted the least amount of abstracts is two or lower. This lower bound reading is not attested.

(36) \[ \max \{ n \mid \forall x [ \text{student}(x) \rightarrow x \text{ submits } n \text{ abstracts} ] \} \leq 2 \]

It seems to me that sentences like (35) also have two readings (pace Penka, 2014). The most obvious reading is the reading where the speaker has full knowledge of the situation (parallel to the authoritative reading) and conveys that different students submitted different numbers of abstracts, and they all submitted two or more/less. The other reading is the ignorance reading: there is a specific number such that every student submitted that many abstracts. The speaker does not know what that number is, but she knows it is two or more/less.

Class B modified numerals thus appear not to be able to outscope universal quantifiers, but they do give rise to two readings when they occur in sentences with universal quantifiers. Therefore, examples with universal quantifiers and modified numerals are another case where we do see an ignorance reading and a non-ignorance (variation) reading but where we do not want to say that scope is responsible for this. Both the examples with existential modals and the
sentences with universal nominal quantifiers point towards the conclusion that the ambiguity we observe must be accounted for in a different way.

4 Conclusion

I have argued that class B modified numerals always take scope over existential modals. This means that a decomposition story à la Penka (2014), in which at most has different scopal properties than at least, does not account for the data we observe. More importantly, it means that the two readings modified numerals display when they are combined with modals and the way modified numerals take scope with respect to modals should be treated as two separate phenomena. More evidence for the latter claim comes from examples with modified numerals and universal nominal quantifiers. These sentences, like the ones with existential modals, allow only one scope configuration but do give rise to two readings. The next question is what such a ‘scope-independent’ theory of modified numerals might look like. I leave this issue for future research.
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Abstract 

We develop a new semantics for the English auxiliary \textit{will} that exploits a Stalnaker-style, single-world selection function. Unlike existing theories, the resulting analysis succeeds in satisfying three \textit{desiderata}: it accounts for the modal character of \textit{will}, it predicts its peculiar lack of scope interactions, and it vindicates intuitive judgments about the probabilities of \textit{will}-claims. 

We develop a new semantics for the English auxiliary \textit{will} that exploits selection functions, similarly to Stalnaker’s \cite{Stalnaker1968} semantics for conditionals. The semantic is motivated by three constraint, which we state in §1. In §2, we show that no existing account satisfies all three constraints. We state our analysis in §3. In §4 and §5, respectively, we show how this analysis accommodates indeterminacy about the future and intuitive judgments about the probability of \textit{will}-claims. We close, in §6, by discussing the assertability of \textit{will}-claims.

1 Three constraints

A plausible semantics for \textit{will} must satisfy three constraints.

Constraint 1: The modal character of \textit{will}. There is evidence that \textit{will} is a modal rather than a tense. By this we mean that \textit{will} manipulates a world parameter, similarly to modal auxiliaries like \textit{must} or \textit{might}. We understand the modal analysis as compatible with the claim that \textit{will} also manipulates a time parameter; the salient contrast is with a view on which \textit{will} manipulates exclusively a time parameter. The literature has provided three pieces of evidence for the modal view. Taken together, they seem to us compelling.

Shared morphology with \textit{would}. It is widely accepted \cite{Chomsky1981, Davidson1971, Chomsky1995} that \textit{will} shares morphology with the modal \textit{would}. In particular, \textit{will} and \textit{would} have in common a modal morpheme, often represented as ‘WOLL’: \textit{will} is \textit{present} + WOLL; \textit{would} is \textit{past} + WOLL. The assumption of common morphology helps explain some semantic facts. For example, it explains why we can replace \textit{will} with \textit{would} in indirect reports of past utterances of \textit{will}-sentences. If, on Tuesday, Harriet says “I will come to work tomorrow”, then on Wednesday we would report Harriet’s utterance by saying “Harriet said she would come to work today”.

Epistemic readings of \textit{will}. \textit{Will} has uses where it performs no temporal shift, but rather flags that the speaker is making a prediction on the basis of evidence \cite{Stalnaker1974}:

\begin{quote}
(1) John will be in London by now.
\end{quote}

*For conversations and exchanges we thank Bob Beddor, Daniel Drucker, Paul Egré, Anastasia Giannakidou, Simon Goldstein, Valentine Hacquard, Stefan Kaufmann, Peter Klecha, Hanti Lin, Sarah Moss, Shyam Nair, Itai Sher, Patrick Shirreff, Eric Swanson, Robbie Williams, Richmond Thomason, and three anonymous referees for the Amsterdam Colloquium.
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will in (1) doesn’t perform temporal shift: as is made clear by the modifier by now, the pre-
jacent of (1) has its reference time in the present. Moreover, in (1), will works as a marker of
evidentiality. To see this, notice that (1) is infelicitous if uttered by someone who is looking
directly at John, even if both are indeed in London. These facts are hard to explain on a purely
temporal view, but easily accommodated by a modal view.

Modal subordination. As Peter Klecha [14] has argued, will allows for modal subordination.
Roughly, this means that will-sentences can inherit domain restrictions from previous elements
of the discourse.

(2) If the supplies arrive tomorrow, it will be late in the day. They will contain three boxes
of cereal.
(3) The supplies might arrive tomorrow. It will be late in the day.

This makes these sentences pattern with modals, and unlike tenses.

(4) a. If the supplies arrive tomorrow, it might (/must) be late in the day. They might
(/must) contain three boxes of cereal.
   b. #If the supplies arrived yesterday, it was late in the day. They contained three boxes
of cereals.

The availability of modal subordination may be explained (as we do below) by treating will as a
modal, and postulating that modals can stand in anaphoric relations to each other. By contrast,
the pattern in the data seems hard to account for on a temporal analysis.

Constraint 2: Scopelessness. will displays no significant scope interactions with other
lexical items: i.e., changes in the relative syntactic scope of will and other items don’t affect
truth conditions. Here we focus on negation, but the point generalizes. For a basic illustration,
notice that (5-a) and (5-b) are truth conditionally equivalent.

(5) a. It will not rain.
   b. It is not the case that it will rain.

The phenomenon persists in will’s interactions with items that lexicalize negation, like doubt
(≈believe that not) and fail (≈not pass), as the equivalence of (6-a) and (6-b) shows.

(6) a. I doubt that Sam will pass his logic exam.
   b. I believe that Sam will fail his logic exam.

The lack of scope interactions with negation yields a logical constraint, which for the moment
we state by appealing to an intuitive notion of logical truth:

Will Excluded Middle (preliminary take): \( \lnot \text{will } A \lor \text{will } \lnot A \) is a logical truth

Constraint 3: The reasonableness of future uncertainty. Speakers often have nonex-
treme credences in propositions expressed by will-claims. Moreover, this uncertainty seems
sometimes rational. Consider an example:

Sports Fan: Cynthia comes to work each day wearing a Warriors cap or a Giants
cap, depending on the outcome of a fair coin toss. You are certain that for each of
the two caps, it is an open possibility that Cynthia wears that cap tomorrow.

In this scenario, it seems permissible for you to assign credence .5 to an utterance of (7).
(7) Cynthia will wear a Warriors cap.

This fact seems obvious, but (as we point out in the next section) it is hard to accommodate on existing modal accounts.

2 Existing analyses

In the the philosophical literature, will is usually analyzed as a tense (often in combination with a supervaluational treatment of the world parameter; see [25], [26], [3]). Obviously, these analyses violate Constraint 1, and hence fail to account for the data motivating a modal analysis. For reasons of space, we don’t discuss accounts of this sort in this paper. Our goal is developing a modal account that meets in full Constraints 2 and 3.

In the linguistics literature, will is usually (though not invariably; see e.g. [27]) analyzed as a modal. Following Kratzer [15, 16], we take the semantic value of will to be relativized to a modal base and an ordering source, which throughout this section we denote via, respectively, the metavariables ‘f’ and ‘g’. The modal base is function from the world of evaluation to a set of worlds (the domain of quantification of the modal); the ordering source is a function from the world of evaluation to a pre-order \( \preceq_w \) which is defined on the domain. (For simplicity, we’ll allow ourselves to be sloppy at times, talking of the modal base simply as a set of worlds, and of the ordering source simply as a partial ordering on that set.) In this framework, all existing modal analyses share a schematic form. Under the limit assumption, this form is:

\[
\textbf{[will } A \textbf{]}^w f g = 1 \text{ iff } \forall w' \in \text{best}_{g(w)}(f(w)), [A]^{w'} = 1
\]

where the set of ‘best’ worlds is the set of worlds ranked as maximal by the ordering source:

\[
\text{best}_{g(w)}(f(w)) = \{w' \in f(w) : \forall w'' \in f(w), w' \preceq_{g(w)} w''\}
\]

Together, (8) and (9) specify the schematic form of modal analyses. These analyses generally agree in taking the modal base of will to include at least all possible worlds that count as ‘open possibilities’ at the time of utterance. The relevant notion of openness is metaphysical, and connects to the intuition that future events, unlike past events, are not settled. For current purposes, we understand openness in this way (following [2]):

**Openness.** At least some contingent facts about the future are not settled at the present moment in time.

While modal analyses generally agree about the modal base of will, they differ widely in their treatment of the ordering source. The ordering is understood as capturing a notion of likelihood (e.g., [13]), normality (e.g., [6]), or match the speaker’s knowledge (e.g., [10]). The choice between these options has significant empirical consequences. We set it aside because the basic problem concerns the schematic form that they all share. Any theory that implements the schematic analysis in (8) and assumes that the domain of the universal quantifier is larger than a singleton fails to satisfy at least one of our constraints, and in particular Constraint 3.

A first, potential difficulty concerns Constraint 2. By treating will as a universal quantifier, we predict that will (on a par with other universal modals, like must and have to) has nontrivial scope interactions with negation. This problem is well-known in the literature. The standard solution is Copley’s [6]. Building on work by von Fintel on generics [7], she adds a presupposition

---

1This notion of openness is conveniently neutral on philosophical views about determinism and bivalence.
to the meaning of *will*: *will* presupposes that its domain of quantification is uniform with respect to the prejacent—either all worlds satisfy it, or none does.\(^2\)

\[
\text{(10) } [\text{will } A]^{w,f,g}\text{ is defined iff: either } \forall w' \in \text{best}_{g(w)}(f(w)), [A]^{w'} = 1, \\
\text{or } \forall w' \in \text{best}_{g(w)}(f(w)), [A]^{w'} = 0; \\
\text{if defined, it is true iff } \forall w' \in \text{best}_{g(w)}(f(w)), [A]^{w'} = 1
\]

This analysis validates **Will Excluded Middle**, at least on a notion of entailment that makes appropriate reference to presupposition (such as, e.g., von Fintel’s Strawson Entailment \(^8\)).

Building a uniformity presupposition in the lexical entry of *will* satisfies Constraint 2—we get the correct predictions about *will*’s compositional interactions with negation. But, crucially, (10) still fails to satisfy Constraint 3. To see this, consider an example.

**Coin.** I’m about to toss a coin. The outcome of the coin toss is genuinely open. Moreover, you and I are both aware of this.

Suppose that I say:

\[
\text{(11) The coin will land tails.}
\]

What credence should you assign to (11)?\(^3\) The natural answer is ‘1/2’. Even if you have doubts about this specific answer, it is clear that the correct answer is not ‘zero’, or ‘near-zero’. We take this to provide both a descriptive data point—the degree of belief that most speakers of English assign to the content expressed by (11) is substantially higher than zero—and a normative one—the appropriate degree of belief in the content of (11) as uttered in the Coin scenario is also substantially higher than zero. Yet, modal theories that conform to (8), whether or not they incorporate a uniformity presupposition, are committed to this answer.

To see why, notice that, on all the available glosses for the ordering source, the set of best worlds that (11) quantifies over includes both heads- and tails-worlds.\(^4\) Speakers are in a position to know this, hence they should know that (11) is false—since (11) requires that all worlds quantified over are tails-worlds. As a result, theories conforming to (8) predict that speakers should assign zero, or in any case very low credence to it. Moreover, they predict that this credence assignment should count as the only rational one. These predictions seem incorrect.

Notice that the uniformity presupposition doesn’t help here. The effect of the presupposition is to make (11) undefined in our scenario. It is unclear what credence, if any, one should assign to utterances made in these circumstances. But it seems both that speakers don’t assign them positive credences, and that it would be irrational to do so. For a comparison, consider (12).

\[
\text{(12) The King of France is bald.}
\]

It seems irrational to assign positive credence to that proposition, while also being certain that France is not a monarchy. And in fact, ordinary speakers have no temptation to do so.

Summing up: all existing modal theories violate Constraint 3. In the next section, we state a new semantics for *will* that satisfies all three constraints. The key move is dropping the idea that *will* is a universal modal. In fact, we deny that *will* has quantificational force at all.

---

\(^2\)Copley’s implementation differs in a number of details that don’t make a difference for current purposes.

\(^3\)We assume that it makes sense to talk about the credence attaching to an utterance, and that this credence derives from the credence attaching to the proposition expressed by the utterance.

\(^4\)If you think that this assumption is incorrect for this specific example, just switch examples. There will be analogous cases on any view on which the domain of quantification of *will* is larger than a singleton.
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Selection function semantics for will

1. Overview. Our semantics exploits an extended analogy with Stalnaker’s [24] semantics for conditionals. We assume that will denotes a selection function, i.e., a function that maps a pair of a world \( w \) and a set of worlds \( S \) to a ‘selected’ world \( w' \). Intuitively, the world selected represents the way things will actually be; this world is selected out of the set of worlds that are compatible with history up to the time of utterance. Before proceeding, a word about notation: we use sans-serif letters (‘\( A \), ‘\( B \), etc.) as metalinguistic variables over sentences; and boldface letters (‘\( \mathbf{A} \), ‘\( \mathbf{B} \), etc.) as metalinguistic variables over sets of worlds.

2. Selection function semantics. Let’s start by defining selection functions.

A function \( s : W \times \mathcal{P}(W) \rightarrow W \) is a selection function iff

i. Inclusion: if \( A \) is non-empty, \( s(w, A) \in A \), and

ii. Centering: if \( w \in A \), then \( s(w, A) = w \).

Informally, a selection function is a function \( s \) that maps a world \( w \) and a proposition \( A \) to a world \( w' \) and that satisfies Inclusion and Centering. Inclusion says that the world selected must verify the input proposition (provided that the input proposition is non-empty). Centering says that, if the input world verifies the input proposition, then \( s \) selects the input world itself.\(^5\)

We treat will as a sentential operator, i.e., an operator that takes a full clause as argument. (This is a simplification, but a harmless one.) We relativize interpretation to a context \( c \) (generally suppressed to avoid clutter), a world of evaluation \( w \), an assignment \( g \), and a selection function \( s \). In addition to its prejacent, will takes a modal-base-type argument. We assume that modal bases are the semantic values of covert object language pronouns; we represent the latter as ‘\( f_i \)’, and the set of worlds individuated by a modal base and a world of evaluation \( w \) as ‘\( F_{i,w} \)’. For shorthand, we often represent modal bases just as subscripts of modals. Hence we write ‘\( \text{will}_{f} \)’ as a shorthand of ‘\( \text{will}[f] \)’.

At this point, we are ready to state the meaning of will. The schematic truth conditions of \( \llbracket \text{will}_{f} A \rrbracket \) are in (13), and the lexical entry for will in (14):

\[
\text{(13)} \quad \llbracket \text{will}_{f} A \rrbracket^{w,s,g} = 1 \text{ iff } \llbracket A \rrbracket^{s(g(f)),s,g} = 1
\]

\[
\text{(14)} \quad \llbracket \text{will} \rrbracket^{w,s,g} = \lambda F(s, at). \lambda p(s, t). p(s(w, F(w))) = 1
\]

Informally, \( \llbracket \text{will}_{f} A \rrbracket \) is true (relative to \( w, s, g \)) just in case \( A \) is true relative to the world \( v \) that is selected by \( s \) when the input is the world of evaluation and will’s modal base (and \( s \) and \( g \), which stay unshifted). Notice that we are leaving temporal shift entirely out of the meaning of will. We do this for simplicity. Introducing temporal shift would be easy,\(^6\) but would be a distraction from our main innovation, which concerns the way in which will manipulates the world of evaluation parameter.

3. Modal base and historical alternatives. Before stating truth conditions, we need to specify what set of worlds is determined by the modal base of will. We said that current modal accounts, building on an assumption of Openness, identify the modal base with the set of possible worlds that are open possibilities at the time of utterance. Our proposal is similar, but

\(^5\)We leave it open whether further conditions apply to selection functions, as in Stalnaker’s original theory, or whether (i) and (ii) are the only conditions in place.

\(^6\)For example, following Kaufmann [13], we could let will extend forward the time interval at which the prejacent is evaluated.
not quite analogous. We assume that, as a default, the modal base of will at world \( w \) and time \( t \) is the set of historical alternatives of \( w \) at \( t \). Here is how we define historical alternatives:

Two worlds \( w \) and \( v \) are historical alternatives at \( t \) iff \( w \) and \( v \) match perfectly in their history (i.e., iff they match perfectly in matters of particular fact) up to \( t \).

The notion of perfect match in matters of particular fact is borrowed from David Lewis [17]. Two worlds that perfectly match in matters of particular fact up to a certain point in time are duplicates—indiscernible copies of each other—up to that point. Two observations: first, historical alternatives form an equivalence class; second, since each world is a historical alternative of itself, the world of evaluation is always a member of the modal base when will is unembedded. Notice that we are not assuming that the modal base of will is invariably historical. We leave it open that (as it happens for, e.g., have to and may) will may also have a modal base of different flavor (more about this shortly).

We can now state the truth conditions of a sample sentence:

\[
\text{[It will rain]}^{w,s,g} \text{ is true at } w \text{ iff it rains at } s(w, [g(f_i)](w))
\]

Notice a consequence of our theory. Given our assumptions about the modal base, we know that the set \([g(f_i)](w)\) includes \( w \), i.e. the world of evaluation itself. Moreover, given the Centering condition, we know that the selection function will select \( w \) itself, i.e. \( s(w, [g(f_i)](w)) = w \). Hence the truth conditions in (15) simplify to:

\[
\text{[It will rain]}^{w,s,g} \text{ is true at } w \text{ iff it rains at } w
\]

More generally: in combination with our background assumptions, our semantics makes unembedded occurrences of will semantically vacuous with respect to the modal parameter.

\[
\text{[will A]}^{w,s,g} = 1 \text{ iff } [A]^{w,s,g} = 1
\]

Thus, when will occurs unembedded, our semantics effectively collapses on a simple nonmodal semantics which treated will as a mere tense. Nevertheless, as we show in the next paragraphs, our semantics differs from the nonmodal analysis in important respects.

4. Predictions. Our theory provides the tools to predict all the data presented in section 1, at least in outline. For reasons of space, we can’t give a full account of all these predictions, which are discussed in more detail in [4]. Here we give a brief survey of how the theory meets Constraints 1 and 2 (immediately below) and 3 (in section 5).

Shared morphology with would. On a Stalnakerian semantics for would, the will/would connection is vindicated in a simple and elegant way: will and would realize the very same modal morpheme. The connection is less straightforward on an analysis on which would works as a universal quantifier; but let us notice that a selection semantics is anyway better equipped to account for the connection than any nonmodal theory.

Epistemic readings of will. We noticed that will can have epistemic readings:

(1) John will be in London by now.

Above, we suggested that the modal base of will defaults to a set of historical alternatives of the world of evaluation. But we don’t assume that this is the only kind of modal base available for will. Rather, we allow that will may take an epistemic modal base. This alone doesn’t account for the epistemic readings of will, but (presumably, in combination with an account of the evidential features of epistemic modals) is a first step towards such an account.
Modal subordination. Consider again our example of modal subordination involving will:

(2) If the supplies arrive tomorrow, it will be late in the day. They will contain three boxes of cereal.

Our analysis can predict the relevant interpretation of (2), if combined with appropriate assumptions of if-clauses and a general account of modal subordination. As for the former: we assume (following Kratzer [16]) that if-clauses work as semantics restrictors of modal bases. As for the latter: we assume that modal subordination is generated by anaphoric connections between modal base pronouns (for an account in this style, see [9]). Against this background, all we need to do is assume that the modal bases of the two occurrences of will are coindexed:

(18) If the supplies arrive tomorrow, it will be late in the day. They will contain three boxes of cereal.

Scopelessness. Let us start by defining a notion of validity.

Validity∗: A1, ..., An ⊨ B iff, for any triple ⟨w, s, g⟩ such that 

\[
[A_i]^{w,s,g} = 1, \ldots, [A_n]^{w,s,g} = 1, [B]^{w,s,g} = 1
\]

We can now formulate Will Excluded Middle in a precise way:

Will Excluded Middle (precise take): \(\llbracket \text{will } A \lor \text{will not } A \rrbracket \) is logically true∗.

(As usual, we take a sentence to be logically true∗ iff the inference from the empty set of premises to it is valid∗.) It’s easy to see that Will Excluded Middle holds.

Proof: let ⟨w, s, g⟩ be an arbitrary point of evaluation. We have that \(\llbracket \text{will}_f A \lor \text{will}_f \text{not } A \rrbracket \) is true at ⟨w, s, g⟩ iff either A is true at s(w, F_w) or false at s(w, F_w). But the right-hand side of the biconditional is true for any choice of w, s, and F_w. Hence, \(\llbracket \text{will}_f A \lor \text{will}_f \text{not } A \rrbracket \) is true at ⟨w, s, g⟩. Since ⟨w, s, g⟩ was arbitrary, \(\llbracket \text{will}_f A \lor \text{will}_f \text{not } A \rrbracket \) is true at any point of evaluation.

Validity∗ is a very strong kind of validity (it captures preservation of truth at a point of evaluation). Hence the fact that Will Excluded Middle holds in the form we state it immediately entails that sentences of the form \(\llbracket \text{will } A \lor \text{will not } A \rrbracket \) are valid on a number of weaker notions of validity, including validity in the Kaplanian sense (i.e., preservation of truth at a context). See the full discussion in [4, §7] for further important logical consequences of our semantics.

4 Indeterminacy

Our semantics for will assumes that, at the time of utterance, there is a unique, fully specified way things will actually be. This assumption is controversial. Several theorists object that we have no right to assume that there is a fully specified way things will be. On the one hand, it might be that the future is open and that there is no fact of the matter about what world is actual [25, 3]. On the other, even if the future is not open, it is unclear that semantics can legitimately presuppose metaphysical claims about Openness [18, 19, 20].

Even if one agrees with these concerns, we don’t think that the compositional semantics for will needs to be changed. Openness should be accommodated not by changing the lexical entry of will, but rather by allowing that there is indeterminacy in the value of contextual parameters that will appeals to. In particular, our denotation for will assumes that there is a single world of evaluation. We can preserve this assumption, but allow that it may be indeterminate which world this is. Let us show how this idea can be implemented at the technical level.
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We start by defining a notion of truth at a context. We do this in the standard contextualist fashion deriving from Kaplan’s [12]. Take contexts to be fully specific situations that include (at least) a world, a time, and a speaker. (Crucially, we refrain from assuming that a fully specific situation in this sense corresponds to a concrete situation of utterance; more on this in a moment.) We define truth at a context by fixing the values of index parameters to the coordinates of the context. Formally:

**Truth at a Context.** \( A \) is true as uttered at \( c \) iff \([A]_{w_c,s_c,g_c} = 1\)

It follows that, given a context, every will-claim has a determinate truth value. At the same time, if Openness is correct, it may be indeterminate which context corresponds to the actual situation of utterance, since it is unsettled which world the utterance takes place at.

One consequence of implementing Openness in this way is that both the supporter and the opponent of Openness can make use of our formalism. The disagreement over Openness is moved out of the semantic apparatus entirely. While we don’t assume that semantics has to be neutral between different metaphysical options, we regard it as a welcome feature of our theory that theorists in both metaphysical camps can help themselves to it.

## 5 Probability of will-claims

Recall our Constraint 3. Ordinary agents are uncertain about the future. On one natural way to understand this uncertainty, this means that ordinary agents have nonextreme degrees of belief in the propositions expressed by will-claims. Moreover, at least in some cases, it seems that this uncertainty is rationally permissible, if not rationally required. Now we are equipped to show how our theory meets this constraint.

Recall our Sports Fan scenario: every day, Cynthia tosses a fair coin and, on the basis of the outcome, decides whether to wear a Giants hat or a Warriors hat. Consider an agent who assigns credence 1/2 to each of the two possibilities. Against this background, what we want to show is that this agent also has credence 1/2 in the proposition expressed by (7).

(7) Cynthia will wear a Warriors cap.

To extract a verdict from our system, we need to specify (a) what agents’ credences attach to, and (b) how we individuate the propositions expressed by will-claims.

As for the first point: we simply assume that credences are defined over sets of worlds. In particular, we assume that an agent’s credences at a given time may be modeled by a probability function \( \mu \) satisfying the usual constraints. For example, let \( \mu \) model an agent’s credences at the current point in time. Let \( \mu(A) = 1/2 \), where \( A \) is the set of worlds where Cynthia wears a Warriors cap. Our task is to check that \( \mu(\text{PROP}_W) = 1/2 \), where \( \text{PROP}_W \) is the proposition expressed by an utterance of (7).

As for the second point: we simply identify the proposition expressed by the utterance of a will-sentence at a given context with the set of worlds such that the utterance is true as evaluated at those worlds. Formally:

**Content of A at c:** \( \|A\|_c = \{w : [A]_{w_c,s_c,g_c} = 1\} \)

In what follows, we suppress reference to the context to avoid clutter.

---

7Here we adopt a specific account of how indeterminacy affects the semantics, i.e. the one defended by [2] (see also [11]). Barnes & Cameron’s view is part of a family of views that draw inspiration from supervaluatism but retain a bivalent semantics; the inspiration for accounts of this sort comes from [21].
It’s easy to see that our semantics yields exactly the verdict we want. $\langle$Cynthia will wear a Warriors cap$\rangle$ is just the set of worlds in which Cynthia wears a warriors cap. On the assumption that the credence that our agent assigns to Warriors-cap-worlds is 1/2, she will also assign credence 1/2 to the proposition expressed by (7). More generally:

**Transparency:** For any prejacent $A$, $\langle$will$fA$\rangle = $\langle A \rangle$.\(^\text{8}\)

## 6 Assertion of will-claims

We close by noting an open problem for our semantics. If the future is genuinely open, then, for at least some future claims, it is not settled that those claims are true and it is not settled that they are false. Yet some of these claims seem okay to assert (and others not). For example:

(19) The 2022 World Cup will take place in Qatar.

(19) seems assertable (unlike its negation). Yet, if Openness is true, presumably there are open possibilities where the 2022 World Cup takes place elsewhere, or doesn’t take place at all.

This is a problem for all views of the future, not just ours. Nevertheless, we want to explore how it can be solved within our analysis. We briefly present two strategies. None of them succeeds as it stands, but perhaps one of them can be developed into a viable solution.

Strategy 1 allows that the modal base may be restricted to a subset of the historical alternatives to the world of evaluation. Depending on how it is sharpened, this proposal suffers from two potential problems. First, it might overgenerate. If we allow that the modal base might be restricted in this way, we risk predicting that an utterance of “The coin will land tails” concerning a genuinely open coin toss is perfectly appropriate—provided that the speaker intends to leave heads-worlds out of the modal base. This seems wrong. One might try to fix this by limiting the worlds one may leave out to low-probability or far-off worlds. Even with this patch, the proposal suffers from a second problem, i.e. it makes some wrong truth value predictions. Suppose that you utter (19) leaving out of the modal base non-Qatar-worlds, but that a chain of fluky events brings it about that the World Cup takes place in Iceland instead. In this case, your utterance is predicted to be true; but this seems incorrect.

Strategy 2 consists in weakening the link between assertability and truth. Following Stalnaker’s account of assertion [23], think of assertion as a proposal to narrow down a set of worlds that we regard as live epistemic possibilities (roughly, what Stalnaker calls ‘context set’). In general, the purpose of narrowing down the context set is locating the actual world with greater precision. But, if Openness is correct, there is no such thing as the actual world—rather, there are a number of equally viable candidates, and it unsettled which of them counts as the actual world. In this situation, making a will-claim may be seen as akin to placing a bet that the actual world will be in a subset of these candidates (the odds related to this bet may be given by the probability attaching to the relevant claim). Of course, this strategy needs to be developed in a rigorous fashion to be viable. In addition, since it doesn’t connect the assertability of will-claims to any element that is syntactically localized in the modal will, it incurs another burden: it should explain why present tense sentences with a future reference time (like “The 2022 World Cup takes place in Qatar”) are not assertable in the same range of circumstances as the corresponding will-claims.

\(^8\) **Proof:** $v \in \langle$will$fA$\rangle$ iff $\langle$will$fA$\rangle^{v,s,g} = 1$ iff $\langle A \rangle^{s(v,Fv),s,g/[F \rightarrow \bot]} = 1$ iff $v \in \langle A \rangle$. The first equivalence follows from our definition of content; the second from the truth-conditions of will, the third from $s(v,Fv) = v$, which in turn follows from centering and $v \in Fv$. 

---
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If God’s omniscience entails knowing all things, including those that did not occur yet, how is it possible that humans act freely? This very much discussed old question had a sudden revival with Nelson Pike’s paper fifty years ago. In this paper we provide an analysis of the argument for “theological fatalism” under the light of some assumptions about the structure of time and the semantics of tensed sentences.

We present, in particular, Prior-Thomason semantics for indeterminist time (second section). This semantics motivates the distinction between time of evaluation and perspective which, we argue, is required for an appropriate definition a truth-predicate in the context Prior-Thomason semantics. Third section shows how the previous language and semantics can be used to formalize the argument for theological fatalism. The argument thus formalized is quite robust and we argue that the only way to scape its conclusion makes essential use of the distinction between time of evaluation and perspective which was independently motivated in the previous section. We intend to show that this solution to the argument is a precise way to implement the God as timeless solution, making this a live option in this debate.

1 The argument for theological fatalism

Suppose Jones mowed his lawn last Saturday and God foreknew that. Then, at some point before Saturday, say on Thursday, God believes that Jones will mow his lawn on Saturday. Then Jones’ ability to refrain from mowing his lawn before Saturday, say on Friday, is either (a) the ability of making God having a false belief or (b) the ability to influence on someone’s past beliefs or (c) the ability to turn into non-existence someone who existed in the past. Neither of (a) to (c) describes a real ability of Jones’. Therefore either Jones does not have the ability to refrain from mowing his lawn on Saturday or God does not foreknow that Jones will mow his lawn on Saturday (see Nelson Pike’s [14]).

Pike’s argument share a strong affinity with previous arguments on the incompatibility of foreknowledge and future contingency and arguments about the incompatibility of truth and future contingency [17, 113-7]. We formulate the argument making use of the following abbreviations,

\[ J = \text{Jones mows his lawn} \]
\[ \Box A = \text{It is accidentally necessary that } A \]
\[ \square A = \text{It is necessary that } A \]
\[ [G]A = \text{God believes } A \]
$t_n : A = A$ occurred in time $t_n$

*Accidental necessity* corresponds to the idea of the fixity of the past: it’s not necessary that Caesar crossed the Rubicon but once he did, there’s nothing we can do today to change that it happened. The new version of the argument makes use, in addition, of the following principles (some extra parentheses added for readability):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{NP} & \quad t_n : A \models \Box(t_n : A) \quad \text{(for any } n < p \text{ where } t_p \text{ is present time)} \\
\text{EO} & \quad \Box(t_n : [G]A \supset A) \quad \text{(for any } n) \\
\text{TN} & \quad \Box A, \Box(A \supset B) \models \Box B
\end{align*}
\]

The first principle NP expresses the “necessity of the past”: that anything that already occurred is accidentally necessary (that occurred). The second, EO, expresses the (tensed) essential omniscience of God: if God believes $A$ (at any time $n$) then $A$. The third, TN, is the principle of *transfer of necessity* according to which if $A$ is accidentally necessary and necessarily if $A$ then $B$, it follows that $B$ is also accidentally necessary. Making use of these principles, the reformulation of Pike’s argument run as follows:\(^1\)

1. $t_0 : [G](t_2 : J)$ \quad [Assumption]
2. $\Box(t_0 : [G](t_2 : J))$ \quad [From 1 by NP]
3. $\Box(t_0 : [G](t_2 : J) \supset t_2 : J)$ \quad [Instance of EI]
4. $\Box t_2 : J$ \quad [From 2, 3 by TN]

Now if it is accidentally necessary that Jones will mow his lawn at $t_2$, then he cannot do otherwise.

## 2 Time: structure and semantics

In this section we talk about the structure of time and the semantics for tensed sentences. We make a number of choices about these questions corresponding, mostly, to the semantics and logics defended in [20].\(^2\) We will give a reason for each choice we make although we don’t intend to settle the question about each such issue.

---

\(^1\)The argument in the text is a formalization of steps (1) to (6) of the argument in [22, sec. 1]. The argument seems to go back to, at least, the American philosopher Jonathan Edwards as reported by Prior in [17, 113-4].

\(^2\)I discovered, after writing much of this paper, that [4] also make use of the formal framework of Thomason to discuss the question of foreknowledge. Although we share strong affinities in the philosophical background, the discussions are quite different in, at least, two respects. We both add further structure to Thomason’s semantics, but they add a dynamic view of models that interact with a “NOW” operator whereas I intend just to see how to define a truth-predicate coherent with Thomason’s semantics. Second, the scope of the paper is different for, whereas theirs discuss a broader range of topics, this paper restricts the attention to Pike’s argument.
The language we will be dealing with is a propositional language containing classical connectives \( \neg, \lor, \land \) and tense operators \( (+) \), \( (\ldots ) \), \( [-] \) and \( [+]= \). \( (+)A \): informally reads “it will be the case that \( A \)”, that is, “\( A \) takes place at some future instant” and similarly for the other tense operators.

An interpretation a structure \((T, <, [\ldots])\) where,

\[
\begin{align*}
T &\neq \emptyset \\
< &\text{ is a tree-order on } T \\
[\ldots] &\text{ is a function } : \text{Var} \times T \rightarrow \{0, 1\}
\end{align*}
\]

A (strict) partial order \(<\) on \(T\) is a relation between the elements of \(T\) that is irreflexive and transitive. Such an order is a tree-order on \(T\) if, in addition, for any \(t, t'\) and \(t''\) if \(t' < t\) and \(t'' < t\) then either \(t' < t''\) or \(t'' < t'\). This last condition amounts to the idea that a tree-order is a partial order that is “linear to the left”. This idea, in turn, seems to capture the intuitive asymmetry between past and future: that for any \(t\in T\) there is a set \(\mathbb{H}_t\) of histories containing \(t\); these histories agree up to \(t\) and possibly disagree after \(t\). (A history is a subset \(\mathbb{H}'\subseteq T\) that is linearly ordered by \(<\); what it is sometimes called a maximal chain.) The tree-order, therefore, seems to rule out Ockhamist solutions.\(^3\)

The function \([\ldots]\) is a bivalent assignment of truth-values to propositional variables relative to each \(t\in T\). We need to explain now how a given interpretation extends to complex formulas. Given that the same time \(t\) might belong to multiple histories, the truth-conditions for a formula \(A\) will be relative, not just to a given time \(t\) but also to a given history \(h\) such that \(t\in h\):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{[\neg A]_h^t} &\text{ is 1 just in case [A]_h^t} = 0 \\
\text{[A \land B]_h^t} &\text{ is 1 just in case [A]_h^t = [B]_h^t} = 1 \\
\text{[(\ldots A)]_h^t} &\text{ is 1 just in case } \exists t \in h \text{ such that } t < t \text{ and [A]_h^t} = 1 \\
\text{[(+)A]_h^t} &\text{ is 1 just in case } \exists t \in h \text{ such that } t < t \text{ and [A]_h^t} = 1 \\
\end{align*}
\]

This semantics works fine for either classical or \(\langle\ldots\rangle\) operators but there is an issue with \(\langle(+)\rangle\) formulas. Since a tree-order might be non-linear to the right, a formula \(\langle(+)A\rangle\) might receive different truth-value relative to different histories. Now if \(\langle(+)A\rangle\) is true in \(t\) relative to history \(h\) \([t \in h]\) and false relative to \(h'\) \([t \in h']\), what is the final truth-value of \(\langle(+)A\rangle\) in \(t\)? Thomason’s strategy \([20, 272]\) is considering that, in such a case, the formula is neither true nor false.\(^4\)

A supervaluation is a partial valuation based on a set of complete valuations. A time \(t\) determines a set \(\mathbb{H}_t\) of histories (the set of histories that pass over \(t\)). Each history \(h \in \mathbb{H}_t\), in turn, provides a complete valuation for formulas of the language (including \(\langle(+)\rangle\) formulas) relative to time \(t\). For this reason, the tree-like structure of time is a natural context to define a supervaluation:

---

\(^3\)See \([18], [15], [1], [7], [9], [16], [6]\).

\(^4\)Alternatively, we could consider that it is both true and false. The dual theory of supervaluationism has precisely this effect; see \([3]\) for an introduction to subvaluationism.
A is *supertrue* at time $t$ just in case for all $h \in H_t$, $[A]^h_t = 1$.

In general, logical consequence is a matter of necessary preservation of truth. Since our relevant notion of truth is that of *supertruth*, logical consequence is defined accordingly (the subscript $PT$ is for Prior-Thomason tense logic):

$$\Gamma \models_{PT} A$$ 

just in case there is no interpretation $\langle T, <, [\cdot] \rangle$ with $t \in T$ such that:

$$\forall h \in H_t, \forall B \in \Gamma, [B]^h_t = 1 \land \exists h \in H_t [A]^h_t = 0$$

In words, an argument is valid just in case there is no interpretation and time $t$ such that all premises are supertrue and the conclusion is not.

A characteristic feature of supervaluationism in general is that it makes compatible classical logic with truth-value gaps.\(^5\) In the case of Prior-Thomason’s temporal logic supervaluationism comes with some additional validities,\(^6\) one of which is the following inference:

$$A \models_{PT} [\neg] (\langle + \rangle A)$$

For suppose $A$ is true in actual time $t$. Then $\langle + \rangle A$ is true in any time $t' < t$ of any history $h \in H_t$; that is, $\langle + \rangle A$ is supertrue at any such time $t'$ (relative to the set of histories $H_t$).

Note that the validity of this inference involves a strong form of truth-relativism. It is well known that the truth of a sentence might be relative to a context of utterance. The sentence ‘I am a smart philosopher’ might be false when uttered by me but true when uttered by you. The reason for this shift in truth-value is that part of the content of the sentence is fixed by contextual factors and, therefore, each utterance of the sentence expresses a different content. The form of truth-relativism involved in the validity the inference above, however, is more radical. If on Friday I utter ‘Jones will mow his lawn tomorrow’, what the sentence says is on Friday and from my perspective on Friday, untrue. If on Saturday Jones mows his lawn, what the sentence says is true on Friday, from my perspective on Saturday.

This form relativity is, in fact, what invokes Thomason to distinguish the notion of *supertruth* from the notion *unavoidability*. Given the previous structure of time and the semantics for tensed sentences, it is natural to define the notion of *unavoidability* this way \([20, 275]\) (where ‘$UA$’ stands for ‘$A$ is unavoidable’):

$$[UA]^h_t = 1$$

just in case $\forall h' \in H_t [A]^{h'}_t = 1$

As Thomason points out, under this definition truth seems to collapse with *unavoidability* since the definition of $U$ seems to mirror in the object language the definition above of *supertruth*. Furthermore, the following pair of inferences are valid:

- $UA \models_{PT} A$
- $A \models_{PT} UA$

\(^5\)In addition to Thomason’s paper [21] and [5] are classical examples of the application of supervaluationism in different contexts. See [10] for a more contemporary defense of supervaluationism.

\(^6\)The validity of $\langle + \rangle A \lor \langle + \rangle \neg A$ is a particularly nice example.

\(^7\)The inferences don’t entail the triviality of $U$ because of a failure of the deduction theorem; in particular, $\not\models A \supset UA$. 

Thomason, however, argues that, despite initial appearances, truth and *unavoidability* (or *inevitability* as he says) are different. He seeks to show this difference defining a new operator $T$ for truth:

$$[T A]_T^h = 1 \text{ just in case } [A]_T^h = 1 \quad [20, 278]$$

This is a transparent truth-predicate, allowing for full substitutivity between $A$ and ‘$T A$’. This means, among other things, that the inference: $A \vdash_{PT} [-]T(+)A$ remains valid. However, the corresponding inference involving $U$: $A \nvdash_{PT} [-]U(+)A$ is not. With this different logical behavior, Thomason nicely puts the subtle difference between truth and unavoidability:

> Our theory thus allows (indeed forces) us to say that *having been true* is different from *having been inevitable*, as far as future-tensed statements go. The latter is not a consequence of the former, $[-]T(+)A \nvdash [-]U(+)A$, because in an assertion that it was *true* that a thing would come about, truth is relative to events up to the present, whereas in an assertion that it was *inevitable* that a thing would come about, inevitability is judged relative to some time in the past. (p. 279)

I think this explanation hits the nail on the head. I don’t think, however, the previous characterization of the notion of truth (the definition of $T$) is coherent with the full story. The definition has the advantage of substitutivity, which is often considered a desiderata for a theory of truth, but it betrays the original spirit of supervaluationism as motivated by truth-value gaps. The notion of truth in the semantics (the notion of *supertruth*) employed to handle the issue of indeterminist time, allows for truth-value gaps. It would then be reasonable to think that if ‘$\langle + \rangle A$’ is neither supertrue nor superfalse, the statement ‘‘$\langle + \rangle A$’ is supertrue’ is false. However, ‘$T(+)A$’ and ‘$\langle + \rangle A$’ share identical truth-conditions in the above characterization and, therefore, ‘$T(+)A$’ is neither supertrue nor superfalse if ‘$\langle + \rangle A$’ is. In short, $T$ is not an object language expression of *supertruth*.

Despite this fact, I think the explanation of the difference between truth and unavoidability in the quotation above is correct. The driving idea is the following. The evaluation, in a given time, of a sentence containing tense operators requires moving forwards or backwards along the time structure. If times are linearly ordered, there is a single relevant history and the “movement” in search of times for evaluation reduces always to that history. If time has a tree-like structure, the point at which we start the evaluation, what we might call the *perspective*, determines the histories relevant for the evaluation of the sentence. The sentence “Jones will mow his lawn” is neither true nor false on Friday, when Friday is the perspective. The sentence “Jones will mow his lawn” is true on Friday, when Saturday is the perspective.

The idea can be expressed in a more formal style saying that, in tree-like structures, the evaluation of tensed sentences involves a double reference to times. One of the reference times

---

8See [12].

9Perhaps Thomason is aware of this question and that’s the reason why he speaks of formalizing a locution ‘... was true’ (italics mine) intending to restrict the application of the truth predicate $T$ only within the scope of a past tense operator.

10This idea of double-time-reference is explicitly endorsed and defended in [2] and [13]. These authors, however, reject the supervaluationist treatment of future contingent statements.
is the time at which we evaluate a given sentence (what we will call the \textit{evaluation time}), the second reference time is the perspective.

In the previous semantics, we made explicit reference to the evaluation time, but we didn’t do the same with the perspective. The reason, I think, is that we tend to take for granted that the perspective, the time at which the evaluation process begins, is identical with the time at which the sentence under evaluation is uttered, the time of assertion (see [13]). This makes perfect sense. As temporal beings, our actions, and particularly speech acts like assertions, take place in a particular time and are therefore connected to a particular perspective. It is not unthinkable, however, that perspective and time of assertion be different, as we shall point out later.

Given the previous remarks, we redefine the truth predicate as relative to a perspective and also redefine unavoidability accordingly.

\[
[TA]^h_{[p]} = 1 \text{ just in case } \forall h^* \in H_p \ [A]^{h^*}_{[p]} = 1
\]

\[
[UA]^h_{[p]} = 1 \text{ just in case } \forall h^* \forall p^* (t \leq p^* \land h^* \in H_p \supset [A]^{h^*}_{[p^*]} = 1).
\]

The intended meaning of this truth operator is the following: a sentence \( A \) is true, relative to a given perspective \( p \), just in case \( A \) is “settled” according to that perspective. Following our example, the statement ‘It is true that Jones will mow his lawn’ is \textit{false} from Friday’s perspective but \textit{true} from Saturday’s perspective. The definition of \textit{unavoidability} intends to register the fact that, unlike truth, this notion is relative to the time of evaluation (as Thomason points out ‘inevitability is judged relative to some time in the past.’) and hence the predicate takes into account all histories from the time of evaluation on. \( T \) and \( U \) are certainly similar in that both are defined relative to a set of histories, but might differ in exactly what set. That set is guaranteed to be the same when time of evaluation and perspective coincide but not otherwise.

Summing up, we have the following properties of time and tensed sentences that might help our analysis of the problem of divine foreknowledge. First, time need not be linearly ordered but have a tree-structure; this fact will help us to understand the ideas of the fixity of the past versus the openness of the future. A sensible approach to the open future is provided by Thomason’s supervaluations about histories; in this approach a proposition might be untrue in time \( t \) under a given perspective but true in the same time \( t \) under some other perspective. An adequate semantics for a tensed language including a truth predicate, therefore, should appropriately distinguish between the time of evaluation of a given sentence and the perspective. With this ingredients we also redefined the notion of \textit{unavoidability} as linked to the time of evaluation.

### 3 Foreknowledge and free will

The argument for theological fatalism, as stated above, has the following shape,

1. \( t_0 : [G](t_2 : J) \) \hspace{2cm} [Assumption]
2. \( \Box(t_0 : [G](t_2 : J)) \) \hspace{2cm} [From 1 by NP]
3. $\Box(t_0 : [G](t_2 : J) \supset t_2 : J)$  \hspace{1cm} \text{[Instance of EI]}

4. $\Box t_2 : J$  \hspace{1cm} \text{[From 2, 3 by TN]}

The principles used in the argument correspond to \emph{necessity of the past}, God’s \emph{essential omniscience} and the \emph{transfer of necessity},

\begin{align*}
\text{NP} \quad t_n : A & \models \Box(t_n : A) \quad \text{(for any } n < p \text{ where } t_p \text{ is present time)} \\
\text{EI} \quad \Box(t_n : [G]A \supset A) & \models A \quad \text{(for any } n) \\
\text{TN} \quad \Box A, \Box(A \supset B) & \models \Box B
\end{align*}

The first target of this section is adapting the argument to the language employed in section 2. The issue has its difficulty because the argument, as stated above, makes use of indexes for times and that is something that brings us beyond the expressivity of a simple modal language. I propose considering just two times: a present time (the time of God’s beliefs about Jones) and a future time (the time at which Jones mows his lawn). In this way we can make use of the simple future tense in order to talk about Jones’ future action.

1. $[G](+J)$  \hspace{1cm} \text{[Assumption]}

2. $\Box([G](+J))$  \hspace{1cm} \text{[From 1 by NP]}

3. $\Box([G](+J) \supset (+J))$  \hspace{1cm} \text{[Instance of EI]}

4. $\Box(+J)$  \hspace{1cm} \text{[From 2, 3 by TN]}

The next task is finding an appropriate characterization of the principles used in the argument, that is, finding appropriate interpretation for ‘$\Box$’ and ‘$\Box$’. The first, I think, is more straightforward. $\Box$ is invoked as a strong form of necessity (Pike claims that the necessity in question is a form of analyticity [14, 35]). In the context of branching time this amounts to the idea that $\Box A$ is true at time $t$ and history $h$ just in case it is true \emph{everywhere} (at any time of any history). This is, at least, the strength of analytic necessity.

The case of $\Box$ is harder. It is generally agreed in discussions concerning Pike’s argument that at least part of the problem is how can we, with actions in present time, be able to change facts about the past. So the idea seems to be: if something happened, then it does not matter how the world evolves, it won’t be the case that it didn’t happen. This is partially captured by the inference:

$A \models [+][−]A$

which informally reads: if $A$ is true, then it will always be true that $A$ was true. The proposal is then reading accidental necessity in this way:

$\Box A =_{df} [+][−]A$

Now this interpretation is not fully faithful to the idea of the necessity of the past in a, I want to argue, harmless way. The idea of the necessity of the past involves reference to a particular time: if $A$ took place at time $t$ in the past, then it will always be the case that $A$ took
place at time \( t \). The inference above only states that if \( A \) is true, it will always be true that it was (but not necessarily at the same past time). This difference rests crucially in an expressive limitation of our simple modal language; the difference, however, is harmless in the sense that we can add some information to reach a similar effect to that of naming times. Suppose for example that I want to express that it is accidentally necessary that Jones mown his lawn (due to the fact that Jones is now doing that). Then I can write \( \Box J \land \neg \langle \rangle J \). In this case, if \( \Box J \) is true, that is due to something that is happening today. We can see this strategy as a way to force \( J \) refer to the relevant fact (a fact that is happening today) without explicit naming of times.

Given the above qualifications, the final shape of the argument is the following,

1. \( [G]\langle+\rangle J \) [Assumption]
2. \( \Box([G]\langle+\rangle J) \) [From 1 by NP]
3. \( \Box([G]\langle+\rangle J) \supset \langle+\rangle J \) [Instance of EI]
4. \( \Box\langle+\rangle J \) [From 2, 3 by TN]
5. \( U\langle+\rangle J \) [From 0 and 4]

We added premise 0 for the reasons just given; in that way, we guarantee that if \( \langle+\rangle J \) is accidentally necessary, that is due to something that is happening in the immediate future (and not, for example, because \( J \) already occurred in the past). Steps 1 to 4 are based on a rewriting of the principles above according to our previous remarks on \( \Box \) and \( \Box \).

\[
\text{NP} \quad A \models [+]\langle\rangle \neg A \\
\text{EI} \quad \equiv [G]A \supset A \supset A \\
\text{TN} \quad [+]\langle\rangle \neg A, \Box(A \supset B) \models [+]\langle\rangle \neg B
\]

The principle of necessity of the past is valid, so that proposition (1): ‘God knows \( J \)’, entails proposition (2): ‘it will always be true that God knew \( J \)’. Our interpretation of \( \Box \) as true everywhere is strong enough to guarantee the validity of transfer of necessity, since the truth of \( [+]\langle\rangle \neg A \) and the falsity of \( [+]\langle\rangle B \) at the same time \( t \) require some time \( t' \) where \( A \) is true and \( B \) false, contrary to the truth of \( \Box(A \supset B) \).\(^{11}\) The final step, from 0 and 4 to 5 is, once again, valid.\(^{12}\) Informally, if \( J \) is not true today, nor in any past time (assumption 0: \( \neg\langle\rangle J \land \neg J \)), then that \( [+]\langle\rangle \langle+\rangle J \) is supertrue means that all future histories contain one

---

\(^{11}\)Here is a more detailed explanation. Suppose there is some time \( t \) at which \( [+]\langle\rangle \neg A \) and \( \Box(A \supset B) \) are supertrue but \( [+]\langle\rangle B \) is superfalse. According to the last, for any history \( h \in H_t \) there is some time \( t < t' \) such that \( \langle\rangle B \) is false in \( t' \); this last in turn means that \( B \) is false at all times prior to \( t' \). Call \( h^* \) to any such history. Since \( [+]\langle\rangle \neg A \) is supertrue at \( t \), it is true, in particular, relative to history \( h^* \). Therefore, at time \( t' \) \( \langle\rangle A \) is true and this requires a time \( t'' < t' \) such that \( A \) is true in \( t'' \). But by what we said above \( B \) is false at \( t'' \) and, therefore, the conditional \( A \supset B \) is also false at \( t'' \), contrary to the assumption that \( \Box(A \supset B) \).

\(^{12}\)The validity of this step rests on Thomason’s supervaluationist version of Prior’s logic; that inference might not be valid without the assumption that the property preserved by logical consequence is supertruth.
immediately succeeding time where $J$, in which case $U(+)J$, it is unavoidable that Jones will mow his lawn.

If we endorse Thomason’s semantics from section 2 and the interpretation given for $\Box$ and $\Diamond$, then, as far as I can see, the only way left to question the soundness of the argument is questioning the characterization of God’s essential omniscience EO. This, I think, can be done on the grounds of the relativity of truth to a perspective.

If what we called the perspective coincides with the time of assertion then we have $\models TA \supset A$ (and also that $TA \not\models A$). We might view this inference expressing the idea that truth is factive: if $A$ is true, then $A$ is a fact. Factivity, in turn, entails unavoidability: $A \models UA$. Now the validity of factivity of truth rests crucially in the idea that the perspective of truth coincides with the perspective at the time of assertion, to which logical consequence is connected. But we can think on a situation where the truth-predicate and the time of assertion do not share the same perspective, that of time travel. When old Tannen gives the Sports Almanac to young Tannen in 1954 what he asserts is true, but not relative to young Tannen’s perspective (not relative to the time of assertion, which is some point in 1954).\textsuperscript{13} Old Tannen insist that it is true that the UCLA will win the mach, but this does not entail that it is a fact (that it is true relative to that point in 1954). In short, the inference ‘It is true that $A$ therefore $A$’ is guaranteed to hold when the perspective of truth coincides with the perspective of assertion (implicit in logical consequence) but not if it is some future perspective, like that of a time-traveller. I want to suggest that this is the situation when we consider God’s knowledge about the (our) future. God’s knowledge of $A$, when $A$ refers to some future event relative to us, need not entail $A$ (as stated in EO above) but only that $A$ is true (true, relative to the divine perspective).

$\models [G]A \supset TA$

The idea of truth relative to a perspective provides a nice way to characterize the difference between truth and unavoidability. From a given perspective, it is true on Friday that Jones will mow his lawn and, still, it is not unavoidable on Friday that Jones will mow his lawn. This difference makes room for the idea of God’s knowing that Jones will mow his lawn, making true the statement without making the corresponding action unavoidable. We want to stress that the relativity of truth to a perspective is not an ad hoc maneuver to address Pike’s argument, rather, it emerges from independent considerations about the logic and semantics of tensed sentences.

The considerations so far leave still open much questions about the nature of time and its connection to the truth of tensed sentences. I want to point out just that the foregoing picture about God’s omniscience is congenial with some classical ideas about why God’s knowledge of our future does not determine contingent facts.

According to some authors like Anselm, Boethius, Aquinas and Schleiermacher (see [14, 29]) God’s eternality should be understood as God’s existing “outside time” so that it cannot be properly said that God knows now what will happen. The problem about God’s foreknowledge and determinism, therefore, is rooted to the fact that it cannot be properly said that God foreknows the future, that has some knowledge in advance, because that would be mistakenly attributing temporal properties to God. I think this line of thinking is attractive and it was very popular in the past, but it lost support in the recent debate ([8] catalogs this as one of

\textsuperscript{13}The example comes from the second part of Robert Zemeckis’ Back to the future.
the “minor” solutions to the problem). I see a fundamental reason for this decline: the view of God as timeless seems to make impossible almost all, if not simply all, human theological discourse. As temporal beings, we cannot make assertions outside time and we make assertions with the intention of reaching the truth. If we say “God is Holy” we would be mistakenly attributing to God holiness today. The foregoing remarks about relative truth and omniscience may serve, I think, to reconcile God’s timelessness with the temporal dimension of our acts in general and with assertions in particular. God does not properly foreknows what will happen, He knows them from a peculiar perspective. But we can consistently say that God knows today that Jones will mow his lawn, the sense in which God knows in advance being just a reflection of our limited perspective.
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Abstract
Can the ordinary concept of knowledge be defined in terms of justified true belief (‘JTB’)? We argue that the Gettier cases need not invalidate every analysis of knowledge in terms of justified true belief, depending on how the notion of justification is understood. We present a framework for the representation of reason-based belief and use it to define a notion of true belief supported by adequate reasons. An adequate reason is characterized as being infallible, namely as a justification supporting only true propositions. We give a tentative definition of knowledge in those terms. We present two variants of our axiomatics for belief, which differ mostly on how subjective and accessible the notions of reason and support are taken to be. A more detailed version of our approach and its model theory appears in an expanded version of this paper.

1 Knowledge and Justified True Belief

Can the ordinary concept of knowledge be defined in terms of justified true belief (‘JTB’)? Since Gettier (1963), the answer to this question is widely considered negative. Gettier produced two cases convincingly suggesting that a belief can be true, justified, and yet fall short of knowledge.

Our point of departure in this paper is the following: even though we agree with the force of Gettier’s cases (see Machery et al. 2015), we share with others (in particular Chisholm 1977; Dretske 1971; Goldman 1979; Sosa 1974, 1979; Turri 2012) the intuition that those examples do not invalidate every analysis of knowledge in terms of justified true belief, depending on how the notion of justification is understood. What Gettier’s cases teach us is that an agent can have a justification for believing a proposition that is plausible on internal grounds, without that justification being properly adequate to the truth of the proposition in question. But if so, then Gettier cases only show that knowledge is not identical with JTB under an internalist conception of justification.

In the wake of work done in Justification Logic (Artemov 2008; Artemov and Fitting 2011; Baltag et al. 2014), we propose an explicit treatment of reasons for belief, which we use to tease...
apart two notions of justified true belief, and to defend an externalist version of the equation between knowledge and JTB. The gist of our account lies in the distinction between reasons that (merely) support belief in a proposition and reasons that are not only supportive but are also what we call adequate. Fundamentally, we view a reason as adequate only if every proposition it supports is true. We thereby endorse a form of infallibilism about knowledge (see Dutant 2010, 2015 for similar views).

In this paper, we give mostly an outline of our system: we refer to Egré et al. (2015) for more details, both technical and philosophical. To make our paper informative relative to the extended version, we present two versions of the axiomatic treatment of the notion of reason-based belief. In the more extended version, we introduce only the second of those versions, the system QRBB, but we find it worthwhile to also present the first system we came up with, in order to better situate our approach. Below we also briefly mention two objections that can be made against our approach: (i) the objection that agents have knowledge only if every reason they have for a proposition is adequate, and (ii) the objection that there appears to be knowledge from false lemmas (Warfield 2005).

2 Reason-based belief

2.1 Motivations

The main motivation behind our approach is the observation that there are two kinds of justified true beliefs: on the one hand true propositions that are believed on the basis of good or adequate reasons, and on the other true propositions believed on the basis of bad or inadequate reasons. A Gettierized belief is when a proposition \( \varphi \) is true and believed on the basis of some reason that is not adequate. A Gettier-proof belief is when a proposition \( \varphi \) is true and believed on the basis of an adequate reason. To represent both notions, we need to quantify over reasons, and first of all to represent the notion of an adequate reason as well as the notion of believing a proposition on the basis of some supporting reason.

Adequacy, as we use it, is a term of art: instead of saying that a reason is adequate, we could say that a reason is good, or infallible, provided goodness again is understood in externalist terms, independently of how good the reason appears to the agent. An important remark is that the notion of adequacy of a reason is not relative to a specific proposition. This is an important difference with Dretske (1971)'s account of knowledge in terms of conclusive reasons. For Dretske, a reason is only conclusive for a given proposition. In our approach, reasons are adequate or not, without this explicit relativity to a specific proposition.

2.2 Syntax and quantificational axioms

The two systems of reason-based belief to be presented rest on the following syntax. \( F \) is the set of formulas \( \varphi \) defined by the following grammar, in which \( R \) is a set of reason symbols, and \( P \) a set of propositional symbols, both sets being disjoint:

\[
\varphi ::= p \mid \neg \varphi \mid (\varphi \lor \varphi) \mid (r: \varphi) \mid r \mid B r \mid r = r \mid (\forall r) \varphi
\]

Other Boolean connectives we shall use are defined as abbreviations, and brackets are removed when no ambiguity results. The main innovation relative to a system of standard epistemic logic is the use of reason variables. \((r: \varphi)\) is shorthand for: ‘reason \( r \) supports the proposition...
ϕ'; $r$ alone is shorthand for ‘reason $r$ is adequate’. The quantificational core of both systems involves the axioms in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quantificational axioms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(UD) $(\forall r)(\varphi \to \psi) \to (\varphi \to (\forall r)\psi)$, where $r$ is not free in $\varphi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(UI) $(\forall r)\varphi \to \varphi[s/r]$, where $s$ is free for $r$ in $\varphi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(EP) $r = r$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(EN) $\neg (r = s)$, where $r$ and $s$ are syntactically different</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Quantificational Rule**

\[
\frac{\varphi}{(\forall r)\varphi} \quad \text{(Gen)}
\]

Table 1. Quantificational axioms and rule

As an illustration of the syntax, consider the sentence: ‘John believes that 2+2=4 on the basis of his calculations. We would represent this as: $B(r:p) \land Br$, letting $p$ stand for ‘2+2=4’ and $r$ refer to John’s calculating evidence. $B(r:p)$ says that John believes that $r$ supports $\varphi$, that is John is inclined to believe $p$ on the basis of $r$, and $Br$ says that John actually endorses his reason or justification. We use the paraphrase “John is inclined to believe $p$ on the basis of $r$” as another paraphrase for $B(r:p)$, since John may believe that $r$ supports $p$ without thinking of $r$ as being an adequate reason.

Consider an agent, John, who concludes that 2+2=4 on the basis of his calculations, but who does not quite trust his calculating capacities; nevertheless, John would trust his teacher telling him that his calculations are correct. We may represent this by: $B(r:p) \land \neg Br \land \neg B\neg r$: John is inclined to believe that 2+2=4 on the basis of his calculations, but is not sure whether his calculations are correct. However, if $s$ were the evidence of his friend confirming, John would believe that $s$ supports that his calculations are adequate. We would then have: $B(s:r) \land Bs$, to mean that John believes that his teacher’s testimony supports the adequacy of his calculations, and furthermore John believes that $s$ is adequate, as a result of which John would believe $r$ to be adequate.

Our account is close in spirit to Dutant’s account of knowledge in terms of method-based belief (Dutant 2010, 2015). Dutant conceives of justification primarily as methods of belief formation, and we likewise think of reasons not fundamentally as propositions but as processes or experiences by which those propositions come to be believed. There is, however, a noteworthy difference: semantically, we treat $(r:p)$ as a proposition while Dutant does not; instead, Dutant proposes to handle belief as a binary operator, involving a method-argument and a propositional argument. An objection that can be made to our approach is that it fails to separate the content from the method. We acknowledge this limitation of our system, though we believe that it is possible to impose an interpretation of our syntax compatible with Dutant’s idea, namely such that the first reason-argument appearing in the scope of a belief operator is to refer to the method by which the beliefs are produced.

---

1 We are indebted to J. Dutant for bringing us to endorse that view. In a preliminary version of this work, we left open the possibility that reason symbols could denote propositions directly.
2.3 The system RBBS

The first system we propose is a quantifier-free system of ‘subjective’ reason-based belief. We call it subjective because to say that a reason supports a proposition is to say that it is ipso facto a reason to believe that proposition, and conversely (see the axiom (IS) below). Axiom (IS) is very strong in ensuring that all reasons are accessible, and that if a reason is believed to support a proposition, it is thereby supportive. In this system, $r : \varphi$, which we said is shorthand for ‘$r$ supports $\varphi$’, may therefore also be read as: ‘$r$ is a reason to believe $\varphi$’.

**Axiom Schemes**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(CL)</th>
<th>Axiom Schemes of Classical Propositional Logic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(RK)</td>
<td>$r : (\varphi \rightarrow \psi) \rightarrow (r : \varphi \rightarrow r : \psi)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>$r : \varphi \rightarrow (r \rightarrow \varphi)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(RB)</td>
<td>$r : \varphi \rightarrow (Br \rightarrow B\varphi)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(IS)</td>
<td>$B(r : \varphi) \leftrightarrow (r : \varphi)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(D)</td>
<td>$B\varphi \rightarrow \neg B\neg \varphi$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi \rightarrow \psi$ (MP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi$ (RN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r : \varphi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi \leftrightarrow \psi$ (E)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Table 2. The theory RBBS |

As for mnemonics, (CL) is ‘Classical Logic’, (MP) is ‘Modus Ponens’, (RK) is Kripke’s axiom K of modal logic (used here for reasons), (RN) is ‘Reason Necessitation’, (IS) is ‘Internal Support’, (A) is ‘Adequacy’, (RB) is ‘Reasons to Believe’, (D) is a consistency requirement on belief, and (E) is a well-known rule from minimal modal logic (Chellas 1980).

(CL) and (MP) say that RBBS is an extension of classical propositional logic. (D) says that the agent’s beliefs are consistent: the agent cannot have contradictory beliefs (i.e., believe both $\varphi$ and $\neg \varphi$ for some $\varphi$). (E) says that the agent’s beliefs do not distinguish between provably equivalent formulas. (RK) says that reasons are closed under material implication, and (RN) says that reasons support all derivable formulas.

(A) says that if $r$ is a reason to believe $\varphi$ and $r$ is an adequate reason, then $\varphi$ is true. (RB) says that if $r$ is a reason to believe $\varphi$ and the agent believes that $r$ is an adequate reason, then the agent believes $\varphi$. (IS) says that the agent believes that $r$ is a reason to believe $\varphi$ if and only if $r$ is a reason to believe $\varphi$. The following two closure properties are noteworthy consequences of (IS) and (RB) in our system:

- (RS) $B(r : \varphi) \rightarrow (Br \rightarrow B\varphi)$
- (RB+) $Br \rightarrow (r : \varphi \rightarrow B(r : \varphi))$

Technically, only the left-to-right direction of (IS) is needed to derive (RS) from (RB), but the biconditional version of (IS) also allows us to get (RB+) (directly, by weakening). (RB+) may appear implausibly strong, but so is (RB), and it appears natural to have both as soon as one of them is accepted.
2.4 The system RBB

The system RBB is almost exactly like RBBS except for the three axioms (BRK), (BA), and (AS), which we have instead of (RB) and (IS). In RBBS, there is a single axiom constraining the notion of adequacy for reasons, namely axiom (A), and the two axioms (RB) and (IS) only concern the interaction between belief and support for reasons. In RBB, we have an additional axiom (AS) about adequacy, and the two axioms (BRK) and (BA) concern the interaction between belief and support for reasons.

RBB is not a ‘subjective’ system of reason-based belief since we give up both directions of (IS): a reason $r$ can be a supporting reason for a proposition $\varphi$ without being believed to support $\varphi$, and conversely, one can believe a reason $r$ to support a proposition $\varphi$ without there being support (we are thinking, here, of cases of delusion or hallucination). This means that in RBB the support relation is allowed to be independent of one’s belief. An agent can incorrectly believe a reason to support a proposition. On the other hand, (AS) says that when an agent believes a reason to support a proposition, the reason can only be adequate provided the support relation holds indeed.

Another important difference between RBB and RBBS is that RBBS predicts stronger closure conditions on belief. In both RBB and RBBS, reasons are strong, in virtue of the closure axiom (RK) and of rule (RN): in particular, every reason supports every logical truth. Consider an agent who holds a belief that some reason is adequate, namely for whom $Br$ holds. Then, because $r$ supports every logical truth, it follows by (RB) that the agent believes every logical truth. An agent who believes a single reason to be adequate is thereby logically omniscient. This result is not welcome. In that regard, (BA) is a natural weakening of (RB).

For those various reasons, we think RBB is a better system than RBBS: it predicts fewer closure properties on belief, and it separates out a weak notion of belief from a strong notion of reason more neatly. In what follows, we therefore call QRBB the system that results from the combination of RBB with the quantificational axioms and rule of Table 3, and likewise, we call QRBB the system resulting from RBBS. Irrespective of the choice between those systems, axiom (A) remains in a sense the central characterization of adequacy for reasons in our approach.

### Axiom Schemes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Axiom Schemes of Classical Propositional Logic (CL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$r : (\varphi \rightarrow \psi) \rightarrow (r : \varphi \rightarrow r : \psi)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r : \varphi \rightarrow (r \rightarrow \varphi)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B(r : \varphi) \rightarrow (B(r : (\varphi \rightarrow \psi)) \rightarrow B(r : \psi))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B(r : \varphi) \rightarrow (Br \rightarrow B\varphi)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B(r : \varphi) \rightarrow (r \rightarrow (r : \varphi))$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B\varphi \rightarrow \neg B\neg \varphi$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi \rightarrow \psi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi \rightarrow \varphi$ (MP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\varphi \leftrightarrow \psi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$B\varphi \leftrightarrow B\psi$ (E)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The theory RBB
2.5 Semantics

We refer to Egré et al. (2015) for a systematic exploration of the system QRBB and of its model theory. Here, we only point out some essential facts about the interpretation of formulae. The models are structures $M = (W, [\cdot], N, V)$ where $W$ is a nonempty set of possible worlds, $N$ is a neighborhood function associating sets of worlds to each world, and $[\cdot]$ is a function mapping each reason $r \in R$ to a binary relation $[r] \subseteq W \times W$ on the set of possible worlds. Let $[r](w) := \{v \in W; w[r]v\}$, that is $[r](w)$ is the set of $r$-accessible worlds from $w$. The main clauses of the semantics are:

- $M, w \models B\varphi$ iff the set $[\varphi]$ of $\varphi$-worlds belongs to $N(w)$.
- $M, w \models r$ iff $w \in [r](w)$.
- $M, w \models r: \varphi$ iff $[r](w) \subseteq [\varphi]$.
- $M, w \models \forall r \varphi$ iff $M, w \models \varphi[s/r]$ for each $s$ free for $r$ in $\varphi$.

By imposing appropriate constraints on the function $N$ and on the cardinality of $R$, the logic can be shown to be sound and complete for the semantics.

One aspect of the semantics worth pointing out is that reasons are handled by means of accessibility relations. Basically, a reason is adequate at a world $w$ provided that $w$ is accessible from itself via the relation, that is if the relation is reflexive at $w$. Thus, we model adequacy for reasons in a way that is similar to the way in which factivity is usually handled for knowledge when knowledge is taken as a primitive operator. In what follows, however, we propose to define knowledge as a special type of justified true belief, namely as true belief supported by adequate reasons.

3 Two notions of JTB

Whether in QRBB or QRBBS, there are (at least) two natural ways to define JTB, which we call ‘external’ vs. ‘internal’.²

- $\text{JTBE}_e(\varphi) := B(r: \varphi) \wedge Br \wedge r$ (external JTB)
- $\text{JTBI}_e(\varphi) := B(r: \varphi) \wedge Br \wedge \varphi$ (internal JTB)

Both notions of JTB are factive, but the notions do not have the same properties. To illustrate the difference between the two cases, consider Gettier’s case II: Smith wrongly believes Jones owns a Ford ($p$) on the basis of various plausible inductive evidence (represented by the symbol $r$), and ‘realizes the entailment’ (Gettier 1963) that either Jones owns a Ford or Brown is in Barcelona. As it turns out, Brown is in Barcelona ($q$). This is a case in which: $B(r: p) \wedge Br \wedge B(r: (p \rightarrow p \vee q)) \wedge q \wedge \neg p$. It follows in QRBB that the agent has $\text{JTBE}_e(p \vee q)$ without $\text{JTBI}_e(p \vee q)$, for by (A) the falsity of $p$ implies $\neg r$.

Our analysis can be extended to cover more complex cases, such as Goldman-Ginet cases (Goldman 1976), in which an agent has a correct belief in a proposition, but in which the justification is arguably not adequate (because lucky). For instance, consider an agent traveling in the country of fake barns, and thinking of the only true barn that it is a barn ($p$), based on his visual experience. We can describe the situation as: $B(r: p) \wedge (r: p) \wedge Br \wedge p$, without assuming

²In QRBBS the definitions are the same, except that we can write $r: \phi$ instead of $B(r: \phi)$, due to axiom (IS).
to hold, namely the reason to be adequate. This means that the agent’s belief would be true, but not adequately true, given that it is lucky. We do not capture this connection between adequacy and luck in our axioms, however. This implies that axioms (A) and (AS) are not jointly sufficient for a reason to be adequate, but are only necessary conditions. This comports with our externalist inspiration, for our semantics basically treats adequacy as a property of a reason and a world: two worlds could be exactly alike relative to an agent’s belief, without the reason being adequate in both, or inadequate in both (see Williamson 2000 on good vs. bad cases).

4 Knowledge and inadequate reasons

In view of the preceding, we surmise that knowledge may be viewed as a form of justified true belief, provided the justification is adequate. That is, we propose to defend that

\[ K\varphi \iff \exists r(JTB^{i}_r \varphi) \]

This definition raises two main objections. The first is that the definition is potentially too weak. It does not rule out cases in which an agent believes one and the same proposition based on at least two different reasons, one adequate, the other inadequate. We may require for agents to have knowledge only if every reason they have for a proposition is adequate, i.e. \( \forall r(JTB^{i}_r \varphi \rightarrow \varphi) \). We reject that option: such cases are better described as cases in which an agent knows a proposition, but whose knowledge is confused and of lesser quality than that of an agent having equally many reasons, all of them adequate (we refer to Egré et al. 2015 for more details). In that sense, our account of knowledge only commits us to a weak form of infallibilism about knowledge: an agent who knows \( p \) can still have misconceived beliefs pertaining to \( p \).

A symmetric objection to our account is that it is potentially too strong: several authors (Fitelson 2010; Sorensen 2015; Warfield 2005) consider that there are cases in which we can get knowledge from false lemmas. I may know that I am not late for the meeting if I believe that it is currently 2:58pm, when in fact it is 2:56pm, assuming the meeting is at 7pm. On the present account, my reason to believe that it is currently less than 7pm is inadequate, simply because it also supports the false proposition that it is 2:58pm. This is a case in which I have JTB\(^i\) that it is less than 7pm, without having JTB\(^e\) that it is less than 7pm.

One option in the face of such examples is to bite the bullet and to resist the intuition that I know I am not late for the meeting. We are not sure that it is the best response. We think the problem concerns how much approximation is tolerated in forming beliefs based on one’s evidence. My reading ‘2:58pm’ is obviously wrong regarding the actual time, but still close enough to the actual time to be relevantly used. It would be different if the agent’s watch indicated 6pm when it is 2:56pm, or even 9am. For the latter cases, our intuition is that I merely have a luckily true belief. If, when I see ‘2.58pm’ \( (r) \) on my watch, I form the belief ‘it is around 2:58pm’ \( (p) \), and from that proposition I infer ‘it is less than 7pm’ \( (q) \), then my reason \( r \) now is veridical for both \( p \) and \( q \).

A way out, therefore, might be to relativize the adequacy of a reason to the selection of an appropriate domain of propositions supported by that reason. This nevertheless puts pressure on us to clarify the relation of support between a reason and a proposition. In our statement of the axiom (A), we include no restriction on the support relation. We think it is better to be normative, and not to include any such restriction in the definition of knowledge in terms of JTB\(^i\). On the other hand, we are ready to accept that in actual ascriptions of knowledge, the adequacy of reasons is referred to a set of relevant propositions that is contextually determined.
5 Perspectives

The two systems presented here do not offer ways of combining reasons, as each axiom or rule always involves a single reason. To that extent, both systems are mostly simplifications of more realistic systems of the sort discussed by Artemov (2008), Artemov and Fitting (2011), Baltag et al. (2014), and Dutant (2015). In Egré et al. (2015), we present variants of QRBB in which reasons can be combined. Some further issues are considered there, in particular regarding the implications of the current approach for higher-order knowledge (see Williamson 2000), and the question of the admission of basic beliefs, namely beliefs based on no further reason.

One may also wonder how our approach relates to the externalist view that knowledge is not definable in terms of belief plus other conditions, a view defended by Zagzebski (1994), and Williamson (2000). Prima facie, we may appear to be at odds with that conception, since we explicitly endorse a logical analysis of knowledge in terms of other concepts. As our analysis shows, however, we do not give a reductive analysis of the notion of adequacy, but only bring to light some substantive constraints on this notion.
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Abstract
Kit Fine’s conception of truthmakers as exact verifiers and falsifiers provides an approach to negation that can be tested against the notion that events are truthmakers. Temporally locating events presents complications that call for an account of indices at bounded but refinable granularity. A proposal is outlined that links grain with the choice of a finite alphabet, from which strings are formed representing change under forces. Fusing strings is noted to lead to sets of strings, raising the prospects of fusion as a non-deterministic operation against the prospects of truthmakers as string sets.

1 Introduction
As a logical connective, negation is an operation on propositions that are commonly understood as abstract types, in contrast to concrete particulars such as events that according to David-son 1967, make action sentences true (page 91). Without restricting truthmakers to concrete particulars, Fine 2015 outlines a “highly general and abstract approach” to truthmaking under which a statement $\phi$ is interpreted as a pair $(V(\phi), F(\phi))$ of sets $V(\phi)$ of $\phi$’s verifiers and $F(\phi)$ of $\phi$’s falsifiers related by negation $\neg$ according to (1), subject to the intuition (2).

$$\text{(1)} \quad V(\neg \phi) = F(\phi) \quad \text{and} \quad F(\neg \phi) = V(\phi)$$
$$\text{(2)} \quad \text{verification is “exact” — i.e., a verifier of } \phi \text{ is “wholly relevant” to } \phi$$

What (1) and (2) might mean for events as truthmakers is explored below through examples of the form

$$A(t) := \text{Amundsen flew to the North Pole in } t$$

for different times $t$ (e.g., 1926, May 1926). The basic claim of the present work is that exactness in (2) must be relativized to a bounded granularity that is refinable, and that negation must be viewed more broadly than what (1) suggests, encompassing forces for change. (1) reduces verification and falsification of $\neg \neg \phi$ to $\phi$

$$V(\neg \neg \phi) = F(\neg \phi) = V(\phi) \quad \text{and} \quad F(\neg \neg \phi) = V(\neg \phi) = F(\phi)$$

supporting the law of double negation described in Horn 1989 as a “betrayal of natural language for logical elegance and simplicity” (page 2), in direct opposition to an “asymmetricalist position” that “negative statements are about the positive statements, while affirmatives are directly about the world” (page 3). This latter position becomes tenable once the interpretation of $\phi$ is allowed to be more than the pair $(V(\phi), F(\phi))$. Indeed, Fine makes such allowances in expanding a state space $(S, \leq)$ to a modalized state space $(S, S^\leq, \leq)$, where $V(\phi)$ and $F(\phi)$ are defined in $(S, \leq)$ as subsets of a set $S$ of states1 partially ordered by $\leq$, and constraints are encoded as the set $S^\leq \subseteq S$ of possible states satisfying them. We start in the next section with a constraint concerning what Fine refers to as “truth-value gluts” which we ban through inexact truthmaking under classical negation.

---

1 The term “state” is used in Fine 2015 with the understanding that it “is a mere term of art and need not be a state in any intuitive sense of the term.” That said, the thrust of the present paper is to flesh out how it might be interpreted in linguistic applications appealing to events.
2 No gluts: inexact truthmaking and falsification

Given a partial order $\leq$ on a set $S$ of states, including verifiers of a statement $\varphi$, let the set $V(\varphi_{\leq})$ of inexact verifiers of $\varphi$ consist of states with $\leq$-parts that verify $\varphi$

$$V(\varphi_{\leq}) := \{s \in S \mid (\exists s' \in V(\varphi)) s' \leq s\}.$$  

A $\varphi$-glut is an inexact verifier of both $\varphi$ and $\neg \varphi$ — i.e., a state in $V(\varphi_{\leq}) \cap V(\neg \varphi_{\leq})$. To express $\varphi$-gluts in terms of $\varphi_{\leq} \land (\neg \varphi)_{\leq}$, let us recall Fine’s interpretation of conjunction $\land$, assuming $\leq$ has least upper bounds given by “fusion” $\sqcup$, used also for disjunction $\lor$, (3).

$$(3) \quad V(\varphi \land \psi) := \{s \sqcup s' \mid (s, s') \in V(\varphi) \times V(\psi)\} \text{ and } F(\varphi \land \psi) := F(\varphi) \cup F(\psi)$$

$$V(\varphi \lor \psi) := V(\varphi) \cup V(\psi) \text{ and } F(\varphi \lor \psi) := \{s \sqcup s' \mid (s, s') \in F(\varphi) \times F(\psi)\}$$

$$(4) \quad V(\varphi_{\leq} \land \psi_{\leq}) = V(\varphi_{\leq}) \cap V(\psi_{\leq})$$

From (3), we can derive (4) and equate $\varphi$-gluts with verifiers of $\varphi_{\leq} \land (\neg \varphi)_{\leq}$

$$V(\varphi_{\leq}) \cap V((\neg \varphi)_{\leq}) = V(\varphi_{\leq} \land (\neg \varphi)_{\leq}).$$

If we try to capture the the complement

$$S - (V(\varphi_{\leq}) \cap V((\neg \varphi)_{\leq}))$$

of $\varphi$-gluts by negating $\varphi_{\leq} \land (\neg \varphi)_{\leq}$, we find

$$V(\neg (\neg \varphi_{\leq})_{\leq}) = F(\varphi_{\leq} \land (\neg \varphi)_{\leq}) = F(\varphi_{\leq}) \cup F((\neg \varphi)_{\leq})$$

and are led to asking what the set $F(\varphi_{\leq})$ of inexact falsifiers of $\varphi$ is. Fine 2015 appears to be silent on this question. One possible answer, recorded as (A1) below, is that an inexact falsifier of $\varphi$ is a state with a $\leq$-part that falsifies $\varphi$.

(A1) \quad $F(\varphi_{\leq}) := \{s \in S \mid (\exists s' \in F(\varphi)) s' \leq s\} = V((\neg \varphi)_{\leq})$

(A1) allows us to drop the parentheses in $\neg (\varphi_{\leq})$ and $(\neg \varphi)_{\leq}$

$$V(\neg (\varphi_{\leq})) = F(\varphi_{\leq}) = V((\neg \varphi)_{\leq}) \text{ and } F(\neg (\varphi_{\leq})) = V(\varphi_{\leq}) = F((\neg \varphi)_{\leq})$$

from which it follows that $\neg (\varphi_{\leq} \land (\neg \varphi)_{\leq})$ and $\varphi_{\leq} \lor \neg \varphi_{\leq}$ have the same verifiers

$$V(\neg (\varphi_{\leq} \land (\neg \varphi)_{\leq})) = F(\varphi_{\leq}) \cup F(\neg \varphi_{\leq}) = F(\varphi_{\leq}) \cup V(\varphi_{\leq})$$

$$= V(\neg \varphi_{\leq} \lor V(\varphi_{\leq}) = V(\varphi_{\leq} \lor V(\neg \varphi_{\leq}) = V(\varphi_{\leq} \lor \neg \varphi_{\leq})$$

and falsifiers (the $\varphi$-gluts)

$$F(\varphi_{\leq} \lor \neg \varphi_{\leq}) = \{s \sqcup s' \mid s \in F(\varphi_{\leq}) \text{ and } s' \in F(\neg \varphi_{\leq})\}$$

$$= \{s \sqcup s' \mid s \in V(\neg \varphi_{\leq}) \text{ and } s' \in V(\varphi_{\leq})\}$$

$$= V(\neg \varphi_{\leq} \lor \varphi_{\leq}) = F(\neg (\varphi_{\leq} \land (\neg \varphi)_{\leq})).$$

The equivalence between $\neg (\varphi_{\leq} \land (\neg \varphi)_{\leq})$ and $\varphi_{\leq} \lor \neg \varphi_{\leq}$ conflates “no gluts” with “no gaps” (states verifying or falsifying $\varphi_{\leq}$). While we might tolerate the silence of gaps (in the interest of partiality), the noise of $\varphi$-gluts is another matter.

For an alternative to (A1) that keeps gluts separate from gaps, it is instructive to consider the example of events. Let us suppose for the sake of the argument the sequence of events described in (5), (6).
Amundsen flew to the North Pole in May 1926.

Amundsen stayed home in July 1926.

Given (5), we might assert (7), interpreting “in” as “within” (following, for example, Pratt-Hartmann 2005 and Beaver & Condoravdi 2007).

Amundsen flew to the North Pole in 1926.

The step from (5) to (7) points to a satisfaction relation $\models$ between temporal intervals $t$ and statements $\varphi$ validating the implication (U) for the subinterval relation $\sqsubseteq$.

$$t \models \varphi \quad \text{and} \quad t \sqsubseteq t' \implies t' \models \varphi$$

A sufficient condition for (U) is that $\models$ be inexact verification, (8), for some relation $\leq$ closed under $\sqsubseteq$ according to $(U')$.

$$e \leq t \quad \text{and} \quad t \sqsubseteq t' \implies e \leq t'$$

Adding (6) into the mix would then lead to Amundsen flying to the North Pole and staying home the same year — a somewhat dubious conclusion that only becomes worse when we replace same year by same time. Talk of the same time suggests some notion of temporal extent $\tau(e)$, through which the temporal fit tolerated by $(U')$ can be tightened as in (E).

$$e \leq t \iff \tau(e) = t$$

With (E) in place of $(U')$, (U) no longer falls out of (8). And indeed, the step from (6) to (9) illustrates an inference not upward (U) but downward (D), derivable from a pointwise notion $V_\circ$ of verification according to the account (H) of homogeneity in Taylor 1977 and Dowty 1979.

Amundsen stayed home in the second week of July 1926.

$$t \models \varphi \quad \text{and} \quad t' \sqsubseteq t \implies t' \models \varphi$$

(H) $t \models \varphi \iff t \subseteq V_\circ(\varphi)$ (where $V_\circ(\varphi)$ is a set of time points)

Together, (U) and (D) have the catastrophic consequence that time collapses under the triviality

$$\exists t \quad t \models \varphi \iff (\forall t) \quad t \models \varphi.$$

This collapse can be avoided by treating (5)/(7) separately from (6)/(9) on the basis of a difference in aspect: (5) describes an event that culminates, while (6) describes a state that holds (e.g., Parsons 1990). This separation is threatened by negation; a small step away from (6) is (10).

Amundsen did not fly to the North Pole in July 1926.

(10) lends plausibility to the view that the negation of an event is a state. The view, however, is controversial (see, for instance, Condoravdi 2008, Landman 2006). We can sidestep the controversy by avoiding the connective $\neg$ on $\varphi$ in (8), and instead negating the full statement “$t \models \varphi$” (over time and $\models$) classically. Complementing (8), we introduce a counter-satisfaction

$$\lambda t \lambda \varphi. \not \models t \models \varphi.$$

This is essentially the move Champollion 2015 makes, applying negation not on an event predicate $\varphi$ but on a set of event predicates. Champollion’s interpretation $\lambda V \lambda f. \not \models V(f)$ of not in (28), page 47, is approximated here (without the adjustment of his closure, (15), page 40) by $\lambda t \lambda \varphi. \not \models t \models \varphi$, where his $V : (\forall t) \tau$ is recast as the temporal interval $t$ (understood as the set of event predicates that happen in $t$), and his event predicate $f : \tau \tau$ as $\varphi$ (understood as the set of events verifying $\varphi$). This is in line with Davidson 1967, where (5) above appears as (7), and Reichenbach’s use of an existential quantifier is adopted in page 91.

When we were tempted into thinking a sentence like (7) describes a single event we were misled; it does not describe any event at all. But if (7) is true, then there is an event that makes it true. This unrecognized element of generality in action sentences is, I think, of the utmost importance in understanding the relation between actions and desires.
predicate in (11), replacing (A1) by (A2) to (re)define inexact falsifiers of \( \varphi \) as states that fail to inexactly verify \( \varphi \).

(11) \( t \models \varphi \iff t \in F(\varphi) \)

(A2) \( F(\varphi) := S - V(\varphi) = \{ s \in S \mid (\forall s' \leq s) \ s' \not\in V(\varphi) \} \)

(A2) breaks the equivalence between \( \neg(\varphi) \) and \( (\neg \varphi) \), for two distinct negations

(i) the classical form, \( S - V(\varphi) \), universally quantifying over \( \leq \)-parts, and

(ii) the internal form, \( V((\neg \varphi)) \) existentially quantifying over \( \leq \)-parts.

Under (A2), “no gluts” is expressed by \( \neg(\varphi) \land (\neg \varphi) \)

\[
V(\neg(\varphi) \land (\neg \varphi)) = F(\varphi) \cup F((\neg \varphi)) = (S - V(\varphi)) \cup (S - V((\neg \varphi))) = S - (V(\varphi) \cap V((\neg \varphi)))
\]

which is not to be confused with the expression \( \varphi \lor (\neg \varphi) \) of “no gaps”

\[
V(\varphi \lor (\neg \varphi)) = V(\varphi) \cup V((\neg \varphi))
\]

\[
F(\varphi \lor (\neg \varphi)) = \{ s \cup s' \mid s \in S - V(\varphi) \text{ and } s' \in S - V((\neg \varphi)) \} = (S - V(\varphi)) \cap (S - V((\neg \varphi))) = S - (V(\varphi) \cup V((\neg \varphi))).
\]

The question for events above is what is \( \leq \), and, in particular, what are the states to the left and right of \( \leq \)?

3 Temporal grain: strings fusing into languages

The previous section adopts the common assumption that an event \( e \) has a temporal extent \( \tau(e) \) that, for instance, determines when \( e \leq t \) in line (E). Notorious difficulties in pinning down the precise moment of change (e.g., Kamp 1979) and concerns about “minimalitis” (Fine 2015, page 9) ought, however, to give us pause before fixing an event’s temporal extent once and for all. As widely accepted a condition as (H) might be on statives \( \varphi \), note that in practice, “July 1926” in (8) is chosen from a limited set of alternatives (constituting the answers to some question under discussion), sufficient for the purpose at hand (say, to rule out Amundsen from flying to the North Pole within that period), making (8) compatible with (12).

(12) Amundsen was away from home for a couple of hours in July 1926.

Bounded granularity calls for tolerating temporal imprecision or, when necessary, adjustments to that granularity. Granularity is analyzed below in terms of temporal propositions which express statives as well as the application of forces that bring about changes constituting events. Henceforth, we refer to temporal propositions as \textit{fluent}s (for short), which we assume to belong to some fixed infinite set \( \Phi \). Against a linear order \( (T, <) \) (such as the real line), a fluent \( a \) is interpreted as a subset \( \tau(a) \) of \( T \) subject to an assumption (BV) of bounded variation saying \( \tau(a) \) has a finite boundary under the order topology.

(BV) there are finitely many intervals \( I_1, \ldots, I_k \) of \( T \) such that \( \tau(a) = \bigcup_{i=1}^{k} I_i \)

Given (BV), we form the function \( \tau_a : T \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \) from \( T \) to the set \( \mathbb{N} := \{0, 1, \ldots\} \) of non-negative integers such that for each \( t \in T \), \( \tau_a(t) \) is the smallest integer in \( \mathbb{N} \) for which

\[
\tau_a(t) \text{ is odd } \iff t \in \tau(a)
\]
and for all \( t' \leq t \), \( \tau_a(t') \leq \tau_a(t) \). Next, given any finite subset \( \Sigma \) of \( \Phi \), we approximate \( \tau \) by a string \( s_\Sigma \) over the alphabet \( 2^\Sigma \) of subsets of \( \Sigma \) as follows. For any \( t \in T \), let \( \tau^\Sigma_t \) be the function \( \{ (a, \tau_a(t)) \mid a \in \Sigma \} \) from \( \Sigma \) to the set \( \mathbb{N} \) of non-negative integers. Because \( \Sigma \) is finite, so is the image \( T^\Sigma_t := \{ \tau^\Sigma_t \mid t \in T \} \) of \( T \) under the projection \( t \mapsto \tau^\Sigma_t \), and there is a string \( f_1 \cdots f_n \) of functions from \( \Sigma \) to \( \mathbb{N} \) such that

\[
T^\Sigma_t = \{ f_i \mid 1 \leq i \leq n \} \text{ and } f_1 < f_2 < \cdots < f_n
\]

where \( \leq \) is defined componentwise on functions \( f, f' : \Sigma \to \mathbb{N} \).

\[
f \leq f' \iff (\forall a \in \Sigma) f(a) \leq f'(a).
\]

Since the function space \( \Sigma \to \mathbb{N} \) is a subset of \( 2^{\Sigma \times \mathbb{N}} \), the string \( f_1 \cdots f_n \) belongs to \((2^{\Sigma \times \mathbb{N}})^+ \), and it natural to construe a pair \((a, i) \in \Sigma \times \mathbb{N}\) as a fluent. Under the biconditional \((\dagger)\) above, the fluent \( a \) is essentially the disjunction \( \bigvee \{(a, i) \mid i \in \mathbb{N} \text{ and } i \text{ is odd}\} \). We can turn \( f_1 \cdots f_n \) into a string \( s_\Sigma \) over the alphabet \( 2^\Sigma \) by deleting \((a, i)\) when \( i \) is even and simplifying all remaining pairs \((a, i)\) to \( a \). It is easy to reconstruct the string \( f_1 \cdots f_n \) from \( s_\Sigma \).

Behind the reduction of \( T \) to \( s_\Sigma \), the intuition that time advances only through change, which we capture by working with strings \( \alpha_1 \alpha_2 \cdots \alpha_j \) that are stutter-free in that \( \alpha_i \neq \alpha_{i+1} \) for \( i \) from 1 to \( j - 1 \). An equivalent way of characterizing stutter-free strings is through the biconditional

\[
s \text{ is stutter-free } \iff s = b(s)
\]

where the block compression \( b(s) \) of \( s \) compresses blocks \( \alpha^i \) of \( i > 1 \) consecutive occurrences in \( s \) of the same symbol \( \alpha \) to a single \( \alpha \), leaving \( s \) otherwise unchanged

\[
b(s) := \begin{cases} 
  b(\alpha s') & \text{if } s = \alpha \alpha s' \\
  \alpha b(\beta s') & \text{if } s = \alpha \beta s' \text{ with } \alpha \neq \beta \\
  s & \text{otherwise}.
\end{cases}
\]

For example,

\[
b(\begin{array}{ccccccc}
  e & e & e & e & e & y & e
\end{array}) = \begin{array}{ccc}
  e & e & y & e
\end{array}
\]

where we draw boxes (as in Kamp and Reyle 1993) instead of curly braces \{, \} for sets construed as symbols in a string (to be read much like a film/cartoon strip). Apart from applying \( b \), we can make a string stutter-free by introducing a fresh fluent, say tic, to turn, for instance, \( \alpha \alpha \alpha \) into \( \alpha a, \text{tic}, \alpha \). Similarly, to extend the string

\[
s_\Sigma := \text{Jan Feb} \cdots \text{Dec}
\]

of length 12 (listing the months in a year), we add days \( d_1, \ldots, d_{31} \) to \( \Sigma := \{\text{Jan}, \ldots, \text{Dec}\} \) for

\[
s_{\Sigma \cup \{d_1, \ldots, d_{31}\}} := \text{Jan,d1 Jan,d2} \cdots \text{Jan,d31 Feb,d1} \cdots \text{Dec,d31}
\]

In general, a finite set \( \Sigma \subseteq \Phi \) of fluents fixes a level of granularity, or grain (for short), that gets finer the larger \( \Sigma \) is. Given a string \( s \) over the alphabet \( 2^\Phi \), its componentwise intersection with \( \Sigma \) yields a string over the alphabet \( 2^\Sigma \), denoted by \( \rho_\Sigma(s) \)

\[
\rho_\Sigma(\alpha_1 \cdots \alpha_n) := (\alpha_1 \cap \Sigma) \cdots (\alpha_n \cap \Sigma).
\]
In the calendar example above, \( \rho_\Sigma(s_\Sigma \cup \{d_1, \ldots, d_{31}\}) \) is Jan\(^{31}\) ··· Dec\(^{31}\) which \( \mathfrak{h} \) maps back to \( s_\Sigma \). Stutter-freeness keeps a string with a particular grain \( \Sigma \) from stretching beyond the distinctions that can be expressed in \( \Sigma \).

Given a grain \( \Sigma \), an obvious candidate for a state in Fine’s state space is a stutter-free string over the alphabet \( 2^\Sigma \). As for \( \leq \), it is instructive to consider what the fusion \( e \sqcup e' \) of the strings \( e \) and \( e' \) might be. The string \( e, e' \) comes immediately to mind. But if a stutter-free string \( s \) is to represent all strings whose block compression is \( s \), then there is also \( e \sqcup e' \) and the other strings in the set \( \{bc(s) | s \in (2^\{e, e'\})^+ \} \) which can be shown to equal \( Allen(e, e') := L(e \sqcup e') \cup L(e \prec e') \cup L(e' \prec e) \).

Next, we collect all strings \( \mathfrak{h}\)-equivalent to a string in \( L \) in

\[
L^{\mathfrak{h}} := \{ s \in (2^\Phi)^+ | \exists s' \in L \mathfrak{h}(s) = \mathfrak{h}(s') \}
\]

and take the image under \( \mathfrak{h} \) of the superposition of \( L^{\mathfrak{h}} \) and \( L^{\mathfrak{h}} \) for

\[
L \sqcup_{\mathfrak{h}} L' := \{ \mathfrak{h}(s) | s \in L^{\mathfrak{h}} \}\sqcup L^{\mathfrak{h}}. \]

Conflating strings with their singletons, we have, as promised,

\[
Allen(e, e') = e \sqcup_{\mathfrak{h}} e'.
\]

Three relations on strings that may or may not be stutter-free are useful in defining a partial order on stutter-free strings:

(i) the \textit{factor} relation, formulated as the set-valued function

\[
\text{factor}(s) := \{ s' | (\exists u, v) s = us'v \}
\]

returning the factors of \( s \) (obtained by removing a prefix \( u \) and suffix \( v \) from \( s \))
(ii) subsumption $\sqsupseteq$, componentwise containment $\supseteq$ between strings over $2^\Phi$ of the same length
\[
\alpha_1 \cdots \alpha_n \supseteq \beta_1 \cdots \beta_m \iff n = m \text{ and } \alpha_i \supseteq \beta_i \text{ for } 1 \leq i \leq n
\]
\[
\iff \alpha_1 \cdots \alpha_n = \alpha_1 \cdots \alpha_n \& \beta_1 \cdots \beta_m
\]
so that $s \supseteq \rho_2(s)$ for all $s \in (2^\Phi)^*$, and
(iii) equivalence $=_{\kappa_e}$ up to block compression
\[
s =_{\kappa_e} s' \iff b_r(s) = b_r(s').
\]
Now, we define $s' \leq s$ to mean that some factor of $s$ subsumes some string $b_r$-equivalent to $s'$
\[
s' \leq s \iff (\exists s_1 \in \text{factor}(s))(\exists s_2 =_{\kappa_e} s') s_1 \supseteq s_2.
\]
One can show $\leq$ is a partial order on stutter-free strings, and that for stutter-free $s$,
\[
s' \leq s \iff s \in s &_{\kappa_e} (\bigcup + \epsilon) s' \bigcup + \epsilon).
\]
Insofar as $\&_{\kappa_e}$ is a well-defined binary operation on languages (rather than strings) over $2^\Phi$, it is natural to step from states as strings up to states as languages, generalizing (†) to a set $L$ of stutter-free strings for
\[
L' \leq L \iff L \subseteq L \&_{\kappa_e} (\bigcup + \epsilon) L' \bigcup + \epsilon).
\]
Alternatively, keeping stutter-free strings $s, s'$ as states, we might treat $\&_{\kappa_e}$ as a non-deterministic operation in which the fusion $s &_{\kappa_e} s'$ is a set of stutter-free strings, adjusting clause (3) above by taking unions of string sets
\[
V(\varphi \wedge \psi) := \bigcup\{s \&_{\kappa_e} s' \mid (s, s') \in V(\varphi) \times V(\psi)\}
\]
\[
F(\varphi \vee \psi) := \bigcup\{s \&_{\kappa_e} s' \mid (s, s') \in F(\varphi) \times F(\psi)\}.
\]
Block compression aside, let us lift subsumption $\supseteq$ to languages $L$ and $L'$ over the alphabet $2^\Phi$, and agree $L$ subsumes $L'$ if $L$ is a subset of its superposition with $L'$
\[
L \supseteq L' \iff L \subseteq L \& L'
\]
so that conflating a string $s$ as usual with the singleton $\{s\}$,
\[
s \supseteq L \iff (\exists s' \in L) s \supseteq s'.
\]
Now, given a representation of an event $e$ at grain $\Sigma$ as a string $\text{str}_\Sigma(e) \in (2^\Sigma)^+$, we define $e$ to be
- **\Sigma-telic** if $\text{str}_\Sigma(e) \supseteq \text{str} \supseteq \text{str}$ for some fluent $\varphi \in \Sigma$ (marking the culmination of $e$), and
- **\Sigma-durative** if $b_r(\text{str}_\Sigma(e))$ has length $\geq 3$
(Fernando 2015). For representations $\text{str}(e)$ of events that fall into the Vendler classes described in Dowty 1979 and modified in Moens and Steedman 1988, we form not only transitions $\text{str}$ in which a fluent $\varphi$ representing a stative becomes true, but also transitions $\text{ap}(f)$ recording an effectual application of a force $f$, with the intention that
\[
\text{ap}(f) \text{ says “force } f \text{ is applied”}
\]
\[
\text{ef}(f) \text{ says “a previous application of } f \text{ is effectual.”}
\]
The transitions $\text{ap}(f)$ and $\text{ef}(f)$ describe semelfactives and achievements, respectively, together forming the non-durative column in Table 1.
Table 1. A minimal picture of ±durativity and \( \varphi \)-telicity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>+durative</th>
<th>-durative</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>−telic</td>
<td>( ap(f) )</td>
<td>( ef(f) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+telic</td>
<td>( ap(f), ef(f) )</td>
<td>( ap(f) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>achievement</td>
<td>semelfactive</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Iterating the transitions \( ap(f) ef(f) \) yields the language

\[
L(f) := ap(f) ap(f), ef(f) ef(f)
\]

which we superpose with \( \varphi \) and block compress for Table 1’s activity entry (−telic, +durative), and superpose further with \( \neg \varphi \) for Table 1’s accomplishment entry (+telic, +durative). The four strings in Table 1 can be obtained from \( L(f) \) and \( \varphi \) using block compression and the three operators

\[
dur(L) := L \& \varphi
\]

\[
non-dur(L) := L - dur(L)
\]

\[
cul(L, \varphi) := L \& \neg \varphi \varphi
\]

that pick out the durative, non-durative and \( \varphi \)-telic strings in \( L \), respectively. These operators bring to mind Dowty’s hypothesis that “the different aspectual properties of the various kinds of verbs can be explained by postulating a single homogeneous class of predicates – stative predicates – plus three or four sentential operators and connectives” (Dowty 1979, page 71). The obvious question is: do we need the fluents \( ap(f) \) and \( ef(f) \), and all the fuss about block compression? Our answer to this question in the next section implicates an event \( ap(f) ef(f) \) in the negation \( \neg \varphi \) of a stative fluent \( \varphi \) (and in extending stutter-free strings beyond length 1).

4 Change: negation by force

The notion of force mentioned in the fluents \( ap(f) \) and \( ef(f) \) links up with fluents \( \varphi \) representing statives through a law of inertia decreeing that a stative will continue to hold “unless something happens to change” it (Comrie 1976, page 49). To make this precise, more notation is helpful. Given languages \( L \) and \( L' \) over the alphabet \( \Sigma \), let us collect all strings over \( \Sigma \) whose factors subsuming \( L \) also subsume \( L' \) in the language

\[
L \Rightarrow L' := \{ s \in (\Sigma^*)^* \ | \ (\forall s' \in \text{factor}(s)) \text{ if } s' \succeq L \text{ then } s' \succeq L' \}.
\]

For example, \( \varphi \Rightarrow \varphi \) is the set of strings over \( \Sigma \) such that whenever \( \varphi \) appears at a position, it appears at all later positions. The idea now is to let \( \text{force}(\varphi) \) be the fluent \( ap(f) \) for some force \( f \) with \( ef(f) := \varphi \) so that the constraint

\[
\text{Inr}(\varphi) := \varphi \Rightarrow \varphi + \text{force}(\neg \varphi)
\]
says \( \varphi \) persists (forward) unless a force is applied opposing \( \varphi \). Similarly, the constraint
\[
\text{Inr}_b(\varphi) := \Diamond \varphi \Rightarrow \varphi + \text{force}(\varphi)
\]
says \( \varphi \) persists backward unless a force was applied making it true, while
\[
\text{Suo}(\varphi) := \text{force}(\varphi) \Rightarrow \varphi + \text{force}(\neg \varphi)
\]
says an application of a force for \( \varphi \) succeeds unless (as in Inr(\varphi)) opposed. We do not assume that for every force \( f \), there is a fluent \( \varphi \) with \( ef(f) := \varphi \) that is subject to the three constraints above. The constraints Inr(\varphi) and Inr_b(\varphi) may fail to apply when the change described is incremental; for example, an increase in the degree \( \text{deg}[\psi] \) associated with a claim \( \psi \)
\[
\uparrow \text{deg}[\psi] := \bigvee_{d \in D[\psi]} (d \leq \text{deg}[\psi]) \land \text{Previous}(\text{deg}[\psi] < d))
\]
over some set \( D[\psi] \) of \( \psi \)-degrees (such as temperatures, for the claim \( \psi \) that “the soup is hot”). It is understood above that Previous is the obvious temporal operator which, in the case of \( \uparrow \text{deg}[\psi] \), unwinds to the language
\[
\square \uparrow \text{deg}[\psi] \Leftrightarrow \sum_{d \in D[\psi]} \text{deg}[\psi] < d \land d \leq \text{deg}[\psi]
\]
where \( L \iff L' \) abbreviates the intersection of \( L \Rightarrow L' \) and \( L' \Rightarrow L \). To keep the alphabet of the language finite, the set \( D[\varphi] \) must be assumed finite, and indefinitely refinable, as any finite set chosen for \( D[\varphi] \) can be expanded to a larger vocabulary \( \Sigma \subset \Phi \).

For fluents \( \varphi \) to which Inr(\varphi) and Inr_b(\varphi) apply, let us be clear about what is said about negating \( \varphi \). Any string over an alphabet \( 2^\Sigma \) in which each \( \varphi \in \Sigma \) is subject to Inr(\varphi) and Inr_b(\varphi) block compresses to a string of length at most 1
\[
(\forall s \in (2^\Sigma)^* \cap \bigcap_{\varphi \in \Sigma} \text{Inr}(\varphi) \cap \text{Inr}_b(\varphi)) \text{ length}(b(s)) \leq 1
\]
(assuming none of the fluents \( \text{force}(\varphi) \) belong to \( \Sigma \)). Of course, we can always neutralize Inr(\varphi), Inr_b(\varphi) and Suo(\varphi) by applying forces (with an expanded alphabet), but the challenge is to do so in a principled manner. It is worth quoting from page 52 of Dowty 1986 at length:

This principle of “inertia” in the interpretation of statives in discourse applies to many kinds of statives but of course not to all of them... there must be a graded hierarchy of the likelihood that various statives will have this kind of implicature, depending on the nature of the state, the agent, and our knowledge of which states are long-lasting and which decay or reappear rapidly. Clearly, an enormous amount of real-world knowledge and expectation must be built into any system which mimics the understanding that humans bring to the temporal interpretations of statives in discourse, so no simple non-pragmatic theory of discourse interpretation is going to handle them very effectively.

There is no “graded hierarchy” of inertia in Inr(\varphi) and Inr_b(\varphi). The defeasibility lies in the forces understood to be at play and in the resolution of opposing forces, on which Inr(\varphi), Inr_b(\varphi) and Suo(\varphi) are silent. Inasmuch as evidence for these forces is to be found in discourse (conceived broadly), the negation \( \neg \varphi \) of a fluent \( \varphi \) representing an inertial stative is asymmetricalist in the sense of Horn 1989. It is tempting to formulate these forces as attribute value structures or frames (Fillmore 1982, Cooper 2015, Fernando 2015a), but it remains to be seen how much of that theory can be encoded as constraints (like Inr(\varphi), Inr_b(\varphi) and Suo(\varphi)) satisfied by some set \( S^2 \) of possible states in the sense of Fine 2015.
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Abstract

Quantification and existence have an intimate yet complicated relationship, which has bearing on important issues for philosophers, linguists, and logicians alike. This paper focuses on the interface between philosophical logic and linguistics regarding the ‘particular’ quantifier as it is used in natural and formal languages. In classical logic, the ‘particular’ quantifier is symbolized as ∃ and has now more widely come to be known as the ‘existential’ quantifier. True to its name, ∃ has been interpreted as the logical notation for existence, drawing the connection between quantification and existence. I challenge this interpretation through a formal study of the semantics of quantification in natural and formal languages, to deny the connection. I put forward a linguistically motivated view of how the semantics of existence works and how it interacts with quantificational expressions, to show that quantification should have nothing to do with existence. I argue that the ontological loading of the quantifier is smuggled in through the restriction of domains of quantification, without which it is clear to see that ∃ is not existential in any way. Once we remove domain restrictions, domains of quantification can include non-existent things, and quantification and existence can be separated once and for all.

1 The Quinean Ontological Criterion

Quine, in his seminal paper ‘On What There Is’ (1948), puts forward a criterion for how to recognise the ontological commitments of a discourse, manifested via translation into classical first order predicate calculus. Quine believes that we speak in an ontologically committing way in natural language by the use of (what he sees as quantificational) idioms like ‘there exists’ or ‘there are’. Quantification is thus the means by which we display ontological commitment. In stating ‘3 is a prime number’ one is actually stating Na ∧ Pa which entails ∃x(Nx ∧ Px), which for Quine is read as ‘there exists something that is a number and is prime’. Quine does not provide any reason for ontologically loading the quantifier ∃, nor argues for his criterion of ontological commitment, claiming that it is “trivial and obvious.” I will explore two possible reasons why a Quinean may conclude that the quantifier carries ontological commitment: (1) because ∃ is a regimentation of the ordinary language ‘there exists’ idiom and this already carries ontological commitment; (2) because ∃ is ontologically loaded by virtue of its semantics. These reasons correspond to the two issues I clarify in this paper: (1) whether quantification in natural language is ontologically committing; and (2) whether quantification in formal language is ontologically committing. I argue that quantification in both English and first order logic are ontologically neutral in section 3 and 4 respectively. In the next section 2, I explore if

1 Quine (1992) p26
there is anything nearing an argument in Quine for ontologically loading quantification, looking to other elements of his philosophical picture for clues or justification. In particular I will look to Quine’s set theory, and his slogans about entities and identity.

2 Domain restrictions from SET, NE, and TB

Quine’s commitment to set-theoretic model theory (described as ‘SET’ below) and the following two slogans\(^2\) NE and TB contribute to loading quantification:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{SET:} & \quad \text{Domains are sets} \\
\text{NE:} & \quad \text{“No entity without identity”} \\
\text{TB:} & \quad \text{“To be is to be the value of a bound variable”}
\end{align*}
\]

Quine’s slogan TB is intended as a descriptive tool to find out what exists – our ontology will be made up of those things bound by variables in the best scientific theory. ‘To be’ is for Quine to be an existent entity, and to be a ‘value of a bound variable’ is to be quantified over in the domain. So TB states that to be existent is to be in a domain of quantification. I reject TB as it entails loaded quantification. The way to evaluate TB is thus to evaluate what it means to be included in a domain, to see whether domains are restricted to existent things. I show how the domain may be restricted using SET and NE in turn, and I reject these in favor of unrestricted domains. With a neutral domain, we get neutral quantification.

2.1 Restriction from SET

For Quine, and in the standard set-theoretic version of model theory, domains are seen as sets. Domains therefore will for Quine be restricted in the same way that sets are restricted. Sets are restricted by identity, since sets are required to have determinate identity conditions. To have determinate identity conditions is for there to be a determinate answer as to whether one set \(a\) is identical to another set \(b\). Set theory also tells us that sets are identified extensionally by their members, and as such their members must also have determinate identity conditions – for every member of the set, there is a determinate answer as to whether it is identical to another member of the set. Since the set-theoretic version of model theory states that domains are sets, domains thus take on these same conditions. Domains, and members of domains, therefore also have determinate identity conditions. This is the restriction from SET on what can go in a domain: all members must have determinate identity conditions.

2.2 Restriction from NE

Quine’s slogan NE states that there is no entity without identity. So all entities must have determinate identity conditions. This may sound similar to the restriction imposed by SET as having identity, but this restriction posed by NE applies to only certain kinds of thing. An ‘entity’ for Quine means an existent entity, as there are no other entities for Quine. As such, his NE states that there can be no existent entity without determinate identity conditions. Whereas, SET states that there can be no member of the domain (existent or not) without determinate identity conditions. So the restriction from NE on what can go in a domain is: all the existents must have determinate identity conditions.

---

\(^2\) Quine (1948) p33
We are trying to find motivation or justification for TB, where the whole domain is restricted to only existent things. So far, from SET and NE we only have the domain restricted to those things with identity. What the Quinean must do to get domain restrictions out of the identity condition requirement, is to hold a biconditional reading of NE, so that the identity restriction selects all and only existent things to be possible members of the domain. That way, all things with identity must be existent, and thus restricting the domain to those with identity also restricts to existents. The biconditional is between ‘being an entity’ and ‘having identity’, and is read as going in both directions – not only do all existent entities require identity, but all entities with identity require existence. So we read NE as saying both ‘no entity without identity’ and ‘no identity without entity’ (where entities exist). These are the two directions for the biconditional:

**Left-Right:** X cannot exist without having determinate identity conditions as in order to exist it must be determinately distinct from other existents.

**Right-Left:** X cannot have determinate identity conditions without existing as existence is required for completeness or determinacy (which non-existents are said to lack).

From the biconditional NE we bridge the gap between SET and TB – SET provides us with the restriction that domains can only contain things with determinate identity conditions, and the biconditional NE provides us with the restriction that the only things with determinate identity conditions are existents, which brings us to TB which states that to be in a domain is to be an existent entity. Therefore, we derive that all and only existent things can be quantified over in a domain, hence TB and why ∃ is read ‘there exists’. For Quine, this is the natural reading of ∃, and being part of the domain is how we use the term ‘exists’ as this is just what ‘exists’ means. Quine’s identity constraint on domains ensures this reading of ∃, but this constraint is unnecessary. I will go on to reject this constraint by rejecting the restriction that SET imposes (that all members of domains require determinate identity conditions) and by rejecting the restriction that NE imposes (that all things with identity are existent).

### 2.3 Rejecting TB via SET or NE

To burn the bridge that leads us to TB we can deny the biconditional reading of NE, in particular by denying the direction Right-Left by showing that non-existents can have identity and can go in a domain, and thus we quantify over non-existents, so ∃ is neutral. To do this we need to find non-existents which meet the determinate identity conditions imposed by SET. Or, we can simply reject SET by denying the set-theoretic version of model theory that requires domains to be sets with determinate identity conditions. To do this we need to show that we can quantify over things that lack determinate identity conditions. In the rest of this section I explore these options of rejecting either SET or NE.

Quine’s NE is motivated by his issue with possible fat men in doorways. The problem with the possible fat man in the doorway is that there is no determinate answer as to whether he is identical to the possible tall man in the doorway, or the possible smelly man in the doorway etc. Without there being a determinate answer as to whether one is identical with another is for the things to be lacking determinate identity conditions. For Quine, not having determinate identity goes against what it is to be an object or an existent entity. So the possible fat man doesn’t qualify. For Quine this may be just a plea to stop talking about possibilia, but it has the effect of restricting domains. The question is whether NE is motivated by the possible fat man being an illegitimate thing to talk about or by such talk problematically introducing him as an object into the domain as existent. If being in the domain

---

3 Quine (1961) p4
has no ontological significance and only signifies that we talk of that thing then it seems unproblematic to talk of possibilia – it seems only problematic if quantification is loaded to give you existent possible fat men. Yet Quine’s identity constraint on domains and its entities is defended as he thinks it affords our resultant theory a degree of clarity and definiteness. But I hope to demonstrate that it is not necessary to impose such a constraint, and so quantification without Quine’s add-ons is naturally ontologically neutral.

The biconditional NE ensures that all and only existents have determinate identity conditions, and this is a substantial and controversial claim which makes Quine’s logic heavily theory-laden. We needn’t accept such a heavy load with our logic though, and in rejecting NE we can reject Quine’s ontologically loaded logic. Firstly, it is not clear that all existent things meet Quine’s identity conditions (and as such the conditions are not necessary), and secondly, some non-existent things may meet those identity conditions too (and as such are not sufficient). By not being necessary we deny the direction Left-Right by showing that we can have an entity without identity, and by not being sufficient we deny the direction Right-Left by showing that we can have non-existents with identity. So even if the domain is restricted by SET to include only those things with determinate identity conditions, this set of things need not be a set of existent things, and thus we cannot look to the domain to provide us with an ontology. Determinate identity conditions do not pick out all and only existents, so even if the domain is restricted by SET to have determinate identity conditions this doesn’t restrict the domain to all and only existent things. It thus seems that determinate identity is neither necessary nor sufficient for existence. Therefore the biconditional NE cannot be a constraint on domain specification, leaving logic naturally neutral.

As stated before, to have determinate identity conditions means that for all a and all b there must be a definite answer as to whether a=b. Benacerraf\(^4\) takes issue with this claim with regard to numbers and sets, by showing how there is no definite answer as to which sets the numbers are. Benacerraf notes there are many potential reductions from numbers to sets but since there is no principled way to choose between them then numbers aren’t reducible or identical to sets. If numbers exist then they require determinate identity (according to NE), but without there being a fact of the matter as to which, if any, sets they are identical to, then they do not meet this condition. Many philosophers of mathematics, particularly in the structuralist tradition, take the lesson of this to be that numbers exist but without determinate identity conditions, denying NE. Azzouni\(^5\) denies NE using fictional characters to show that determinate identity is not sufficient for existents as non-existent fictional things may meet the condition by stipulation. Other examples showing that determinate identity is not necessary for existents include things like rainbows or heaps. There are also examples in modern science of existents without determinate identity, such as fermions and bosons in Bose-Einstein statistics.\(^6\) Thus the biconditional NE is too strong: by rejecting it in some direction we break the argument that leads to TB.

But if we feel compelled to allow for the biconditional NE, then in order to prevent the restriction on our domains to only existents we would thus have to reject SET. This would allow for things without determinate identity conditions into the domain, and NE would merely state that those things in the domain with determinate identity conditions will also be those things in the domain that exist. To reject SET is to deny the set-theoretic version of model theory, and so is to deny that domains are sets. It is standard to take domains as sets however this leads to problems that may motivate its rejection anyway. For example, when domains are sets we cannot have unrestricted universal

\(^4\) Benacerraf (1965) p62  
\(^5\) Azzouni (2004) p101  
\(^6\) This is an example borrowed from Cie and Stoneham (2009) p87-88
quantification. This is because unrestricted quantification requires an unrestricted domain, and if the domain is a set then this requires the set to be unrestricted. Such an unrestricted set is a set of everything, which will therefore contain itself, opening the way to Russell’s Paradox. So, treating domains as sets can lead to paradox. If one wants to allow for unrestricted quantification or an unrestricted domain, as Quine seems to (as he answers the question of what exists with ‘everything!’), then one needs to deny SET to avoid ending up in Russell’s Paradox. This allows for us to quantify over things without determinate identity conditions, and prevents the move from SET to the biconditional NE that leads us to TB which loads ∃ in turn.

2.4 Rejected TB via quantification

If Quine has an argument for TB it’s a poor one, depending on a biconditional reading of NE, a paradoxical acceptance of SET, or an unmotivated statement that quantification being loaded is simply ‘trivial and obvious’. We can deny SET or NE as done above to block getting to TB, or we can provide independent reasons for neutral quantification to show that not only is Quine’s loaded reading unmotivated but also is not at all trivial or obvious. I will now deny TB by looking at what quantification is in natural and formal languages. As described earlier, there could be two reasons why one may hold that quantification is ontologically loaded: (1) because ∃ is a regimentation of the ordinary language ‘there exists’ and this is already ontologically loaded; (2) because ∃ is ontologically loaded by virtue of its semantics. These reasons correspond to the two issues I clarify in the next two sections: (1) whether quantification in natural language is ontologically committing; (2) whether quantification in formal language is ontologically committing. I argue that quantification in both English and first order logic are ontologically neutral, and that examples of uses of quantification in natural and formal languages provide evidence against TB and do not support Quine’s triviality thesis, whereas neutral quantification is consistent with the evidence.

3 Natural language quantification is neutral

In this section I attack the assumption that quantification in natural language can be ontologically committing. I will explain why it is incorrect to say ‘there exists’ is synonymous with ‘some’ in English7 to show why ‘there exists’ is not quantificational and how ‘some’ (along with other quantified idioms) is ontologically neutral. ∃ cannot represent the meaning and logical role of both ‘some’ and ‘there exists’ in English (and cognates in other natural languages) since ‘exists’ is not quantificational (but rather is a predicate). Quantified sentences have nothing to do with existence—they shouldn’t require existence for their truth or meaning, and they shouldn’t imply ontological commitment.

I now turn to examples. If ‘some’ is to mean ‘at least one existent thing’, then there will be no difference between ‘some’ and ‘there exists’. Burgess and Rosen for instance argue it is not easy to understand what the difference can be.8 Priest responds that they could simply reflect on the sentence ‘I thought of something I would like to give you as a Christmas present but I couldn’t get it for you as it doesn’t exist’.9 Here, the ‘something’ cannot mean ‘some existent thing’ as it would be

7 Though I focus on English, since quantificational logic is meant to be a formalization of idioms in a range of natural languages, my discussion has a more global scope across other languages too.
8 Burgess and Rosen (1997) p224
9 Priest (2005) p152
contradictory. However, other quantified ‘some’ sentences do appear to be ontologically loaded, like ‘some beers are in my fridge’, which will be true only if there exists beer in my fridge. Here however, it is not the ‘some’ that is giving the appearance of ontological loading, rather the ‘in my fridge’ is. ‘Some’ needn’t require existence, but to be physically ‘in my fridge’ does. Furthermore, ‘some’ cannot require existence since that would entail that we cannot talk truly of some non-existent things without contradiction. For example, ‘some mice have American accents’ is arguably true due to Mickey Mouse, yet we do not feel that the truth of this commits us to his existence. This is contrasted with ‘there do not exist mice with American accents’ to articulate lack of ontological commitment.

Priest’s example is a variant of a famous example of Strawson’s, who points to a dictionary of legendary and mythical characters and says, with regard to the characters, ‘some of these exist and some of them don’t exist’. The seemingly loaded word here is ‘exist’, and ‘some’ must be considered neutral, to prevent the contradiction in the second disjunct – ‘there exist some characters that don’t exist’. To account for sentences such as this without contradiction, we must be able to use ‘some’ in an ontologically neutral way. This points towards the ordinary usage of quantification in natural language to be ontologically neutral. Furthermore, there may be no way of making sense of our fictional practice but to quantify over fictional entities, and as such we must ensure that quantification is neutral to avoid commitment to such fictional entities. Treating the quantifier as ontologically neutral, and distinguishing ‘some’ as a quantifier and ‘exists’ as a predicate, will gain expressive resources for sentences which contain both ‘some’ and ‘not exist’ (like the examples above) in order to prevent contradictions.

One may protest that ‘some’ just by definition means ‘at least one existent thing’ and these examples can thus be dealt with by being not strictly speaking true. They could argue that all such examples are a misuse of language that is parasitic on their use of ‘some’, and are properly interpreted as involving a cancelling prefix to create a more accurate sentence such as ‘in Disney there exists at least one mouse that has an American accent’ to make it true. Those who adopt such a reading will argue that all uses of ‘some’ are loaded until it is cancelled by such a prefix, otherwise the sentence will just be false if it involves non-existent things. However such a strategy will not work for Priest and Strawson’s examples, which involve a true sentence and a neutral use of the word ‘some’, where no prefix will easily fit. These examples give cases when you quantify over a domain of objects some of which are existent and some are not, so you cannot prefix your quantification to explain what is going on. This is since only part of the sentence will pertain to non-existents and another part of the same sentence pertains to existents, and so an overarching cancelling prefix for the whole sentence will not do since only part of the sentence will require the commitment to be cancelled.

So far I have thus argued that, against Quine, ∃ cannot be a regimentation of the ordinary language ‘there exists’ in virtue of it carrying ontological commitment, since quantificational terms in natural language like ‘some’ are ontologically un-committing. In the next section I further argue against Quine that ∃ cannot be ontologically loaded in virtue of its semantics either, since the semantics of the quantifier in formal language are ontologically neutral. I show quantification in formal languages like first order predicate logic to be ontologically neutral, and therefore unregimented quantification in natural language is neutral too.

10 Strawson (1967) p13. Here, ‘a good proportion’ and ‘most’ mean ‘some’.
4 Formal language quantification is neutral

Reading $\exists$ as ‘there exists’ is incorrect, as ‘there exists’ is not a quantificational phrase. $\exists$ properly understood is ‘some’. The difference between ‘some’ and ‘there exists’ is that ‘some’ is an ontologically neutral quantificational term, and ‘there exists’ is not a quantificational term. ‘Some’ is about the number of things (namely only some of them), and so is quantitative, whereas ‘there exists’ describes the way things are (namely as existing things), and so is qualitative. Therefore, the word ‘some’ is fit for numerical quantificational use, and ‘there exists’ is not (as it is a predicate). $\exists$ cannot be the logical regimentation of the non-quantificational ‘there exists’.

The reason ‘there exists’ is not quantificational can be motivated by looking to Generalized Quantifier Theory (GQT). According to GQT a quantificational noun phrase is made up of a determiner and noun. Determiners are words like ‘some’, ‘all’, ‘a’, ‘most’, ‘five’. (Determiners, I argue, can be taken as ontologically neutral since we can talk about five unicorns for example). Nouns include words like ‘numbers’, ‘cats’, ‘objects’. So, it is true that the sentence ‘there is a number that is prime between 2 and 4’ is a quantified sentence, but it is false that the quantifier is ‘there is’. Actually, the quantifier is ‘a number’, with ‘a’ being a determiner and ‘number’ being a noun. The ‘there is’ is part of the existential construction, and is not part of the quantification, and sometimes is not even existential, for example ‘there are many clever detectives, some of which do not exist’, where ‘there are’ and ‘some’ are both ontologically neutral. The quantification itself is neutral, located in the determiner and noun. Therefore $\exists$ in logic translates to the neutral quantifier ‘some’ in English, rather than the non-quantificational ‘there exists’.

The argument for quantifiers being ontologically neutral can be strengthened by looking at the logical connection between the two quantifiers $\forall$ and $\exists$. Berto asks, “why existential? The dual of ‘universal’ is not ‘existential’, but ‘particular’.” As such, the dual of ‘all’ should be ‘some’, and not ‘there exists’. This can be demonstrated by considering the inter-translatability between $\forall$ and $\exists$ where one quantifier is defined in terms of the other: $\forall x(Cx)=\neg \exists x(\neg Cx)$ and $\exists x(Cx)=\neg \forall x(\neg Cx)$. Furthermore, when we look to the numerical quantities of such words, we can see that $\exists$ is 0%<n≤100% (‘some’) and $\forall$ as n=100% (‘all’) is an instance of $\exists$. Therefore, $\forall x(q)x\rightarrow \exists x(q)x$ should be a valid inference, since whatever is true of all of the $x$ is true of some of the $x$. For example, when I have eaten all the cakes it is true that I have eaten some of the cakes. What is true in the universal case ought to carry over to the particular case. However when the particular case is ontologically loaded in virtue of reading $\exists$ (incorrectly) as ‘there exists’, then when we infer the particular case from the universal we therefore can prove that something exists. We can thus miraculously derive ontology from logical inferences if we accept $\forall x(q)x\rightarrow \exists x(q)x$ as valid and take $\exists$ to be ontologically loaded.

The above inference $\forall x(q)x\rightarrow \exists x(q)x$ is therefore taken as invalid when you allow for domains to include non-existent things, or to be empty, and treat $\exists$ as loaded. Classical logicians have responded by not allowing for empty domains, and Quineans respond by not allowing for non-existent things in domains, in order to retain the validity of the inference and not prove the existence of the things they do not want in their ontology. This is because if we do allow for an empty domain or for domains to include non-existents, whilst we can hypothesize about what all the $x$ would be like in the universal part of the inference, we cannot say anything about a particular $x$ since this requires existence when we read $\exists$ as loaded. Yet my response is that we should take $\exists$ to be ontologically neutral and simply

---

12 Berto (2012) p21
to mean >0%, so that the inference is valid, even when the domain contains non-existents (or is empty). This ensures that we cannot derive ontology from logic. We can keep the consistency and inter-translatability between ∀ and ∃ by treating them both as ontologically neutral, which allows them to quantify over domains that contain whatever it is that we speak about. And these domains can be neutrally specified by a meta-language.

Formal languages like first order predicate logic are interpreted with model theory. The model theory for a language is a specification of a model, which consists of a domain and for every 1-place predicate an extension which is a subset of the domain, and for every n-place predicate a set of n-tuples of members of the domain. There are two rules for the quantifiers in our formal language of logic: (∃) when at least one element of the domain is in the extension of the predicate; (∀) when all elements of the domain are in the extension of the predicate. We specify the domain, and specify the extension of the predicates. Thus far there has been no mention of existence or ontology in the meta-language of model theory, and so the model is naturally metaphysically quiet. The metaphysical noise comes through not in the quantification but in the specification of the domain to be quantified over – if the domain is specified in a metaphysical or ontologically loaded way then quantifying over it will also be loaded. Quantification is only committal if the specification of the domain in the model theory is committal. And whether domain specification is committal depends upon whether the meta-language in which the model theory is couched is itself committal. Model theory doesn’t require an ontology and ensures that formal languages have no ontological commitments, so that quantification is neutral. Quine’s background rules for inclusion in a domain isn’t neutral, and this is where ontology is smuggled in, through the back door of domain specification.

In practice, whatever the natural language of English can talk about can go in a domain. Any further restriction (like Quine’s) is therefore not part of standard model theory. The point of looking at the model theoretic approach to semantics is to show that it is done in an ontologically neutral way, and that the metaphysics is an addition that is not necessary and may be incorrect. Quine included this addition due to his preconception of what things exist (not including the possible fat man in the doorway). He thus looked to what he thought existed in order to derive his loaded logic which was then used to tell us what exists. So it seems he constructed logic to fit around his premade metaphysical ideas. Quine’s method as such is circular (he calls it ‘holistic’), as he decides on his ontology and molds identity conditions to fit, then these conditions deliver ontological results. Azzouni makes a similar remark: “One can’t read ontological commitments from semantic conditions unless one has already smuggled into those semantic conditions the ontology one would like to read off” and this is precisely what Quine does. It’s circular to get ontology from logic given how Quine choses his logic - to fit his ontology. We thus get a criterion for existing (to be in the domain) and a criterion for being in a domain (to exist).

5 Conclusion

Quantification becomes ontologically loaded when the domain that is being quantified over is restricted to include only existent things. In this way, the Quinean can then look to the values of bound variables in scientific theories for their ontology, with the quantifier being the signifier of ontological commitment. ∃ thus becomes ontologically loaded and read as ‘there exists’, due to this domain restriction. Without such a restriction, quantification ceases to have anything to do with
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existence, and the quantifier ∃ should be read as ‘some’ and known as the ‘particular’ rather than ‘existential’ quantifier. Quineans may think that quantification in formal languages is ontologically committing because of the model theoretic machinery, the set theory, or the Tarskian semantics. I have shown that these specifications only give us an ontology if domains are not allowed to contain non-existent things, and so a domain restriction is needed. This restriction is not something that has been argued for successfully by Quine, and ∃ certainly is not trivially or obviously loaded, as Quine initially states. The model theoretic, set theoretic, and Tarskian semantics can be adopted just fine without ontological commitment, since there is no good (non-question-begging) argument for why domain membership (even as sets) requires existence. I thus conclude that we can have classical objectual quantifiers without existence, and that ∃ is the ‘particular’ quantifier as there is nothing existential about it at all.14
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Abstract

Logical Pluralists face an explanatory challenge: how is it that there are a multitude of different, equally correct, accounts of logical consequence. In this paper we will argue that this challenge can be met quite easily if one adopts the ‘built-in opponent’ conception of logic: a multi-agent, dialogical view of the nature of logical consequence. We introduce Prover-Skeptic games in order to model this view of logical consequence, and use our formal models to make clear how a certain kind of pluralism about explanation leads to an interesting variety of logical pluralism.

1 The Explanatory Problem for Logical Pluralism

Is there a single answer to the question of whether a given argument is (deductively) valid? According to logical monists the answer here is an emphatic ‘yes’, deductive validity being determined by the deliverances of their favoured logic. According to logical pluralists such as JC Beall & Greg Restall ([2]) and Stewart Shapiro ([13]) the answer to this question is ‘no’; there are a multitude of different logics which determine deductive validity. Immediately the logical pluralist faces a problem, raised quite elegantly by Rosanna Keefe in the following quote:

A characterisation of a pluralist position needs to explain what it is to endorse all of the various consequence relations the pluralist accepts and how they relate to an intuitive notion of logical consequence. [10, p.1376]

Call this the explanatory challenge for logical pluralism. The logical pluralist needs (i) to explain in what sense these logics are all correct accounts of deductive validity, i.e. what it means to ‘endorse’ these logics; and (ii) explain how these different logics relate to an intuitive notion of logical consequence. The main concern in [10] (esp. in section 3 therein) is to show that the answer to this challenge given by Beall & Restall in [2] is inadequate, and we shall not detain ourselves any further with it here. Instead we will take a different tack. What we will argue for here is the claim that a particular dialogical conception of logic and deduction, the built-in opponent conception of deduction (outlined in §2) allows quite naturally for a limited but interesting form of logical pluralism. In order to show this we will make use of a formalisation of this dialogical conception of deduction in terms of a novel kind of dialogue game (§3), using this to argue in §5 for a particular kind of logical pluralism which is able to easily answer the explanatory challenge.

2 The Built-In Opponent Conception of Deduction

Here we will adopt the particular multi-agent dialogical conception of logic defended by Catarina Dutilh Novaes in [4, 5]—the built-in opponent conception of deduction. According to this approach rules of inference reflect the rules for engaging in a certain kind of discursive practice.

*Thanks to Leon Geerdink, Catarina Dutilh Novaes, Erik C. Krabbe, and Benjamin Rin for their helpful comments on versions of this material.
The discursive practices involved here are a specialised variety of semi-adversarial dialogues, the participants of which have opposite goals: the Prover (or Proponent) seeks to establish that a certain conclusion follows from given premises, while the Skeptic (or Opponent) seeks to block the establishment of this conclusion. The adversarial nature of this dialogues is obvious, and flows from the players having opposite goals. At a higher-level, though, there is also a large degree of cooperation between the two players, as Catarina Dutilh Novaes explains:

Proponent’s job is not only to ‘beat Opponent’; she also seeks to persuade Opponent of the truth of the conclusion, if he has granted the truth of the premises. In fact, the goal is not only to show that the conclusion follows from the premises, but also why it does; this corresponds to the idea that deductive arguments ought to have explanatory value. In this sense, Proponent and Opponent are cooperating in a common inquiry to establish what follows from the premises, and thus to further investigate the topic in question. [5]

It is not only Prover’s role which has a cooperative component, the Skeptic’s job also requires a level of higher-order cooperation, requiring them not simply obstinately refuse that conclusion follows from the premises, but instead to say what would be required to convince them that the conclusion followed from the premises. We will say more about this in §3.

Contemporary logical practice does not, at first glance, resemble the picture we have been sketching above of logic involving a kind of multi-agent interaction. Typically we think of the act of determining whether an argument is deductively valid as being a rather solitary activity, and this thought is at least partially correct. The other important aspect of the present approach is the idea that over time Skeptic has been progressively ‘silenced’ and idealised, until they are no longer an active participant but instead are part of the deductive method itself—their role being internalised and, in essence, played ‘offline’ by Prover. To beat such an idealised opponent Prover needs to make sure that there are no counterexamples to the inferential steps which they provide as responses to the Skeptic’s challenges. Thus the internalisation of Skeptic provides a bridge between multi-agent dialogical practices and mono-agent inferential practices.

3 Prover-Skeptic Games

In order to formally model the built-in opponent conception of deduction we will use Prover-Skeptic Games, a kind of dialogue game introduced in [16, p.89–94] (where they are used to game-theoretically characterise the implicational fragment of intuitionistic logic), although we will largely follow the presentation of such games given in [14] (where they are used to characterise the associative Lambek calculus). In order to get a feel for how these games work consider the following dialogue.

A Dialogue

In the library two logic students, Penelope and Scott are arguing over the validity of the argument from \(p \rightarrow q\) and \(q \rightarrow r\) to \(p \rightarrow r\). Penelope thinks that this argument is valid and is trying to convince Scott, who is skeptical.

- **Penelope (1):** I reckon that \(p \rightarrow r\) follows from \(p \rightarrow q\) and \(q \rightarrow r\) along with \(p\), how are you meant to get \(r\)?
- **Scott (1):** Yeah? Well if that’s so then suppose I grant you \(p \rightarrow q\) and \(q \rightarrow r\) along with \(p\), how are you meant to get \(r\)?
- **Penelope (2):** If you grant me \(q\) I can get \(r\) from \(q \rightarrow r\) (which you just granted).
- **Scott (2):** But why should I grant you \(q\)?
Axioms

\[ A \rightarrow A \]

**Introduction/Elimination Rules**

\[
\frac{\Gamma, A \rightarrow B}{\Gamma \rightarrow A \rightarrow B} \quad (\rightarrow I) \quad \frac{\Gamma \rightarrow A, \Delta \rightarrow A \rightarrow B}{\Gamma, \Delta \rightarrow B} \quad (\rightarrow E)
\]

**Structural Rules**

\[
\frac{\Gamma, A, A \rightarrow B}{\Gamma, A \rightarrow B} \quad (W) \quad \frac{\Gamma \rightarrow B}{\Gamma, A \rightarrow B} \quad (K)
\]

Figure 1: A Natural Deduction System, in Sequent-to-Sequent style, for the implicational fragment of Intuitionistic Logic, where the structural rules contraction ((W)) and weakening ((K)) are explicit. (Note that in (\rightarrow E) that \( A \rightarrow B \) is the major premise, and \( A \) the minor premise.)

- **Penelope (3):** Well if you were to grant me \( p \) then I could get \( q \) from \( p \rightarrow q \) which you granted at the start.
- **Scott (3):** But why should I grant you \( p \)?
- **Penelope (4):** Because you granted it to me at the start!

*Penelope leaves the library triumphantly.*

The above dialogue has the structure of the kind of dialogical interactions which are at the heart of the built-in opponent conception of deduction, with Penelope (as her name mnemonically suggests) acting as Prover and Scott as Skeptic. This is also the structure of Prover-Skeptic games. In [16] these are defined in austere syntactic terms, but we will find it much more helpful to characterise these games directly in terms of a natural deduction proof system like that given in Figure 1.\(^1\)

Before we go on to describe the games themselves, let us dispense with some notational preliminaries. Throughout we will be concerned with the language \( \mathcal{L} \) of implicational logic, the formulas of which are constructed out of a countable supply of propositional variables \( p_0, p_1, p_2, \ldots \) (the first three of which we abbreviate as \( p, q, r \)) using the binary connective ‘\( \rightarrow \)’ of implication. Throughout we will use uppercase roman letters as schematic letters for formulas from \( \mathcal{L} \), and uppercase Greek letters for multisets of formulas from \( \mathcal{L} \). Recall that a *multiset* is a set in which elements can occur multiple times, making \([A, A, B]\) and \([A, B]\) distinct multisets (we use \([A_1, \ldots, A_n]\) to denote the multiset consisting of the formulas \(A_1, \ldots, A_n\)).\(^2\) A *sequent* is a pair \((\Gamma, A)\) of a multiset of formulas \(\Gamma\) and a formula \(A\), which we will write throughout as \(\Gamma \rightarrow A\).

---

\(^1\)Natural deduction systems are rarely given in this ‘structurally explicit’ sequent-to-sequent style, the most notable exception being the treatment of intuitionistic logic in [3, p.88f] which has an explicit rule of weakening, or the system Nat in [9, p.114], in which it is shown that \((K)\) (there called \(M\)) is derivable given the rules for conjunction. In both of these cases the need for an explicit rule of contraction is avoided by working with sets rather than multisets. Usually structural variation is captured in natural deduction systems in terms of different policies regarding how assumptions can be discharged, but we will find it particularly helpful to be fully explicit about the applications of structural rules throughout.

\(^2\)For more information on multisets consult [15].
3.1 Defining the Game

Given a multiset of sequents $S$ and sequents $\beta, \gamma$ let us say that $\Rightarrow^{\ast}_{(I)} \gamma$ iff we can derive $\gamma$ from $\beta$ via zero or more applications of our introduction rules (in our case, $(\rightarrow I)$), and $\Rightarrow^{\ast}_{(E)} \beta$ iff we can derive $\beta$ from the sequents in $S$ via zero or more application of our elimination rules and structural rules (in our case, $(\rightarrow E), (W)$ and $(K)$). Finally say that a sequent $\Gamma \rightarrow A$ is atom-focused just when $A$ is a propositional atom.

**Definition 3.1** (Dialogue Game). A dialogue over $(\Gamma, A)$ is a (possibly infinite) sequence $\mathcal{S}_1, \mathcal{S}_2, \mathcal{S}_3, \ldots$ where each $\mathcal{S}_i$ is a multiset of sequents, and each $\beta_i$ is a sequent where:

1. $\mathcal{S}_1 = [\Gamma \rightarrow A]$
2. $\beta_i \Rightarrow^{\ast}_{(I)} \sigma$ for some non-axiomatic $\sigma \in \mathcal{S}_i$ and some atom-focused sequent $\beta_i$
3. $\mathcal{S}_{i+1} \Rightarrow^{\ast}_{(E)} \beta_i$

In this setting it is helpful to think of Prover and Skeptic moves in the following terms. First, read a sequent $\Gamma \rightarrow A$ in our dialogues as claiming that ‘you cannot grant me $\Gamma$ without also granting me $A$', then:

- A **Skeptic move** $\beta$ where $\beta \Rightarrow^{\ast}_{(I)} \sigma$ can be interpreted as questioning $\sigma$ by asking Prover to show $\beta$. That is to say, such a move involves questioning Prover’s claim that if you grant me $\Gamma$ you must also grant me $A$ (where $\sigma = \Gamma \rightarrow A$) by asking Prover to demonstrate that if they grant $\Gamma'$ that they must also grant $p_\beta$, a sequent from which we can derive $\sigma$.

- A **Prover move** $\mathcal{S}$ in response to a Skeptic challenge $\beta$ can be interpreted as providing grounds for the claim that if they are granted $\Gamma'$ then they must also be granted $p_\beta$, as if they are granted $\Gamma_1, \ldots, \Gamma_n$ then they must also be granted $A_1, \ldots, A_n$ (where $\mathcal{S} = [\Gamma_1 \rightarrow A_1, \ldots, \Gamma_n \rightarrow A_n]$). Note that given the structure of our elimination rules the multiset union of the $\Gamma_i$s will be a sub-multiset of $\Gamma'$, and so the collection of sequents in $\mathcal{S}$ can be seen as recording how it is that if they are granted $\Gamma'$ they must also be granted $p_\beta$.

Moves in Prover-Skeptic games correspond quite naturally to the kinds of actions taken by Prover/Proponent and Skeptic/Opponent in the kind of semi-adversarial dialogues which are at the heart of the built-in opponent conception of deduction. What is just as important, though, is that these dialogue games also make clear how it is that Skeptic can be internalised to the method itself. In particular, we can give a completely deterministic, and syntactic, characterisation of the structure of a Skeptic challenge.

**Lemma 3.2.** Suppose that $\sigma = \Gamma \rightarrow A$, and:

- $A = B_1 \rightarrow (\ldots (B_{n-1} \rightarrow (B_n \rightarrow p_i)) \ldots)$
- $\Gamma' = [B_1, \ldots, B_n]$.

Then $\beta_i \Rightarrow^{\ast}_{(I)} \sigma$ if and only if $\beta_i = \Gamma', \Gamma \rightarrow p_i$.

This means that Skeptic moves do not require any creativity to perform, and are thus the kind of moves which are apt to be internalised and ‘simulated offline’ by Prover. This fits quite well with the central idea of the built-in opponent conception that the Skeptic is not an active participant in these dialogues, as their role can simply be played by Prover (with the aid of a randomising device to choose the sequent to be challenged).

How do these games connect up to logical consequence? The answer here is the standard one in dialogical logic: $A$ is a logical consequence of $\Gamma$ when Prover has a winning strategy in the appropriate dialogue game. That is to say, that no matter what moves Skeptic makes,
Prover can always win any dialogue over \((\Gamma, A)\), where Prover wins a dialogue if it reaches a point at which Skeptic can make no further move. Similarly, we can say that Skeptic wins if Prover can make no further move.\(^3\) This does not necessarily cover all the cases, though, as we could end up in a situation where both players always have moves available to them. What is important for present purposes, though, are the dialogues for which Prover has a winning strategy.

**Definition 3.3 (Winning Strategy).** A winning strategy (for Prover) for the dialogue over \((\Gamma, A)\) is a labelled tree where

- The root node of the tree is a \(P\)-node \((\Gamma \rightarrow A)\).
- Each branch is a dialogue over \((\Gamma, A)\).
- Every \(P\)-node \((S_i)\) has \(|S_i|\ S\)-node descendants.
- Every \(S\)-node has a single \(P\)-node descendant.

In [16] it is shown that Prover has a winning strategy in the dialogue over \((\Gamma, A)\) iff \(\Gamma \rightarrow A\) is valid in the implicational fragment of intuitionistic logic. We will discuss similar adequacy results below in \(\S5\).

### 3.2 An Example

To make clear how this works, let us now formalize the dialogue we gave at the opening of this section. This is a dialogue over \(([p \rightarrow q, q \rightarrow r], p \rightarrow r)\), and proceeds as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>([p \rightarrow q, q \rightarrow r] p \rightarrow r)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| P(1) | \([p \rightarrow q, q \rightarrow r] p \rightarrow q\) | **Prover Starts**
| S(1) | \([p \rightarrow q, q \rightarrow r] p \rightarrow q\) | Skeptic challenges the sole Prover assertion.
| P(2) | \([q \rightarrow r \rightarrow q \rightarrow r, p \rightarrow q, p \rightarrow q]\) | **Prover replies, offering sequents from which the Skeptic’s challenge can be derived using \((\rightarrow E)\).**
| S(2) | \([p \rightarrow q, p \rightarrow q]\) | Skeptic challenges the only non-axiomatic sequent.
| P(3) | \([p \rightarrow q \rightarrow p \rightarrow q, p \rightarrow q]\) | **Prover replies, winning the dialogue as Skeptic has no further moves available to make.**

Moreover, given that at no stage could Skeptic have made any other move, the above dialogue corresponds quite directly to a winning strategy for Prover.

### 4 Proofs and Explanations

The particular discursive practices which are at the heart of the built-in opponent conception of deduction are clearly norm governed. Some of these norms are quite simple and obvious: for example, the players are normatively required to take turns, and Skeptic is obliged to only doubt or query claims which are not obviously correct. In fact, the two norms mentioned are partially constitutive of the practice involved (and are mirrored in Prover-Skeptic games by the turn taking requirement, and the ban on Skeptic challenging axiomatic sequents). There

\(^3\)As presented here Skeptic is rather more ‘tolerant’ than is ideal—allowing Prover to offer any collection of sequents they want, so long as they derive the challenge sequent. In part this means that there are no finite winning conditions for Skeptic, as Prover will always have a response open to them. This is not that important for present purposes, but does represent one degree in which the current presentation does not quite match up with the built-in opponent conception of deduction.
is another normative aspect of this practice which is worth singling out, though. Namely that both sides must agree on what counts as an adequate response to a challenge.

Recall that Prover moves are meant to do more than merely show that the premises follow from the conclusion, they’re meant to be explanatory—answers to the question ‘why does this follow’. As is pointed out in [7] what counts as an answer to a why question varies with various features, most importantly here with the interests of the person asking the question. This means that what counts as an adequate response to a challenge will be relative to the interests of the audience for which the proof is intended to be explanatory—i.e. to the interests of a community of inquiry.

We can see an example of this in work on the foundations of geometry at the beginning of the 20th century. There mathematicians appear to be concerned not just with what axioms are used in proving a theorem, but also in the number of times such axioms are, or indeed must, be appealed to in proving it. For example, G. Hessenberg in 1905 proves the Desargues axiom follows from a collection of axioms for plane projective geometry along with a threefold use of the Pappus axiom. In [11] it is also noted that all known proofs both require, and explicitly mention, this threefold use. One way (and I will readily admit, not the only way) of understanding this situation is in terms of a change in the norms governing deductive dialogues. Rather than it simply being sufficient that you show that the challenged claim follows ‘of necessity’ from the claims provided, the Prover must also indicate the extent to which different claims are used in showing this—resulting in a change in the norms of explanation in this context. One way to register this ‘resource consciousness’ is by working in a system in which we can draw a distinction between when $A$ follows from $\Gamma$ and two copies of $B$, and when $A$ follows from $\Gamma$ and a single copy of $B$—i.e. work in a system in which we do not have the rule ($W$) of contraction.

This gives us an example, in mathematics of all places, where the norms which govern deductive dialogues appear to be (contra [2, p.88]) relative to communities of inquiry, or perhaps better, relative to the particular interests of those communities. So, in this case, a concern over the extent to which a given axiom must be used in a proof (perhaps sparked by foundational concerns about the truth of such axioms) leads to a particular norm governing the practice of proving—namely that you should note the number of times various axioms must be used in proofs.

Similarly, one might argue that requests for explanatory proofs point towards a kind of relevance criterion, perhaps one in the style of the relevant logic à la [1] where one drops the structural rule of weakening ($\to\not\to\not\to$). This might suggest a more general norm which one might appeal to in deductive dialogues—of only providing the evidence that is required for deriving the challenge, rather than merely providing enough information to derive the challenge.

The resulting kind of pluralism has a very pleasant shape. On the dialogical conception described above, logic is normative for a certain kinds of semi-adversarial dialogue games (deductive dialogues). Given that such dialogues can be governed by different norms which can effect what counts as an acceptable response in such games, we then get a kind of logical pluralism (a ‘local pluralism’ in the terminology of [8])—which logic is correct depends on the norms which govern that kind of deductive dialogue. The kind of pluralism which emerges here is similar to that argued for by Hartry Field in [6]. Field argues that the normativity of logic for thought combined with pluralism about epistemic norms gives rise to a form of logical pluralism, while here we have argued that the normativity of logic for certain kinds of dialogical interactions coupled with pluralism about the norms governing those dialogical interactions gives rise to logical pluralism. In both cases pluralism about logic arises out of a pluralism concerning what it is over which logic holds normative sway, good reasoning in Field’s case and certain kinds of dialogues in ours.
5 A Route to Pluralism

This puts us in a comfortable position to deal with the explanatory challenge for logical pluralism. We have an intuitive notion of logical consequence characterised by the built-in opponent conception of deduction formalised using Prover-Skeptic games. In the previous section we argued that, in this framework, what counts as a response to a challenge is interest relative, and that this interest relativity can sometimes result in the inadmissibility of certain structural rules in Prover moves. What remains to be done is to show that this in turn gives rise to a plurality of logics. To do this we will find it helpful to define $S$-dialogues, generalising our previous definition of a dialogue. If $S \subseteq \{\{W\},\{K\}\}$ let us write $\models_{(E)}^S \beta$ iff we can derive $\beta$ from the sequents in $S$ via zero or more applications of our elimination rules and structural rules from $S$.

Definition 5.1 ($S$-Dialogue). Let $S \subseteq \{\{W\},\{K\}\}$. Then an $S$-dialogue over $(\Gamma, A)$ is a (possibly infinite) sequence $S_1, \beta_1, S_2, \beta_2, \ldots$ where each $S_i$ is a set of sequents, and each $\beta_i$ is a sequent where:

1. $S_1 = \{\Gamma \rightarrow A\}$
2. $\beta_i \models_{(I)}^* \sigma$ for some non-axiomatic $\sigma \in S_i$
3. $S_{i+1} \models_{(E)}^S \beta_i$

If we also write $\vdash_S \Gamma \rightarrow A$ to mean that there is a proof of $\Gamma \rightarrow A$ which uses only structural rules in $S$ then we have the following adequacy result.

Theorem 5.2 (Adequacy). Prover has a winning strategy in an $S$-dialogue over $(\Gamma, A)$ iff $\vdash_S \Gamma \rightarrow A$.

The ‘only if’ direction of the above Theorem is relatively straightforward, being proved by relatively straightforward induction on the number of P-nodes in the strategy. This direction is vastly simplified by the fact that we have defined our dialogue games directly in terms of a natural deduction proof system. The ‘if’ direction is significantly more revealing. For reasons on space we will simply sketch how it goes here. Firstly note that any provable sequent $\Gamma \rightarrow A$ has a proof which is in normal form in the sense of [12]. One of the distinctive features of normal form proofs is that they can be split up into ‘tracks’ ([17, p.143]), sequences of sequents which can be split into three parts: an E-part in which each sequent follows from the previous one using E-rules or structural rules; a minimal sequent; and finally an I-part in which each sequent follows from the previous one using I-rules or structural rules. Given any proof in normal form we can then transform it into one in which: (1) the minimal sequent in each track is of the form $\Gamma \rightarrow p_i$ for some $\Gamma$ and $p_i$ (putting it into $\beta\eta\gamma$-long form), and (2) structural rules are not used in the I-part of the track (by permuting the structural rules over the introduction rules). Call such a proof one in top-heavy long normal form. As it turns out, it is the fact that we can transform every proof into one in top-heavy long normal form which allows us to ‘delay’ all use of structural rules until Prover moves. Treating structural differences via different discharge policies (i.e. restricting multiple, or vacuous discharge) complicates matters here, as this would most naturally cause the presence or absence of structural rules to effect Skeptic moves, destroying the ability to internalize Skeptic in the natural way we are able to in the present setting.

Given an $S$-proof in top-heavy long normal form of the sequent $\Gamma \rightarrow A$ it is a simple matter to read off a winning strategy for Prover in the $S$-dialogue over $(\Gamma, A)$. Rather than explain the procedure in detail here we will present an illustrative example.
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Figure 2:  $K$-proof of $p \to (q \to r) \triangleright (p \to q) \to (p \to r)$ and a winning strategy in the $K$-dialogue over $(p \to (q \to r), (p \to q) \to (p \to r))$.

In Figure 2 we have a proof in top-heavy long normal form of the sequent $p \to (q \to r) \triangleright (p \to q) \to (p \to r)$. We can read a Prover winning strategy off this proof as follows. In essence Skeptic’s challenge is the minimal formula on each track, and Prover responds by offering the sequent at the end of the track which the challenge is on along with the minor premises to any elimination rules used in the E-part of that track.

6 Conclusion

Logical pluralists face an explanatory challenge: they must explain what it is for a logic to be correct, and why there are many things which fit that bill. Here we have shown that a species of logical pluralism is forthcoming if we adopt the built-in opponent conception of deduction. On this approach a logic is correct if it is normative for the kind of dialogical interaction which one is currently engaged in, with different normative contraints on these interactions arising out of the interests of the participants. In many ways, though, the presentation is more suggestive than it is decisive. In particular:

- We have only dealt with a relatively limited logical vocabulary—pure implicational logic. In order to fully substantiate the claims made above we would need analogues of the above results for a more substantial selection of logical constants—at least $\{\land, \lor, \rightarrow, \neg\}$ in the propositional case.
- One might object that the above case we have made for the logical ramifications of the interest relativity of answers to questions about what follows from what could be stronger.

Future work is needed to bring this to fruition, but the above results do show that looking at logic from a dialogical perspective using Prover-Skeptic games affords a new and interesting view of traditional (and new) problems in philosophical logic.
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1 Introduction

Laughter is pervasive in human conversation (more than 30k tokens in the dialogue part of the
British National Corpus (BNC) (approx. 1 of every 14 turns (n = 430k))). Most laughter is
not triggered by humorous stimuli1 and close to half of all laughter events are reactions to one’s
own speech (e.g., [20]). In this paper, we demonstrate that laughter needs to be integrated
with lexically and phrasally produced import—arguing against the common assumption (see
e.g., [10]) that laughter has no propositional content. Following this we develop a semantic-
pragmatic analysis: we show how relatively general meanings, aligned with contextually-driven
reasoning lead to a variety of disparate inferences.

2 Why assign content to laughter acts?

(1a–c) illustrates that laughter can occur as a stand alone utterance. In (1a,b) it conveys2 that
the question does not need addressing (a common use of laughter in political interviews [21],
exemplified in (1b)), whereas in (1c) it conveys that the descriptive content of the assertion is
false. (1d–e) illustrate cases of laughter with a quite different force: (1d) exemplifies laughter
not intended to weaken the speaker’s assertion; (1e) from a doctor’s interaction with a patient,
involves an initial laughter exchange concerning the patient’s unpleasant condition, but ends
with the doctor’s sympathetic laughter, which in no way undermines his statement concerning
her situation. (1f) exemplifies intra-utterance laughter, where the laughter has the effect of
scare-quoting ([19]) the sub-utterance it precedes. (1g) illustrates that a laughter act can give
rise to an intended meaning clarification request ([8]), hence having a content on a par with
linguistic speech, whereas (1h) illustrates a non-linguistic trigger for laughter:

1 a. Isaac: H, How long have you been here? Tracy: We were talking about you. Isaac:
That’s hilarious. Wh... What... Were you walking around behind us or what? Yale:
(laughs) (No response provided → this question doesn’t warrant answering) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FBn28iNcpBA

[In a report about a football match:] The Chelsea man adopts that ‘mirthless laugh at the dreadful awfulness
and unfairness of it all’ that his manager [Jose Mourinho] enjoys so much. [The Guardian, November 29, 2015]

∗We acknowledge the support of the French Investissements d’Avenir-Labex EFL program (ANR-10-LABX-0083) and the Disfluency, Exclamations, and Laughter in Dialogue (DUEL) project within the projets franco-
allemand en sciences humaines et sociales funded by the ANR and the DFG. We also wish to thank Chiara
Mazzocconi, Catherine Pelachaud, and David Schlangen for very useful discussions and suggestions.
1For the moment, we use this in a way non-committal between semantic denotation and implicature to mean
‘allows one to conclude’. We will return to this crucial issue below.
b. David Gregory; interviewing Chuck Schumer:

DG: (1) Is Sarah Palin the future of the Republican party?
CS: (2) .hh hh=W(h)well(h)heh heh heh .hhuh (From [21])

c. Frank: She was actually erm phonin the doctor to see if she could come in and see him that morning about her gastroenteritis. Emily: Oh. Frank: She’ll love me for telling you that. (laughs) (~ Frank doesn’t think his wife will love him for telling Emily . . . (From [12])

d. ‘Dave is someone who stands up for what he believes in, the sort of guy, now I think about it, you would want as your prime minister, if you had your choice.’ He laughs, but he’s not joking. (The Guardian, 30 Oct, 2015)

e. Anon 1: you know you’re not going to be (laughing);[ able to move it any ] Anon 2: (laughs) Anon 1: and it’s going to stay that way. Anon 2: (laughing):[ No, Anna, you’re alright. ] Anon 1: (laughs) Anon 2: (laughing):[ You’re alright. ] (BNC, 89-92, G4D)

f. A : well I I’m interested ’in it in a ( . laughs) ((comfortably)) relaxed way, you know, I mean I . I do keep, I have kept up with it (London Lund Corpus)

g. Bonnie: (laughs) Cassie: Why are you laughing?

h. (At a doctor’s surgery): Anon1: No wonder you’re getting a buzzing in your ears there’s a big lump of concrete in there. Anon 2: Is there? Anon 1: Let’s have another look at this. Oh my. (laughs) (BNC)

3 Laughter as an event anaphor

Classifying laughter is not straightforward, neither in terms of form nor function, and a fortiori with respect to the mapping between the two, which remains still very much an open question. There is no consensual functional taxonomy—existing functional taxonomies of laughter focus on what laughter does as an emotion rather than via propositional content. [25] investigate the sounds of human laughter in a very large corpus of naturally occurring conversational speech in Japanese and propose that the two largest classes by far are either polite or genuinely mirthful categories. They achieve better than 70% accuracy in automatic classification using machine learning.

We will offer a proposal that offers a basic account for, a fairly wide range of cases, as exemplified in (1), without claiming to be exhaustive. We propose to analyse laughter as a kind of eventive/situational anaphor, which can involve at least two distinct meanings:

1. A phylo- and onto-genetically prior meaning that conveys enjoyment of a situation and which can be related to the earliest laughter by children ([24]).
2. A meaning we dub incongruity laughter—recognition that a situation or an event is in some ways incongruous. Indeed one might view this as a common feature of various theories of humour, ranging from Hobbs’s superiority based account [13] to recent theories by Raskin, Attardo, Hurley, Dennett and Adam (e.g., [2, 14]). We assume that the variety of inferences associated with laughter arise from the combination of these meanings with contextually driven reasoning, which has a significant pragmatic component.

Proposing that laughter is ambiguous is defensible for a variety of reasons. First, the existence of distinct production and control mechanisms [22]. Second, there is copious evidence for misunderstanding the force of laughter; some cases can be analyzed in terms of referential uncertainty as to the laughable event, others seem better analyzed as misidentification of the intended use (which in some cases, might not be under the conscious control of the laugher).

(2) a. How could he explain a 7,000-mile drift at sea with stick figures? His impatience simmered. . . . . The native couple smiled and kindly shook their heads. ‘Even though we did not understand each other, I began to talk and talk,’ Alvarenga told me. ‘The more I talked, the more we all roared with laughter. I am not sure why they were laughing. I was laughing at being saved.’ (The Guardian, 9 Nov, 2015)

b. Yoga Teacher: [Explains how to place a folded blanket above the groin and under the stomach and then bend forward folding the stomach over the blanket.] Student: [laughs] Teacher: Was that funny? (attested example)

At the same time, we propose, somewhat tentatively, that at least on some occasions incongruity laughter involves enjoyment as well. It seems clear, nonetheless, that not all laughter is associated with enjoyment, as with instances of embarrassment and/or nervous laughter, exemplified in (3), which one might wish to argue should be assimilable to incongruity; to the extent, one decides not to make such an assimilation, we nonetheless have an example of an enjoyment-less type of laughter:

(3) INT And then the demands at home are from your husband on one side and your children on the other. And basically the only time that I hear that you have for yourself is once a month on a Thursday night when you go to church. PAT Right. [Hhh huh huh] INT [That doesn’t] sound like very much. PAT It’s not much. [hhhh heh hhh] INT [O k a y]. Tell me about depression. Has that been an issue for you . . . (Example from [11])

4 Formal Framework

In the rest of the paper, we show how the analysis of laughter as an eventive anaphor can be formalized within the dialogue framework KoS [8, 9]. KoS is formulated using the type theoretic formalism TTR [6] and has recently been extended to underpin defeasible reasoning [5].

4.1 Dialogue Gameboards and enthymemes

On the approach developed in KoS, there is actually no single context—instead of a single context, analysis is formulated at a level of information states, one per conversational participant. The dialogue gameboard (DGB) represents the publicized information in a given information state. Its structure is given in (4)—the spkr, addr fields allow one to track turn ownership, Facts represents conversationally shared assumptions, VisInf represents the dialogue participant’s (view of) the visual situation and attended entities, Pending and Moves represent respectively
In recent work, [5, 4] proposed that the dialogue gameboard also tracks topoi and enthymemes that conversational participants exploit during an interaction (e.g., in reasoning about rhetorical relations.). Enthymemes are defeasible arguments accounted for in rhetorical theory, but also found in conversational data [15]. Topoi represent general inferential patterns which may be used to underpin the enthymemes (e.g., given two routes choose the shortest one). Following [4] we formalise topoi and enthymemes as dependent types, more specifically functions from records to record types. The topos just mentioned regarding routes would be represented in TTR as the function in (5), which intuitively should be interpreted as a rule of thumb saying that if we have a situation of the type where we have two routes to choose from and one of these is shorter than the other, we may predict a situation where we choose the shortest route.

\[(5) \lambda r:\begin{cases} x: \text{Ind} \\ y: \text{Ind} \\ c_{\text{route}}: \text{route}(x) \\ c_{\text{route}}_1: \text{route}(y) \\ c_{\text{shorter than}}: \text{shorter than}(x, y) \end{cases} \cdot \left[ c_{\text{choose}}: \text{choose}(r.x) \right] \]

The actual arguments conveyed in dialogue or other discourse which are drawing on topoi are referred to as enthymemes. They are applications of topoi in particular cases, e.g., given that the route via Walnut street is shorter than the route via Alma, choose Walnut street. Formally, an enthymeme belonging to a topos is a specification of the topos in the sense that the domain type of the enthymeme is a subtype of the domain type of the topos, and for anything, \( e \), in its domain the result of applying the enthymeme to \( e \) is a subtype of the result of applying the topos to \( e \). A specification of our topos concerning routes in (5) is shown in (6). It says that in a situation where we have a choice between Walnut Street and Alma and Walnut Street is shorter, we should choose Walnut Street. The domain type of this enthymeme is clearly a subtype of the domain type of the topos since the labels ‘x’ and ‘y’ are associated with particular entities, namely Walnut Street and Alma, not just with a type \( \text{Ind} \) as in the topos.

\[(6) \lambda r:\begin{cases} x=\text{Walnut Street}: \text{Ind} \\ y=\text{Alma}: \text{Ind} \\ c_{\text{route}}: \text{route}(x) \\ c_{\text{route}}_1: \text{route}(y) \\ c_{\text{shorter than}}: \text{shorter than}(x, y) \end{cases} \cdot \left[ c_{\text{choose}}: \text{choose}(r.x) \right] \]
The analysis of enthymemes and topoi as dependent types in various degrees of specification exploits the possibilities of subtyping in TTR ([4, 6]) and enables us to formally represent how we employ topoi in different enthymemes through operations like restriction, generalisation and composition.

Topoi and enthymemes get added into the dialogue gameboard in a number of different ways. [4] discusses some of these cases. One case is where it is not clear which rhetorical relation is being introduced between two propositions in the dialogue. If the subject matter of the latest move is associated with a topos in the agent’s resources, the topos will be added to the gameboard and an enthymeme under discussion (EUD) will also be integrated through accommodation. The other typical case is where the enthymematic structure is clear. In this case the latest move – possibly combined with beliefs already integrated in the discourse model – causes an enthymeme under discussion to be added to the gameboard. This enthymeme may then be matched to the resources of the agent. If there is a topos that validates the EUD, this topos is added to the gameboard. If there is no relevant topos the agent might still accommodate a topos based on the content of the EUD. For example, if agent A says “let’s take Walnut Street, it’s shorter” and agent B comes from a cultural and social context where efficiency and time is not important, he may not have access to a topos saying that “shorter routes are preferable”. However, he may tentatively accommodate a topos which is a generalisation of the EUD. Mismatches between topos and EUD on the gameboard of a dialogue participant may give rise to clarification requests (e.g., (1g)).

The relevance of enthymemes in dialogue and the topoi that underpin them becomes particularly apparent in cases when our individual takes on an ongoing interaction do not match. Consider an agent involved in dialogue who suggests to another dialogue participant that they choose to go somewhere via a particular street because it is longer (rather than shorter). Dialogue participant A may have a topos in mind about long walks being beneficial to one’s health or the like, but this topos might not be available to dialogue participant B, who will then not understand the intention of A’s utterance and possibly make a clarification request. It is also possible that some topos is indeed accommodated on the DGB of a dialogue participant in the process of interpreting an utterance, but that this topos does not agree with the topos and enthymeme intended by the speaker.

In (7), we have an example of such a situation. In this interview with Swedish rap artist Petter, the journalist’s utterance suggests that she has formed a hypothesis about the kind of argument Petter is making based on his utterance and the topos in the journalist’s resources which she associates with the type of situation described in that utterance.

(7) a. Petter: Metal was actually the reason I started doing Hip Hop ...[pause]
   Petter:...Because I hated metal.
   Journalist: Oh, I thought you were going to say something completely different!

(7) provides evidence that we start reasoning before an argument is fully spelled out and the way we process rhetorical structure is analogous to the way we process sentential and non-sentential utterances [7].

4.2 Interfacing with the grammar

We use HPSG TTR [8], a variant of the grammatical formalism Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar ([23]). In HPSG TTR speech events are identified with records and grammatical types (‘signs’) are identified with record types.
We exemplify this with a lexical entry for a greeting word such as ‘hi’, as in (8), whose context—specified via the field ‘dgb-params’—is supposed to be the initial state of a conversation:

\[(8) \begin{align*}
\text{phon} & : \text{hi} \\
\text{cat.head} & = \text{interj} : \text{syncat} \\
\text{spkr} & : \text{IND} \\
\text{addr} & : \text{IND} \\
\text{utt-time} & : \text{TIME} \\
\text{Moves} & = \emptyset : \text{list} (\text{LocProp}) \\
\text{qud} & = \emptyset : \text{set} (\text{Question}) \\
\text{cont} & = \text{Greet} (\text{spkr}, \text{ind}, \text{utt-time}) : \text{IllocProp}
\end{align*}\]

More generally, the context, represented within the field \text{dgb-params}, plays a crucial role via \text{QUD}, VisSit or Pending, providing the main predicate and/or the conversational move type. Thus, as we have seen above the antecedents of laughter come from varied sources. In this, they resemble nominal pronouns in dialogue. (9a) is an example of anaphora from an ungrounded utterance, whereas (9b) is an example of anaphora from a disfluent utterance:

\[(9) \begin{align*}
a. \ A: \text{Did John phone? B: Is he someone with a booming bass voice?} \\
b. \ \text{Peter was, well he was fired.}
\end{align*}\]

This motivates the notion of an \textit{active} move, as the source of an antecedent for a pronoun. What is an active move? Clearly this is an intricate notion, but drawing on a dialogue oriented conceptualization of the right frontier constraint (e.g., [1])—the “right frontier” is constituted by elements of QUD, answers to such (\text{T}OPICAL facts), and utterances under grounding/correction:

\[(10) \quad \text{For a given DGB \text{dgb0}, an ActiveMove is an element of \text{dgb0.Moves} or \text{dgb0.Pending} such that either (a) \text{qud-update-contribution(m}_\text{content}) \text{ is in \text{dgb0.QUD} or (b) } m_\text{content} \text{ is } \text{T}OPICAL \text{ or (c) } m \text{ is in \text{dgb0.Pending}.}\]

\[4.3 \text{ Monitoring and Appraisal}\]

Metacommunicative interaction is handled in KoS by assuming that in the aftermath of an utterance \text{u} it is initially represented in the DGB by means of a \textit{locationary proposition} individuated by \text{u} and a grammatical type \text{T}_u associated with \text{u}. If \text{T}_u fully classifies \text{u}, \text{u} gets grounded, otherwise clarification interaction ensues regulated by a question inferable from \text{u} and \text{T}_u. If this interaction is successful, this leads to a new, more detailed (or corrected) representation of either \text{u} or \text{T}_u. [9] develop their account in KoS of disfluencies, or phenomena of Own Communication Management (OCMs), by extending the account just mentioned of the coherence and realization of clarification requests: as the utterance unfolds incrementally there potentially arise questions about what has happened so far (e.g. \textit{what did the speaker mean with sub-utterance \text{u1}?}) or what is still to come (e.g. \textit{what word does the speaker mean to utter after sub-utterance \text{u2}?}). These can be accommodated into the context if either uncertainty about the correctness of a sub-utterance arises or the speaker has planning or realizational problems.
Thus, the monitoring and update/clarification cycle is modified to happen at the end of each word utterance event, and in case of the need for repair, a repair question gets accommodated into QUD.

This ubiquitous self-monitoring ties in with commonly accepted assumptions in cognitive psychology work on emotion (see [16]). Although there exist a variety of approaches to modelling emotions, there is a basic consensus that emotions are caused by appraising events in relation to concerns. In terms of a time course of appraisal, there exists an initial automatic appraisal that does not require conscious processing, and a secondary appraisal that often includes conscious reflection on the meaning of the emotion and that can lead to new intentions. One could hypothesize that enjoyment laughter is associated with a first appraisal, while incongruity laughter is associated with a secondary appraisal.

5 Enjoyment laughter

In this section we also offer a sketchy explication of enjoyment laughter. (11) associates an enjoyment laugh with the laugher’s judgement of an eventuality l as enjoyable; more specifically, l with respect to being classified by the type L (an Austinian proposition) as enjoyable; with respect to form we underspecify this, appealing to a type laughterphontype compatible with the apparent large range of possible realizations. We make no special assumptions about the construal of enjoyment beyond those assumed by various cognitive theories of emotion on this score [16]. On most such theories this involves appraisal of the active situation in a positive way (the nature of the appraisal varies with the theory.).

(11) phon : laughterphontype

| spkr : Ind |
| addr : Ind |
| t : TIME |
| c1 : addressing(spkr,addr,t) |
| p = [sit = l, sit-type = L] : Prop |
| c2 : ActiveSit(l) |
| content = Enjoy(spkr,p) : RecType |

The notion of active situation in dialogue pertains to the accessible situational antecedents of a laughter act, which involve a generalisation of Asher’s characterisation of eventive antecedents via the right frontier constraint for text (e.g., [1]). As we have seen above, they can be exophoric (1h), whereas when their antecedent is an utterance, they can be the ongoing utterance (1f), the most recent (1a–c), or a situation described by a sequence of moves, including the most recent move (the punchline):

(12) Given l : Rec and d : DGBType, Active(l,d) if (i) = (l,d.VisSit)
    or (ii) = (l,d.MaxPending)
    or (iii) = (l,d.MaxQUD.sit)

Given this meaning and the topos If I’m enjoying that I/you said that p, then I agree that p, we can obtain as a consequence that enjoyment laughter can be used as a positive feedback signal, as in (1d) and the doctor’s final laugh in (1e).
6 Incongruous laughter

We can describe the meaning of incongruous laughter, to a first approximation, as in (13): the laugh marks a proposition whose situational component \( l \) is \textit{active as incongruous}, relative to the currently maximal enthymeme under discussion:

\[
\text{(13) } \begin{cases}
\text{phon : laughterphontype} \\
\text{spkr : Ind} \\
\text{addr : Ind} \\
\text{t : TIME} \\
\text{c1 : addressing(spkr,addr,t)} \\
\text{MaxEnd = e : (Rec)RecType} \\
\text{p = [sit = 1 sit-type = L] : prop} \\
\text{x2 : ActiveSit(l)} \\
\text{content = Incongr(p,e,τ) : RecType}
\end{cases}
\]

We explicate \textit{incongruity} in terms of a clash between the enthymeme triggered by the laughable and a topos which the enthymeme is supposed to instantiate. That is, the laughable \( l \) satisfies the domain type of the enthymeme, but there is a clash between the range of the enthymeme and that of the topos that the enthymeme is supposed to instantiate. Specifically, in (14), \( p \) is a proposition comprised of \( l \), the laughable event, and \( L \) a type that classifies \( l \), \( E \) is the triggered enthymeme, and \( τ \) is the clashing topos—\( E \)'s domain is a subtype of \( τ \), but its range (\( P(\text{unch})L(\text{line}) \)) is incompatible with \( τ \)'s range:

\[
\text{(14) Incongruous (p,E,τ) iff p = [sit = 1 sit-type = L] : TrueProp, τ = λr:T_1 . T_2 : (Rec→RecType), E = λr:L . PL : (Rec→RecType) L ⊑ T_1 and PL ⊥ T_2}
\]

\textbf{Assertion cancellation} Consider again the example in (1b)—Frank tells Emily that his wife has gastroenteritis, then he says that his wife will love him for telling Emily this. One simple view of the function of laughter here is as (mock) self-repair. Frank relies on the enthymeme 'If I’m saying she will love me because I mentioned her gastroenteritis, then I don’t mean it.' This clashes with the sincerity topos 'If A says p, then A means p'.

\textbf{Laughter as scare quoting} Here we have an interaction between laughter and disfluency. Here the laughable is A’s upcoming utterance \( u \) classified by a sign \( T_u \). \( u \) is maximally Pending, assuming an incremental view of processing, as motivated by the treatment of disfluencies in [9]. The laughter can mark it as incongruous. In what way incongruous? We assume this often relies on a clash with the topos 'If Utter(A,u1), u1 represents A’s choice to refer to u1’s referent.'

\textbf{Question deflection} How does laughing enable questions to be deflected? A poses \( q \); for B not to address \( q \), B has to accommodate the issue ?Wish(B,\( q \)) \[\text{whether B wishes to discuss q}\] into QUD and provide an utterance about this issue (see[8], Chapter 8, section 8.3.1). A possible active situation accessible to B is the maximally pending utterance—A’s query. Hence,
B's laughter can convey that this utterance is incongruous. In what way? We assume this relies on the violation of the topos ‘If Ask(A,B,q), then q is a good/serious question’.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

Laughter is a frequent phenomenon in conversations with a wide range of meanings—it can both reinforce and cancel an assertion, deflect a question, or be used as scare quoting. We propose that laughter is an event anaphor that can convey at least two distinct meanings: the enjoyment of an event and the recognition of an incongruous event. We formalize these two meanings in the KoS framework, which captures the high degree of context dependency of laughter. The treatment explains how laughter can be the source for clarification requests due to ambiguity and difficulty in resolving the laughable. We are currently working on a more detailed classification of laughter based on the enjoyment/incongruity distinction, and linking form with function. We plan to address cross-linguistic differences, to experimentally test the enjoyment/incongruity distinction and its relation to the appraisal mechanism.
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Abstract

A popular view of the semantics of even takes it to presuppose that its prejacent, $p$, is less likely than all its contextually relevant focus alternatives, $q$. In this paper I point out three novel problems for this ‘comparative likelihood’ view, having to do with (a) cases where even $p$ is felicitous though $p$ cannot be considered less likely than $q$, (b) cases where even $p$ is infelicitous though $p$ asymmetrically entails and is less likely than $q$, and (c) cases where even interacts with gradable predicates, indicating that merely requiring $p$ to be higher on the scale than $q$ is not enough to make even $p$ felicitous. Instead, both $p$ and $q$ must also yield degrees which are at least as high as the standard of comparison.

In response to these problems I develop a revised scalar presupposition for even which resembles the semantics of comparative conditionals, and which requires that for a salient $x$, retrieved from $p$, and a salient gradable property $G$, (i) $x$’s degree on $G$ is higher in all accessible $p$ worlds than in all accessible $q$-and-not-$p$ worlds and that (ii) in the latter worlds this degree is at least as high as the standard on $G$. I show how this presupposition accounts for both traditional observations concerning even, as well as for the novel data and propose that the common presence of ‘less likely’ inferences with even can be indirectly derived from the common use of ‘distributional’ standards of comparison with gradable properties. A general contribution of the proposal, then, is in attempting to apply tools from research of gradability-based phenomena for a better understanding of scalarity-based phenomena.

1 A Brief Background on the Standard Semantics for Even:

The scalar presupposition of even is usually taken to be based on comparative likelihood, as in

$$ (1) \quad ||even||_{C}: \lambda p. \lambda w : \forall q \in C \ q \neq p \rightarrow p <_{\text{likely}} q \ . \ p(w) = 1, $$

Where $C \subseteq ||p||^C \wedge ||p||^D \in C \wedge \exists q \ q \neq p \wedge q \in C$

Given (1), even($C$)($p$)($w$) presupposes that $p$ is less likely than all its distinct contextually supplied focus alternatives in $C$, and asserts that $p$ is true in $w$.\(^1\) An immediate advantage of this kind of entry is in explaining felicity contrasts as in (2) (where $p$ is underlined in the respective $C$ sets). Given the natural assumption that winning gold $<_{\text{likely}}$ winning silver $<_{\text{likely}}$ winning bronze, $p$ in the felicitous (2a), but not in the infelicitous (2b) is indeed less likely than its focus alternative $q$ in $C$:

\(^*\)Thanks to Elitzur Bar-Asher Siegal, Nora Bone, Gennaro Chierchia, Luka Črnic, Danny Fox, Elena Guerzoni, Roni Katzir, Edgar Onea, Barbara Partee, Aynat Rubinstein, Galit Sassoon, Ivy Sichel, Benjamin Spector, Michael Wagner, Malte Zimmermann and the audience of NELS45, SPE8 and IATL31 for helpful comments on this and previous versions of the paper. All errors are, of course, mine. This research was supported by ISF grant 490/2009.

\(^1\)See e.g. [13],[20], [25], [16], [10], [7] and [4].

\(^2\)For simplicity I ignore here the debated presence of an additive presupposition, in addition to the ‘scalar’ one, the debate about the universal quantification over alternatives, and the ‘scope’ / ‘ambiguity’ debate.
2 Three Challenges for the Comparative Likelihood View of *Even*

2.1 First Challenge: More Cases where *Even p* is Felicitous though *p* is not Less Likely than *q*

The felicity of *even* in (4) ([9]) and in both (5a) and (5b) is harder to explain than in (3) using the comparative likelihood approach:

(4)  
*Client:* I need a strong tool for this work. What materials are these two tools made of?  
*Seller:* Both are strong enough for what you need. The red one is made of strong aluminum and the blue one is even [made of steel]$_F$ [9].

(5)  
My hat got stuck on a branch. I wonder whether John or Bill can help me fetch it.  
a. (Context (a): the branch is 2.50m high) Neither John nor Bill can fetch the hat. John is 1.70m tall. He is definitely too short for that. And Bill is even [shorter]$_F$.  
b. (Context (b): the branch is 1.50m high) Both John and Bill can fetch the hat. John is 1.70m tall. He is definitely tall enough for that. And Bill is even [taller]$_F$.  

In addition, the comparative likelihood view has other well-known achievements: It was shown to account for the interaction of overt *even* with various operators like DE operators (e.g. [16]), modals, covert *exh* ([5], [7]), non-monotone operators (e.g. [7]), and questions (e.g. [10]). In addition, it was also extended to account for the behavior of (some) Negative Polarity Items (NPIs), by assuming that their semantic structure involves a covert variant of *even*. (e.g. [16], [18], [4]).

Despite these points of strength, however, various theories pointed out problems for this approach. E.g. in (3), *even* is felicitous though given the information about John’s non-conformity, his reading a censored book does not seem less likely than reading other, alternative books:

(3)  
John is a political non-conformist. He even read [Manufacturing Consent]$_F$ although it has been banned by the censorship committee.[21]

Such data led some theories to suggest that the scale for *even* should be based on “pragmatic entailment” “better informativeness” [14], “noteworthiness” [11], etc. instead of on (un)likelihood. However, these suggestions were usually not integrated into analyses of *even*. First, they remained intuitive and were not formally developed. Second, it was not clear that such data is really problematic for the “likelihood” view. For example, in (3) we might evaluate likelihood from the point of view of the average person (ignoring the information about John’s non-conformity). Historically, then, the comparative likelihood view remained the strongest and most prominent theory of *even* on the market.

In this paper I first consider (in section 2) three novel challenges for the comparative likelihood view, indicating that this view should be more seriously re-considered. In section 3 I offer a revised version of the scalar presupposition of *even*, which relies on contextually supplied gradability, and which makes reference to standards of comparison. Section 4 shows how the revised presupposition can handle the novel data. Section 5 summarizes.
Given the general perspective on what working tools are usually made of, \( p \) in (4) (The blue tool is made of steel) does not seem less likely, but MORE likely than \( q \) (The blue tool is made of strong aluminum). Nonetheless even is perfectly felicitous in (4). Regarding (5), to capture the felicity of even in both (5a) and (5b) using the comparative likelihood view one has to assume for (5a) that Bill is shorter than 170 \(<_{\text{likely}}\) that Bill is 1.70, and for (5b) the opposite likelihood judgment holds, namely that Bill is taller than 1.70 \(<_{\text{likely}}\) that Bill is 1.70. This seems unmotivated, given that the only difference between the two respective contexts concerns the height of the branch.

Our first interim conclusion, then, is that comparative unlikelihood of \( p \) is not a necessary condition for the felicity of even \( p \).

2.2 Second Challenge: Even \( p \) with Entailed Alternatives [9]

A prediction of the comparative likelihood view ([16], [4], [7]) is that even \( p \) will be systematically felicitous whenever \( p \) asymmetrically entails \( q \) (unless \( p \) and \( q \) are contextually equivalent and hence equi-probable). This is because likelihood respects entailment: if \( p \) asymmetrically entails \( q \), then unless they are contextually equivalent, \( p \) is less likely than \( q \) (true in fewer situations). But this prediction is not borne out. First, in many cases the felicity of even \( p \) with entailed alternatives varies. In (6a), for example, both giving birth to a boy and giving birth to a girl entail and are less likely than giving birth. Similarly, in (6b) both drinking whisky and drinking beer entail and are less likely than drinking alcohol. Nonetheless, in the indicated contexts case only one of them is fine:

(6)  
(a) Context: Any princess who gives birth can stay in the palace. If she gives birth to a boy she also becomes a queen (i.e. on average 50% of those who give birth get to be queens):
   A: What’s happening with Princess Jane?
   B: She gave birth. She (even) gave birth to [a boy]_F / #[a girl]_F (→ varied felicity)
(b) Context: We were at a party where only two alcoholic drinks (beer and whisky) were served.
   A: John drank alcohol in the party. He better not drive now
   B: Yea. He even drank [whisky]_F / #[beer]_F (→ varied felicity)

Moreover, with an entailed disjunction (\( p \) or \( q \)), even is systematically infelicitous, as can be seen in (7):

(7)  
Context: We were at a party where only two alcoholic drinks (beer and whisky) were served.
   A: John drank beer or whisky in the party. He better not drive now
   B: Yea. He even drank #[whisky]_F / #[beer]_F (→ systematic infelicity)

Our second interim conclusion, then, is that Comparative likelihood is not only not a necessary condition, but also not a sufficient condition for the felicity of even \( p \).

2.3 Third Challenge: Even and Standards of Comparisons

Consider the felicity contrasts in (8). Crucially, while seller (a)’s utterance is felicitous given the indicated context and assuming a scale of physical strength, seller (b)’s and seller (c)’s utterances are not:
I take these felicity contrasts to indicate that for even $p$ to be felicitous, comparison between $p$ and its alternatives $q$ is not enough. More specifically, it is not enough that we end up with a higher degree with $p$ than with $q$ (on the relevant scale). Instead, with both $p$ and $q$ we should also end up with degrees which are at least as high as the standard on the scale. This intuition is supported by the similar felicity contrasts in (9):

(9) (John and Bill want to join our basketball team, where the standard height is 1.90m)
A: Well, what about John and Bill? Should we take them?
   a. Agent (a): Well, John is 1.95m tall. Bill is (even) 2.10. (We can take both).
   b. Agent (b): Well, John is 1.65m tall. Bill is (??even) 1.75. (We shouldn’t take them).
   c. Agent (c): Well, John is 1.75m tall. Bill is (??even) 1.95. (We can take Bill).

Further support for this intuition comes from another novel observation concerning a surprising interaction between even and comparatives: Unlike what usually happens, when even associates with comparatives (based on relative adjectives) we get entailment to their positive forms, as seen in (10):

(10) a. The blue tool is (even) [stronger than the red tool]$_F$.
     Without even: No inference: The blue tool is strong / The red tool is strong (both can be weak)
     With even: Entailment: The blue tool is strong / The red tool is strong (#both can be weak)
     b. Bill is (even) [taller than John]$_F$.
     Without even: No inference: Bill is tall / John is tall (#both can be short)
     With even: Entailment: Bill is tall / John is tall (#both can be short)

Thus, whereas the data in section 2.1 and 2.2 seems to challenge the ‘likelihood’ component in the ‘comparative likelihood’ approach to even, the data in (8)-(10) seems problematic for the ‘comparative’ component in this approach, and in fact for any ‘comparative’ approach to even, requiring that $p$ is merely ‘higher’ than $q$ on a scale. Instead, we can see that both $p$ and $q$ must also ‘lead to’ (in a sense to be made precise below) degrees which are at least as high as the standard on the relevant scale.

3 A Revised Scalar Presupposition for Overt Even

Given the challenges considered above for the comparative likelihood approach, let me try to develop a revised presupposition for even. This presupposition is based on intuitive ideas in [22],

---

3E.g. [15].
according to which *even* ranks the alternatives by “correlating them with a graded property which is salient in the context” (p. 11).

[22] suggests that “alternatives $p_1 \ldots p_n$ are correlated with some graded property $q$…(when) \ldots p_1$ is the strongest argument for $q$ and $p_n$ the weakest” (p. 13). This ‘stronger argument’ component by itself (in which [22] follows [14]) does not seem to work for *even*. Trying to make this component more precise, one can require that *even* $p$ presupposes that $p$ is a stronger argument for some salient goal $H$ than $q$, and more formally that the probability of $H$ given $p$ is higher than its probability given $q$ (cf. [2], [17], [24], [26]). But crucially, *even* is also felicitous when $p$ and $q$ are equally strong arguments for $H$, and more formally where the conditional probability of $H$ given $p$ and given $q$ is identical. For example, *even* is perfectly felicitous in (5b) above, though the conditional probability of $H$ (*Bill is suitable to get your hat*) is 1, both given $q$ (*Bill is 1.70 m tall and can definitely get the hat*), and $p$ (*Bill is taller than 1.70*).

In contrast, [22]’s intuitive ‘correlation with a graded property’ component seems more promising. To make this intuition more precise / workable, I will follow the spirit of [3]’s analysis of *comparative correlatives* like *The better Otto is prepared, the better his talk is as comparative conditionals*, as paraphrased in (11):

(11) In all accessible worlds $w_1$, $w_2$ where Otto’s maximal degree of preparation in $w_2 >$ his maximal degree of preparation in $w_1$, his degree of success in $w_2 >$ his degree of success in $w_1$.

In light of this line of thought, I propose that *even* $(C)(p)(w)$ is defined iff, given an accommodated salient gradable property $G$, determined by a salient goal in the discourse and / or the QUD (e.g. *How successful Bill is? How strong / suitable for this work this tool is?*) and an entity $x$, denoted by some non-focused / contrastive topic constituent in $p$ (e.g. *Bill* in (2a) or *this tool* in (4)), the following holds:

(12) $\forall q \in C q \neq p \rightarrow \forall w_1, w_2 [w_1 Rw \wedge w_2 Rw \wedge w_2 \in p \wedge w_1 \in [q \wedge \neg p]] \rightarrow \left[\text{the max}(\lambda d2.G(d2)(x)(w2)) > \text{the max}(\lambda d1.G(d1)(x)(w1)) \wedge \text{the max}(\lambda d1.G(d1)(x)(w1)) \geq \text{stand}_G\right]$

In prose, *Even* $(C)(p)(w)$ is defined iff for all distinct alternatives $q$ in C the following two conjuncts are met: (a) $x$ is more $G$ in all accessible $p$ worlds than in all accessible $q$-and-not-$p$ worlds (the worlds where the exhaustified alternative to $p$ holds), and (b) in the $q$-and-not-$p$ worlds $x$ is considered to have $G$ (i.e. $x$’s degree of $G$ is at least as high the standard of $G$).

The revised presupposition, then, differs from the ‘comparative likelihood’ presupposition of *even* in three main features, seen in the representation in (13). First, unlike the latter presupposition, the revised one does not directly compare propositions $p$ and $q$, but rather entities $x$ in worlds where these propositions hold. Second, the dimension of the scale is not likelihood, but a variable dimension, based on the accommodated salient property $G$. Finally, the relationship between the measured entities is not merely comparative. Instead, their degree is also compared to the standard of comparison:

(13) A schematic comparison between the two presuppositions:

a. The ‘comparative likelihood’ presupposition:

\[ \text{unlikelihood} \]

b. The revised presupposition:

\[ \text{stand} \]

\[ x \text{'s degree} \]

$\rightarrow G$

\[ 4\text{ Cf. [8] for a similar suggestion, using 'pragmatic strength'.} \]
4 Illustration and Accounting for the Data

4.1 Basic Felicity Differences

Let us start with the felicitous (2a). Assuming $x=\text{Bill}$ and $G=\text{successful}$ we get the presupposition in (14):

$$\forall w_1, w_2 \ [w_1 R w_0 \land w_2 R w_0 \land w_2 \in \text{Bill got gold} \land w_1 \notin \text{Bill got silver} \land \neg \text{Bill got gold}] \rightarrow [\text{the max} (\lambda d_2.\text{SUCCESSFUL}(d_2)(\text{Bill})(w_2)) > \text{the max} (\lambda d_1. \text{SUCCESSFUL}(d_1)(\text{Bill})(w_1)) \geq \text{STAND}_{\text{SUCCESSFUL}}]$$

In prose: (a) Bill is more successful in the accessible worlds where he got gold, than in those where he got silver-and-not-gold, and (b) his degree of success in the accessible worlds where he won silver-and-not-silver, is not met, thus correctly predicting its infelicity.

However, one can wonder whether accommodating any $G$ is not too flexible. For example, wouldn’t accommodating $G$ with a reversed scale, measuring degrees of unsuccessfulness, wrongly predict the infelicitous (2b) to be felicitous? The answer seems negative, as can be seen in (16):

$$\forall w_1, w_2 \ [w_1 R w_0 \land w_2 R w_0 \land w_2 \in \text{Bill got silver} \land w_1 \notin \text{Bill got gold} \land \neg \text{Bill got silver}] \rightarrow [\text{the max} (\lambda d_2.\text{UNSUCCESSFUL}(d_2)(\text{Bill})(w_2)) > \text{the max} (\lambda d_1. \text{SUCCESSFUL}(d_1)(\text{Bill})(w_1)) \geq \text{STAND}_{\text{SUCCESSFUL}}]$$

While in this case the first conjunct is met (Bill is indeed more unsuccessful in the accessible worlds where he got silver, than in those where he got gold-and-not-silver, the second one, requiring that Bill’s degree of being ‘unsuccesful’ in the accessible worlds where he got gold-and-not-silver is at least as high as the standard, fails. This is because winning gold is being maximally successful. The presupposition for (2b), then, fails both with a non-reversed and a reversed scale, since in both cases one of the conjuncts is false.

Moreover, we can now correctly predict that unlike (2b), (17) will be better:

$$\text{I think Bill will win silver, or even [bronze]} F \text{ (i.e. he is not that good)}$$

Notice that the felicity contrast between (2a) and (17) pose another problem for the likelihood view, since winning bronze is more likely than winning silver, just as winning silver is more likely than winning gold. Hence, both sentences are predicted to be equally infelicitous. In contrast, while, as seen above, the revised presupposition fails for (2a) it can be met for (17), accommodating a new standard of unsuccessfulness where getting anything below gold is considered disappointing / unsuccessful.
Finally, the revised presupposition can also account for the felicity differences in e.g. (8) above. Assume that for (8a)-(8c) we accommodate $x=\text{the blue tool}$, $G=\text{physically strong}$, then in all these cases the blue tool is considered stronger in the $p$ worlds than in the $q$-and-$\neg p$ worlds. However, only for (8a) the blue tool’s degree of strength is at least as high as the standard in the $q$-and-$\neg p$ worlds (and of course also in the $p$ worlds).

### 4.2 Even with Entailed Alternatives (i.e. alternatives which are entailed by $p$)

Remember that the ‘comparative likelihood’ approach predicts systematic felicity of even $p$ with asymmetrically entailed alternatives. In reality, though, we saw above that this prediction fails in two cases: First, with some entailed alternatives, as in (6), we actually get varied felicity. Second, with entailed disjunctive alternatives, as in (7), we get systematic infelicity.

The revised presupposition can rather easily account for cases of varied felicity. Assume, for example, that for (6a) above we accommodate $x=\text{Jane}$, $G=\text{important}$. Then the sentence is felicitous with ‘a boy’ since given the indicated context, Jane’s degree of importance is higher in the accessible worlds where she gave birth to a boy than in those where she gave birth to a child who is not a boy (i.e. a girl). In contrast, the sentence is infelicitous with ‘a girl’ since Jane’s degree of importance is LOWER in the worlds where she gave birth to a girl than in those where she gave birth to a child who is not a girl (i.e. a boy).

However, with the systematically infelicitous cases (with disjunctive alternatives) there seems to be a problem. Compare again (6b), with varied felicity and (7) with systematic infelicity. There is no problem explaining why the version with ‘beer’ is bad for both cases. But on the surface the version with ‘whisky’ should be felicitous for both cases. For example, if we assume that in both cases with ‘whisky’ we accommodate $x=\text{Bill}$, $G=\text{unsuitable for driving}$, then (6a) will presuppose that John’s degree of unsuitability for driving in the accessible whisky worlds is higher than in the alcohol-but-not-whisky worlds (i.e. than in the beer worlds), and in (7) we will presuppose that John’s degree of unsuitability for driving in the accessible whisky worlds is higher than in the beer-or-whisky-but-not-whisky worlds (i.e. again than in the beer worlds). More intuitively, in both cases it seems that the presupposition ends up as requiring a higher degree of unsuitability for driving in the accessible worlds where John drank whisky than in those in which he only drank beer, and in both cases this presupposition is supposed to be equally met. What is then the problem with this presupposition in (7)? What is so special about disjunctive alternatives in this case?

The answer seems to lie in a problem, independent of even, of quantifying over accessible worlds where John drank beer or whisky and not whisky, or, more generally over worlds where $[p \text{ or } q] \land \neg p$ hold. That quantifying over such worlds is problematic is both empirically and theoretically supported. Empirically, notice that unlike conditionals like (18a), ones like (18b) (with no even) are odd:

$$
\begin{align*}
\text{(18)} & \\
& \text{a. If John drank alcohol but not whisky, the situation is not hopeless} \\
& \text{b. #If John drank beer or whisky but not whisky, the situation is not hopeless.}
\end{align*}
$$

Theoretically, conditionals (e.g. counterfactuals) with disjunctive antecedents like: If $p$ or $q$ were true, then $r$, are known to be interpreted as conjunctions of conditionals like If $p$ were true then $r$, and if $q$ were true then $r$. [1] interprets such equivalences to be due to the alternative-based (Hamblin style) semantics of or, according to which $p$ or $q$ introduces a set of alternatives $\{p,q\}$, in which each disjunct is equally ‘visible’ in the interpretive process. This is done by

\[^5\text{Again, unless these alternatives are contextually equivalent to } p. \]
using pointwise functional application, where functions are applied to each input in the set of alternatives.

Turning back to *even*, the crucial point to note is that the revised presupposition developed above is conditional in nature. Specifically, when the alternative to *p* is *q*, it has the schematic form: \( \forall w_1, \forall w_2 [w_2 \in p \land w_1 \in [q \land \neg p]] \rightarrow [\ldots \ldots] \). Now, when the alternative to *p* is a disjunction *q* or *p* (instead of a simple *q*), the quantification over worlds *w*1 gives us the substructure \( \forall w_1 [w_1 \in [[q \lor p] \land \neg p]] \rightarrow [\ldots \ldots] \). But given the behavior of disjunctive antecedents, this ends up as the conjunction of conditionals \( [\forall w_1 [w_1 \in [q \land \neg p]] \rightarrow [\ldots \ldots]] \land [\forall w_1 [w_1 \in [p \land \neg p]] \rightarrow [\ldots \ldots]] \). For example, quantifying over accessible worlds where *John drank beer or whisky but not whisky* will result in quantifying over accessible worlds where *John drank beer and not whisky* and accessible worlds where *John drank whisky and not whisky*. While the first set of accessible worlds can be constructed with no problem, the second is problematic, as we actually end up with an empty set of worlds, and hence with vacuous quantification over worlds in the presupposition. This is what seems to lead to infelicity.

The systematic infelicity of *even* with disjunctive alternatives, then, can be derived from the combination of the ‘conditional’-like nature of the revised presupposition of *even* and the independently motivated behavior of disjunctions in the antecedent of conditionals.

### 4.3 Why do Sentences with *Even* so Often (but not always) Lead to a ‘Less Likely’ Inference?

We saw before that the ‘less likely’ inference is not always present with *even* (“Comparative unlikelihood is not a necessary condition for the felicity of *even* *p*’). However, such inferences are still very common with *even*. In (19), for example, we naturally infer that getting accepted to *S*–*U* is less likely than to *R*–*U*:

\[(19) \quad \text{John got accepted to R-University. He even got accepted to [S-University]}_p \]

Using the revised presupposition, the presence of this inference can be derived in two ways. One, direct, way is to accommodate a gradable property *G* which measures degrees to which \( x \) (John in this case) is surprising us. But there is an indirect, and perhaps more promising way, namely to rely on the fact that in many cases\(^6\) standards of comparison are distributional, i.e. determined by some central point, e.g. the median / average point in the comparison class.

Assume for example, that we accommodate \( G = \text{successful} \) for (19), so its presupposition is as in (20):

\[(20) \quad \forall w_1 , w_2 [w_1 R w_0 \land w_2 R w_0 \land w_2 \in \text{John got accepted to S – university} \land w_1 \in [\text{John got accepted to R – university} \land \neg \text{John got accepted to S – university}]] \rightarrow [\text{the max} \lambda d_2 . \text{SUCCESSFUL}(d_2)(\text{John}(w_2)) > \text{the max} \lambda d_1 . \text{SUCCESSFUL}(d_1)(\text{John}(w_1))] \geq \text{STAND\_SUCCESSFUL} \]

Suppose further that the standard of success is distributional, i.e. determined by the median point. Then the farther your degree of success is from the standard, the farther it is from the median. Intuitively, in this case in order for the presupposition to be met, less people are accepted to *S*–*U* than to *R*–*U*. Hence John’s getting accepted to *S*–*U* is understood as less likely than his getting accepted to *R*–*U*.

But crucially, standards are not always ‘distributional’\(^7\). In particular, standards can be ‘functional’, i.e. determined by the requirements of a given situation. Two examples of using such standards are (21) and (22), from \[12\] and \[23\], respectively:

---

\(^6\)At least with open scale adjectives

\(^7\)Not even with open scale adjectives
Let's buy this book for $7? No, that's expensive. We only have $6.

Three of the boards were cut to exactly the right length, but the fourth one was long.

Our prediction, then, is that in contexts where functional standards are being used, and when they do not correlate with distributional standards, the revised presupposition of even can be met with no necessary ‘less likely’ inference. This prediction seems to be borne out. For example, in (4) above, the standard of physical strength is determined by the requirements of ‘this work’, and does not correspond to the median degree in the comparison class (of tools). Hence, being farther away from this standard does NOT indicate being father away from the median, so even is perfectly felicitous here although there is no implication that ‘being made of steel’ is less likely than ‘being made of strong aluminum’. Similar considerations hold for (5a)-(5b), where the standard is determined by the (un)suitability to fetch the hat.

If this suggestion is on the right track, the question is why ‘less likely’ inferences are so common / found in default contexts with even. A potential answer to consider is that this is because distributional standards are so common / found in default contexts with gradable properties. To quote [12], “Evidently, the functional standard is less accessible for the positive form of gradable adjectives, as it seems to require special contexts; the distributional standard is far more salient for it.” ([12], p.(6)).

5 Summary

In this paper we examined the ‘comparative likelihood’ presupposition for even and pointed out three novel types of data which pose challenges for both the ‘comparative’ and the ‘likelihood’ components in it. We then developed a revised presupposition (inspired by previous intuitions in [22]), which accounts for the novel data, as well as for traditional felicity differences, explains why ‘less likely’ inferences often (but not always) arise with even (especially in default contexts), and more generally - applies tools from research on gradability to research on scalar operators.

Notice, though, that the revised presupposition relies on a limited set of data, namely overt even in matrix and UE environments. In future research I intend to examine the application of this presupposition to the behavior for overt even in (Strawson) DE and non-monotone environments, to covert even with (some) NPIs, and for other scalar operators, e.g. some of the readings of (overt and covert) exclusives like only and merely in English (cf. [6]), or rak and stam in Hebrew (cf. [19]).
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Linguistic vagueness is a consequence of aggregating many judgments into one. For example, whether something is a *heap* depends on judgments along at least two dimensions, height and width. Results from social choice theory—a branch of economics dealing with collective decision making—show that such judgment aggregations face significant limitations. Topologically, these limitations stem from “holes” in the structure of multidimensional domains over which judgment aggregations occur. Semantically, these limitations manifest as vagueness effects like susceptibility to the sorites paradox.

1 Vagueness Distinguished

In philosophical and linguistic studies of vagueness, there is widespread agreement as to the core vagueness phenomena: participation in the sorites paradox, borderline cases, and higher-order vagueness [24, 15]. In one way or another, these phenomena reflect the difficulty of drawing a boundary between a predicate’s true and false applications between, for example, the *tall* things and the non-*tall* things.

The sorites paradox, also known as the paradox of the heap, is illustrated in (1).

(1) Premise 1: A pile of 10,000 grains of sand is a heap.
Premise 2: A heap of sand minus one grain is a heap.
Conclusion: A pile of 1 grain is a heap.

This paradox, most important of vagueness phenomena, is traditionally attributed to Eubulides of Miletus in the 4th century BCE. As the structure of the paradox reveals, it is applicable to a wide range of natural language expressions. Common nouns like heap are susceptible, as are gradable adjectives (so-called because they can appear in comparative constructions) like tall and red, as are adverbs (very), quantifiers (many), verbs (start), proper names (Chicago), and definite descriptions (the border between Illinois and Iowa) [23].

Vague predicates also have “borderline cases.” Borderline cases reflect an intuition of indecisiveness about the truth of a proposition. For example, even if we know Clarence’s exact height—5 feet 11 inches—we are not sure if *Clarence is tall* is true. Not only are borders hard to find between the extension and anti-extension of a predicate, but they are also hard to find between, for instance, *tall* and *definitely tall*. This is the essence of higher-order vagueness: boundarylessness in a predicate’s extension.\(^1\)

\(^1\)The problem of boundarylessness separates vagueness from ambiguity or underspecification. An ambiguous word like bank has two (or more) semantically distinct meanings; disambiguation requires solving a mapping problem between sound (or some other representation) and meaning. In contrast, vague predicates involve meanings with unclear boundaries; interpreting a vague predicate requires solving a sorting problem among the relevant entities. Thus, ambiguous words do not display vagueness effects like borderline cases, at least not on account of their distinct meanings. For example, there is generally no borderline case between “financial institution” and “shore of a river” implicated by each use of bank. Nor is vagueness something like generality or underspecification. The utterance *a woman wrote Middlemarch* is perhaps underspecified for the author role, but it is not vague in terms of the sorites or borderline cases (at least not because the proposition uses the phrase *a woman* rather than *George Eliot*) [24].
2 Camping and the Sorites

I follow [23] in adopting a choice functional approach to adjectival semantics. Building on the framework of [16], van Rooij treats gradable adjectives as choice functions that select entities from the comparison class (the set of entities somehow relevant to the interpretation of the gradable adjective).\(^2\) The gradable adjective \(P\) can be “thought of as a choice function, selecting the \textit{best} elements of \{the comparison class\} \(c\) [23, 140].

For each subset \(S\) of available options \(X\), a \textit{choice function} assigns to each \(S\) some element or elements of \(S\). The rule by which the choice function decides which elements to assign is called the \textit{choice rule}. For my purposes, then, the set of available options \(X\) will be the set of entities that constitute the comparison class.

The challenge in accounting for gradable adjectival semantics is figuring out the choice rule. For example, on one prominent theory of adjectival semantics, gradable adjectives like \textit{tall} are measure functions that map an entity to a position on a one-dimensional scale of height [14]. These measure functions combine with a phonologically null morpheme to derive the denotation in (2).

\[
(2) \quad \llbracket \text{tall} \rrbracket = \lambda x. \text{tall}(x) \geq s(\text{tall})
\]

Loosely paraphrased, \(x\) is tall if \(x\)'s height stands out relative to some “standard of comparison,” which represents the cutoff point between positive and negative extensions. In this case, the relevant choice rule is the mechanism that helps us figure out how to set the standard of comparison—how, that is, to sort the entities that fall into the positive denotation from those that don’t. I will adopt this view of the choice rule in what follows.

2.1 Adjectives as Collective Choice Functions

Adjectives like \textit{tall} are not only choice functions, they are \textit{collective} choice functions. These adjectives aggregate multiple potential standards into a single standard.\(^3\)

There have been multiple proposals for how the standard \(s(\text{tall})\) is determined. The heights of the relevant objects are important, of course, but some norm-based cut-off (like the mean) is inadequate to account for vagueness effects [11]. As Fara puts it, “the property expressed context-invariantly by \textit{tall} is a property which is such that whether a thing has it depends not only on heights, but on other things as well” [8]. For Fara, this includes “what our interests are.” Others argue that a “stand-out” relation plays a role [15];\(^4\) others, the distribution of...
heights in the comparison class [22]; others, the metric distance from a prototype [13, 6]; and still others, the shape of the probabilistic distribution of heights [17].

Contextualist, many-valued logical, and supervaluationist approaches to adjectival semantics also reflect this ambivalence. Contextualist analyses like [23], for instance, hold that the adjectival standard constantly changes. “The basic idea behind contextualism is that vagueness is a diachronic phenomenon, which only emerges when we consider the semantic state of a language over time (or more generally, over multiple instances of interpretation)” [21, 113]. Contextualist accounts place particular emphasis on the act of interpretation, arguing that the act itself changes the semantic “facts on the ground.” Many-valued approaches proliferate truth values rather than standards, but the effect on interpretation mimics contextualist theories [5, 3]. And supervaluationist approaches explicitly rely on an interpretation function that simultaneously takes into account multiple adjectival standards [9, 11, 20].

Instead of choosing among these competing approaches, then, I associate tall’s adjectival standard with with a vector of several values—a norm-based potential cutoff, a threshold value, a probability value associated with the distribution of heights, and more. For example, tall’s standard may be associated with a vector in two or more dimensions, as in (3).

(3) \( s(\text{tall}) = (\text{height norm, ordinal rank in comparison class, \ldots}) \)

I will refer to a particular vector of values \((a, b, \ldots)\) as a cutoff.

I assume the availability of multiple potential cutoffs in any given context. There are multiple ways to rank these cutoffs. For example, one ranking might prioritize distance from a prototype and then ordinal rank in the comparison class, while another might prioritize (positive or negative) ordinal rank in the comparison class alone. I use the term standards to refer to these ways of ranking. This recapitulates the central insight of supervaluationism, in which the standard-setting function looks to multiple different ways of “making precise” a vague predicate. Moreover, the availability of multiple different standards in the same context accounts for the felicity of seeming contradictions like (4a). On the present view, (4a) is really something like (4b). Contrast this with (4c), which is a true contradiction.

(4) a. Clarence is tall and Clarence is not tall.
   b. In one respect, Clarence is tall, and in another respect, Clarence is not tall.
   c. # In one respect, Clarence is tall, and in that same respect, Clarence is not tall.

The semantic task for adjectives like tall, then, is to aggregate choices among multiple standards into a single standard. This becomes the “standard of comparison.” Gradable adjectives like tall are therefore collective choice functions, and they are subject to the limitations of collective choice.

2.2 The Limitations of Collective Choice

Social choice theory, the branch of economics dealing with the aggregation of judgments, places significant limits on whether such aggregations are possible. Arrow’s Theorem represents these

\[ a. \text{This book is long compared to that book.} \]
\[ b. \text{This book is longer than that book.} \]

As Kennedy explains, “Since \ldots long is true of an object if and only if it stands out in length in the context of evaluation, an assertion of [(1a)] involves a commitment to the highly unlikely position that a difference of one page could actually be relevant to whether a book of the size of the two under consideration stands out in length or not” [15, 18].
Figure 1: Aggregation of location preferences along a circular lake.
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limits. It states that there is no collective decision procedure that respects certain reasonable assumptions and avoids intransitivity [1].

Generalizing Arrow’s Theorem, Chichilnisky ([4]) provides a topological proof of the limits of collective choice. This proof is informally presented by [2]. Suppose Nino and Elena want to go camping along the shore of a perfectly circular lake. Nino and Elena may prefer the same geographic location along the shore, or they may not. If they agree on the location, that is where they will camp. Call this feature of the decision rule “unanimity.” And the decision will not depend on who chose what: if Elena picks location 1 and Nino picks location 2, the outcome (whatever it is) will be the same as if Nino picked location 1 and Elena picked location 2. Call this feature of the decision rule “anonymity.” Finally, the decision rule should be “relatively insensitive to small changes in individual preference” [4, 337]. This last requirement brings a kind of stability into the decision rule [18]. Call this feature “continuity.”

Let $S^1$ denote the shore of the lake, let $e$ be the location Elena picks, $n$ the location Nino picks, and let $f(e, n)$ be the compromise choice, the result of aggregating Elena and Nino’s preferences. Then a decision rule that chooses $f(e, n)$ such that $f(e, n)$ represents the unique shortest (arc) distance between $e$ and $n$ is both unanimous and anonymous. It is unanimous because, if $e = n$, then $f(e, n) = e = n$. It is anonymous because $f(e, n) = f(n, e)$.

However, it is not continuous. Holding $e$ fixed, as in Fig. 1, if Nino’s preferred location $n$ moves continuously in a counterclockwise direction, so does $f(e, n)—$until, that is, $n$ reaches the antipode of $e$, in which case $f(e, n)$ abruptly jumps to the other side of the lake. Chichilnisky’s theorem generalizes this behavior.

**Chichilnisky’s theorem** There is no continuous aggregation rule $f : S^1 \times S^1 \rightarrow S^1$ that satisfies unanimity and anonymity.

In terms of our example, there is no “fair” way to aggregate the location preferences along the shore of the lake. Any way we try to give Nino and Elena an equal say over the outcome, we will be stymied so long as we treat closely located camping spots similarly.

### 3 Vagueness Effects and the Structure of the Aggregation Domain

To construct an analogy between Chichilnisky’s social choice paradox and the sorites paradox, it remains to show that the space of standards is analogous to a circular lake, and that adjectives
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obey the relevant analogues to unanimity, anonymity, and continuity.

### 3.1 The Space of Standards Has a Hole

First, it is possible to interpret adjectival standards as representing preferences in a circular (or spherical) choice space. An aggregation of these standards constitutes a collective choice subject to Chichilnisky’s result.

Take the choice space $X$ to be a subset of $\mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R} \times \ldots \times \mathbb{R} = \mathbb{R}^n$. In Chichilnisky’s native habitat of consumer theory, the elements of the choice space may be bundles of goods, like 4 bottles of wine and 3 bottles of beer, represented by the ordered pair $(4, 3)$. In our interpretation, the elements will be bundles of information of the type that determines potential cutoffs. Recall (a modified version of) the possible vector for the cutoff of $tall$ (3).

$$s(tall) = (\text{height norm}, \text{ordinal rank in comparison class})$$

An ordered tuple $(4, 3)$ in this context would stand for a height of 4 (in relevant units) and an ordinal rank of 3 in the comparison class. This represents a potential cutoff between the extension and anti-extension of a gradable adjective.

To interpret preferences over $X$—to answer what it means to prefer one cutoff over another—we may consider any reasonably consistent (i.e., transitive, complete, and continuous) choice rule. This choice rule corresponds to an adjectival standard. And different standards may rank different cutoffs differently. For example, a probability-based standard and a prototype-based standard may assign different values (and thus different relative rankings) to cutoffs $\vec{v}_1$ and $\vec{v}_2$.

The diversity of adjectival standards likely means that different standards will prefer different cutoffs. Moreover, we expect the relevant standards to generate (linear) indifference sets or equivalence classes. A norm-based standard may rank the $(5, 4)$ tuple equivalently to the $(5, 3)$ tuple for the simple reason that the norm-based standard only cares about mean height, not relative position in the comparison class. The “gradient vector” of these indifference sets indicates the direction of greatest increase in along the relevant standard, as $v_1^r$ and $v_2^r$ in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). In other words, the gradient vector points in the direction of cutoffs ranked highest by the relevant standard.

Finally, we consider ordinal preferences among the standards as a simplifying assumption. Therefore, we normalize these gradient vectors to length 1, ignoring preference strength. Now, without loss of generality, we can lift these vectors and place them at the origin of a unit circle $S^1$ (Fig. 2(c)). This makes it easy to see that each point on $S^1$ represents a standard—namely, the standard whose unit vector points to that location on $S^1$.

An aggregation rule is a map $F$ (as in 5) from a tuple of standards to a single standard.

$$F : S^1 \times S^1 \times \ldots \times S^1 \rightarrow S^1$$

This recalls the camping problem (Fig. 1). The set of standards involved in the interpretation of an adjective like $tall$ can be represented as points along the boundary of a circle, just like camping spots along a lakeshore.

And just like the lakeshore, the space of adjectival standards has a “hole” in it. In the camping problem, the campers’ choices were limited to the shore of the lake—they could not decide to camp in the lake. This lacuna in the domain of the aggregation function is topologically a hole. Similarly, in the present example, the space of adjectival standards consists of the boundary of the unit circle $S^1$. As I show in subsection 3.3, it is the hole-y structure of the

---

5Indeed, Chichilnisky’s result only works for suitably diverse voters.
space of standards that is ultimately responsible for Chichilnisky’s result and, consequently, vagueness effects.

3.2 Chichilnisky’s Assumptions Are Satisfied

Accordingly, if the map $F$ in (5) is continuous, unanimous, and anonymous, then $F$ does not exist. Formally, the three assumptions unanimity, anonymity, and continuity look like (6).

(6) a. **Unanimity:** for each point $p \in S^1$, $F(p, p, \ldots, p) = p$.

b. **Anonymity:** for any $p, q \in S^1$, $F(p, q) = F(q, p)$.

c. **Continuity:** for any map $F : \mathbb{R}^m \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^k$, the map $F$ is continuous at $p \in \mathbb{R}^m$ if

i. for each $\epsilon > 0$, there exists a $\delta > 0$ such that $|F(q) - F(p)| < \epsilon$ as soon as $|q - p| < \delta$.

Unanimity and anonymity appear to be reasonable constraints on the choice of adjectival standard. For example, unanimity implies that if every relevant standard would rank $x$ as tall, then $x$ is tall. Similarly, if every relevant standard would judge $x$ as not tall, then $x$ is not tall. Anonymity reflects the idea that there is no contextually relevant standard that is somehow more important than another. Formally, the aggregation rule is invariant under permutations of the standards in its domain. At least for some uses of adjectives like *tall*, this seems like an uncontroversial assumption.

Continuity is more controversial. Continuity is sometimes explained as “stability.” For example, if Nino suddenly changes his opinion and claims that his favorite camping site is a site next to his previous choice, then the output of the aggregation rule should change at most

---

6This is only one possible definition of continuity consistent with the theorem. The definition of continuity is dependent on the particular topology imposed on the space of standards (that is, what constitutes the “open” sets).

7This is analogous to “supertruth” in supervaluationism [24].
to a site next to the previous one. As Lauwers ([18, 454]) explains, “Continuity is a form of stability of the social outcome with respect to small changes in the individual preferences.”

Tolerance is just this kind of stability. The notion of tolerance (7) has played a prominent role in theories of vagueness.

(7)  
   a. Suppose the objects $a$ and $b$ are observationally indistinguishable in the respects relevant to $P$; then either both $a$ and $b$ satisfy $P$ or neither of them does.  
   b. $P(a) \land a \sim b \rightarrow P(b)$

Vague predicates are said to be tolerant, as the second premise of the sorites paradox (8) demonstrates.

(8) Premise 1: A 2m tall woman is tall. 
   Premise 2: Any woman 1mm shorter than a tall woman is tall. 
   Conclusion: Therefore, a 1m tall woman is tall.

A vague predicate like $tall$ is tolerant in the sense that small differences in height seemingly do not change the value of $[tall(woman)]$ from 1 to 0. Put another way, as the heights of $x$ and $y$ converge, the values $[tall(x)]$ and $[tall(y)]$ also converge. This implies that a small change in height should not be the difference between the tall entities and the non-tall entities. That is, vague predicates are “stable” in the manner demanded by continuity. Thus, the principle of tolerance—a key property of the sorites premise—approximates the work of continuity.

When defined in terms like (6c), continuity emphasizes what Saari ([19, 57]) calls “local behavior”: if $x_0$ and $x_n$ are so close together that they are difficult to distinguish, so must be $f(x_0)$ and $f(x_n)$ (where $f$ is a continuous function). But this ignores the global structure of the domain, and when the local structure and the global structure disagree, problems arise. Saari ([19, 57]) provides the following example: “If we lived on a huge circle and used only local information, we would view the circle as being, essentially, a straight line.” And the camping problem demonstrates the perils of treating circles as lines.

### 3.3 Vagueness with Holes

If the domain of the aggregation function contains holes, then unanimity, anonymity, and continuity are mutually incompatible. Vagueness effects result from this incompatibility. For example, the sorites paradox represents a tradeoff between conflicting assumptions. The first premise and the conclusion reflect the assumption of unanimity: every standard agrees that a 2m tall woman is $tall$ and that a 1m tall woman is not $tall$. The sorites premise reflects continuity and anonymity. According to continuity, a small change in a tall woman’s height should not take her from $tall$ to not $tall$. According to anonymity, no contextually relevant standard is somehow more important than another. The sorites paradox is paradoxical because it rests on inconsistent assumptions.

---


9Despite this affinity between tolerance and continuity, [21] argues that continuity is too strong a constraint to model tolerance. First, continuity overgenerates the number of vague predicates. Second, sometimes domains are discrete. For example, the sorites premise for $heap$ works with grains of sand, not fractional grains of sand. Topologically speaking, every discrete domain could support a continuous function, but we want to distinguish between “discrete” vague predicates like $heap$ and “discrete” non-vague predicates like $has\ 100\ hairs\ or\ fewer$. Instead, Smith ([21]) argues for a “local” notion of continuity, which he dubs “closeness.” Vague predicates support local continuity (a small change in input produces at most a small change in the value of the function) but not “global” continuity.

10Borderline cases result when the aggregation function fails to return a value for non-unanimous aggregations.
This inconsistency only arises in choice spaces with holes. To see what I mean, we need the tools of algebraic topology, which is handy for studying continuous maps between different kinds of spaces. Topology doesn’t care about metrics or distances between points in a space, but rather the overall “shape” of a space. For example, a topologist does not distinguish a circle from a square because it is possible to construct a continuous bijective map (whose inverse is also continuous) from one to the other. This is a fancy way of saying that one can be stretched into the shape of the other.

But there is no way to stretch a space with a hole in it, like a circle, into a space without a hole, like a disk. Topological spaces are equivalent if it is possible to continuously deform one into another. This notion of continuous deformation goes by the name “homotopy.” And there is no way to continuously deform a hole-y space into a space without holes.

To prove this, we need the notion of a path. A “path” is a continuous function \( \alpha : [0, 1] \to X \) from the unit interval to a topological space \( X \), with \( \alpha(0) \) mapping to the initial point of the path and \( \alpha(1) \) mapping to the final point (Fig. 3(a)). A “loop” is a path in which \( \alpha(0) = \alpha(1) \). Usually, this point is identified at \( x_0 \), as in Fig. 3(b).

Roughly speaking, two paths are considered to be “homotopic” if they can be continuously deformed—shrunk, stretched, twisted, but not torn—into one another. The homotopy relation is an equivalence relation. It is reflexive (each path is homotopic to itself), symmetric (if \( \alpha \) is homotopic to \( \beta \), then \( \beta \) is homotopic to \( \alpha \)) and transitive (if \( \alpha \) is homotopic to \( \beta \), and \( \beta \) is homotopic to \( \gamma \), then \( \alpha \) is homotopic to \( \gamma \)). We can use this relation to create equivalence classes of loops.

In Fig. 3(b), for instance, the two loops \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are homotopic to one another—we can continuously shrink the closed disk until \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) overlap completely. Moreover, we can keep shrinking the disk until both \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) are equivalent to the “constant loop,” the loop that begins and ends at \( x_0 \) and goes nowhere in between (that is, the constant loop is the point \( x_0 \)). And we can do this for all loops in the closed disk. Therefore, the set of equivalence classes of loops starting at \( x_0 \) in the closed disk is just the set of equivalence classes of the constant loop.

However, consider the annulus in Fig. 3(c). Loops in the annulus cannot be shrunken to a point because of the hole in the middle. In this case, loops are homotopic just in case they go around the hole in the same direction the same number of times (like \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \) in Fig. 3(c)). One can walk along the path \( \alpha \) one time, or two times, or three . . . . And one can walk along

\[ \text{Figure 3: Loops on a closed disk and an annulus.} \]

---

11I rely heavily on [18] and [2] in what follows. See these references for a more detailed account of Chichilnisky’s proof.
the path $\alpha$ in the opposite direction once, twice, etc.

Imagine that the outer radius of the annulus is fixed, and that the inner radius increases until it equals the outer radius. Then we have a circle $S^1$ with the same homotopic properties as the annulus. The space of adjectival standards $S^1$ (or the sphere $S^n$) is homotopic to the annulus is Fig. 3(c).

We can now prove (a simple version of) Chichilnisky’s theorem and its linguistic corollary. We associate the set of integers $\mathbb{Z}$ with the equivalence classes of loops in $S^1$ (once around is 1, twice around is 2, etc.) and the set of ordered pairs of integers $\mathbb{Z} \times \mathbb{Z}$ with loops in $S^1 \times S^1$. The loop in which one individual standard makes a complete rotation but a second individual standard does not is $(1,0) \in \mathbb{Z} \times \mathbb{Z}$. The opposite loop (in which the second individual standard makes a complete rotation but the first does not) is $(0,1)$. Sequential positive rotations are thus represented by $(1,0) + (0,1)$. Simultaneous positive rotations are represented by $(1,1)$.

In this integer-oriented framework, an aggregation function is a function $F_* : \mathbb{Z} \times \mathbb{Z} \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}$. Anonymity implies (9) because it doesn’t matter which standard does the rotating (the aggregated standard depends on total rotations, not how the total is distributed among the standards).

(9) \[ F_*((1,0) + (0,1)) = F_*(2,0) = 2F_*(1,0) \]

But $(1,0) + (0,1) = (1,1)$. And since unanimity implies that $F_*(1,1) = 1$, we have (10).

(10) \[ 1 = F_*(1,1) = 2F_*(1,0) \]

This means that there must be some integer $F_*(1,0)$ such that 2 times this integer equals 1. Impossible.

Vagueness effects like the sorites paradox are thus a product of constrained choice over spaces with holes. Evidence for this approach comes from non-vague adjectives, so-called “absolute” adjectives like full. Absolute adjectives do not easily give rise to the sorites paradox because the second premise is judged to be false (11).

(11) \# Premise 2. Any theater with one fewer occupied seat than a full theater is full.

These adjectives are seemingly sensitive to only one value, like volume in the case of full or degree of bend in the case of straight.

(12) \[ s(\text{full}) = \text{(volume)} \]

And if the space of standards is one-dimensional, the domain of the aggregation function is more like a line than a circle. Aggregation problems do not arise; it is possible for an aggregation function to be continuous, anonymous, and unanimous [4, 347].

Chichilnisky and Heal 1983. The space $\mathcal{P}$ allows for topological aggregation if and only if each closed path is homotopic to the constant path. (In other words, there are no “holes” in $\mathcal{P}$.)

The property distinguishing absolute from adjectives like tall is the dimensionality of their standards. If vagueness is a problem of collective choice, this distinction explains both why vagueness effects do not generally arise in absolute adjectives and why such effects may arise if more dimensions are introduced into the aggregation process. In particular, multidimensionality creates holes.
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Abstract

In this paper, I make some novel observations about presuppositions triggered by a subset of achievements, namely, culminations like win, and argue that culminations are not only soft presupposition triggers of the occurrence of the activity generally preceding them, pace the received view (cf. e.g., Abusch 2010), but instead their presupposition is of a special kind that could be called an extra soft presupposition, which, in contrast to soft and hard presuppositions alike, can be cancelled even when unembedded. Moreover, I argue that there are lexical differences among different presupposition triggers, even among culmination predicates themselves, with respect to the degree of the strength of their presuppositions. In line with recent ideas (e.g., Chemla, 2009; Abusch, 2010; Romoli, 2015) about the computability of presuppositions, I propose that at least the presupposition of culminations can be derived, to which end I exploit abductive reasoning.

1 Introduction: culminations as presupposition triggers

A widely accepted idea (Piñón 1997; Löbner 2002; Heyde-Zybatow 2008; Malink 2008; Abusch 2010; Martin 2011) is that some achievements presuppose the occurrence of an eventuality, namely, an activity. Although (as I will discuss later) this claim is assumed to hold in general for several predicates belonging to some subset of the achievements of Vendler (1957), most authors (cf. e.g., Abusch 2010; Romoli 2015) focus on the predicate win, which presupposes an activity of participation. That participate is presupposed by win can be verified with standard tests of projection. Negation and conditional antecedents are two of the typical holes for presuppositions, i.e., presuppositions are preserved in their scope (Karttunen, 1973), and this is what we observe in the case of win, as shown by (1) and (2) from Zinova and Filip (2014).

(1) a. John didn’t win the marathon.
   b. ⇒ John participated in the marathon.

(2) a. If John won the marathon, he will celebrate tonight.
   b. ⇒ John participated in the marathon.

These tests indicate that the implication of participation is not part of the asserted content of win; on the other hand, we can establish that it is a presupposition rather than a conversational implicature by its cancellation possibilities (Beaver and Geurts, 2013). The received view is that presuppositions — more precisely, so called soft presuppositions, cf., e.g., Abusch (2010) — can be cancelled under negation, but not in unembedded contexts, while conversational implicatures
can be cancelled when unembedded. As (3) shows, win appears to pattern like presuppositions (though see more on this in Section 2.1).

(3) a. John didn’t win the race. In fact, he never participated.
    b. #John won the race. In fact, he never participated.

Thus, the received view based on considerations such as those detailed in the foregoing is that the achievement predicate win presupposes the occurrence of an activity of participation.

Delineating activity-presupposing achievements Although, as noted at the outset, it is mostly only the predicate win that is discussed in this respect, an activity-presupposition is generally attributed to a wider range of achievements. The set of verbal predicates with an existential presupposition similar to that of win is characterised in the literature as “achievements with a preparatory phase” (Abusch, 2010), achievements that denote the “right boundary” of an extended event (Piñón 1997; Heyde-Zybatow 2008; Malink 2008; Martin 2011), or terms that “denote the culmination of a process” (Löbner, 2002). These appear to correspond to the class of predicates called culminations by Bach (1986) building on the classification of Carlson (1981), which includes predicates like arrive, reach, die, win, find.2

The activity presupposed by find is look for (cf., e.g., Martin 2006; Malink 2008), the activity presupposed by arrive and reach is moving towards the goal, and the process presupposed by die can perhaps be best characterised as a gradual physical event that leads to the death of the theme (e.g., physical deterioration, a gradually decreasing supply in oxygen etc.). However, of these predicates, I know of only find that was studied besides win as a presupposition trigger (e.g., by Martin 2006, Malink 2008 and Piñón 2008). The tenability of the general claim that culminations (using henceforth Bach’s terminology) presuppose the occurrence of an activity preceding them (let us call this the activity-implication) is therefore in need of corroboration. Piñón (1997) offers a justification for this general claim, and argues that it is rooted in an ontological presupposition: in particular, culminations describe events that are the right boundary of an extended event and so they require the existence of an extended event of which they are the boundary of. However, as I will argue in Section 2.1, such a view of the activity-implication, which obviously does not allow for exceptions to the rule, runs into problems in the face of culmination predicates being instantiated without a corresponding preceding activity.

2 Culminations as extra soft presupposition triggers

2.1 Cancellability of the activity-implication

An observation I make in Gyarmathy (2015a,b) about presuppositions triggered by culminations is that they raise a worry that has not been noted and addressed so far, namely, that there may be cases where such culminations are true of an event without the occurrence of an activity preceding them. Some examples are as follows:

(4) a. The right wing won this contest without even participating in it.3

1Native speakers have voiced their concern that (3b) might, in fact, be assertable in a scenario in which John won the race without participation by virtue of the fact that everyone else was disqualified. This and similar considerations will be grounds to argue that culminations are what I will call extra soft presupposition triggers.

2Note that find is classified as a right-boundary achievement (in Bach’s terminology, a culmination) by Malink (2008) and Piñón (2008).

3http://links.org.au/node/1210
b. I thought the whole deal of using 115 was that you can curve space in such a way that you “pull” your destination towards you and restore space once you are at the apex of the curvature, having effectively **arrived at your destination** without moving.4

c. Mary **found** a penny quite by accident without looking for one. *(based on Martin, 2006)*

d. The spy **died** by shooting herself, and so she wasn’t dying before she died. *(based on Piñón, 1997)*

Note that it is a well-known fact that **soft presuppositions**, such as the factive implication of **discover**, are weak and context-dependent and may be obviated. Abusch (2010) includes achievements with a preparatory phase among soft presupposition triggers, along with, e.g., verbs of accompanied motion like **accompany**. Although soft presuppositions can be cancelled, their cancellation is invariably restricted to embedded contexts: e.g., within the scope of negation, a question or the antecedent of a conditional. But what we see in the case of culminations is that their presupposition can be obviated even in unembedded contexts, that is, the sentences in (4) are truthfully assertable.

While some of the examples in (4) (those for **win** and **arrive**) may sound convoluted and involve special cases,5 there is a distinct contrast with at least some other (soft) presupposition triggers, whose presupposition cannot be cancelled in unembedded contexts, however convoluted the setting is. In fact, such triggers include the same culmination predicates themselves, but the presupposition under scrutiny being the implication to the occurrence of an inverse state as their result state, cf. (5a).

(5)  
a. #Dorothy **arrived** at the station, even though she was already at the station.

b. #John **accompanied** Jane across the bridge, even though Jane wasn’t crossing the bridge.

c. #John **stopped smoking**, even though he never smoked.

Given their ability to be cancelled in unembedded contexts, I call the activity-implication of culminations an **extra soft presupposition**, which can be cancelled even when unembedded. Thus, we can extend the hierarchy of presupposition softness as follows:

- **hard presuppositions** cannot be cancelled;
- **soft presuppositions** can be cancelled in embedded contexts;
- **extra soft presuppositions** can be cancelled.

In Section 4, I will, in addition, argue that extra soft presuppositions are also different from conversational implicatures despite their similar cancellation patterns.

---

4http://www.abovetopsecret.com/forum/thread215509/pg1&mem=

5Some further examples from the Internet for **win** are as follows (my emphasis):

(i) as far as i’m concerned sam pretty much won every single year without even participating. *(on winners of World’s Ugliest Dog title in the past decade and the winner of years 2003-2005)*

(ii) That’s what validates the supporters right to say that “**we won the game**” even though they didn’t participate in the game it self.

Some further examples from the Internet for **arrive** (my emphasis):

(iii) – at an hour which would make us fashionably late had we **arrived** at that very instant by teleportation –

(iv) She **arrived** instantaneously, almost as if she had been transferred by wire.
2.2 Culminations and degrees of presupposition robustness

Another observation we can make about the activity-implications of culminations based on examples like those in (4) is that the strength of this implication differs by predicate. Predicates \textit{win}, \textit{arrive} and \textit{reach} appear to fairly strongly imply the occurrence of a preceding activity: as mentioned above, these predicates necessitate extremely convoluted uses to exemplify presupposition cancellation in unembedded contexts. In contrast, \textit{find} — even though it is sometimes cited (e.g., in Malink, 2008) as presupposing an activity of looking for the Theme — has a presupposition that is more easily cancelled (it is quite possible to find something by accident). As for \textit{die}, even if it does presuppose a process of the condition of the experiencer deteriorating, that is also very easily cancelled (one can die instantaneously, e.g., in an accident). This observation about presuppositions, interestingly, mirrors a recent observation by van Tiel et al. (2015) about \textit{scalar implicatures}: they noted that there are various degrees of the rate at which scalar inferences are drawn from different scalar expressions.

It would be a welcome feature of an account of activity-implications (or of presuppositions, or of implicative contents in general) if it could provide an explanation of why such lexical differences in the degree of presupposition robustness (over and above the well-established soft/hard, or the proposed extra soft/soft/hard distinction) occur.

3 Former accounts of the activity-implication

Lexical specification  As regards the source of the activity-implication, Piñón (1997, 2008) and Malink (2008) assume that culminations (in their terminology, right-boundary achievements) lexically presuppose a preceding activity, which can be encoded, for instance, with axioms of the kind “For each finding event, there is a searching event of which the finding event is a right boundary” (Piñón, 2008):\footnote{Piñón (2008) uses the variable \(t_r\) in the axiom below to quantify over reference times; \(\tau\) is the temporal trace function from events to their runtime, as usual.}

\[
\forall e \exists e' \left[ (\text{find}(e) \land \tau(e) \subseteq t_r) \rightarrow \exists e' \left[ \text{search}(e') \land t_r \subseteq \tau(e') \land \text{right\_boundary}(e, e') \right] \right]
\] (1)

Piñón (1997) argues that the source of this lexical presupposition is an \textit{ontological} presupposition, namely, that a right boundary presupposes the occurrence of something it is the right boundary of.

However, this proposal is obviously not compatible with the observations above about the cancellability of the activity-implication. For instance, not all findings are preceded by searchings. Piñón (2008, p. 164) is, in fact, aware of this problem (and actually appears to be one of only few authors to acknowledge this problem), and proposes in a footnote that (the German counterpart of) the word \textit{finden} is ambiguous, and that “[t]here is another sense of \textit{finden} for ‘accidental findings’ that does not presuppose a searching activity per se […] however, for expediency I set aside this use of \textit{finden} here.” I am not sure whether positing such a lexical ambiguity in the case of \textit{find} (and all culminations, in general) is warranted. Indeed, applying some classical tests of ambiguity from Zwicky and Sadow (1975) suggests that \textit{find} is a single lexical entry.\footnote{While (ia) below from Zwicky and Sadow (1975) is unproblematic (\textit{dog} is ambiguous between a male dog and the dog species), (ib) appears contradictory. Also, while (iia) from Zwicky and Sadow (1975) only has two readings (both Morton and Oliver threw their lunch to the floor, or both of them ate it) instead of four (i.e., it excludes “crossed understandings”), (iib) does not seem problematic, that is, a “crossed understanding” interpretation (finding after searching and finding by accident) is possible, indicating a lack of ambiguity.}
A way to reconcile the lexical axiom of Piñón (2008) in (1) with unpaired culminations (findings, in particular) is to use a generic quantifier instead of a universal one:

\[
\text{GEN}[e][\forall t_r \left[ (\text{find}(e) \land \tau(e) \subseteq t_r) \rightarrow \exists e' \left[ \text{search}(e') \land t_r \subseteq \tau(e') \land \text{right boundary}(e, e') \right] \right]] \]

(2)

However, it seems to me that such an axiom still raises some questions. In particular, the precise interpretation of GEN is notoriously elusive; but even given one specific interpretation of GEN, how can such axioms explain the differences we find between different lexical items in the strength of their activity-implication (cf. Section 2.2)? More importantly, though, where does such an axiom come from? We cannot assume with Piñón (1997) anymore that it is an ontological presupposition (i.e., that findings are boundary events and they require something to be a boundary of), because then why are findings without any searching events allowed? My proposal in Section 5 can be seen as an attempt at uncovering the source of such axioms, while allowing for the possibility that different culminations imply the occurrence of an activity with different strength.

**Alternatives-based accounts**  
Abusch (2010) and Romoli (2015), in contrast to the purely semantic presupposition account of Piñón and Malink, propose to derive the presupposition of culminations (among others) in analogy to scalar implicatures, arguing that they are associated with lexically specified alternatives: e.g., for `win`, \{`win, lose`\} (Abusch, 2010) or \{`win, participate`\} (Romoli, 2015). These alternatives then form the basis of pragmatic reasoning similar to what is traditionally assumed in the case of scalar implicatures.

The question that arises is again what the source of these lexically encoded alternatives is. Why is it exactly these predicates that are specified with alternatives (and not predicates like `explode` that Bach 1986 calls `happenings`, which do not imply the prior occurrence of an activity), and why are these the alternatives that are encoded? And more pertinently to the goals of this paper, how are extra soft presuppositions differentiated from merely soft presuppositions on these accounts? And why do we find different degrees of implication strength?

I do not wish to suggest that these questions cannot be answered in an alternatives-based approach to presuppositions; in fact, differences between triggers in the robustness of their implicative content must have some explanation in such frameworks, given that (as noted above) van Tiel et al. (2015) observed exactly such graded differences in the case of scalar triggers, whose semantics is almost invariably assumed to exploit alternatives. I will, however, propose an alternative analysis of activity-implications in Section 5, which might in the long run be actually combined with alternatives-based or axiom-based approaches.

### 4 Presuppositions versus scalar implicatures

The question arises, though, if we should perhaps conclude based on the possibility of cancellation in a non-embedded context that the activity-implication is a conversational implicature rather than a presupposition (with the observed graded differences in the strength of implication fitting in straightforwardly with the observation of van Tiel et al. 2015 about scalar triggers).

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| i | a. That dog isn’t a dog: it’s a bitch.  
   b. ?John found this pen, but didn’t find it: he wasn’t looking for it. |
|   |   |
| ii | a. Morton and Oliver tossed down their lunches.  
   b. Morton and Oliver found a penny each. Morton was looking for one, but Oliver just found one by accident. |
I maintain that that is not the correct conclusion, as, contrary to conversational implicatures, the implication to the occurrence of the activity part does not seem to be calculable solely from the meaning of the culmination and general principles of cooperative conversation, but seems to involve a conventional aspect (even the alternatives-based approaches mentioned above use lexical alternatives to derive presuppositions, but not scalar implicatures).

In addition, the experimental work by Bill et al. (2014) also indicates that the activity-implication of win is different from scalar implicatures: they found that the inference from a sentence like The bear didn’t win the race to the bear participating in the race is much more easily cancelled than the inference from a sentence like Some of the lions have balloons to not all of the lions having balloons. Of course, further experimental work is necessary to show that the existential presupposition of win and other culminations is different from all other kinds of conversational implicatures besides scalar implicatures. But presuppositions (that of culminations among them) have only been analysed in analogy to scalar implicatures out of conversational implicatures so far, and as for the maxims of Relevance and Manner, it is difficult to see what role they could play in the inference from, say, win to participate.

Further motivation for regarding the activity-implication of culminations like win as a presupposition comes from an observation I put forth in Gyarmathy (2015b), namely that the conjunction of the implied and asserted content (in this order) with and (in fact) is admissible for presuppositions, be they hard (as in (6)), soft (as in (7)), or extra soft (as in (8)), but odd for scalar implicatures (as in (9)).

(6) Jane came and (in fact) John came, too.

(7) a. Jane walked across the bridge and (in fact) John accompanied Jane.
   b. John was smoking and (in fact) he then stopped smoking.

(8) a. John participated and (in fact) won.
   b. John walked toward the station and (in fact) arrived at the station.

(9) ??John didn’t eat all of the cookies and (in fact) he ate some of the cookies.

Theoretical support for this difference in behaviour comes from the idea put forth by Chemla (2009) and Romoli (2015) that soft presupposition triggers are strong scalar items—as opposed to scalar implicature triggers, which occupy an opposite position on Horn-scales, i.e., they are weak scalar items. For instance, according to Romoli (2015), the alternatives associated with win are {win, participate}, where win entails participate.\(^8\) In contrast, for the alternatives some and all, it is all that entails some (and so due to the Gricean maxims of conversation, some introduces the scalar implicature not all). Thus, only in the case of presuppositions is it the case that the implied content is weaker than the asserted content, and it is pragmatically acceptable to add a stronger piece of information to a weaker one. Note that (as pointed by an anonymous reviewer,\(^9\) as well as Todor Koev, p.c.) (9) can be rendered felicitous by using but instead of and. This in fact supports the foregoing argumentation, as the difference between and but is a pragmatic one, with but being often used exactly in cases where the use of

---

\(^8\)As I argue (cf. Section 2.1), this is no strict logical entailment relation, but only a cancellable implication.

\(^9\)The reviewer also suggested that the infelicity of sentence (9) “seems caused by the presence of negation in the first sentence (e.g., I didn’t play tennis and I played football also sounds odd)”. However, this is not the case, as witnessed by (ia) (note that some is also a scalar implicature of not all) which does not contain negation in the first sentence, and by (ib) showing that negation in the first sentence does not rule out acceptability:

(i) a. ??John ate some of the cookies and (in fact) he didn’t eat all of the cookies.
   b. I don’t play tennis, and (in fact) I only do combat sports.
and would be pragmatically odd (cf., e.g., “John is a criminal and an honest man versus John is a criminal but an honest man”). While I do not believe that the activity-implication is a scalar implicature (or any other kind of conversational implicature), I do agree with authors like Chemla (2009) and Abusch (2010) that at least some presuppositions can be calculated, similarly as with (though not in the exact same way as) implicatures, and this is what I aim to do for culminations, building on a special kind of inference that is used widely in human reasoning.

5 The source and cancellability of the activity-implication

5.1 Abductive reasoning

In order to derive the activity presupposition of culminations, I propose to exploit abduction, i.e., the inference to the best explanation introduced by Charles Sanders Peirce, which is (contrary to deductive reasoning) defeasible. Abductive reasoning has come to be widely employed in AI (cf., e.g., Hobbs et al. 1993; for an overview, see, e.g., McIlraith 1998), and it is also abundantly used in everyday reasoning (cf. Douven, 2011). I propose that abduction is ideally suited for accounting for at least some defeasible inferences—including the activity-implication. Curiously, abduction has not yet been exploited much in formal semantics and pragmatics. An exception is Piñón (2009, 2011), who uses abduction to derive the actuality entailments of ability modals, but the present proposal builds most closely on Varasdi (2010, 2014), who offers an analysis of the imperfective paradox via an exploitation of an inverse reasoning that is basically at the core of abduction (even though he does not use the word “abduction”).

Abduction involves: (i) something that is observed and is to be explained, (ii) a theory (which encodes the non-defeasible rules of reasoning), and (iii) the explanation abduced on the basis of (i) and (ii), which together with the theory entails the observation. The abduced explanation needs to be the “best” one among possible explanations, where what counts as “best” depends on the concrete framework of abduction. An explanation is generally regarded better than another one if its simpler (e.g., in a logical representation language, consists of less literals), and/or more probable etc.

Abductive inferences often involve an inference to the antecedent of a conditional on observing the consequent. Thus, if we observe q, and our theory tells us that \( p \rightarrow q \), then we abduce p, because together with the theory, this entails what we observe, and is definitely at least among the simplest explanations.

5.2 Culminations and abduction

In deriving the presupposition of culminations, I draw on the exceptionless rule that whenever an extended event satisfying certain conditions occurs (for winning, participating and coming in first place, for arriving, movement to the goal), then its culmination can be described with the relevant culmination predicate without exception. So we have the (deductive) inference, “if P (an extended event) occurs, then Q (a culmination) occurs”. Then, what I propose happens, is an abductive step, deriving an inference to the best explanation (which is sufficient, but not necessary for what is observed). So by abduction we get “if Q (a culmination) occurs, then P (an extended event) occurs.”

---

10Thanks to Fabienne Martin for pointing this out to me.
11There are less demanding approaches to abduction, as well, in which case simple consistency with the theory suffices (McIlraith, 1998).
Via this inference, properties common to the (non-final parts of) events in $P$ are those presupposed by the culmination denoting $Q$ (e.g., for win, participate). Because it is not a deductive step, there may be cases where the reasoning fails: finding without searching, winning without participating etc. If we assume that, e.g., there are relatively speaking more findings without searchings than winnings without participatings, and that abduction is sensitive to such ratios (though need not rely solely on these), then we can now also explain lexical differences between culminations relating to the strength of their presupposition given simply differences between the ratio of “unpaired” events belonging to different culmination predicates.

A possible objection to this analysis is that there might be a danger of overgeneralisation, because abduction is an extremely powerful tool. An anonymous reviewer made such an objection: “I’m wondering whether this explanation might not overgeneralise: a situation in which, e.g., some but not all of the apples are red can be described with some so if some is used listeners may abductively infer that a situation in which all of the apples are red is excluded.” But in fact, we do want the defeasible inference from some to not all to go through (even though it will not go through based on the reasoning put forth by the reviewer, as we do not reason based solely on a single observation), as it is a defeasible inference, and defeasibility is exactly the hallmark of abductive inferences. And the standard Gricean maxims-based explanation might be seen as a “meta-level” abduction, which involves not only observations and theories about facts of the world, but also ones about utterances about facts of the world: the best explanation for why the speaker used some is that it is not true that all apples are red, so this observation (speaker used some, but speaker didn’t use all) can be explained with the theory (Maxim of Quality and Maxim of Quantity) and the abduced explanation (not all apples are red).

What may at first sight seem like a case of overgeneralisation, however, is the following: suppose that, by vast majority, whenever someone eats some apples, they eat all (of a bunch). In this case, from the observation that $x$ ate some apples, we would abduce that they ate all, quite contrary to the scalar implicature of some. However, note that this inference would be based on reasoning solely about facts of the world. Taking into account additional facts, in particular that someone uttered $x$ ate some apples, and extending our theory with the cooperative principles of conversation, we would now cancel our original inference (that $x$ ate every apple) and abduce its opposite, that $x$ in fact did not eat every apple. This (as Károly Varasdi, p.c., noted) highlights the importance of the non-monotonicity of abductive reasoning, that is, that abductive inferences are defeasible when information is added.

In contrast to the case of some and (not) all, the abductive inference about culminations presented above based on the facts of the world is not retracted when taking into account “metal-level” information (about utterances). This is because, as noted by Chemla (2009) and Romoli (2015), culminations as presupposition triggers occupy a different place among the set of alternatives as scalar triggers, and are strong scalar items. This also means, however, that their activity-implication is a weak scalar item, and so at the “metal-level” we abduce not win from participate, similar to abducting not all from some: if someone utters John participated in the race yesterday, we at least weakly infer that John did not win.

So while the danger of overgeneralisation is a valid worry about abduction in general, an abductive system does have predictive power. And it can also arguably cater for the observed differences between the strengths of the implications of triggers. For instance, in our case, if find does presuppose search, then win must also presuppose participate, because our model contains much less cases of winning without participating than findings without searching, so if there is enough grounds for abducting search from find, then the same reasoning must also make us abduce participate from win. And, by contrast, we do not predict happenings like explode to have an activity-implication, as there is no sufficient grounds to abduce one.
5.3 Presupposition projection and at-issueness

The abductive inferencing process only explains the defeasible activity-implication of a sentence asserting the occurrence of a culmination-event. However, once we have this inference from the positive form, we can explain why it projects (from under typical holes like negation, the antecedent of a conditional, etc.) drawing on the idea going back to at least Stalnaker (1974) that presuppositions are inferences that are not about the main point (Martin, 2006; Simons et al., 2010; Abrusán, 2011, a.o.). Simons et al. (2010) claim that “all and only those implications of (embedded) sentences which are not-at-issue relative to the Question Under Discussion [QUD] in the context have the potential to project.”

We can argue, as suggested by Fabienne Martin (2006 and p.c.), that the activity-implication of a culmination (e.g., participation) is not at-issue relative to a QUD relative to which the asserted content of the culmination (the occurrence of the culmination, e.g., winning) is at issue. If we can prove this to be true,\(^\text{12}\) then we can argue that the activity-implication projects by virtue of it not being at-issue content.

6 Conclusion

Based on an inspection of the presupposition of culmination predicates, I have argued that i) there are so called extra soft presuppositions, which are unlike soft presuppositions in that they can be cancelled when unembedded, ii) there are lexical differences between presupposition triggers as regards the strength of their presupposition, mirroring similar recent observations on scalar expressions, and iii) by drawing on abduction, we can explain the activity-implication of culminations along with its (different degrees of) cancellability.
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1 Introduction

Cantonese has at least four lexical entries that can be translated as English ‘or’, waak6ze2, ding6(hai6) jat1hai6 and jik1waak6.1 This paper focuses on the first two, waak6ze2 and ding6. Pedagogically, waak6ze2 and ding6 are described as ‘or’ in a statement and ‘or’ in a question, respectively.

The goal of this paper is to describe the properties of the two disjunctions and provide a compositional analysis that explains their distributions and interpretations in the framework of Suppositional Inquisitive Semantics (InqS; Groenendijk & Roelofsen, 2014).2 Specifically, both ding6 and waak6ze2 denote an inquisitive disjunction which forms a union of a set of propositions, but they differ in that ding6 has an extra syntactic requirement that the clause containing ding6 remains inquisitive. Consequently, ‘p waak6ze2 q’ is a non-inquisitive sentence, while ‘p ding6 q’ is always inquisitive. Furthermore, the analysis correctly derives the connotations which arise from unconditional sentences.

2 Empirical Data

According to Haspelmath (2007), some languages have two kinds of disjunction, “interrogative disjunction and standard disjunction” (pp. 26–27). For instance, Mandarin Chinese (Li & Thompson, 1981; Yuan, 2015) distinguishes interrogative háishe and standard/declarative huóze. In Egyptian Arabic (Winans, 2013), a sentence contains wallaa is interpreted as an alternative question as it cannot be responded with ‘yes’ or ‘no’, while aw is a standard disjunction since in a question it is understood as a yes/no question.

Cantonese has a comparable pair of lexical entries, ding6 and waak6ze2 both of which translate to ‘or’ in English.3 The grammaticality judgments of the following examples are given based on the interviews with the consultants and the results of the naturalness rating studies summarized in Figures 1 and 2 taken from Hara (2015).

---

1 Numbers indicate lexical tones. 1=high level or high falling; 2=mid rising; 3=mid level; 4=low falling; 5=low rising; 6=low level. Hai6 in ding6(hai6) jat1hai6 can be omitted in casual speech and omitted hereafter.
2 Winans (2013) also provides Inquisitive Semantics analysis to two kinds of disjunction in Egyptian Arabic.
3 Despite their similarities, the distribution pattern of Cantonese ding6 and waak6ze2 is different from those of Mandarin háishe and huóze and Egyptian Arabic wallaa and aw. For instance, Mandarin háishe and huóze are interchangeable under conditional antecedents and modals as reported in Huang (2010). Egyptian Arabic wallaa and aw are in complementary distribution while Cantonese ding6 and waak6ze2 are not. See Hara (2015) for comparison.

---
Figure 1 shows that in declarative constructions including embedding under modals and conditional antecedents, ding6 is ungrammatical while waak6ze2 is grammatical:

(1) Declaratives
Lisa sik6 zuk1 *ding6/waak6ze2 faan6
Lisa eat congee DING6/WAAK6ZE2 rice
‘Lisa eats congee or rice’

(2) Modals
Lisa ho2ji5/jiu3/hu2nang4/jat1ding6-hai6 sik6 zuk1 *ding6/waak6ze2 faan6
Lisa can/must/possibly/definitely-is eat congee DING6/WAAK6ZE2 rice
‘Lisa can/must/possibly/definitely is to eat congee or rice’

(3) Conditional antecedent
jy4gw02 Lisa sik6 zuk1 *ding6/waak6ze2 faan6, ceng2 waa6 ngo5 zil. if Lisa eat congee DING6/WAAK6ZE2 rice, please speak me know
‘If Lisa eats congee or rice, please let me know.’

In unconditional antecedents, both ding6 and waak6ze2 are grammatical, as can be seen in Figure 1.

(4) Unconditional antecedent
mou4leon6 Lisa sik6 zuk1 ding6/waak6ze2 faan6, koei5 dou1 wui5 baau2 no.matter Lisa eat congee DING6/WAAK6ZE2 rice, she will be full
‘Whether Lisa eats congee or rice, she will be full.’

Figure 2 shows that interrogatives with ding6 end with a particle aa4 and are straightforward alternative questions since they have to be answered by one of the choices. Answering ‘yes’ or ‘no’ makes the discourse anomalous.

(5) Lisa jiu3 zuk1 ding6 faan6 aa3?
Lisa want congee DING6 rice PRT
‘Does Lisa want congee or rice?’
   a. *jiu3 (want) ‘Yes, she wants’/*m4 jiu3 (not want) ‘No, she doesn’t want.’
   b. zuk1 (congee) ‘Congee.’/faan6 (rice) ‘Rice.’

On the other hand, interrogatives with waak6ze2 are more complicated and need a more careful observation. Interrogatives with waak6ze2 end with a particle with a different tone, aa4 and based on the consultants’ introspection-based judgments, they should be yes-no questions rather than alternative questions. However, the experimental result shows that in fact, none of the answers to waak6ze2-questions are perceived as natural as the ones to ding6-questions. Furthermore, just like ding6-questions, answering just ‘yes’ or ‘no’ to waak6ze2-questions is judged quite unnatural. Perhaps, this is because the speaker, being maximally cooperative, should provide the actual choice after answering, e.g., ‘Yes, I want congee.’ Thus, it is judged unnatural due to its uncooperativeness.

(6) Lisa jiu3 zuk1 waak6ze2 faan6 aa4?
Lisa want congee WAAK6ZE2 rice PRT
‘Does Lisa want congee or rice?’
   a. ??jiu3 (want) ‘Yes, she wants’/??m4 jiu3 (not want) ‘No, she doesn’t want.’
   b. ??zuk1 (congee) ‘Congee.’/??faan6 (rice) ‘Rice.’
Another possibility is that *waak6ze2*-questions are what Roelofsen & van Gool (2010) call “open intonation” questions. According to Roelofsen & van Gool (2010), when an English disjunctive interrogative has open intonation as indicated in (7), a ‘yes’ answer is not licensed.

(7) Does Ann\(\uparrow\) or Bill\(\uparrow\) play?

As for Cantonese *waak6ze2*-questions, indeed, as reported in Hara (2015), the average of ‘no’-answers is significantly higher than ‘yes’-answers ($t = 3.884, p < 0.001$). Thus, I conclude that *waak6ze2*-questions are interpreted as yes/no questions or open questions. The empirical characterization of the distribution of *ding6* and *waak6ze2* is summarized in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>declarative</th>
<th>modal</th>
<th>unconditional</th>
<th>conditional</th>
<th>question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>ding6</em></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>alternative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>waak6ze2</em></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>yes/no, open</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus, *waak6ze2* and *ding6* are not in complementary distribution in a strict sense. In particular, *waak6ze2* in an unconditional is also judged quite natural. Thus, Cantonese *waak6ze2* is more like English *or*, which can be treated either as a standard disjunction or an interrogative disjunction in Haspelmath’s (2007) terms, while *ding6* exclusively denotes the interrogative...
disjunction.

3 Proposal

Based on the empirical data obtained in Section 2, I propose that both ding and waakže denote an (inquisitive) disjunction which forms a union of set of propositions. The difference between the two items lies in their syntactic specifications. While α-ding-β carries an uninterpretable feature which forces the clause to be inquisitive and resist the declarative operator, α-waakže-β lacks such a feature, hence its denotation can be non-inquisitive.

3.1 Suppositional Inquisitive Semantics

Suppose that a possible world is a valuation for atomic sentences and \( W \) is the set of all possible worlds. In the standard possible-world semantics, the meaning of a sentence is a set of possible worlds. Thus, \([\text{Lisa smiles}] = |\text{smile(lisa)}| = \{w | \text{Lisa smiles in } w\}\). In Inquisitive Semantics (Groenendijk & Roelofsen, 2014), possible worlds constitute an information state, \( \sigma \),

Figure 2: Average naturalness: Question-Answer Pair (Hara, 2015, 16)
and the meaning of a sentence $\varphi$ is a set of information states that support $\varphi$. In Suppositional Inquisitive Semantics (InqS), there are two more semantic relations besides ‘support’:\(^4\)

(9) Atomic sentences

a. $\sigma$ supports $p$ ($\models^+ p$) iff $\sigma \neq \emptyset$ and $\forall w \in \sigma. w(p) = 1$.
b. $\sigma$ rejects $p$ ($\models^- p$) iff $\sigma \neq \emptyset$ and $\forall w \in \sigma. w(p) = 0$.
c. $\sigma$ dismisses a supposition of $p$ ($\models^= p$) iff $\sigma = \emptyset$.

A state $\sigma$ supports $\neg \varphi$ just in case $\sigma$ rejects $\varphi$, and $\sigma$ supports $\varphi \lor \psi$ just in case $\sigma$ supports $\varphi$ or $\sigma$ supports $\psi$:

(10) a. $\sigma \models^+ \neg \varphi$ iff $\sigma \models^= \varphi$.
    b. $\sigma \models^- \neg \varphi$ iff $\sigma \models^= \varphi$.
    c. $\sigma \models^= \neg \varphi$ iff $\sigma \models^= \varphi$.

(11) a. $\sigma \models^+ \varphi \lor \psi$ iff $\sigma \models^+ \varphi$ or $\sigma \models^+ \psi$.
    b. $\sigma \models^- \varphi \lor \psi$ iff $\sigma \models^- \varphi$ and $\sigma \models^- \psi$.
    c. $\sigma \models^= \varphi \lor \psi$ iff $\sigma \models^= \varphi$ or $\sigma \models^= \psi$.

The semantics for implication is defined as follows:

(12) a. $\sigma \models^+ \varphi \to \psi$ iff $\sigma \cap \text{info}(\varphi) \models^+ \varphi$ and $\sigma \cap \text{info}(\varphi) \models^+ \psi$.
b. $\sigma \models^- \varphi \to \psi$ iff $\sigma \cap \text{info}(\varphi) \models^- \varphi$ and $\sigma \cap \text{info}(\varphi) \models^- \psi$.
c. $\sigma \models^= \varphi \to \psi$ iff $\sigma \cap \text{info}(\varphi) \models^= \varphi$ and $\sigma \cap \text{info}(\varphi) \models^= \psi$.

The set of all states that support $\varphi$, $[\varphi]^+$ is defined as in (13).

(13) $[\varphi]^+ := \{\sigma | \sigma \models^+ \varphi\}$

In InqS, this is the meaning of a sentence, i.e., $[\varphi] := [\varphi]^+$. Accordingly, the meaning of a sentence $[p]$ in InqS becomes the powerset of $[w] = \{w|w(p) = 1\}$ excluding the empty set. Given $p^+(S) := p^+(S) - \{\emptyset\}$, thus, $[\text{Lisa smiles}] = p^+(\{w| \text{Lisa smiles in } w\})$.

The classical meaning of a sentence $\varphi$ as a set of possible worlds, called the informative content of $\varphi$, is retrieved by taking a union of all states that support $\varphi$:

(14) $\text{info}(\varphi) = \bigcup [\varphi]^+$.

Furthermore, following Groenendijk & Roelofsen (2014), a sentence $\varphi$ is said to be inquisitive when $\varphi$ is supported by at least one state and $\varphi$ is not supported by $\text{info}(\varphi)$. That is, if $\varphi$ is inquisitive, accepting $\text{info}(\varphi)$ does not make the supporting state as our updated common ground:

(15) $\varphi$ is inquisitive iff $[\varphi]^+ \neq \emptyset$ and $\text{info}(\varphi) \notin [\varphi]^+$

(Adopted from Groenendijk & Roelofsen, 2014, 9)

### 3.2 Composition

Inspired by Hamblin’s (1973) Alternative Semantics, Ciardelli & Roelofsen (2015); Theiler (2014) provide a framework which enables us to derive a set of information states as the meaning of a sentence without invoking a special composition rule like pointwise functional application.\(^5\)

In this framework, the semantic value of a sentence is a powerset of $[p]$, thus in each linguistic expression, all the type $t$’s in the standard Montague grammar are replaced by $\langle (s_t, t) \rangle$.

---

\(^4\)The current paper adopts InqS instead of the basic inquisitive semantics framework, InqS, since one of the goals is to analyze unconditional sentences which involve the semantics of implication.

\(^5\)Roelofsen & van Gool (2010) provide a machinery which directly extends Alternative Semantics, which faces several problems as pointed out by Ciardelli & Roelofsen (2015).
In Alternative Semantics, the meaning of a sentence is also considered as a set of propositions, a set of sets of possible worlds. The crucial difference from Alternative Semantics is that in inquisitive semantics, the set is not unconstrained but downward closed, thus if \( |p| \in [\varphi] \) and \( |q| \subseteq |p| \), \( |q| \in [\varphi] \).

In order to give a non-inquisitive semantics to declarative sentences containing a disjunction, I introduce a declarative operator, \( \text{DECL} \), which amounts to perform updates of the state in the classical sense. The semantics of \( \text{DECL} \) is based on Roelofsen & van Gool's (2010) Focus operator \( f \) and naturally adapted to the framework of \( \text{InqS} \) as can be seen in (17).\(^6\)

\[
\text{DECL} \text{ renders all sentences into non-inquisitive ones using } info \text{ defined in (14).}^7
\]

Finally, in formalizing the semantics of alternative and polar questions, I adopt Roelofsen & van Gool's (2010) notion of excluded possibility. Following the standard assumption in the dynamic semantics, the semantics of a sentence \( \varphi \) encapsulate how \( \varphi \) updates the common ground. If a world \( w \) is not included in any information state that supports \( \varphi \), then \( w \) is excluded by \( \varphi \). In other words, the set of possibilities excluded by \( \varphi \) is the set of states that support \( \neg \text{DECL} \varphi \) and codified as \( \| \varphi \| : = [\neg \text{DECL} \varphi]^+ (W - info(\varphi)) \)

### 3.3 Analysis

I propose that both \( \text{ding6} \) and \( \text{waak6ze2} \) denote an inquisitive disjunction, which join two sets, but they are different in that only \( \text{ding6} \) has a syntactic-feature-driven requirement which resists the \( \text{DECL} \) operator.

Let us take a look at \( \text{waak6ze2} \) first, which simply denotes disjunction:

\[
\text{DECL} \varphi = \varphi^+(info(\varphi))
\]

### Notes

\( \text{DECL} \) is the set of states that support \( \neg \text{DECL} \varphi \) and codified as \( \| \varphi \| : = [\neg \text{DECL} \varphi]^+ (W - info(\varphi)) \)

### References

6I would like to thank Katsuhiko Sano (personal communication) for his suggestion in the formalization of \( \text{DECL} \).

7As noted by Roelofsen & van Gool (2010), \( \text{DECL} \) and \( f \) are akin to non-inquisitive closure in Groenendijk & Roelofsen (2009) and existential closure in Kratzer & Shimoyama (2002).
entence containing ding6 remains inquisitive. That is, a sentence containing ding6 cannot be the argument of the decl operator. Thus, $[\text{DECL}(\alpha \text{ ding } \beta)]$ is undefined. I implement this requirement using syntactic feature-checking. ding6 carries an uninterpretable feature $[\text{INQ}]$.

\[(22)\] a. Lexicon: ding6: CONJ, [\text{INQ}], [\text{DING}]

b. Semantics: For any type $\tau$ and $[[\alpha]], [[\beta]] \in D_\tau$, $[[\alpha \text{ ding } \beta]] := [[\alpha \lor \beta]]$

The $[\text{INQ}]$ feature of ding6 needs to be checked off by an operator $O_{[\text{INQ}]}$ which occupies C position and carries the interpretable feature [INQ]. The operator $O_{[\text{INQ}]}$ requires its complement to be inquisitive.

\[(23)\] $[[O_{[\text{INQ}]}\varphi]]$ is defined if $[[\varphi]]$ is inquisitive.

$O_{[\text{INQ}]}$ can be realized as the question particle aa3 in (25-b) or the head of unconditional antecedent, montlem6 in (29-a) below. Thus, ‘p ding6 q’ is ungrammatical in a declarative due to its uninterpretable feature. The [INQ] of ding6 needs to be checked by $O_{[\text{INQ}]}$, but in a declarative sentence, the DECL operator renders the clause non-inquisitive, which conflicts with the lexical requirement of $O_{[\text{INQ}]}$, as in (24-a). If $O_{[\text{INQ}]}$ is not merged to the clause, [INQ] remains unchecked and the derivation does not converge as in (24-b).

\[(24)\] a. $^{*}O_{[\text{INQ}]}$ DECL [... ding6[aa3] ...]

b. $^{*}\text{DECL} [... ding6[\text{INQ}] ...]$

Turning to interrogative sentences like (5) and (6), I propose that aa4 is a polar interrogative particle analogous to the interrogative complementizer Q in Roelofsen & van Gool, while aa3 is an exhaustification presupposition particle analogous to the English L tone in Biezma & Rawlins (2012). The semantics of ‘$\varphi \text{ aa4}$’ is the union of the possibilities which support $\varphi$ and the possibilities which excluded by $\varphi$ (25-a). In contrast, aa3 presupposes that its prejacent is inquisitive and exhausts the common ground, thus no possibility is eliminated by the update of the prejacent proposition (25-b).

\[(25)\] a. $[[\varphi-\text{AA4}]] := [[\varphi]] \cup \{\varphi\}$

b. $[[\varphi-\text{AA3}]]$ is defined if $[[\varphi]]$ is inquisitive and $[[\varphi]] = \emptyset$. If defined, $[[\varphi-\text{AA3}]] := [[\varphi]]$.

There are at least two ways to interpret waak6ze2-interrogatives. In one case, ‘p waak6ze2 q’ takes the DECL operator. As a result, ‘p waak6ze2 q aa4?’ is a yes/no question which is a set containing two propositions, ‘Yes, p or q’ and ‘No, ¬p ∧ ¬q’:

\[(26)\] $[[\text{DECL}(p \text{ waakze q})-\text{AA4}]] = [[\text{DECL}(p \lor q)]] \cup [[\text{DECL}(p \lor q)]]$

$= \varphi^+(\{p \lor q\}) \cup \varphi^+(\{\neg p \land \neg q\})$

In the other case, ‘p waak6ze2 q’ does not take the DECL operator, and ‘p waak6ze2 q aa4?’ is interpreted as an “open intonation” question:

\[(27)\] $[[p \text{ waakze q}-\text{AA4}]] = [p \lor q] \cup [p \lor q] = \varphi^+(\{p\}) \cup \varphi^+(\{q\}) \cup \varphi^+(\{\neg p \land \neg q\})$

This is consistent with the intuition summarized in section 2 and the experimental result reported in Hara (2015). Recall that responding yes to waak6ze2-interrogatives is low rated but responding no receives a significantly higher rating. This is because the ‘no’-answer can single out one possibility, ‘¬p and ¬q’, while the proposition entailed by the ‘yes’-answer remains inquisitive containing two possibilities, ‘p’ and ‘q’.
In contrast, ‘p ding6 q aa3?’ cannot take the DECL operator, so it is always an alternative question which is denoted by a union of the two alternative propositions:

(28) \([p \text{ ding } q \text{-AA3}]\) is defined if \([p \text{ ding } q]\) = \(\emptyset\).

If defined, \([p \text{ ding } q \text{-AA3}] = [p] \cup [q] = \varphi^+(p) \cup \varphi^+(\neg p)\)

3.4 Unconditionals and their connotations

Rawlins (2013) analyzes English unconditionals as universal quantification over a set of conditional sentences. Morpho-syntactically, Rawlins’s analysis suits Cantonese unconditionals like (4) as they involve \(\text{ding6} \) or \(\text{waak6ze2}\), which generates a union of sentences, and a universal quantifier \(\text{dou1} \ ‘\text{all}.\) The “antecedent” of the unconditional is inquisitive, \(\varphi^+(p) \cup \varphi^+(\neg p)\), i.e., a union of two propositions. The head of the unconditional construction, \(\text{mou4leon6}\) is one of the inquisitive operators \(\varnothing_{\text{inqS}}\), thus it requires its complement to be inquisitive and has the operation of pointwise functional application built in its lexical semantics:

(29) a. \([\text{mou4leon6} \alpha, \beta]\) is defined iff \([\alpha]\) is inquisitive.

If defined, \([\text{mou4leon6} \alpha, \beta] := \bigcup\{[p \rightarrow q]^+ \mid p \in [\alpha] \text{ and } q \in [\beta]\}\)

b. \([p \text{ ding } \neg p] = [p] \cup [\neg p] = \varphi^+(p) \cup \varphi^+(\neg p)\)

c. \([\text{mou4leon6} p \text{ ding } \neg p, q] = [p \rightarrow q]^+ \cup [\neg p \rightarrow q]^+\)

Thus, we obtain a union of conditional sentences, \([p \rightarrow q]^+ \cup [\neg p \rightarrow q]^+\). Finally, \(\text{dou1}\) defined in (30) renders the union of propositions into a conjoined sentences as in (30-b).

(30) a. \([\text{dou1}(\varnothing)] := \bigcap[\varnothing]^+\)

b. \([\text{mou4leon6} p \text{ ding } \neg p, \text{dou1-q}] = [(p \rightarrow q) \wedge (\neg p \rightarrow q)]^+\)

This \(\text{inqS}\) analysis of unconditionals can also account for the connotations of unconditionals. Intuitively, an unconditional sentence ‘whether or not \(p, q\)’ gives rise to a consequent entailment, e.g., in (4), ‘She will be full’ is always true, and an independence connotation between two issues \(p\) and \(q\). Indeed, it can be shown that the consequent entailment holds:

**Proposition 1** (Consequent entailment). \(\sigma \vdash^+ (p \rightarrow q) \wedge (\neg p \rightarrow q)\) imply that \(\sigma \vdash^+ q\).

**Proof.** By assumption, \(\sigma \vdash^+ p \rightarrow q\) and \(\sigma \vdash^+ \neg p \rightarrow q\). By the definition of ‘\(\rightarrow\)’ in (12), \(\sigma \cap \text{info}(p) \equiv p\) and \(\sigma \cap \text{info}(\neg p) \equiv \neg p\). By the definition of ‘\(\vdash^+\)’, thus, \(\sigma \cap \text{info}(p) \neq \emptyset\) and \(\sigma \cap \text{info}(\neg p) \neq \emptyset\). Hence, \(\sigma \cap (W - \text{info}(p)) \equiv + q\). Also, since \(\sigma \cap \text{info}(p) \equiv + q\), \(\sigma \cap \text{info}(p) \subseteq \text{info}(q)\). Therefore, \(\sigma \subseteq \text{info}(q)\). Hence, \(\sigma \vdash^+ q\).

As for the independence connotation, Franke (2009) defines that two propositions are (epistemically) independent when learning the truth/falsity of one proposition does not affect the truth/falsity of the other proposition.\(^8\) Franke’s notion of independence can be carried over to the \(\text{inqS}\) framework as in (31) on the basis of Aher & Groenendijk (To appear) definition of \(\Diamond\) in \(\text{inqS}\) as in (32).

(31) \(p\) and \(q\) are independent in \(\sigma\) if \(\sigma \vdash^+ \Diamond x\) and \(\sigma \vdash^+ \Diamond y\) imply \(\sigma \vdash^+ \Diamond (x \wedge y)\), for all \(x \in \{p, \neg p\}\) and \(y \in \{q, \neg q\}\).

(32) \(\sigma \vdash^+ \Diamond \varphi\) iff \(\varphi\) is supposable in \(\sigma\), i.e., \(\sigma \cap \text{info}(\varphi) \equiv^+ \varphi\).

\(\Diamond\) denotes truth-value independence. From Aher & Groenendijk, To appear.

\(^8\)See Sano & Hara (2014) for a dynamic extension of independence.
In showing the truth of the unconditional “whether or not \( p, q \)” entails the independence between \( p \) and \( q \), the following fact from Groenendijk & Roelofsen (2014) is used:

**Fact 2 (Persistence modulo inconsistency).** If \( \sigma \models + \varphi \) and \( \sigma \supseteq \tau \neq \emptyset \), then \( \tau \models + \varphi \) 

(Adapted from Groenendijk & Roelofsen, 2014, 11)

**Proposition 3 (Independence).** If \( \sigma \models + (p \rightarrow q) \land (\neg p \rightarrow q) \), then \( p \) and \( q \) are independent in \( \sigma \).

**Proof.** Suppose \( \sigma \models + (p \rightarrow q) \land (\neg p \rightarrow q) \). By Proposition 1, \( \sigma \models + q \). We need to show the following four implications: 1. If \( \sigma \models + p \) and \( \sigma \models + q \), then \( \sigma \models + (p \land q) \). 2. If \( \sigma \models + \neg p \) and \( \sigma \models + q \), then \( \sigma \models + (\neg p \land q) \). 3. If \( \sigma \models + \neg p \) and \( \sigma \models + \neg q \), then \( \sigma \models + (\neg p \land \neg q) \). 4. If \( \sigma \models + \neg p \) and \( \sigma \models + \neg q \), then \( \sigma \models + (\neg p \land \neg q) \). Case 1: Suppose \( \sigma \models + p \) and \( \sigma \models + q \). By the assumption, \( p \) is supposable in \( \sigma \). Thus, \( \sigma \cap \text{info}(p) \models + p \) and \( \sigma \cap \text{info}(p) \neq \emptyset \). Also, since \( \sigma \models + q \) and Fact 2, \( \sigma \cap \text{info}(p) \models + q \), which implies \( \emptyset \neq \sigma \cap \text{info}(p) \cap \text{info}(p) = \sigma \cap \text{info}(p \land q) \). Since \( \text{info}(p \land q) \subseteq \text{info}(p) \), \( \sigma \cap \text{info}(p \land q) \subseteq \sigma \cap \text{info}(p) \). By Fact 2, \( \sigma \cap \text{info}(p \land q) \models + p \land q \). Therefore, \( p \land q \) is supposable in \( \sigma \), thus \( \sigma \models + (p \land q) \). Case 2: Similar to Case 1. Case 3: Suppose \( \sigma \models + \neg p \) and \( \sigma \models + \neg q \). By the assumption, \( \sigma \cap \text{info}(\neg p) \models + \neg q \) and \( \sigma \cap \text{info}(\neg q) \neq \emptyset \). By the definition of \( \neg \cdot \), \( \sigma \cap \text{info}(\neg p) \models + \neg q \). Case 4: Similar to Case 3. Since the assumptions contradict each other, this case never happens. Case 4: Similar to Case 3.

\[ \square \]

4 Conclusion

This paper provided a compositional analysis that explains their distributions and interpretations of the two kinds of Cantonese disjunction, \( \text{waak6ze2} \) and \( \text{ding6} \) in \( \text{InqS} \). Both \( \text{ding6} \) and \( \text{waak6ze2} \) denote an inquisitive disjunction which contains a set of alternative propositions, but they differ in that \( \text{ding6} \) has an extra syntactic-feature-driven requirement that the clause remains to be inquisitive. The analysis is consistent with the result of the experiments reported in Hara (2015) and correctly derives the interpretations of the interrogative constructions and the connotations which arise from unconditional sentences.

As mentioned in section 2, Haspelmath (2007) states that there are a lot of languages which have two kinds of disjunction, “interrogative disjunction and standard disjunction”. However, Cantonese disjunction system is different from Egyptian Arabic system (Winans, 2013, See). Even the distribution of the two disjunctions in Mandarin Chinese, which is quite similar to Cantonese in a number of respects, is different from that in Cantonese. More specifically, Mandarin “interrogative” disjunction, \( \text{háishe} \), is available under modals and conditional antecedents (Huang, 2010, See), while Cantonese \( \text{ding6} \) is ungrammatical under those constructions. It would be interesting to investigate whether this distributional difference arises from the difference in the disjunction system or the properties of modals and conditionals.
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Abstract

This paper establishes an empirical generalization about right node raising (‘RNR’), based on a novel test using interactions with focus operators: the rightmost constituent (‘pivot’) can take wide scope above the conjunction, as predicted by ex situ theories of RNR, and as previously argued in Sabbagh (2007). Wide scope is possible, however, only if the pivot is not associated with a position within an island (pace Sabbagh, 2007). Our results are compatible with a hybrid approach to RNR: there is (i) an ex situ analysis achieved by rightward ATB-movement which is island-sensitive, and (ii) an analysis with the pivot in situ, which does not require movement.

1 Ex situ and in situ analyses of right node raising

Right node raising refers to coordinate constructions like (1), where a constituent apparently associated with both conjuncts is pronounced once, at the right edge of the sentence.

(1) John likes and Mary hates The Fantastic Mr. Fox.

Two families of RNR analyses have been advanced in the literature. According to ex situ approaches, the surface position of the pivot is external to the coordinate structure. A number of authors have proposed a derivation where the pivot originates internal to the conjuncts and undergoes rightward across-the-board (‘ATB’) movement to adjoin above the conjunction (Ross, 1967; Hankamer, 1979; Postal, 1974; Sabbagh, 2007, i.a.):

(2) \[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{TP} \\
\text{TP} \\
\text{John likes } t_1 \\
\text{and} \\
\text{TP} \\
\text{Mary hates } t_1 \\
\end{array}
\] \[ \text{The Fantastic Mr. Fox} \]

The second family of approaches (in situ) take the pivot to stay internal to the conjunction. One in situ approach involves backward ellipsis: separate occurrences of the pivot are present in each conjunct, and the occurrence of the pivot in the left conjunct elides (Wexler and Culicover, 1980; Swingle, 1995; Kayne, 1994; Wilder, 1995; Hartmann, 2001; Ha, 2008, i.a.).

(3) \[ \text{[John likes The Fantastic Mr. Fox]} \text{ and } \text{[Mary hates The Fantastic Mr. Fox]} \]

Another in situ approach involves a multi-dominance structure: there is a single occurrence of the pivot with multiple mothers, one in each conjunct (McCawley, 1982; Wilder, 1999; Bachrach and Katzir, 2007, 2009). In (1), a single occurrence of The Fantastic Mr. Fox is both the complement of likes in the left conjunct and the complement of hates in the right conjunct.\(^2\)

\(^\ast\) We thank Danny Fox, Irene Heim, Sabine Iatridou, David Pesetsky, and Viola Schmitt for helpful discussion. All errors are, of course, our own. Both authors receive financial support from the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada.

\(^1\) Another type of ex situ approach allows for co-ordination of non-standard constituents, and assumes that a surface structure like (1) is base-generated, rather than derived by movement (Steedman, 1985). In the remainder the paper, we will assume that ex situ structures (if possible at all) involve ATB-movement.

\(^2\) While proponents of in situ accounts usually assume either ellipsis or multi-dominance, Barros and Vicente (2011) argue that both are necessary, but see Larson (2012) for counterarguments.
Our aim in this paper is to establish whether, and under what circumstances, an ex situ analysis is available. We focus, in particular, on a dissociate scope prediction:

(4) **Dissociative Scope Prediction**
   a. If an ex situ analysis is available, the pivot can scope above *and*.
   b. If only an in situ analysis is available, the pivot must scope below *and*.

We introduce a new way to diagnose the scope of the pivot based on focus operators (§2), which supports the following generalizations:

(5) **Empirical generalizations**
   a. The pivot can scope above *and*.
   b. When the (base) position of the pivot is within an island, the pivot must scope below *and*.

The result in (5-a) confirms that RNR has an available ex situ analysis, as already argued in Sabbagh (2007). The result in (5-b) is most straightforwardly understood if RNR has both an ex situ analysis and an in situ analysis. The ex situ analysis involves rightward ATB-movement which respects islands, contrary to the finding in Sabbagh (2007). In island configurations, the ex situ analysis is blocked, while the in situ analysis is preserved, predicting (5-b).

In the remainder of the paper, we consider other ways of testing for the scope of the pivot involving universal quantifiers (§3, building on Sabbagh, 2007) and the distributive operator different (§4, building on Abels, 2004). Although Sabbagh (2007) has argued that data with universal quantifiers indicate that the pivot can take scope above *and* out of an island, we reconcile his data with (5-b). In the final section (§6), we identify a residual puzzle.

2 Focus operators

Our strategy to diagnose the scope of the pivot will be to insert *only* into it. To set up discussion, let us first introduce the analysis of *only* by considering the mono-clausal example:

(6) John likes *only* Hamlet.

We assume that *only* is a two-place operator (cf. Rooth, 1985; Drubig, 1994; Krifka, 2006; Wagner, 2006). *Only* combines with a focused XP of any type α, and then a constituent of type <α, st>. We take it that, in (6), this argument structure obtains with covert movement of *only Hamlet* to derive the LF in (7). *Only* combines with *Hamlet* (type e) and the derived property λx.λw. John likes x in w (type <e, st>),

(7) \[ [TP \{DP only Hamlet\} \lambda 1 \{TP John likes t1\}] \]

*Only* is defined as in (8) (cf. Rooth, 1985; Wagner, 2006). Only(x)(f) presupposes f(x)(w) and asserts the falsity at w of all alternatives f(a) that are not entailed by f(x).

(8) \[ only = \lambda x_\alpha . \lambda f_{<\alpha, st>} . \forall a \in ALT(x) [f(a)(w) \rightarrow (f(x) \Rightarrow f(a))] \]

Presupposition: f(x)(w)

Then, (6) presupposes that John likes Hamlet and asserts that for every alternative a to Hamlet, John does not like a, unless John liking a is already entailed by him liking Hamlet.

Given this analysis, *only* is predicted to scopally interact with other operators. Taglicht (1984), for instance, observes (9), which is ambiguous between (9-a) and (9-b). (9-a) derives from an LF like

---

3 Note that Bachrach and Katzir (2007) propose a way to make a multi-dominance account compatible with wide scope readings. We will not be able to pursue this possibility further here due to space restrictions.
(10-a) where only Spanish QRs to a position above advised, while (9-b) derives from an LF like (10-b) where QR targets a position below advised.4

(9) You were advised to learn only Spanish.
   a. Only Spanish is such that you were advised to learn it. only > advised; (10-a)
   b. What you were advised was to learn only Spanish. advised > only; (10-b)

(10) a. \([TP \ [DP \text{ only Spanish}_F] \lambda1 \ [TP \text{ you were advised to learn } t_1]]\)
   b. \([TP \text{ you were advised } [TP \ [DP \text{ only Spanish}_F] \lambda1 \ [TP \text{ to learn } t_1]]\]

2.1 Diagnosing only > and

Let us now consider an RNR example minimal to (1), but with only inserted into the pivot, as in (11):

(11) John likes and Mary hates only The Fantastic Mr. Fox.

A first available reading is one with and > only, according to which (11) licenses the inference:

(12) ... therefore, John dislikes all the other movies and Mary likes all the other movies.

This inference is expected to be valid if the pivot including only is interpreted separately within each conjunct — i.e. and > only — as in the baseline:

(13) John likes only The Fantastic Mr. Fox and Mary hates only The Fantastic Mr. Fox.

Critically, (11) also allows for a second reading with only > and, which can be paraphrased: only The Fantastic Mr. Fox is such that both John likes it and Mary hates it. This reading is brought out:

(14) John and Mary like and dislike many movies, but their taste is nearly identical. John likes and Mary hates only the Fantastic Mr. Fox.

The observation that only > and is possible provides a direct argument that RNR has an available ex situ analysis, per the Dissociative Scope Prediction. On the in situ analysis, the pivot is internal to the conjuncts in the narrow syntax and would have to undergo covert ATB-movement. It is clear from the unavailability of an only > and reading in the in situ baseline in (13) that such covert movement is not generally available. An ex situ analysis is required to derive only > and.

Regarding the first reading (and > only), it derives on an ex situ analysis with ATB-reconstruction of the pivot. In fact, since we will argue below that RNR has both an ex situ analysis and in situ analysis, there are two derivations which each yield and > only in (11): and > only is the “reconstructed” reading of the ex situ analysis and straightforwardly derives on the in situ analysis.

2.2 The effect of an island

It is well known that RNR is grammatical even when the conjunct-internal base position of the pivot is within an island:

(15) John found a critic who likes and Mary found a critic who hates The Fantastic Mr. Fox.

Yet, we demonstrate that the generalization is more nuanced: although RNR is grammatical in island configurations, the range of available readings is more restricted. In particular, the pivot cannot scope above and. Once again, this is diagnosed by inserting only into the pivot.

4The surface distribution of only can be accounted for as follows: only can adjoin to any constituent, as long as at LF the syntactic configuration \([\text{only}(x)][y]\) can be established. Consistent with this, covert movement of only and its associate leading to Taglicht ambiguities is subject to familiar LF-movement constraints (for example, it is not possible from a finite clause) (Wagner, 2009).
As a control, the data in (16) demonstrate that a DP containing only cannot normally escape a relative clause island. (16-a) involves overt movement with negative inversion, and (16-b) shows that only must be interpreted internal to the relative clause and scope below someone.

(16)  
a. *Only The Fantastic Mr. Fox did John find a critic who likes.  
b. John found someone who likes only The Fantastic Mr. Fox. *(some > only, *only > some) 

Turning to our RNR test case, consider the bolded example, first in a context biasing and > only:

(17)  
It seems some critics either like or dislike almost everything. John found a critic who likes and Mary found a critic who hates only The Fantastic Mr. Fox.

In (17), the sentence is felicitous, indicating that it can convey the and > only reading where John managed to find a critic who likes a single movie, and Mary one who hates a single movie. But, now consider the following, which biases only > and:

(18)  
It’s hard to find critics that disagree with each other. #John found a critic who likes and Mary found a critic who hates only only The Fantastic Mr. Fox.

The incoherence of (18) suggests that only > and is not available. This is evidence that for island-violating RNR, the pivot must scope below the conjunction. The interaction between only and the conjunction hence provides evidence for the generalizations in (5).

To account for the island facts, we suggest that the ex situ analysis of RNR is island-sensitive, and that RNR has, in addition, an in situ analysis. In island-violating RNR, only the in situ analysis is available, so the pivot must scope below and. Given that the ex situ analysis involves ATB-movement, island sensitivity is expected from the behavior of leftward ATB-movement:

(19)  
*Which book does John know the man who likes and Mary know the woman who hates ?

3 Universal quantifiers

Sabbagh (2007) provides a different way of diagnosing the scope of the pivot, and reports results convergent with our first generalization (that pivot > and is available), but contradictory to our second (that pivot > and is bled in island configurations). In Sabbagh’s test cases, the pivot is universal:

(20)  
Some nurse gave a flu shot to and administered a blood test for every patient.

The subject some nurse necessarily scopes above and; that is, it is necessarily the same nurse that gives the flu shot and administers the blood test. The pivot is every patient. Every patient is scopally

5 We do not explore the exact generalization of what constrains wide scope reading here. We think that the wide-scope pattern might be similar to that of overt leftward ATB movement. It seems different from LF movement in that wide scope seems possible in double object constructions (i). And it might be also in allowing extraction from a finite clause (ii.), although the judgments we obtained were conflicting; it is different from rightward movement, in that wide scope readings seem to be possible with preposition stranding:

(i.) a. John sent some student and Mary sent some professor every piece of gossip that they heard of around the department.  
b. I found that Bill likes and you found that Bill hates only The Fantastic Mr. Fox.  
c. Bill raved about and yet Mary complained about only The Fantastic Mr. Fox.  

Another caveat is that we found that examples involving the operator even might pattern differently. To explore the exact generalization more carefully is beyond the scope of this paper.

6 A parallel example in which island-violating RNR feeds wh-movement is reported as acceptable in Bachrach and Katzir (2007); however, the judgments we elicited suggest that this is in fact not possible. We think this data point has to be tested more extensively.

7 The assumptions is vPs are conjoined, and some nurse ATB-moves out of the conjuncts to spec-TP, where it is interpreted as scoping above the conjunction (Moltmann, 1992; Fox, 2000).
commutative with and, but interacts with some nurse. Because some nurse scopes above and, if every patient can scope above some nurse, it must also be able to scope above and. Sabbagh observes that this wide scope reading is available in (20).

3.1 Island configurations

Let us now consider Sabbagh’s datum with an island configuration:

(21) John knows someone who speaks and Bill knows someone who wants to learn every Germanic language.

The universal pivot, as above, is commutative with and, but scopally interacts with someone. Sabbagh observes that (21) is ambiguous between some > every and every > some. The critical result is the availability of every > some, paraphrased: for every Germanic language x, John knows someone who speaks x and Bill knows someone who wants to learn x.

This reading could come about in two ways. On an in situ analysis, every Germanic language could QR above someone separately in each conjunct:

(22) Derivation 1 (after in situ analysis): (and > every > some)

a. \[ TP [DP every Germanic language] \lambda_1 \text{John knows someone who speaks } t_1 \]
and \[ TP [DP every Germanic language] \lambda_2 \text{Bill knows someone who wants to learn } t_2 \]

On an ex situ analysis, the LF corresponding to the narrow syntactic structure is (23-b), where every Germanic language has ATB-moved above the conjunction. If the pivot is above the conjunction, it also must scope above someone.

(23) Derivation 2 (after ex situ analysis): (every > and > some)

a. \[ TP \text{John knows someone who speaks } t_1 \]
and \[ TP \lambda_1 [DP every Germanic language] \]

For (21) to be a counter-example to our conclusions, it must be demonstrated that the ex situ derivation is an available one. The premise of the argument is that the example in (24) is unambiguous (some > every, *every > some), where one conjunct is considered in isolation:

(24) John knows someone who speaks every Germanic language.

This shows that every Germanic language cannot QR above someone within the conjunct in violation of the island, ruling out Derivation 1. To account for (21), rightward ATB-movement must, then, not be sensitive to islands, allowing every > some to derive from an ex situ structure like Derivation 2.

We believe, however, based on the judgments we elicited, that the baseline in (24) may actually allow for every > some. We can improve the test if we find an island configuration where QR of the universal within the conjuncts is more clearly blocked. Postal (1998) observed that wh-extraction out of a relative clause in a definite DP is notably worse than in other DPs (cf. Szabolcsi, 2006). Building on this, we modify (23) by changing the DP to a definite:

(25) John knows the professor who wrote every exam.

The judgment in (25) is clearer than in (24): (25) allows a reading with the > every, but an inverse reading with every > the is marginal. The RNR test case is:

(26) John knew the professor who wrote and bribed the student who graded every exam.

Most of our informants report that the judgment tracks the baseline: just as every > and is marginal in (25), it is marginal in (26). (26) can convey (implausibly) that John knew the professor who wrote every exam and bribed the student who graded every exam (and > every), but a plausible reading where professors and students co-vary with exams is at least difficult.
A more direct test of the predictions is to substitute and with or, which directly interacts with the universal quantifier.

\[(27)\] 
A: How did John get through the semester?  
B: He blackmailed the professor who wrote or bribed the student who graded every exam.

Again, a wide scope of every was at least difficult for most of our consultants.

4 Distributed and cumulative readings

Another source of evidence for our generalizations are interactions with distributive operators such as different or similar. Consider (28) (see Abels (2004) for a parallel example):

\[(28)\] Carl and Sue married two quite different people.

This sentence conveys that Carl and Sue each married one person, and the person Carl married was quite different from the person Sue married (‘distributive reading’). The generalization about distributive readings is that they are possible if the constituent modified by different can take scope over a plural or a coordination (cf. Beck, 2000, for cases not involving RNR).

Turning to RNR, a distributive reading is available in non-island configurations (cf. Abbott, 1976, 642, for an example with similar):

\[(29)\] Bob and Sally brought their partners over for dinner. Their partners did not get along. Bob dates and Sally married two quite different people.

The distributive reading in (29) is expected under an ex situ account, where two quite different people attaches above the coordination and can hence scope over it, but not under an in situ account.\(^8\) The in situ baseline is (30), where the distributive reading is clearly impossible:

\[(30)\] Bob dates two quite different people and Sally married two quite different people.

To make explicit how the distributive reading derives if different scopes above the coordination, we sketch a possible analysis of (29):

\[(31)\] \[
[[[Bob dates t_1] \text{ and } [Sally married t_1]] [two quite different people]_1]
\]

After Beck (2000), different may be analyzed as a reciprocal relational adjective. Simplifying somewhat for exposition, two quite different people denotes:

\(^8\) This is acknowledged in Abels (2004). However, Abels (2004) argues that this apparent advantage of ex situ analyses is illusory. Consider:

(i) John says that Friederike must, and that Konrad may, record two quite different songs.

This example is meant to illustrate that raising the VP also licenses a distributive reading, but it is unexpected that the DP could take scope over the coordination from inside the VP. Abels concludes that there must be some other mechanism to allow distributive scoping than movement. We have doubts about this judgment, however. The following at least seems to lack a distributive reading:

(ii.) Trent Reznor did sing and Johnny Cash will sing two quite different songs.

A second argument that Abels makes in order to show that distributive scope are not sensitive to movement constraints is the following:

(iii.) Konrad and Frederike know men who have written quite different songs.

But here, it is the constituent men that quite different songs out-scopes and distributes over, and then Konrad and Frederike can distribute over the two men—no scope-taking out of the island is necessary to derive the intended reading.
The conjunction must provide a predicate of pluralities to be taken as the argument of \( [\text{two quite different people}] \). To achieve this, we make two assumptions: (i) predicate abstraction can occur separately in each conjunct (\( \lambda y . \text{Bob dates} \ y, \lambda z . \text{Sally married} \ z \)), and (ii) and is optionally analyzed as something other than logical and. Link (1984) provides the entry for and in (33-a), which composes with the aforementioned predicates to yield the predicate of pluralities in (33-b).

\[(33) \quad a. \quad \text{[and]}_2 = \lambda P_{<e,t>} . \lambda Q_{<e,t>} . \lambda X . \exists y \exists z [X = y \oplus z \land P(y) \land Q(z)] \\
   b. \quad \text{[\&P]} = \lambda X . \exists y \exists z [X = y \oplus z \land \text{Bob dates} \ y \land \text{Sally married} \ z] \]

Applying \( [\&P] \) to \( [\text{two quite different people}] \) delivers the distributive reading: the sentence is true iff there is some two-membered plurality of people \( y \oplus z \) where \( y \) and \( z \) are different from one another (from (32)), and Bob dates \( y \), and Sally married \( z \) (from (33-b)).

### 4.1 Island configurations

Let us now turn to island contexts. In non-RNR structures, the distribution of distributive readings appears to be sensitive to islands such that the distributive reading is unavailable when different is trapped in an island:

\[(34) \quad \text{Bob and Sally know a politician that married two quite different people.} \]

Consistent with our second generalization, a distributive reading is similarly absent in RNR if the pivot originates in an island. This effect of islands has already been observed for adjunct islands in Abels (2004), and we illustrate with a relative clause island:

\[(35) \quad \text{Our co-workers, Bill and Sally, do not get along. At Thanksgiving, I always go over to Bill’s house and you always go over to Sally’s house. So, #I know the man who married and you know the woman who married these two quite different people.} \]

### 4.2 Cumulative readings

The operator total seems to show a convergent paradigm to the one seen above with different:

\[(36) \quad a. \quad \text{There seems to have been an odd sort of concert going on in the street last night. A man hummed and a woman whistled four songs total.}
   b. \quad \text{There seems to have been an odd sort of concert going on in my street last night and in my sister’s street. I heard a man who hummed and my sister heard a man who whistled four songs total.} \]

The bolded sentence in (36-a), but not (36-b) allows a “cumulative reading” in which each of the two singers individually sang less than four songs, but four songs in total were sung between them. In sum, the generalizations about distributive and cumulative readings are as expected if there is an ex situ analysis of RNR, but only when respecting island constraints, convergent with our conclusions in the preceding sections.

### 5 Summary

Data are consistent with the empirical generalizations in (37), restated from the introduction. The most conservative interpretation of these generalizations leads to the analytical conclusions in (38).
(37) **Empirical generalizations**
   a. In island-respecting RNR, the pivot can scope above and (cf. Sabbagh 2007).
   b. Island violating RNR is grammatical, but the pivot must scope below and.

(38) **Analytical conclusions**
   a. RNR has an island-sensitive ex situ analysis.
   b. RNR has an island-insensitive analysis that is only compatible with and < pivot.

Throughout the paper, we have argued that the island-sensitive ex situ analysis in (38-a) involves rightward ATB-movement of the pivot from conjunct-internal base positions to a conjunct-external position. Our data are most straightforwardly analyzed with a “hybrid” analysis of RNR where the ex situ and in situ approaches – rather than being mutually exclusive – co-exist. Island-respecting RNR is ambiguous between this ex situ analysis and an in situ analysis, and island-configurations disambiguate in favor of an in situ analysis. A hybrid approach has been previously proposed in Valmala (2013).

6 A remaining puzzle: conjunctive pivots

To conclude the paper, we point out a class of examples which constitute a residual puzzle.

(39) Madonna sang and McCartney wrote *American Pie* and *Let It Be*, respectively.

This example has two features: the pivot is a conjunction and *respectively* is present. The interpretation involves pairwise distribution of the conjuncts in the pivot between the conjoined clauses: Madonna sang *American Pie* and McCartney wrote *Let It Be*. This reading can only obtain with the pivot ex situ, as is clear from:

(40) Madonna sang *A. Pie* and *Let It Be* and McCartney wrote *A. Pie* and *Let It Be* (respectively).

The sentence in (40) is an in situ baseline, and is truth-conditionally distinct from (39): whereas Madonna sang just *American Pie* in (39) and McCartney wrote just *Let It Be*, (40) says that Madonna sang both songs and that McCartney wrote both songs.

The same profile of example with a distributed reading seems to be available in island-configurations, although this seems to require an ex-situ pivot:

(41) I know the artist who sang and John has met the artist who wrote *American Pie* and *Let It Be*, respectively.

Hence, the example in (41) is an apparent counter-example to our second generalization: the pivot can take scope above the conjunction despite the island configuration.

But, the puzzle runs deeper still. Although the pivot must be ex situ, the individual conjuncts in the pivot behave syntactically as though they were within their respective conjuncts. Consider:

(42) John likes and Mary hates *himself* and *herself*, respectively.

By Condition A, *himself* must be c-commanded by John, and *herself* by Mary. Note that this result cannot be obtained by reconstructing the entire conjunction *himself and herself* into the two clausal conjuncts: if the entire conjunction reconstructed, *himself* and *herself* would both be present in both conjuncts, which would result in an incorrect interpretation and violations of Condition A.11

---

9 Data in this section build on examples in Moltmann (1992) and references therein. The binding data also relate to observations in Hirsch and Marty (2015).

10 See Gawron & Kehler (2004) for an analysis of *respectively*. As in the examples above with *different*, and is analyzed as something other than logical conjunction in their analysis of *respectively*.

11 *Himself* and *herself* could be ‘exempt anaphors’ in this example, not subject to Condition A. Reinhart and Reuland (1993) observe that the anaphor in the coordination in (i) is exempt, as diagnosed by the non-complementarity between it and the pronoun:
NPI licensing shows a similar pattern:

(43) Madonna won’t sing and McCartney won’t record any song and any album, respectively.

The NPIs are licensed if any song and any record are c-commanded by negation separately in their respective conjuncts. If the conjunction itself reconstructed, in addition to a wrong meaning, the NPIs would not be licensed, since and is an intervener for NPI licensing (Linebarger, 1987; Guerzoni, 2006).

Further binding data involving Conditions B and C show that the conjuncts in the pivot not only can behave as though they were within the conjoined clauses, but in fact must (just like in the case of regular RNR, cf. Phillips, i.a.):

(44) a. *John likes and Mary hates him and her, respectively. (Condition B)
   b. *He likes and she hates John and Mary, respectively. (Condition C)

In (44-a), co-indexation of John and him is impossible, as is co-indexation of Mary and her, indicating that John necessarily c-commands him and Mary c-commands her. The pattern in (44-b) is parallel.

In sum, it appears that the pivot must be ex situ, but the construction is not island-sensitive and the individual conjuncts in the pivot behave as they though are necessarily in situ in separate conjuncts. While a full account of this pattern is beyond the scope of the present paper, one possibility is that the entire pivot, in (39) American Pie and Let it Be, ATB-moves above the conjunction and then the individual conjuncts American Pie and Let it Be are “metalinguistically” reconstructed as syntactic objects into separate positions in the two clausal conjuncts. If island effects arise through an interaction of syntax and interpretation, this metalinguistic strategy may not respect islands. This type of metalinguistic RNR might also be understood with an approach that views (at least some cases of) RNR as a consequence of incremental structure building during processing (Phillips, 1996) or as a consequence of delayed spell-out (Bachrach and Katzir, 2009). We leave further exploration of this idea for future research.
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(i) Max boasted that the queen invited Lucie and himself/him for a drink.

The datum in (44-a), however, shows that complementarity does hold in the conjunctive pivot examples, calling into question an analysis of (42) in terms of exempt anaphora.
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Abstract

We assume, following Rothstein 2010, 2011, 2016 and Landman 2011, 2013, 2015, a semantic theory of the mass-count distinction which defines the notion of count in terms of disjointness, non-overlap, and in which the mass-count distinction applies to noun phrases of any complexity (i.e. not just lexical nouns). We derive, following Rothstein 2011, two interpretations for pseudo-partitives like three glasses of wine, a container classifier interpretation which we show to be count and a measure interpretation which we argue to be mass. We then address portion readings. Partee and Borschev 2012 discussed portion readings as a subcase of measure readings. We argue, against this, that portion readings do not pattern with measure readings, because portion readings are count. We discuss three ways of deriving portion readings. This adds, for three glasses of wine, two new portion interpretations: a contents-classifier interpretation and a free portion interpretation. We show that, in the semantic framework given, all portion interpretations come out as count, setting them apart from measure interpretations. We show that the distinctions between measure interpretations and portion interpretations derived here hold cross-linguistically in a number of typologically distinct languages.

1 The disjointness principle

Rothstein 2010, 2011 and Landman 2011 develop theories of the mass-count distinction in which disjointness, non-overlap, is a characterizing property of count noun denotations, while mass nouns generally denote sets that allow overlap. Based on this, Landman 2013, 2015 develops a formal theory in which the mass-count distinction applies not just to lexical nouns, but to noun phrases in general.

In order to provide a setting for some of the later discussion in this paper, we briefly sketch here some aspects of this theory. Landman 2013, 2015 formulates a compositional mechanism which associates with the standard denotation of a noun phrase a base set, a set that generates this denotation under the sum operation ∪. For count nouns, the base set is the set in terms of which the members of the denotation are counted and to which distribution takes place. Since counting requires disjointness, for count nouns the base set is required to be (contextually) disjoint; vice versa, noun phrases whose base set is disjoint at every (relevant) world-time index are thereby classified as count noun phrases.

For example, for singular noun cat with denotation CATw,t, the base set is the set CATw,t itself, and CATw,t is required to be disjoint. The same disjoint set CATw,t is the base set for the (non-disjoint) denotation *CATw,t (the closure of CATw,t under ∪) of plural noun cats (and it forms a partition within the set of parts of the denotation of the cats). For complex noun phrases like pet cats and three pet cats the base set derived is CATw,t ∩ PETw,t. Since CATw,t is required to be a disjoint set, CATw,t ∩ PETw,t comes out as disjoint as well. This means that the complex noun phrases pet cats and three pet
cats also come out as count noun phrases. And this means that the pluralities in the denotation of three pet cats are correctly counted as three in relation to their parts in the set $\text{CAT}_{w,t} \cap \text{PET}_{w,t}$. It also means that three pet cats can combine with distributive predicates that require a plural count subject, as in (1), and the distribution is, for a plurality in the denotation of the subject noun phrase, to its parts in the set $\text{CAT}_{w,t} \cap \text{PET}_{w,t}$:

(1) *Three pet cats should each have their own basket.*

The above paragraphs function as an example of the kind of theory that we assume as a background for this paper: a semantic theory in which the mass-count distinction is based on disjointness and applies to all noun phrases. We need something like this here, because we are concerned with the interpretation and mass-count nature of classifier phrases and measure phrases, (subkinds of pseudopartitives), which are complex noun phrases. However, for the purposes of the present paper we need little of the background theory: the following principle regulating singular count interpretations of noun phrases will suffice for most of our purposes:

(2) **Disjointness Principle:**
If the interpretation set of a noun phrase is disjoint to every (relevant) index, the noun phrase is singular count.

2 Classifier readings and measure readings

Rothstein 2011 gives a semantics for expressions like *three glasses of wine*, showing that they are ambiguous between a container classifier interpretation and a measure interpretation.

(3) a. [...] and next to them, she would put *three glasses of wine*, three glasses of water, three sugar cubes and one golden coin. [Radomir Ristic, *The great spirits of fate,* in: The Crooked Path Journal, issue 2, p. 45, 2008]  
b. [...] and just as you are going to roast open the paste, pour in *three glasses of Madeira wine*, close the paste well, tie it up securely, roast it two hours [...] [Alexis Soyer, *Gastronomic Regenerator, A Simplified and Entirely New System of Cookery*, 6th ed., 1849, Simkin, Marshall and. co., London]

(3a) shows the container classifier interpretation: *three glasses of wine* in (3a) means *three glasses containing wine*. (3b) shows the measure interpretation: *three glasses of wine* in (3b) means *wine to the amount of three glassfuls*.

With Rothstein 2011, we assume that the container-interpretation of *three glasses of wine* is derived by applying the interpretation of glass to that of wine, deriving NP *glass of wine*. This is pluralized and then modified by *three*. For this to be possible, the count noun *glass*, interpreted as disjoint set $\text{GLASS}_{w,t}$, shifts to a classifier *glass* with as interpretation a function from sets to sets.

With Landman 2015, we assume that the classifier interpretation is based on the interpretation of the noun *glass* and a contents function (Rothstein 2011 uses a containment relation):

(4) $\text{contents}_{[P,Q,c]w,t}$ is a function that maps - relative to container property P contents property Q and context c - a P-container onto its relevant contents at index w,t.

We take this to mean that if $\text{contents}_{[\text{GLASS,WINE},c]w,t}(x) = y$, then x is presupposed to be a glass and y, the relevant contents of glass x, is the wine in glass x, on the condition that what is in the glass is standard enough to count. This means that the amount of wine in the glass should be within the
normality range, relative to GLASS, WINE and c, and the contents should have a constitution which is normal for wine in context c; so, it can be mixed (say with water) if that is normal in the context, but it cannot be polluted, etc. We will suppress the property parameters here (they require an intensional formulation of the theory which is beyond the scope of this paper, see Landman 2015 for more discussion). We derive the following container classifier interpretations:

(5) a. \([\text{container classifier glass }] \rightarrow \lambda \! P x. \text{GLASS}_{w,t}(x) \land P(\text{contents}_{w,t}(x))\]
   b. \([\text{NP glass of wine }] \rightarrow \lambda x. \text{GLASS}_{w,t}(x) \land \text{WINE}_{w,t}(\text{contents}_{w,t}(x))\]

The set glasses whose contents is wine.

Now we observe that, because glass is a count noun, its denotation \(\text{GLASS}_{w,t}\) is required to be disjoint at every index \(w,t\). Since the interpretation of the noun phrase glass of wine is defined at \(w,t\) through intersection with \(\text{GLASS}_{w,t}\), it follows that the interpretation of glass of wine is disjoint at every index. Hence, with the Disjointness Principle:

(6) **Containers are count:** Glass of wine, with container classifier glass, is a singular count noun phrase.

We assume, with Rothstein 2011, that the measure interpretation of three glasses of wine is based on measure function \(\mu_{\text{GLASS,WINE},c,w,t}\) which maps relative to parameters GLASS, WINE and context c, entities at index \(w,t\) onto real values on a measure scale. Here \([\text{GLASS,WINE},c]\) determines what measure amount is one glass in context c, when what is measured is wine. As before, for the contents function, we simplify and write \(\text{glass}_{w,t}\) for \(\mu_{\text{GLASS,WINE},c,w,t}\).

Following Landman 2004 and Rothstein 2011, we assume that in the derivation of the measure interpretation of three glasses of wine, first the measure glass composes with the higher number predicate \(\lambda n. n=3\), and then the result (three glasses) intersects with the complement wine. Thus the interpretation of the measure phrase three glasses of wine, based on measure glass, is:

(7) a. \([\text{measure glass}] \rightarrow \lambda N \lambda P x. (\text{glass}_{w,t} \circ N)(x) \land P(x)\]
   b. \(\text{three + glass(ex)} \rightarrow \lambda P x. \text{glass}_{w,t}(x)=3 \land P(x)\]
   c. \([\text{NP three glasses of wine }] \rightarrow \lambda x. \text{glass}_{w,t}(x)=3 \land \text{WINE}_{w,t}(x)\]
   Wine to the measure of three glassfuls.

Now, first we observe that at a normal index \(w,t\) the set \(\lambda x. \text{glass}_{w,t}(x)=3 \land \text{WINE}_{w,t}(x)\) is not disjoint (normal here means that we ignore borderline interpretations, like \(\emptyset\)). This, by itself, doesn't tell us much, because, after all, at a normal index \(w,t\) the interpretation of plural noun cats, *\(\text{CAT}_{w,t}\), is not disjoint either. But the latter has a disjoint base \(\text{CAT}_{w,t}\).

Landman 2015 argues that at normal indices \(w,t\), the set \(\lambda x. \text{glass}_{w,t}(x)=3 \land \text{WINE}_{w,t}(x)\) does not have a disjoint base: any base that is strong enough to generate \(\lambda x. \text{glass}_{w,t}(x)=3 \land \text{WINE}_{w,t}(x)\) under \(\cup\) will by necessity itself overlap (see Landman 2015 for details).

Without going into technicalities, we observe here that, due to the interpretation of the measure function, the overlap in \(\lambda x. \text{glass}_{w,t}(x)=3 \land \text{WINE}_{w,t}(x)\) is pervasive. The measure function is real valued on the set of all parts of the wine; this means that the measure function assigns measure values \(r\) to very small, possibly unmeasurably small parts of the wine. Pick any of those, say \(z\). Now take any two quantities of wine \(x_1\) and \(x_2\) that measure \(3-r\) and don't overlap \(z\) and don't overlap each other: \(x_1 \cup z\) and \(x_2 \cup z\) are going to be overlapping quantities of wine in \(\lambda x. \text{glass}_{w,t}(x)=3 \land \text{WINE}_{w,t}(x)\). Note furthermore that the set \(\lambda x. \text{glass}_{w,t}(x)=3 \land \text{WINE}_{w,t}(x)\) itself is not disjoint either.

The above informal discussion points at the reasonableness of the result:
Measures are mass: three glasses of wine with measure glass(es) is a mass noun phrase.

And this is good, because, as Rothstein 2011 argues, measure phrases pattern with mass nouns. In (9a), the partitive predicate of the two hundred croquette balls (the famous Dutch bitterballen) is count, as shown by the infelicity of the combination with the mass determiner much. In (9b) the partitive predicate of the six kilos of croquette balls is felicitous, and hence mass, and it has a measure interpretation: croquette balls were eaten, and at the end of the party there’s not much left of the huge pile that was on the table originally:

(9) a. #? Much of the two hundred croquette balls was eaten at the party.
   b. ✓ Much of the six kilos of croquette balls was eaten at the party.

So far we have derived a two-way ambiguity of three glasses of wine: if the complex noun phrase denotes glasses, it has a container classifier reading, if it denotes wine, a measure reading.

We get the same two interpretations for measure phrases like three liters of wine:

(10) a. We poured three liters of wine in the brew.
   b. He arrived home and knocked on the door with one liter of milk. His mother said to him: "I asked you for two liters. Where is the second one?" Her son said to her: "It broke, mother.” [Matilda Koën-Sarano (ed.), Folktales of Joha, Jewish Trickster, p. 22, The Jewish Publication Society, Philadelphia, 2003]

The measure interpretation in (10a) is derived in the same way as the measure interpretation of three glasses of wine above:

(11) \[ \text{NP three liters of wine} \rightarrow \lambda x. \text{liter}_{w,t}(x) = 3 \land \text{WINE}_{w,t}(x) \] mass measure interpretation

Wine to the measure of three liters.

The container classifier interpretation is derived by shifting liter to a container interpretation.

(12) a. CONTAINERc is a property that maps index w,t onto disjoint set CONTAINERw,t, a set of containers at w,t whose nature is determined by context c.
   b. containerc = \( \lambda P \lambda x. \text{CONTAINER}_{c,w,t}(x) \land P(\text{contents}_{w,t}(x)) \)

We assume that implicit operation containerc can compose with the measure liter (applied to implicit number predicate one (\( \lambda n. n = 1 \))):

(13) a. [\text{container classifier liter}] \rightarrow \text{containerc} \circ (\text{liter measure}(\text{one}))
   b. [\text{NP liter of wine}] \rightarrow \lambda x. \text{CONTAINER}_{c,w,t}(x) \land P(\text{contents}_{w,t}(x)) \land \text{liter}_{w,t}(\text{contents}_{w,t}(x)) = 1

The set of containers whose contents is one liter worth of wine.

Clearly, the disjointness requirement on CONTAINERw,t makes this interpretation of liter of wine disjoint at every index w,t, and hence, by the Disjointness Principle:

(14) Container-shifted measures are count: liter of wine, with liter shifted to a container classifier, is a singular count noun.
3 Portion readings

So far we have two readings for three α of wine: a count container interpretation where it denotes sums of three α-containers, and a mass measure interpretation where it denotes wine to the measure of three α-fuls. And this suggests the diagnostics: when the complex noun phrase denotes (sums of) containers it's count, and when it denotes wine it's mass. While the first part of this equation is unproblematic, the second part is made more complex by the existence of portion readings. Portion readings were discussed by Partee and Borschev 2012. They discuss two kinds of portion readings: contents readings, which they relate (as we will) to container readings, and concrete portion readings - which we will rebaptize free portion readings -, which they regard as a subcase of measure readings. The status of and relations between contents readings and free portion readings stay a bit up in the air in Partee and Borschev's discussion. Our aim here is to show that developing the semantics for portion readings in a theory that formulates the mass-count distinction for complex noun phrases in terms of disjointness helps to clarify the status of portion readings:

(15) **Portion readings** of three α of wine are readings that are count even though the complex noun phrase denotes wine.

**Case 1:** Shape classifiers

We introduce portion readings by looking at shape classifiers like hunk, slice, strand, drop, gulp:

(16) a. A hunk of meat / two slices of sausage / many strands of hair / three drops of wine /each gulp of wine.

b. A hunk of meat is meat in the shape of a hunk – a drop of wine is a drop-shaped portion of wine.

As (16a) shows, shape classifier noun phrases, like slice of sausage and drop of wine, are count, like container classifier noun phrases. But shape classifier noun phrases have interpretations along the lines of (16b): like measure interpretations, they are intersective on the complement.

The basics of the semantics of shape classifiers is straightforward: they have the same semantics as intersective modifiers:

(17) a. [shape classifier hunk] \( \rightarrow \lambda P \lambda x. \text{HUNK}_{w,t}(x) \land P(x) \) based on count noun hunk

b. [NP hunk of meat] \( \rightarrow \lambda x. \text{HUNK}_{w,t}(x) \land \text{MEAT}_{w,t}(x) \)

Meat in the shape of a hunk, meat that forms a hunk.

Since hunk is a count noun, HUNK\(_{w,t}\) is a disjoint set. Hence also \( \lambda x. \text{HUNK}_{w,t}(x) \land \text{MEAT}_{w,t}(x) \) is a disjoint set, and by the Disjointness Principle hunk of meat is a singular count noun phrase.

We see then that noun phrases like hunk of meat denote 'mass stuff', meat. But the meaning of the noun hunk tells you that meat in this denotation comes in the form of disjoint countable, separate portions (meaning, among others, that they are more than non-overlapping parts of a bigger body of meat, i.e. that you can pick them up and move them separately, etc.).

**Case 2:** Contents classifiers

We come back to three glasses of wine. With the interpretation of shape classifier noun phrases as our model for portion interpretations, we can show that Partee and Borschev's contents interpretation is a portion interpretation, and on that interpretation, glass of wine is a singular count noun phrase.
For this we only need to assume a very reasonable condition on the contents of containers:

\[(18) \quad \text{Disjointness of Contents} \quad (\text{for normal situations } w,t):\]

If \( \text{GLASS}_{w,t}(x) \land \text{GLASS}_{w,t}(y) \land x \neq y \) then \( \text{contents}_{w,t}(x) \) and \( \text{contents}_{w,t}(y) \) are disjoint.

This says that, under normal circumstances, different glasses have disjoint contents. Disjointness of Contents makes the function \( \text{contents}_{w,t} \) a one-one function, so that the inverse function \( \text{contents}_{w,t}^{-1} \) is also defined. Above we analyzed, following Rothstein 2011, the container classifier reading of *glass of wine* along the lines of: *glass that has wine as contents*. With Partee and Borschev 2012, we assume that a contents-reading is also available, and we assume that it is based on the inverse contents function: *wine that is the contents of a glass*:

\[(19) \quad \text{a.} \quad [\text{contents classifier glass}] \rightarrow \lambda P\lambda x. P(x) \land \text{GLASS}_{w,t}(\text{contents}_{w,t}^{-1}(x)) \]

\[\text{b.} \quad [\text{NP glass of wine}] \rightarrow \lambda x. \text{WINE}_{w,t}(x) \land \text{GLASS}_{w,t}(\text{contents}_{w,t}^{-1}(x)) \]

The set of wine-portions that are contents of glasses.

Now, if \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) are in the set (19b) and \( x_1 \neq x_2 \), then \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) are both the \( \text{contents}_{w,t} \) of a glass, and, because \( \text{contents}_{w,t} \) is a function, these glasses are different. It then follows from Disjointness of Contents that \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \) are disjoint. The Disjointness Principle from Section 1 says that a noun phrase is count if its interpretation is disjoint at all relevant indices. We make the plausible assumption that relevant indices are restricted to indices that are normal with respect to the Contents Principle. With that, it follows that *glass of wine*, with contents classifier *glass*, is a count noun phrase.

An example showing the contents reading is (20):

(20) I drank fifteen glasses of beer, five flutes, five pints, and five steins. I drank five of the fifteen glasses of beer before my talk and the rest after it.

In (20), the container classifier reading is irrelevant (I didn't ingest the glasses), what I drank was beer. The relevant reading in (20) is not a measure reading either, because I did not drink 15 glassfuls of beer: one glassful is a contextually fixed amount, but (20) expresses that I drank portions of beer of different size. And the partitive predicate of the fifteen glasses of beer is count. So, the natural reading in (20) is the contents reading.

**Case 3:** Free portion interpretations

Portion interpretations can be implicit, as in the following example:

(21) Eén patat met, één zonder, en één met satésaus, alstublieft.
    One french fries with [mayonnaise], one without, and one with peanut sauce, please.

For (21), we assume that the mass noun *patat* shifts with implicit operation portion:

(22) a. \( \text{PORTION}_c \) is a property whose content is determined by context \( c \) such that for all relevant indices \( w,t \): \( \text{PORTION}_{c,w,t} \) is disjoint.

\[\text{b.} \quad \text{portion}_c = \lambda P\lambda x. P(x) \land \text{PORTION}_{c,w,t}(x) \]

\[\text{c.} \quad [\text{NP patat}] \rightarrow \lambda x. \text{PATAT}_{w,t}(x) \land \text{PORTION}_{c,w,t}(x) \]

In (21) and (22c) mass noun *patat* shifts to singular portion count noun phrase *[portion of] patat*. 

---
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Coming back once more to three glasses/liters of wine. We assume that the shifting operation \textit{portion}, adds one more interpretation possibility to the readings derived so far: we assume that implicit operation \textit{portion}, can compose with the measure interpretation of glass (applied to implicit number predicate one (λn.n=1)):

\begin{align*}
(23) & \text{ a. } [\text{portion classifier glass }] \rightarrow \text{portion}_c \circ (\text{glass measure (one)}) \\
& \text{ b. } [\text{NP glass of wine}] \rightarrow \lambda x. \text{WINE}_w(t) \land \text{PORTION}_c,w,t(x) \land \text{glass}_w,t(x)=1 \\
& \text{ The set of portions of wine that each amount to one glass-ful.}
\end{align*}

The interpretation of glass of wine derived is a portion interpretation, it is count (since PORTION\text{c,w,t} is disjoint, and hence the interpretation derived is disjoint as well); but it is not a contents interpretation, since the portions in the interpretation are free, they are not linked to containers. This interpretation we find in (24):

\begin{quote}
(24) The instructions are to pour three cups of soy sauce in the brew, the first after 5 minutes, the second after 10 minutes, the third after 15 minutes. I have a good eye and a very steady hand, so I pour \textit{them} straight from the bottle.
\end{quote}

In (24), when I pour, the soy sauce is never in a cup. But I count what I pour: \textit{them} refers to countable cup-size portions.

We see that formulating the analysis in terms of disjointness allows us to clarify portion readings beyond the discussion of Partee and Borschev. We started out with Rothstein's container classifier reading and measure reading for three glasses of wine. We have added to that two portion readings:

- the contents reading relates to the container interpretation of glass: take the inverse of the contents function;
- the free portion reading relates to the measure interpretation of glass: compose with the portion operation. Both readings derived are portion readings and count.

4 Cross-linguistic evidence

If measure interpretations are mass and portion interpretations count, we expect portion interpretations to occur in contexts where measure interpretations are excluded, In this section we point out that this distinction seems to be supported cross-linguistically.

Case 1. Dutch

As argued in Doetjes 1997 and Rothstein 2011, measures in Dutch are uninflected for number; when a measure occurs with plural inflection, it gets a classifier interpretation. Thus, \textit{vijftien liter} water/[fifteen litre] of water has a measure interpretation, but \textit{vijftien liters} water/[fifteen litres] of water only has a classifier interpretation. (25a,b) show that measure phrases are mass: (25a) has the uninflected form \textit{liter}, it has a measure interpretation, and it is only compatible with the mass determiner \textit{het meeste}/most[sing]: (25a) expresses mass comparison, comparison in terms of volume:

\begin{align*}
(25) \text{ a. } \textit{Het meeste} van de \textit{vijftien liter} \text{ water was weggelekt.} & \quad \text{measure - mass} \\
& \text{ Most [sing] of the fifteen litre[-] water had leaked away.} \\
\text{ b. } \#\textit{De meeste} van de \textit{vijftien liter} \text{ water waren weggelekt.} & \quad \text{portion - count} \\
& \text{ Most [plur] of the fifteen litre[plur] water had leaked away.} \\
\text{ c. } \textit{De meeste} van de \textit{vijftien liters} \text{ water waren weggelekt.} & \quad \\
& \text{ Most [plur] of the fifteen litre[plur] water had leaked away.}
\end{align*}
The plural on **liters** in (25c) indicates a classifier reading, which in this case is a portion reading (derived by shifting **liter** to **liter-container** and taking the contents interpretation of the latter).

(25c), with count-determiner **de meeste/most[plur]**, expresses count comparison, comparison in terms of **number** of portions.

**Case 2. Hungarian**

Schvarcz 2014 argues that Hungarian suffix –*nyi* is an operator which takes nouns and shifts them to measures (similar to –*ful* and –*worth* in English, but more general and more productive). The continuation in (26a) triggers a portion interpretation of **Három pohár bort**/**three glasses of wine**: the expression **refilled twice** points at **three** separate portions:

(26) a. 

Három pohár bort ittam a parti-n, a pincér kétszer töltötte újra a poharam.

three glass wine drink on the party the waiter twice fill again my glass

I drank three glasses of wine at the party, the waiter refilled my glass twice.

b. 

#Három pohár-nyi bort ittam a parti-n, a pincér kétszer töltötte újra a poharam.

three glass-ful wine drink on the party the waiter twice fill again my glass

I drank three glassfuls of wine at the party, the waiter refilled my glass twice.

When we replace pohár/glass by measure pohár-nyi/glass-ful, the portion reading disappears: the continuation in (26b) is infelicitous. If portion readings are a special case of measure readings, the infelicity of –*nyi* in the data in (26) is completely unexpected (notice that there is nothing *per se* wrong or ‘unportionlike’ about drinking three glassfuls of wine). On the analysis given here these data neatly fall into place.

**Case 3. Russian**

In Russian, the incremental theme of imperfectives is a context in which measure phrases are infelicitous (Košelev 1996, see also Khrizman 2014):

(27) a. 

Ivan sidit na divane i pět dva s polovinaj litra vodki.

Ivan is sitting IMP-PRES on the sofa and drinking IMP-PRES two and a half liter of vodka.

b. 

?Ivan sidit na divane i pět stakan čaja.

Ivan is sitting IMP-PRES on the sofa and drinking IMP-PRES a cup of tea.

While examples like (27b) are not perfect, there is a strong contrast with cases like (27a), which are completely impossible. Now, the infelicity observed by Košelev’s means that we (and everybody else) must assume that in the context of (27a) measures cannot shift to non-measure interpretations. By the same reasoning, the improved felicity of (27b) means that the interpretation of stakan čaja/**a cup of tea** on which the felicity improves is not a measure interpretation. Since the container interpretation is again irrelevant, the interpretation in question will be a portion interpretation. Thus, the contrast in (27) shows that also in Russian, portion interpretations do not pattern with measure interpretations.

**Case 4. Hebrew**

Rothstein 2009 argues that in Hebrew, measure interpretations are only available if the number predicate can form a **constituent** with the putative measure. She argues that in double construct states the number predicate does **not** form a constituent with the measure. Thus, the double construct state in (28) only allows the first syntactic structure, not the second:
The infelicity of (29a) (from Rothstein 2009) shows that double construct states do not allow measure interpretations. But double construct states do allow portion interpretations, as shown in (29b):

(29) a. hizmanti esrim orxim ve- hexanti esrim ka’arot marak be sir gadol. rak šiva-asar orxim higiu, I invited twenty guests and I prepared twenty bowls of soup in a big pot. Only seventeen guests came, #ve- šaloš ka’arot ha- marak ha- axronot nišaru ba šir. and [the last three bowls of soup] remained in the pot.
and [three bowls DEF soup DEF last] remained in the pot.

b. šatinu et (kol) šlošet bakbukey hayayin še-hu hevi.
We drank (all) the three bottles (of) wine that he brought.

Similarly, Rothstein 2009 argues that free genitive constructions, as in (30a), do not allow measure interpretations (see Rothstein 2009 for extensive discussion). But, again, free genitive constructions do allow portion interpretations, as shown in (30b):

(30) a. sir šalem šel marak.
pot full of soup = a pot full of soup
b. zarakti sir šalem šel marak, ve- az šatafti et ha-sir.
I threw away a full pot of soup, and then I washed out the pot.

Case 5. Yudja

Lima 2014 argues that Yudja does not grammatically distinguish between mass nouns and count nouns and does not have null classifiers. She argues that nouns denote kinds and that count readings come in through a shift to what she calls 'maximally self-connected instantiations of the kind.'

(31) a. Txabīu apeta pe.
Three blood dripped.

b. Txabīu y’a a’i.
Three water are here.

The numerical phrases in (31) denote free portions of blood/water: they need not be the contents of any container, they need not be of any standardized shape, and the context determines what counts as a portion. But: portions of blood are counted in (31a).

We argued above for shifting operation portion_c, which produces separable countable portions, but has no further inherent 'lexical' content, meaning that what counts as a portion is determined completely contextually. But: portion_c(BLOOD_w) is count.

It seems that the operation portion_c is exactly the operation needed to account for the Yudja facts in question, and here again, what is used is the fact that portion interpretations are count.

5 In sum

We started out with a theory of the mass-count distinction for noun phrases which links count nouns to disjointness. We derived, for three glasses of wine, a count container classifier interpretation (three glass-containers filled with wine) and a mass measure interpretation (wine measuring three glass-fuls). We then discussed three ways of forming portion interpretations, which added two
portion interpretations for three glasses of wine: a contents-classifier interpretation (three wine-portions that are wine-glass contents) and a free portion interpretation (three wine-portions that each measure one glass-ful). We showed that, unlike measure interpretations, which are mass, all portion interpretations are count. Finally we showed that this holds cross-linguistically.
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Abstract

Plural predication is known for the homogeneity property: ‘Adam wrote the books’ is true if Adam wrote (roughly) all of the books, but its negation is true only if he wrote (roughly) none of them. Embedded questions show in many ways analogous behaviour: ‘Agatha knows who was at the party’ is intuitively true if Agatha is fully informed about who the guests were, whereas its negation ‘Agatha doesn’t know who was at the party’ conveys that she has pretty much no idea who was there. We argue that the properties of questions in this connection can be explained as a direct consequence of the homogeneity of plural predication once the latter is viewed through the lense of trivalent logic.

1 Introduction

Sentences with definite plurals are known for the property of homogeneity:

(1) a. Mr. Benfleet published the books. ⇝ Mr. Benfleet published all of the books.
    b. Mr. Benfleet didn’t publish the books. ⇝ Mr. Benfleet published none of the books.

Sentences with embedded questions show an analogous homogeneity effect:

(2) a. Agatha knows who was at the party.
    ⇝ For everybody who was at the party, Agatha knows that they were there.
    b. Agatha doesn’t know who was at the party.
    ⇝ For nobody who was at the party does Agatha know that they were there.

The main goal of this contribution is to demonstrate that once homogeneity with plurals is viewed through the lense of trivalent logic, an explanation for the facts with embedded question arises naturally due to the fact that the answers to the question, which are propositions of the form \(x\) was at the party, are trivalent propositions when \(x\) is instantiated by a plurality of individuals.

2 Pluralities and Homogeneity

The facts with plural definites can be conceptualised naturally in terms of trivalent logic. If we assume, as is standard, that negation simply switches truth and falsity, but leaves the third truth value untouched, we arrive at the following diagnosis:

---
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1Cf. [18], [15], [6], [16], [10], among others.
(3) Mr. Benfleet published the books.
   true iff Mr. Benfleet published all of the books.
   false iff Mr. Benfleet published none of the books.
   neither otherwise (i.e. if he published some, but not all of the books).

If we further assume, as is standard since [14], that definite plurals denote plural individuals, so that these sentences are simple predicational structures with no quantification involved, we can state for following generalisation to capture the pattern according to which (distributive) predicates, as applied to pluralities, are trivalent.³

(4) Homogeneity for Distributive Predicates
   A (distributive) predicate P is true of a plurality a iff it is true of all parts of a, and false if it is false of all parts of a. Otherwise it is undefined.

2.1 Quantifiers and Homogeneity Removers

A natural question to ask, then, is how quantifiers (ranging over atomic individuals) behave in this trivalent world, which was empirically investigated by [12]. What they found was this: A quantifier is true of its scope predicate iff it is true no matter how the undefined cases of the scope predicate are resolved, and false iff it is false no matter how the undefined cases of the scope predicate are resolved.⁴

Consider, for example, the sentence (5) when there are three publishers a, b, and c.

(5) Every publisher is P.

Assume that P is as below, with # as the third truth value. There are two ways of resolving the undefined case of P, yielding \( P^1 \) and \( P^0 \).

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix} a \mapsto 1 \\ b \mapsto 1 \\ c \mapsto # \end{bmatrix} \quad P^1 = \begin{bmatrix} a \mapsto 1 \\ b \mapsto 1 \\ c \mapsto 1 \end{bmatrix} \quad P^0 = \begin{bmatrix} a \mapsto 1 \\ b \mapsto 1 \\ c \mapsto 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

The universal quantifier is true of \( P^1 \), but false of \( P^0 \). Thus, it matters which way the undefined cases are resolved and the universal quantifier is undefined of P.

Considering the alternative situation below, however, it does not matter how the undefined case is resolved, since in either case there is at least one individual of which the predicate is false, so that the universal quantification is automatically false.

\[
P = \begin{bmatrix} a \mapsto 1 \\ b \mapsto 0 \\ c \mapsto # \end{bmatrix} \quad P^1 = \begin{bmatrix} a \mapsto 1 \\ b \mapsto 0 \\ c \mapsto 1 \end{bmatrix} \quad P^0 = \begin{bmatrix} a \mapsto 1 \\ b \mapsto 0 \\ c \mapsto 0 \end{bmatrix}
\]

We thus arrive at the following pattern for the universal quantifier:

(6) Every publisher is P.
   true iff P is true of all publishers.
   false iff there is at least one publisher of whom P is false.
   undef. otherwise.

³In what follows, we will assume that we live in a walled garden where no collective predicates exist. See [9] for a discussion of homogeneity with collective predicates.

⁴For first-order definable monotonic quantifiers, this amounts to Strong Kleene logic.
If we instantiate $P$ with accepted the books, we obtain the following:

(7) Every publisher accepted the books.

- **true** iff all publishers accepted all the books.
- **false** iff at least one publisher accepted none of the books.
- **undef.** otherwise (i.e. iff every publisher accepted at least some of the books, but at least one publisher didn’t accept all of the books).

Ignoring collective predication, we can assume that *all* is just a universal quantifier over atomic individuals: It turns a plural predication into quantification over the parts of the plurality.

(8) a. $[[\text{The students came}]] = \text{came}(\iota x. \text{students}(x))$

b. $[[\text{All the students came}]] = \forall x : \iota x. \text{students}(x) : \text{came}(x')$

If we look at predicates that are defined for all atomic individuals, such as simple intransitive verbs, then we find that *all* effectively functions as a homogeneity remover ([15]). (8b), for example, has the same truth conditions as (8a), but is false whenever (8a) is either false or undefined, and never undefined. Thus, the effect of *all* is to collapse undefinedness into falsity.

(9) Mr. Benfleet published all the books.

- **true** iff Mr. Benfleet published all of the books.
- **false** iff there is at least one book that Mr. Benfleet didn’t publish.
- **neither** never.

We will further assume that there is no difference between *all* in adnominal position and *all* in adverbial position, so that (10a) and (10b) are semantically equivalent.

(10) a. All the students came.

b. The students all came.

## 3 Embedded Questions

Assume that embedded questions semantically have the weakly exhaustive reading. Then viewing questions from the same perspective, we arrive at the following description:

(11) Agatha knows $Q$.

- **true** iff Agatha knows all the true answers to $Q$.
- **false** iff Agatha knows none of the true answers to $Q$.
- **neither** otherwise (i.e. if she knows some, but not all true answers).

Some languages, like German, Dutch, and Chinese,\(^5\) have elements which, when added *within* the question, remove homogeneity:

(12) a. Agatha weiß nicht, wer auf der Feier war.

   Agatha knows not who at the party was

   roughly: ‘Agatha has no idea who was at the party.’

b. Agatha weiß nicht, aller auf der Feier war.

   Agatha knows not who all at the party was

   ‘There is somebody who Agatha doesn’t know was at the party.’

---

\(^5\)Yimei Xiang (p.c.) on *dou.*
Depending on the wh-word, these elements may take different forms (aller, alles, überall; there is also some speaker variation), but they always correspond to the adverbial universal quantifier over the respective type which can also appear in declarative clauses.

### 3.1 Knowledge of Trivalent Answers

The above effects can be explained as a consequence of the fact that the answers to questions are trivalent propositions.\(^6\) The way that the Hamblin set of a question is usually obtained is, intuitively, by replacing the wh-word with various individuals of the relevant sort. These individuals can be atomic individuals or pluralities, and in the latter case, the resulting proposition is trivalent. Thus, the Hamblin set of (13a), given in (13b), contains many trivalent propositions, namely all those where \(x\) is instantiated by a plurality of persons.

\[(13)\]
\[
\text{a. Who came?} \\
\text{b. } \{\lambda w. \text{came}_w(x) \mid x \text{ is a person or plurality of persons}\}
\]

In order to see the further consequences of this, we first have to look at what happens when \(\text{know}\) is applied to a trivalent declarative complement.

\[(14)\] Agatha knows that the girls came to the party.

On the usual analysis, \(\text{know}\) is a universal quantifier over worlds, its scope argument being, in this case, the proposition \(\text{that the girls came to the party}\). This proposition is a trivalent predicate of worlds: it is true in those world where all the girls came, false in those worlds where none of the girls came, and otherwise undefined. Thus, we can apply the established behaviour of the universal quantifier as applied to a trivalent scope predicate and obtain the following prediction (for the \(de\ re\) reading, and ignoring the presupposition), which appears reasonable enough:\(^7\)

\[(15)\]
\[
\lambda w. \forall w' \in \text{Dox}_w(\text{Agatha}) : \text{came}_w((x. \text{girl}_w(x)))
\]

- \text{true} iff all of the y. p. came in all of Agatha’s belief worlds.
- \text{false} iff in at least one of Agatha’s belief worlds, none of the y. p. came.
- \text{undef.} otherwise.

On the weakly exhaustive reading, \(\text{know}\) \(Q\) is always extensionally equivalent to \(\text{know}\) \(p\) for a particular \(p\), namely the strongest true member of the Hamblin set. Thus, to know who came is to know \(\text{that} x \text{ came}\), where \(x\) is the maximal plurality of people who actually came. Since this is a trivalent proposition (if more than one person came), we can apply the pattern from (15) and immediately obtain a prediction for truth and falsity conditions as well as cases of undefinedness.

\[(16)\] Agatha knows who came \(\equiv\) Agatha knows that those came who did, in fact, come.

\[
\lambda w. \forall w' \in \text{Dox}_w(\text{Agatha}) : \text{came}_w((y. \text{came}_w(y)))
\]

- \text{true} in \(w\) iff in all of Agatha’s belief worlds, all the people who came in \(w\) came.
- \text{false} in \(w\) iff in at least one of Agatha’s belief worlds, none of the people who came in \(w\) came.
- \text{undef.} otherwise.

---

\(^6\)Particular thanks are due to Benjamin Spector for encouraging me to explore this idea.

\(^7\)The presupposition of \(\text{know}\) is, of course, being ignored here.
Note that beyond the view on the trivalence of plural predication presented above, no additional assumptions were needed to obtain these effects with embedded questions — in fact, extra assumptions would be needed to prevent them!

Since the homogeneity effects with embedded questions are a consequence of the fact that the answers to the question are trivalent propositions, we now have an avenue for explaining how universal adverbials within the question manage to remove homogeneity. They do just what they do in declarative sentences as well: They replace plural predication by universal quantification over atoms and thereby remove homogeneity, making the members of the Hamblin set bivalent.

(17)  
\( \text{a. Wer ist aller gekommen?} \)  
who is all come  
\( \{ \lambda w. \forall y : y \preceq_{\text{AT}} x \rightarrow \text{came}_w(y) \mid x \text{ is a person or plurality of persons} \} \)

With a bivalent proposition — that all the people came, in fact, came — as the argument of know, no undefinedness arises.

(18)  
Agatha knows who all came \( \equiv \) Agatha knows that all the people came who did, in fact, come.

\begin{align*}
\text{true} & \text{ in } w \text{ iff in all of Agatha’s belief worlds, all the people who came in } w \text{ came.} \\
\text{false} & \text{ in } w \text{ iff in at least one of Agatha’s belief worlds, at least one of the people who came in } w \text{ didn’t come.} \\
\text{undef} \text{. never.}
\end{align*}

### 3.2 More on Homogeneity Removers

Besides being able to explain how a universal adverbial quantifier within the question causes the homogeneity effect to disappear, we can make sense of a number of further facts regarding the behaviour of adverbial quantifiers within questions.

We observe that mostly and partly do not have question-internal correlates. In particular, we do not know of any language in which the following is possible:

(19)  
\[ \text{#Agatha weiß, wer großteils gekommen ist.} \]
Agatha knows who mostly came

‘For most of the people who came, Agatha knows they came.’

Our theory would predict the following meaning for a question containing the adverbial mostly:

(20)  
\( \text{a. #Wer ist großteils gekommen?} \)  
who is mostly come  
\( \{ \lambda w. \text{most}(\lambda y. y \preceq_{\text{AT}} x)(\lambda y. \text{came}_w(y)) \mid x \in D_e \} \)

This Hamblin set has no unique strongest member, which many theories of question embedding take to give rise to a mention some-reading, predicting the following meaning:

\[ \text{(i) Agatha weiß, wer so auf der Feier war.} \]
Agatha knows who so at the party was

‘Agatha has a pretty good idea about who was at the party.’

We are not aware of any similar items, and not convinced that this single example isn’t to be analysed in some entirely different fashion. Note also that so is entirely unrelated to the German existential adverbial quantifier teilweise ‘partly’.  

---

5\footnote{\cite{[2]} point out German so, which has a somewhat unclear effect that may be seen as lying in this direction.}
(21) #Agatha weiß, wer großteils gekommen ist.
    Agatha knows who mostly came
    ‘There is a plurality \(x\) such that most members of \(x\) came and Agatha knows that most
    of \(x\) came.’

This is a decidedly odd meaning, which intuitively doesn’t conform to the way in which we
normally package information. Thus, while we have no formal constraint to propose that
would rule it out, it seems quite natural that such a statement would tend to be perceived as
infelicitous.\(^9\) In the case of partly, we predict that knowledge of the question collapses into
knowledge of the corresponding existential statement, which could plausibly be infelicitous due
to some blocking or manner effect.

The lack of alternatives to adverbial universal in normal questions also explains why the
homogeneity removers in questions cannot be contrastively stressed:

(22) #Agatha weiß nicht, wer ALLER gekommen ist, aber sie weiß, dass Miles da war.
    Agatha knows not who all come is but she knows that Miles was there.
    ‘Agatha doesn’t know about all the people who came, but she knows Miles was there.’

Finally, it follows that aller and its ilk do not have their homogeneity-removing effect with
rogative verbs, since their homogeneity, if they show any, cannot be due to the trivalence of the
answers. This is correct: (23) still means that Peter has no influence over who comes. It seems
that aller is essentially vacuous here (though not unacceptable).

(23) Es hängt nicht von Peter ab, wer aller kommt.
    it depends not from Peter who all comes
    not: ‘There is somebody whose coming doesn’t depend on Peter.’

3.3 An Odd Prediction?

The analysis just presented actually predicts a stronger meaning for negated sentences with
embedded questions than we have presented at the outset. According to it, (24a) entails not
only (24b), but the stronger (24c).

(24) a. Agatha doesn’t know which girls came.
    b. Agatha doesn’t know of any of the girls who in fact came that they came.
    c. Agatha doesn’t know that any of those girls came who in fact came.

If this prediction is wrong, then one should be able to find a sentence which under some
conditions is predicted to be undefined, but is actually true. It is not clear that such a case can
be identified.

If it is assumed that all the girls came, (25a) is predicted to entail (25b).

(25) a. Agatha doesn’t know which girls came.
    b. Agatha doesn’t know that any of the girls came.

\(^9\)Questions with mostly become marginally possible on a reading with higher-order plurals or contextually
partitioned plurals, which is expected on our theory:

\(i\)  
\(??\)Context: There are three groups of students. One group consists mostly of women.
    ‘Agatha knows which students are mostly female.
    ‘Agatha knows which group of students is the one that is mostly women.’
Consequently, (26a) should be undefined in such a situation. And indeed, the sentence would seem to be somewhat unnatural in this case, (26b) being a preferred way of describing the situation.

(26)  
a. Agatha knows that at least some of the girls came, but she doesn’t know which ones.

b. Agatha knows that at least some of the girls came, but she doesn’t know that all of them did.

There is a plausible independent explanation for this: (26) has a stronger presupposition (that all the girls came) than (25), and it is well-known that sentences with stronger presuppositions are preferred as long as those presuppositions are true ([7] and many thereafter). Thus, we cannot take the oddness of (25) to confirm our theory of homogeneity in embedded questions. However, it doesn’t disconfirm it, either, since the sentence is, after all, odd in the context in question.

Consider, alternatively, a situation in which both Nina and Mary came. Then (27a) cannot be true — it can only be either false or undefined. And indeed, the sentence does seem to have a slightly contradictory flavour about it, unlike the perfectly acceptable (27b).

(27)  
a. ??Agatha doesn’t know which girls came, but she knows that at least one of Nina and Mary came.

b. Agatha doesn’t know exactly which girls came, but she knows that at least one of Nina and Mary came.

This is similar to the analogous case with definite plurals.

(28)  
a. ??Mr. Benfleet didn’t publish the books, but he published the autobiography.

b. Mr. Benfleet didn’t publish all the books, but he published the autobiography.

However, (27) seems equally odd when it is not presupposed that both Nina and Mary came, although our theory doesn’t predict this. The explanation for this oddness effect is therefore likely a different one, potentially to do with a requirement for contrastive stress, so that, again, the predictions of our theory are masked and prevented from being conclusively put to the test.

In the face of this empirical unclarity, we might at least ask if we could avoid the strong meaning (24c) and replace it with the weaker meaning in (24b), should we wish to do so. Since the behaviour of embedded questions is, on our account, tied to the behaviour of declarative complements of know, this would require that if a definite plural is embedded in a declarative under know, the sentence should have a reading on which the definite plural effectively takes distributive scope over know.

(29)  
a. \( \lambda w. \neg \forall w' \in \text{Dox}_w(Agatha) : \text{came}_{w'}(\text{typ}_{w'}) \)  
\( \models \) Agatha doesn’t know that any of the y.p. came.

b. \( \lambda w. \text{Dist}(\text{typ}_{w}) (\lambda x. \neg \forall w' \in \text{Dox}_w(Agatha) : \text{came}_{w'}(x)) \)  
\( \not\models \) Agatha doesn’t know that any of the y.p. came.

\( \models \) For none of the y.p. does Agatha know that they came.

It seems doubtful that this reading actually exist, and indeed definite plurals are known to not normally take distributive inverse scope ([20]):

(30)  Two students read the books.
not: ‘For every book, there are two boys who read it.’

Assuming, however, that the reading in question for (29) does exist, in order to harness it for questions, we would need a semantic, not a syntactic way for the plurality to take distributive wide scope, since in the case of the embedded question, there is no constituent that denotes a plurality and could, for example, undergo quantifier raising. The development of a system that allows this, but also allows low-scope readings of pluralities, and perhaps even disallows distributive inverse scope over regular quantifiers, posits a significant technical challenge for which no obvious solution is currently in sight (see [17] for some of the problems involved).

Pending further technical developments, the weaker reading is therefore not accessible for our approach—and, we repeat, it is not even clear that it needs to be accessible.

4 A Non-Alternative

The way we superficially described the data in (11), repeated here as (31), suggests a quite different approach to the one that we have taken. It seems that one could take the complement of know to be a complex algebraic object and have know be a homogeneous distributive predicate, as per (4), with respect to this object.

(31) Agatha knows $Q$.

true iff Agatha knows all the true answers to $Q$.

false iff Agatha knows none of the true answers to $Q$.

neither otherwise (i.e. if she knows some, but not all true answers).

And indeed, the use of algebraic ideas in the treatment of embedded questions is not a new idea: it has been used to approach the phenomenon of quantificational variability effects ([4], [13], [3]).

(32) Agatha mostly knows who was at the party.

$\Rightarrow$ For most people who were at the party, Agatha knows they were there.

According to Lahiri, there is an algebra of answers and quantification is over (atomic) true answers.

(33) Agatha mostly knows who was at the party.

‘For most true $p$ of the form $x$ was at the party ($x$ an atom), Agatha knows $p$.’

If the object of know is the plurality of true answers to the question, then this is just analogous to adverbial quantification with definite plurals.\footnote{On Beck & Sharvit’s analysis of QVE, the question would instead be viewed as a plurality of subquestions. This difference is immaterial for the present discussion.}

(34) The books were mostly published. $\approx$ Most of the books were published.

We will call this approach to homogeneity with embedded questions—which conceives of the argument of know as an algebraic object and assumes that homogeneity holds with respect to that algebra, and identifies that algebra with the one used to analyse QVE—as the QVE approach to homogeneity. This approach has indeed been taken in [5].

A number of problems for the QVE approach is posed by the homogeneity-removing adverbials within the question. The first puzzle that these items raise is why they are inside the...
question and clearly within the scope of the \textit{wh}-word, while normal adverbial quantifiers are in the matrix clause. On the QVE approach, some compositional mechanism would have to be devised by which question-internal \textit{all} manages to turn the question (or perhaps worse, if one follows Lahiri, an answer) into a universal quantifier over its parts.

This, however, leads to the second puzzle: If question-internal \textit{all} works this way, why does it not have counterparts with different quantificational strength? Why is there no question-internal counterpart to \textit{mostly} and \textit{partly}, as discussed in section 3.2 above?

The third and most severe problem for the QVE approach is that the question-internal homogeneity remover can, in fact, co-occur with a quantificational adverb in the matrix clause. This is very much unlike the case of definite plurals, where an adverbial quantifier cannot associate with a quantificational noun phrase.

\begin{enumerate}
\item *Alle Buben sind großteils gekommen.
  \begin{itemize}
  \item all boys are mostly come
  \end{itemize}
\item Agatha weiß großteils, wer aller auf der Feier war.
  \begin{itemize}
  \item Agatha knows mostly who all at the party was
  \end{itemize}
\item Wer aller zugelassen wird, hängt großteils (ausschließlich) von diesem
  \begin{itemize}
  \item who all admitted is depends mostly (exclusively) on this
  \end{itemize}
\end{enumerate}

We take these facts to indicate that, tempting as it may be, quantificational variability effects and homogeneity with embedded questions should not be unified.

\section{Conclusion and Outlook}

We have argued that once the homogeneity property of plural predication in natural language is viewed as a phenomenon of logical trivalence, homogeneity effects with embedded questions follow immediately due to the fact that the answers to \textit{wh}-questions are trivalent propositions (when pluralities are involved). This has the additional benefit of explaining how adverbial universal quantifiers \textit{within} the question can remove the homogeneity effect: they simply turn the answers into bivalent propositions, in the same way that they do when inserted into declarative clauses. A number of further properties of these adverbial homogeneity-removers within questions can also be made sense of. It is this feature which makes our approach superior to one which attempts to unify homogeneity and quantificational variability effects in embedded questions, as the latter cannot account for these question-internal adverbial quantifiers.

Yet a number of open questions remain. One aspect of adverbial universal is not explained on our theory: Why can they not occur inside questions in all language, but are often infelicitous, such as in most varieties of English?

\begin{enumerate}
\item The young people will all come.
\item *Who/Which people will all come?
\end{enumerate}

Furthermore, we identified an empirical unclarity concerning the particular truth and falsity conditions that our theory predicts for sentences with embedded questions, which might turn out to be too strong. Should these predictions turn out to be wrong, a serious technical challenge for our approach would arise.

Finally, it is unclear at this point how our approach to homogeneity effects fares beyond the case of weakly exhaustive readings. It would seem that the present trivalent semantics
would be most easily combined with an approach that derives stronger readings from weakly exhaustive ones through some sort of exhaustification ([8]), but no fully satisfactory account of this kind has been given. The exploration of possible trivalent versions of partition semantics also remains as a task for future research.
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Abstract

Expressions with a modal semantics vary with respect to whether they are suited to 'performative uses'. Modals like must and have to can easily be used to give a command and hence create an obligation, but the same does not seem to be true for predicates like be obligated to and be under an obligation to. This fact poses a challenge for an otherwise attractive class of analyses that take the 'performative effect' (i.e., the creation of an obligation) to arise pragmatically from a claim made with the usual, descriptive modal semantics. Seeing as the different modals are typically assigned the same truth-conditional content, a pragmatic account predicts that there should not be a difference in the availability of performative uses.

In this paper, I will explore possible avenues for meeting this challenge while preserving the attractive features of a pragmatic account. My starting point will be the observation that certain commonly-made assumptions about temporal interpretation in fact block a pragmatic derivation of the performative effect. Then I will consider how this conclusion can be avoided for modals that have performative uses. We either have to assume that these modals have a more liberal temporal interpretation or that the performative effect arises in a different manner than assumed by existing accounts. Quite independently from the issue of anti-performativity, this paper demonstrates that two seemingly independent phenomena—temporal interpretation and performative uses of modals—are in fact intertwined, hence we can shed light on one by studying the other.

1 Introduction

Modal sentences with must, have to, may and can can be used not only to state that an obligation or permission is in force, but also to create an obligation or permission, provided the speaker has the requisite authority. Thus an utterance of (1a) can count as a command, and bring about an obligation for the child to be home by 7pm, and an utterance of (1b) can constitute the granting of a permission to go out and play. In what follows I will focus on the case of necessity modals, as permission-granting uses raise a range of issues that are orthogonal my present concerns (most notably, Lewis's (1979) 'problem about permission').

(1) [Parent to child.]
   a. You have to / must be home by 7pm.
   b. You may / can go out and play.

There are other expressions with modal meanings that appear to resist such 'performative uses'. While the sentences in (2) can be used to inform the addressee about a pre-existing obligation, they are not well-suited as the initial command that brings the obligation into effect.†

†I would like to thank Cleo Condoravdi, Regine Eckhardt, Igor Yanovich, Eva Csipak, Prerna Nadathur and the audience at CUSP 8 for discussion and comments. This research was supported by the EU FP7 Marie Curie Zukunftskolleg Incoming Fellowship Programme, University of Konstanz (grant no. 291784). This support is gratefully acknowledged.

‡Some of these sentences, especially (2d), have an irrelevant reading as a verbal (eventive) passive of an explicit performative like I (hereby) require you to be home by 7pm, on which they can be used performatively. This reading can be forced by inserting hereby (You are hereby required to be home by 7pm). I assume that, on this reading, they are semantically equivalent to their active counterparts, and function as spelled out in Condoravdi and Lauer (2011).
I take it to be obvious that there is a contrast between the modals in (1) and the expressions in (2), which I am going to refer to as ‘anti-performative modals’. For most of this paper, I will talk as if anti-performativity is categorical, i.e., I will take for granted that there are at least some modal expressions that are completely incompatible with performative uses. In Section 3.3.3, I will consider the possibility that anti-performativity is a matter of degree.

If there are modals that lack performative uses, then any satisfactory theory of modal meaning should explain not only why some modals have performative uses, but also why others do not. One class of accounts attributes the performative use to a dynamic ‘performative meaning’, which directly updates the obligations of the addressee (Lewis 1979, van Rooy 2000). Given that have to and must also have descriptive, non-performative uses, such accounts essentially assume these modals to be ambiguous. As a consequence, they can easily account for the existence of anti-performative modals by assuming that these lack the performative reading. Besides stipulating an ambiguity, however, such accounts are incompatible with an attractive conception of the form-force mapping, according to which all declarative sentences (including modal sentences), have the same type of denotation and a uniform grammatically-determined dynamic effect on the context.

Another kind of approach to performative uses, first suggested by Kamp (1978) and recently defended by Kaufmann (2012), is compatible with this conception. It takes modals to be unambiguous, and to always have their ‘descriptive’ meanings, which determine ordinary truth-conditional contents, and are always used to make modal claims. Performative uses are explained by assuming that a speaker who has the requisite authority can create an obligation by claiming that it exists. This pragmatic approach is quite attractive, but the existence of anti-performative modals poses a significant challenge for it. Standardly, the sentences in (2) are assigned the same meanings as the sentences in (1), and consequently utterances of both kinds of sentences result in the same modal claim. But then, on the pragmatic approach, there should be no difference in the availability of performative uses.

In this paper, I will explore possible avenues for reconciling a pragmatic account of performative uses with the existence of anti-performative modals. Ultimately, the pragmatic approach will have to assume that there is some difference in meaning between modals that have performative uses and those that do not. The question is what this difference in meaning could be, given that the two classes of modals appear to make equivalent claims on their descriptive uses.

My starting point will be the observation that certain commonly-made assumptions about temporal interpretation in fact block a pragmatic derivation of the performative effect for anti-performative modals (Section 2). Then I consider how the same conclusion can be avoided for modals that do have performative uses. We either have to assume that these modals have a more liberal temporal interpretation than anti-performative modals (Section 3.1) or that the performative effect arises in a different manner than assumed by existing accounts (Section 3.3).

---

2The issue of anti-performativity was brought to my attention by Igor Yanovich (p.c.), who made me realize that Cşipak and Bochnak’s (2015) observation that be supposed to apparently does not have performative uses generalizes to various other modal expressions.
2 Blocking performative uses via temporal interpretation

Pragmatic accounts of performative uses have the following four features (for the purposes of the present section, it does not matter how the crucial (iii) comes about).

(i) On its performative use, a modal sentence ‘Must(p)’ denotes the same proposition as on its descriptive use, viz., the proposition that \( p \) is deontically necessary.

(ii) On a performative use, the speaker claims that this proposition is true (i.e., he commits to the truth of the proposition and/or proposes to add it to the conversational common ground in the sense of Stalnaker (1978)).

(iii) In so doing, the speaker creates an obligation for \( p \).

(iv) Thereby, the proposition denoted by the modal claim is made true.

In this section, I will argue that, given some plausible assumptions about their temporal interpretation, anti-performative modals will fail (iv), even if (i)–(iii) are true. This arguably is sufficient to explain why anti-performative modals do not have performative uses.

For the sake of concreteness, I use the following formal set-up, though the argument made here is largely independent from the technical details. I assume that untensed sentences denote properties of intervals, which are convex sets of (linearly ordered) moments in time. The interpretation of (deontic) modals is stated in terms of a modality \( \square^d \), indexed to moments. \( \square^d_m(\phi) \) hence is to be read as ‘at moment \( m \), \( \phi \) is obligatory’. I also assume an ontology that contains events as concrete particulars, along with a function \( \tau \) from events to intervals that maps any event to its run-time. Furthermore, I will assume that the domain of events consists not only of the eventualities talked about, but also contains utterance events. For reasons that will become transparent shortly, it will be convenient to assume that the interpretation function \( [\cdot]_u \) receives the current utterance \( u \) as a parameter.

With these preliminaries out of the way, we can state the six assumptions that jointly block the performative use for anti-performative modals. While not universally accepted, assumptions I–V all have some independent motivation, assumption VI captures the essence of the idea that performative uses are truly performative.

**Assumption I:** Anti-performative modals are stative predicates. That is, I take be obligated to to be of the same aspectual type as be asleep. For present purposes, it is immaterial how states are represented. For simplicity, I will describe the interpretation of modal statives directly in terms of quantification over moments.

**Assumption II:** A stative predicate is true at an interval \( i \) if the state holds throughout \( i \). While certainly not uncontroversial, this assumption is familiar from the literature (e.g. Bennet and Partee 1972, Taylor 1977, Partee 1984, Dowty 1986, Ogihara 2007). For our modal statives, it amounts to the following (here and throughout, I represent the prejacent of the modal as a propositional atom, as its interpretation does not concern us):

\[
[\text{You be obligated to be home by seven}]^u = \lambda i . \forall m \in i : \square^d_m(\text{you-home-by-7})
\]
Assumption III: A matrix present tense stative sentence requires that the stative predicate is true at the speech time \( s^* \). Consequently:

\[
\text{[You are obligated to be home by seven]}^u = 1 \text{ iff } \forall m \in s^* : \Box^m (\text{you-home-by-7})
\]

where \( s^* \) is the speech time of \( u \)

Assumption IV: For any given utterance \( u : s^* = \tau(u) \). For present purposes, we need to be specific as to which interval, exactly, the ‘speech time’ is supposed to be. An obvious idea is that \( s^* \) is just the run-time of the current utterance event. This is indeed what Ogihara (2007) assumes, and we adopt this assumption here. Hence:

\[
\text{[You are obligated to be home by seven]}^u = 1 \text{ iff } \forall m \in \tau(u) : \Box^m (\text{you-home-by-7})
\]

Assumption V: If a state of affairs \( s \) is a result of an event \( e \), then \( s \) will not obtain before the final moment of \( \tau(e) \). That is, if some state of affairs is the result of an event, the state will not obtain before the event is completed. Consequently, a resultant state will either temporally abut the run-time of the event, or overlap it in the final moment.

Assumption VI: The obligation is created as a result of the utterance of the modal sentence.

Assumptions V and VI directly imply that, even if an utterance of \textit{you are obligated to be home by seven} were to create the obligation in question, the proposition in (5) would still be false, since for any non-final moment \( m' \) in \( \tau(u) \) it is not the case that \( \Box^m (\text{you-home-by-7}) \)—the obligation comes into existence ‘too late’ to make the denoted proposition true.

Given assumptions I–VI, then, anti-performative modals are predicted to lack performative uses. It is noteworthy that while the assumptions are arguably all plausible, they are not without alternatives.\(^4\) The foregoing should be seen as a proof-of-concept—it shows that there are plausible assumptions which would block the performative use for anti-performative modals on a pragmatic account.

3 Performative modals revisited

Assumptions II–VI jointly imply that no use of a present tense stative sentence can be self-verifying. This turns the table on the pragmatic approach: It is no longer a puzzle why anti-performative modals do not have a performative use, but rather why other modals do. To account for their performative uses, we must either assume that modals like \textit{must} and \textit{have to} are not stative, or we must give up the assumption that performative uses of modals make the proposition they assert true.

3.1 Performative modals as non-stative

The pragmatic account is home free if we assume that modals that can be used performatively have a more liberal temporal interpretation than anti-performative modals. Concretely, suppose \textit{must} and \textit{have to} only require that the state of obligation overlap with the time of evaluation, as in (6). Then the considerations in Section 2 do not apply, and claims made with these modals can be self-verifying, provided the necessity comes about in the final moment of \( \tau(u) \).

\(^4\)In particular, assumption II has a salient alternative: Instead of requiring that a stative predicate hold throughout the interval of evaluation, we may require that it be temporally overlap with the interval of evaluation (Kamp and Reyle 1993, Stechow 1995, Condoravdi 2002). The argument in this section would obviously not go through in this case—unless assumption VI is strengthened to enforce non-overlap of events and their result states.
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(6) [You have to be home by 7pm] = 1 iff ∃m ∈ τ(u) : □_m^{d}(\text{you-home-by-7})

This idea is lent some plausibility by the observation that there is a syntactic difference between the anti-performative modals we have seen, and modals like must and have to: The former involve copular constructions, the latter do not. It is hence tempting to assume this syntactic difference implies a difference in semantic types—say, true statives denote properties of Davidsonian eventualities, while proper modals denote properties of intervals directly, as in Condoravdi (2002). This difference in semantic types could then be responsible for the difference in temporal interpretation.

On this view, adjectival modals like be obligated to lack performative uses because they are true statives, whose temporal interpretation precludes self-verification. This would solve the problem posed by the anti-performativity of such predicates in a rather elegant manner. However, unless we find independent evidence from descriptive uses for the hypothesized difference in temporal interpretation, it remains somewhat stipulative. Unfortunately, I have not been able to find any such evidence. This lack of independent motivation does not show that there is no difference in temporal interpretation, but it should give the defender of the pragmatic account pause.

Potentially even more problematic is the fact that it is not clear that the class of anti-performative modals coincides with the class of adjectival modal expressions. Csipak and Bochnak (2015) claim that the German modal sollen does not have performative uses. Similarly, some adjectival modal predicates, like be allowed to and be permitted to, seem to have performative uses, cf. (7).

(7) You are now allowed to enter the building.

3.2 Performative uses as non-performative

Given these doubts, let us assume that the temporal interpretation of all modals is the same (even if they have different semantic types), and that self-verification is blocked for all of them via the reasoning in Section 2. Is there any way to account for the performative uses of must and have to, without assuming that they are ambiguous between a descriptive and a performative meaning?

Before giving my own answer, I will briefly discuss a possibility which I do not think is viable. It will be useful to compare and contrast it with the proposal I spell out in the following section. The idea is the following: Maybe it is wrong to assume that it is the utterance itself that creates the obligation. Instead, it is created by a mental act of the agent who has deontic authority; what brings the obligation into effect is the speaker ‘making up his mind’ as to what the addressee should do. Then, the putatively-performative modal utterance simply reports the existence of the newly-created obligation. In fact, this idea seems to be implicit in the version of the pragmatic account that Kamp (1978) considered (and criticized). Here is his sketch:

Suppose that A has authority over B and that this fact is common knowledge shared between A and B. Then B may be expected to react to A’s utterance: ‘You may take an apple’ with the reflection: ‘It is up to A whether I may take an apple or not. Therefore he knows whether what he says is true or false. It may be assumed moreover that he is not saying

---

5It certainly is not surprising that no such evidence can be found in the present tense—even if it is semantically possible to report an obligation with a modal sentence at the very same time at which it comes into effect, there would be very few occasions where speakers would plausibly do so. But given a number of non-trivial assumptions, we would expect to find evidence of the hypothesized difference in past tense sentences with had to and was obligated to (anchored to a particular evaluation time by means of a when-clause, say). I leave this issue for future research.

6They attribute the absence of performative uses to a lexical idiosyncrasy of sollen, viz. an evidential meaning component that requires that the modal claim be based on a prior utterance event. I do not have the space to discuss this proposal in detail here, but if it turns out to be correct, sollen’s incompatibility with performative uses would not be an argument against the line pursued in this section.

7Igor Yanovich suggested this possibility to me in conversation (without endorsing it).
what he knows to be false, as this would go against established principles of conversational propriety. So I may conclude that I have the permission to take an apple.’

(Kamp 1978, p. 275)

On this view, performative uses are not truly performative—they are regular, descriptive uses. This avoids the ‘timing problem’ from Section 2, since the speaker will have made up his mind prior to making his utterance, and hence the obligation will be in effect throughout τ(u). However, it should be clear that, were we to adopt this view, the problem posed by anti-performative modals is back (with a vengeance). That is, it is once again a mystery why expressions like be obligated to cannot be used to report mentally-created obligations, while modals like have to can.

Moreover, the suggested account is otherwise quite problematic. In particular, it falls prey to a challenge raised by Hans Kamp:

The problem with this explanation is that it doesn’t go quite far enough. […] Suppose A says to B ‘You may take an apple’, B then takes an apple, whereupon A berates him for doing so, claiming he had no permission to take an apple. In such a situation it is not just that B can excuse himself by pointing out that he was misled by A’s utterance. No, B can justly claim that he had the permission, in virtue of what A said to him. There are situations where A just cannot mislead B simply because his utterance constitutes the granting of the permission.

(Kamp 1978, p. 275)

Kamp’s objection is that an account like the one considered here fails to predict that a performative modal utterance is sufficient for creating an obligation or permission. We may add that it also fails to account for the fact that, intuitively, the utterance is necessary for creating the obligation or permission: Suppose A and B are talking on the phone, A has authority over B. A makes up her mind that B should do something. She draws her breath, ready to utter the corresponding modal sentence. In that moment, the connection is cut off, which A notices, hence she does not say anything. On the account considered in this section, we are forced to say that B has an obligation in this case (he just does not know it). But it seems intuitively much more appropriate to say that A did not get a chance to impose the obligation, and hence that no obligation is in effect.

In summary, assuming that allegedly-performative uses of modal sentences are really descriptive uses that report a mentally-created obligation not only reinstates the problematic prediction of the pragmatic account we started out with, it also fails to accord with the intuition that, under appropriate circumstances, the utterance itself is both necessary and sufficient for creating the obligation or permission in question. I hence conclude that this view is not viable.

3.3 Performative uses as claims about preferences

We can have our cake and eat it, too. We can accept that modal sentences can never be self-verifying, but hold on to the idea that performative uses are truly performative, in the sense that it is the utterance itself that creates the obligation or permission. And we can do so in a way that predicts that anti-performative modals do not have performative uses.

What we have to do is to give up the assumption that performatively-used modals denote propositions about what is deontically required. I want to suggest that, on their performative uses, these modals instead express propositions about what is necessary, given the preferences of the speaker (i.e., they have a broadly-speaking buletic interpretation). We already know that assertions about speaker preferences can be ‘performative’, in the sense that they can count as commands and create obligations. Consider (8), after Condoravdi and Lauer (2009).

(8) [Parent to child] I want you to be home by 7pm.
By virtue of the use of the predicate want, (8) is a claim about the speaker’s preferences, and yet, in the right context, an utterance of the sentence can create the same obligation that a performative use of a modal would create. Taking this observation as a starting point, I propose the following conception of performative uses: If a speaker is a deontic authority, then whenever a speaker has a public preference for \( p \), \( p \) is obligatory. With a performatively-used modal, the speaker publicizes a preference, thereby creating an obligation. The rest of this paper spells this idea out using the apparatus of the dynamic pragmatics of Lauer (2013), in a way that meets Kamp’s challenge.

3.3.1 Preliminaries

I can only sketch the required formal set-up here, and refer the reader to Condoravdi and Lauer (2011), Lauer (2013) for the details. First, besides their deontic interpretation \( \Box^d \), I assume that modals have a preference-related interpretation \( \Box^P \). ‘\( \Box^P_m(\phi) \)’ represents that \( \phi \) is necessarily true if the speaker’s preferences are optimally satisfied. This does not require us to assume that modals are lexically ambiguous, instead we can take modals to be underspecified in the style of Kratzer (1981).

Second, I assume that our models represent the commitments of interlocutors, which come in two kinds. Doxastic commitments are commitments to treat a proposition as true and are represented via an operator \( \text{PB}_m \) (for ‘public belief’). Preferential commitments are commitments to treat a proposition as desirable and are represented via an operator \( \text{PEP}_m \) (for ‘public effective preference’).

Third, I assume that these commitments are subject to a number of consistency constraints, which can be implemented as constraints on admissible models (cf. Lauer (2013, Ch. 5.3.2)). Only two of these will be relevant here:

(9) If \( \phi \) entails \( \psi \), then for all \( a, m \):

\[
\text{PB}_m(a, \phi) \supset \text{PB}_m(a, \psi)
\]

(10) For all moments \( m \), agents \( a \) and propositions \( \phi \):

\[
\text{PB}_m(a, \Box^P_m \phi) \supset \text{PEP}_m(a, \phi)
\]

(9) requires that doxastic commitment is closed under entailment. (10) requires that if an agent is committed to believe that \( \phi \) is necessary for optimally realizing her preferences, she is also committed to treat \( \phi \) as desirable.

Finally, I assume the following DECLARATIVE CONVENTION (cf. Condoravdi and Lauer 2011), intended to model the conventionally-determined dynamic effect of declarative sentences. As in Lauer (2013, Ch. 5.4), such conventions can likewise be implemented as constraints on admissible models. Here I state it informally.

(11) DECLARATIVE CONVENTION

If a speaker \( Sp \) makes an utterance \( u \) of a declarative sentence with content \( \phi \) he incurs the following commitment (where \( m \) is the final moment of \( \tau(u) \)):

\[
\text{PB}_m(Sp, \phi)
\]

---

8See Condoravdi and Lauer (2015) for a Kratzer-style implementation of the \( \Box^P \)-reading. As we do there, I furthermore assume that the not all the speaker’s preferences are taken into account, but only her effective preferences, in the sense of Condoravdi and Lauer (2011, 2012), Lauer (2013), Condoravdi and Lauer (2015). What matters for present purposes is that these are preferences that ‘win out’ against any conflicting desires the agent may have.

9In Lauer (2013, Ch. 6.3, p. 158) I consider a similar, but weaker consistency constraint, which requires only that a speaker who is committed to believe that \( \phi \) is one of his (basic) effective preferences be also committed to prefer \( \phi \). (11) is stronger in that it also requires that a speaker is committed to such a preference if he is committed to believe that \( \phi \) merely is true whenever his basic effective preferences are optimally realized. This would be true, e.g., if \( \phi \) is merely a precondition for something the agent prefers.
3.3.2 Deriving the performative effect

Suppose now that $Sp$ makes an utterance $u$ of (12), on its preference reading, and let $n$ be the final moment of $\tau(u)$. By (11), this will result in the commitment in (13).

\[(12) \quad \text{You have to be home by 7pm.}\]

\[(13) \quad \text{PB}_n(Sp, \forall m \in \tau(u) : \Box^Sp_m (\text{you-home-by-7}))\]

By (9), this means that $Sp$ also has the commitment in (14).

\[(14) \quad \text{PB}_n(Sp, \Box^Sp (\text{you-home-by-7}))\]

From this, it follows by (10) that $Sp$ also has the commitment in (15).

\[(15) \quad \text{PEP}_n(\text{you-home-by-7})\]

That is, if a speaker utters (12), on its preference reading, he thereby becomes publicly committed to a preference for you-home-by-7.

The final ingredient of the account is a suitable conception of what it is to have deontic authority. In Lauer (2013, p. 147), I proposed the following conception (building on Condoravdi and Lauer (2009)). An agent $a$ is a deontic authority with respect to a proposition $p$ if $p$ is obligatory whenever $a$ is publicly committed to prefer $p$.

\[(16) \quad \text{Deontic authority with respect to } p \]

An agent $a$ is a deontic authority with respect to $p$ iff:

\[\forall m : \text{PEP}_m(a, p) \supset \Box^a_m (p)\]

Now suppose that, in the context of $u$, the speaker $Sp$ is a deontic authority with respect to you-home-by-7. Then from (15), it follows that (17) is true.

\[(17) \quad \Box^a (\text{you-home-by-7})\]

That is, by uttering You have to be home by 7pm, the speaker has created an obligation for the addressee to be home by 7pm. Thus we account for the performative effect. And we do so in a way that meets Kamp’s challenge, because according to (16) the existence of the obligation is dependent on the public commitments of speaker. Hence, the obligation will come into existence regardless of whether the agent has the preference he professes to have—all that matters is whether he is committed to having it. Furthermore, it is the utterance itself that creates the commitment (and, therewith, the obligation), and it cannot fail to do so, in virtue of the DECLARATIVE CONVENTION and the consistency constraints on commitments. The present account hence correctly accounts for the intuition that the utterance of a performatively-used sentence is both sufficient and necessary for the obligation to come about.\[^{11}\]

\[^{10}\]This conception also can be used to account for command-uses of desideratives like (8), as well as command-uses of imperatives, on either the account defended in Condoravdi and Lauer (2012, on which Be home by 7pm! directly induces the commitment in (15)) or a variant of the account of Kaufmann (2012, on which Be home by 7pm! denotes the proposition $\Box^Sp (\text{you-home-by-7})$).

\[^{11}\]Even though Kamp’s challenge is met, we may wonder (as an astute reviewer did) whether the present account can explain the fact that it is odd to challenge a performatively used modal sentence as false.

(i) \quad A : You have to be home by 7pm.

B : ??That’s not true, you don’t want me to be home by 7pm.

Nothing that has been said so far excludes such challenges. However, on the present account, $B$ can certainly be said to be ‘missing the point’. Even if $A$’s claim were in fact false, he still would have created an obligation, and his utterance would still constitute a command, which presumably this was $A$’s intention. But this would be irrational if $A$ did not in fact have the effective preference he claims to have. Perhaps this is enough to explain why $B$’s challenge seems infelicitous. I leave this issue for future work.
3.3.3 Anti-performative modals

On the proposed account, modal expressions like be under an obligation to are predicted to lack performative uses because they are lexically constrained to express deontic necessities. That is, unlike (12), (18) only has the reading in (18a), but not the one in (18b). Since performative uses proceed via an assertion with content (18b), no performative use is predicted for (18). Anti-performativity is due, then, to lexical constraints on the kind of necessity a modal is compatible with. We hence do not expect that there is a clean separation between, say, adjectival modal expressions and others.13

(18) You are under an obligation to be home by 7pm.
   a. can mean: \( \forall m \in \tau(u) : \Box^m_D(you\text{-}home\text{-}by\text{-}7) \)
   b. cannot mean: \( \forall m \in \tau(u) : \Box^m_P(you\text{-}home\text{-}by\text{-}7) \)

The proposal is also compatible with the possibility that anti-performativity is not always categorical. For be under an obligation to, performative uses seem to be categorically ruled out, but it has been suggested to me (by Tom Wasow, Chris Potts and Dan Lassiter) that things may be different for other predicates, especially be required to.

(19) You are required to be home by 7pm.

(19) is at least somewhat resistant to performative uses, but some speakers seem to be able to imagine such a use. We can make sense on this by assuming that, in addition to (or instead of) categorical lexical constraints on modal backgrounds, speakers have gradable preferences for particular construals. Perhaps be required to is not strictly incompatible with a preference construal, but just strongly biased against it. Given enough contextual pressure, speakers may be able to overcome this bias, resulting in a performative use.

It is noteworthy that even if all anti-performative modals are only biased against, rather than incompatible with, performative uses, what has been said in this paper remains relevant. For on the unamended Kamp/Kaufmann approach, graded anti-performativity is just as unexpected as categorical anti-performativity—the anti-performative modals all are either categorically restricted to, or heavily biased in favor of, deontic construals. If performative uses proceeded via a deontic modal claim, modals like be obligated to should not resist performative uses, but be biased in favor of them.

4 Conclusion

If a pragmatic account of performative uses is to be reconciled with the existence of anti-performative modals, such modals must differ semantically from the ones that have performative uses. This paper has investigated two possibilities for such differences in meaning: Either the two classes of modals differ in their temporal interpretation, or they differ with respect to the kinds of modal backgrounds they are compatible with. The latter necessitates significant revisions to the pragmatic account. Quite independently from the issue of anti-performativity, this paper has demonstrated that two seemingly independent phenomena—temporal interpretation and performative uses of modals—are in fact intertwined, hence we can shed light on one by studying the other.
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1 Introduction

In this paper we present a preview of our study on the L2 acquisition of English definites by L1 Mandarin speakers, highlighting those aspects that are relevant to the current theoretical debate on definiteness. Section 2 zooms in on the learners’ L1 and argues that – next to standard definite uses of bare nouns – it also has a construction that marks non-maximal familiar definiteness. Section 3 zooms in on the learners’ L2, argues that they don’t confuse definiteness/specificity and locates the main acquisition problem in the constraints that govern accommodation.

Our pretheoretical working definitions are as follows: we assume maximality is to be understood as exhaustivity at the level of the model and that familiarity implies previous mention in the discourse. Both the model and the discourse can be contextually restricted (see e.g. Brisson, 1998; Walker et al., 1998).

2 Mandarin

In the recent literature on cross-linguistic variation in the domain of definiteness, two papers stand out, viz. Schwarz (2009) and Arkoh and Matthewson (2013). Both argue that there are languages with a definite article that marks non-maximal familiar definiteness. Continuing the work of Yang (2005) and Partee (2006), we argue that Mandarin is relevant in this discussion as well. Next to the definiteness conveyed by bare nouns (see e.g. Cheng and Sybesma, 1999, 2012), it also has a construction that marks non-maximal familiar definiteness. The study of non-maximal familiar expressions is important for familiarity- as well as for uniqueness-based theories of definiteness.

The construction we are referring to consists of the sequence modifier + numeral + classifier + noun, henceforth MNCD. The modifier can be – among other things – a possessive or a relative clause:

(1) Zhangsan de san ben shu
   John de three CL book
   ‘John’s three books’

(2) wan tiaosan de liang ge xuesheng
   play parachute DE two CL student
   ‘the two skydiving students’

---

*This paper presents a preview of the data in Le Bruyn and Dong (prep). We thank the semantics crowds in Utrecht and Leiden, Jeannette Schaeffer, our research assistants Xinyuan Wang and Wenzhu Xuan as well as all our participants. Special thanks to Yunhua Hu and his colleagues for helping us with our experiments at the Zhejiang Ruian High School and our family and friends in China for their hospitality. Another special thanks to Anna Volkova for preparing the LaTeX version of this paper. The first author furthermore gratefully acknowledges the support of NWO, grant 275-80-006.
Previous analyses have qualified the MNCN as specific, referential, not non-definite (Huang, 1982), familiar, non-maximal definite (Yang, 2005; Partee, 2006), specific indefinite (Sio, 2006; Zhang, 2006), and familiar, maximal definite (Hall, 2015). We ran two experiments to assess the exact nature of the construction.

2.1 Experiment 1: familiarity

The aim of the first experiment was to establish under which circumstances the use of the MNCN would be licit. We distinguished between three conditions: one in which the speaker could not identify the referent, one in which the speaker could identify the referent and one in which the speaker referred to a previously introduced referent.

The different items were all integrated into one overarching story about a guard in an elite sports school in China. The school had 6 students and both the girls and the boys could easily be distinguished during the day but happened to have the same silhouettes, thus making identification during the night impossible. The day vs. night setting was the crucial difference between the first two conditions.

(3) The students

Participants (n=15) were asked to play the guard who reported on what he had seen to the principal. Their input was a visualization of what the guard had seen and they had to select a description with an MNCN or one in which the modifier was put between the classifier and the noun. These descriptions were put into text balloons in pictures representing the guard reporting to the principal.

The third condition involved objects that had been stolen from the principal’s office and that the principal had asked the guard to locate (e.g. sports trophies). Given the importance of these objects, the principal had asked the guard to call him as soon as he found them. The MNCN and non-MNCN reports of the discovery of the stolen items were put into text balloons in pictures representing the guard calling the principal.¹

(4) to (6) give an impression of each of the respective conditions. In (4) we also provide a written out version of the text balloons, a gloss and a translation.

¹We also designed a version of this experiment in which the third condition involved students instead of objects. The results were comparable but the overarching story was slightly more elaborate. For reasons of space we only report on the experiment with objects.
(4) Non-identifiable referents

a. Dou yijing zheme wan le, hai zai da lanqiu, wo mingtian yao baogao yixia zhe jian shiqing. ‘It’s already so late and they’re still playing basketball, I’ll briefly report about this affair tomorrow.’

b. Xiaozhang, ninhao! Zuotian wo kanjian le da lanqiu de liang ge xuesheng. ‘Principal, hello! Yesterday I saw two students playing basketball.’

c. Xiaozhang, ninhao! Zuotian wo kanjian le liang ge da lanqiu de xuesheng. ‘Principal, hello! Yesterday I saw two students playing basketball.’

(5) Identifiable referents

(6) Previously introduced referents
We ran a mixed effects model with item and participant as random factors and found a significant effect of condition. Pairwise comparisons showed that the familiar condition was the only one that was significantly different from the other two in allowing the use of the MNCN (familiar/simple indefinite: t(177)=5.278; p<.000 | familiar/ specific indefinite t(177)=4.987; p<.000). The interpretation we give of these results is that familiarity is a necessary condition for using the MNCN in Mandarin.

2.2 Experiment 2: maximality

The second experiment assessed maximality. The rationale behind it was that definites that allow for maximal readings will favor those in out of the blue contexts, thus making sentences like (7) sound as inconsistent as sentences like (8), involving all:

(7) "I stole the two pens of Mary’s, so now she only has one left.

(8) "I stole all of Jacky’s books, so now she only has one left.

An experiment with English native speakers (n=15) recruited via Crowdflower confirmed that (7) and (8) are not significantly different from each other and that both differ from sentences with indefinites as in (9):

(9) "Harry smoked 5 cigarettes, so now he only has 3 left.

Examples of the Mandarin items corresponding to (7) and (8) are given in (10) and (11), involving the MNCN as the counterpart of the English definite, and (11) containing suoyou as the counterpart of English all.

(10) Wo chi le Xiaowang de san ge jidan, suoyi ta xianzai zhiyou san ge le.

"I eat le Xiaowang de three CL chicken egg, so he now only CL CL.

(11) Xiaoding chi le suoyou de dangao, suoyi xianzai zhiyou san ge dangao le.

"Xiaoding eat le all de cake, so now only CL cake CL.

Next to items like (10) that have a non-relational noun (egg) and a possessor as modifier (Xiaowang de), we also included MNCNs with relational nouns and relative clauses as modifiers, giving rise to three subtypes of MNCN conditions (possessor modifier + relational noun; possessor modifier + non-relational noun; relative clause modifier + non-relational noun).

Participants (n=17) were asked to assess the consistency of the sentences we presented them with, focusing on the link between the first and the second part. They received three answer options (compatible, possibly compatible and incompatible). In our analysis we reduced these to two options (compatible/possibly compatible vs. incompatible).

We ran a mixed effects model with item and participant as random factors and found a significant effect of condition. Pairwise comparisons showed that all MNCN conditions were judged significantly more consistent than the all condition (t(183)=6.615 | 6.801 | 6.897; p<.000) but did not differ from each other. The interpretation we give of these results is that maximality is not part of the interpretation of the MNCN in Mandarin.

2.3 The MNCN: conclusion

Based on the two experiments, we conclude that familiarity is a necessary condition for the use of the MNCN and that maximality is not part of its interpretation. The only analysis in the literature that is compatible with these data is that of Yang (2005) and Partee (2006), who assume the MNCN expresses non-maximal familiar definiteness.
3 Mandarin L2 English

In the past decade the literature on the L2 acquisition of definiteness by L1 speakers of articleless languages (like Korean, Russian, Mandarin, Polish, etc.) has almost exclusively focused on the complicating role of specificity in this process. The consensus seems to be that L1 speakers of articleless languages – independently of proficiency – often have a hard time deciding what the exact semantics of the definite article is, fluctuating between definiteness and specificity. We argue that specificity is not at play (3.1) and that the main acquisition problem lies in the acquisition of maximality (3.2).

3.1 Assessing the influence of specificity

In order to assess the influence of specificity on the L2 acquisition of definites, we designed a new experimental paradigm. The standard paradigm used in the literature is that of Ionin et al. (2004) but has evolved over the years (compare e.g. Ionin et al. (2004) and Ko et al. (2010)) and the construct specificity in the experiment has never been fully validated (see Ionin (2006) for discussion).

Ionin (2006) takes the type of specificity that comes into play in the L2 acquisition of definiteness to be identical to the one expressed by indefinite this in English:

(12) If you did get in any trouble, there was this man, Joe, and he was a really big man, he was a black-belt in karate and everything, and . . . (example taken from the BNC)

Ionin describes the use of this in examples like (12) as signaling that the speaker intends to refer to exactly one individual who is moreover noteworthy in some way or other. We operationalized these intuitions in various ways and ran a series of experiments with native speakers of English we recruited online via Crowdflower. The crucial criterion for success was a significant difference between non-specific and specific contexts in welcoming the use of this rather than a. We succeeded in meeting this criterion by playing with a foreground/background distinction as in (13) and (14) where indefinite this was judged more appropriate for the foregrounded referent of this boy in (13) than for the backgrounded referent of this brick in (14).

(13) Have I already told you my favorite soccer story? Well, one day I saw this boy playing soccer in our street... All of a sudden he jumps up, makes an amazing salto and makes the ball hit a can. It turned out he was the son of a famous soccer player.

(14) Have I already told you about the scariest moment of my life? Well, one day I saw a girl on top of a building... All of a sudden, she starts to dance, slips on this brick and falls off the building! Fortunately she landed on some cardboard boxes and didn't get hurt...

The specific question we asked the participants (n=15) was whether the use of this was felicitous in the given contexts or whether they would prefer to replace it by a.

We ran a mixed effects model with item and participant as random factors and found a significant effect of condition. Pairwise comparisons showed that the foregrounded uses of this were significantly more felicitous than the backgrounded uses (t(118)=2.326; p=.022).

With a successful operationalization of specificity in place, we set up an L2 experiment in which we included non-specific and specific indefinite conditions as well as a familiar definite condition. In each item we presented two versions of a small story, one with an indefinite article and one with a definite article. We asked Mandarin L2 learners of English (n=19)

---

2See the end of section 3.2 for some comparison between the two paradigms.
recruited through Crowdflower to choose the story that sounded most natural to them. To help participants, we visualized the discourse setting of the story (the story was told by one guy to another guy in a pub) as well as the story itself. (15) to (17) illustrate the different conditions:

(15) Non-specific indefinite

We recruited 30 participants in China and Taiwan (not including Hong-Kong) that were level 2 or 3 workers in Crowdflower and were moreover identified as speakers of Chinese by Crowdflower. We asked each participant to indicate whether Putonghua ('standard Mandarin') was their mother tongue and excluded the participants (n=5) who indicated that it wasn’t. The survey furthermore included 8 items of the Michigan Quick Placement Test turned into a grammaticality judgement task which served as test questions in Crowdflower and furthermore allowed us to get a rough idea of the participants’ proficiency in English. We excluded participants (n=6) who didn’t get at least 5 items right. This exclusion had no effect on the statistical results.

3We recruited 30 participants in China and Taiwan (not including Hong-Kong) that were level 2 or 3 workers in Crowdflower and were moreover identified as speakers of Chinese by Crowdflower. We asked each participant to indicate whether Putonghua ('standard Mandarin') was their mother tongue and excluded the participants (n=5) who indicated that it wasn’t. The survey furthermore included 8 items of the Michigan Quick Placement Test turned into a grammaticality judgement task which served as test questions in Crowdflower and furthermore allowed us to get a rough idea of the participants’ proficiency in English. We excluded participants (n=6) who didn’t get at least 5 items right. This exclusion had no effect on the statistical results.
If specificity were to play the role it has been claimed to play in the literature, we would expect the definite condition and the specific indefinite condition to be eliciting significantly more definites than the non-specific indefinite condition. To check this prediction, we ran a mixed effects model with item and participant as random factors and found a significant effect of condition. Pairwise comparisons showed that the non-specific indefinite condition elicited significantly more definites than the specific indefinite condition ($t(117)=3.096; p=.002$) and that the definite condition still elicited significantly more definites than the non-specific indefinite condition ($t(117)=6.152; p<.000$). This effect is not the one we would expect if Mandarin L2 English learners were to fluctuate between a specific and a definite semantics for the definite article. It however receives a straightforward – be it post hoc – explanation if we assume Mandarin L2 English learners assume the definite article marks familiarity. The higher rate of definites in the non-specific condition then follows from the well-known connection between backgrounded and given information.

### 3.2 The acquisition of maximality

In 3.1 we established that specificity is not interfering with the acquisition of definiteness. We however know that Mandarin L2 English learners do overgenerate definites (see e.g. Tryzna, 2009; Yang and Ionin, 2009b, etc.). We propose an explanation of these data couched in theories of definiteness.

We assume Mandarin L2 English learners start with an interlanguage grammar in which definites are familiar but not maximal. Support for this comes from three experiments. The first is the one we presented in 3.1, the other two are briefly summarized here:

- An exploratory production experiment (a culturally modified version of the paradigm used by Schaeffer and Matthewson 2005):
  We tested 2nd grade high school students from the Zhejiang Ruian High School ($n=16$) and found that they performed at ceiling for the production of definites in the familiar

---

4 A comparison with Yang and Ionin (2009a) will appear in Le Bruyn and Dong (prep).
condition. This indicates that Mandarin L2 learners of English associate definites with familiarity.

- A felicity judgement experiment (identical to the one we discussed for native English speakers in section 2.2):

We tested students from the Beijing International Studies University (n=20) and found that they differed from native English speakers in finding sentences like *I stole the two pens of Mary’s, so now she only has one left* significantly more consistent than sentences like *I stole all of Jacky’s books, so now she only has one left*. At the same time they however also judged sentences with the less consistent than sentences like *Harry smoked 5 cigarettes, so now he only has 3 left*.

We ran a mixed effects model with item and participant as random factors and found a significant effect of condition. Pairwise comparisons showed that the definite condition was significantly different from the *all* condition (t(237)=12.820; p<.000) and from the indefinite condition (t(237)=3.184; p=.002). These data indicate that Mandarin L2 learners of English differ from native speakers in not always associating definites with maximality.

In the process of acquisition, Mandarin L2 English learners are confronted with maximality as another ingredient of definiteness and pick up on this. Support for this comes from one experimental study and one corpus study:

- An exploratory forced choice elicitation task (an experiment including part of the items from Ko et al. 2010):

We tested 2nd grade high school students from the Zhejiang Ruian High School (n=35) and found that they performed almost at ceiling for the production of lexically unique referents (*the capital of North Dakota, the president of our university*) as well as classical bridging definites (*the cover* of a previously mentioned book, *the screen* of a previously mentioned laptop). These data indicate that Mandarin L2 English learners – even though they don’t establish a one-to-one correspondence between definites and maximality – are sensitive to maximality for the definite article.

- A study of the Portsmouth learner corpus:

We had two native speakers error tag 500 random occurrences of the definite article in texts produced by Mandarin L2 English learners (kappa: 0.82). The native speakers agreed on 58 problematic uses of *the*, several of which involved overproduction of the definite for kind reference. Given that these cases don’t occur in the L2 and cannot be due to L1 transfer either, they are most likely cases in which the maximality semantics of the definite article was (erroneously) generalized to kind reference.

The acquisition problem that presents itself in moving from a familiarity to a familiarity + maximality semantics of the definite article lies in merging a familiarity and a maximality view on definiteness. The contexts that pose most problems are those in which nouns are used that are not lexically unique but come with sufficient modification to warrant a contextually unique interpretation. The felicity of a definite in these contexts depends on the availability of accommodation, a process whose conditions seem to be well understood by native speakers but pose a challenge for semanticists working on definiteness as well as for L2 learners with an articleless L1. An example is given in (18):
Jennifer: Hello, Helen? This is Jennifer!
Helen: Hi, Jennifer! It’s wonderful to hear from you. I suppose you want to talk to my sister?
Jennifer: Yes, I haven’t spoken to her in years! I’d like to talk to her now if possible. Helen: I’m very sorry, but she doesn’t have time to talk right now. She is meeting with a very important client from Seattle. He is quite rich, and she really wants to get his business for our company! She’ll call you back later.

Chances are real that the company Jennifer is working for doesn’t have more than one important client in Seattle. This means that – in principle – a contextually unique interpretation should be viable. The particular way of phrasing chosen in (18) however proscribes accommodation for native speakers and forces the use of a. Some slight variations would however felicitously host a definite:

(19) She’s meeting with the very important client who arrived from Seattle.
She’s meeting with the very important client she met in Seattle.
She’s meeting with the very important client from across the street.

The challenge for definiteness theories as well as for L2 learners with an articleless L1 is to master the subtle differences between (18) and (19).

The choice of (18) is not accidental. It’s a specific indefinite item from one of the more recent test batteries of Ionin and colleagues (Ko et al., 2010). One of the most striking differences between their specific indefinite items and ours is that we have operationalized specificity by making the corresponding referents into the protagonists of a story that – at least according to the speaker – was worth telling. For Ionin and colleagues, specificity is operationalized as the enumeration of noteworthy properties. Given that these easily give rise to the impression that a contextually unique reading is targeted, it doesn’t come as a surprise that they elicit overgeneration of definites by L2 learners with an incomplete mastery of the constraints on accommodation.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, we have given a preview of our work on the L2 acquisition of English definites by L1 Mandarin speakers. We have highlighted those aspects that are of relevance for current discussions about the nature of definiteness, in particular the relation between maximality and familiarity.
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Abstract
Inquisitive Semantics provides two operators that serve to modify the inquisitive content of a given proposition. The goal of this paper is to show that the two operators together provide an account for the semantics of the Chinese polar question particle *ma*, arguing that the *ma*-particle is the lexical realization of the combination of non-inquisitive and inquisitive operators. It will also be shown that the proposed analysis yields a novel account for the (in-)compatibility of the *ma*-particle and different types of Chinese questions.

1 Introduction
The syntax and semantics of question formation in *wh*-in-situ languages are often related to sentence-final particles. For example, the Clausal Typing Hypothesis [2] states that while questions are typed by movement of *wh*-phrases in *wh*-movement languages, in a *wh*-in-situ language, questions are clause-typed by question particles. It is also argued that the *ma*-particle in Chinese serves to clause-type polar questions, for instance:

(1) a. John lǐkài-le *ma*?
   John leave-ASP *MA*
   ‘Did John leave?’

   b. John kàn-guō *shéme rén* *ma*?
   John see-ASP what person *MA*
   ‘Did John see someone?’

The goal of this paper is to show that Inquisitive Semantics [7] offers the right set of operators that accounts for the process of clause-typing by the *ma*-particle. Inquisitive Semantics provides two closure operators that serve to modify the inquisitive content of a given proposition $P$. The inquisitive operator $? =_d e f \lambda P_{(s,t)}. \lambda p_{(s,t)}. [P(p) \lor \neg P(p)]$ forms an inquisitive proposition by adding a pseudo-complement as a novel possibility for $P$. The non-inquisitive closure $! =_d e f \lambda P_{(s,t)}. \lambda p_{(s,t)}. \forall w. [w \in p \rightarrow \exists q. [q \in P \land q(w)]]$ “flattens” a proposition by uniting all possibilities already contained in $P$ into a single possibility.

(2) a. $? =_d e f \lambda P_{(s,t)}. \lambda p_{(s,t)}. [P(p) \lor \neg P(p)]$
   b. $! =_d e f \lambda P_{(s,t)}. \lambda p_{(s,t)}. \forall w. [w \in p \rightarrow \exists q. [q \in P \land q(w)]]$

In what follows, I will argue that the *ma*-particle denotes the lexical realization of the combination of $?$ and $!$. In other words, when *ma* is attached to a proposition, the proposition is flattened by $!$, followed by a novel possibility being added through disjoining by $?$. The analysis predicts that any question formed with *ma* is always a polar question, because by adding the *ma*-particle, the non-inquisitive operator $!$ flattens the possibilities, and the outcome is always a singleton set. Once the inquisitive operator $?$ brings in the pseudo-complement, the final result will always denote a proposition that contains only two possibilities – a polar question.

∗Thanks to Maria Aloni, Chris Barker, Lucas Champollion, Ivano Ciardelli, and Anna Szabolcsi for advice and relevant discussion.
Furthermore, it will be shown that the analysis not only explains the possible patterns, but also yields a novel account of the incompatibility of the ma-particle and different types of questions. For instance, as noted by [10], the ma-particle is incompatible with A-not-A questions (hereafter, ANAQ). The novel observation made in this paper is that ma also cannot co-occur with wh-adjunct questions (ADJQ) and quantity questions (QNTQ). I will argue that this is because the pseudo-complement formed by ? is the empty set, because (i) all the possible worlds have been exhausted by the two mutually exclusive possibilities in ANAQ, and (ii) the ADJQ and QNTQ do not have negative answers. Thus, the outcome of applying ? cannot be interpreted as a question of any sort because it is NON-INQUISTIVE and INSIGNIFICANT, based on the Inquisitive Principle [1]. I will specify the semantics for the ma-particle in section 2, and turn to discuss the patterns of incompatibility in section 3. Section 4 concludes this paper.

2 Polar Q-particle and Inquisitive Semantics

Section 2.1 provides an argument from the response to the ma-questions to support the claim that ma is a polar question particle. Section 2.2 lays out the theoretical background for the semantics of ma, and shows how the proposed semantics for ma “types” polar questions.

2.1 Yes/no-particle as a diagnostic for polar question

In Chinese, ma is characterized as the polar question particle because a clause must be interpreted as a polar question when it is attached by the ma-particle,1 as shown in example (1a) where ma is attached to an atomic declarative and the sentence has become a polar question. In example (1b), even when it contains a wh-phrase, the meaning for the clause is still a polar question because of the appearance of the ma-particle.

A solid diagnostic for the interpretation of polar question comes from the yes/no-particle used in the response. As pointed out by [5], the yes/no-particle in English is sensitive to question type. Particularly important for this paper is that the yes/no-particle can only be contained in a response to polar question, but not to wh-question.


b. Q: Did you eat something yesterday? A: Yes, I ate the hamburger.

1It is worth to point out here that sometimes Chinese questions need not be formed with the ma-particle [10]. For instance, the question in (i) is formed in a rising intonation in the end of the sentence.

(i) I know that there will be a conference tomorrow in the Department of Philosophy, and John was making a note about the program and schedule. I ask:

ni míngtiān hui qù zhéxué-suǒ de huìyì?
you tomorrow will go philosophy-department the conference
‘You will go to the conference in the Department of Philosophy tomorrow?’

However, it should be noted that this kind of question actually corresponds to the rising declarative questions discussed in [8]. One typical property of Gunlogsonian declarative questions is that it has to be accompanied with a biased context. Thus, the question is not felicitous in context where the speaker does not have biased attitude, as shown in example (ii). In this paper, I will assume Gunlogson’s analysis for declarative questions.

(ii) Context: I know that there will be a conference tomorrow in the Department of Philosophy, but I have no idea whether John will be there or not. At the lobby, I see John and ask:

#ni míngtiān hui qù zhéxué-suǒ de huìyì?
you tomorrow will go philosophy-department the conference
‘You will go to the conference in the Department of Philosophy tomorrow?’
Similarly, the answer to the question in Chinese example (1b) can contain the yes/no-particle, *duì/bùduì* ‘correct/incorrect,’ as illustrated in the question-answer pair in (4). In contrast, without the *ma*-particle in that question as in (5), the response cannot contain the yes/no-particle.

(4) a. John kàn-guò shéme rén *ma*?  
     John see-ASP what person *MA*  
     ‘Did John see someone?’

   b. *duì,* tā kàn-guò Bill.  
     correct he see-ASP Bill  
     ‘Yes, he saw Bill.’

(5) a. John kàn-guò shéme rén?  
     John see-ASP what person  
     ‘Who did John see?’

   b. (*duì,* ) tā kàn-guò Bill.  
     correct he see-ASP Bill  
     ‘He saw Bill.’

In short, the minimal pair in example (4-5) demonstrate the effect of *ma* as the polar question particle. In the next subsection I will outline the theoretical background and show the explanation.

### 2.2 Semantics of the *ma*-particle

Section 2.2.1 outlines the assumptions and definitions of Inquisitive Semantics. Section 2.2.2 shows the application of the proposed semantics to the *ma*-particle.

#### 2.2.1 Inquisitive Semantics

In Inquisitive Semantics, the semantic value of a sentence is conceived as one or several ways to update the common ground. In this way, a sentence expresses a proposition (of type \(\langle st, t \rangle\)) that denotes the set of one or multiple maximal possibilities \(p_{\langle s,t \rangle}\). The informative content of a sentence is defined through \(\text{info}\) function. Specifically, a proposition that eliminates some possible world(s) from the common ground is informative, and a proposition that does not eliminate any world is non-informative. Throughout this paper I will assume a fixed set of worlds \(\omega\).

**Definition 1.** A *possibility* is the set \(p \subseteq \omega\) of possible worlds.

**Definition 2.** A *proposition* is the set \(P \subseteq \wp(\omega)\) of possibilities.

**Definition 3.** The *informative content* of a proposition \(\text{info}(P) = \bigcup P\).

**Definition 4.** A proposition is *informative* iff \(\text{info}(P) \subset \omega\).

**Definition 5.** A proposition is *non-informative* iff \(\text{info}(P) = \omega\).

Crucial here is the notion of inquisitive content. When a proposition raises an issue to settle, it contains more than one maximal possibility. Specifically, a proposition that contains more than one maximal possibility is inquisitive, and a proposition that contains only one maximal possibility is non-inquisitive.

**Definition 6.** A proposition is *inquisitive* iff \(\text{info}(P) \notin P\).

**Definition 7.** A proposition is *non-inquisitive* iff \(\text{info}(P) \in P\).
Accordingly, the Inquisitive Principle that characterizes four different types of propositions is defined based on informativity and inquisitivity, as shown in Table 1. Two types of propositions are particularly important in the context of this paper: question and insignificance. A proposition is characterized as a question iff it is inquisitive and non-informative, and a proposition is insignificant iff it is non-inquisitive and non-informative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inquisitive</th>
<th>Hybrid</th>
<th>Question</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Informative</td>
<td>Non-informative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-inquisitive</td>
<td>Assertion</td>
<td>Insignificant</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(6) A proposition is a question iff $\text{info}(P) = \omega$ and $\text{info}(P) \notin P$.

(7) A proposition is insignificant iff $\text{info}(P) = \omega$ and $\text{info}(P) \in P$.

Finally, I adopt three operators defined by [12]. The inquisitive operator $?^!$ in (8) forms an inquisitive proposition by disjoining the proposition and its pseudo-complement as a novel possibility. Since negation is not treated as the complement set of the original denotation [12, p.22], a novel definition is required for the $^*$ (negation) operator, as in (9). The non-inquisitive closure $!$ serves to flatten a proposition by uniting all possibilities already contained in $P$ into a single possibility. The proposed semantics for the $ma$-particle is that $ma$ denotes the lexical complex of the combination of the two closure operators in (8) and (10) that serve to modify the inquisitive content.

(8) Inquisitive operator: $?^! = \text{def} \lambda P_{(s,t),t} \cdot \lambda p_{(s,t)} : [P(p) \lor P^*(p)]$

(9) Pseudo-complement: $^* = \text{def} \lambda P_{(s,t),t} \cdot \lambda p_{(s,t)} : \forall w. [w \in p \to \neg \exists q. [q \in P \land q(w)]]$

(10) Non-inquisitive operator: $! = \text{def} \lambda P_{(s,t),t} \cdot \lambda p_{(s,t)} : \forall w. [w \in p \to \exists q. [q \in P \land q(w)]]$

(11) Polar question particle: $[ma] = ?^!$

2.2.2 Application

The application of $ma$ as the realization of the $?!$ complex to atomic declaratives is straightforward. Since an atomic declarative denotes a singleton set that contains only one possibility, the application of $!$ is vacuous in the sense that it does not change the inquisitive content. It is the novel possibility that is added by $?$ that turns the proposition into a polar question by making it inquisitive and non-informative.

(12) a. $[\text{John likai-le}] = [^!(\text{John likai-le})] = \{\{ w | \text{leave}_w(j) \}\}$

b. $[?^!(\text{John likai-le})] = \{\{ w | \text{leave}_w(j) \}\} \cup \{\{ w | \neg \text{leave}_w(j) \}\} = \{\{ w | \text{leave}_w(j) \}, \{ w | \neg \text{leave}_w(j) \}\}$

To explain how the $ma$-particle types the clause that contains a $wh$-phrase as in (1b), I assume, following [4], that Chinese in-situ $wh$-phrase denotes the set of entity that is composed through pointwise functional application [11]. The outcome of the semantic composition is the
set of multiple possibilities that corresponds to the classic semantic value of *wh*-question. By adding the *ma*-particle, ! flattens the possibilities and the result is a non-inquisitive singleton set. Once the inquisitive operator ? brings in the pseudo-complement, the outcome denotes a proposition that contains only two possibilities, i.e., the meaning for polar questions. As we have seen earlier, the *yes/no*-particle is sensitive to the meaning of question type. Since the semantic value of the *wh*-question has been changed, the answer to the question can naturally contain the *yes/no*-particle as a part of the response. This is illustrated in (13), assuming the universe consists of John, Bill, Cathy, and Mary.

(13) a. ![John kán-guò shéme rén] = \{\{w | seew(j, b)\}, \{w | seew(j, c)\}, \{w | seew(j, m)\}\}

b. ![(!John kán-guò shéme rén)] = \{\{w | seew(j, b) \lor seew(j, c) \lor seew(j, m)\}\}

c. ![?(!John kán-guò shéme rén))] = \{\{w | seew(j, b) \lor seew(j, c) \lor seew(j, m)\}\} \cup \{\{w | \neg \exists x. seew(j, x)\}\}

= \{\{w | seew(j, b) \lor seew(j, c) \lor seew(j, m)\}, \{w | \neg \exists x. seew(j, x)\}\}

In Summary, the application of ! operator produces a non-inquisitive singleton set. The ? operator turns this set into an inquisitive proposition by disjoining the pseudo-complement formed by *. As a result, the outcome is always a proposition that contains two possibilities – a polar question. This corresponds to the analysis for *ma* as a clause-typer for polar questions in [2].

3 Insignificance

The analysis proposed in this paper yields the following prediction in (14)

(14) Throughout the composition, if the pseudo-complement formed by * is the empty set, the *ma*-question will be unacceptable because the output of disjoining is insignificant and non-inquisitive; i.e., !(*P)∪∅ = !(P).

If the prediction is borne out, we will be able to find some Chinese examples that are incompatible with the *ma*-particle. In this section I discuss the observation made by [10] for ANAQ, and provide some novel observation for ADJQ and QNTQ as empirical evidences that support the Inquisitive Semantics analysis, as the *ma*-particle really cannot co-occur with any of these questions.

3.1 A-not-A question and the *ma*-particle

As noted by [10], the *ma*-particle cannot co-occur with ANAQ. At first sight, this seems to be an argument against *ma* as a polar question particle, because ANAQ is a subtype of polar questions.

(15) ANAQ and *ma*:

John xí(huān)-bi-xihuān Bill *ma?
John li(ke)-NEG-like Bill MA

One might suggest that ANAQ is a special kind of polar questions that cannot be typed by the *ma*-particle. For example, one observation made in the literature for ANAQ is that its response cannot contain the *yes/no*-particle, and as we have seen above, whether the response can contain the *yes/no*-particle is a crucial factor to characterize polar questions.
I argue that the example in (15) is not a counterexample against ma as a polar question particle. On the contrary, the incompatibility between ma and ANAQ is actually a strong argument in favor of the Inquisitive Semantics analysis for ma as a polar question particle. Following [13], I assume that the semantic value of an ANAQ is the set of two mutually exclusive possibilities.

\[
[\text{John xǐ-bú-xíhuān Bill}] = \{ \{ w \mid \text{like}_w(j, b) \}, \{ w \mid \neg\text{like}_w(j, b) \} \}
\]

By adding the ma-particle to the ANAQ, three operations are performed. First, the non-inquisitive operator ! flattens the proposition. Unlike the cases discussed earlier, at this point the proposition is insignificant because the possibility is exhaustive, i.e., \( P = \omega \).

\[
[! (\text{John xǐ-bú-xíhuān Bill})] = \{ \{ w \mid \text{like}_w(j, b) \lor \neg\text{like}_w(j, b) \} \} = \omega
\]

The pseudo-complement formed by the * operator now is the empty set. As a consequence, the application of ? is vacuous because the inquisitive content is not changed, and the analysis correctly predicts ANAQ to be incompatible with the ma-particle, since the outcome of disjoining the proposition and the empty set is still insignificant.

\[
[? (! (\text{John xǐ-bú-xíhuān Bill}))] = \{ \{ w \mid \text{like}_w(j, b) \lor \neg\text{like}_w(j, b) \} \} \cup \emptyset
\]

\[
= \{ \{ w \mid \text{like}_w(j, b) \lor \neg\text{like}_w(j, b) \} \}
\]

In short, the analysis yields a novel account for the incompatibility of the ma-particle and ANAQ. This solves the conundrum raised by [10] that the polar question particle ma is incompatible with a polar question (ANAQ).
3.2 The absence of semantic negative answers

The novel observation in this paper is that the *ma*-particle also cannot co-occur with ADJQ and QNTQ, for instance:

(22) a. ADJQ
   John weishéme zài kū?
   John why PROG cry
   ‘Why is John crying?’

   b. ADJQ + ma
      *John weishéme zài kū ma?
      John why PROG cry MA

(23) a. QNTQ:
   John mai-le jī-bēn shū?
   John buy-ASP how many-CL book
   ‘How many books did John buy?’

   b. QNTQ + ma:
      *John mai-le jī-bēn shū ma?
      John buy-ASP how many-CL book MA

I argue that this is because of the existential presupposition involved in ADJQ and QNTQ. Specifically, in (22a), the ADJQ presupposes the existence of a reason for why John is crying. In (23a), the QNTQ presupposes that a certain number of books have been purchased by John. The evidence comes from the negative response to the questions. While a negative response to ADJQ is usually felicitous, the reason itself cannot be negated alone. In other words, *John is not crying for any reason* is not considered a felicitous answer.

(24) Q: Why is John crying?
   a. John méi zài kū.
      John NEG PROG cry
      ‘John is not crying.’

   b. *John méi yínweī rènhé yuányīn zài kū.
      John NEG because any reason PROG cry
      ‘John is not crying for any reason.’

Similarly, a negative response is usually allowed for QNTQ. However, again the number expression cannot be negated alone. The response to the QNTQ can be either *John bought some number of books*, or *John didn’t buy any book*, but *líng-bēn shū ‘0 book’* is not considered a felicitous answer.

(25) Q: How many books did John buy?
   a. John méi mai shū.
      John NEG buy book
      ‘John did not buy any book.’
Thus, I assume that ADJQ and QNTQ do not have any negative answer, so the responses in (24b) and (25b) are infelicitous. The negative responses in (24a) and (25a) are to be conceived as a presupposition denial against the existential presupposition in ADJQ and QNTQ. The incompatibility of the ma-particle and the two types of wh-questions is now explained because the pseudo-complement formed by the inquisitive operator ? will become the empty set since no semantic negative answer is involved in the semantic value of ADJQ and QNTQ. As we have seen in the case of ANAQ, these questions are predicted to be unacceptable when the ma-particle is attached, because of insignificance.

This analysis yields the following theoretical implication for the debate of existential presupposition in questions. The central issue of the debate is whether questions have existential presuppositions, and generally there are two mainstream theories for the debate. [6] argues that the negative responses are actually semantic answers to questions. Thus, wh-questions do not have any existential presupposition. In contrast, it is argued that the negative responses are denials against existential presupposition in questions [9, 3]. Given our discussion, the ma-particle becomes an effective diagnostic for existential presupposition in questions, because whether a wh-question has a semantic negative answer is crucial for the (in-)compatibility of the ma-particle. Our answer to the question of the existential presupposition debate is that some questions like (1b) do have a negative answer. In this way, they are compatible with the ma-particle and do not have any existential presupposition in nature. This is in line with the proposal made in [6]. However, some question types like ADJQ and QNTQ are different. The negative responses in (24a) and (25a) are not semantic answers involved in the questions. Instead, they are presupposition denials. Thus, since the pseudo-complement formed by * is the empty set, the proposition is deemed to be insignificant.

In short, the Inquisitive Semantics analysis yields a novel account for the incompatibility puzzle raised by [10]. Crucial here is that the pseudo-complement set formed by * operator is the empty set. It is also shown that the compatibility of the ma-particle and other different types of wh-questions depends on whether the question has a negative answer. A conclusion drawn from the discussion is that existential presupposition is not an inherent and general properties for all kinds of questions, but rather it depends on the meaning of question types.

4 Conclusion

In this paper I present a novel analysis for the Chinese polar question particle ma. It is argued that Inquisitive Semantics provides the right set of operators that can well account for the semantics of the ma-particle. The two operators ? and ! together produce the set of two possibilities by flattening the proposition, followed by adding the pseudo-complement as a novel possibility. As a result, the outcome is always the set that contains only two possibilities – a polar question.

It is further shown that the analysis can also explain the impossible patterns. The incompatibility between the ma-particle and other types of questions results from (i) the possibilities are exhaustive (ANAQ), or (ii) the absence of negative answers (ADJQ and QNTQ). The theoretical implication of the analysis is questions do not generically have existential presupposition, but rather whether existential presupposition is involved in a question depends on the meaning of the question type.
In this way, the analysis corresponds to the Clausal Typing Hypothesis in [2], and further offers a novel semantics for the process of clause-typing. In addition, the analysis also complements the hypothesis by predicting the incompatibility of the ma-particle and different types of questions.
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1 Non-canonical speech reports

The canonical forms of reported speech are direct (1) and indirect (2) speech.

(1) Mary said “I’m running late, so don’t wait up.”
(2) Mary said that she was running late so we shouldn’t wait up.

Both of these are ways to report what Mary said. The difference is that in direct speech we report her words (by quoting them verbatim, or by giving a demonstration of the original utterance, depending on your quotation theory of choice), while in indirect speech we report the content of the original words.

Beyond the two well-established report types in (1) and (2) there are various forms of reported speech in which the aspect of reporting is somehow backgrounded and the content of the report itself, i.e., the complement or quoted phrase, serves as the main point. This backgrounding may be achieved syntactically, as in parenthetically framed direct (3) and indirect speech (4).

(3) “I’ll be late again,” she said, “so don’t wait up.”
(4) She would be late again, she said, so we shouldn’t wait up.

Alternatively, the backgrounding effect may be achieved morphologically, as in reportative evidential marking in Cuzco Quechua (5), the reportative subjunctive in German (6) and Dutch (7), or reportative modals (7b).1

(5) Para-sha-n-si.
   rain-prog-3-REP
   ‘It is raining, I am told’
   (Cuzco Quechua, Faller 2002)

(6) (Er sagte, sie sei schön.) Sie habe grüne Augen.
   (He said she be-REP pretty.) She have-REP green eyes
   (He said she’s pretty.) She has green eyes, he said.’
   (German, Jäger 1971)

(7) a. Anne zou thuis zijn.
    Anne would.REP at-home be
    ‘Anne is at home, reportedly’
   b. Anne schijnt thuis te zijn
    Anne seems.REP at-home to be
   (Dutch)

∗We would like to thank Todor Koev for some very useful comments. Also thanks to our consultants for German: Cassandra Freiberg, Franziska Köder, and Sonja Zeman. The research for this paper is supported by the EU under FP7, ERC Starting Grants 263890-BLENDNS (Emar Maier) and 338421-PERSPECTIVE (Corien Bary).

1Cf. also Schenner (2009) on the reportative modals sollen and wollen in German.
Finally, the backgrounding of the reporting may also be entirely unmarked and left to pragmatics. This happens in so-called semantically parenthetical indirect reports (Simons 2007; Hunter et al. 2006; Hunter 2015). In (8), for instance, B’s answer takes the form of a canonical indirect report of something Mary said. But the fact that Mary said something does not address the question under discussion, so the main contribution of the report seems to be just the complement, that John is ill.

(8) A: Why was John not at the meeting?
  B: Well, Mary said that he’s ill.

We identify in this paper three puzzles concerning the peculiar interaction between these non-canonical types of reporting and negation. We then propose an analysis to solve all three.

2 Three Puzzles

2.1 Puzzle 1: De Cornulier’s observation.

De Cornulier (1978) observes that parenthetically framed direct discourse does not allow negation in the saying-frame (9a), in contrast to canonical direct or indirect discourse, (9b-c) (cf. Recanati 2001:646–647):

(9) a. *“I’ll be late”, she didn’t say.
   b. She didn’t say, “I’ll be late.”
   c. She didn’t say that she’d be late.

Recanati explains this syntactic negation-blocking in terms of the mimetic character of quotation in parenthetical direct discourse. Following Clark and Gerrig’s (1990) demonstration theory of quotation, Recanati argues that in a parenthetical direct speech construction the quoted phrase is itself a demonstration/depiction of an original speech act, so that it doesn’t make sense to explicitly deny that such a speech act took place. To explain the felicity of (9b), he stipulates that this canonical form can be re-analyzed as a form of pure mention rather than genuine direct speech.

However, we find similar negation-blocking effects in parenthetical indirect discourse:

(10) *She would be late again, she didn’t say, so we shouldn’t wait up.

Moreover, for unembedded reportative subjunctives and evidentials, wherever we add a negation, it never manages to take scope over just the saying. For reportative evidentials this is illustrated in (11):

(11) Mana=s phalay-ta ati-n=chu.
     not=REP fly-acc can-3=neg
     ‘It cannot fly, I was told.’
     (Cuzco Quechua, Faller 2014)

The negation in (11) does not affect the information that the speaker reports what someone told her – we will refer to this as the reporting component of the semantic content of a non-canonical report – but only the content of that report, the reported component. (12) shows the same point for the German unembedded subjunctive in the second sentence. If we add a negation to the unembedded subjunctive clause and/or to the preceding overtly embedded report construction, the inference that the content of the clause was said by someone survives:

(12) Rau hatte ihm (nicht) geraten, im Amt zu bleiben. Doch müsse er (nicht) selbst die Entscheidung treffen.
     ‘Rau had (not) advised him to stay in office. But he himself would-REP (not) have to make the decision (~~, he said).’
     (adapted from Fabricius-Hansen and Sæbø 2004:214)
Finally, for semantically parenthetical reports like (8) above it is syntactically possible to add a negation and even have it take scope over the saying. However, if we do this the parenthetical reading is no longer available and B’s answer becomes infelicitous.

(13) A: Why was John not at the meeting?
B: #Well, Mary didn’t say that he’s ill.

Since most of these non-canonical report types fall on the indirect discourse, non-quotational side of the reporting spectrum, Recanati’s explanation in terms of the mimetic character of quotation cannot capture the more general pattern.

2.2 Puzzle 2: Non-deniability of the reporting.

In canonical direct and indirect discourse the reporting itself is easily denied by another discourse participant.

(14) A: She said [“I’m innocent”/ that she was innocent]
B: No, she didn’t (= she didn’t say that)

More precisely, depending on the context, we can in principle deny either the reporting or the reported component of a canonical report, as illustrated in (15).

(15) B’: Nonsense, she may be innocent, but she would never say that.
B”: Nonsense, she’s guilty, regardless of what she told you.

By contrast, for our non-canonical varieties a denial targeting the reporting content is impossible, or at least much more difficult.

Let’s start with evidentials. Faller (2014:6) observes that in Cuzco Quechua one cannot challenge (11) (“It cannot fly, reportedly”) with “That’s not true, nobody told you this” (cf. Murray (2011) for a similar observation about Cheyenne).

The same seems to hold for the Dutch and German reportative moods and modals. For instance, with a Dutch reportative zou a denial may target the reported content, as in B’s answer in (16), but not the just the reporting content, as in B’:

(16) A: Anne zou thuis zijn. (‘Anne would.REP be at home’)
B: Onzin. Ik weet niet wat je gehoord hebt, maar ze is niet thuis
‘Nonsense. I don’t know what you heard, but she’s not at home’
B’: #Onzin. Niemand heeft dat beweerd, ook al is ze misschien wel thuis
‘Nonsense, nobody said that, though she may be at home’

For semantically parenthetical reports, the situation is more subtle. A third speaker may well interrupt our dialogue to object that Mary didn’t say that. Note however that explicitly targeting only the reporting, as in (17), sounds slightly off, as if C is deliberately and uncooperatively misinterpreting B’s answer to hijack the conversation and start talking about Mary instead of John.

(17) A: Why was John not at the meeting? B: Well, Mary said he’s ill. C: No she didn’t.

Parenthetical direct and indirect speech reports introduce another complication. These forms typically occur only in narrative text and seem awkward in a spontaneous dialogue setting where speakers are arguing about what’s true and/or who said what. For this reason it’s hard to see which component is more readily deniable. We’ll return to this genre dependence of parenthetical direct/indirect speech below.
Let’s assume that an assertion may express various layers of contents (Bach, 1999; Potts, 2005; Geurts and Maier, 2013), of which one (or more) can serve as the main point and other are backgrounded. Then the fact that denials typically target one such content layer is evidence that that is the main point. In our case we’ve been distinguishing a reporting meaning component (x said p) and a reported component (p) associated with non-canonical reports. The denial facts collected above then indicate that the main point of a parenthetical report is the reported meaning component, while the reporting component is backgrounded. This general diagnosis is in line with the literature on these subjects, including the cases for which our denial tests were somewhat inconclusive, cf. e.g. De Vries (2006) on backgrounding in parenthetical direct discourse, and Simons (2007) on the main point of a semantically parenthetical indirect report. In sum then, our second puzzle can be paraphrased without denial: How is it that in non-canonical reports the reported component constitutes the main point of the utterance, with the reporting component pushed into the background?

### 2.3 Puzzle 3: Reportative commitment.

In puzzle 2 we observed that only the reported component is readily available for denial in a dialogue. We concluded that the reporting component is backgrounded while the reported component contributes the at-issue information. However, it has been noted, primarily in the evidentiality literature, that despite this apparent foregrounding of the reported component, the speaker herself still need not be fully committed to its truth. We see this in examples like (18) where the reporter herself explicitly denies the reported content:

\[(18) \text{Pay-} \text{kuna}=\text{qulqi-ta } \text{saqiy-wa-n. } \text{Mana}=\text{ma, ni un sol-} \text{ta saqi-sha-wa-n=chu} \\
\text{they}=\text{REP money-acc leave-1O-3 not one Sol-acc leave-prog-1O-3=neg} \\
\text{’They left me money, I was told. But no, they didn’t leave me one Sol.’} \quad \text{(Cuzco Quechua, Faller 2002)}\]

This apparent lack of commitment in reportative evidential constructions is dubbed ‘reportative exceptionality’ in the evidentiality literature (cf. AnderBois 2014 for a detailed overview), referring to the fact that this pattern is not found in any other types of evidentiality marking.

Let’s investigate the speaker’s commitment to the reported component in some of our other non-canonical report types. We’ll start with parenthetical direct and indirect speech. In a typical narrative setting, where these constructions are most at home, the narrator doesn’t usually disagree with what a protagonist says, but sometimes she does:

\[(19) \text{’I’m innocent,’ she said, } \text{’so let me go’. / She was innocent, she said, so we should let her go.} \]
\n\text{But I didn’t believe her. And it turned out she was guilty and letting her go was a big mistake.}\]

The lack of commitment to the reported component is also clear with Germanic reportative modals and mood:

\[(20) \text{Anneloes schijnt thuis te zijn, maar ik geloof er niets van.} \\
\text{Anneloes seems REP at-home to be, but I believe there nothing of} \\
\text{’Anneloes is at home, I am told, but I don’t believe it.’} \quad \text{(Dutch, Koring 2013)}\]

\[(21) \text{Er sagte, sie sei schön. Sie habe grüne Augen. In Wirklichkeit hat sie aber blaue Augen.} \\
\text{’He said she is beautiful. She has green eyes, he said. But in reality she has blue eyes.’} \quad \text{(German)}\]

For semantically parenthetical indirect speech, Hunter (2015) likewise observes a “hedged commitment”, which we could bring out as follows:

\[\text{Cf. also Schenner 2009:184 on “shifted responsibility” with reportative sollen in German.}\]
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(22) A: Where is Mary? B: Bill said she’s still at work, but I don’t believe it.

All in all, with respect to commitment, non-canonical reports pattern with canonical direct and indirect speech, i.e. the speaker is not committed to the truth of the content of the report:

(23) John said {"I didn’t do it"/that he didn’t do it}, but he clearly did.

The third puzzle then consists in reconciling this behavior with the apparent backgrounding brought out with denials in puzzle 2 above: If the main point of a report is the reported content, how come the speaker is not committed to that?

3 Two dimensions of meaning

As pointed out above, our non-canonical report types seem to emphasize the content of the reported clause over that of the saying-frame. In formal semantics, evidential and parenthetical content in general are analyzed as somehow secondary or supplementary to the main point. For instance, Potts (2005) analyzes appositives and expressives generally as conventional implicatures, which contribute their content to a separate meaning dimension. Likewise, the "Baseline Conception" (AnderBois, 2014) in the evidentiality literature is that an evidential contributes its evidential content as a special, not-at-issue meaning component, with an ongoing controversy over what type of meaning that is, i.e. a presupposition, conventional implicature, or speech act modifier. In discussing puzzle 2 above we’ve confirmed such a special, not-at-issue status of the reporting meaning component in all our non-canonical report forms.

Below we propose to apply the semantic tools previously developed to deal with not-at-issue meaning components to give a uniform analysis of non-canonical reports that explains our three negation-related puzzles.

The first step towards this unified analysis is to represent the two meaning components in a simple two-dimensional logical framework. Roughly, the first dimension represents the main point, while the second dimension represents the not-at-issue content. Applied to our non-canonical report constructions, the first dimension contains the reported component, the second the reporting component. Formally, our logical forms consist of pairs of expressions of dynamic predicate logic with intensional variables (p is a variable over propositions, type st). The 2D logical forms for some of our key examples are below:

(24) a. She would be late again, she said [= (4)] b. Anne zou thuis zijn. [= (7)]

\[\exists p [\text{say}(x, p) \land p =^\land \text{late}(x)]\]

\[\exists p [\text{say}(x, p) \land p =^\land \text{home}(a)]\]

Before we go into the compositional generation, and the dynamic/pragmatic interpretation of these 2D logical forms, let’s discuss the logical forms themselves.

Note first of all the free variable x which represents the reported speaker as an anaphoric element to be resolved in context. We’ll assume an existential closure operation to interpret such a free variable when the context provides no salient speaker to serve as the source of the reporting.

Second, note that regular indirect reports are now ambiguous between a one-dimensional canonical logical form, (25a), and a two-dimensional semantically parenthetical logical form, (25b).

(25) B: Well, Mary said he’s ill. [= (8)]

a. \(\text{say}(m, ^\land \text{ill}(x))\) b. \(\exists p [\text{say}(m, p) \land p =^\land \text{ill}(x)]\)

Third, note that in our non-canonical logical forms we use the intensional variable p as main point, instead of just copying the scope material. In this way we avoid ‘binding problems’ with anaphora and...
existential quantifiers, as in:

(26) Iemand zou Jan verleid hebben.

'Someone seduced John, reportedly'

(Dutch)

On our two-dimensional approach to non-canonical reports both dimensions contain a representation of the reported component (somebody seduced John), but a representation like (27) that involves two independent existential quantifiers is too weak, as it allows the cheater in the at-issue component to be chosen completely independently from the alleged cheater in the backgrounded component (cf. Geurts and Maier 2013 for discussion of similar multi-dimensional binding problems).

(27) $\exists x [\text{seduce}(x, j) \land \exists y [\text{say}(z, y \land \exists x [\text{seduce}(x, j)])])$

One reason that we choose a propositional variable $p$ of type $st$ rather than one of the standard sentence type $t$ (i.e. the type of both dimensions in (27)) is that this allows us to account for the vacuous use of the reportative subjunctive when embedded in a canonical indirect discourse (without any additional morphosyntactic assumptions about "concord"): Er sagte sie sei schön 'he said that she was-REP beautiful’ means the same as Sie sei schön ‘she was-REP beautiful’ (Bary and Maier, 2014). When discussing puzzle 2 below we’ll incorporate an extensionalizer $\lor$ in the definition of the dialogue move of acceptance (and rejection).

We’ll give the dynamic semantic/pragmatic interpretation of our 2D logical forms in the course of solving puzzles 2 and 3 below. In the remainder of this section, let’s focus on the compositional derivation in the syntax/semantics interface. Following Bary and Maier (2014) (who in turn build on Fabricius-Hansen and Sæbø 2004) we analyze the reportative evidential morpheme, modal, or mood as introducing a sentential operator REP in the syntax at LF:

(28) Iemand zou Jan verleid hebben $\sim$ [ REP [ someone [ seduced John ] ] ]

The REP operator is interpreted with the following rule:

(29) $[\text{REP } \varphi] = \exists p [\text{say}(x, p) \land p =^\land [\varphi]]$

For overtly parenthetical direct and indirect reports we introduce PAR, which abstracts away the saying from the REP operator, and an additional movement of the complement of a report, leading to the following LF:

(30) She would be late, she said. $\sim$ [ PAR [ she be late ] ] [ $\lambda$ p. she said p ]

(31) $[\text{PAR } \varphi] = \lambda Q \exists p [Q(p) \land p =^\land [\varphi]]$

For semantically parenthetical reports one option would be to say that the ambiguity observed above is indeed essentially syntactic, i.e. a canonical indirect discourse surface form may hide a syntactic LF like (30). Ultimately, perhaps a semantic/pragmatic derivation of the ambiguity may be preferable here, but we leave this for future research.

4 Re: puzzle 1. Evidentiality

In many of the examples above the intuitive interpretation of the second component is merely to indicate the source from which the speaker learned the main point. For evidentials this is part of the
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aforementioned Baseline Conception. A direct evidential indicates that the speaker’s evidence for the scope proposition (the at-issue component) is of a direct perceptual nature, while a reportative evidential indicates hearsay evidence. So the second dimension in our 2D logical forms of reportative evidentials intuitively indicates the evidence that supports the information in the first component. This evidential interpretation naturally extends to the Germanic reportative modals and moods, e.g. in Anne zou thuis zijn, (7), the proposition that someone said she’s at home is presented as evidence for the proposition that she is.

To capture the puzzling negation-blocking effects with these evidential reports, we just need to assume that there are natural restrictions on what counts as evidence: seeing that p, or someone telling you that p are acceptable sources of evidence for p, while not seeing that p or someone not saying that p are not. It follows that ‘not saying that p’ is blocked from occurring on the second dimension of our logical forms. This evidential interpretation of our 2D logical forms thus correctly rules out certain readings in evidential reports:

(32) Anne zou niet thuis zijn. (Anne would.REP not be at home)

\[ \left\langle \neg \exists p [\text{say}(x, p) \land p = \text{home}(a)] \right\rangle \]

\[ \text{ok: } \left\langle \exists p [\text{say}(x, p) \land p = \neg \text{home}(a)] \right\rangle \]

In this way, general restrictions on admissible evidence effectively explain why negation never takes scope over the hearsay component in a reportative evidential construction. But how far can we extend the evidential interpretation of the reporting dimension to our other non-canonical reports, i.e. semantically and syntactically parenthetical reports?

Let’s start with the semantically parenthetical report type. In line with observations from Simons (2007) and Hunter et al. (2006), who explicitly compare semantically parenthetical readings with hearsay evidentials, an evidential interpretation of the secondary dimension fits these examples rather well. Intuitively, in (8) B answers A’s question by saying why John isn’t at the meeting, using the report construction to indicate that she has it on hearsay evidence.

However, for syntactically parenthetical direct and indirect speech an evidential interpretation often seems rather far-fetched. In a typical narrative setting, where these types of reporting are especially common, as we saw earlier, we have a more or less omniscient narrator, who surely doesn’t need to base her assertions on hearsay evidence from a (fictional) character. Lacking a clear understanding of the meaning dimensions at play in these narrative reports we suggest that Recanati’s (2001) mimetic explanation applies to this restricted subset set of parenthetical reports. That is, first of all, parenthetical direct reports involve an act of quotational demonstration, which itself already presupposes the existence of the speech act so demonstrated which rules out explicit negation. Second, we’ll assume that parenthetical indirect reports come in two varieties. The ones we find in narratives are actually cases of free indirect discourse and as such are arguably just as quotational and hence demonstrational as direct reports Maier (2015), so Recanati’s explanation applies. The second variety are genuine indirect reports, with a parenthetical reporting clause. We submit that these truly indirect forms of overtly parenthetical reporting have the same distribution and evidential interpretation as the semantically parenthetical reports we already discussed above, as illustrated in (33).

(33) Why is John not at the meeting?
    Well, he’s ill, {Mary said/I hear/I’m told/he says}, so he’s probably in bed.

5 Re: puzzle 2. Backgrounding

To capture the non-deniability/backgrounding observation we follow a recently popular idea about the interpretation of appositives and (some) other conventional implicatures, viz. that they impose a non-
negotiable, forced “pre-update” of the common ground (Murray, 2011; Koev, 2013; AnderBois et al., 2015; Griffiths, 2015). By contrast, following ideas from Farkas and Bruce (2010), and Inquisitive Semantics (Groenendijk and Roelofsen, 2009), at-issue content is then analyzed as an “update proposal”, that can be accepted or rejected by other discourse participants.

The interpretation of a sentence with an appositive is thus analyzed as a three-step process: first the appositive content directly updates the common ground. Then an additional update is proposed. Only this proposed update is at-issue and on the table for discussion by the interlocutors. If the proposal is not challenged at the next turn in the dialogue, it is effectively accepted (“grounded”) and we proceed to perform the second update.

As Murray (2011) points out, this special dynamic interpretation of appositives is in line with Faller’s (2002) speech act modifier view of evidentials as comprising a “presentation” of the reported component, along with an assertion of the reporting component. In this paper we extend it to all our non-canonical reports. Concretely, in this section we propose a three-step dynamic, semantic/pragmatic interpretation of the compositionally generated 2D logical forms from section 3. The resulting system predicts the behavior in puzzle 2, i.e., the non-deniability/backgrounding of the reporting content in non-canonical reports as opposed to canonical direct and indirect speech.

Rather than adopting one of the cited proposals for dealing with appositives, we’ll provide here our own stripped down, toy model, containing just the key features relevant to our puzzles. As a first approximation we propose the following dynamic interpretation rule for 2D logical forms:

\[
c + \newdim{
\begin{array}{c}
\phi \\
\psi
\end{array}\newdim}
= (c +_1 \psi) +_2 \phi
\]

In this formula, \(c\) is the context set (i.e., a set of world-assignment pairs), representing the common ground; \(+_1\) is the standard dynamic semantic update; and \(+_2\) denotes a proposed update. Let’s illustrate what this means with a concrete example, our German reportative subjunctive discourse.

(35) Er sagte sie sei schön. Sie habe grüne Augen. \([=\ref{6}]\)

Consider the point after we just interpreted the first sentence, i.e. \(c\) contains the information that there is a man, associated with discourse referent \(x\), and a woman, \(y\), and \(x\) said that \(y\) is pretty. The second sentence contains a reportative subjunctive, syntactically analyzed with the sentential operator REP at LF:

(36) \[\operatorname{REP} [ \text{she have green eyes } ]\]

By (29) REP compositionally triggers the generation of a 2D logical form. Let’s further assume that the overt pronoun \(sie\) picks out \(y\), and the covert subject of the speech report is identified as \(x\), the speaker of the overt speech report from the previous sentence:

(37) \(\langle \exists p [\operatorname{say}(x, p) \land p = \land \operatorname{green}.\operatorname{eyes}(y)] \rangle\)

By (34), the dynamic interpretation of (37) in context proceeds by updating \(c\) with the evidential information in the second dimension. The existential quantifier extends the domain of the assignments in \(c\) by mapping \(p\) to the proposition that \(y\) has green eyes. Note that this allows us to subsequently interpret the apparently free variable \(p\) in the top dimension of (37). The condition \(\operatorname{say}(x, p)\) throws out possibilities from \(c\) where \(x\) didn’t say that \(y\) has green eyes. In sum, the effect of this first step, \(+_1\), is that we’ve now updated the context with the information that \(x\) said that \(y\) has green eyes and made the proposition that \(y\) has green eyes available for future anaphora.

As for \(+_2\) the most important point for now is that it should make the reported content, that she
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has green eyes, at issue, i.e., open for discussion. To model this type of issue-proposing we have to say something about acceptance and denial as moves in a dialogue. The idea is that once proposed, a proposition will either be accepted as true (by default), or rejected by the interlocutors. Formalizing this properly requires formulating a dialogue model that includes operations like proposing ($+_2$), accepting, and denying. (38) gives some key definitions: proposing a proposition means just pairing it with the current context set, and accepting (denying) such a pair means updating with the information that the proposal is true (not true).

(38) a. $c+_2 \varphi = \langle c, \varphi \rangle$
   b. $accept(\langle c, \varphi \rangle) = c+1 \lor \varphi$
   c. $deny(\langle c, \varphi \rangle) = c+1 \neg \lor \varphi$

In addition, the dialogue system should include a rule to the effect that each proposal is automatically accepted at the start of the next turn, unless that next turn is a denial. Finally, for regular, one-dimensional logical forms, of type $t$, we simply update the context with $+_2$ (but note that we have to adjust (38b-c) so that $\lor$ is only applied if $\varphi$ is of type $st$).

6 Re: puzzle 3. Commitment

In section 4 we have seen that the first dimension of our logical forms contains a proposition, representing the reported content. Crucially this information is presented as an issue rather than claimed to be true. In section 5 we have modeled this idea in a little dialogue system. Essentially, the presented issue is only added to the common ground if none of the interlocutors object. In section 2.3 however we established that not only is the truth of $\varphi$ negotiable in dialogue, even the speaker herself is not necessarily committed to it.

In the evidentiality literature, accounts differ on whether speaker commitment to the reported content is a default, built into the semantics, or a pragmatic affair. On the one side, AnderBois (2014) argues that this commitment is part of the semantics of evidentials, analyzing exceptions in terms of a pragmatic perspective shift of the sort proposed by Harris and Potts (2010) to explain non-speaker orientation of expressives and appositives. On the opposite side, Murray (2011) claims that the reported content is not proposed to be added to the common ground at all.

On our account the speaker herself initially only proposes (or presents, as Faller puts it) the reported content as an issue, represented as a propositional variable on the first dimension of the logical form. At the end of her turn, if unchallenged, the issue effectively turns into an assertion ($\lor \varphi$), by implicit acceptance as defined in (38). But before the end of her turn the speaker herself may still modify her proposal and weaken her eventual commitments. This is, we suggest, precisely what happens in the typical examples of reportative exceptionality discussed in section 2.3. By saying reportedly $\varphi$, but I don’t believe it, the speaker effectively cancels the issue, whether $\varphi$, the truth of which she would otherwise become pragmatically committed to by the end of her turn. A precise logical description of this idea of issue-cancelation (for instance, in terms of inquisitive semantics) is left for future research.

7 Conclusion.

Drawing on recent insights from research on evidentiality and appositives, we have proposed a unified solution to three puzzles involving negation, denial and commitment in ‘non-canonical reports’. At the very least, we have shown that this is a natural class of reported speech constructions that shares some interesting properties and deserves further attention.
Particularly interesting for future research is the point where the behaviors of the different subtypes diverge. We encountered one instance of this when discussing puzzle 1, viz. what we might call the split between narrative and evidential reports. Although overtly parenthetical direct and indirect speech reports seem to share the basic backgrounding (puzzle 2) and commitment (puzzle 3) properties with the other non-canonical varieties, they do not share the evidentiality aspect (puzzle 1). That is, while a German subjunctive or semantically parenthetical construction is used to indicate that the at issue (but non-committed) proposition is based on hearsay evidence, the reporting content in a direct or free indirect report in a narrative setting serves a very different discourse function. Further research is required to figure out exactly what this discourse function is and how it can be derived from features of their narrative environment. This will shed new light on the status of free indirect discourse and its relation to direct and indirect discourse.
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Abstract
We propose a new analysis of ability modals. After briefly criticizing extant approaches, we turn our attention to the venerable but vexed conditional analysis of ability ascriptions. We give an account that builds on the conditional analysis, but avoids its weaknesses by incorporating a layer of quantification over a contextually supplied set of actions.

1 Introduction

Our topic is ability modals, modals of the kind found in the following sentences:

(1) John can go swimming this evening.
(2) Mary cannot eat another bite of this rotten meal.
(3) Louise is able to pick Roger up from work today.

As a simple heuristic, we can identify ability modals as modals that appear in sentences that can be paraphrased "S is able to \( \phi \)" (on its most prominent reading) or "S has the ability/power to \( \phi \)" (or with their negations).\(^1\)

Our topic in particular is ability modals which have a specific action—an action tagged with a specific time—as the modal’s prejacent, as in (1), (2), and (3). Other ability modals, as in

(4) Susie can swim.
(5) Jim is able to touch his nose with the tip of his tongue.

have as their prejacent a generic action, one not tied to a specific time. We assume that ability ascriptions with generic actions are just specific ability ascriptions embedded under a generic operator, and thus that a semantics for generic ability ascriptions will fall out of our proposal together with a suitable semantics for the generic operator.

We will survey three extant accounts of ability modals—the orthodox account, the universal account, and the conditional account—and argue that none is satisfactory. We then propose a new account that builds on the insights of the conditional account but avoids its well-known problems.

\(^*\)The authors would like to thank audiences at MIT and at the Semantics and Philosophy in Europe Eighth Colloquium at the University of Cambridge, three anonymous reviewers for the Amsterdam Colloquium, Alex Byrne, Kai von Fintel, Martin Hackl, Samia Hesni, Sabine Iatridou, Matthias Jenny, Justin Khoo, Milo Phillips-Brown, Kieran Setiya, Bradford Skow, Robert Stalnaker, Stephen Yablo, and each other for valuable discussion and feedback. We thank Matthias Jenny for the inspired title; unfortunately we have not been able to discover anything noteworthy about the interaction between attitude predicates and ability modals.

\(^1\)Unless otherwise noted, all uses of ‘can’ and ‘is able to’ in examples and definitions that follow are to be read so that they can be paraphrased this way, and are to be treated as interchangeable.
2 The Orthodox Account

Kratzer (1977, 1981) gives a unified account of natural language modals according to which ‘can’ is an existential quantifier whose domain is the set of worlds that are ‘best’ according to a contextually supplied modal base $h$ and ordering source $g$, both functions from worlds to sets of propositions. Given a world $w$, these together determine a preorder $\preceq_{g,w}$ on $\bigcap h(w)$ as follows: $u \preceq_{g,w} v$ iff $\{\psi \in g(w) : v \in \psi\} \subseteq \{\psi \in g(w) : u \in \psi\}$. Letting $\text{best}_{h,g,w}$ be the set of worlds in $\bigcap h(w)$ that are minimal according to $\preceq_{g,w}$, we have:

$$\text{Orthodox Account: } [S \text{ can } \varphi]^{h,g,w} = 1 \text{ iff } \exists w' \in \text{best}_{h,g,w} : [\varphi]^{h,g,w'} = 1.$$ 

This account of modals is widely enough accepted that it has fair claim to being orthodoxy. But it’s hard to see how to implement it for ability modals. The problem is that there is no natural value for the ordering source to take that makes the right predictions about ability modals.

On the standard implementation, the modal base is circumstantial, and the ordering source takes each world to a set of propositions that ‘holds fixed certain intrinsic features of the agent in question’ at that world. But this approach makes predictions that are much too weak. Suppose Jim and Jo are at a crucial stage in a game of darts. Jo’s young child Susie exclaims

(7) Let me play! I can hit the bullseye on this throw.

But Susie can hardly ever hit the dartboard, and she has never even gotten a dart to stick in the dartboard; she can’t, isn’t able to, doesn’t have the ability to, hit a bullseye on this throw. (To fix intuitions, imagine that Susie does go for the shot, and that the dart falls far short of the dartboard.) In light of these facts about Susie, (7) is clearly false on its abilitative reading. But on the approach just sketched, (7) is predicted to be true, since it is compatible with Susie’s intrinsic properties, and local circumstances, that she hit the bullseye. (Note that (7) does have a true reading which can be paraphrased as

(8) It can happen that I hit the bullseye on this throw.

This is a circumstantial/metaphysical reading of ‘can’. The standard proposal thus adequately accounts for this reading, but not for the prominent abilitative reading of (7), paraphrasable not as (8) but as

(9) I’m able to hit the bullseye on this throw.)

A natural first reaction to this issue is to include in the value of the ordering source at $w$ propositions which describe what is normal at $w$. It’s not obvious this helps even in this case: hitting the bullseye is unlikely but not obviously abnormal. But even granting that it is abnormal in a relevant sense for Susie to hit the bullseye, this proposal makes the wrong predictions in other cases: someone can be able to do something even if doing it is highly abnormal. For example, Susie is a competent speaker of English, and thus is able to utter the sentence

(10) Every art, inquiry, action, and pursuit is thought to aim at some good.

But, being a small child and non-philosopher, she only utters this sentence in circumstances that are, intuitively, at least as abnormal as ones in which she hits the bullseye. The present

---

2Vetter (2013, p. 7); see Portner (2009). The following criticism also applies if abilities are in the ordering source.
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proposal would thus wrongly predict that (11) is false:³

(11) Susie can utter (10) now.

Incorporating normality into the ordering source thus will help only if we can spell out a notion of normality that treats Susie’s hitting a bullseye as abnormal, but Susie’s uttering (10) as normal. We don’t see a natural way to do this, and thus we don’t see a natural way for the orthodox semantics to account for ability modals (which isn’t to say there is no way for the orthodox approach to account for ability modals; see Section 6).⁴

3 The Universal Account and the Dual

In response to worries like these, some have argued that abilitative ‘can’ has universal, rather than existential, force.⁵ We do not think such an account could work.

To show this, we need to take a brief excursus to discuss the dual of ‘can’. Some have claimed that abilitative ‘can’ has no dual.⁶ We find this puzzling. As with any other modal operator, we can form the dual of ‘can’ simply by putting a negation above and below it. Intuitions suggest that both ‘cannot but’ and ‘cannot not’ (italics indicating stress), as in

(12) Ginger cannot but eat another cookie right now.

are natural language realizations of this semantic pattern, and thus are both duals of ‘can’.⁷ ‘Must’ and ‘have to’ can also have the meaning of the dual of ‘can’, as in

(13) I have to sneeze. (Kratzer, 1977)

Why have these data generally been ignored in accounts of ability modals? We believe an infelicity of nomenclature has promoted confusion here. ‘Cannot but’ is not an ability modal; rather, it expresses compulsion of some kind, whereas ability has to do not with compulsion but with potentiality. But this does not show that ‘cannot but’ is not the dual of ‘can’: it simply illustrates the humdrum point that duals do not have the same meaning as each other, even though they may have the same subject matter. Compare the situation with deontic ‘may’, which is a permission modal. Its dual does not express permission but rather (deontic) compulsion. But it does not follow that deontic ‘may’ lacks a dual; rather, ‘may’ and ‘must’ are simply part of a larger unified class, namely that of deontic modals.

Likewise, ‘can’ and its dual do not both express something about ability, but they nonetheless belong to a larger unified class, which we propose to call the class of practical modals.⁸ Carefully delimiting this class is important for the study both of natural language and of traditional philosophical problems. For instance, we suspect that the modals that appear in anankastic constructions are best analyzed as practical modals, as are the modals often adverted to in

³Portner (2009)’s suggestion to make ‘can’ a good possibility modal runs into the same problem.
⁴Kenny (1976) gives a different critique of the orthodoxy, pointing out that on a modal analysis, ‘S can ϕ or ψ’ is equivalent to ‘S can ϕ or S can ψ’. The account we’ll give inherits this objection. However, we are not persuaded by it; we believe that a supervaluationist approach along the lines of Stalnaker (1981) can answer this criticism.
⁵See Hackl (1998). Hackl correctly notes that it is harder than we might expect to hear an equivalence between ‘can’ and, e.g. ‘not must not’. We are not sure what to make of this fact, but we don’t take it to show that ability modals ‘lack a universal dual’ (Hackl, 1998, p. 10).
⁶Thanks to Stephen Yablo for pointing out the first of these.
⁷Following a suggestion of Kieran Setiya (p.c.).
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philosophical discussions of freedom of will and practical necessity.\(^9\)

Once we have the dual of ‘can’ clearly in sight, it is hard to see how a universal analysis of ‘can’ could suffice. On such an analysis ‘cannot but’ would have existential force;\(^10\) this cannot be squared with the intuition that ‘cannot but’ expresses compulsion of some sort.

4 The Conditional Analysis

A more promising approach than the orthodox or universal accounts treats \( \langle S \text{ can } \phi \rangle \) as meaning the same as \( \langle S \text{ would } \phi \text{ if } S \text{ tried to } \phi \rangle. \)\(^11\) Let \( f_c(w, \psi) \) be the selection function from Stalnaker (1968)’s theory of conditionals: a contextually supplied function from a world \( w \) and proposition \( \psi \) to the ‘closest’ world where \( \psi \) is true, and to \( w \) iff \( w \in \psi. \)\(^12\) Let ‘\( \text{try}(S, A) \)’ abbreviate \[ S \text{ tries to do } A \] \(^c\). Then:

\begin{equation}
(14) \text{Conditional Analysis: } \langle S \text{ can } \phi \rangle^{c,w} = 1 \text{ iff } \langle \phi(S) \rangle^{c,f_c(w, \text{try}(S, \phi))} = 1.
\end{equation}

\( \phi \) ranges over actions, which we will model as properties; \[ \langle \phi(S) \rangle^{c} \] is the proposition that \( \phi \) holds of \( S \), i.e., that \( S \) does \( \phi \).

The conditional analysis (henceforth ‘CA’) gives much more intuitive truth-conditions than the orthodox account, and avoids the problems sketched for the orthodox account: e.g., if Susie tried to hit the bullseye, she wouldn’t; but if she tried to utter (10), she would. But the CA has a number of problems of its own.

4.1 Monotonicity

First, the CA makes the wrong predictions about the monotonicity of ‘can’. Intuitions about entailment suggest that ‘can’ is upward monotone:\(^13\)

\begin{equation}
(15) \text{John can swim the butterfly tonight.}
\end{equation}

seems to entail

\begin{equation}
(16) \text{John can swim tonight.}
\end{equation}

Facts about NPI-licensing support this impression. ‘Cannot’ licenses NPIs, as in

\begin{equation}
(17) \text{John can’t find any dance partners at this party.}
\end{equation}

According to a leading theory of NPI-licensing, the Fauconnier-Ladusaw analysis,\(^14\) NPIs are licensed only in downward monotone environments; and ‘not can’ is downward monotone iff ‘can’ is upward monotone.

The CA, however, predicts that ‘can’ is non-monotone, not upward monotone. Some will take this to be a virtue; indeed, it’s not clear whether a sentence like

\begin{equation}
(18) \text{I can ride a bike with training wheels right now.}
\end{equation}


\(^10\)Surprisingly, Brown (1988) takes this prediction on board, claiming that the dual of ‘can’ is ‘might’.

\(^11\)An old philosophical idea, traceable to Hume (1748), taken up by Moore (1912) a.o.; for formulations in a model-theoretic framework, see especially Lehrer (1976), Cross (1986), and Thomason (2005). We use ‘try’ in an inclusive sense which treats things like cars and elevators as the kinds of things that can try.

\(^12\)Stalnaker’s uniqueness assumption is crucial for accounting for the negation and dual of ‘can’.

\(^13\)\( M \) is upward monotone iff if \( \rho \models \psi \), then \( M(\rho) \models M(\psi) \); downward monotone iff if \( \rho \models \psi \), then \( M(\psi) \models M(\rho) \).

\(^14\)See e.g. Ladusaw (1979), von Fintel (1999).
entails

(19) I can ride a bike right now.

We suspect that data like this can be explained pragmatically, however. For note that someone who can only ride a bike with training wheels could well insist

(20) I can ride a bike with training wheels now, so technically, I can ride a bike now.

This discussion is inadequate to the complexity of the issues at hand, but we think the data suggest, pace the CA, that ‘can’ is upward monotone.

4.2 Dual

Second, the CA makes the wrong predictions about the dual of ‘can’:

(21) Dual (Conditional Analysis): [S cannot but ϕ]c,w = 1 iff [ϕ(S)]c,f(w,try(S,¬ϕ)) = 1.

i.e. iff the closest world where S tries to not ϕ is one where S still ϕ’s. This is too weak. Intuitively ‘S cannot but ϕ’ means not only that S ϕ’s if she tries not to, but that she ϕ’s no matter what she tries to do. Another way to put the point is that the CA wrongly predicts that ‘S cannot but not ϕ’ and ‘S cannot but ϕ’ are consistent.

4.3 Counterexamples

Finally, the CA faces a number of related counterexamples.

First, there are cases in which the CA predicts that ‘S can ϕ’ is true when it’s false.15 Suppose that John is planning to go to a movie alone. He has no special commitment to go—he has simply decided to. Ann asks John out to dinner; he replies:

(22) I’m sorry, I’m not able to go; I’m going to a movie.

There is a prominent reading on which (22) is true. But if John tried to have dinner with Ann, he would succeed. So the CA cannot predict the true reading of (22). Importantly, ‘able to’ is abilitative on this reading, not deontic or bouletic: the retraction data associated with (22) differ from the retraction data we would expect if it were a deontic or bouletic modal. When someone makes a deontic or bouletic claim, rejoining with a claim about abilities feels like a non-sequitur. But in the present case, pointing out that John really does have an ability to go to dinner feels like a natural and effective response (as in (30) below), not a non-sequitur.

Second, there are cases in which the CA predicts ‘S can ϕ’ is false when it’s true.16 Suppose Jones is a skilled golfer with an easy shot to make. Matt says:

(23) Jones is able make this shot right now.

Matt has intuitively said something true. Now suppose Jones takes the shot and misses. We still judge Matt to have said something true. Afterwards, we can truly say

(24) Jones (was able to/had the ability to) make that shot at that time.17

16From Austin (1961).
17There is also a false reading of (24), brought out when ‘was able to’ has perfective aspect (see Bhatt (1999) a.o.), but all that matters for our purposes is that there is a true reading, brought out when ‘was able to’ has imperfective aspect. Thanks to Nilanjan Das and Raphaël Turcotte for data in Hindi, Bengali, and French.
Yet given how \( f_c \) is defined, the closest world where Jones tries to make the shot is the actual world. Since Jones misses in the actual world, the CA thus wrongly predicts that (23) is false. Another way to put this point is that

(25) Jones is able to make this shot right now, though if he tries of course he might miss.

is felicitous in some cases (as in this one), but is predicted by the CA to be always infelicitous.\(^{18}\)

Finally, there are cases in which an agent can do something, but not if she tries to do it: \(^{19}\)

(26) David can breathe normally for the next five minutes.

is true, but if David tried to breathe normally, he would end up breathing abnormally.

From a technical point of view, these cases are easy to respond to: simply change the selection function relevant for ability ascriptions so that it selects worlds in a way that matches our intuitions.\(^{20}\) The problem with this response is that it uncouples the CA from the analysis of conditionals, and thus from our intuitions about conditionals and similarity in general.\(^{21}\) Without an intuitive characterization of the altered selection function, the resulting theory is not particularly predictive or explanatory. We believe we can do better.

## 5 Our Proposal

Examples like those discussed in the last section have been taken by many to refute the CA.\(^ {22}\) But we think that the CA is on the right track. It rightly captures the hypothetical nature of abilities: whether you are able to perform a particular action depends in some way on what happens under relevant alternate circumstances. Our account of ability modals aims to preserve this insight, but avoid the problems discussed in the last section by adding a layer of quantification over a contextually supplied set of actions to the meaning of ‘can’.

Let \( A_{c,S} \) be a set of actions that are—in a sense to be precisified—practically available to an agent \( S \) in a context \( c \). With \( f_c \) the selection function as above, we propose:

(27) **Our Proposal**: \( \llbracket S \text{ can } \varphi \rrbracket_{c,w} = 1 \text{ iff } \exists A \in A_{c,S} : \llbracket \varphi(S) \rrbracket_{c,f_c(w, \text{try}(S,A))} = 1 \).

I.e. \( S \text{ can } \varphi \) is true just in case there is some contextually salient action \( A \) such that the closest world where \( S \) tries to do \( A \) is a world where \( S \) does \( \varphi \).\(^ {23}\)

At a first pass, we may assume that in many cases, if an ability ascription has the form \( S \text{ can } \varphi \), then \( A_{c,S} = \{\varphi, \bar{\varphi}\} \). In those cases the predictions of our account come very close to those of the CA. Thus, e.g., if we make this assumption in evaluating

(28) Louis can go for a swim in the MIT pool tonight.

---

\(^{18}\)We can make the inverse point as well. Suppose that young Susie by chance hit a bullseye; there is a reading on which ‘Susie was able to make the bullseye in this game’ remains false (a reading easiest to bring out with imperfective morphology), contrary to the predictions of the CA.

\(^{19}\)See Vranas (2010) for discussion.

\(^{20}\)Thomason (2005) suggests a response along these lines in response to (22).

\(^{21}\)It is a non-negotiable property of similarity that nothing is more similar to something than itself, a thesis the altered selection function would have to abandon.

\(^{22}\)See Austin (1961), Lehrer (1968), van Inwagen (1983).

\(^{23}\)Chisholm (1964) makes a similar suggestion. As far as we know his suggestion hasn’t been taken up in the subsequent literature, perhaps because he himself sketches a fairly serious objection to it; our account, however, avoids that objection by restricting the set of actions we quantify over.
then the action *going for a swim in the MIT pool tonight* is included in $A_{c,Louis}$; thus provided that Louis can go swimming tonight if he tries to do so, we predict that (28) is true.

$A_{c,S}$ won’t always be set this way, however. We argue that flexibility in how this parameter is set by context crucially allows us to avoid the problems discussed in the last section: to avoid the counterexamples and make plausible predictions about the dual and monotonicity of ‘can’.

### 5.1 Improved Predictions

The most important benefit of our view is that it avoids the counterexamples discussed in Section 4.3. Consider first cases in which $⌜S$ can $ϕ⌝$ is intuitively false, even though it is true that $S$ would $ϕ$ if $S$ tried. Recall John, who says

\[(29) \quad \text{I'm not able to go [to dinner]; I'm going to a movie.} \]

Unlike the CA, our account can predict that (29) has a prominent true reading. To be sure, if John *tried* to go to dinner, he’d succeed. But, on our proposal, this does not guarantee the truth of ‘John can go to dinner’ at a context $c$: the action *meeting Ann for dinner* (or something much like it) must also be in $A_{c,John}$. That is, it must be treated as practically available to John in a relevant sense in the context of utterance. If this condition is not met, then there is no action in $A_{c,John}$ such that trying to do it guarantees that John meets Ann for dinner, and so (29) is true.

And indeed, we argue that this condition is not met in this case. An action may be treated as unavailable in a context for a wide variety of reasons. In this case, the fact that the agent has decided against the action suffices to rule it out. In other cases, an action may be treated as unavailable because it takes place in the past relative to the time of evaluation; because it violates certain rules that the agent in question is bound by; or because the agent is psychologically or physiologically unable to even consider it (as if John were phobic or comatose). Different notions of availability are at work in different contexts. Changes in the set $A_{c,S}$ reflect changes in the relevant notion of availability.

Circularity threatens here. Among other things, facts about $S$'s abilities might influence the constituents of $A_{c,S}$. If we were aiming to give a reductive analysis of ability, we would want to identify the constituents of $A_{c,S}$ without reference to abilities. But, like most projects of semantic analysis, our present aim is elucidation rather than reductive analysis (though we don’t want to suggest that such a reductive analysis is impossible in the present framework).

One way to test the plausibility of our account is to see whether insisting on the availability of the action *meeting Ann for dinner* can modulate intuitions in this case. Suppose Ann replies:

\[(30) \quad \text{Of course you can meet me—just skip the movie and come to dinner!} \]

It seems that Ann has said something true: John *can* meet her for dinner. We hypothesize that, in responding this way, Ann ensures that $A_{c,John}$ include *meeting Ann for dinner*, and so (30) comes out true.

$A_{c,S}$ also plays a crucial role in responding to cases in which $⌜S$ can $ϕ⌝$ is intuitively true, even though it is false that $S$ would $ϕ$ if $S$ tried. Recall the golf case. We said that

\[(31) \quad \text{Jones can make this shot.} \]

is intuitively true. How can we predict this? Suppose Jones aimed to the left of the pin; had he aimed to the right, he would have made the shot. Let the action *aiming to the right* be in $A_{c,Jones}$. Then we predict that ‘Jones can make this shot’ is true even though Jones actually misses. This looks intuitive: indeed, we say of Jones
I Believe I Can $\psi$

(32) Well, he could have made the shot, if he had only aimed to the right.

This move can be applied quite broadly. We often ascribe abilities to agents even when they are not certain to succeed at a given action should they try, and even in cases where they fail when they in fact try.24

A worry about over-generation arises. Bob, a lousy chess player, is playing white in a chess match against Kasparov. Let $A_{c,Bob}$ include, for all possible sequences of moves for white in the game, the action of taking that sequence of moves. One of these is such that, given Kasparov’s course of play, if Bob completes that sequence of moves, he will beat Kasparov. It would seem to follow that

(33) Bob can beat Kasparov in this match.

is true. But (33) is false (on its prominent reading).25 To predict this, we propose to place certain default constraints on what goes into $A_{c,S}$—roughly, that an action is in $A_{c,S}$ only if the agent in question has the right kind of epistemic access to that action: perhaps, only if she knows that that action is a way for her to do $\psi$. There is some sequence of moves that would beat Kasparov. But Bob doesn’t know which sequence it is. This means that it is not in $A_{c,Bob}$, which explains why we judge (33) false.26

Finally, appeal to $A_{c,S}$ lets us explain why ‘David can breathe normally for the next five minutes’, and sentences like it, are true: there is something relevant (let us suppose) such that if David tries to do that, he breathes normally (say, working on a problem set).

The notion of practical availability that determines $A_{c,S}$ is determined by context. As with other quantificational structures in natural language, change the context, and you change the domain of quantification, and thus the relevant notion of availability. Much more needs to be said to flesh out a complete meta-semantic story about how $A_{c,S}$ is determined, and the plausibility of our view will turn on the ultimate success of such a project. But we take the present discussion to show that whether or not $\llbracket S$ is able to $\psi \rrbracket$ is taken to be true in a context $c$ depends not just on what would happen if S tried to $\psi$, but also on which ways, if any, of trying to $\psi$ are treated as practically available to S in $c$.

5.2 The Dual

Our approach makes good predictions about the meaning of the dual of ‘can’:

(34) Dual (Our Proposal): $\llbracket S$ cannot but $\psi \rrbracket_{c,w} = 1$ if $\forall A \in A_{c,S} : [\varphi(S)]_{c,f(w,try(S,A))} = 1$.

Informally: for every action $A$ available to S in $c$, S does $\varphi$ in the closest world in which S tries to do $A$. In other words, no matter what S tries to do (among the actions we are treating as practically available in $c$), S ends up doing $\varphi$. Consider:

(35) Ginger cannot but eat another cookie right now.

(35) says that Ginger is compelled to eat another cookie: no matter what she tries to do, she’ll end up eating another one. This is precisely what we predict. And unlike the CA, our account of the dual rightly predicts that $\llbracket S$ cannot but not $\varphi \rrbracket$ and $\llbracket S$ cannot but $\varphi \rrbracket$ are inconsistent, provided that $A_{c,S}$ is non-empty, a condition that, plausibly, is satisfied in most cases.

24One might be tempted to adopt a graded proposal to accommodate this kind of case. We do not see a fruitful way to spell out a view like that, though, and the present response seems satisfactory to us.

25Though making salient the sequence of moves in question can make prominent a true reading, as we predict.

26This also explains why flukey successes don’t always merit ability ascriptions; see Footnote 18.
5.3 Monotonicity

Finally, ‘can’ is upward monotone on our account, matching intuitions and NPI-licensing.

6 Comparison and Conclusion

Our account is less of a departure from the orthodox Kratzerian approach to natural language modality than the CA. In keeping with orthodoxy, we say that ‘can’ denotes an existential quantifier. We depart from orthodoxy, however, in saying that ‘can’ quantifies over a set of actions (i.e. properties), not a set of worlds. That said, a number of recent proposals have departed from orthodoxy in a similar way, and converged on structurally similar accounts of natural language modals. Our account of ability modals differs from these because of the role that the selection function plays in the view. But it shares with them a central structural feature: quantification over sets of properties.\textsuperscript{27}

It is too early to decide whether this approach will supplant orthodoxy, however, so it is also worth asking whether our view can be reframed within the orthodox framework. The answer is ‘yes’. For any agent \( S \), just let the modal base take any world \( w \) to \( \emptyset \) and let the ordering source take any world \( w \) to \( \{ \{ w' \} : \exists A \in \mathcal{A}_{c,S}(w') = f_c(w, \text{try}(S,A)) \} \). This account makes the same predictions as ours.\textsuperscript{28} Should we adopt it?

We think not. If there were conclusive evidence in favor of the orthodox account for all other modals, then it would make sense to formulate our view in its terms. But short of that, we think there is no reason to go that way, because our approach fits far more naturally with a meta-semantic story.\textsuperscript{29} A meta-semantics for both our view and its recasting in the orthodox framework must account for how \( \mathcal{A}_{c,S} \) and \( f_c \) are determined, since both views refer to these parameters. But the orthodox recasting of our account also makes reference to (what looks to us like) a highly gerrymandered ordering source and an empty modal base. It is hard to see how this ordering source could play any role in an explanatory meta-semantics. So we think there is reason simply to dispense with it, as our account does.

We should also ask whether there are other elements of semantic machinery that can ‘see’ the differences between the semantic entries and thus distinguish them on more straightforward predictive grounds. We think there are; in particular, research into epistemic modals has suggested that embedded epistemic modals quantify over their local contexts.\textsuperscript{30} Under this assumption, the behavior of epistemic modals embedded under practical modals may help decide between the two views under consideration.

The plausibility of our semantics will ultimately turn on this and a number of other open questions. In addition to those highlighted above, these include the question of whether we need to encode a non-accidental connection between \( S \) and \( \varphi \) in order for ‘\( S \) can \( \varphi \)’ to come out true; how to account for graded ability ascriptions like ‘Jones can easily make this shot’; and how to account for actuality implications that arise from the interaction of ability modals and aspect.

\textsuperscript{27}See Yalcin (2012) and Willer (2013) on attitude verbs; Cariani et al. (2013) and Cariani (2013) on deontic modals; and Villalta (2008) on verbs of desire. Officially the quantification in these proposals is over sets of propositions, but this is a superficial modeling difference—propositions are just zero-place properties.

\textsuperscript{28}Modulo embedded epistemic modals; see below.

\textsuperscript{29}This is the same kind of choice point that will decide the parallel question in other cases, as between, for instance, the approach of Cariani et al. (2013) versus Kratzer’s approach.
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Abstract

This paper aims to provide a ‘real aspect’ approach of the ‘fake’ imperfective in subjunctive conditionals and a new account of the (non)-cancellability of the counterfactual inference in SCs, largely based on Ippolito 2013. It is argued that past and pres above modal in conditionals compete the same way as in non-modal stative sentences, see Altshuler and Schwarzschild 2012. On this view, the counterfactual inference of SCs, when cancellable, is nothing else than the cessation implicature routinely triggered by past stative sentences.

1 Background and goals

This paper is dedicated to the interpretation of tense and aspect morphology in subjunctive conditionals (SCs). SCs are often built by using one or two additional layer(s) of past tense morphology on top of the regular tense morphology found in the corresponding indicative conditional (IC). Additional layer(s) of tense morphology characteristic of SCs are said to be ‘fake’, because they do not locate events in time. I will call ‘+ 1 past’ SCs (resp. ‘+ 2 past SCs’) those SCs that add one (resp. two) layer(s) of past tense morphology on top of the tense morphology locating events in time, see (1)-(3).

(1) If John runs the marathon next spring, he will win. IC
(2) If John ran +1 PAST the marathon next spring, he would +1 PAST win. ‘+1 past’ SC
(3) If John had run +2 PAST the marathon next spring, he would have won +2 PAST. ‘+2 past’ SC

In several languages like e.g. French, Greek, Italian or Hindi, the first additional layer of past tense is realized (a.o.) with the past imperfective aspect (IMP), cf. Iatridou 2000, 2010; see e.g. (4). Note that the French conditionnel (COND) found in the consequent of SCs combines the imperfective morphology -ai- with the future morphology -r-, cf. Iatridou 2000.

(4) Si John courait +1 PAST le marathon demain, il gagnerait +1 PAST.
If John run-IMP.1SG the marathon tomorrow, he win-COND.1
‘If John ran the marathon tomorrow, he would win.’

Why is it that IMP makes this contribution to counterfactuality (CF) rather than the perfective (PFV) (in the relevant languages)? As Iatridou 2010 observes, this crosslinguistic generalization can be explained...
in two ways. According to the ‘fake aspect’ approach, IMP *qua* aspect marker makes no semantic contribution to CF.¹ According to the ‘real aspect’ approach, IMP makes a substantial semantic contribution in SCs through the *aspectual* properties by which IMP differs from PFV. As Iatridou 2010, 14 notices, such an approach has not been much explored yet: “[We] have found no obvious way to extend [the meaning of IMP] to cover [counterfactual conditionals]”.

The goal of this paper is twofold. Firstly, it aims to provide a ‘real aspect’ approach of the ‘fake’ imperfective in SCs, on the basis of French data. Secondly, it offers a new account of the (non-)cancellability of the CF inference in SCs, given the semantic contribution of aspectual operators (i.e. IMP) in these conditionals. I will argue that in languages like French, IMP is interpreted in SCs the same way as outside conditionals. However, I do not claim that the imperfective semantics is a necessary component of SCs. In fact, there is cross-linguistic evidence that it is not (see Halpert and Karawani 2012, Bjorkman and Halpert 2013, Karawani 2014). Besides, even in French, the imperfective semantics is perhaps not involved in any use of IMP, included outside conditionals (see section 6). Also, note that the ‘real aspect’ approach of IMP is independent from the ‘real past’ approach of the same morphology, according to which the additional layer of past in SCs is a real past. I defend both approaches here (IMP is both a real imperfective and a real past in SCs), but several authors defend the latter without committing about the former.

The paper is structured as follows. In sections 2-4, I present Ippolito’s 2013 analysis and its shortcomings. Sections 5 and 6 present my proposal.

## 2 One vs. two additional layers of (‘fake’) past

### 2.1 The ‘real past’ approach of SCs

In this paper, I adopt the ‘real past’ approach of standard PSCs, see a.o. Dahl 1997, Ippolito 2003, 2013, Arregui 2005, Romero 2014. According to this view, the ‘fake’ layers of past in SCs are in fact real insofar they express temporal precedence like in the regular use of the past. However, the additional past morphology is not supposed to be interpreted within the ‘bare’ conditional (the structure consisting of the modal operator, the *if*-clause acting as its restriction and the consequent acting as its nuclear scope), but rather outside the *if*-clause and contributes to the interpretation of the modal:

(5) \[ \text{PAST[MODAL [PAST][PAST]]} \]

‘fake’ \hspace{1cm} *real*

The intuition behind this idea is that we evaluate SCs as if we returned to a past time —Dahl’s 1997 ‘choice point’ — at which it was still possible that the antecedent would come true, and looked at possible futures with respect to that past. Among these approaches, I adopt Ippolito’s 2013 framework because it explicitly differentiates between cancellable and noncancellable CF.

### 2.2 Ippolito’s typology of SCs

Ippolito 2013 assumes that what I call ‘+1 past’ SCs are modal structures under a universal present perfect, cf. (6a). What I call ‘+2 past’ SCs are modal structures under a universal past perfect, cf. (6b).

(6) a. \[ \text{PRES[PERF[∀<\text{WOLL}[\text{SIM}[\text{HIST p}]]][q]]} \] ‘+1 past’ SCs

¹For instance, it has been argued that IMP is chosen over PFV because (i) IMP is a cross-linguistically default aspect (Iatridou 2010), (ii) IMP is compatible with other ingredients that prove to be necessary to CF (and not because IMP is necessary to CF), see Halpert and Karawani 2012, or (iii) IMP is aspectually underspecified (it can have both perfective and imperfective interpretations), while PFV only has perfective interpretations (see Bjorkman and Halpert 2013).
In both cases, when PERF combines with ∀, we obtain a ‘perfect interval’ $t'$, such that for all subintervals $t''$ of $t'$, the conditional proposition is true at $t''$. The right boundary of the perfect interval is the utterance time (UT) for ‘+1 past’ SCs and a contextually salient past time for ‘+2 past’ SCs. The (very much simplified) truth conditions for the ‘+1 past’ SC (2) are in (7), and those for the ‘+2 past’ SC (3) are in (8) (For lack of space, I have to refer to Ippolito 2013 for the details of the analysis).

(2) If John ran the marathon next spring, he would win.

(7) true if $\exists t'$ such that the right boundary of $t'$=UT, and $\forall t'' \subseteq t'$, it is the case that all possible worlds historically accessible from the actual world at $t''$ maximally similar to the actual world and where John will run the marathon next spring are worlds where he will win.

(3) If John had run the Marathon next spring, he would have won.

(8) true if $\exists t'$ whose right boundary is a salient past time, such that $\forall t'' \subseteq t'$, it is the case that all possible worlds historically accessible from the actual world at $t''$ maximally similar to the actual world and where John will run the marathon next spring are worlds where he will win.

The temporal schemata Ippolito attributes to ‘+1 past’ SCs includes a first past component because the perfect interval extends before the UT, cf. (9). The one attributed to ‘+2 past’ SCs has a second past component that shifts this right boundary to a past time, cf. (10).

(9) Temporal structure for ‘+1 past’ SCs

(10) Temporal structure for ‘+2 past’ SCs

On the other hand, MODAL is in the scope of PRES in ICs:

(11) Temporal structure for ICs

Note that when a ‘+2 past’ SC describes events in the past, we add two layers of ‘fake’ past (above MODAL) to one layer of real past (below MODAL), cf. (10). Thus, we in principle end up with three layers of past. However, neither standard English nor standard French has a regular form that expresses three pasts within the same clause. I therefore assume (like Ippolito 2013 and Iatridou 2000 for English) that SCs about past events are expressed by the same form (a double past), whenever they instantiate a ‘+1 past’ or a ‘+2 past’ SC (see Iatridou 2000, 252, fn. 26, who analyzes the latter case as an instance of haplology).

3 CF is cancellable in ‘+1 past’ SCs only

As is well-known, the inference of CF of many SCs can be canceled. SCs à la Anderson 1951 are of this type, cf. (12).

(12) If John had taken arsenic, he would have shown exactly the symptoms that he has now.

Ippolito 2013 proposes an important generalization, that I will dub ‘Ippolito’s generalization’:
(13) **Ippolito’s generalization**: CF is cancellable in ‘+1 past’ SCs, but not in ‘+2 past’ SCs.

Ippolito’s first piece of evidence for (13) is provided by SCs with three layers of past found in some American and English dialects. In SCs of this type, two (fake) layers of past surface on top of regular past tense morphology, cf. (14).

(14) a. If he knew she was coming, he stayed home. IC
    b. If he hadd-a known$_{+2}$ PAST she was coming, he would-a stayed$_{+2}$ PAST home.’+ 2 past’ SC

Crucially, the inference of CF of SCs like (14b) is not cancellable, see Dancygier and Sweetser 2005, Biezma et al. 2013, Ippolito 2013. This is illustrated in Biezma et al.’s 2013 example (15).

(15) #If Jones had’ve taken$_{+2}$ PAST arsenic, he would have shown$_{+2}$ PAST exactly those symptoms that he in fact shows (so, he probably took arsenic).

Ippolito’s second piece of evidence for (13) deals with SCs about future events built with a pluperfect. These SCs are unambiguously ‘+2 past’ SCs, since none of the two layers of past locates the event within time. And as Ippolito observes, these SCs resist Anderson-like attempts to cancel the inference of CF, see her slightly modified example (16).

(16) If Charlie had gone to Boston by train tomorrow, # Lucy would have found in his pocket the ticket that she in fact found. So, he will go to Boston by train tomorrow.

### 4  Ippolito’s account for Ippolito’s generalization

#### 4.1 Cancellability of the CF inference in ‘+1 past’ SCs

Ippolito 2013 accounts for the cancellability of the CF inference in ‘+1 past’ SCs in a straightforward way. She argues that the ‘No Empty Restriction’ requirement (‘The restriction of a quantifier cannot be empty’) accompanying the modal is only a pragmatic constraint designed to avoid vacuously true assertions. This means, in practice, that it is only required that there be some subinterval $t''$ of $t'$ when at least some antecedent-world is historically accessible. Therefore, this subinterval $t''$ can be the UT (i.e. the right boundary of $t'$), but does not have to. In case $t''\neq UT$ only, the antecedent is counterfactual.

One problem of this account, as Ippolito 2013 herself recognizes, is that languages like Italian (and French) do not have a present perfect in the English sense (whose right boundary is given by UT). Why would they build such a perfect just in SCs?

#### 4.2 Noncancellability of the CF inference in ‘+2 past’ SCs

Ippolito’s 2013 account for the noncancellability of the CF inference in ‘+2 past’ SCs is more complicated. Briefly, she argues that this inference is conveyed by antipresupposition, and assumes that “unlike scalar conversational implicatures, antipresuppositions cannot be suspended or canceled” (p. 92). Before presenting her argument into more detail, let me briefly recall what an antipresupposition is, through the lexical scale $<both, all>$. On this scale, $both$ is ‘stronger’ than $all$ in that it carries the stronger presupposition that the domain of quantification has only two members. The oddity of (18a) is due to the fact that the maximize presupposition principle (Heim 1991, Chemla 2008 a.o.) is not respected.

(17) **Maximize Presupposition**: Among a set of alternatives, use the felicitous sentence with the strongest presupposition.
(18)  a. Mary broke all her arms.  
     b. Mary took all her children to the park.

(19)  Peter believes that I am against the embargo.

A felicitous occurrence of the sentence with the weaker presupposition (see (18b)) is said to convey, by antipresupposition, that the speaker believes that the strongest presupposition of the competing sentence is not fulfilled. For instance, (18b) conveys antipresupposition that the speaker believes that it is not true that Mary has two children. The same way, (19) conveys that the speaker believes that the stronger presupposition of the competing verb know is not fulfilled (i.e., (19) conveys that the speaker believes it to be false that he is against the embargo).

Ippolito 2013 argues that ‘+ 1 past’ SCs and ‘+ 2 past’ SCs compete the same way, with the former triggering the strongest presupposition. Let me illustrate through (20) which presuppositions Ippolito 2013 assumes to be triggered by ‘+1 past’ SCs.

(20)  John died. #If he wrote a book, it would be a success. (Ippolito 2013)

Ippolito’s first assumption is that the predicate write a book triggers an existence presupposition, namely, that its subject’s referent exists at event time. For instance, in (20), the antecedent p presupposes that John is alive now. She further assumes that ‘+1 past’ SCs require that the presuppositions of the antecedent p (ps(p)) be compatible with the set of worlds historically accessible at UT. For instance, the SC in (20) requires that ‘John is alive now’ is a possibility at UT. But this enters in contradiction with the given context, hence the problem of (20). Observe, now, that the oddity of (20) vanishes in the corresponding ‘+ 2 past’ SC, see (21):

(21)  John died. If he had written a book, he would have been a success.

For Ippolito, this is because the presupposition triggered by ‘+2 past’ SCs is weaker: those only require that ps(p) be compatible with the set of worlds historically accessible at some past time. Since (21) only requires that it was a possibility in the past that John is alive now, the problem vanishes.

According to this analysis, the presupposition of ‘+1 past’ SCs is stronger than the one of the corresponding ‘+2 past’ SC: The set of possibilities shrinks over time; therefore, being compatible with the set of worlds historically accessible at UT — as required by ‘+1 past’ SCs — entails being compatible with the set of worlds historically accessible at some past time preceding UT — as required by ‘+2 past’ SCs. But the reverse is not true.

Therefore, choosing a ‘+2 past’ SC — the weakest alternative — conveys by antipresupposition that the speaker believes that the presupposition of the ‘+ 1 past’ SC — the strongest alternative — is not satisfied. For instance, (21) conveys that ps(p) (‘John is alive now’) is not a possibility at UT.2

The account just sketched faces two important problems. Firstly, Ippolito’s assumption that antipresuppositions are not cancellable seems to rely on the view that antipresuppositions have a presuppositional essence. But this is debatable; Chemla 2008 argues explicitly against this view, and describes cases where antipresuppositions are suspended when the assumption of authority and/or competence is not fulfilled. In fact, antipresuppositions seem to be cancellable even when the assumptions of authority and competence are fulfilled, see e.g. (22).

(22)  Mary believes that I am against the embargo. Well, she is totally right!

The second problem of Ippolito’s account concerns her claim that the presuppositions of the antecedent of ‘+1 past’ SCs always have to be compatible with the set of worlds historically accessible at UT. Sentences (23) and (24) are perfectly acceptable although ‘Agatha Christie/Granny is alive now’ (the presupposition of existence of the antecedent) is not a possibility at UT.

2Several details are omitted here: Chemla’s 2008 competence assumption and authority assumption are also needed in order to obtain this result.
If Agatha Christie wrote a detective novel today, she would make use of the possibilities for criminals offered by new technologies.

Granny died already ten years ago! But if she were in the kitchen with us right now, she would sing this song out loud.

To be sure, a contrast marker like but seems required in (24). But this is routinely the case when a defeasible inference is canceled. In fact, to my ears, even (20) becomes much better once such a contrastive marker is introduced.

5 Proposal for ‘+1 past’ SCs

In this section, I propose a new account for the cancellability of the CF inference in ‘+ 1 past’ SCs. I start with two assumptions. Firstly, I assume that ‘+1 past’ SCs are modals embedded under PAST rather than under the present perfect. Ippolito’s structure (6a) is minimally modified as in (25).

(25) PAST[∀∃[WOLL][SIM[PHIST][q]]]] ‘+1 past’ SCs

Secondly, I adopt Ferreira’s 2014 proposal that in conditionals, MODAL is a stativizer. Consequently, the aspect above MODAL attaches to a stative predicate. The running time (σ(s)) of the described state is the interval during which the bare conditional is true, see the modified truth-conditions (26) for (2).

(26) true if ∃s with t′ = σ(s) such that t′ is a past interval, and ∀t′′ ⊆ t′, it is the case that all possible worlds historically accessible from the actual world at t” maximally similar to the actual world and where John will run the marathon next spring are worlds where he will win.

Next, I follow Ippolito 2013 or Leahy 2011, 2015 on the view that in some cases at least, the CF inference arises from the competition between two forms. However, differently from them, I argue that this CF inference arises from the competition between (‘fake’) tenses above MODAL, namely PAST (in ‘+ 1 past’ SCs) and PRES (in the corresponding ICs). More precisely, the idea is that PAST and PRES above MODAL in conditionals compete the same way as in non-modal stative sentences, see Altshuler and Schwarzchild 2012. On this view, the CF inference of ‘+1 past’ SCs is nothing else than the cessation implicature routinely triggered by past stative sentences. This is the reason why it is generally cancellable. Besides, according to this analysis, in languages like French, IMP makes the same semantic contribution above MODAL in conditionals as in stative sentences outside conditionals.

Before spelling out the proposal further, let me first briefly summarize Altshuler and Schwarzchild’s 2012 account of past vs. present stative sentences and see how it applies to languages like French, that forces to choose between two past morphologies in stative sentences, too.

5.1 Past stative sentences and cessation implicature

Altshuler and Schwarzchild 2012 argue that for stative sentences, PRES and PAST are scalar alternatives, and claim that a stative PRES-φ sentence asymmetrically entails (→) its PAST-φ alternative. To see this, assume a context where a little boy named Scotty has just been brought to the hospital. Dr. Spock is talking to him, when the nurse walks in and ask: ‘How is he doing?’. In that context, (27a) entails (27b), but not the reverse.

3Leahy 2011, 2015 also accounts for the CF inference of SCs through the competition between ICs and SCs. My account differs from his on two points: (i) he does not link the competition between ICs and SCs to the competition between PRES and PAST outside conditionals; (ii) he exclusively deals with ‘+2 past’ SCs, for he considers that ‘+1 past’ SCs are not counterfactual (and argues consequently against Iatridou’s 2000 point that ‘+1 past SCs’ about the future present the antecedent as less likely as the corresponding ICs). See the contrast (41)-(42) against this view that ICs and ‘+1 past SCs’ do not clearly differ in terms of their antecedent falsity inference.
Scotty is anxious.  

From this, Altshuler and Schwarzschild 2012 derive the well-known observation that a PAST-\(\phi\) stative sentence (the weaker statement) often implicates (\(\Rightarrow\)) the negation of the stronger PRES-\(\phi\) alternative:

Scotty was anxious.  

This is what they call the _cessation implicature_, cf. (29).

5.2 IMP vs. PVF in stative sentences

Languages like French force one to choose between IMP (the _imparfait_) and PFV (the _passé composé_) for past stative sentences too.\(^4\) I argue that in these languages, PRES in stative sentences competes with IMP, but not with PFV. Let us see why.

For cessation to be _implicated_ rather than _entailed_, the denoted state has to be potentially non-maximal, i.e. potentially included within some larger state of the same nature, cf. Bary 2009. Importantly, non-maximality can be obtained with IMP, but not with PFV. For perfective operators differ from imperfective ones in that they impose a ‘maximal part requirement’, which is satisfied if a VP-event culminates or ceases to develop in the actual world. This is the essence of Altshuler’s 2014 (slightly modified) hypothesis (30), that builds on insight from Koenig and Muansuwan 2001 and Filip 2008.

(30) Hypothesis about (im)perfective operators (Altshuler 2014)

a. An operator is _imperfective_ if it requires a part of an event in the extension of the VP that it combines with, but this part needs not be maximal.

b. An operator is _perfective_ if it requires a _maximal_ part of an event in the extension of the VP that it combines with.

Thus, only imperfective stative sentences can _implicate_ cessation. Perfective ones _entail_ it (because of the maximal part requirement). For instance, (31), with IMP, implicates (32); (33) shows that this implicature can be canceled.

(31) _Scotty_ était _anxieux_.
Scotty be-IMP.3SG anxious

‘Scotty was anxious.’

(32) \(\Rightarrow\) \(\neg\) (Scotty is anxious).  

(implicature)

(33) _Scotty_ était _anxieux_ et _l’est toujours_.
Scotty be-IMP.3SG anxious and it is still

‘Scotty was anxious and still is.’

On the other hand, (34), with PFV, entails that Scotty was not anxious afterwards (If Scotty is (again) anxious in UT, we necessary deal with _two_ different fits of anxiety). Hence the difficulty to cancel the inference with _toujours_ ‘still’, cf. (36).\(^5\)

4Given its restricted use, I do not give examples with the _passé simple_, but the pattern is exactly the same as for the _passé composé_.

5Note that _à nouveau_ ‘again’ solves the problem raised by _toujours_ ‘still’ because it satisfies the cessation _entailment_ triggered by PFV stative sentences.

(i.) _Scotty_ a été-PVF.3SG anxieux et _l’est_ à nouveau. ‘Pierre was anxious and again is.’
Scotty a été anxieux.
‘Scotty was anxious.’

→ ¬ (Scotty is anxious).

#Pierre a été anxieux et l’est toujours.
‘Scotty was anxious and still is.’

Note that the cessation inference does not seem to be cancellable via an explicit statement of ignorance concerning the present (differently from what happens in Tlingit, see Cable 2015):

Il a été malade ce matin. #Je ne sais pas s’il l’est toujours.
‘He was sick this morning. I don’t know whether he still is.’

5.3 PAST compete with PRES above MODAL in SCs too

In languages like French, the cancellability of the CF inference of ‘+1 past SCs’ is a direct consequence of the fact that the ‘fake’ past (above MODAL) is spelled-out with IMP. Given the imperfective semantics of IMP, and the competition between IMP and PRES, a ‘+1 past’ SC implicates that the past state during which at least some antecedent-world is accessible does not hold anymore at UT. For instance, (38) implicates (39) for the same reason that (31) implicates (32). Since the CF inference (39) is the (cessation) implicature, it is defeasible.

Si Scotty était anxieux maintenant, il nous appellerait.
‘If Scotty were anxious now, he would call us.’

→ ~(the state during which at least some ‘Scotty-is-anxious-now’-world is historically accessible is holding now)

On this view, in ‘+1 past’ SCs, IMP is therefore ‘real’ in that it has the same semantic contribution as outside conditionals. In the following subsections, I present two arguments in favour of this analysis.

5.3.1 Asymmetrical entailment between ICS and SCs

The first argument is the observation that ICS (with PRES over MODAL) asymmetrically entail the ‘+1 past’ SC alternative (with PAST over MODAL): While (40) entails (38), the reverse does not hold.

Si Scotty est anxieux maintenant, il nous appellera.
‘If Scotty is anxious now, he will call us.’
5.3.2 No competition with the corresponding IC

My second argument has to do with ‘+1 past’ SCs that do not compete with their stronger alternative (the corresponding IC), because the context makes the antecedent obviously false. Take e.g. the IC (41).

(41) John est mort. #Mais s’il écrit-PRES un roman aujourd’hui, ce sera-FUT un succès.
John is dead. But if he writes a novel today, it will be a success.

(42) John est mort. Mais s’il écrivait-IMP un roman aujourd’hui, ce serait-COND.1 un succès. (# Ça va peut-être arriver!)
John is dead. But if he wrote a novel today, it would be a success. (# Maybe it will happen!)

In that case, the CF inference of the corresponding ‘+1 past’ SC (42) is not expected to be a cancellable implicature. For the competing stronger statement — the IC (41) — could not be uttered to begin with, precisely because $p$ is taken to be CF. And as the oddity of the continuation parenthesis in (42) shows, the CF inference is indeed noncancellable in (42), although we deal with a ‘+1 past’ SC.

6 Proposal for ‘+2 past’ SCs

For ‘+2 past’ SCs, I keep Ippolito’s analysis (6b): the bare conditional is embedded under a past perfect, introducing $[\text{PAST}]$ and $[\text{PERFECT}]$. The past interval $t'$ output by this tense is perfect (bounded), and its right boundary is in the past. I account for why CF is not cancellable with ‘+2 past’ SCs simply by assuming that antecedent-worlds are accessible only at (some subinterval $t''$ of) the denoted interval $t'$. Since $t'$ never includes UT with ‘+2 past’ SCs, these SCs are necessarily CF.

Note that under this analysis, although IMP is morphologically present in the past perfect in languages like French, the imperfective semantics does not play a crucial role in the interpretation of the ‘high’ past perfect, like I argued it is the case in ‘+1 past’ SCs. But in fact, even outside conditionals, it is still a matter of debate whether the French plus que parfait is semantically imperfective (Schaden 2007). If the plus que parfait is not imperfective outside conditionals, there is no reason to expect it to be so above MODAL in SCs — it might be that IMP appears here because combining a perfect with an imperfective is the only unmarked way to build a double past in languages like French, within and outside conditionals. If, indeed, the plus que parfait turns out not to be an imperfective, the imperfective semantics is not a necessary ingredient of SCs, even in languages like French.
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Abstract
Quantifiers have been claimed to differ with respect to how they project presuppositions from their scope. Early work claimed that, while negative quantifiers project presuppositions universally, indefinites do so existentially. But the environment the quantifier occurs in matters as well (e.g. Fox [12]). This paper suggests a new account of presupposition projection from a quantifier scope. We propose that, despite appearances, presupposition projection from the scope of quantifiers is always universal following Heim [16]. Apparent deviations from universal projection, we explain by means of additional acontextual silent restriction of quantifiers. Specifically, the mechanism of intermediate accommodation can add the presupposition of a quantifier’s scope to its restriction and thereby derive apparent existential projection. We propose furthermore that intermediate accommodation must be licensed by a version of the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis. Our account explains how the monotonicity properties of quantifiers and the environments they occur in determine their projection properties.

1 The puzzle of varying presuppositions in quantifier scopes

That presuppositions embedded in the scope of quantifiers are central to the problem of presupposition projection has been known since at least Karttunen [18] and Heim [16]. The general issue is as follows. For the non-quantificational (1), the presupposition trigger both arguably contributes the presupposition that John wrote two papers.

(1) John is proud of both of his papers.

But what about the quantificational (2)? Assuming that its LF is something like the one in (3), it becomes clear that things are not as straightforward as they were in (1). We cannot simply say that (2) presupposes that \(x\) wrote two papers, as \(x\) is a variable bound by a \(\lambda\)-operator and thus co-varying with the choice of boys none quantifies over.

(2) None of the ten boys is proud of both of his papers.

(3) None of the ten boys \(\lambda x [x \text{ is proud of both of } x\text{'s papers}]\)

The standard reply to this question is that the presupposition of (2) is itself quantificational. But quantificational in which sense? To this one finds different answers in the literature. Heim’s [16] theory of presupposition projection derives a universal projection pattern for all presuppositions in the scope of quantifiers. That is, (2) is predicted to presuppose that everyone of the ten boys wrote two papers. Intuitively, this seems adequate. Moreover, Chemla [7] provides experimental results independently of the dynamic system and the related notion of local context employed there. Schlenker’s [24] static reconstruction of a system of presupposition projection using local contexts derives exactly the same result. Also see [23].
evidence for this.\(^2\) His findings are also supported by Fox’s [12] observation that some speakers judge statements with negative quantifiers as incoherent if preceded by a sentence requiring that only some of the ten boys wrote two papers, as in (4) modeled on his example (4). The reason would be that the universal presupposition of the second sentence clashes with the assertion of the first one.

(4) \#Half of the ten boys wrote two papers. But none of the ten boys is proud of both of his papers.

Indefinites as in (5), however, seemingly do not lead to an inference that all of the ten boys wrote two papers. Under a quantificational analysis, however, Heim [16] would derive exactly that as its presupposition.\(^3\)

(5) One of the ten boys is proud of both of his papers.

In addition, to different quantifiers projecting presuppositions differently from their scopes, Fox [12] has produced evidence suggesting that the environment in which the quantifier occurs in also affects the possible presuppositional inferences. As a solution to this issue of varying presupposition projection patterns, he has pursued an account couched in a Strong Kleene semantics (see also [21, 2, 14, 15, 11] a.o.). Such a system shows more flexibility in the presuppositions that it assigns to quantificational sentences than competing theories do. In a nutshell, there the presupposition of a sentence corresponds to the statement of what it takes for the sentence to be either true or false — i.e., for it to have a truth-value that is not the third one. Thus, it derives a disjunctive presupposition for all of the examples above, where one disjunct corresponds to what it takes for the sentence in question to be true and the other disjunct corresponds to what it takes for it to be false. Therefore, since (2) is just the negation of (5), they are predicted to have the same disjunctive presupposition: ‘Either all of the ten boys wrote two papers or some boy wrote two papers and is proud of both of them’. This presupposition is indeed weaker than the one predicted by Heim [16] and thus at first glance looks more promising in light of the contrast noted. Notice, however, that the second disjunct of this presupposition is equivalent to the assertive component of (5). Fox notes that this fact causes a potential issue. Assuming with Stalnaker [28] that presuppositions of sentences are requirements which must be met by the context, and that moreover the assertion of a sentence should not be entailed by the context in order for it to be informative, it follows that no context can entail the second disjunct of the predicted presupposition for (5) if it is to be asserted. Rather the first disjunct should be entailed because only this one allows the assertive component to be informative. But then one again derives an existential inference for positive indefinites, contrary to our conclusion from above.\(^4\) For (2) no such issue arises. Given its assertion, the context should entail the first disjunct of its predicted presupposition, namely that every boy wrote two papers. A context entailing the second disjunct would be incompatible with the assertion of (2).

Summarizing, a more flexible system of presupposition projection making use of Strong Kleene semantics such as Fox’s [12] one is not fully satisfying to account for the contrast discussed above. Less flexible systems, however, are also not completely adequate. Heim’s [16] universal projection pattern, on the other hand, is needed for at least negative quantifiers. On the other hand, something like Beaver’s [3] weaker existential projection pattern is necessary for

\(^2\)At this point, we haven’t been able to consider the data presented by Zehr et al. [31].

\(^3\)Heim [16] being aware that this prediction might be problematic therefore assumes that the indefinite in (5) is not quantificational at all thereby avoiding the unwelcome result.

\(^4\)Fox [12] shows that there are indeed situations where this universal inference might be adequate. But the issue that this inference appears too strong in many cases, and in particular in (5), remains as far as we can see.
positive indefinites it seems. It is not clear how one general system for presupposition projection can derive both kinds of projection patterns in a principled way, though.

The present paper proposes the following solution to the puzzle. Despite appearances, presupposition projection from the scope of quantifiers is uniform. In particular, following Heim [16] and Schlenker [24] it is always universal. We argue that apparent deviations from this universal projection pattern are due to differences in accommodation. Specifically, weaker existential inferences arise if the quantifier is acontextually restricted by accommodating the presupposition from its scope – so called intermediate accommodation (see [29] but cf. [3] for an opposing view). The choice between such a restriction and a vacuous restriction leading to a universal inference is negotiated by a weak version of the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis. We show that such a system does not only account for the data reviewed above but makes further welcome predictions: first, it correctly accounts for the presuppositional inferences licensed by other quantificational determiners. Second, it accounts for why projection patterns seemingly switch in entailment-reversing contexts.

2 The proposal

2.1 Accommodation and the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis

Given a sentence \( S \) with quantifier \( Q \) in it, we assume with Heim [16] that \( Q \) projects presuppositions universally from its scope. Contrary to Heim we include indefinites in the category of \( Q \) as existential quantifiers. Now, such a sentence \( S \) with a presupposition trigger in the scope of \( Q \) is in principle multiply ambiguous – that is, \( S \) is ambiguous with regards to the restriction of \( Q \). And more specifically, \( S \) is ambiguous between interpretations \( S_U \) and \( S_D \), where \( U \) is a vacuous restrictor on \( Q \) – with \( U \) standing for ‘Universe’ – and \( D \) is the non-empty restrictor on \( Q \) arising from accommodation of the presupposition in the scope of \( Q \). In other words, \( S \) is ambiguous between (6a) and (6b), where \( R \) is the overt restrictor of \( Q \) and \( R' \) its scope with presupposition \( P \).

\[
(6) \begin{align*}
\text{a. } Q_x [x \in R \cap U] [x \in R'] & \quad (S_U) \\
\text{b. } Q_x [x \in R \cap D] [x \in R'] & \quad (S_D)
\end{align*}
\]

Given our assumption that presuppositions are generally projected universally from the scope of \( Q \), the following holds: \( S_U \), on the one hand, results in the strong universal presupposition (SUP) in (7a). \( S_D \), on the other hand, results in the weak universal presupposition (WUP) in (7b). That is, SUP is an inference about all the individuals in \( R \) restricted by \( U \) – which amounts to all the individuals in \( R \) given that \( U \) is a vacuous restrictor – whereas WUP is a presupposition about all those individuals in \( R \) which are also in \( D \). In case \( D \) does not include all the individuals that are in \( R \), \( S_D \) with its WUP leads to an inference that is weaker than the one arising from \( S_U \) with its SUP. Crucially, though the projection mechanism delivers the same result in both cases. Thus, strictly speaking it is not correct to refer to the WUP as an existential presupposition, at least not in the sense that, for instance, Beaver [3] uses the term.

\[
(7) \begin{align*}
\text{a. } \forall x [x \in R \cap U \rightarrow x \in P] & \equiv \forall x [x \in R \rightarrow x \in P] & \quad \text{(SUP for } S_U) \\
\text{b. } \forall x [x \in R \cap D \rightarrow x \in P] & \quad \text{(WUP for } S_D)
\end{align*}
\]

Now, Dalrymple et al. [10] argued on the basis of ambiguity in reciprocal statements that out of the theoretically possible readings only the strongest reading compatible with the context and world-knowledge is available. They call this principle the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis. We make use of the weak version of the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis (wSMH) in (8). In
particular, according to wSMH reading $S_D$ and with it WUP is only available if $S_D$ itself is not tautologous and $S_D$ is at least as strong as $S_U$.

(8) **Weak version of the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis**

Given sentence $S$ that is ambiguous between readings $S_U$ and $S_D$, choose $S_D$ only if $S_D \not= 1$, and $S_D$ either asymmetrically Strawson-entails $S_U$ or $S_D$ is Strawson-equivalent to $S_U$. Otherwise choose $S_U$.

Notice that the wSMH must use von Fintel’s [30] notion of Strawson-entailment for comparing the strength of the two readings: given two propositions $p$ and $q$, $p$ Strawson-entails $q$ if and only if whenever $p$ and the presupposition of $q$ are true, $q$ is true itself.\(^5\) Given that $S_U$ and $S_D$ come with presuppositions, Strawson-entailment might hold even though classical entailment might not. Generally, Strawson-entailment is a weaker notion than classical entailment. Hence the name wSMH.

### 2.2 Application to universal and negative quantifiers and indefinites

Consider the contrast in (9) modeled on Fox’s [12] example (3). While (9a) is acceptable as a continuation of the first sentence, (9b) is not.

(9) Half of the ten boys wrote two papers. . . .

a. Furthermore, one of the ten boys is proud of both of his papers.

b. #Furthermore, every one of the ten boys is proud of both of his papers.

The present proposal derives this contrast. Let us assume for simplicity that assertion and presupposition are conjoined at the scope level with the presuppositional component being underlined in the following representations. Then $S_U$ and $S_D$ are as in (10) for the sentences in (9), differing only in the quantifiers. $B$ stands for the set containing the ten boys. Again $U$ is the vacuous restrictor. Therefore $B \cap U$ is just the set containing the ten boys. $D$, however, is non-vacuous. Since $D$ is moreover required to accommodate the presupposition in the scope of the quantifier, $D$ corresponds to the set of individuals who wrote two papers. Thus $B \cap D$ is the set containing those individuals in $B$ who wrote two papers. As a consequence, $B \cap D \subseteq B \cap U$.

(10) a. $\forall x [x \in B \cap U] [x \text{ wrote two papers and is proud of both of his papers}]$ (S_U)

b. $\forall x [x \in B \cap D] [x \text{ wrote two papers and is proud of both of his papers}]$ (S_D)

Now, which of the readings in (10) does the wSMH choose for the sentences in (9)? Note that while every is Strawson-antitone on its restrictor, one is Strawson-isotone on its restrictor. In other words, the restrictor of every is an entailment-reversing environment, but the one of one is not.\(^6\) Thus every allows inferences from sets to subsets in its restrictor. Therefore $S_U$ asymmetrically Strawson-entails $S_D$ for (9b); which can be shown by the paraphrases for $S_U$ and $S_D$ in (11). As a consequence of this, wSMH selects $S_U$, and a SUP inference is predicted for (9b): each of the ten boys wrote two papers. This clashes with the requirement of the preceding sentence. The result is deviance.

---

\(^5\)More formally, $p \in D_{x,y}$ Strawson-entails $q \in D_{x,y}$ iff in all worlds $w$ such that $p(w) = 1$ and $q(w) \not= \#$, $q(w) = 1$.

\(^6\)We use the lattice theoretic terms isotone and antitone of Birkhoff [4] rather than the terms ±affectee or up-/downward entailing, but with the same meaning. I.e. Given $f \in D_{x,y}$ and $x,y \in D_x$ such that $x$ Strawson-entails $y$, $f$ is Strawson-isotone iff $f(x)$ Strawson-entails $f(y)$, and $f$ is Strawson-antitone iff $f(y)$ Strawson-entails $f(x)$.
\[(11) \] Everyone of \(B \cap U\) wrote 2 papers and is proud of both of his papers. \(\Rightarrow S_U\)
\[\Rightarrow S\]
Everyone of \(B \cap D\) wrote 2 papers and is proud of both of his papers. \(S_D\)

One, on the other hand, only allows inferences from sets to their supersets in its restrictor. Hence, \(S_D \) Strawson-entails \(S_U\) for (9a), and in fact, the readings are Strawson-equivalent. Again, this can be clearly seen by the paraphrases in (12). Consequently, \(S_D\) is selected by wSMH. That is, we predict the WUP inference that one of the ten boys wrote two papers for (9a), which makes it a coherent continuation of the preceding sentence.

\[(12) \] One of \(B \cap D\) wrote 2 papers and is proud of both of his papers. \(S_D\)
\[\Leftrightarrow S\]
One of \(B \cap U\) wrote 2 papers and is proud of both of his papers. \(S_U\)

Finally, the degraded status of (13), repeated from (4) above, is also expected. Negative quantifiers like other negative expressions are Strawson-antitone, and in particular, they are Strawson-antitone on their restrictor. (14) gives the paraphrases for the \(S_U\) and \(S_D\) readings. Crucially, these correspond to universal statements with negation at the scope level – where negation, of course, does not affect the presuppositional component. As can be seen there is asymmetric Strawson-entailment from \(S_U\) to \(S_D\). This means that we predict that \(S_U\) is selected by wSMH for the second sentence in (13) in parallel to the case with the universal quantifier. From this the SUP inference that each of the ten boys wrote two papers follows, which accounts for the deviance of (13).

\[(13) \] #Half of the ten boys wrote two papers. But none of the ten boys is proud of both of his papers.
\[(14) \] Each of \(B \cap U\) wrote 2 papers and isn’t proud of both of his papers. \(S_U\)
\[\Rightarrow S\]
Each of \(B \cap D\) wrote two papers and isn’t proud of both of his papers. \(S_D\)

3 Predictions and extension to other quantifiers

3.1 Embedded Projectors

By default the wSMH applies at the sentence level (e.g. [26]). A prediction of this is that the projection properties of quantifiers can change when embedded in an antitone environment such as the antecedent of a conditional or under the predicate \textit{doubt}. It appears that this prediction – with related data already discussed by Fox [12] from a different theoretical perspective – is correct, as the following examples illustrate. We have shown that (15a) is acceptable in the context of the preceding sentence due to its WUP inference. We now, add to this that (15b) and (15c) are somewhat degraded relative to (15a) when uttered in that same context. We submit that this is due to the antitone property of the antecedent of the conditional and \textit{doubt} leading to the selection of \(S_U\) by wSMH and thereby a conflicting SUP inference. (16) shows the reverse behavior for negative quantifiers, which on their own trigger a problematic SUP inference but when themselves embedded in an antitone environment can trigger an unproblematic WUP inference. In the following, we indicate whether \(S_U\) or \(S_D\) is chosen by wSMH for a given example by notating the respective restrictor as a subscript on the quantifier.

\[(15) \] Five of the ten boys wrote two papers. . . .
\[a. \] One\_D of the ten boys is proud of both of his papers.
Five of the ten boys wrote two papers. . . .

a. #None of the ten boys is proud of both of his papers.
b. If none of the ten boys is proud of both of his papers, no one will submit one.
c. I doubt that none of the ten boys is proud of both of his papers.

We add to this that while entailment reversal can trigger a reversal in the reading selected by wSMH and while this indeed might be the preferred option, this need not happen. In particular, Sauerland [22] argues that the Strongest Meaning Hypothesis can apply locally. So, if the wSMH applies at the level of the antecedent of the conditional in the (b)- and (c)-examples above, the antitone property is immaterial and the same prediction as in the (a)-examples is made.

3.2 Modified Numerals

Chemla [7] shows experimentally that modified numerals like more than n NP, exactly n NP, and fewer than n NP all behave more similarly to indefinites than they do to universal or negative quantifiers with regards to the presuppositional inferences they allow for. Let us therefore consider the predictions of the present proposal for modified numerals.

More than n NP is Strawson-isotone on its restrictor. Therefore generally $S_D$ rather than $S_U$ is the preferred option by wSMH. But which $D$ does it choose? In the case of (17), for instance, no $D$ with a cardinality lower than four can be selected by wSMH. The reason for this is that the wSHM does not take into account contradictions, and restricting the set of ten boys to a set with fewer than four boys in it contradicts the semantic contribution of more than three. Thus a $D$ with a cardinality of at least four is chosen by the wSMH. As the paraphrase of the resulting $S_D$ of (17) in (18) shows, this indeed Strawson-entails the $S_U$ reading and is in fact Strawson-equivalent to it. The result is a WUP inference for (17) saying everyone in a group of at least four boys out of the ten boys wrote two papers.

(17) More than three of the ten boys are proud of both of their papers.

(18) More than 3 of $B \cap D$ wrote 2 papers and are proud of both of their papers. \hspace{1cm} (S_D)\hspace{1cm}

\hspace{1cm} More than 3 of $B \cap U$ wrote 2 papers and are proud of both of their papers. \hspace{1cm} (S_U)

The remarks about more than three NP in (17) carry over to the non-monotonic exactly three NP in (19): its $S_D$ is Strawson-equivalent to its $S_U$ as their paraphrases in (20) make apparent. Once again wSMH selects $S_D$ and we get a WUP inference for (19). This time it says that everyone out of a group of exactly three boys out of the ten boys wrote two papers.

(19) Exactly three of the ten boys are proud of both of their papers.

(20) Exactly 3 of $B \cap D$ wrote 2 papers and are proud of both of their papers. \hspace{1cm} (S_D)\hspace{1cm}

\hspace{1cm} Exactly 3 of $B \cap U$ wrote 2 papers and are proud of both of their papers. \hspace{1cm} (S_U)

While our predictions for more than three NP and exactly three NP align with Chemla’s [7] experimental findings, this is not straightforwardly the case for fewer than three NP. The latter is Strawson-antitone on its restrictor. As the paraphrases of $S_U$ and $S_D$ in (22) for the sentence in (21) show, a situation parallel to the one with negative indefinites obtains. wSMH is predicted to select $S_U$. That is, a SUP inference that each of the ten boys wrote two papers is derived.
(21) Fewer than three of the ten boys are proud of both of their papers.

(22) For each group of 3 of $B \cap U$ each wrote 2 papers and isn’t proud of both. ($S_U$)

For each group of 3 of $B \cap D$ each wrote 2 papers and isn’t proud of both. ($S_D$)

However, Chemla [7] shows an SUP inference to be inadequate for sentences like (21). Rather a weaker inference is observed. Now, Krifka [20] and Gajewski [13] independently argued that modified numerals like \textit{fewer than n} NP can have an existential scalar implicature. That is, (21) is claimed to standardly lead to a strengthened interpretation as in (23). But since (23) is a non-monotonic environment, this affects which reading the wSMH selects. Parallel to \textit{exactly three} NP above, $S_U$ and $S_D$ become Strawson-equivalent. Therefore wSMH selects $S_D$, and we are after all able to correctly predict a WUP inference for (21) according to which everyone of some group with one or two boys wrote two papers.

(23) ‘Fewer than three of the ten boys are proud of both of their papers, but some of the ten boys are proud of both of their papers.’

3.3 \textit{Only}

Note that (19) above contrasts sharply with the minimally differing (24) with \textit{only three} instead of \textit{exactly three}. (19), on the one hand, licenses the WUP inference saying that each boy out of a group of exactly three boys out of the ten boys wrote two papers. (24), on the other hand, seemingly licenses the stronger inference that all of the ten boys wrote two papers. This is somewhat surprising given that (24) seemingly entails that exactly three of the ten boys are proud of both of their papers.

(24) Only three of the 10 boys are proud of both of their papers.

Note, however, that under Horn’s [17] semantics for \textit{only} its literal meaning consists of both a presuppositional and an assertive component. This view has become standard, and we therefore adopt it. Furthermore for concreteness and simplicity let us assume with Büring and Hartmann [5] that \textit{only} in (24) is a sentential operator as in (25). Nothing hinges on this, though.

(25) only [three of the ten boys are proud of both of their papers]

For present purposes it then suffices to assume that \textit{only} in (24) contributes the presupposition that the prejacent is true and asserts that every alternative with a cardinal higher than \textit{three} is false.\footnote{All of this is rather uncontroversial. For discussion on how the compositional semantics of \textit{only} is to derive these inferences, we refer the reader to Coppock and Beaver [9] and references therein.} This derives for $S_U$ and $S_D$ the presuppositional and assertive components in (26). Now, recall that the wSMH makes use of Strawson-entailment rather than classical entailment. Thus when checking whether $S_U$ Strawson-entails $S_D$, the presupposition of the latter is assumed to be true.\footnote{In fact, the presuppositional components of $S_U$ and $S_D$ are Strawson-equivalent.} As a consequence, strictly speaking only the assertive components of $S_U$ and $S_D$ matter for the wSMH. And since \textit{only} is Strawson-antitone in its assertive component as the asymmetric entailment relation in (26) shows, wSMH selects $S_U$. This means the present account predicts a SUP inference for (24) saying that all of the ten boys wrote two papers.

(26) 3 of $B \cap U$ wrote 2 papers and are proud of both. (prsp. $S_U$)

For each group of 4 of $B \cap U$ each wrote 2 papers and isn’t proud of both. (asrt. $S_U$)

$\Rightarrow$

3 of $B \cap D$ wrote 2 papers and are proud of both. (prsp. $S_D$)

For each group of 4 of $B \cap D$ each wrote 2 papers and isn’t proud of both. (asrt. $S_D$)
The fact that the present system accounts for the contrast in presuppositional inferences between exactly $n$ NP and only $n$ NP is strong evidence in its favor.\footnote{Spector and Sudo [27] presumably also derive the correct result for only $n$ NP. It is currently not clear to us, however, what their predictions for exactly $n$ NP are.}

### 3.4 Proportional quantifiers

Consider next the proportional quantifier most of the NP. In contrast to non-monotonic exactly three NP, it appears to lead to a presuppositional inference for (27) that all of the ten boys wrote two papers.

(27) Most$_U$ of the ten boys are proud of both of their papers.

Even though most of the NP is Strawson non-monotone, the wSMH does not allow for restriction by $D$. This is due to its proportionality. As (28) shows, the $S_U$ reading asymmetrically entails the $S_D$ reading. We thereby predict an SUP inference for (28) according to which all of the ten boys smoke.

(28) Most of $B \cap U$ wrote 2 papers and are proud of both of their papers.  \hfill ($S_U$) \\
\[\Rightarrow_S\]
Most of $B \cap D$ wrote 2 papers and are proud of both of their papers.  \hfill ($S_D$)

Notice that if $D$ did not accommodate the presupposition in the scope of most of the NP but denoted a simple subset of $U$, there would not be any entailment between $S_U$ and $S_D$. As a consequence, an $S_D$ reading would be possible for (28). But this could lead to an unwanted inference that, for instance, most of a group of four boys out of the ten are proud of both of their papers. By accommodation we avoid this problematic prediction.\footnote{We thank Yasutada Sudo (p.c.) for raising this issue.}

### 3.5 Anaphoric Triggers

Charlow [6] argues so-called strong presupposition trigger like also trigger a universal presuppositional inference even from the scope of indefinites. He cites the infelicity of the sequence in (29) as evidence for this claim. That is, the second sentence in (29) is said to lead to the inference that all of the hundred boys smoked something other than Marlboro in the past, which is incompatible with the preceding sentences.

(29) Just half of these 100 boys smoked in the past. They have all smoked Nelson.

#Unfortunately, some$_U$ of these 100 boys have also smoked Marlboro.

Now it is well-known that strong triggers to not easily allow for accommodation. Chemla and Schlenker [8] give the example in (30), to substantiate this point (also see [25, 1, 19]): if the presupposition of the strong trigger too – that the speaker gave a black eye to someone other than Susie – could be locally accommodated under but, Bill’s reply should be felicitous. The fact that it is not suggests that too does not allow local accommodation.

(30) Teacher: Johnny claims that you gave him a black eye. Is this true? \\
Bill: I don’t know, but #if I give Susie a black eye too, they’ll be twins.

Now, recall that in the present system restriction by $D$ always involves accommodation of the presupposition in the scope of the quantifier. But if accommodation of the presupposition of also in (29) is not allowed, for the reasons just discussed, then the $S_U$ reading with the universal SUP that all of the hundred boys have smoked something other than Marlboro in the past is predicted. Thus we predict the infelicity of (29).
4 Conclusion

We showed that the wSMH viewed as a restriction on when presuppositions can be accommodated in the restrictors of quantifiers predicts the core data of presupposition projection from the scopes of quantifiers. While this solution is formally similar to the one pursued by Fox [12] in that they both make presupposition projection dependent on both the quantifier and the overall linguistic context, our account seems preferable for two reasons: first, it has fewer difficulties with indefinites than Fox’s, and second it has wider empirical coverage.
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Abstract

The present study focusses on German polarity particles as responses to negative assertions. In such responses, the German response particles *ja* and *nein* are not used complementarily – similarly to their roughly corresponding English counterparts *yes* and *no*. Rather it seems that both *ja* and *nein* can be used to affirm a negative antecedent (e.g. A: Jim doesn’t snore. B: *Ja*./*Nein*. (=He doesn’t snore)). In a series of acceptability judgement experiments, we tested the predictions of two recent theoretical accounts (Krifka 2013 and Roelofsen and Farkas 2015). For affirming responses to negative assertions, both accounts predict a default preference for *nein* over *ja*. However, our experimental results revealed two subgroups of participants. A majority of approx. 70% showed a preference for *ja* over *nein*. The other subgroup showed a preference for *nein* over *ja*. To explain this finding, we consider modified versions of both accounts.

1 Introduction

The use and interpretation of response particles such as English *yes* and *no* is clear-cut only in responses to non-negative antecedents. Matters are different with negative antecedents. It has been claimed that both *yes* and *no* can be used in affirming responses to negative assertions, see (1). Kramer and Rawlins have called this phenomenon ‘negative neutralization’ (Kramer and Rawlins 2011), as the meaning of *yes* and *no* seems to be collapsed.

(1)  
A John doesn’t snore.  
B.i No, he doesn’t.  
B.ii Yes, he doesn’t.

However, experimental evidence suggests that there is a preference for *no* over *yes* in responses to negative assertions. Brasoveanu, Farkas and Roelofsen (2013) have shown that *no* is preferred over *yes* in affirming responses to negative assertions. Kramer and Rawlins (2012) have shown the same preferences for affirming responses to negative questions.

The German particles *ja* and *nein* also are complementary in responses to non-negative antecedents and they display an unclarity in responses to negative antecedents (see (2)). It is assumed that both *ja* and *nein* can be used in affirming responses to antecedents with sentential negation (Blühdorn 2012: 386). Unlike English, however, German has a third, specialized response particle, in addition to *ja* and *nein: doch*. This particle is used in responses to negative antecedents and indicates that a previous assertion is not true (see (2)).

*We thank Elisa Stein and Katharina Vnoucek for their assistance in collecting the data. This research is supported by DFG in the priority program XPrag.de.

1In some situations, *doch* can also be used in response to a non-negative assertion or question. For details, see Karagjosova (2006).
Up to now, there have not been any experimental studies investigating the German response particle system. There are several recent theoretical accounts of response particle systems, e.g. Holnberg (2013), Kramer and Rawlins (2012), Krifka (2013) and Roelofsen and Farkas (2015), two of which make predictions for preference patterns of the German response particles with competing analyses: Krifka’s (2013) anaphor account and Roelofsen & Farkas’ (2015) syntactic-semantic feature model. The present paper presents a series of experiments juxtaposing these two accounts.

2 Theoretical Background

2.1 Anaphor account (Krifka 2013)

Krifka argues that polarity particles are anaphors that refer back to salient propositions in the context. He proposes that ja targets a proposition and asserts it and nein targets a proposition and asserts its negation. Furthermore, Krifka argues that antecedents containing sentential negation introduce two propositional discourse referents (propDR): the negated proposition ($\neg p_{DR}$) and its non-negated counterpart ($p_{DR}$), see (3).

\[
\left[ \left[ \neg \right] \left[ \neg \right] \left[ p_{DR} \downarrow t_{Jim} \text{ doesn’t snore} \right] \text{snore(jim)} \right] = \neg \text{snore(jim)}
\]

Support for this assumption comes from other propositional anaphors, e.g. that. In response to a negative assertion like the one in (4), B can use that to refer to the negated (B.i) or the non-negated part (B.ii) of A’s utterance.

\[
\left[ \neg \text{[two plus two is five]} \right] \text{[two plus two is five]} \text{snore(jim)}
\]

Crucially, according to Krifka, the propDRs differ in saliency. In a neutral context (the default), the non-negated proposition is assumed to be salient because negated propositions are usually uttered in contexts where the non-negated proposition is under discussion and thus is salient already. Krifka suggests that speakers prefer reference to the salient propDR since salient discourse referents in general are targeted more readily by anaphors than non-salient discourse referents (e.g. Gundel et al. 1993). Thus, he predicts that for affirming responses to negative antecedents, nein should be preferred over ja as a default: nein targets the salient $p_{DR}$ and asserts its negation; ja targets the non-salient $\neg p_{DR}$ and asserts it. However, the preference pattern should differ from the default in contexts in which the $\neg p_{DR}$ (rather than $p_{DR}$) is salient, e.g. when the antecedent is preceded by a negative question as shown in Krifka’s example for English in (5).

\[
\text{A Which of the mountains on this list did Reinhold Messner not climb?} \\
\text{B Well.. he did not climb Cotopaxi in Ecuador.} \\
\text{A Yes./No. (Krifka 2013:14)}
\]
For (5) Krifka assumes that the negative question preceding the antecedent renders the $\bar{p}_{DR}$ salient. This should result in a preference for $ja$ over $nein$, because $ja$ targets the salient $\bar{p}_{DR}$ whereas $nein$ targets the non-salient $p_{DR}$.

For $doch$, i.e. the specialized particle for rejecting a negative antecedent, Krifka assumes that it comes with the presupposition that there are two salient propDRs and one is the negation of the other; $doch$ targets and asserts $p_{DR}$. When its presupposition is satisfied, $doch$ blocks the use of $yes$ which could also reject a negative antecedent by targeting and asserting $p_{DR}$.

To sum up, Krifka predicts that for affirming negated propositions in default contexts $nein$ is preferred over $ja$, due to the salience of $p_{DR}$ that $nein$ targets and negates. This pattern is predicted to be reversed in negative contexts. For rejecting responses to negative antecedents, Krifka predicts that $doch$ blocks $ja$, whereas $nein$ is not blocked by $doch$, although it is dispreferred.

### 2.2 Feature account (Roelofsen and Farkas 2015)

Roelofsen and Farkas (2015, henceforth R&F) propose a semantic-syntactic feature account, in which polarity particles encode absolute and relative polarity features. The particles head a polarity phrase and take a (possibly elided) response clause as an argument (e.g. $he$ does(n’t) in (7)). The absolute features, $[+]$ and $[-]$, pertain to the polarity of the response clause. $[+]$ presupposes that the response clause polarity is positive, $[-]$ presupposes that it is negative. The relative features, $[\text{agree}]$ and $[\text{reverse}]$, encode the relation between the response clause and its antecedent. $[\text{agree}]$ presupposes that the polarity of the response clause agrees with the polarity of the antecedent whereas $[\text{reverse}]$ presupposes that the response clause reverses the polarity of the antecedent.

For the English particles $yes$ and $no$, R&F propose the following realization potentials:

(6) Realization potential of English particles
   a. $[\text{agree}]$ and $[+]$ are realized by $yes$
   b. $[\text{reverse}]$ and $[-]$ are realized by $no$ (R&F 2015)

Thus, $[\text{agree},+]$ must be realized by $yes$ and $[\text{reverse},-]$ by $no$. These are the two complementary uses of $yes$ and $no$ in response to non-negative assertions. However, both particles are possible candidates in responding to a negative assertion, or in terms of R&F, for the realization of $[\text{agree},-]$ or $[\text{reverse},+]$. This is illustrated in (7).

(7) A John doesn’t snore.
   B.i Yes/No, he doesn’t.  $[\text{agree},-]$   B.ii Yes/No, he does.  $[\text{reverse},+]$

German is like English insofar as $ja$ can realize $[\text{agree}]$ and $[+]$, whereas $nein$ can realize $[\text{reverse}]$ and $[-]$, see (8). The specialized particle $doch$ realizes the feature combination $[\text{reverse},+]$.

(8) Realization potential of German particles
   a. $[\text{agree}]$ and $[+]$ are realized by $ja$
   b. $[\text{reverse}]$ and $[-]$ are realized by $nein$
   c. $[\text{reverse},+]$ is realized by $doch$

The polarity features differ regarding their markedness. R&F assume that the more marked a feature is, the higher its realization need. Of the absolute features, $[-]$ is more marked than $[+]$. Of the relative features, $[\text{reverse}]$ is more marked than $[\text{agree}]$. $[\text{agree}]$ and
[+] form a natural class, as do [REVERSE] and [−]; these classes correspond to the use of ja and nein in non-negative contexts. Furthermore, R&F note that [+] is contrastive when it co-occurs with [REVERSE]; this makes [REVERSE,+] which is realized by doch, a highly marked feature combination. Due to the higher realization need of marked particles, R&F predict that in affirming responses to negative assertions ([AGREE,−]), German speakers prefer nein over ja because nein realizes the marked feature [−] and ja the unmarked feature [AGREE]. For rejecting responses to negative assertions ([REVERSE,+]), R&F predict that only doch can be used. The availability of this specialized particle blocks both ja and nein.

Summarizing, R&F predict that in affirming negative antecedents nein is preferred over ja, due to the markedness of [−]. In rejecting negative antecedents R&F expect doch to be preferred over both ja and nein, due to the markedness of the feature combination it realizes. On this account, no effect of context is expected.

3 Experimental study

The goal of the present study was to gain insight into the preference patterns for German response particles. For affirming responses, Krifka predicts a default preference for nein over ja and a reversed preference pattern for contexts in which \( \bar{p}_{dr} \) is salient. In contrast, R&F predict a general preference for nein over ja without contextual modulation. For rejecting responses, Krifka predicts a preference for nein over ja, based on the assumption that ja is blocked due to the presence of doch in the system, whereas nein is not blocked but dispreferred. R&F predict no difference in (dis)preference as they assume that both ja and nein are blocked by doch. We tested these predictions in a series of acceptability-judgement experiments. Participants were presented with short dialogues, in which one speaker made a negative assertion, which the other responded to with a response particle. This response was rated by the participants. Every dialogue was introduced by a scene-setting passage in which the context was manipulated to render either \( p_{dr} \) or \( \bar{p}_{dr} \) salient, in order to reveal potential context effects.

3.1 Experiment 1

3.1.1 Method

Participants. 48 students of Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin participated in the experiment. All participants were native speakers of German. They received payment for their participation.

Materials. There were 48 experimental items and 16 fillers. The dialogues in the experimental items were preceded by a scene-setting passage, which introduced two interlocutors and specified the dialogue’s context, i.e. what the two interlocutors were talking about. The dialogue’s context was conveyed by an embedded question with either positive or negative polarity, intended to make \( p_{dr} \) or \( \bar{p}_{dr} \) salient. The dialogue consisted in a negative assertion and a response to it. The response comprised a ja or nein and a follow-up phrase, which made clear whether the antecedent assertion was rejected (positive response clause polarity) or affirmed (negative response clause polarity). Table 1 shows an example item, translated to English. The fillers were similar to the experimental items, apart from having a positive antecedent assertion. All negative versions of the context sentence, antecedent, and response clause contained the adverb noch (‘yet’). All positive versions contained the adverb schon (‘already’). To encourage the participants to read the scene-setting passages and dialogues carefully, each item was followed by a statement, which participants had to verify and which pertained to the content of the scene-setting passage or dialogue.
Table 1: Sample of the experimental items in Experiment 1, translated from German

Setting: A couple of weeks ago Hildegard and Ludwig asked their gardener to redesign the back garden of their holiday home. Now they are chatting about

Positive Context: salient $p_{OR}$ what the gardener has done already./
Negative Context: salient $\bar{p}_{OR}$ what the gardener hasn’t done yet.

Antecedent: The gardener hasn’t sown the lawn yet.
Rejecting response: Yes/No, he has sown the lawn already./
Affirming response: Yes/No, he hasn’t sown the lawn yet.

Design and Procedure. Experiment 1 had a 2x2x2 within-subject design with the factors CONTEXT POLARITY (positive/negative), RESPONSE PARTICLE (ja/nein), and RESPONSE CLAUSE POLARITY (positive/negative). The 48 experimental items were assigned to eight sets. Sets and conditions were counterbalanced across participants. Experimental and filler items were presented to the participants in six different orders. Participants had to rate the naturalness and suitability of the ja/nein-response with regard to the context and dialogue on a scale from 1 (‘very bad’) to 7 (‘very good’).

3.1.2 Results and Discussion

All analyses reported in this paper were conducted by linear mixed-effects modelling with backward model selection. The final model for the data of Experiment 1 included a random intercept for participants and a random participant slope of RESPONSE POLARITY, RESPONSE PARTICLE, and their interaction. It indicated significant effects of CONTEXT ($b=0.20$, $SE=0.04$, $t=4.65$), of RESPONSE POLARITY ($b=1.72$, $SE=0.17$, $t=9.96$), and of RESPONSE PARTICLE ($b=-0.97$, $SE=0.18$, $t=-5.49$). These effects were qualified by significant interactions of CONTEXT with RESPONSE POLARITY ($b=0.30$, $SE=0.08$, $t=3.42$), and of RESPONSE POLARITY with RESPONSE PARTICLE ($b=1.72$, $SE=0.04$, $t=4.65$). To unpack the interactions separate analyses for the two RESPONSE POLARITY conditions were conducted. The model for the ‘positive response clause’ conditions (i.e. rejecting responses) did not reveal a significant effect of CONTEXT ($b=0.05$, $SE=0.06$, $t=0.92$). The effect of RESPONSE PARTICLE was significant ($b=-3.23$, $SE=0.30$, $t=-10.70$). As displayed in Table 2, ja received lower ratings than nein. The model for the ‘negative response clause’ conditions (i.e. affirming responses) indicated a significant effect of CONTEXT ($b=0.34$, $SE=0.06$, $t=5.44$); ratings were lower in the ‘positive context’ conditions than in the ‘negative context’ conditions (see Table 2). Moreover, there was a significant effect of RESPONSE PARTICLE ($b=1.29$, $SE=0.30$, $t=4.34$) with higher ratings for ja than for nein (see Table 2).

Table 2: Mean Ratings in Experiment 1 (rating scale from 1 (‘very bad’) to 7 (‘very good’))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response Polarity</th>
<th>Positive Context</th>
<th>Negative Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ja</td>
<td>nein</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positive (rejecting)</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>5.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative (affirming)</td>
<td>5.91</td>
<td>4.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The 95% CIs are within-subject confidence intervals (Mason and Loftus 2003) associated with the particle effect in the respective context and response polarity condition.
The results for rejecting responses, with low ratings for *ja* and significantly higher ratings for *nein*, suggest that only *ja* but not *nein* is blocked by *doch*. A further experiment, including *doch* as an additional level of the factor RESPONSE PARTICLE, yielded significantly higher ratings for *doch* ($M=6.76$) compared with *nein* ($M=3.84$) and *ja* ($M=1.81$), and replicated the significant difference between *nein* and *ja*, thereby suggesting that the finding of Experiment 1 did not rest upon the absence of *doch* in the experimental situation. The results for affirming responses were neither consistent with Krifka’s predictions nor with those by R&F. Against both accounts, the ratings indicate an overall preference for *ja* over *nein* rather than for *nein* over *ja*, and against Krifka’s account, the preference pattern was not modulated by the context manipulation.

### 3.2 Experiment 2

Experiment 2 investigated if the unpredicted results found for the affirming conditions of Experiment 1 could be replicated for bare particle responses.

#### 3.2.1 Method

**Participants.** 26 students of Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin participated in this experiment. The data of two participants were excluded from analysis as they did not perform significantly better than chance in the verification task or did not follow the instructions. As in Experiment 1, participants received a payment for participating.

**Materials.** The responses in Experiment 2 consisted of bare particles only. To make clear whether a bare *ja* or *nein* should be taken as an affirming response, the items contained information on the knowledge of the answering person in the scene-setting passage. For the experimental items, this information indicated that the knowledge of the second person was consistent with the negative utterance by the first person. For the example item of Experiment 1, shown in Table 1, the additional information in Experiment 2 would be *In the morning, Ludwig ran into the gardener, who told him that he can only sow the lawn in a couple of days, due to the weather*. A further modification of the material was motivated by the overall lower ratings in the ‘positive context’ conditions for the affirming responses in Experiment 1, which may suggest that the dialogues in the ‘positive context’ conditions were generally perceived as less coherent. In Experiment 2, the positive context (which had been intended to induce a salient *p$_{da}$*) was replaced with a ‘neutral’ context (e.g. for the sample item of Experiment 1: *They are talking about the gardener and the redesigning of their garden*), in which the *p$_{da}$* was assumed to be salient by default. In total, the materials comprised 24 experimental items and 40 fillers. Sixteen fillers had a positive antecedent. The remaining 24 fillers had a negative antecedent followed by a rejecting response.

**Design & Procedure.** Experiment 1 employed a 2x2 within-subject design, with the factors CONTEXT (neutral/negative) and RESPONSE PARTICLE (*ja/nein*). The procedure was the same as in Experiment 1.

#### 3.2.2 Results and Discussion

The final model for the data of Experiment 2 included a random intercept for participants and a random participant slope of RESPONSE PARTICLE. It revealed a significant effect of RESPONSE PARTICLE ($b=1.67$, $SE=0.48$, $t=3.45$). As Table 3 shows, *ja* received higher ratings than *nein*. Model comparison neither yielded a better fit for a model including the factor CONTEXT nor for a model including the interaction of RESPONSE PARTICLE and CONTEXT.

The results replicate the unexpected finding for the affirming responses of Experiment 1 and extend it to bare particles. Inconsistent with both R&F and Krifka, the ratings obtained in Experiment 2 suggest that bare *ja* is preferred over bare *nein* without contextual modulation.
Table 3: Mean Ratings in Experiment 2 (rating scale from 1 ('very bad') to 7 ('very good'))

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neutral Context</th>
<th>Negative Context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ja</strong></td>
<td><strong>nein</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>4.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. The 95% CIs are within-subject confidence intervals (Mason and Loftus 2003) associated with the particle effect in the respective context condition.

4 General Discussion

Our study aimed at investigating preference patterns for the German particles *ja* and *nein* in responses to negative assertions. For rejecting responses, the results from two experiments (Experiment 1 and the additional experiment including *doch*) indicate that *nein* is preferred over *ja*, suggesting that *ja* but not *nein* is blocked by *doch*. For affirming responses, the results of Experiment 1 and 2 revealed an overall preference of *ja* over *nein* without contextual modulation. This finding is inconsistent with the predictions of both Krifka and R&F.

However, a closer data inspection, i.e. comparing each participants mean rating for *ja* with the mean rating for *nein*, revealed differences among participants. A majority of approximately 70% of the participants of Experiment 1 and 2 showed the unpredicted pattern of a higher mean rating for *ja* compared with *nein*. Approximately 30% of the participants displayed a different pattern, with a higher mean rating for *nein* compared with *ja* for all but one participants in this subgroup. The two figures below illustrate the individual differences between the ratings for *ja* and *nein*; they show the difference score per participant (calculated by subtracting the mean rating in the *nein* condition from the mean rating in the *ja* condition after z-value transformation per participant). A positive difference score indicates a higher mean rating for *ja* compared with *nein* and a negative difference score indicates the reverse pattern.

As can be seen from Figures 1 and 2, both the positive and negative difference scores have some variability. Yet, most of the participants have a fairly large difference score, indicating that they have a clear preference for either *ja* or *nein*. Thus, these participants fall into two subgroups: a *ja*-group and a *nein*-group. Remarkably, the two groups also differ in the ratings

\[\text{Difference score} = \text{Mean rating in the *ja* condition} - \text{Mean rating in the *nein* condition}\]

For some participants, the difference score was close to (or equal to) zero. This could reflect a lack of a pronounced preference for either of the two response particles. However, it should be kept in mind that the difference scores result from acceptability judgments rather than from production data. When judging acceptability, participants might allow for variation that they are used to in commonplace conversational settings, like other speakers having different preferences. Hence, the difference scores obtained with the present method may underestimate preference strength. Indeed, in a pilot production study, each participant showed a clear preference, with the majority preferring *ja* and a notable minority preferring *nein* in affirming responses to negative antecedents, similar to the main finding of the present experiments.
for *nein* as a rejecting response. Overall, participants with a preference for *ja* as an affirming response rated rejecting responses with *nein* higher than did participants with a preference for *nein* as an affirming response ($M = 5.00$ vs $3.47$), with the difference being especially pronounced with bare particles ($M = 4.49$ vs $2.01$). This suggests that *nein* may be a suitable alternative to *doch* for the *ja*-group but not for the *nein*-group.

In the following, we will discuss how the two groups can be accounted for in the frameworks of R&F and Krifka.

**Accounting for the two groups in R&F’s framework.** One obvious way to account for the two groups in the framework of R&F it is to assume that the *ja*-group and *nein*-group differ in the feature realization potential of *ja* and *nein*. The *ja*-group prefers *ja* over *nein* in affirming responses to negated antecedents. Participants in this group seem to apply a truth-based response strategy (Jones 1999), with *ja* signaling the truth and *nein* the falsity of the antecedent. This could be captured by the two relative polarity features \[\text{agree}\] and \[\text{reverse}\]. Thus, in the *ja*-group *ja* realizes \[\text{agree}\] and *nein* realizes \[\text{reverse}\] (see Table 4). In contrast, participants in the *nein*-group have a preference of *nein* over *ja* in affirming responses to negated antecedents. The *nein*-group seems to apply a polarity-based strategy (Jones 1999), with *ja* signaling that the response clause has positive polarity and *nein* signaling a negative response clause polarity. Hence, in the *nein*-group *ja* realizes the absolute polarity feature \[+\] and *nein* realizes \[-\] (see Table 4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th><em>ja</em>-group</th>
<th><em>nein</em>-group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>ja</em></td>
<td>[\text{agree}]</td>
<td>[+]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>nein</em></td>
<td>[\text{reverse}]</td>
<td>[-]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>doch</em></td>
<td>[\text{reverse,+}]</td>
<td>[\text{reverse,+}]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the presence of a third form, the specialized particle *doch*, the response systems for the two groups can neither be purely truth-based nor polarity-based. Thus, for both groups *doch* realizes the feature combination \[\text{reverse,+}\]. However, there is a general issue with this account. Upon closer scrutiny, it turns out that the absolute polarity features are problematic because they only impose a presupposition on the polarity of the response clause, but not its meaning: roughly, the response clause must denote a proposition that is 'highlighted', i.e. a propositional discourse referent being introduced by a preceding utterance (R&F). This means that there is no restriction on the meaning of the response clause in the case of absolute polarity features. Hence, a bare *no* in response to a positive assertion like *Jim snores* could be taken to mean e.g. *No, Mary doesn't know*, if the proposition *Mary doesn't know* was part of the context.

To fix this problem, one could define the absolute polarity features with an additional condition such that the proposition $p$ denoted by the response clause must either be the complement of, or semantically identical to a salient proposition $q$ in the context. Yet, such a step would render the absolute polarity features relative.

**Accounting for the two groups in Krifka’s framework.** Recall that the core of Krifka’s proposal is that negated propositions introduce two propDRs in the discourse: $p_{\text{for}}$ and $p_{\text{for}}$. Furthermore, *ja* asserts the propDR it targets and *nein* asserts the negation of the propDR it targets. In this framework, the two groups can be accounted for by assuming that they differ in which propDR *ja* and *nein* target in the case of a negative antecedent, i.e. when both the $p_{\text{for}}$ and $p_{\text{for}}$ are available: we propose that the *ja*-group prefers $p_{\text{for}}$, whereas for the *nein*-group both $p_{\text{for}}$ and $p_{\text{for}}$ are equally good candidates. The difference to Krifka’s original proposal is
that there is no default preference to target $p_{\text{DR}}$ and no context modulation.

**Ja-group.** For the *ja*-group, we assume that $p_{\text{DR}}$ is more salient than $\bar{p}_{\text{DR}}$. This may be due to $\bar{p}_{\text{DR}}$ being introduced by a non-embedded constituent, whereas $p_{\text{DR}}$ is introduced by an embedded constituent. Evidence for acceptability differences between embedded and non-embedded material stems from a study by Gordon et al. (1999). This study indicates that after processing utterances like the one in (9), the DR of *Bill’s aunt* is more easily accessible than the DR of *Bill*.\(^3\)

(9) Bill’s aunt owns a lake house.

As a result of the preference for targeting $p_{\text{DR}}$, the particle *ja* unambiguously asserts $p_{\text{DR}}$ and *nein* asserts the negation of $p_{\text{DR}}$, see Table 5. We will deal with the use of *doch* after discussing the *nein*-group.

Table 5: Meaning of the response particles for negative antecedents in the *ja*-group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Presupposition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>ja</em></td>
<td>$\bar{p}_{\text{DR}}$</td>
<td>$\bar{p}_{\text{DR}}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>nein</em></td>
<td>$p_{\text{DR}}$</td>
<td>$\neg p_{\text{DR}}$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>doch</em></td>
<td>$p_{\text{DR}}$</td>
<td>$\neg p_{\text{DR}}$</td>
<td>$p_{\text{DR}}$ is available</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Nein-group.** For this group, we assume that both available propDRs, $p_{\text{DR}}$ and $\bar{p}_{\text{DR}}$, do not differ in saliency. As a consequence, the use of *ja* in responses to negative assertions is ambiguous, because it can target and assert both $p_{\text{DR}}$ and $\bar{p}_{\text{DR}}$. We suggest that the *nein*-group therefore avoids the use of *ja*, see Table 6. As for *nein*, its use would in principle be ambiguous as well: *nein* can assert either the negation of $p_{\text{DR}}$ or of $\bar{p}_{\text{DR}}$. However, these two options are cognitively asymmetrical, since the latter one involves double negation. Therefore, we assume that speakers of the *nein*-group prefer targeting $p_{\text{DR}}$, as shown in Table 6.

Table 6: Meaning of the response particles for negative antecedents in the *nein*-group

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Particle</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
<th>Presupposition</th>
<th>Use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>ja</em></td>
<td>$p_{\text{DR}}$</td>
<td>$p_{\text{DR}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>Avoid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>nein</em></td>
<td>$p_{\text{DR}}$</td>
<td>$\neg p_{\text{DR}}$</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>doch</em></td>
<td>$p_{\text{DR}}$</td>
<td>$\neg p_{\text{DR}}$</td>
<td>$p_{\text{DR}}$ is available</td>
<td>Avoid</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Regarding the meaning of *doch*, we assume that the two groups do not differ. We propose that *doch* targets $\bar{p}_{\text{DR}}$ and asserts its negation; thus, *doch* presupposes that $\bar{p}_{\text{DR}}$ is available. For rejecting negated propositions, *doch* is favored over other particles with the same meaning, due to Maximize Presupposition (Heim 1991). Thus, for the *ja*-group *nein* is dispreferred to *doch*, in rejecting responses to negative antecedents. However, as our findings suggest, speakers from this group judge *nein* as quite acceptable in such conditions.

**Conclusion.** The main result of our experimental study is the finding of two subgroups of participants, differing in the preference patterns for the German response particles *ja* and *nein* as confirming responses to negative assertions. To account for the two groups we discussed

\(^3\)We thank Massimo Poesio for pointing out this reference.
possible modifications of the R&F and Krifka frameworks. Regarding the R&F framework, there is a theory-internal issue with the notion of absolute polarity features, as outlined before. As for the Krifka framework, it is an empirical task to evaluate the validity of the modified assumptions on saliency, that are proposed in this paper.
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Abstract
I will outline a novel ‘predicativist’ semantics of modals in natural language, by focusing not on possible worlds and quantifiers ranging over them, but on what I will call modal objects and their satisfaction conditions.

1 The standard view and the predicativist view of modals

On the standard view, modal expressions, modal verbs and adjectives, act semantically as quantifiers ranging over a (contextually restricted) set of possible worlds. Modals of necessity on the standard view represent universal quantifiers ranging over worlds, whereas modals of possibility represent existential quantifiers ranging over world. Thus the logical forms of (1a) and (1b) will be as in (2a) and (2b) respective:

(1) a. John may leave.
   b. ∃w (w ∈ f(w_o) & [John leave]w = true)
(2) a. John must leave.
   b. ∀w (w ∈ f(w_o) → [John leave]w = true)

Following Kratzer(1977), the different readings of modal expressions (dentic, epistemic circumstantial etc) are generally accounted for by restricting the set of worlds to a contextually given modal base and ordering source. For motivating the present approach to modals, it is first useful to take into consideration not just modal auxiliaries such as may and must, but the full range of modal predicates in English:

(3) a. might, may, must, should (modal auxiliaries)
   b. ought to, need to, have to (modal verbs)
   c. is possible that, is necessary that, is able to, is capable of (modal adjectives)

There are two semantic issues regarding modal predicates that the standard account does not address, but that bear on the present approach:

[1] What do nominalizations of modal predicates describe?
[2] What if any is the Davidsonian (event) argument of modal predicates?
The present view is that the answers to 1 and 2 will shed light on the semantics of modal verbs and motivate the view that modals are predicates of ‘modal objects’, the Davidsonian arguments of modal predicates.

What are modal objects? Modal objects are the sorts of entities we would refer to with nominalizations of modal predicates, that is, entities we refer to as an ‘obligation’ as a ‘permission’, as a possibility’, a ‘necessity’ and ‘an ability’. Some modal verbs, in particular modal auxiliaries do not come with nominalizations that could serve to refer to modal objects. Nonetheless they will involve modal objects in their semantics. I take modal objects to be the implicit, Davidsonian arguments of modal predicates. Modal objects as implicit argument of modal predicates are the things adverbials are predicated of. However, modal objects are not events or states. They differ in their properties from the latter, in particular in being able to in having satisfaction conditions and thus satisfiers (or violators).\footnote{The ability of modal objects to have satisfaction conditions is reflected in natural in the by-locution, as below:}

A modal of possibility as in (5a) leads to the very same logical form, namely as in (5c), which is also roughly, the logical form of (5b):

(5) a. John is permitted to leave.
    b. John has a permission to leave.
    c. \[is permitted(d, John) \& [John to leave](d)]

In fact, there are even syntactic arguments in favor of the logical form in (4c) and in (5c). Thus, Harves / Kayne (2012) argue that the sentence (14a) is derived from (14b), with the noun need being prior in the linguistic derivation to the verb need.

The logical form of modal sentences with modal auxiliaries will similarly be as below:

(6) a. John must help.
    b. \[must(e) \& [John help](e)]

\footnote{The ability of modal objects to have satisfaction conditions is reflected in natural in the by-locution, as below:}

(1) a. John’s need was fulfilled by having X be done.
    b. The obligation was met by doing X.
2 Truthmaker semantics for modals

How can clauses act predicates of modal objects? On the present view they do so by specifying the
truthmaker and falsifiers or better satisfiers and violators of the modal object in roughly the sense Kit
Fine’s (2012, 2014, to appear) truthmaker semantics. Central on Fine truthmaker semantics is the notion
of exact truthmaking or satisfaction, which, for Fine, holds between an action or situation and a sentence
S iff s is wholly relevant for the truth of S. I will apply the notion of exact truthmaking/satisfaction also
to modal objects (as well as cognitive and illocutionary products). Thus, satisfiers of a modal object are
situations or actions fulfilling or complying with the condition associated with the modal object, and as
such they should be exact satisfiers of the modal object, in the sense of Fine’s exact truthmaking relation.
Violators of modal objects are situations or actions incompatible with or contravening the condition
associated with the modal object. Thus, John’s obligation to help has as satisfiers actions of John helping
and as violators actions of refraining to help. What distinguishes John’s obligation to leave from John’s
permission to leave is that the former has satisfiers and violators, whereas the latter has only satisfiers,
namely actions of John of leaving. That is, permission only enable things, but do not exclude anything,
whereas obligations enable some things and exclude others. The difference between modal predicates of
necessity and of possibility thus is not traced to a difference in logical form, as universal and existential
quantification over worlds, as on the standard view. Rather it consists entirely in a difference in the
satisfaction conditions of the two sorts of modal objects, that is, in the nature of the two sorts of modal
objects themselves.

Not only modal objects have satisfiers and violators, also attitudinal objects may and that can account
for relevant semantic connections between attitude verbs and modal verbs. Thus, a modal object of obligation that results from an act of requesting may share its satisfiers with the request, the illocutionary product resulting from the act of requesting.

On Fine’s (2012, 2014, to appear) truthmaker semantics, a sentence S has as its meaning a pair
consisting of a set of (exact) truthmakers (situations or actions wholly relevant for the truth of S) and a set
of exact falsemakers (or violators). The exact truth making relation applies to more complex sentences
as below, which are fairly standard:

(8) a. $s \models [P \land Q]$ iff for some $s'$ and $s''$, $s = \text{sum}(s', s'')$ and $s' \models P$ and $s'' \models Q$.
    b. $s \models [P \lor Q]$ iff $s \models P$ or $s \models Q$
    c. $s \models \exists x S$ iff $s \models S [x/t]$ for some term t

What is new on Fine’s truthmaker semantics is the relation of (exact) falsemaking $\Downarrow (s \models S$: S is false in
virtue of s). The falsemaking relation is involved in the truthmaking condition on negative sentences:

(9) $s \models \text{not } S$ iff $s \Downarrow S$.

That is, a situation s is an exact truthmaker of not S in case s is a falsemaker of S.

Imperatives have as their meaning a pair consisting of a set of actions complying with the imperative
and a set of actions contravening the imperative (Fine, to appear).

On the present approach, the relation of exact satisfaction and violation will also be a relation
between situations or actions and modal objects. Modal objects of necessity and modal objects of possibility differ
in whether they have violators. Modal objects of necessity have both satisfiers and violators, but modal
objects of possibility have only satisfiers and lack violators. An obligation can be satisfied by actions and
it can be violated by actions. By contrast, a permission, an invitation, or an offer only sets up options:
actions of satisfying or ‘taking up’ the permission, invitation, or offer. The predicative denotation of a

clausal subject or complement (or a prejacent) $S$ can then be given as a property of (modal) objects $\text{pred}([S])$, as below, where $\text{pos}(S)$ is the set of verifiers of $S$ and $\text{neg}(S)$ the set of falsifiers of $S$:

$$(10) \quad \text{pred}([S]) = \lambda d[\forall s(s \rightarrow d \rightarrow s \in \text{pos}(S)) \land \forall s(s \rightarrow d \rightarrow s \in \text{neg}(S))]$$

That is, the predicative denotation of a sentence $S$ is the property that holds of a modal object $d$ just in case all exact satisfiers of $d$ are exact truthmakers of $S$ and all exact violators of $d$ are exact falsemakers of $S$. (10) is suited to characterize both modal objects of necessity (the second conjuncts applying non-vacuously) and modal objects of possibility (the second conjunct applying vacuously).

The duality of modals of necessity and of possibility ($\text{must } \neg S \iff \neg \text{may } S$) is straightforwardly accounted for once the existential quantifiers in the logical form of modal sentences are allowed to quantify over a contextually highly restricted domain. A modal product whose satisfiers make $S$ false and whose violators make $S$ true is not a modal product that has only satisfiers that make $S$ true, and vice versa. Suppose the domain contains just one relevant modal object, the obligation for John to help. Then John is obliged to help implies John is not permitted not to help because the modal object of obligation just is not a modal object that has only satisfiers, namely actions of John’s not helping. Similarly, if there is just one relevant modal object of the permission for John to leave the house, John is allowed to leave the house implies John is not obliged not to leave the house because then the modal object of John’s permission is not a modal object that has as satisfiers actions of not leaving the house and as violators actions of leaving the house. The contextual restriction also takes care of Kratzer’s (1977) insight that modals generally have a highly context-dependent interpretation.

The predicativist account applies particularly well to deontic modals, since we have a good sense of obligations and permissions as objects having particular sorts of satisfiers and violators. But of course the predicativist account is meant to apply to all modals. Application to other modalities. Going through the various sorts of (readings) of modals must await other occasions. Here I just give some indications of how the account extends. First, the account has a plausible application to ability modals:

$$(11) \quad \text{John is able to / can walk.}$$

Abilities are modal objects, though not modal products, the products of illocutionary ir cognitive acts. There is a good intuitive sense in which of an ability has what should take the role of satisfiers, namely its physical manifestations. Abilities are like permissions and not like obligations in that they only have satisfiers and not violators.

The account should also extend to epistemic modals, though the modal objects here are somewhat less straightforward. It appears there may be a variety of ways of introducing modal objects for epistemic modals. For example, a modal object for epistemic must maybe ‘generated’ by a piece of evidence and assigned situations supported by the evidence as satisfiers and situations excluded by the evidence as falsifiers. The same piece of evidence may alternatively generate a modal object of possibility, an object assigned only satisfiers, situations supported by the evidence. Instead of a particular piece of evidence, a set of accepted facts or the ‘common ground’ may generate modals objects in that way.

Epistemic modal verbs have approximatively the following analysis:

$$(12) \quad \text{a. John must be at home.}$$
$$\quad \text{b. } \lambda e[\exists d (dRe & \text{must}(d) \land [\text{John be at home}](d))]$$

Here $e$ is meant to be the speech event, and $R$ a relation of ‘close connection’

### 3 Connections between modals and propositional attitudes
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As mentioned, not only modal objects have satisfiers and possibly violators, also attitudinal objects may do so. Thus requests have satisfiers and violators and invitations have only satisfiers. (13a) and (13b) will then have the same logical form, as in (14a) and in (14b) respectively, based on the predicative meaning of the complement clause in (14c):

\( \exists e ( \text{ask}(e, \text{John}, \text{Mary}) \& [ \text{Mary come}(\text{product}(e))] ) \)

\( \exists e ( \text{invite}(e, \text{John}, \text{Mary}) \& [ \text{Mary come}(\text{product}(e))] ) \)

\( [\text{Mary come}_{\text{emb}}] = \lambda d[\forall s (d \rightarrow s \in \text{pos}(\text{Mary come})) \& \forall s (d \rightarrow s \in \text{neg}(\text{Mary come}))] \)

Moreover modal objects may share their satisfiers and possibly violators with attitudinal objects. In general, the modal product that may result from an illocutionary act shares its satisfiers and possibly verifiers with the illocutionary product resulting from that very same act. Thus sharing of satisfaction conditions explains the validity of the inferences below, on a suitable reading of must and may:

15. a. John asked Mary to leave.
   Mary must leave.

b. John offered Mary to take an apple.
   Mary may take an apple.

Modal products, though, differ in nature from the corresponding illocutionary products. Illocutionary products can generally not endure past the time of the illocutionary act, but modal products can. This is reflected in the choice of tense with modal products, as opposed to illocutionary products as below:

   b. (Today) John’s obligation is to help.
   c. John’s promise was / ??? is to help.

The illocutionary product that is the product of John’s act of promising will not last beyond the act of promising, but the resulting modal product, the obligation will. The illocutionary act produces both a (non-enduring) illocutionary product and an (enduring) modal object, and the illocutionary product and the modal object share exactly the same satisfiers (and violators).

The nouns permission and offer are actually ambiguous between describing illocutionary products and describing modal products, the latter being their meaning in the sentences below:

16. d. John still has the permission to use the house.
   e. The offer still stands.

The fact that modal objects may be the result of illocutionary acts explains certain cases of modal concord or ‘harmonic’ modals, as below:

17. a. John requested that Mary should leave.
   b. John offered Mary that she could use the house.

The occurrence of the modal in such sentences is best seen as a performative use of a modal in an embedded context. In independent sentences, performative uses of modals as in (18a) and (19a) lead to statements roughly equivalent to the use of sentences with a performative use of an illocutionary verb – one of request as in (18b) with a modal of necessity and one of offer as in (19b), the two of which correspond to the two uses of the imperative, as in (18c) and (19c):

18. a. You must leave.
Independent sentences within the present view are considered predicates of illocutionary products or modal products produced by the illocutionary acts performed by uttering the sentence. An imperative will thus denote the property $\lambda d[(\text{leave}')(d)]$, to be predicated of the illocutionary product meant to be produced by the utterance of the sentence. This then allows the analysis of performatives as in (18a) and (19a) as roughly in (20a) and (21a), and similarly of the performative modals in (18b, 19b) as in (20b) and (21b):

\begin{align*}
(20) & \text{a. } \lambda e[\text{ask}(e, \text{speaker}) & \& [(\text{addressee}) \text{ leave}][\text{product}(e)]] \\
& \text{b. } \lambda d[\text{must}(d) & \& [(\text{addressee}) \text{ leave}][d]]
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
(21) & \text{a. } \lambda e[\text{offer}(e, s) & \& [(\text{addressee}) \text{ take an apple}][\text{product}(e)]] \\
& \text{b. } \lambda d[\text{may}(d) & \& [(\text{addressee}) \text{ take an apple}][d]]
\end{align*}

Harmonic modals such as should in (17a) will then contribute to the meaning of the embedded sentence as below:

\begin{align*}
(22) & \text{[that Mary should leave]} = \lambda d[\text{should}(d) & \& [\text{Mary leave}][d]]
\end{align*}

There will be two interpretations of illocutionary act reports. One of them involves predicating the clausal complement of the illocutionary product of the described illocutionary act, the Davidsonian event argument of request. The other involves predicating the clausal complement of the modal product of the illocutionary act that is the Davidsonian event argument. The latter is of course the one relevant for harmonic modals as in (17a), as in the analysis below:

\begin{align*}
(23) & \exists e(\text{request}(e, \text{John}) & \& [\text{that Mary should leave}][\text{modal-product}(e)])
\end{align*}

The very same account is applicable to harmonic modals of possibility such as could in (17b). The predicativist account also has a nice application to modal concord, as below:

\begin{align*}
(24) & \text{a. John could possibly have missed the train.} \\
& \text{b. John must obligatorily fill out the form.} \\
& \text{c. John may optionally fill out the back of the form.}
\end{align*}

On the present view, modal adverbs just like modal verbs act as predicates of modal objects. Then (24b), on the modal concord reading, involve simple predication of two modal predicates of the same modal object, as below:

\begin{align*}
(25) & \exists d(\text{must}(d) & \& \text{obligatorily}(d) & \& [\text{John fill out the form}][d])
\end{align*}

Of course there is in principle another reading available, on which the modal adverb and the modal verb each introduce an existential quantifier ranging over modal objects.

The account immediately explains a constraint on modal concord, namely that the two modals be of the same sort (both need to be modals of necessity or modals of possibilities):

\begin{align*}
(26) & \text{a. ??? John must possibly have missed the plane.} \\
& \text{b. ??? John may obligatorily fill out the form.}
\end{align*}
This constraint does not come out on the one alternative semantic account of modal concord offered in the literature within the standard view, namely according to which the two modals apply to the same modal base (Anand, P. / A. Brasoveanu 2010).
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Abstract
The notion of name-bearing, and its relation to the use of proper names to refer to individuals, has long remained mysterious in linguistics. In the present paper, I provide a novel semantics for proper names as variable expressions that enforce restrictions on their syntactic indexation, in order to give a precise model-theoretic definition of name-bearing that explicitly depends on the notion of reference to individuals using proper names.

1 Introduction
Semantic accounts of proper names traditionally propose that all literal, linguistically appropriate uses of a proper name to refer to an individual require that the individual bear the name. As Bach ([1]: 371) puts it:

Socrates is called ‘Socrates’ because he has the property of bearing the name ‘Socrates.’
He is called ‘Socrates’ because that’s his name.

This sounds trivial, but it harbors substantial theoretical commitments. Bach’s dictum involves two distinct but related claims: first, that there is a name-bearing relation that holds between a name and an individual, and second, that this relation allows uses of that name to refer to that individual. The former is taken to be a necessary condition on the latter, and since the ability to refer to an individual using a name depends on the name-bearing relation, but not vice-versa, it must be possible to characterize name-bearing independently of reference using a name (see also [6]).

The consensus on this issue in the literature cuts across otherwise disparate approaches to the semantics of proper names. Appeals to name-bearing relations established independently of reference are made at the level of predicative content, when names are treated either as predicates ([2], [5], [15], [19]) or as definite descriptions ([1], [6], [12], [14]); at the level either of indexical character ([17], [20]) or semantic use conditions ([18]), when they are treated as indexicals; and supplementarily in many referentialist approaches, which propose that proper names come to be associated with their conventional referents via procedures establishing name-bearing relations, and that they refer in particular utterances via causal chains of communication tracing back to these procedures ([13]).

Gray ([7]) has recently challenged this picture on both empirical and conceptual grounds. Empirically, he notes that many name-bearing relations are established as a result of speakers’ referential habits, rather than vice-versa — these include cases of so-called reference transfer, like Evans’ ([4]) famed example of ‘Madagascar’ coming to refer to an island off the coast of Africa rather than a portion of the continent’s mainland. Conceptually, he casts doubt on the claim that the notion of name-bearing can be characterized independently of capacity for

1Outside this generalization lie older approaches to proper names that have not traditionally been taken up by linguists, such as classical descriptivism and the use of Quinean artificial name-predicates.
reference to begin with: to bear a name itself substantially consists in being able to be referred to using that name. The present proposal is an exercise in formally implementing the spirit of this claim. It is in virtue of a name being able to refer to an individual that the individual bears the name. So Bach’s dictum is inverted: His name is ‘Socrates’ because that’s what he’s called. My goal is to provide a precise model-theoretic account on these terms of what it means for an individual to bear a name. Because name-bearing is so closely bound to the semantic properties of proper names themselves, this requires a novel account of the semantics of proper names out of which the notion of name-bearing naturally falls.

In broad outline, the proposal is as follows. In line with a standard Kripkean referentialist semantics, proper names are rigidly designating referential expressions of extensional semantic type $e$. But in contrast with the traditional Millian view, proper names are formally not constant expressions, but variable expressions, as proposed by Cumming ([3]). Their semantic value is a function, often non-constant, from variable assignments to individuals, such that a proper name’s referent in a given context is relative (i) to a contextually supplied assignment function, and (ii) to a syntactic referential index. In addition to this basic variabilist framework, the present account proposes two innovations. First, proper names enforce restrictions on which referential indices they can be tagged with: the interpretation function is defined on proper names only when the name is indexed with some member of a proper subset of the set of all possible indices. Second, the set of assignment functions available for interpreting expressions in a language does not necessarily include all formally definable functions from indices to individuals: rather, it includes only an (almost always proper) subset of these.

While the basic variabilist framework provides the core semantic contribution of proper names, these two proposed innovations work in tandem to characterize name-bearing. For example, suppose that the proper name ‘John’ can only be interpreted when it is syntactically indexed in a certain way, and call the indices that ‘John’ permits in this way, ‘John-indices.’ Further suppose that the assignment functions available in the language are a proper subset of all those that are formally definable. Then there might be, or might not be, available assignments that map John-indices to a certain individual. If there are, then that individual is named ‘John,’ and if not, then it isn’t. In other words, given the restrictions that proper names have on the way they can be indexed, which individuals are named what is a function of which assignments are available in the language. An individual bears a name just in case for every index allowed by that name, there exists some assignment that maps that index to that individual. And this in turn happens only if that individual can be referred to using that name, since the individual that the index maps to is a possible referent of the name in some context. Thus, name-bearing depends on the capacity for a proper name to refer to an individual.

This approach allows for a formally definable notion of name-bearing, which until now has remained a black box in linguistics, with almost all authors taking the notion for granted, and at least one prominent attempt to explicate the notion explicitly despairing of giving a unified account of it ([6]). It also yields a robust way to characterize the semantics of different kinds of proper names. The class of proper names is not semantically uniform, as has been previously assumed, and the present approach allows the different kinds of proper names to be characterized in terms of the different kinds of syntactic indices that they permit. At the same time, it allows the class as a whole to be unified under a general characterization of what a proper name is — and this characterization is inherently tied to the notion of name-bearing described here. Section 2 fleshes out and expands the empirical domain of proper names; section

\[\text{The present account is however hugely different from, even incompatible with, Gray's own. Gray assumes that proper names are predicates, and I believe there is strong morphosyntactic evidence to the contrary; the issue outruns the scope of this paper.}\]
3 provides a semantics of proper names and nam-bearing; section 4 briefly concludes.

2 Three kinds of proper names

As mentioned above, the class of proper names is not semantically uniform. I will introduce three distinct kinds of proper names here, though I do not intend this list to be exhaustive.³

First, a distinction must be drawn between shared names and unique names. The intuitive difference between these two is clear enough: shared names exist in a kind of linguistic reservoir, with the understanding that they can be used for any number of individuals, while unique names are tied to a single referent. Shared and unique names are not randomly distributed, but systematically occupy different sections of the lexicon. For example, personal names, both given and familial, tend to be shared (‘John,’ ‘Smith’), while calendrical names, (‘Thanksgiving,’ ‘Tuesday’) location names (‘Spain’), names of institutions (‘The University of Chicago’), and titles of works (‘War and Peace’) tend to be unique.⁴

But beyond this superficial observation, shared and unique names are also semantically distinct. Different sorts of semantic competence are required in order to master the use of shared names versus unique names. It is possible to be fully semantically competent with a shared name without knowing of any particular individuals at all that bear the name. A learner of English knows all there is to know about the semantics of ‘John’ upon learning that it is a masculine shared name, so long as the learner is competent with shared names generally: it is a matter of indifference to the learner’s competence whether he or she knows of any individual to whom ‘John’ can actually refer, since who bears the name, if anyone, is no part of the word’s definition.

This is not the case with unique names, semantic competence with which requires knowledge of their referents. One simply cannot claim to know what ‘California’ means without knowing that it refers to a particular state. The semantics of a shared name makes no inherent mention of any particular individual, while the semantics of a unique name does — for unique names, the establishment of a name-bearing relation therefore coincides with the coinage of an expression, since the unique individual to which the name refers is hard-wired into its semantics. This difference will be reflected in the proposed semantics in section 3 below.

There is additionally a third kind of proper name, which I term ephemeral names. These are far more marginal than shared or unique names: extremely few are present in the English lexicon, and their characteristic ‘ephemerality’ comes in part from the fact that a large portion of their uses involve nonce-expressions. Some of them have been conventionalized, however, and English examples include ‘Captain Obvious,’ ‘Mr. Right,’ and ‘Negative Nancy.’ Nonce-expression ephemeral names are extraordinarily productive, especially when they include titles of address that signal their status as proper names, e.g. ‘Mr. I Don’t Know What Time It Is.’⁵

As with predicative expressions, the individuals to which ephemeral names are applicable are only those that bear a certain property: for example, the referent of ‘Captain Obvious’ is someone who points out the obvious. But these expressions behave morphosyntactically as

---

³To give an example of a class of expressions not considered here that might fairly be called proper names: some referential expressions obligatorily take on the form of relational nouns, whose referents must bear the relation denoted by said noun, preferably toward the speaker, such as ‘Mom’ and ‘Teacher.’

⁴These observations about the division of kinds of proper names in the lexicon are only tendencies that serve to elucidate the distinction, and aren’t meant to be universally binding within or across languages. In fact it is quite likely that languages differ as to how different parts of the onomasticon are divided between kinds of proper name: for example, the use of name signs in American Sign Language as reported e.g. in [16] seems to hint that there personal names are unique rather than shared.

⁵I owe this example to Itamar Francez.
proper names, and not as uncontroversial predicative expressions like count nouns. Like other proper names, they are referential expressions, and in languages like English that ordinarily prevent proper names from occurring with overt determiners such as the definite article in argument position (see [19]). Ephemeral names are bound by that same restriction. Thus ephemeral names pattern in this respect like uncontroversial proper names, and unlike common nouns.

(1) John needs to be quiet.
(2) *The John needs to be quiet.
(3) Captain Obvious needs to be quiet.
(4) *The Captain Obvious needs to be quiet.
(5) *Cat needs to be quiet.
(6) The cat needs to be quiet.

Morphosyntactically, all three of these kinds of proper names look to behave identically, and semantically they have a major feature in common, as will be shown in section 3.4. The task now is: (i), to formally spell out the semantics of each kind of proper name; (ii), to show how the semantics does justice to the empirical observations noted here; (iii), to demonstrate that in spite of their differences, these kinds of proper name deserve to be placed in a common semantic class; and (iv), to provide a formal notion of name-bearing that arises naturally as a result of the proposed semantics.

3 The semantics of proper names and name-bearing

To begin, I assume that a semantic model contains a set of contexts of utterance \( \mathcal{C} \), a set of possible worlds \( \mathcal{W} \), a set of assignment functions \( \mathcal{G} \), a domain of individuals \( \mathcal{D} \), and a set of indices \( \mathcal{V} \), which is the set of positive integers. The members of \( \mathcal{G} \) are then partial functions \( \mathbb{V} \rightarrow \mathbb{D} \), i.e. mappings from indices to individuals. I also assume that for every index \( i \in \mathcal{V} \), there is some assignment \( g \in \mathcal{G} \) such that \( g(i) \) is defined; that is, there are no vacuous indices that never map to anything.

Adopting a framework similar to [10] as adopted in [3], I further assume: (i), that the semantic value of an expression is a function from contexts of utterance to intensions, which are themselves functions from indices of evaluation (here, world-assignment pairs) to extensions; (ii), that contexts are ordered tuples containing several contextual parameter values; and (iii), that among these parameters for any context \( c \) is included a contextually provided world of evaluation \( c_w \in \mathcal{W} \), and a contextually provided assignment function \( c_g \in \mathcal{G} \). Here the first innovation mentioned in section 1 above comes into play: because an expression must be interpreted relative to some member of \( \mathcal{G} \), and per the above \( \mathcal{G} \) need not contain all formally definable partial functions from indices to individuals, it follows that not all such formally definable functions need be available for linguistic interpretation. That is to say, some formally definable assignment functions are linguistically impossible to use.

---

6 Though see [9] for evidence that this restriction can be pragmatically relaxed in the appropriate context, where a name is treated predicatively as part of a definite description.

7 I assume that the set of assignments is part of the model, because the model represents linguistic competence, and as will be clear below, I believe that knowledge of which formally definable functions \( \mathcal{V} \rightarrow \mathcal{D} \) are members of \( \mathcal{G} \) is a kind of linguistic competence.
Proper names are referential variable expressions whose referents are determined relative to an assignment function $g$. I assume that the interpretation function operates on syntactic structures, and that all proper names are syntactically tagged by some referential index $i \in \mathcal{V}$. The index then acts as an argument to $g$ to determine the extension of the proper name. A basic template for the semantics of a proper name $n$ indexed with $i$ is thus as follows: this is simply a standard interpretation of variable expressions as might be found e.g. in a Traces and Pronouns rule of interpretation, as in [8].

(7) **Core variabilist semantics of a proper name $n$ indexed with $i$**

$$[[n_i]]_{c,w,g} = g(i)$$

For the present, I assume that $g$ is always the contextually provided assignment $c_g$, though nothing in principle prevents expressions from shifting the local assignment, just as modal contexts shift the world of evaluation from $c_w$. While on this treatment proper names are assignment-sensitive, they are not world-sensitive: the world of evaluation $w$ here makes no non-trivial contribution to a proper name’s extension. Proper names are thus rigidly designating in the manner of Kripke ([13]). Finally, as $g$ is contextually provided, and the semantic value of a proper name is a possibly a non-constant function from assignments to individuals, the extension of a proper name may vary from context to context: in this sense, proper names have a non-stable character and so are indexical expressions (though as will be shown in section 3.2, this is not true of unique names, whose extensions are invariant across contexts).

All kinds of proper names share this core semantics. But as stated in section 1 above, they also enforce restrictions on the way that they can be syntactically indexed. What these restrictions consist in constitutes the semantic difference between different kinds of proper names.

### 3.1 Shared names

Shared names can refer to any number of individuals. Further, there is no grammatical (that is, semantic) reason why shared names can refer to some individuals and not others: name-bearing relations holding between shared names and individuals are grammatically arbitrary, though they are not socially or historically arbitrary. To reflect this, I introduce a restriction on the way in which shared names are capable of being syntactically indexed. Every shared name has associated with it some infinite proper subset of $\mathcal{V}$; tagging a shared name with an index outside of this subset renders the expression uninterpretable. To reflect the grammatical arbitrariness of shared name-bearing, the subset that the shared name allows is itself arbitrarily selected. That is, for each shared name, there is simply some set of indices that it allows, and there is no deeper model-theoretic reason why this set should include some indices and not others.

The semantic entry for a shared name is thus as follows, where $s$ is the semantic type of an index of evaluation (a world-assignment pair), $w_s$ and $g_s$ are the world and assignment contained in the pair $s$, respectively, and $\mathcal{V}_n \subset \mathcal{V}$ is an infinite set of arbitrarily chosen indices.

---

8I remain agnostic here about the syntactic structure of NPs or DPs containing proper names, and how this affects the referential index. The present approach is intended to be compatible with any standard account that involves referential indices. It’s then a further question whether it can be imported in spirit to e.g. a variable-free approach.

9Quantificational expressions would traditionally be treated as assignment-shifters in this sense, as would the result of Heim and Kratzer-style predicate abstraction. See [3] for an account of belief contexts as assignment-shifters.

10Though see section 3.3 below: ephemeral names are world-sensitive in some sense, though this does not threaten their rigidity.

11This simplifies to exclude grammatical factors like gender features, which I do not have space to discuss.
Semantics of a shared name $n$ indexed with $i$

(a) $[n_i]^c = \lambda s : i \in \mathcal{V}_n.g_s(i)$

(b) $[n_i]^{c, w, g} = g(i)$, if $i \in \mathcal{V}_n$; else undefined

(c) $[\text{John}_i]^{c, w, g} = g(1)$, if $1 \in \mathcal{V}_{\text{John}}$; else undefined

(8a) says that the intension of a proper name relative to a context $c$ is a function from world-assignment pairs to individuals. In each case, the individual is $g_s(i)$, the value that results from applying the assignment function of the world-assignment pair to the syntactic index $i$. This is simply a recapitulation of (7) above. What is novel here is the domain restriction: the function returns $g_s(i)$ only if $i$ is a member of the arbitrarily selected infinite set of indices, $\mathcal{V}_n$. If it isn’t, then no value is returned: thus, $n$ only permits interpretation if it is indexed using some member of $\mathcal{V}_n$. (8b) provides an equivalent formulation for the extension of $n$: relative to a context $c$, world $w$, and assignment $g$, the name’s referent is $g(i)$, but only if $i \in \mathcal{V}_n$; otherwise, its value is undefined. (8c) shows an example of the extension of ‘John,’ indexed with 1.

Shared names require that they be indexed with a member of some arbitrarily selected proper subset of the set of indices. How does this guarantee that shared names can refer to any number of individuals, and moreover, that they can refer to some individuals and not others? The answer lies in the innovation introduced above, viz. that the set of assignments $\mathcal{G}$ need not contain all formally definable partial functions from indices to individuals, but might contain only a proper subset thereof. Suppose for instance that an occurrence of ‘John’ is indexed with 1, and that 1 $\in \mathcal{V}_{\text{John}}$, so that the expression is interpretable. It might be, or it might not be, that there exist assignments $g \in \mathcal{G}$ that map 1 to some individual, say $d_3$, such that $g(1) = d_3$. If there are such assignments, then in some context, $d_3$ is a possible referent of ‘John’ indexed with 1, and if there are no such assignments, then it isn’t such a possible referent. What this means is that the set of individuals to which a name is capable of referring, given some index, is determined by which functions $V \rightarrow D$ are members of $\mathcal{G}$. The presence or absence of various assignments is what, given the semantic restriction that shared names have on their indexation, determines whether an individual can be referred to using an appropriately indexed shared name. How this ties into name-bearing will be shown in section 3.4 below.

The semantic entry in (8) makes no reference to any particular individual. This fits with what was said in section 2 above, that semantic competence with a shared name requires no knowledge of what bears the name, i.e. to which individuals it can possibly refer. The semantic entry for a shared name is minimal and formulaic: given the knowledge that some lexical item is a shared name, a learner is ipso facto equipped with its semantics (excluding complications like gender features). The only semantic difference between different shared names is that they allow indexation with possibly different sets of indices.

The division of labor in becoming competent with the use of a shared name is split in two. On the one hand, one must learn the minimal semantic entry, which yields semantic competence, and on the other, one must learn the status of $\mathcal{G}$, which yields competence in the matter of which individuals bear the name and which do not. There are therefore two corresponding types of incompetence possible with shared names — one might not know what the name means, or one might not know who bears the name.

On the present approach, shared names are not at all ambiguous for the fact that they have multiple possible referents. Referentialist approaches to the semantics of proper names often adopt the so-called ambiguity thesis, popularized in [10] and [11], according to which every instantiation of a shared name is in fact a separate lexical item with a separate semantics. Thus, if two individuals are named ‘John,’ then they literally bear different homophonous names, and the semantic contents of these names differ, since they have distinct referents. Here, shared
names are not ambiguous in this way: the referentialist approach to the semantics of proper names is preserved while maintaining a single, simple semantic entry for each shared name. When an individual comes (or ceases) to bear a shared name, lexical items are not created (or destroyed). Rather, the membership of $\mathcal{G}$ is altered.

3.2 Unique names

Unique names refer to a single individual, and semantic competence with a unique name requires knowing which individual that is. To capture this, I introduce a new kind of restriction on the indices that a proper name can allow. Unlike with shared names, however, this restriction is not model-theoretically arbitrary, since there is a reason that a unique name allows for some indices and not others: a unique name is inherently tied to a certain individual, and thus it allows only for indices that map only to that individual.

(9) Semantics of a unique name $n$ referring to individual $d$ indexed with $i$

- $(a)\ [n_i]^c = \lambda s : \forall g : i \in \text{Dom}(g)[g(i) = d].g_s(i)
- $(b)\ [n_i]^c.w.g = g(i)$, if for all $g$ such that $g(i)$ is defined, $g(i) = d$; else undefined
- $(c)$ (where $d_1$ is Spain):
  $[\text{Spain}_1]^c.w.g = g(1)$, if for all $g$ such that $g(1)$ is defined, $g(1) = d_1$; else undefined

The intension of a unique name carries a new kind of domain restriction: the function only returns a value if for all assignments in $\mathcal{G}$ that map $i$ to some value, that value is always some single individual $d$. A unique name therefore always refers to the same individual, when it refers at all.

In addition to being world-insensitive, and therefore rigidly designating, the extensions of unique names are assignment-insensitive, because their semantics is defined in such a way that no matter which $g$ is chosen, the extension of the name will always be the same individual so long as the name is interpretable. Because the contribution that context makes to the extension of a proper name is to yield an assignment function, it follows that the extension of a unique name is context-invariant, and so unique names have a stable character and are non-indexical. In other words, the present proposal recapitulates the classical Millian semantics of proper names as constant expressions whose semantic contents are exhausted by their referents.

But there are two important differences between the present proposal and classical Millianism. First, the Millian semantics applies only to unique names, and not to shared or ephemeral names, both of which are context-sensitive. The traditional Millian semantics is therefore correct so far as it goes, but is overly narrow, failing to recognize the semantic diversity of proper names. The second is that in spite of the fact that unique names are in effect constant expressions, they are formally still variable expressions, just variable expressions of a certain special kind. This constitutes a kind of reduction of constants to variables: the former are ‘frozen’ instances of the latter.

The semantic entry for a unique name makes reference to some specific individual in the domain: it only allows for indexation with indices that map only to said individual. This recapitulates the fact that in order to be semantically competent with a unique name, one must know the individual to which it refers, unlike with shared names. To know the meaning of a unique name is essentially to know its referent, and this referent is encoded in the name’s semantics. As stated in section 2 above, and as proposed by traditional referentialist accounts of proper names, the establishment of a name-bearing relation between a unique name and an individual coincides with the coinage of that name.
3.3 Ephemeral names

Ephemeral names can refer to an individual only if that individual bears some property in \( w \), the world of evaluation relative to which the name is interpreted. In order to capture this, I introduce a new sort of restriction on the kind of index that a proper name allows: in order to be interpreted, an ephemeral name must be tagged with an index that always maps only to individuals that bear a certain property \( p \) in the world of evaluation \( w \). The semantic entry for an ephemeral name is as follows, where a property \( p \) is a function from indices of evaluation to individuals to truth values.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Semantics of an ephemeral name } n \text{ limited by property } p \text{ indexed with } i \\
(10) \quad [n_i]^c &= \lambda s : \forall g : i \in \text{Dom}(g)[p(s)(g(i)) = \text{true}].g_s(i) \\
(10b) \quad [n_i]^{c:w,g} &= g(i), \text{ if for all } g \text{ such that } g(i) \text{ is defined, } g(i) \text{ bears } p \text{ in } w; \text{ else undefined} \\
(10c) \quad [\text{Captain Obvious}_1]^{c:w,g} &= g(1), \text{ if for all } g \text{ such that } g(1) \text{ is defined, } g(1) \text{ points out the obvious } w; \text{ else undefined}
\end{align*}
\]

The only indices that an ephemeral name permits, relative to a world of evaluation \( w \), are those that always map to an individual that bears a certain property in \( w \) so long as they map to anything at all. Like shared names, ephemeral names are thus context-dependent, but they are so in two ways: \( w \) is dependent on the context via \( c_w \) to fix the set of individuals to which the ephemeral name is capable of referring in that context, and \( g \) is provided by the context to determine which of these individuals is in fact being referred to. Ephemeral names are rigidly designating, but their sensitivity to \( w \) means that modal contexts can have an impact on which single referent they allow.\(^{12}\) Ephemeral names do not ‘stick’ to any individuals in particular, but change their possibilities of reference as the properties that individuals bear change. In addition to their penchant for nonce-uses, this is what the ‘ephemerality’ of ephemeral names consists in, and as will be shown in the following section, it yields the result that ephemeral names, despite being grammatically proper names, nonetheless do not take part in name-bearing relations.

Semantic competence with an ephemeral name does not require knowing any particular individual to which it can refer, but only knowing which property constrains its indexation. The further task of knowing to which individuals it can refer is then accomplished not by knowledge of \( G \), as with shared names, but rather with knowledge of which individuals bear the relevant property in \( w \).

3.4 Name-bearing

I have provided an account of the semantics of the three kinds of proper names introduced in section 2, along with an explanation of how these semantics recapitulate the empirical observations made there. As promised, these semantics allow for a unified model-theoretic notion of name-bearing.

Let the name-bearing relation \( \mathcal{NR} \) be a set of ordered pairs \( \langle n, d \rangle \), where \( n \) is a proper name and \( d \) is an individual in the domain — \( d \) then bears \( n \) just in case \( \langle n, d \rangle \in \mathcal{NR} \). Name-bearing can then be characterized by how \( \mathcal{NR} \) is defined, in the following way.\(^{13}\)

\(^{12}\)To see how ephemeral names can be world-sensitive, yet rigid, consider a sentence like, ‘Julie thinks she’ll meet Mr. Right.’ The ephemeral name has both a shifted and an unshifted interpretation: ‘Mr. Right’ might refer, within the scope of the belief operator, to some one man who must be marriageable in each of Julie’s doxastic alternatives, or, outside the scope of the operator, to some one man who is marriageable in the actual world, whom Julie independently believes she will meet.

\(^{13}\)As defined here, the relation \( \mathcal{NR} \) is determined independently of any possible world, and thus name-bearing relations are ‘necessary’ from the perspective of the language. What this means is that where counterfactuals
Definition of name-bearing
For any proper name \( n \) and individual \( d \), \( \langle n, d \rangle \in NR \) iff:

(a) there is a set of indices \( I \subset V \) such that for all \( i \in V, i \in I \) iff for all \( c, w \) and \( g \) for which \( g(i) \) is defined, \( [n_i]^{c:w,g} \) is defined, and:

(b) for all \( i \in I \), there is some \( g \in G \) such that \( g(i) = d \).

What this definition says is that an individual bears a proper name just in case (a) there is some set of indices consisting of all and only those that the proper name always allows, and (b) for each of these indices, there is some assignment available in the language that maps that index to the individual. In other words, an individual bears a proper name just in case that individual is always a potential referent of that name, depending on the selection of \( g \). This is the formal rendition of the inverted dictum: his name is ‘Socrates’ because that’s what he’s called.\(^{14}\)

A consequence of the definition provided here is that ephemeral names do not participate in name-bearing relations. This is because in the case of any ephemeral name \( n \), there are no indices \( i \) such that for all \( c, w \) and \( g \) such that \( g(i) \) is defined, \( [n_i]^{c:w,g} \) is defined. The reason for this is that which indices are permitted by an ephemeral name is sensitive to \( w \). For any ephemeral name \( n \) and index \( i \), one can therefore find a \( w \) relative to which, for some \( c \) and \( g \), \( [n_i]^{c:w,g} \) is undefined: simply select a \( w \) in which \( g(i) \) does not bear \( p \).\(^{15}\) The point of name-bearing is that all of a proper name’s always-allowed indices have some assignment that maps them to a certain individual; but the ‘ephemerality’ of ephemeral names guarantees precisely that there are no such always-allowed indices, and therefore that individuals do not bear ephemeral names in the way they bear shared and unique names.

I have shown the semantic variety of proper names, and demonstrated that their variety is the result of the types of semantic restrictions on their own indexation that they allow. But each of these different kinds of expression deserves to be collected under the common umbrella term, ‘proper name,’ because all of them place semantic restrictions on their indexation. Proper names can therefore be defined as a semantic class as follows.

Semantic definition of a proper name
A proper name is an assignment-sensitive referential expression whose extension relative to some \( c, w, \) and \( g \) is defined only if the expression is syntactically indexed with a member of some proper subset of the total set of referential indices.

\(^{14}\)I have posited that in order for an individual to bear a name, for every index that a name always allows, there has to be some assignment mapping that index to that individual. The reasoning behind this is that it is a matter of indifference which specific index the proper name is tagged with, so long as it is one that the proper name always permits. It would be very strange, and formally there would be no sense in supposing, that an individual was named ‘John,’ in spite of the fact that some oddball John-index, e.g. \( 876 \in V_{John} \), was incapable of mapping to that individual. The point is that the name itself, regardless of which specific index that it always allows is chosen, can refer to an individual. Note also that the definition of name-bearing provided here overgenerates in the sense that it allows for many formally definable name-bearing situations that natural languages seem not to make use of. This just means that natural language generally makes use only of a proper subset of possible name-bearing scenarios: and though I don’t have space to talk about it here, the types of name-bearing exploited in natural languages can be characterized using a small set of simple possible operations on \( G \).

\(^{15}\)Assuming that \( p \) is not metaphysically necessary, which I take to be true for all ephemeral names.
4 Conclusion

The foregoing approach provides a precise model-theoretic definition of name-bearing that reflects the idea that name-bearing is dependent on reference using a proper name. It opens a number of issues regarding the syntax and semantics of proper names that cannot be addressed here, including the relation between proper names and pronouns, proper names’ status as R-expressions and their interaction with bound variable interpretations, and the sociolinguistic role of naming conventions. But I hope to have shown that name-bearing can be given a rigorous and intuitively plausible formal characterization.
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Abstract

A central challenge for all theories of conversational implicature (Grice, 1957, 1975) is characterizing the fundamental tension between Quantity (Q) implicature, in which utterance meaning is refined through exclusion of the meanings of alternative utterances, and Informativeness (I) implicature, in which utterance meaning is refined by strengthening to the prototypical case (Atlas & Levinson, 1981; Levinson, 2000). Here we report a large-scale experimental investigation of Q-I resolution in cases of semantically underspecified indefinite reference. We found strong support for five predictions, strengthening the case for recent rational speaker models of conversational implicature (Frank & Goodman, 2012; Degen, Franke, & Jäger, 2013): interpretational preferences were affected by (i) subjective prior probabilities (Informativeness), (ii) the polarity and (iii) the magnitude of utterance cost differentials (Quantity), (iv) the felicity conditions of indefinite NPs in English, and (v) the ‘relatability’ of X and Y.

1 Introduction

1.1 The phenomenon

In transitive sentences of the form ‘The X V-ed a Y’ the relationship between X and Y remains semantically unspecified and must be inferred (Horn, 1984):

(1) a. The man injured a child. + >1 not his own child
    b. The man broke a finger. + > his own finger

In these examples the indefinite reference to Y is ambiguous between a relational reading, where Y is X’s own (as in 1b; we will be referring to this as the ‘own interpretation’), and a non-relational reading, where Y does not belong to X (as in 1a; henceforth referred to as ‘other’s’). In the way this own/other’s ambiguity is resolved, (1) illustrates the tension between two major constraints on language production that have been recognized as driving extrasemantic inferences since Grice (1957): Quantity and Informativeness. In Grice’s original proposal, these two constraints were captured in the Maxim of Quantity, which instructs speakers to be brief, while also being informative. Subsequent efforts to reduce redundancy in the Gricean
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1 ‘+ >’ is short for ‘implicates’.
Maxims, most notably by Levinson (2000) and Horn (1984), have singled out Quantity and Informativeness as key sources of Gricean inferences.\(^2\)

The effect of Quantity can be witnessed in 1a, which is completely analogous to standard cases of Quantity (\(Q\)-) implicature: The other’s interpretation of The man injured a child is \(Q\)-implicated through exclusion of the meaning of a similarly brief, yet unambiguous and thus more informative, alternative utterance for conveying own: The man injured his child. By the same reasoning we would expect an analogous \(Q\)-implicature from 1b, yet the opposite inference appears to arise. This has been argued to reflect the effect of Informativeness (\(I\)-) implicature (Atlas & Levinson, 1981), i.e., the strengthening of utterance meaning to the “stereotypical meaning, use, or situation” (Horn, 2004, p. 16).

Thus, the puzzle in 1 illustrates the fact that the tension between Quantity and Informativeness is resolved differently across different utterances. The present paper addresses how and when this \(Q/I\) tension is resolved in favor of \(Q\) (as in 1a) or \(I\) (as in 1b).

### 1.2 The Rational Speech Act model

At the center of the Gricean program is the Cooperative Principle, which licenses the assumption (among others) that the speaker’s utterance of choice aims to strike an optimal balance between being maximally informative (\(I\)) and efficient (\(Q\)) compared to its alternatives. This core idea has been formalized in recent Bayesian (Frank & Goodman, 2012; Goodman & Stuhlmüller, 2013) and game-theoretic (Degen et al., 2013) models, in which interlocutors maintain probabilistic beliefs about each other’s knowledge and communicative goals, and rely on these beliefs to reason iteratively about each other’s choices. Here, we focus on the Rational Speech-Act (RSA) model, which models the interpretational preferences of a pragmatic listener \(L_1\), whose speaker model (\(S_1\)) is based on a hypothetical literal listener (\(L_0\)) who interprets utterances (\(u\)) according to their literal semantics and a prior distribution over meanings (\(m\)):\(^3\)

\[
P_{L_1}(m|u) \propto P_{S_1}(u|m)P(m) \tag{i}
\]

\[
P_{S_1}(u|m) \propto \exp(\lambda[\log(P_{L_0}(m|u)) - D(u)]) \tag{ii}
\]

\[
P_{L_0}(m|u) \propto \mathcal{L}(u, m)P(m) \tag{iii}
\]

This iterative reasoning process grounds out in the mutually known ‘lexicon’ \(\mathcal{L}\), which maps utterances to meanings that are consistent with it:

\[
\mathcal{L}(u, m) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } m \in [u] \\
0 & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \tag{iv}
\]

While \(L_0\) and \(L_1\) reason about potential meanings of a given utterance, \(S_1\) models the tension between being optimally brief and informative: this ‘Gricean speaker’ chooses (softmax with

\(^2\)Note that Horn refers to the Informativeness constraint as \(R\), and that Levinson’s taxonomy includes an additional component, \(M\), which roughly maps onto Grice’s Maxim of Manner. For present purposes, we restrict our discussion to \(Q\) and \(I\), however, since it is the resolution of these two interpretational forces that we are looking to explain.

\(^3\)This formalization goes back to Frank and Goodman (2012) and Goodman and Stuhlmüller (2013), although in the original proposal the literal listener does not use the prior distribution, so that \(P_{L_0}(m|u) \propto \mathcal{L}(u, m)\). In line with subsequent extensions of the model (Degen, Tessler, & Goodman, 2015; Lassiter & Goodman, 2015), we do attribute knowledge of the prior to \(L_0\), in order to enable \(S_1\) to capitalize on shared world knowledge when choosing the optimal utterance for conveying her meaning.
hardness parameter $\lambda$) between alternative utterances for expressing her intended meaning by weighing the cost $D(u)$ of each utterance $u$ against the surprisal that her intended meaning $m$ would have in the posterior distribution $P_{L_0}(m|u)$ of her listener model $L_0$ (Eq. ii). This is where alternative utterances exert what we will call their ‘scalar pressure’: since speakers generally choose utterances that are maximally informative about their intended meaning, every utterance that is not chosen by the speaker exerts some amount of interpretational pressure away from the meaning it encodes. Crucially, however, $S_1$ is also constrained by costs, which we assume are monotonically decreasing in utterance brevity. Thus, $L_1$ can explain away the speaker’s choice not to use a particular alternative utterance if that utterance is more prolix than her utterance of choice. This means that when an utterance $u$ is compatible with a meaning $m$ for which a more precise utterance $u'$ is also available, the less costly $u'$ is the more scalar pressure it exerts against $u$ being interpreted as $m$. This notion of ‘scalar pressure’ is central to the present study and we will appeal to it repeatedly in the remainder of the paper.

In order to apply the RSA model to the utterances such as $1$, we assume a minimal lexicon that contains the (ambiguous) utterance in question along with its unambiguous alternatives—schematically represented as $\{a; \text{self's}; \text{someone else's}\}$—and a set of two possible meanings: OWN and OTHER’s. We further assume a cost function, which assigns production costs to utterances based on the number of syllables they comprise: $D(a) = D(\text{self's}) = 1$ and $D(\text{someone else's}) = 4$. Table 1 summarizes these assumptions. Figure 1 graphically depicts the lexical meaning relationship among alternative utterances; the fainter depiction of someone else’s reflects its higher cost, suggesting that it should exert less scalar pressure on $a$ toward an OWN interpretation than self’s does toward an OTHER’s interpretation. Throughout the present paper, we further assume that $\lambda = 1$, recovering a Luce choice rule (Luce, 1959), which has used to model human decisions across a diverse set of domains (Sutton & Barto, 1998). Greater values for $\lambda$ produce more polarized production preferences, although they are qualitatively robust across different parameter settings.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>utterance ($u$)</th>
<th>$L(u, \text{OWN})$</th>
<th>$L(u, \text{OTHER's})$</th>
<th>$D(u)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$a$</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>self’s</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>someone else’s</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Assumed ‘lexicon’ and utterance costs

With these assumptions in place, Figure 2 shows the model’s posteriors at successive stages of the iterative reasoning process as a function of the prior distribution over meanings $P(m)$. Consider first the literal listener (left panel). Owing to the ‘lexicon’ just described, $L_0$’s probability of OTHER’s is 0 given self’s and 1 given someone else’s, whereas the interpretation of the ambiguous utterance (solid line graph) is driven entirely by the prior, since it is (by definition) compatible with either meaning. Consequently, self’s cannot be used to convey OTHER’s to $L_0$ (therefore, $P_{S_1}(\text{self's})(\text{OTHER's}) = 0$), leaving $a$ to compete with someone else’s, since both of these alternatives are literally compatible with $S_1$’s intended meaning (top panel). In choosing between these two utterances, $S_1$ is drawn towards someone else’s because it is guaranteed to be interpreted correctly (by $L_0$), and therefore maximally informative. However, the relative
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4Throughout the paper we use the umbrella term ‘self’s’ to refer to the forms that convey OWN unambiguously, which include his, her, its, our, your, their, and my, all of which are monosyllabic.

5The monotonicity, not the exact numbers, of this cost profile is crucial for the qualitative predictions we address here. In principle, the psychological cost of an utterance is likely not reducible to its length, and exactly what determines production costs remains an open question. We will not address this issue here, although we do propose an extension to this cost function in Section 1.3.
brevity of a is attractive as well, and its informativeness increases with the prior probability of other’s. Thus, S₁ will bother to use the unambiguous utterance to convey other’s only when the prior probability of that meaning is below a certain threshold (in the present example the cross-over point is at \( P(\text{other’s}) = 0.05 \)). Crucially, this contrasts with the decision facing a speaker who wants to convey own, since in that case both literally compatible utterances are equally inexpensive (\( D(\text{a}) = D(\text{his}) = 1 \)). In that scenario (bottom panel), the speaker will be drawn to the unambiguous utterance unless, of course, the \( P(\text{other’s}) = 0 \), in which case the prior rules out other’s, and a and self’s are equally informative, so that \( P_{S_1}(\text{a} | \text{own}) = P_{S_1}(\text{self’s} | \text{own}) = 0.5 \).

The pragmatic listener (right panel) then attempts to infer S₁’s intention by reverse-engineering the production process, and integrating S₁’s posterior with prior probabilities. As a result, her interpretation of the ambiguous utterance is skewed towards other’s relative to the prior. However, since the scalar pressure driving this Q-implicature is proportional to the Informativeness benefit of using self’s instead of a, the effect of Q can be overturned by I if the prior tends strongly towards own.

Note the RSA model closely captures traditional definitions of Quantity implicature as alternative-based inferences and Informativeness implicature as the strengthening of utterances to the stereotypical meaning. Crucially, however, it goes beyond these definitions by providing the necessary machinery for explaining the trade-off between these two interpretational forces in a principled way, by casting it as the prior-likelihood trade-off in Bayesian inference. As a result, the model is capable of generating precise predictions about Q/I resolution in sentences like 1, which are described in the next section.
1.3 Predictions

We conducted a large-scale forced-choice experiment to investigate interpretational preferences in sentences like (1). Using mixed logit regression, we test five predictions about the way the Q/I tension is resolved in these sentences. Three of these predictions follow directly from the RSA model and are illustrated in Figure 3. Two additional predictions are motivated independently and explore potential limitations of the RSA model in accounting for Informativeness-driven inferences.

Predictions 1 and 2: Event priors and baseline Q-implicature. Since rational-speaker models generally assume that speakers will capitalize on their common ground with their addressee, mutual knowledge about the world represents the starting point for pragmatic reasoning according to these models. Within the RSA model, interpretations are partly determined by, and should therefore track, prior probabilities, which corresponds to the general monotonicity of the prior–posterior relationship in all lines of Figure 3. But relative to the prior, interpretations should be skewed towards other’s due to the scalar pressure from self’s: in Figure 3, all model predictions are above the $x = y$ line.

Prediction 3: Reduced effect of Q in headline cases. Manipulating the utterance cost profile should modulate the effect of Q. In particular, if we reduce the cost of the ambiguous utterance then it should reduce overall scalar pressure and bring the $L_1$ posterior closer to the prior. Consider the following contrast:

\begin{enumerate}
\item The man injured a child.
\item Man injured child.
\end{enumerate}

The HEADLINE-like style of 2b affords an ambiguous utterance with no explicit determiner—we denote this option with $\emptyset$. If utterance costs are monotonic in length, then $\emptyset$ is cheaper than either unambiguous alternative: $D(\emptyset) < D(self’s) < D(someone else’s)$. As illustrated in Figure 3, RSA predicts for this modified cost profile an overall weaker effect of Q-implicature in headline-like sentences. Since the original effect of Q was a skew toward other’s interpretations, headline-like sentences should be own-skewed relative to their full-sentence counterparts.
Prediction 4: Non-uniqueness in indefinite reference. Hawkins (1991) argues that the use of the indefinite determiner in English is infelicitous whenever its reference is uniquely satisfied within the domain:

(3) a. # a brightest student
   b. # a president of the United States

This generalization makes an interesting prediction about the sentences we are considering ('The X V-ed a Y'): in cases where the semantics of X and Y are such that a typical X has only one Y, the non-uniqueness requirement of the indefinite is violated on an own interpretation, rendering the indefinite reference infelicitous given that own is intended. If this felicity condition is mutually known and constrains the speaker’s utterance choice, we would expect 4b to be less likely to receive an own interpretation than 4a:

(4) a. The man broke a finger.
   b. The man broke a nose.

This prediction can be accommodated within the RSA model under the auxiliary assumption that D be made a 2-place function of u, m pairs (Jäger, 2012), such that not only utterance brevity but also ‘felicity’ of specific form–meaning pairs contribute to costs. Let the value of the new \( D(u, m) \) be the value of \( D(u) \) from Table 1 in all cases except for \( u = a \) and \( m = \text{own} \) in contexts where X and Y are such that a typical X possesses only a single Y (as in 4b), in which case \( D(a, \text{own}) > D(\text{self's}, \text{own}) \). In these contexts, \( S_1 \) will be disincentivized from using the ambiguous utterance when aiming for an own interpretation, and correspondingly shifts some probability mass from own to other’s in \( L_1 \)’s posterior.

Prediction 5: The real-world ‘relatability’ of event participants. The materials used in the present study include event descriptions that vary with respect to the ‘relatability’ of the event participants, exemplified by the following contrast, where father and son are intuitively more relatable than man and child:

(5) a. The man injured a child.
   b. The father injured a son.

Precisely characterizing relatability is beyond the scope of this paper; we informally take it as an index of the degree to which the description of one NP brings into mind another referent with which the other NP could be identified. Relatability seems closely related to bridging (Clark, 1975), as in the following example, due to Kehler (in prep):

(6) I almost bought a car today, but...
   a. ...the engine was too noisy.
   b. # ...the TV was blurry.
   c. ## ...the stapler was broken.

The relationship between the car and the entity denoted by the italicized definite NP is semantically unspecified and must be inferred. That inference appears more natural, however, when the entity in question is highly relatable to the car (cf. engine in 6a) than when the two are less relatable (as in 6b and 6c). By analogy to such bridging inferences, one may expect that sentences with highly relatable NPs, such as (5b), tend more strongly towards an own interpretation, since on that reading the two entities are related. It is important to note, however, that the RSA model has no mechanism for predicting such effects at present. We will return to this issue in the Discussion.
2 Methods

Participants. 1885 native speakers of English were recruited via Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk to complete a single-trial forced-choice experiment. A UniqueTurker script\(^6\) ensured that each participant could complete the survey only once.

Materials. 53 sentences of the form The X V-ed a Y were designed to vary widely with respect to prior OWN/OTHER’s probability, the relatability of X and Y, as well as the number of Y’s a typical X possesses. Each of those X·V·Y sentences was matched with a corresponding newspaper headline-like version of the form X V-ed Y.

Procedure. Participants were presented with a single-trial forced-choice task, which was implemented using the online survey platform Qualtrics. The answer choices identified OWN and OTHER’s readings of the sentences and were presented in a random order.

Prior norming. The prior OWN/OTHER’s probability of each of the 53 items was estimated in a separate norming experiment. We recruited 885 participants from Mechanical Turk who were presented with five questions of the form ‘How likely is an X to V his own Y compared to V-ing someone else’s Y?’, each corresponding to one of the 53 events described in the main experiment. Using a slider, participants chose between ‘100% likely to V his/her/its own Y’ and ‘100% likely to V someone else’s Y’, describing OWN and OTHER’s events, respectively.

3 Results

The interpretational preferences measured in the main experiment ranged from 100% OWN to 100% OTHER’s, and estimated prior probabilities from 80.49% OWN to 88.59% OTHER’s. A logistic regression analysis with mixed effects tested whether interpretations varied as a function of prior probabilities, whether the sentence was presented as a full sentence or a headline-like version (HEADLINE), whether or not a typical X had only one Y (XYunique), and the relatability of X and Y. Values for XYunique and relatability were hand-coded by the first author. Prior estimates p from the norming experiment were scaled to range from 0 to 1, centered around 0.5, and logit-transformed (PRIOR = logit \[\frac{0.5}{1 + e^{0.88e^{p+10}}}\]). All other factors were treatment-coded categorical predictors and HEADLINE was added as a random by-item effect.\(^7\)

The results are overall consistent with our predictions (Fig. 4): The prior had a numerical effect in the predicted direction, although this trend did not reach significance (\(\beta = -0.38, p = .13\)). The significant INTERCEPT indicates the predicted OTHER’s skew (\(\beta = 2.21, p < .001\)), which was enhanced where X’s Y was unique (\(\beta = 1.22, p < .001\)). HEADLINES were significantly more likely to receive OWN interpretations than their full-sentence counterparts (\(\beta = -2.29, p < .001\)), and so were sentences with highly relatable nouns compared to those with less relatable nouns (\(\beta = -2.01, p < .001\)).

\(^6\)uniqueturker.myleott.com

\(^7\)The full formula was response ∼ prior + XYunique + relatability + headline + (1 + headline|item).
4 Discussion

Support for the RSA model. The overall other's-skew (as indicated by the significant negative intercept) reflects the predicted baseline effect of Q-implicature: because self's is lower-cost than someone else's, it exerts morescalar pressure on the interpretation of the ambiguous a, pushing the latter towards another's interpretation. Furthermore, the within-item headline manipulation confirms RSA's prediction that by lowering the cost of the ambiguous utterance, scalar pressure on it and thus the other's-skewing Q effect would be ameliorated. Together, these results provide strong support for the RSA model.

Event priors. Since we expected interpretations to track prior probabilities, it is worth speculating why the effect of the prior did not reach significance. Notice that on a strict interpretation of the RSA model as Bayesian inference, with the posterior distribution defined over communicative intentions, the corresponding priors should be defined over intentions as well. Our norming experiment, on the other hand, measured people's expectations about events, not event descriptions. While the probability of an event may be correlated with its probability of being mentioned, that correlation is likely to be noisy: extremely unlikely events may be more remarkable and therefore more likely to be talked about than highly predictable events. If this reasoning is correct, our prior estimates may not have the correct "currency," which may explain why they did not affect interpretations significantly. This contrast between event priors and 'intention priors' is mirrored in the definition traditionally given to I-implicature, as the strengthening of utterance meaning to the "stereotypical use (...) or situation" (Horn, 2004, p. 16; emphasis added).

Encoding felicity conditions as form-meaning costs. The prediction that the interpretation of The X V-ed a Y would tend towards other's in cases where X has only one Y is supported by our data. This prediction was based on Hawkins (1991)'s observation that indefinite reference in English tends to be infelicitous if it is known to be uniquely satisfied. To derive this prediction from within the RSA architecture, we encoded the non-uniqueness requirement as a soft constraint on production preferences through an additional cost function that assigned an extra 'felicity cost' whenever the speaker's intention was to elicit an own interpretation and X's Y was unique. Encoding felicity conditions as form-meaning costs captures the intuition that these constraints are part of interlocutors' mutual knowledge about the language they use to communicate.

The effect of relatability: Q or I? One may be tempted to explain the relatability effect by invoking ad-hoc scalar (Q-) implicature (Hirschberg, 1985) about referring expressions. On that view, highly relatable entities drive interpretations towards own because the speaker's use of referring expressions that are more specific than some of its scale mates (e.g. father and son as opposed to man and child) triggers a search for the purpose of that choice. Crucially, however, this explanation requires the auxiliary assumption that more specific referring expressions are in general more costly than their less specific competitors, which would have to be motivated independently in order to avoid circularity.8

Instead, the prediction that relatability would drive interpretations towards own was motivated by analogy to bridging inferences (Clark, 1975), in which reference resolution is biased towards entities that are associated with previously mentioned entities (recall that 'the engine'

8In principle, such production costs could correspond to 'lexical retrieval effort' if, for example, basic-level category labels, such as man, are easier to retrieve from memory than alternatives like father.
in 6a is strengthened to ‘the engine of that car’). According to Prince and Cole (1981), such bridging inferences arise when entities associated with a previously mentioned entity are more ‘inferrable’ than their competitors, such as the engine of the previously mentioned car compared to other engines in the world. If this analogy holds, the relatability effect in our data reflects an Informativeness implicature that is based on the interlocutors’ mutual real-world knowledge about the relatability of event participants.

This raises an interesting point about the nature of Informativeness-driven inferences: since I-implicatures are based on shared real-world knowledge, their content may be determined by entirely non-intentionalist inference mechanisms for making sense of the world, rather than iterative reasoning between interlocutors. Consider in this context the following example, due to Cohen and Kehler (submitted):

(7) The manager fired the employee who came in late every day last week.

Cohen and Kehler argue that the ‘causal attribution’ inference that this utterance invites—that the employee was fired because of being tardy—would arise in much the same way if the situation was perceived directly, rather than described linguistically: if you saw an employee who you know to be tardy getting fired, you may come to the same conclusion, although in that case there is no communicative intent to be inferred. Crucially, however, if the relevant information is conveyed intentionally (e.g. by uttering 7), the listener may reason that the speaker intended to elicit that inference, which Cohen and Kehler therefore call a ‘conversational eliciture’. In that case, elicitures show a ‘focal point effect’ (Schelling, 1980), by which the inference is strengthened iteratively, although its content is fixed by ego-centric, non-intentionalist inference mechanisms. With respect to our X-V-Y, that would mean that the listener is drawn towards own when X and Y are highly relatable, and that tendency is strengthened by the assumption that the speaker must have anticipated that inference and wanted it to be drawn. Levinson appears to consider the possibility that Informativeness-based inferences may have non-intentionalist components when he likens them to ‘inferences to the best explanation’ in scientific contexts (cf. Thagard, 2000, 2007). Future work will be needed to further explore the role that semantic relatability, specifically, and non-intentionalist inferences, in general, play in language comprehension. As a first step towards that goal, future studies should aim to find reliable and fine-grained ways of quantifying relatability, such as corpus-based co-occurrence measures.

5 Conclusion

We set out to investigate the resolution of Quantity and Informativeness implicature in semantically underspecified cases of indefinite reference. We have demonstrated that the resolution of these antinomic interpretational forces involves several interacting factors, many of which follow straightforwardly from rational-speaker accounts of interpretation. Knowledge from various domains, such as semantic, pragmatic, social, and real-world knowledge, plays a role in the inferential mechanism that drives the interpretation of utterances. We have argued that developing predictive theories that explain exactly how interpretational inferences are drawn is an important theoretical goal and suggested that a complete account may ultimately require a non-intentionalist component. Finding a place for such a component (if it exists) within rational-speaker accounts may extend their explanatory reach and further our understanding of the cognitive machinery behind language comprehension.
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Abstract
I argue that conventional wisdom about attitude reports lumps together theorizing about the attitudes themselves with theorizing about the meaning of attitude reports. Instead of conflating these, I propose to treat them as distinct (although obviously related) topics. A central reason for this separation is the distinction between anaphoric constructions that are internally about the same object and anaphoric constructions that are externally about the same object. Anaphoric constructions that are internally about the same object reveal the structure of the attitudes themselves – e.g. that desires are parasitic on beliefs – whereas anaphoric constructions which are externally about the same object make explicit the structure of attitude reports. I correlate the distinction between the attitudes themselves and attitude reports with the asymmetry between the first- and third-person perspective on attitudes. On the basis of this asymmetry, I propose a semantics of desire reports according to which a desire report like Adrian wants to buy a jacket like Malte’s is not ambiguous between different readings. Conventional wisdom readings are reconstructed as a third person’s pragmatic strategies for justifying the truth of an attitude ascription. I conclude with an outlook on the transfer of the analysis proposed to reports involving other non-doxastic predicates like wish or hope and reports involving doxastic predicates such as believe.

1 Three concerns about the conventional wisdom analysis of attitude reports

Conventional wisdom has it that an attitude report like (1) is ambiguous between a range of so-called readings of (1) that appear when (1) is interpreted against a certain set of background assumptions.

(1) (A reporter says:) Adrian wants to buy a jacket like Malte’s.

Background assumptions – often called scenarios – for the identification of readings usually comprise (a) a doxastic specification of the descriptive content of the report, e.g. whether or not Adrian knows Malte or his jacket and (b) a specification of the reality in which Adrian finds himself, e.g. whether or not Adrian stands in a causal relation of acquaintance to a specific jacket like Malte’s. For example, a scenario in which Adrian has decided to buy a certain jacket but has no idea that the jacket he wants to buy is like Malte’s gives rise to the so-called de re reading of (1). According to this reading, there is a jacket like Malte’s which Adrian wants to buy. Or, in a scenario in which Adrian has not decided which jacket he wants to buy but he wants it to be like Malte’s, (1) receives a de dicto interpretation, according to which Adrian wants to buy something that is a jacket like Malte’s. Under the terms of conventional wisdom, the existence of readings is established by the difference that scenarios make to the interpretation of an attitude report. As (von Fintel and Heim, 2011, p. 85) put it: “[…] construct
scenarios that make one of the readings true and the other false. This establishes the existence of two readings.". Let me call such scenarios that entail the truth of an attitude report when it is taken in one way, but not when it is taken in another reading-identifying scenarios. Conventional wisdom also has it that the distinction between the de re and de dicto readings of an attitude report like (1) can be explicated in its logical form in terms of the scope relation between the modal verb want and the existentially quantified noun phrase a jacket like Malte’s, as shown in (2).

(2) a. De re: (∃x)(jacket(x) & like-Malte’s-jacket(x) & wants(Adrian, buy(Adrian,x)))
   b. De dicto: wants(Adrian, (∃x)(jacket(x) & like-Malte’s-jacket(x) & buy(Adrian,x)))

There are three concerns about the conventional wisdom that the meaning of an attitude report finds expression in the readings it has and that the different readings can be captured as different scope relationships.

First, Fodor (1970) argued that there are more readings of (1) than just the de dicto and de re reading. For example, in a scenario in which Adrian has decided what kind of jacket he wants to buy but has no idea that the kind of jacket he wants is like Malte’s jacket, (1) intuitively has a reading which neither the de re nor the de dicto reading in (2-a), (2-b) capture correctly. On the one hand, the existential quantifier introduced by a jacket like Malte’s must be inside the scope of wants, since there is no one particular jacket that Adrian wants to buy. But that would bring the description a jacket like Malte’s within the scope of wants and that seems wrong since Adrian is assumed to know nothing about Malte’s jacket. But the noun phrase a jacket like Malte’s cannot be both inside and outside the scope of the verb want.

The literature has mainly focused on saving conventional wisdom from Fodor’s problem by improving on the simple connection between scope and intensional status of a noun phrase that renders the de dicto and de re readings, see e.g. Romoli and Sudo (2009); Schwager (2009); Keshet and Schwarz (2014) for strikingly distinct proposals. But even if (improved theories of) scope and intensional status of a noun phrase could provide a semantic explanation of Fodor’s paradox of scope, conventional wisdom is challenged by the other two problems, which are even more fundamental.

Second, we need an explanation why in first-person reports as in (3) there is no room for the traditional ambiguities, since (3) cannot be a true utterance by Adrian if Adrian isn’t fully aware that what he wants to buy is a jacket like Malte’s.

(3) (Adrian says:) I want to buy a jacket like Malte’s.

As the only difference between (3) and (1) is the grammatical subject of the report, conventional wisdom about the role of scope and intensional status of the indefinite noun phrase a jacket like Malte’s cannot explain why (3) doesn’t have the same variety of readings as (1). But if scope and intensional status of a noun phrase cannot account for why (1) allows for several readings while (3) only has one, then these are apparently not the right tools for dealing with these sentences.

Third, there is a difficulty with the conventional wisdom that the meaning of (1) (like that of more or less any sentence) is given by the range of its possible readings at least if these readings are associated with the scenarios that have been discussed in the literature. The problem here is how much an interpreter of (1) must know about the scenario which forces a certain reading upon it. The information that tells him to opt for one interpretation rather than another shouldn’t give too much away. For otherwise the utterance of (1) couldn’t teach the interpreter anything that he didn’t already know from his perception of the scenario: an utterance of (1) would be uninformative for the interpreter in any situation where he understands enough about the scenario to be able to disambiguate (1) to its intended reading because every reading-identifying scenario of (1) entails the truth of (1).

These three problems with the conventional wisdom about the meaning of attitude reports are all symptoms, I want to argue, of an underlying mistake: that of lumping together theorizing about the attitudes themselves with theorizing about the meaning of attitude reports. What is needed is to separate the
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analysis of the attitudes themselves from the semantics of their reports. The next section 2 implements this separation by distinguishing anaphoric constructions that refer back to what is the same entity from an internal point of view from those that corefer with their anaphoric antecedents from an external perspective. Anaphoric constructions that are internally about the same object make explicit the structure of the attitudes themselves – e.g. that desires are parasitic on beliefs whereas anaphoric constructions which are externally about the same object reveal the structure of attitude reports. Section 3 grounds the distinction between attitudes and attitude reports in the asymmetry between the first- and third-person perspective on attitudes. On the basis of this asymmetry, section 4 proposes a semantics of desire reports according to which (1) is not ambiguous between different readings but isolates the meaning that (1) has independently of the availability of reading-identifying scenarios. Conventional wisdom readings are reconstructed as third person strategies for justifying the truth of an attitude ascription in section 5. Section 6 concludes with a brief exploration of how the proposed analysis of desires and their reports can be extended to reports involving such non-doxastic predicates like wish or hope and reports involving doxastic predicates such as believe.

2 Intra- and interpersonal anaphora in attitude reports

Developing a line of thought that originated in Kamp (1985) with contrasts as in (4) (focused constituents in caps) Maier (2015) argues that non-doxastic attitudes such as desires are parasitic on their doxastic host attitudes.

(4) a. John believes that Mary will come. He hopes that SUE will come too.
   b. *John hopes that Mary will come. He believes that SUE will come too.

Maier argues that the linguistic asymmetry in (4) “mirrors an underlying asymmetry in the logic of the attitudes themselves” (Maier, 2015, p. 209): “We only have desires relative to our beliefs” (Maier, 2015, p. 220). Semantically, the asymmetry between attitudes of different types manifests itself as the ‘anaphoric’ dependency of non-doxastic on doxastic attitudes. For example, if Adrian believes that the object in front of him is a jacket and decides that he wants to buy it, the object of his want is anaphorically dependent on the object he believes to be a jacket. In such cases, different attitudes of one and the same attitude holder are internally about the same object (adopting the terminology of Kamp et al. (2011)) in that the different attitudes are connected by intrapersonal anaphoric links. Attitudes can also be externally about the same object when “two expressions refer to the same real world entity, but where a particular speaker (or thinker) may be unaware of this, or alternatively where a speaker takes two expressions (or occurrences thereof) to refer to the same thing although in actuality they refer to distinct real world entities.” (Kamp et al., 2011, p. 332). Attitudes that are externally about the same object are connected by interpersonal anaphoric links. Interpersonal anaphoric links are central to reading-identifying scenarios. Consider the scenarios for Fodor’s puzzling reading in (5)-(7) (italics added and naming adopted to the running example of the paper).

(5) Reading-identifying scenario for (1) (Romoli and Sudo, 2009, p. 427)
Suppose a store sells some jackets that all look like Malte’s and that Adrian does not know anything about Malte. Assume further that Adrian wants one of those jackets and any of them is an option.

(6) Reading-identifying scenario for (1) (Keshet and Schwarz, 2014, p. 16)
Adrian wants to buy either jacket A or jacket B, for instance, although he had not decided which yet. Both jacket A and jacket B actually happen to be jackets like Malte’s, although Adrian may or may not know this.
(7) Reading-identifying scenario for (1) (Schwager, 2009, p. 395)
Malte and Adrian do not know each other. Adrian has seen a green Bench jacket in a catalogue and wants to buy one. Malte happens to own precisely such a green Bench jacket.

The background assumptions in (5)-(7) all serve the same purpose. They entail the truth of (1) while rendering the de dicto and de re reading false. Thus, according to common wisdom, (5)-(7) establish the existence of a further reading of (1) besides the de dicto and the de re reading. But although (5)-(7) have been argued to motivate quite different logical forms for the reading identified, the presentation of Adrian’s attitude follows the same schema. Each scenario specifies the doxastic host of Adrian’s parasitic desire which does not include Adrian’s awareness that what he wants to buy is a jacket like Malte’s. This description is the antecedent for the specification of the parasitic desire that is ascribed to Adrian. It is important to note that the author of each of these scenarios invites us to consider (1) in the light of their respective scenarios. More specifically, we are invited to interpret the infinitival complement of wants in terms of what the scenario says about Adrian’s information about the jacket that he wants to get, and to agree with them that in the light of this information their specification of Adrian’s desire is the correct paraphrase of (1). It is important to note against this background that in their own specification of Adrian’s desire in the different scenarios the authors use an interpersonal anaphoric expression that links the descriptive content of Adrian’s desire to what is said about Adrian’s information. In (5), the plural pronoun those makes explicit that the descriptive content of Adrian’s attitude is externally about the same object of reference that is identified by the description a jacket like Malte’s. In (6), the same anaphoric function is realized by the use of the proper names jacket A and jacket B both inside and outside of Adrian’s attitude. In (7), a combination of the pronoun such and the proper name Bench for a kind of jackets is used to indicate how Adrian’s own concept of what he wants to buy is connected to the ‘external’ description that the authors have just provided of that target.

The crux of the use of such interpersonal anaphora in reading-establishing scenarios is the presentation of the same object of reference from two distinct points of view. These observations about the central role of anaphora in attitude reports generalize to the other conventional wisdom readings of (1). De re reading-identifying scenarios require a singular interpersonal anaphoric specification and de dicto reading-identifying scenarios involve an intrapersonal anaphor. Consider the textbook scenarios for de re (8) and de dicto (9) (von Fintel and Heim, 2011, adopted from p. 100, italics added).

(8) I am walking along Newbury Street with Adrian. Adrian sees a jacket in a display window and wants to buy it. He tells me so. I don’t reveal that I have one just like it. I report (1) to you.

(9) Adrian’s desire is to buy some jacket or other which fulfills the description that it is just like mine.

The role of inter- and intrapersonal anaphora in attitudes and their reports is the fundamental phenomenon to be explained by a semantic theory of the meaning of attitude reports. Fodor’s reading shows that scope relationship reflects some of the aspects of attitude reports that anaphoric constructions can express, but not all. In fact, Fodor’s puzzle is not the only case where anaphoric constructions create apparent scope paradoxes, compare e.g. Geach (1967)’s Hob-Nob sentences. On the one hand, the goal of this paper is to make the linguistic distinction between intra- and interpersonal anaphoric expressions as sharp as possible. On the other, the goal of this paper is also to show that only when taken together, intra- and interpersonal anaphoric expressions provide the basis for the semantic analysis of the attitudes themselves and their reports. To this end, in the next section, I explain the role of anaphora in attitude reports in terms of the asymmetry of first- and third-person reports observed with (3) and (1).
3 The asymmetry of first- and third person perspective

(1) ascribes a desire to Adrian from a third-person perspective whereas (3) is a report from Adrian’s own first-person perspective. Only the first-person perspective grants introspection of one’s own mental states (i.e. the attitudes themselves). A third person has no direct access to another person’s mental states. The asymmetry in the accessibility of mental states finds expression in the way the truth of an attitude report is justified given that a justification of a claim is a set of observations that, when taken together entail the truth of the claim. The truth of a first-person report is justified just in virtue of the authority of the first person over what her state of mind is like. A rational justification for the self-ascription of a desire as in (3) would make explicit how the reported desire is parasitic on a set of beliefs. For the case of (3), Adrian could justify his desire by grounding it in a description of the doxastic state which gave rise to the desire: maybe he saw a jacket like Malte’s and liked it and thus wants to buy a jacket like the one he saw. Linguistically, the justification of a first-person report amounts to making explicit the intrapersonal anaphoric dependency of a parasitic attitude. Things are different for a third-person report like (1). Given that only the first-person has authority over her state of mind, (1) cannot be justified to be true just in virtue of the reporter saying so. Instead, (1) can be justified in two fundamentally different ways. The simpler strategy to justify the truth of (1) is when Adrian told the reporter: “I want to buy a jacket like Malte’s”. In this case, the third-person reporter can simply reproduce Adrian’s self-ascription without taking on any further responsibility for why (1) is true besides the fact that Adrian said so and, because Adrian is granted introspection of beliefs, Adrian could rationalize his desire by specifying the antecendet of the desire with an intrapersonal anaphoric construction. This justification of the truth of a third-person attitude report is called the de dicto strategy of justification: “the words which I, the speaker, am using to describe the attitudes content, are the same (at least as far as the relevant DP is concerned) as the words that the subject herself would use to express her attitude.” (von Fintel and Heim, 2011, p. 84). Besides the delegation of responsibility to a first-person de dicto (i.e. according to what the first-person said), a third-person reporter can also justify (1) with an interpersonal anaphoric construction. The interpersonal justification of a desire ascription requires the reporter to be able to figure out the common object which the reportee considers to be relevant to his desire and to which the reporter herself can refer. The justification of the truth of an attitude report as being externally about the same object is called the de re justification: “[t]he term de re […] indicates that there is a common object […] whom I (the speaker) am talking about […] and whom the attitude holder would be referring to if he were to express his attitude in his own words.” (von Fintel and Heim, 2011, p. 84).

4 The attitudes themselves and reports of attitudes

In this section, I develop a semantic theory of desires themselves and their reports that allows to distinguish theorizing about the attitudes themselves from theorizing about attitude reports on the one hand and justification strategies for the truth of an attitude report (provided by reading-identifying scenarios) from the truth-conditions of an attitude report. Heim (1992) popularized a semantic analysis of desire reports based on Stalnaker’s proposal for a qualified consequence condition for rational desires that deals with the problem of logical omniscience: “wanting something is preferring it to certain relevant alternatives, the relevant alternatives being those possibilities that the agent believes will be realized if he does not get what he want.” (Stalnaker, 1984, p. 89). It is important to note that this characterization of desires is concerned with the logical properties of an agent’s first-person perspective on his

---

2I use the term rational here in the sense of Davidson (1963)’s rationalization of actions.

3There is in principle a third justification strategy which I do not consider here, namely abduction from observed behaviour and conventional goals of behaviour to the best explanation. E.g. if Adrian prowls around the fridge continuously, one is justified to infer that he has the desire to eat something.
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attitudes, e.g. an agent’s beliefs about his beliefs or the ways in which an agent’s beliefs may change in response to his experiences (Stalnaker, 1984, cp. p. 80). But the problem that arises for third-person reports is a more fundamental one. To a third person, another agent’s state of mind is basically a black box, the inputs and outputs to which can be observed but not its internal workings. This is true in particular of the third-person perspective on an agent’s beliefs (including those beliefs that a first person considers in her preferences). Instead of the introspection of beliefs that is granted by the first-person perspective, a third-person attitude report like (1) must be based on observations about the behaviour of the reportee that the reporter considers to be indicative of his state of mind. Stalnaker is one of many philosophers who argued that an agent’s behaviour indicates that she desires that P if “[t]o desire that P is to be disposed to act in ways that would tend to bring it about that φ” (Stalnaker, 1984, p. 15), i.e. desires are pro-attitudes Davidson (1963) that are capable of playing a causal role in their induction of a tendency to act in a certain way. Consequently, (1) is not a report of Adrian’s attitude itself (which is inaccessible to a third person) but presents a third person’s assessment of Adrian’s behaviour guided by justification strategies for the truth of (1). In other words, I argue that the truth-conditions of (1) do not reflect the conditions under which (1) is a true description of Adrian’s attitudes themselves but that the truth-conditions of (1) reflect the conditions under which (1) is a true description of Adrian’s behaviour. To deal with the distinction between the attitudes themselves and their reports, I propose that linguistic descriptions of the form x wants φ are to be interpreted as in (10), a simplified version of the action-theoretic analysis of desires proposed in Schroeder (2015).

(10) A report of the form “x wants φ” is true if and only if x is disposed to take those actions which are likely to bring about a state of affairs of which the reporter is justified to believe that φ obtains.

The interpretation of linguistic descriptions of the form x wants φ in (10) separates the semantics of a desire report from the mental state of desiring itself. It captures that third-person reports are based on the observable realization of a desire – the behaviour in which it manifests itself – instead of the unobservable attitudes themselves. (10) thus provides the possibility to distinguish the first- and third-person perspective. In a first-person perspective report like (3), the reportee is identical with the reporter and thus the truth of (3) is justified by intrapersonal reference to the attitudes themselves, thereby making explicit the joint responsibility of desire and belief for the actions undertaken by the reportee. Things are different for attitude reports in which the reportee is not identical with the reporter. Third person reports do not make a claim about Adrian’s attitudes themselves – although Adrian himself certainly has a certain combination of desire and belief that makes him act in a certain way. Instead, (1) is true as long as the reporter is justified to claim that Adrian’s actions bring about a state of affairs where φ obtains. To make more precise the distinction of truth-conditions of an attitude report and justification strategies for the truth of an attitude report, it is helpful to formalize the behaviour-based account of desires in (10).

To the development of a formal account of desires as pro-attitudes, I take to be central what Stalnaker calls the future-looking nature of desires, i.e. the fact that the reporter of (1) or (3) claims that the reportee acts towards a future state of affairs at which the descriptive content of the attitude report eventually becomes true. A formal framework in which such an analysis can be captured has been proposed in Singh and Asher (1993). The basic idea – I refer the reader to Singh and Asher (1993) for full details – is to include in a standard model theory of the language of Discourse Representation Structures (DRS) (see Kamp et al. (2011)) a time structure T and two functions B and D. T = (T, <), where T is a set of possible times and < a partial order on T. We may view T as a tree-like structure of times branching towards the future in which arc labels are basic actions. That is, the order < on T is transitive, asymmetric and does not allow for merging of branches. We define a scenario S at a world w and time t as any maximal branch starting from t and S_w,T is the class of all scenarios at world w and
time $t$. $B$ and $D$ are functions defined for a set of ‘agents’ (a subset of the set of individuals in the model theory) to subsets of $S_{w,t}$ which assign beliefs $B$ and desires $D$ to agents at different worlds and times (qua modelling). On the basis of these additional postulations, (Singh and Asher, 1993, p. 523) propose a semantics for intentions and beliefs, which I adopt in (11) to capture the difference between desires themselves (a set of scenarios) and desire ascriptions (beliefs about the goal of acting on a desire)$^4$. (11) defines the interpretation of the DRS-predicate $DES(a,K)$, where the first argument is an agent and the second argument is a DRS $K$, as the set of scenarios $S$ at $t$ such that if the world $w$ developed along any of them, the reporter $b$ believes that the desire described with $K$ would be realized at $t' > t$, i.e. that $K$ has a verifying embedding $g$ in $M$ at $w$ at $t'$.

(11) Interpretation of $DES(a,K)$:
$$[[DES(a,K)]_{M,w,t,g} = \{S \subseteq S_{w,t} \land (\exists f' : f' \in S \land g_w \subseteq U f_w \land M \models w_{f',f} \ BEl(b,K))\}$$
where $a$ is the bearer of the desire and $b$ the ascriber of the desire.

(12) Verifying embedding of $DES(a,K)$:
$$M \models w_{t,g} DES(a,K) \iff [[DES(a,K)]_{M,w,t,g} \in D(w,t,a)$$

Singh and Asher (1993) also propose a definition of beliefs relative to scenarios as the set of scenarios $S$ at whose initial world $w$ and time $t$, the descriptive content $K$ of the belief is true under the given embedding $g$, cp. (13). I do not relativize belief ascriptions to the reporter-reportee distinction here, but see section 6 for additional discussion.

(13) Interpretation of $BEL(a,K)$
$$[[BEL(a,K)]_{M,w,t,g} = \{S \subseteq S_{w,t} \land (\exists f : f \in S \land g_w \subseteq U f_w \land M \models w_{t,f} K)\}$$

(14) Verifying embedding of $BEL(a,K)$:
$$M \models w_{t,g} BEL(a,K) \iff [[BEL(a,K)]_{M,w,t,g} \in B(w,t,a)$$

Given the model-theoretic background on the interpretation of desire ascriptions, consider (15), the semantic representation of the first-person report (3) in the representation formalism for attitudes developed in Maier (2015). $DRS_1$ labels (for the sake of presentation) the representation for the global belief state of Adrian in which the desire representation labelled with $DRS_2$ is embedded. (15) is true iff there is a set of scenarios which belong to Adrian’s desire set such that if Adrian would act on any of these scenarios the reporter (i.e. Adrian) believes that $DRS_2$ eventually becomes true.

$$\begin{array}{c}
\text{Adrian(x)} \\
\text{Ar(x) : } DRS_2 : DES - DRS_2 : y,e : \text{buy(y,x)} \\
\text{like - Maltes - jacket(y)}
\end{array}$$

The representation of (1) in (16) involves a subtle but important difference. In (1), the reportee is not identical with the reporter and thus the semantics in (11) predicts that (1) is true iff there is a set of

$^4$The relevant difference between the semantics proposed in Singh and Asher (1993) for intentions and the version adopted here to model desires concerns the relativization of goal descriptions. To me, goal relativization seems to be the relevant linguistic difference between intentions and desires, given the fact that Adrian intends to buy a jacket like Malte’s can only be a true description of Adrian’s behaviour if Adrian is aware of the descriptive content of the intention ascription.
scenarios which belong to Adrian’s desire set such that if Adrian would act on any of these scenarios the reporter (i.e. not Adrian) believes that DRS₃ eventually becomes true.

5 The justification of attitude reports

The representations in (15) and (16) capture the model-theoretic truth-conditions of attitude reports. But given what has been said so far, an equally important aspect of the interpretation of attitude reports is their justification. In the definition of the semantics of desire ascriptions in (12), I glossed over the role of justification in assuming that it is enough for a reporter of (1) or (3) to believe that what the reportee is disposed to do will bring about a state of affairs in which the reportee bought a jacket like Malte’s. But belief seems to be too weak to provide an adequate characterization of the conditions under which an attitude report is justified. In this section I consider in more detail the strategies which a reporter of (1) can employ to justify the truth of her belief that Adrian wants to buy a jacket like Malte’s, where justified true belief amounts to an answer to the question put to the reporter “How do you know that (1)?”

For (3), Adrian can justify his self-report by specifying the intrapersonally antecedent host of his desire to buy a jacket like Malte’s. For example, Adrian could justify (3) by grounding his desire in the belief that jackets like Malte’s are trendy and that trendy jackets are desirable. Because de dicto justification in terms of revealing the intrapersonal anaphoricity of the desire in (3) is the only way in which a rational agent can justify a self-report⁵, we expect a difference between (3) and (1), for which several justification strategies are available. Besides the delegation of the responsibility for the justification of the truth of (1) de dicto to Adrian himself, the reporter of (1) can also justify the truth of (1) de re. The textbook de re justification of (1) starts from the assumption that Adrian does not know Malte or his jacket but ignores the fact that this assumption itself is a third-person attitude report. From the point of view advanced in this paper, this is a mistake: it is interpersonal anaphoric constructions, not doxastic attitudes that are relevant to de re justification. Consider the following reasoning. Self-reports like (3) do not allow for de re justification because Adrian’s report of his doxastic background with I do not know Malte or his jacket would be incompatible with (3). Consequently, a third person cannot challenge the justification of the truth of (3) by the justified assumption that Adrian does not know about Malte or his jacket (as this would require Adrian to contradict himself) and de dicto is the only justification strategy for (3). Similarly, considerations about doxastic states of Adrian are irrelevant when (3) is used as a de dicto justification of (1). But the same conclusion about the irrelevance of doxastic states of Adrian holds for the de re justification of (1). The crucial point about de re justification of (1) is not whether or not Adrian knows about Malte or his jacket but that it rests on an interpersonally anaphoric self-report such as I want to buy it (e.g., as in (8)). It is this self-report which the reporter of (1) considers as the de dicto-justified basis – i.e. that he is justified to say that Adrian wants to buy it – of his de re justification. In the de dicto-basis of de re justification, the anaphoric expression serves the identification of an object external to the reportee’s state of mind⁶ but does not hint at any particular description that the reportee associates with the antecedent of the anaphoric expression. In other words: it is the anaphoric nature of Adrian’s self-report that licenses the de re justification of (1) after all, independently of background assumptions about the doxastic state of the reportee. Furthermore, the type of anaphor that occurs in the de dicto-basis of a de re justification determines how a third person can charge the anaphora with

---

⁵It should be noted that I ignore here the fact that the de dicto justification of self-reports actually decomposes itself into different justification strategies, depending on e.g. whether or not the intrapersonal antecedent of a parasitic desire is in turn grounded in a causal relation of acquaintance.

⁶If “I want to buy it” would refer to an unpronounced belief of Adrian about a certain jacket but not to an object external to Adrian’s state of mind, a reporter would not be able to report his desire with (1) just because there is no way in which “I want to buy it” and (1) could be externally about the same kind of jacket.
On Reporting Attitudes

The basic case is where a singular anaphoric description such as “I want to buy it” licenses a de re justification of the descriptive content of (1) if the reporter is able to resolve it to the antecedent description a jacket like Malte’s jacket. The complex case induces the reading that puzzled Fodor. The self-report of Adrian which underlies Fodor’s puzzle involves a particular kind of complex anaphoric device of reference, e.g. as in I want to buy one of those jackets (cp. (5)). Compared to the interpersonal interpretation of the singular and simplex anaphoric expression it, what is special about one of those is that the expression involves not one but two anaphoric elements. Adrian’s desire is directed towards an (unspecific) object that he (and only he himself) can identify with one of. But this intrapersonal anaphora cannot serve as the interpersonal anaphora that a reporter can pick up in a de re justification. Instead, what justifies (1) de re is the specific object that Adrian identifies with those (and similar conclusions hold for the other types of complex interpersonal anaphoric expressions discussed in section 2). The problem that emerges from complex uses of anaphora is that they require the interpreter to distinguish the role of anaphora in self-attributions of attitudes themselves (the intrapersonal specification of one of) from the role of anaphora in attitude reports (the interpersonal specification of those). Consequently, it is not surprising that justifications that involve complex interpersonal anaphoric constructions are puzzling from the perspective of conventional wisdom. It is because conventional wisdom conflates theorizing about the attitudes themselves with theorizing about their reports that it conceals the source of Fodor’s puzzle: not only do anaphors structure the attitudes themselves intrapersonally and attitude reports interpersonally, but in de re-justification anaphors sit astride between attitudes and their reports in that they mediate between attitudes and their reports. I take this role of anaphora to be indicative of what justification strategies themselves are.

If there is a truth at all to the claim that attitude ascriptions obtain validity from the very fact that we accept de re and de dicto justifications as being suitable licensors for our talk about attitudes, then justification strategies are part of the pragmatic conditions for the successful use of attitude ascriptions. Considering de re and de dicto justification as regulating our use of attitude ascriptions makes them part of the system of social conventions according to which we ascribe attitudes: it is a social convention that a person has the descriptive authority over her own mental states and it is also a social convention that a third-person report cannot claim authority over the description of other persons’ mental states. First-person attitude reports like (1) cannot be justified de re without giving up the social convention that a person has the authority over her own mental states. Thus, the function of de re and de dicto justification in regulating the practice of attitude ascriptions is part of a theory of the pragmatics of attitude reports. It is on the grounds of the acceptance of the implicit pragmatic success conditions of an attitude report generally that (1) is semantically informative to an interpreter. As mentioned earlier, one semantic function of attitude reports (what a reporter does when reporting an attitude) is the rationalization of an agent’s behaviour. But the more important semantic function of attitude reports is in the way in which attitude ascriptions figure in practical reasoning. The semantics for desire ascriptions that I presented is motivated on exactly these grounds. Singh and Asher (1993) argue in detail how the action-theoretic analysis of belief, intentions and desires provides the basis for the definition of a logic of rational agency in which agents can reason about themselves and other agents. It is important to note at this point that also Stalnaker (1984) is concerned with the delineation of such a system of the logical relations that underly a rational agent’s inquiry. A Stalnaker-type logic of desire and beliefs is thus not incompatible with the proposal for attitude reports made in this paper as long as we stick – as Stalnaker does anyway – to the first-person perspective when theorizing about the attitudes themselves.

6 Conclusion

This section concludes with some remarks on how the proposed account of desire reports can be generalized. First, the analysis of desire reports proposed can be modified so as to deal with other non-doxastic
attitudes such as hope or wish, the main difference between hope, wish and want manifesting not in their propositional content but in the strength with which they induce a tendency to act in the bearer of the attitude. While desires are understood as inducing a strong tendency to act in a certain way, a wish basically omits the forward-looking nature of desires and thus also can be used for goals which an agent cannot accomplish with his actions, like I wish that I was never born. vs. *I want that I was never born.

With respect to the relation of attitude and action, hopes seem to stand inbetween desires and wishes, as one the one hand, they share the forward-looking nature of desires but on the other also allow for outcomes of actions that an agent does not have under its own control like I hope to pass the exams without preparation vs. I want to pass the exams without preparation. Second, once the distinction between the first-person perspective on the attitudes themselves and their third-person reports has been established, the argument of this paper generalizes to doxastic attitudes like belief. On the one hand, like desires, an agent’s beliefs can be observed from an external perspective only through the behaviour in which they manifest themselves under the hypothesis that “[t]o believe that P is to be disposed to act in ways that would tend to satisfy one’s desires” (Stalnaker, 1984, p. 17). On the other, like desires, beliefs are parasitic attitudes: “[b]eliefs have determinate content because of their presumed causal connections with the world” (Stalnaker, 1984, p. 17). It is the combination of both aspects of beliefs that should be considered to be fundamental to their reports, given that the justification of belief reports necessarily involves an anaphoric specification of how the reported belief is parasitic on its causal relation of acquaintance, compare e.g. (Quine, 1956, p. 179)’s famous Orcutt scenario in (17) (italics added).

(17) “There is a certain man in a brown hat whom Ralph has glimpsed several times [. . . ] Ralph suspects he is a spy. Also there is a gray-haired man, [. . . ] whom Ralph is not aware of having seen except once at the beach. Now Ralph does not know it, but the men are one and the same.”
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Abstract

This paper reports on work in progress which aims at the creation of a comprehensive taxonomy of textual entailment rules and – as a proof of concept – its application to an RTE corpus. In particular, a new formalism for encoding entailment rules is proposed, with some emphasis on encoding the properties of such rules and their converses in different polarity contexts.

1 Introduction

Ever since Aristotle, entailment has been in the centre of interest in logic and semantics, and since mid-2000s the more loosely defined textual entailment has become increasingly important in Natural Language Processing (NLP), where semantic systems are evaluated by their performance on the Recognising Textual Entailment (RTE) task (Dagan et al. 2006, 2013, Sammons 2015; see also Bos 2008). To this end, RTE corpora have been created consisting of \( \langle T, H \rangle \) pairs tagged by humans with information whether the hypothesis \( H \) is textually entailed by the attested text \( T \), or not; in case of some corpora, a third tag, signalling contradiction between \( T \) and \( H \), is also employed. The quality of a system is measured by the degree of agreement between human judgements and tags assigned by the system. The additional difficulty of the task lies in the fact that textual entailment is understood very generally and a little vaguely; the following definition is typical: “[The] applied notion of textual entailment is defined as a directional relationship between pairs of text expressions, denoted by \( T \) – the entailing ‘Text’, and \( H \) – the entailed ‘Hypothesis’. We say that \( T \) entails \( H \) if, typically, a human reading \( T \) would infer that \( H \) is most likely true” (Dagan et al. 2006:178).

Evaluation against such RTE corpora is purely quantitative: the only information it provides is the percentage of correctly tagged pairs, and not the kinds of phenomena the system does not handle correctly or the kinds of knowledge it lacks. For this reason, since around 2010, the need has been voiced for corpora containing pairs tagged with the types of phenomena or knowledge involved in the process of reasoning (Sammons et al. 2010). Different types of textual inference had, of course, been discussed earlier (e.g. Cooper et al. 1996, Zaenen et al. 2005, Garoufi 2007, Clark et al. 2007, Bos 2008), but such discussions resulted in identifying some types of phenomena or kinds of knowledge, without an attempt at creating an exhaustive taxonomy of types of textual entailment. Other work discusses selected types or aspects of reasoning, e.g. monotonicity effects (MacCartney and Manning 2007), common-sense knowledge (LoBue and Yates 2011), linguistic modification (Toledo et al. 2012), etc.

∗Work reported here has been partially financed by the Polish Ministry of Science and Higher Education within the CLARIN ERIC programme 2015–2016 (http://clarin.eu/).
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To the best of our knowledge, no comprehensive taxonomy of types of textual entailment has been proposed so far, and the most advanced attempt is still that of Bentivogli et al. 2010. There, 90 pairs extracted from the RTE-5 (Bentivogli et al. 2009) corpus were annotated with kinds of phenomena involved in the entailment. The 36 distinguished phenomena were grouped into 5 categories: lexical (e.g., hypernymy and geographical knowledge), lexical-syntactic (e.g., causative and paraphrase), syntactic (e.g., negation, list and apposition), discourse (e.g., coreference and ellipsis) and reasoning (e.g., apposition again, meronymy, relative clause and the most frequent "phenomenon" of common background / general inferences). As the authors note themselves, “the list is not exhaustive and reflects the phenomena [they] detected in the sample of RTE-5 pairs [they] analyzed”. Unfortunately, the scope of particular phenomena and reasons for classifying, say, geographical knowledge as a lexical phenomenon and meronymy as reasoning, are not elucidated, as that short paper concentrates on general methodological issues.

The aim of the current paper, which reports on work in progress, is to start filling this gap, i.e. to report on early research leading to 1) the creation of a comprehensive taxonomy of textual entailment steps and – as a proof of concept – 2) its application to an RTE corpus. We assume that each (T, H) pair tagged as involving entailment may be associated with a sequence of atomic entailment steps, cf. §2, that each such a step may be formalised as a rule transforming one text into another text (or, more declaratively, specifying a relation between texts), cf. §3, and that such rules may be organised into a taxonomy of textual entailment types, cf. §4. In specifying the format of the rules and the resulting taxonomy, we combine and extend ideas from the literature which have not been put together before.

While all the examples provided in this paper involve English, the actual entailment corpus is a Polish translation of the development part of the RTE-3 corpus (Giampiccolo et al. 2007) consisting of 800 (T, H) pairs, including 411 pairs tagged as involving true entailment. At the point of submitting this paper to the proceedings, over 120 (T, H) pairs are fully tagged with almost 800 atomic entailment steps (over 6 steps per pair, on average), and some 50 of the rules used in these entailments – jointly covering about 120 atomic entailment steps – are fully formalised in the sense of §3. While, as discussed there, some of the rules are language-specific and others are language-independent, they are organised into a taxonomy outlined in §4, which is designed to be largely language-independent. The possible uses of such a corpus and taxonomy are mentioned in the concluding remarks in §5.

2 Entailment corpus

One novel aspect of the research presented here consists in the construction of a textual entailment corpus, where particular entailment pairs are not only tagged with kinds of reasoning involved, as already postulated (but not fully realised) in the literature, but where all transformation steps leading from the initial text to the final hypothesis are explicitly shown, as illustrated in Figure 1. The five steps shown there conflate eight actual steps in the corpus. In the first step of the figure, appropriate rules for dropping a modifier are applied three times: for the two temporal modifiers In 1927 and until his death in 1962, and for the subordinate following on its success. Similarly, the final step in the figure involves two applications of a rule substituting a term with its synonym: penned is replaced by authored and numerous – by many.

Obviously, this is only one of possible orderings of rule applications, but in many cases, including the example above, the ordering does not matter. An example of where the order of

---

2In the actual corpus, particular steps are labelled with the identifiers of specific rules. Moreover, the rule alluded to as distributing shared dependent is not strictly necessary here, but we leave it here as its formalisation will be discussed in the following section.
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T: In 1927 Harnold Lamb wrote a biography of Genghis Khan, and following on its success turned more and more to the writing of non-fiction, penning numerous biographies and history books until his death in 1962.

→ Harnold Lamb wrote a biography of Genghis Khan, and turned more and more to the writing of non-fiction, penning numerous biographies and history books. (dropping modifiers)

→ Harnold Lamb turned more and more to the writing of non-fiction, penning numerous biographies and history books. (dropping conjunct)

→ Harnold Lamb penned numerous biographies and history books. (extracting -ing modifier)

→ Harnold Lamb penned numerous biographies and numerous history books. (distributing shared dependent)

→ Harnold Lamb penned numerous biographies. (dropping conjunct)

H: → Harnold Lamb authored many biographies. (substituting synonyms)

Figure 1: Entailment steps from text T to hypothesis H for the RTE-3 pair id=65

rule applications does matter is given in Figure 2, where the first sentence of the text T may be dropped only once the coreference rule fires, as otherwise the team could not be replaced by the (already dropped) The Kinston Indians.

T: The Kinston Indians are a minor league baseball team in Kinston, North Carolina. The team, a Class A affiliate of the Cleveland Indians, plays in the Carolina League.

→ The Kinston Indians are a minor league baseball team in Kinston, North Carolina. The Kinston Indians, a Class A affiliate of the Cleveland Indians, plays in the Carolina League. (substituting coreferring term)

→ The Kinston Indians, a Class A affiliate of the Cleveland Indians, plays in the Carolina League. (dropping sentence)

→ The Kinston Indians plays in the Carolina League. (dropping modifier)

→ Kinston Indians play in the Carolina League. (substituting synonym)

H: → Kinston Indians participate in the Carolina League. (lexical implication)

Figure 2: Entailment steps from text T to hypothesis H for the RTE-3 pair id=92

Occasionally, it is possible that the same hypothesis may be reached from the text via an application of different sets of rules. Nevertheless, as the task of devising a single line of reasoning is already rather difficult, no attempt is made to provide all possible minimal sequences of rule applications, even once a set of rules is fixed. It should be noted that this procedure goes further than that of Bentivogli et al. 2010, where particular reasoning steps were only applied to the initial Text, without an attempt at constructing a complete transformation path from Text to Hypothesis.
3 Textual entailment rules

We propose an extension and further formalisation of the usual textual entailment rules (Szpektor et al. 2007) mapping one text into another (uni- or bidirectionally). We assume that such rules operate on dependency trees, i.e. their Left- and Right-Hand Sides are templates matching a dependency (sub)tree.\footnote{See Tesnière 1959, 2015 for the original work on dependency grammar and de Marneffe et al. 2014 for the approach assumed here.} The rules constructed so far operate at the level of syntactic dependency trees, where word nodes are marked with lemmata and with morphosyntactic information (part of speech, case, gender, etc.), and with dependency labels such as subject and object,\footnote{In all examples, part of speech tags and dependency labels follow the Universal Dependencies (http://universaldependencies.github.io/docs/).} but we envisage the possibility of some rules operating at the level of semantic dependencies, with labels such as agent or instrument.\footnote{Two of the linguistic theories that posit multiple parallel dependency levels are Meaning-Text Theory (Mel'čuk 1981, 1988) and Functional Generative Description (Sgall et al. 1986).} Formally, a rule is a quintuple whose first two elements are dependency trees (to match the input and the output of the rule), followed by a polarity signature,\footnote{Generalisation to monotonicity is planned for future work.} strength specification and applicability conditions: (LHS, RHS, P, S, C). A preliminary version of a simple rule for dropping a premodifier expressed by a nominal or prepositional phrase is shown in (1):\footnote{Admittedly, treating nouns as heads and prepositions as their dependents in prepositional phrases is a controversial aspect of Universal Dependencies.}

\[(1) \langle X.\ g Y.\ l, Y.\ l, (+, o, o, +), S, \{\} \rangle \]

The LHS and RHS elements are particularly simple here: LHS matches any dependency of the type nmod (nominal modifier) where the dependent (indicated by the variable X) is on the left of the head (indicated by Y), and the RHS is the result of dropping the dependent (i.e. leaving Y). An example of the operation of this rule is given in Figure 3. This example also illustrates the need for the markers l and g adorning the nodes in LHS and RHS: the former stands for lazy match, the latter – for greedy match. Lazy match occurs when a node is matched but those of its dependents which are not explicitly specified in the rule are not “consumed” during the match – such dependents will be rewritten to the output of the rule. On the other hand, greedy match indicates the need to “consume” – i.e. get rid of – any unspecified dependents. Hence, when Y.l matches wrote, all its dependents which are not explicitly mentioned by the rule – i.e. the subject Harold Lamb and the direct object a biography – will be rewritten together with Y in the output. On the other hand, when X.g matches 1927, its dependent\footnote{Admittedly, treating nouns as heads and prepositions as their dependents in prepositional phrases is a controversial aspect of Universal Dependencies.} In will also be consumed rather than being adjoined to some higher node in the output.

In 1927 Harold Lamb wrote a biography. \[\Rightarrow\] Harold Lamb wrote a biography.

Figure 3: An example of the operation of rule (1)
The third element of the rule quintuple is the polarity signature, which indicates the behaviour of the rule (the first two characters) and its converse (the next two characters) depending on the polarity of the context (to be discussed below). It is best to visualise this quadruple signature as a $2 \times 2$ table, where the first column indicates the behaviour of the rule in positive polarity contexts and the second column – in negative polarity contexts, and the first row describes the rule from LHS to RHS, while the second row – its converse, i.e. the rule from RHS to LHS:

$$
\begin{array}{c|cc}
\text{LHS} & \text{RHS} & \text{Pos} & \text{Neg} \\
\text{LHS} & \text{→} & 1 & 2 \\
\text{LHS} & \text{←} & 3 & 4 \\
\end{array}
$$

Following the discussion in Nairn et al. 2006, we assume that one of three possible values may occur in each of the cells:

1. $+$ the rule is valid in the specified direction and polarity context without any further conditions,
2. $-$ the rule is valid in the specified direction and polarity context, but the polarity of the consequent must be reversed,
3. $\circ$ neither of the above, i.e. the rule is not applicable in the specified direction and polarity context.

Hence, the polarity specification $\langle +, \circ, \circ, + \rangle$ in (1) means that the rule may be applied in positive contexts (as in Figure 3), but not in negative contexts, and its converse may be applied in negative – but not in positive – contexts (e.g. to transform *Harold Lamb didn’t write a biography.* into *In 1927 Harold Lamb didn’t write a biography.*).

Following the suggestion of Zaenen et al. 2005, we also further classify rules as strong ($S$; including semantic entailments and presuppositions) and defeasible ($DF$; including conversational implicatures). Since an attempt is made to annotate with entailment steps all $\langle T, H \rangle$ pairs marked in the development section of RTE-3 as involving true entailment, even those where entailment steps are so weak or counterintuitive that they should not be even marked as $DF$, some rules are tagged as *wishful thinking fallacies* ($WTF$).

The final element is a set of additional constraints on the applicability of the rule. In case of (1), this set is empty, but it may involve references to word classes or relations between words, among other constraints, as in the following rule, which relates for example a *team of European astronomers* to a *team of astronomers from Europe* (Bentivogli et al. 2010:3544). This rule contains constraints on parts of speech of all nodes and on the lexical relation of demonymy between nodes $X$ and $Z$:

$$
\langle X \ Y.l, \ Y.l \text{ from } Z, \{+,+,+,+\}, S, \{\text{ADJ}(X), \text{NOUN}(Y), \text{PROPN}(Z), \text{DEMONYM}(X,Z)\} \rangle
$$

This rule defines a full equivalence, valid in both types of context and in either direction, hence the four pluses in the signature. Note also that some nodes in the LHS and RHS are not adorned with either $l$ or $g$ – they are assumed to have no further dependents (this effectively becomes another condition on the applicability of this rule).

We do not propose a subformalism for expressing constraints, but acknowledge that much of the expressiveness of the proposed formalism for textual rules lies in the expressiveness of the constraint subformalism. Consider the antepenultimate entailment step of Figure 1, where the relevant rule is alluded to as *distributing shared dependent*. The rule may be formalised as in (5), where $D$ stands for any dependency relation, and an example of its use is given in Figure 4.
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This rule is marked as defeasible, as constructions such as *numerous biographies and history books* are infamously ambiguous (here *numerous* may refer to both conjuncts, *biographies* and *history books*, or just to the first conjunct, *biographies*), and the rule is justified only in one (perhaps the more natural one) of the two readings. However, if the texts are parsed and disambiguated semantically, a constraint could be added that refers to the disambiguated representation of LHS and makes sure that S indeed scopes over both X and Y – in such a case, the rule could be marked as strong.

So far we have only seen rules containing ‘+’ and ‘◦’ in their polarity signatures. Two examples of rules containing ‘−’ are (6)–(7).9

For simplicity, we assume that such rules are unidirectional, i.e., that the converse is not applicable (hence the final two ‘◦’ characters in polarity signatures). The former of these rules targets constructions headed by negative two-way implicatives such as *FORGET* or *FAIL*: saying that John forgot or failed to come implies that John didn’t come, and saying that Mary didn’t forget or fail to come implies the Mary indeed came. On the other hand, the latter rule is applicable only in negative polarity contexts: saying John didn’t hesitate to come implies that John came, but saying that Mary hesitated to come doesn’t imply whether Mary came or not.

Such rules illustrate a certain subtlety when it comes to the definition of context for the purpose of judging its polarity and to reversing the polarity of the output. Consider the following sentences as the intended input and output of rule (7):

These rules are much simplified. Ellipsis signals the omission of the lemmata of other relevant implicatives and of other constraints, including those taking care of appropriate forms of verbs X and Y.
(8) Nobody hesitated to come.
(9) Everybody came.

The polarity context of the input is clearly negative, but this negative force does not come from the context in which the rule is applied, as it would in case of *It’s not the case that John hesitated to come*, where negation is expressed outside the match of LHS, and also in case of *John didn’t hesitate to come*, where negation is expressed in the unspecified part of the subtree headed by X. Instead, in (8), negation is introduced by the negative quantifier in the subject position, i.e. matched by the variable U of the LHS of this rule. Hence, the polarity of the context should be understood as the relative polarity of the head of the match, and not as the relative polarity of the whole match: an expression reversing the polarity may be part of the match, as in (9).

What the input–output pair (8)–(9) also illustrates is the convenience of understanding the polarity reversing effect of such rules rather broadly. The narrowest interpretation of this effect would simply add negation to the output, as in *Nobody didn’t come*, and perhaps another rule would transform this sentence into (9). Similarly, perhaps the intermediate *I didn’t not get high* could be used to get from (10) to (11). But for the purpose of this paper we assume that polarity reversal expressed by ‘−’ is powerful enough to get in one step from the input to the output in both (8)–(9) (via rule (7)) and (10)–(11) (via rule (6)).

(10) I forgot not to get high.
(11) I got high.

Let us finally note that the simple picture where all rules are rewriting rules, replacing one subtree with another (perhaps empty, effectively pruning the tree), cannot be maintained. As an example, take the following pair (id=44) from the RTE-3: dataset:

(12) T: A former employee of the company, David Vance of South Portland, said Hooper spent a lot of time on the road, often meeting with customers between Portland and Kittery.
(13) H: David Vance lives in South Portland.

Here, the noun phrase (NP) *David Vance of South Portland* must be transformed into the sentence *David Vance lives in South Portland*. But of course the resulting sentence cannot simply replace the original NP – this would result in ungrammaticality. Neither can it simply replace the minimal sentence containing this NP: *It’s not the case that David Vance of South Portland arrived* should not be replaced by *It’s not the case that David Vance lives in South Portland*. Finally, the output of the rule should not replace the whole matrix sentence, as it may contain other similar bits of information to be used in the reasoning (e.g. *David Vance of South Portland met Hooper of North Dakota*). Instead, a second type of rules is needed which transform the input text by adding a new sentence. We currently assume that such rules are strictly unidirectional and are only used to extract conventional implicatures, which are independent of the polarity of context, hence, they may be formalised as quadruples *(LHS, RHS, S, C)*, where RHS is interpreted as being added to the text rather than replacing LHS.

A simplified example of such a rule for the above pair is given in (14), and the complete reasoning – in Figure 5.

(14) ⟨ X.l of Y.l, X.l lives in Y.l , S, {name(X), place(Y)} ⟩
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T: A former employee of the company, David Vance of South Portland, said Hooper spent a lot of time on the road, often meeting with customers between Portland and Kittery.

→ A former employee of the company, David Vance of South Portland, said Hooper spent a lot of time on the road, often meeting with customers between Portland and Kittery.

David Vance lives in South Portland.

H: → David Vance lives in South Portland.

Figure 5: Entailment steps from text T to hypothesis H for the RTE-3 pair id=44

4 Towards a taxonomy

Textual entailment rules are very diverse and involve various kinds of knowledge: lexical, syntactic, semantic, pragmatic and world knowledge, including the awareness of common scripts or frames (in the sense of Artificial Intelligence), so there is probably no single most natural way to organise them in a taxonomical hierarchy. Any attempt at such a taxonomy should be made with the view of its usefulness for the evaluation of semantic systems. For example, it makes sense to group rules reflecting phenomena such as coreference, zero anaphora and ellipsis, as a system which deals poorly on entailment pairs involving such rules probably lacks a reasonable discourse component. Similarly, grouping rules referring to lexical synonymy, hyperonymy, meronymy, etc., helps evaluate the use of wordnet-like knowledge sources by the system.

At the highest level, the proposed taxonomy distinguishes:

1. rules which do not refer to co(n)text, e.g. those discussed in §3 and almost all of the rules alluded to in Figures 1–2,
2. rules referring to the cotext of a given constructions, i.e. to bits of text not structurally related to this construction; e.g. to an earlier noun phrase (NP) coreferent with a given NP, as in the first rule of Figure 2, or to a bit of text corresponding to the missing part of an elliptical construction,
3. rules referring to the non-textual context, e.g. to the date of publication of the text, as in the textual entailment from John Coltrane died in 1967 to John Coltrane died almost 50 years ago in case of texts published in 2015.

Within each class, rules are grouped according to how much lexical knowledge they require:

a. rules reflecting lexical equivalence relations: not only the usual synonymy (as in wordnets or thesauri), but also (near-)synonymous diathesis,
b. rules reflecting various kinds of lexical implication: hyperonymy, meronymy, etc.,
c. rules reflecting the implication of predicate dependents of factive and implicational verbs (as in Nairn et al. 2006),
d. constructional rules involving some lexical knowledge, e.g. rules allowing for the dropping of intersective or subsective modifiers (requires the knowledge of which lexemes may act as such modifiers),
e. constructional equivalence correspondences: variations in word order, distribution of dependents of a coordination over conjuncts (e.g. from nice boy and girl to nice boy and nice girl in languages in which the adjective on the left-hand side is in the plural and the adjectives on the right-hand side – in the singular), etc.; also rules which add new sentences on the basis of existing ones, including rules which extract relative clauses into standalone sentences (e.g. from ... Coltrane, who died in 1967,... to Coltrane died in 1967.,... to Coltrane died in 1967.)
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f. constructional implication relations: pruning of whole sentences, removing parentheticals, removing various kinds of modifiers, etc.

Additionally, a few groups of rules correspond to such subsystems of reasoning as temporal reasoning (e.g. from *Coltrane died on 17 July 1967* to *Coltrane died in July 1967*), numerical reasoning (further to *Coltrane died almost 50 years ago*; $15 - 1967 = 48 = 50 - \epsilon$), etc.

At the time of submitting this paper to the proceedings, the complete taxonomy is not yet fully stable, so we do not provide it here. It should be emphasised, however, that while particular rules are often language-dependent, the taxonomy is constructed in a way that maximises its language-independence. This should facilitate the qualitative comparison of RTE systems for different languages.

5 Conclusion

The research reported here builds incrementally on a wide range of previous work in NLP (the RTE task) and linguistics, with the following novel features: 1) an extended and further formalised format of textual entailment rules, with multiple specific rules encoded, 2) a principled taxonomy of kinds of textual entailment (in place of previous more or less unordered collections of selected entailment types), 3) an entailment corpus, still at the initial stage of development, but already containing over 120 pairs fully tagged with almost 800 atomic entailment steps. We expect the corpus to be the most valuable result in practice, as it will not only lead to a qualitative evaluation of semantic NLP systems, but will also make it possible to construct training corpora – consisting of particular kinds of entailment steps – specialised for particular types of reasoning, as postulated already in Bentivogli et al. 2010.
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Abstract

There is an ongoing discussion whether wide-scope indefinites denote choice functions that are existentially bound [7, 11, 14] or remain free [6]. Data from Ga, an under-researched language spoken in Ghana, show that there are wide-scope indefinites denoting existentially bound skolemized choice functions whose parameter is bound by a higher quantificational NP, free skolemized choice functions with the speaker or a higher quantificational NP as a parameter, and narrow scope quantificational indefinites. Thus the data show that both existentially bound and free skolemized choice functions are attested in natural language shedding new light on the semantics of indefinites.

1 Introduction

In the history of formal semantics, indefinites, whose small subset is exemplified in (1), have obtained many different analyses, e.g., quantificational [10, 1, 4] or dynamic [3, 5].

(1) Kofi read a/some/one book.

Moreover, in the recent literature, indefinites were analyzed as denoting choice functions. For example, [11] and [14] analyzed indefinites as existentially bound choice functions. By contrast, under the analysis of [6], choice functions denoted by indefinites remain free. This discrepancy lead to the still ongoing discussion whether the choice functions denoted by indefinites should be existentially bound or not. In this paper, I argue that both free and existentially bound (skolemized) choice functions are attested in natural language.

The empirical focus of this paper is put on indefinites in Ga, i.e., two indefinite determiners ko and kome and bare NPs, which show non-homogeneous scopal properties with respect to negation and quantifiers. Based on these interactions, I argue that bare NPs can be properly analyzed as quantifiers, ko denotes an existentially bound skolemized choice function whose parameter is bound by a higher quantificational NP, if available, and kome denotes a free skolemized choice function, whose parameter can be bound either by the speaker or a higher quantificational NP. The structure of this paper is as follows. In section 2, I provide evidence that bare NPs, ko, and kome are interpreted as indefinites and I illustrate their scopal properties. Subsequently, section 3 presents the analysis of ko and kome as denoting different kinds of choice functions. Section 4 discusses some open issues and section 5 concludes.

2 Indefinites in Ga

Ga is an under-researched Ghanaian language spoken in The Greater Accra Region by ca. 600,000 speakers. It is an SVO language with two tones: high and low. All the data, unless written otherwise, stem from the author’s original fieldwork in Accra with three Ga native speakers. 

1For a discussion of problems of both types of analyses, see [2], [12] and [13].
speakers using the field research methodologies presented in [9]. All the language consultants were students at the time of conducting the fieldwork. None of them has a background in linguistics.

2.1 Bare NPs, ko, and kome are indefinites

Before I discuss the scopal properties of the bare NPs, ko, and kome, let me first provide empirical evidence that all of them are indeed indefinites. Below, I present the results of applying some diagnostics for detecting indefinites, whose design is based on the tests presented in [7].

The result of the diagnostic demonstrated in (2) shows that bare NPs, NP ko, and NP kome, as English indefinite determiners, can refer to two different discourse referents in a sentence. By contrast, if they were definite, they would refer to the same entities in both clauses leading to a pragmatically odd structure:

(2) context: Shikatoohē ∅/ko/kome ye Osu...
   bank INDf/INDf/INDf be.at Osu
   ‘A bank is in Osu...’
   ...ni shikatoohē ∅/ko/kome ye Jamestown.
   and bank INDf/INDf/INDf be.at Jamestown
   ‘...and a bank is in Jamestown.’
   #‘The bank is in Osu and the bank is in Jamestown.’

Further, it turns out that unlike definite determiners, they can be used in contexts in which the discourse referent is not unique, as illustrated in (3):

(3) context: There is a tree outside the window. There are three birds on the tree.
   Gbeke biihii le fee na looflo ∅/ko/kome.
   child boys DET all see bird INDf/INDf/INDf
   ‘All the boys saw a bird.’
   #‘All the boys saw the bird.’

Finally, the test illustrated in (4) is based on the observation that NPs associated with the wh-remnant in sluicing constructions cannot be definite (see [7] and references there). The fact that bare NPs, ko, and kome are acceptable in sluicing constructions suggest that they are indefinites.

(4) John mii-tawo wolo ∅/ko/kome, shi mi-le tenoniji.
    John PROG-look.for book INDf/INDf/INDf but 1SG-not.know which
    ‘John is looking for a book but I do not know which.’
    #‘John is looking for the book but I do not know which.’

2.2 Scopal properties of ko and kome

Interestingly, bare NPs, ko, and kome exhibit non-homogeneous scopal properties with respect to various operators, e.g., negation and quantifiers. First, it turns out that whereas ko can take
both wide and narrow scope with respect to negation, bare NPs can take only narrow scope, and \textit{kome} only wide scope. Consider (5). Since the context specifies that Kofi bought a lot of fish, it clashes with the narrow-scope interpretation which would lead to the meaning that Kofi didn’t buy any fish.

(5) \textsc{wide-scope interpretation}
\begin{itemize}
  \item context: Kofi bought a lot of fish, but
  \item \textsc{narrow-scope interpretation}
  \begin{itemize}
    \item E-he-ko loo #\textit{ko}/\textit{kome} 3SG-buy-PFV.NEG fish INDF/INDF/INDF
    \item ‘He didn’t buy a certain fish.’
  \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

The context in (6), on the other hand, specifies a narrow-scope interpretation. Since it is known that Kofi didn’t buy any fish, a wide scope interpretation which says that Kofi didn’t buy a certain fish is ruled-out.

(6) \textsc{narrow-scope interpretation}
\begin{itemize}
  \item context: Kofi went to the market yesterday. He bought vegetables, shoes, and toys but he didn’t buy any fish.
  \item Kofi he-ko loo \textit{ko}/#\textit{kome}.
  \item Kofi buy-PFV.NEG fish INDF/INDF/INDF
  \item ‘Kofi didn’t buy any fish.’
\end{itemize}

Second, whereas \textit{kome} can obtain both a constant and a covarying interpretation with respect to quantifiers, as suggested by its acceptability in the context of (7) and (8), bare NPs and \textit{ko} can get only a covarying interpretation, as suggested by their acceptability in the context of (8) but not in the context of (7):

(7) \textsc{constant interpretation}
\begin{itemize}
  \item context: There were four women in the library. It looked really funny because all of them were reading one book.
  \item Yeï lè fee kane wolo #\textit{ko}/#\textit{kome}.
  \item women DET every read book INDF/INDF/INDF
  \item ‘Every women read some book.’
\end{itemize}

(8) \textsc{covarying interpretation}
\begin{itemize}
  \item context: When I came to the library yesterday, four women were reading a book. Each of them was reading a different book.
  \item Yeï lè fee kane wolo \textit{ko}/\textit{kome}.
  \item women DEF every read book INDF/INDF/INDF
  \item ‘Every women read some book.’
\end{itemize}

In addition, while both \textit{ko} and \textit{kome} can obtain an intermediate scope interpretation, bare NPs cannot. For example, the intermediate scope interpretation of (9) is the one in which most linguists chose one problem to work on but the choice of the problem varies with the linguist.

(9) context: Four linguists chose one linguistic problem to work on. Linguist 1 chose the syntax of Ga, linguist 2 chose the syntax of Akan, linguist 3 chose the phonology of Ewe, linguist 4 chose the morphology of Avatime. Linguists 1, 2, and 3, but not 4, read all the analyses solving the respective problem.

\begin{itemize}
  \item Otsiamì piì ekwe susumì saji fee ni yeo boa sane
  \item linguist most have.looked analysis analysis every that help solve problem
\end{itemize}
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∅/kome/ko naaboam.

INDF/INDEF/INDEF solve

‘Most linguist have looked at every analysis that solves some problem.’

The discussed scopal properties of bare NPs, ko, and kome are summarized in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>intermediate scope</th>
<th>negation</th>
<th>quantifiers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>bare NPs (∅)</td>
<td></td>
<td>narrow</td>
<td>covarying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ko</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>wide, narrow</td>
<td>covarying</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kome</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>wide</td>
<td>constant, covarying</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3 Analysis

Based on the data presented in section 2, I argue that whereas bare NPs can obtain a quantification analysis, both ko and kome denote skolemized choice functions. The former is empirically motivated by the observation that bare NPs cannot obtain an intermediate scope interpretation in (9), suggesting that they cannot move out of syntactic islands. The strongest evidence for the latter is the availability of intermediate scope readings [11, 14, 6, 7, 2]. For example, ko and kome indefinites in (9) can be neither quantificational (because quantifiers cannot move out of islands) nor referential (because the linguists in (9) choose different problems to solve). In the next subsection, I will explicate the semantics of ko and kome, leaving a more precise discussion of the semantics of bare NPs for a further occasion.

3.1 Skolemized choice functions

A choice function (CF) is a function of type \( \langle \langle e, t \rangle, e \rangle \) which takes a set as its argument and returns one element from that set:

\[
\text{A choice function is a function from sets of individuals that picks a unique individual from any non-empty set in its domain.} \quad [6]
\]

Choice functions can be existentially bound [11, 14, 7] or remain free [6, 8]. For example, under the analysis of the indefinite determiner a as denoting an existentially bound CF, the sentence in (11) obtains the interpretation in (11-a) and under the analysis of a as denoting a free CF in (11-b), where \( f \) is a variable ranging over choice functions. In the latter, the value of the CF is provided by the context, which usually is the one intended by the speaker:

(11) Kofi read a book.
    a. \( \exists f (\text{Kofi read } f(\text{book})) \)
    \( \approx \) There is a way of choosing a book such that Kofi read this book.
    b. Kofi read \( f(\text{book}) \)
    \( \approx \) Kofi read a book chosen in a way known to the speaker.

Choice functions can also be skolemized, i.e., they can take an additional covert pronominal index (also called the parameter or the skolem index). The index, as overt pronouns, can be either interpreted with respect to the assignment function, usually relativized to the speaker, or
can be bound by a higher quantificational NP. The former leads to the wide scope interpretation in (12-a) and the latter triggers a narrow scope interpretation in (12-b):

(12) Every student read a book.
    a. every student read \( f_1(\text{book}) \)
        \( \approx \) I know a way of choosing a book such that every student read the book chosen that way
    b. every student \( z \) read \( f_z(\text{book}) \)
        \( \approx \) every student read a book chosen in a way relative to every student

Analyzing indefinites as denoting skolemized choice functions can account for the intermediate scope interpretation. For example, the intermediate reading of (9) in the Kratzer’s approach [6] to CF is as in (13):

(13) for most \( x [\text{linguist}(x) \rightarrow \forall z[ \text{analysis}(z) \land z \text{ solves } f_z(\text{problem}) \rightarrow x \text{ looked at } z] ] \)
    \( \approx \) For most linguists, there is a way of choosing a problem such that they have looked at every analysis that solves that problem.

As it has been already written, I argue that both \( ko \) and \( kome \) denote skolemized choice functions. The question is whether they are bound or free, and what are the possible binders of their parameters. I argue that the answers for these questions are provided by different scopal properties of \( ko \) and \( kome \) presented in subsection 2.2.

**Interaction with negation.** I argue that in a semantic fieldwork situation, interaction with negation is a good test method for determining whether a CF denoted by an indefinite is existentially bound or not. Crucially, a narrow scope interpretation with respect to negation is only possible if a CF denoted by an indefinite is existentially bound. Otherwise, only a wide scope interpretation is available. Consider (14):

(14) Kofi didn’t buy any fish.

With an existentially bound CF both a wide scope interpretation, as in (15-a), and a narrow scope interpretation, as in (15-b), is possible, because negation can scope above or below existential closure:

(15) a. \( \exists f[\neg \text{buy}[\text{Kofi}, f_1(\text{fish})]] \approx \) As for the speaker, there is a way of choosing a fish such that Kofi didn’t buy it (there is a fish that Kofi didn’t buy.)
    b. \( \neg \exists f[\text{buy}[\text{Kofi}, f_1(\text{fish})]] \approx \) As for the speaker, there is no way of choosing a fish such that Kofi bought it (Kofi didn’t buy any fish.)

With a free CF, on the other hand, only a wide scope interpretation is possible, because there is no other operator that negation could scope over:

(16) \( \neg \text{buy}[\text{Kofi}, f_1(\text{fish})] \approx \) The speaker knows a way of choosing a fish such that Kofi didn’t buy it (there is a fish that Kofi didn’t buy.)

Since \( ko \) can get both a wide and a narrow scope interpretation with respect to negation, I argue that it denotes an existentially bound skolemized CF. By contrast, since \( kome \) can only

---

3I argue that both \( ko \) and \( kome \) denote skolemized CFs. Since there is no binder that could bind the index in (15), its value is provided by the context, i.e., by the assignment function. Even though in the case of (b) the CF is bound by the context, due to the presence of existential closure it does not obtain a wide scope interpretation.
get a wide scope interpretation with respect to negation, it denotes a free skolemized choice function.

**Interaction with quantifiers.** The interaction with quantifiers, on the other hand, can detect possible parameter (skolem index) binders. If an indefinite has the speaker as its parameter, it gets a constant interpretation. Conversely, if the parameter is bound by a higher quantificational NP, an indefinite gets a covarying interpretation. Consider (17):

(17) Every woman read some book.

The representations of (17) given in (18) illustrate what happens when the parameter is bound by the speaker. In both cases, i.e., when the CF is existentially closed or remains free, the indefinite obtains a constant interpretation:

(18) a. $\exists f \forall z [\text{woman}(z) \rightarrow \text{read}(z, f_1(\text{book}))]$
    $\approx$ As for the speaker, there is a way of choosing a book such that every woman read a book chosen that way.

b. $\forall z [\text{woman}(z) \rightarrow \text{read}(z, f_1(\text{book}))]$
    $\approx$ The speaker knows a way of choosing a book such that every woman read a book chosen that way

By contrast, if the parameter is bound by a higher quantificational NP, then the indefinite invariably obtains a covarying interpretation. Note that in the case of indefinites denoting an existentially bound CF, it does not matter whether $\exists$ scopes over $\forall$ or vice versa: since in both cases the parameter is bound by the higher quantificational NP, both give rise to the same truth conditions.

(19) a. $\exists f \forall z [\text{woman}(z) \rightarrow \text{read}(z, f_z(\text{book}))]$
    $\approx$ There is a way of choosing a book relative to every woman such that she read a book chosen that way.

b. $\forall z [\text{woman}(z) \rightarrow \text{read}(z, f_z(\text{book}))]$
    $\approx$ For every woman there is a way of choosing a book such that she read a book chosen that way.

In subsection 2.2, it was shown that whereas kome can get both a constant and a covarying interpretation, ko can only get a covarying interpretation. Building on these data and the observations presented in (18) and (19), I argue that while the parameter of kome can be bound either by the speaker or a higher quantificational NP, the parameter of ko can only be bound by a higher quantificational NP. Putting all the elements together, kome denotes a free skolemized CF whose pronominal parameter can be bound either by the context or by a wider scope quantificational NP. Ko, on the other hand, denotes an existentially bound skolemized CF, whose parameter is bound by a higher quantificational NP (if available).

### 3.2 Ko and kome in downward entailing contexts

The way I have set things up makes predictions for the behavior of ko and kome in downward entailing contexts. In particular, it predicts different scopal behavior of ko and kome in the contexts of (20) and (25).\(^4\) First, consider (20):

\(^4\)The acceptability of the following two examples were checked with one Ga native speaker in Berlin.
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(20) context: There were three woman in the literature course: Mrs Smith, Mrs Müller, and Mrs Laryea. They were supposed to read three books of their choice. Mrs Smith chose ‘Anna Karenina,’ ‘Gone with the wind,’ and ‘Madame Bovary.’ She read ‘Anna Karenina’ and ‘Gone with the Wind’ but she didn’t read Madame Bovary. Mrs Müller chose ‘The Hobbit,’ ‘Pride and Prejudice,’ and ‘Madame Bovary.’ She read ‘The Hobbit’ and ‘Pride and Prejudice’ but she didn’t read ‘Madame Bovary.’ Mrs Laryea chose ‘The Lord of the Rings,’ ‘Anna Karenina,’ and ‘Madame Bovary.’ She read ‘The Lord of the Rings’ and ‘Anna Karenina’ but she didn’t read ‘Madame Bovary.’

‘Not every woman read a book.’

The context of (20) is presented schematically in (21), where the capital letters stand for books’ titles and the underlined capital letters for the books read by the respective woman:

(21) Mrs Smith: \{AK, GW, MB\}
Mrs Müller: \{TH, PP, MB\}
Mrs Laryea: \{LR, AK, MB\}

The analysis of ko as an existentially bound CF with a higher quantificational NP as the parameter can account for the unacceptability of ko in the context of (21). The semi-formal representation of the target sentence with ko is given in (22).

(22) \neg \exists f[\text{every woman read } f(z)(\text{book})]

It says that there is no way of choosing a book such that every woman read a book chosen by ‘her CF.’ Crucially, it is false in the context of (20), because there is a way of choosing a book such that every woman read a book chosen that way, as illustrated in (23).

(23) Mrs Smith: \{AK, GW, MB\} \rightarrow AK
Mrs Müller: \{TH, PP, MB\} \rightarrow PP
Mrs Laryea: \{LR, AK, MB\} \rightarrow LR

Conversely, the target sentence with kome is judged to be acceptable in the context of (20). Kome denotes a free skolemized CF. When the value of the skolem index of kome is relativized to the speaker, it obtains the following representation:

(24) \neg[\text{every woman read } f_1(\text{book})]

(24) says that the speaker knows a way of choosing a book such that it is not the case that every woman read this book. This is true in the context of (20), because it is possible to choose a book in the relevant way. For example, ‘Madame Bovary’ is the book that was not read by every woman (in fact nobody read it). Now, consider (25):

(25) context: The same as before, but this time Mrs Smith didn’t read ‘Madame Bovary’, Mrs Müller didn’t read ‘Pride and Prejudice’, and Mrs Smith didn’t read ‘Anna Karenina.’ They read all other books they chose.

An open issue is whether Ga native speakers can also obtain an interpretation of (22) with the existential closure scoping above the negation, which is not excluded by the proposed analysis of ko, and why my Ga native speaker preferred the reading with the existential closure below the negation. I plan to explore this issue in future research.
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Jee yei le re kane wolo #ko/kome.
NEG woman.pl DET every read book INDF/INDF
‘Not every woman read a book.’

Again, the context is presented schematically in (26), where the capital letters stand for books’ titles and the underlined capital letters for the books read by the respective woman:

(26) Mrs Smith: \{AK, GW, MB\}
Mrs Müller: \{TH, PP, MB\}
Mrs Laryea: \{LR, AK, MB\}

The same as in the example discussed before, the target sentence with ko is unacceptable in the context of (26). Again, it is judged to be wrong because there is a way of choosing a book, relativized to every woman, such that the respective woman read a book chosen by ‘her CF,’ contrary to what is suggested by the formal representation of the target sentence with ko:

(27) \neg \exists f[\text{every woman}_z \text{ read } f_z(\text{book})]

Conversely, the target sentence with kome is judged to be acceptable, because kome takes invariably a wide scope with respect to negation. Consider (28) with the speaker as the parameter:

(28) \neg [\text{every woman} \text{ read } f_1(\text{book})]

It can be paraphrased as: the speaker knows a way of choosing a book such that it is not the case that every woman read this book. This is true in the context of (25), because for example ‘Anna Karenina’ was not read by every woman.

4 Some open issues

Throughout the paper, I simplified the semantics of kome a bit. Namely, it derives from ekome ‘one’ and the cardinality one forms part of its meaning. This claim is based on the data presented in (29) – (31), which show that kome can only combine with singular count nouns:

(29) **Singular count noun:**
Q: What did Kofi buy yesterday?
A: Kofi he adafitswawolo kome n ye.
‘Kofi bought (one) newspaper yesterday.’

(30) **Plural count noun:**
Q: What did Kofi buy yesterday?
A: #Kofi he adafitswawo-ji kome ny e.
‘Kofi bought one newspapers yesterday.’

(31) **Mass noun:**
Q: What did Lisa buy yesterday?
A: #Lisa he fo kome n ye.
‘Lisa bought (one) oil yesterday.’
I propose modeling the meaning of *kome* as in (32), where *g* is an assignment function determining which CF will be used in a particular context:

\[
[kome_i]^g = \lambda p_e : ([g(i)](P)) \text{ is atomic.}[g(i)](P)
\]

Unfortunately, I do not have data which would illustrate an interaction of *ko* with different types of common nouns. This definitely should be examined in order to determine whether it is or it is not another dimension in which the semantics of both indefinites differ.

In addition, there are some open issues and data that still need to be accounted for and/or double-checked. In particular, the proposed analysis cannot account for the following data:

(33) There were four women in the library. Three of them were reading a book, i.e., the first one was reading ‘Pride and Prejudice,’ the second ‘Gone with the Wind,’ and the third ‘Anna Karenina.’ The fourth woman was writing an article, she was not reading any book.

\[
\text{Jee yei le for kane wolo } \#\text{ko/\#kome.}
\]

‘Not every woman read a book.’

The analysis presented so far predicts *kome* to be acceptable in this context, contrary to fact. Note, however, that this sentence was checked only with one Ga native speaker and its unacceptability should be double-checked.

Moreover, I did not discuss in this paper the scopal properties of *ko* and *kome* with respect to if-clauses. The relevant data are presented below:

(34) E-baa-\text{prosp} Mary naa \text{happy1 ko/kome ba.}

‘Mary will be happy if an elder comes.’

context 1: Mary doesn’t know if there are any elders, but...

→ both *ko* and *kome* are acceptable in this context

context 2: There are many elders in the community.

→ both *ko* and *kome* are acceptable in this context

context 3: There are bunch of elders in this community. Mary dislikes most of these elders and doesn’t want them to come, but there is a particular elder who she likes and wants her to come.

→ both *ko* and *kome* are unacceptable in this context

Since in order to account for these data, the systematic field research on the semantics of conditionals needs to be conducted, it is left for future research.

## 5 Summary

Based on novel data from Ga, I argued that both existentially bound skolemized choice functions and free skolemized choice functions are attested in natural language. In particular, it was shown that there are three types of indefinites in Ga: bare NPs, *NP ko*, and *NP kome*. Bare NPs denote quantifiers, *ko* denotes an existentially bound CF that takes a higher quantificational NP as its parameter (if available) and *kome* denotes a free skolemized CF that always can take either the speaker or a higher quantificational NP as its parameter.
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1 Characteristics of imperatives*

Of the three grammatical moods which appear to be universally attested in human language, there is now strong consensus about the basic semantics and pragmatics of two—the declarative and the interrogative. But despite the fact that a great deal of progress has been made in the study of the imperative over the past fifteen years, its basic semantics, and even the semantic type of imperative clauses is still a matter for debate; and accordingly, the pragmatic effect on a context of utterance of proffering an imperative clause still requires clarification. Drawing upon that recent work, I propose a semantics and pragmatics for the imperative. I focus on English; but this basic account can readily be extended to cover languages whose imperatives are somewhat more flexible, like the Korean jussive.

That literature makes evident a number of important properties of imperative clauses. They:

a) typically have no subject (a strong cross-linguistic tendency), though they may:
   (1) Eat your soup!
   (2) Johnny, eat your soup!
   (3) Somebody help me up!

   I’ll call the entity, typically an agent (but see (6)), to whom an imperative is directed the target of the imperative. Note that (3) shows that the target needn’t be specific.

b) display evidence of tense and aspect, but always pertain to a present or future time:
   (4) Please have this done by the time I get back.
   (5) [In the short story The lady or the tiger, a captive must choose one of two doors, knowing that behind one is a beautiful lady, behind the other a vicious tiger. Silently to himself before opening one of the doors:] Be the lady! [Carl Pollard, p.c.]
   (6) [speaker is unexpectedly taking a friend home for coffee, can’t remember what shape the house was in when she left. Silently to herself:] Please don’t be a mess!
   (7) Vote tomorrow!
   (8) #Please had this done by last night.

c) may occur embedded. In English this is only as the complement of a verb of saying, and only as directed to the actual addressee:
   (9) John, said eat his, share of the chicken. He won’t get home til late.

   In (9) the third person his, coreferential with the subject John, precludes a direct quotation interpretation. In some languages, complement imperatives may have a shifted target, not the actual addressee (Zanutinni et al. 2012).

d) may be explicitly or implicitly conditional:
   (10) If you’re hungry, have some cheese and crackers.
   (11) [Army combat instructor to students:] Before you walk into an area where there are lots of high trees, if there might be snipers hiding in the branches, use your flamethrowers to clear away the foliage. [after von Fintel & Iatridou 2003]
   (12) [two crooks planning a robbery:]
       A: What should I do if the cops arrive?

---

* This work was largely completed while I was a Senior Fellow in 2014-15 at the Institute for Advanced Studies at Central European University, Budapest, Hungary, sponsored by Budapesti Közép-Európai Egyetem Alaptvány, Thanks to Hans-Martin Gärtner, who pushed me to defend my views. The work is dedicated to the memory of Emmon Bach.
B: Start shooting.
modal subordination interpretation: ‘if the cops arrive, start shooting’

e) display a range of flavors, with two main types:
Practical: something the target can do. Only felicitous if so far as the speaker believes it’s possible for the target to realize the property denoted by the VP.
commands and prohibitions
(13) [Boss to tardy employee:] Tomorrow get to work on time!
(14) And don’t dawdle!
permission
(15) Take your time!
(16) Have a cookie.
suggestion
(17) [To a friend who’s been ill:] See if you can take a day off to recuperate.
ples: see (3) above
advice: speaker may be disinterested
(18) [Two friends chatting:] A: I’m worried that this contractor will put a lien on my property. But the guy’s completely unreasonable. I can’t talk to him.
B: Hire an attorney.
instructions/directions
(19) A: How do I get to Harlem?
B: Take the A-train.
(20) To prepare an artichoke, pull out the central leaves and the fuzzy part down to the heart.
warnings
(21) Be careful! There are sharks in the water!
concessives
(22) OK, go to the silly party! See if I give a damn.
Expressive: nothing can be done; either the matter is already settled, or the target isn’t in a position to do anything about it. Grounded in the wishes, desires, etc. of the speaker.
wishes: see (5), (6) above.
(23) Enjoy the movie! (Kaufmann 2012)

f) are closely related to deontic modal statements, in that they:
• permit valid inference of their deontic modal counterparts, as in the following pairs:
  (24) [father to son:] Finish your homework before you surf the web.
  You must finish your homework before you surf the web.
  (25) [to a friend in trouble:] Hire an attorney.
  You should hire an attorney.

• display constraints on interpretation of sequences of imperatives parallel to those on sequences of modal statements (Portner 2007, his example in (26), modified (27)):
  (26) a. Be there at least two hours early.
     b. Then, have a bite to eat. [odd as permission after an order interpretation of (a)]
  (27) a. You must be there at least two hours early.
     b. Then have a bite to eat at that cute little place on the corner. [odd as suggestion after the moral injunction in (a)]

• display similar performative constraints on follow-up to those displayed by must but not should (Ninan 2005, his examples):
  (28) You should go to confession, but you’re not going to.
  (29)# You must go to confession, but you’re not going to.
  (30)# Go to confession! You’re not going to go to confession.

• display a Deontic Moore’s Paradox (Kaufmann 2015, her examples): Even if the speaker has no interest in realization of the prejacent, as with concessions or disinterested advice, they commit her to endorsing it in some fashion:
  (31)# You should go to Paris, but in fact, I think it is not advisable.
display non-Boolean behavior with disjunction (“Free Choice disjunction”), in some sense
entailing both disjuncts:
Pay the bill online or take it to the gas company.
You can pay online or at the gas company.

g) presuppose an \textbf{Epistemic Uncertainty Condition} (Kaufmann 2012): So far as the speaker
knows, there are some future courses of events where the imperative is realized by the target,
and others where it is not.
h) cannot be used to make assertions.
i) unlike assertions, are not felicitously subject to judgments of truth or falsity.

(32) A: How do I get to Harlem?  
B: Take the A-train. #But I don’t want you to do this.

2 Previous proposals

Recent work has contributed enormously to our understanding of the semantics and
pragmatics of imperative clauses. But problems remain, as we see in the following brief overview
of some of these accounts. Space precludes review of important work by Condoravdi & Lauer
(2012) and Starr (2013).

2.1 Kaufmann (2012, 2015)

Kaufmann’s imperative root clauses denote Kratzerian modal propositions, with an implicit
necessity operator relativized to a modal base (given by a contextually understood function \( f \) that
takes the world of evaluation to yield a set of propositions) and ordering source (set of ideals—
e.g. rules or laws, wishes or wants, best outcomes, etc.—captured by a function \( g \)). The functions
\( f \) and \( g \) may have many different “flavors”, so that choice of \( f \) and \( g \) can account for why one and
the same imperative, e.g. \textit{Take a taxi!}, can be an order (from the boss), a suggestion (from a
helpful friend), or a plea (from one’s worried husband), etc., with relevant, contextually given
variations on each of those types. This permits Kaufmann to beautifully capture characteristics (c)
– (f) above. For example, in Kratzer’s modal semantics, conditionals are just modal statements
with an extra, explicit premise, expressed by the \( \text{if}-\text{clause}, \) which is added to the modal base; since
imperative modals use a modal base, we would expect such explicit modification to be possible
here as well (d). Kaufmann makes many excellent observations about the presuppositions
associated with use of an imperative, and predicts the full range of imperative flavors. But the
modal semantics also means that imperatives denote propositions and have truth conditions,
failing to satisfactorily explain why they cannot be asserted (h), or why we cannot respond to
them directly with \textit{that’s true/right}, unlike to the corresponding modal statements (i), or why they
are incompatible with sentential adverbials (j). She does offer an explanation of (h), (i), arguing that imperatives are “performatives”, and that indicative performatives are supposedly not asserted or assessed for their truth conditions, either. But first, it isn’t clear that performative declaratives are not asserted; there is a long tradition arguing that they are assertions, but for pragmatic reasons are simply self-verifying (see Condoravdi & Lauer 2012; Roberts 2015). Second, it seems that only practical directions are performative, not expressives, but the latter also do not license response as to an assertion. This tack also fails to address the infelicity with sentential adverbials (j), especially since those may be acceptable with indicative performatives (38); nor does it explain their non-Boolean behavior (k). Finally, Kaufmann doesn’t yet satisfactorily tackle the pragmatics of imperatives (l), despite the useful discussion in Kaufmann (2015). One consequence of this is that many of the presuppositions she attributes to imperatives should follow from general pragmatic principles, given the proper pragmatics (below).

2.2 Portner (2004, 2007)

Portner (2004) takes imperative clauses to denote directed properties (type \(<s,<e,t>>\)---properties which can only be true of the target. He assumes that in the context of utterance there is a record of each interlocutor’s To-Do list, the set of evident actions which that interlocutor is publicly committed to doing. The type of speech act canonically associated with use of an (unembedded) imperative is issuance of a direction; and directions, if accepted, are added to the addressee’s To-Do list. This account straightforwardly explains why imperatives cannot be used as assertions (h) or take truth judgments (i), why they don’t occur with sentential adverbials (which arguably modify propositions), their non-Boolean behavior (k), and their default correlation with Directives (l). Portner (2007) then focuses on explaining a direction’s deontic implications (f). But Portner doesn’t relativize the interpretation of imperatives to flexible modal parameters, so cannot readily address the wide range of imperative flavors accounted for by Kaufmann (e). He does attempt to capture this flexibility, arguing that there are different types of To-Do lists (e.g., deontic/moral, buletic, and teleological, with an indefinite class of sub-types of each), so that different main-clause imperatives lead to enrichment of different lists. But though this captures some aspects of how different flavors of imperatives are correlated with different modal flavors, it only does so via the pragmatic function of main clause imperatives to update the To-Do list, and then only with respect to the priorities reflected in a relevant “selection function” (related to Kratzerian conversational backgrounds), which both selects the relevant type of To-Do list to which the property is to be added and leads to a corresponding modal update in the Common Ground. This is not entirely satisfactory. For example, he cannot naturally explain why imperatives tend to be (overtly or implicitly) conditional (d), since his account doesn’t make the modal base \(\phi\) play a role in the update of the To-Do list itself; the latter involves the simple addition of the property denoted by the main imperative clause. This problem is compounded in the interpretation of embedded imperatives, where both the conditional sense (f) and relativization to other priorities (g) of the imperative may be conveyed; for example, we could modify (9) to yield: *John, said eat his, share of the chicken if you’re hungry.* Portner (2007:380) assumes that a monster shifts the context of issuance for embedded imperatives in Korean to the one reported in the matrix clause; but since an embedded imperative is not used to issue a direction, it’s not clear why or how the pragmatic condition involving the selection function would be supposed to apply in such embeddings; and in any case that doesn’t explain the conditional force. This is a strong suit for Kaufmann, who uses Kratzer’s \(f\) and \(g\) in the semantics of imperative modals. Also, Portner cannot naturally capture the Expressive imperative uses, since in these uses there is no practical action to undertake to do.

2.3 Charlow (2011)

Charlow (2011) illuminates how imperatives propose modification of a body of preferences associated with the target interlocutor’s complex plans, as well as how those plans and associated goals bear on the imperative’s interpretation. But to do this, (a) he makes the semantic type of imperatives be that of a function from a body of preferences (roughly, an ordering source) to a
proposition including a necessity modal, and (b) he builds illocutionary force into the semantics of the imperative. E.g., the semantics for a conditional imperative like his (39):

(39) If you’re cold, shut the window! (conditional imperative)

proposes the introduction of “a complex planning state in [the target] agent—one represented very roughly, by sequentially pairing facts (relevant contingencies, like the target being cold) with planned outcomes (that the target shut the window).” Because the imperative contains a modal, in principle this type of account can satisfactorily capture most of the same characteristics that Kaufmann does. But the built-in illocutionary force is an important barrier to explaining embedded imperatives. And since the semantics yields a modal proposition, given its preference-set argument, it isn’t clear why imperatives cannot occur with sentential adverbials (j).

3 A New Proposal

The present proposal adopts the best features of each of the accounts just reviewed.

3.1 Background: Context of utterance

A context of utterance is a body of information captured on a scoreboard in the sense of Lewis (1979), as developed in Roberts (1996/2012, 2015), given here with new detail about $G$:

The **scoreboard for a language game** is a tuple, <$I, G, M, <, CG, QUD$>, where:

- $I$, the set of interlocutors at $t$
- $G = \{ G_i \mid i \in I \}$, a set of sets of goals, plans, ideals and priorities in effect at $t$, where:
  - for all $i \in I$, there is a (possibly empty) $G_i$ which is the set of $i$’s publicly evident prioritized desiderata, including those goals which $i$ is publicly committed at $t$ to trying to achieve
  - for all $i \in I$, for all $g \in G_i$, $g$ is a conditional goal $<c,\gamma>$, representing the intention to achieve the target goal $\gamma$ should the possibly trivial conditions $c$ be realized in the actual world.
  - for all $G_i \in G$, there are several relations over $G_i$, including:
    - $\text{Subs}_i$: a pre-order (reflexive, transitive) s.t. $\text{Subs}_i(g,g')$ iff $g$ subserves $g'$ in $G_i$
    - $\text{Plan}_i$: $\text{Plan}_i(<g,\{g_m, \ldots, g_n\}>)$ iff $i$ has a plan to accomplish $g$ via realizing $g_m, \ldots, g_n$, and $\forall g' \in \{g_m, \ldots, g_n\}: \text{Sub}_i(g',g)$
    - $\leq_i$: a partial order (reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive) s.t. $g \leq_i g'$ iff $g$ is a higher ranked priority (more ideal) for $i$ than $g$
  - and in addition we define:
    - $G_{\text{com}} = \{ g \mid \forall i \in I: g \in G_i \}$, the set of the interlocutors’ common desiderata at $t$
    - $GQ = \{ g \in G_{\text{com}} \mid \text{there is some } Q \in QUD \text{ and } g \text{ is the goal of answering } Q \}$

- $M$, the set of moves made by interlocutors up to $t$, with distinguished sub-sets:
  - $A \subseteq M$, the set of assertions
  - $Q \subseteq M$, the set of questions
  - $S \subseteq M$, the set of suggestions
  - $\text{Acc} \subseteq M$, the set of accepted moves
  - $<$ is a total order on $M$, the order of utterance

- $CG$, the common ground, the set of propositions treated as if true by all $i \in I$ at $t$.

The $CG$ reflects all the information on the scoreboard. I.e., if in $G_i$ for some interlocutor $i$ there is the goal of addressing some question or realizing some plan for action, then the fact that $i$ is so committed—that $i$ should realize that goal—is reflected in the $CG$.

$QUD \subseteq Q \cap \text{Acc}$, the ordered set of questions under discussion at $t$, s.t. for all $m \in M$ at $t$:
a. for all $q \in Q \cap \text{Acc}$, $q \in \text{QUD}(m)$ iff CG fails to entail an answer to $q$ and $q$ has not been determined to be practically unanswerable.  

b. QUD is (totally) ordered by $\prec$.  

c. for all $q, q' \in \text{QUD}$, if $q \prec q'$, then the complete answer to $q'$ contextually entails a partial answer to $q$.  

and in addition:  

d. for all $Q \subset \text{QUD}$ there is a $g \in G_{\text{COM}}$ such that $g$ is the goal of answering $Q$, and  

e. for all $Q \subset \text{QUD}$, it is not the case that CG entails an answer to $Q$

**RELEVANCE.** Since the QUD reflects the interlocutors’ goals at any point in a discourse, in order for an utterance to be rationally cooperative it must address the QUD. Given QUD $q$, a move $m$ is relevant iff $m$ addresses $q$.  

An utterance $m$ addresses a question $q$ iff $m$ either contextually entails a partial answer to $q$ ($m$ is an assertion) or is part of a strategy to answer $q$ ($m$ is a question) or suggests an action to the target which, if carried out, might help to resolve $q$ ($m$ is a direction).  

Since the CG includes all that the interlocutors take to be true, it includes information about the discourse scoreboard as well. The point of the more articulated scoreboard is not so much to replace the CG as to clarify the different types of information that interlocutors crucially track in discourse, and the different roles these types of information play in the evolution of felicitous discourse.  

In the absence of an evident QUD, we can understand relevance to require that $m$ address the interlocutors’ immediate, evident goals in a task at hand or other practical problem; in such a case the goal can be understood as addressing a decision problem. Kaufmann (2012, 2015) and Kaufmann & Kaufmann (2015) model a decision problem as a kind of question: a partition of the Context Set which represents the answers to the question *What should $x$ do?* in given circumstances.

### 3.2 Semantics for the English imperative

The semantics for an imperative yields a conditional, directed property (type $<s,e,t>$). As in Portner, such a property is indexically directed to a target agent. In English, the target is always the addressee, in both root and embedded imperative clauses, and the function corresponding to the property is only defined when its target argument is the addressee. In other languages the target of an embedded imperative may be shifted, reminiscent of shifted indexicals (Portner 2004); and in the closely related Korean jussive (Pak et al. 2004) even matrix clauses may be directed to the speaker, yielding a promise. As in Kaufmann (2012), the denotation of an imperative is conditional in that it depends upon a Kratzerian modal base $f$ and ordering source $g$. But here there is no modal *per se*; instead, $f$ and $g$ determine the applicable circumstances in which the property should be realized (accessible world/times in a branching future). Thus, instead of truth conditions, imperative clauses have realization conditions, spelling out what the world would have to come to be like for the property to count as realized by the addressee to which it’s directed, in the applicable circumstances.

Take $\mathcal{F}_{[3VP]}$ to be the logical form of an English imperative clause, uttered in context $K$ (the scoreboard, as above), with modal base $f$ and ordering source $g$. As in Kratzer, $f$ takes a world $w$ and time $t$ as argument to yield a set of propositions, each a set of worlds. The ordering source $g$ then facilitates an ordering of the worlds in which all those propositions are true, $\land f(<w,t>): g(<w,t>)$ also yields a set of propositions—reflecting some relevant ideals—and the worlds in $\land f(<w,t>)$ are ordered according to how close they come to realizing all those ideal propositions.

We define the applicable circumstances for a directed property, relative to $f, g$, and the world and time of issuance $<w,t>$:

$$\text{Applic}_{f,g}(<w,t>) = \{<w',t'> \mid w' \in f(<w,t>) \& \forall w'' \in \land f(<w,t>): w' \leq g(<w,t>) w'' \& t' \geq t\}$$

The applicable circumstances are those $<w',t'>$ which are the most ideal present or future circumstances among those in which all the propositions in $f(<w,t>)$ are true.

Then an imperative’s proffered content is its realization conditions, presupposing the target addressee and a modal base and ordering source for the applicable circumstances:
CONVENTIONAL CONTENT of English: (proffered type <s,<e,t>>)

Given context \( K \), with \( x_i \) the addressee, \( t \) the UT, \( <w,t> \) the circumstance of evaluation:

**Presupposed content:**
- The addressee \( x_i \) is the target to which the proffered content is directed.
- \( f \) is a circumstantial modal base, consistent with the interlocutors’ common ground.
- \( g \) is an ordering source that ranks actions relative to the QUD and the interlocutors’ goals and plans, and for consistency with overarching goals, priorities and ideals.

**Proffered content:**

\[
\lambda<w',t'> \ x \in \{x_i\}, <w',t'> \in \text{Applic}_f(<w,t'>) \rightarrow x \in \llbracket [\text{VP}] \rrbracket^{<w',t'>}
\]

The circumstance of evaluation \( <w,t> \) will be the circumstance of issuance. In matrix clauses, this will be the speech time/world \( <w^*,t^*> \); in embedded clauses, the reported eventuality. The domain of \( \lambda x \) is restricted to the singleton set containing the target. The imperative is realized in case the target has the property denoted by VP in all the applicable circumstances.

As in Kratzer (1981), an if-clause is a modifier of the modal base \( f \), adding the proposition expressed by its clause to the set of propositions \( f(<w,t>) \), which are ordered relative to \( g(<w,t>) \).

Many of Kaufmann’s (2012) presuppositions of imperatives follow on this account, as we will see, from general principles relating information in discourse, or principles pertaining to what it is to rationally plan some action. The relationship to deontics is also pragmatic and is independently motivated in the framework in §3.1 above. In the present account, none of this need be stipulated.

### 3.3 Pragmatics of imperatives

The canonical use of a root imperative clause is to issue a direction, a natural use given its semantic type (as in Portner 2004). The direction might be intended to address a contextually relevant decision problem (‘what should I do?’), satisfy some buletic goal (make the speaker or the target happy), and/or answer a question (A: Where are my socks?, B: Look in the closet.). The pragmatics of directions is parallel to that of Stalnaker’s (1979) for assertions, Roberts’ (1996) for questions. These are the three principal kinds of moves in a discourse game, given the scoreboard above, characterized formally as follows, where for constituent \( \kappa |\kappa|^\llbracket \) is the interpretation of \( \kappa \) in discourse context \( D \), and the diacritics .?, ! stand for declarative, interrogative, and imperative mood, respectively:

**Assertion:** (following Stalnaker 1979)

- If an assertion of \( \alpha \) is accepted by the interlocutors in a discourse \( D \), \( |\alpha|^\llbracket \) is added to CG.

**Interrogation:** (Roberts 1996)

- If a question posed by \( ?\alpha \) is accepted by the interlocutors in a discourse \( D \), then \( |?\alpha|^\llbracket \), a set of propositions, is added to the QUD.

A question is removed from QUD iff its answer is entailed by CG, or it is determined to be practically unanswerable, or it is no longer relevant to some question or goal it subserves in the strategy of inquiry (the super-question or goal has been answered or abandoned).

**Direction:**

- If a proffered direction \( !\beta \) is accepted by target \( x \) in context \( K \), containing information \( G \) about the evident goals and plans of the interlocutors, then
  - (a) **PRACTICAL DIRECTIONS:** if so far as the interlocutors know \( x \) can reasonably intend to realize \( !\beta \), update \( x \)'s goals and associated plans in \( G \), to include the realization, under the applicable circumstances, of \( !\beta \).
  - (b) **EXPRESSION DIRECTIONS:** if so far as the interlocutors know \( x \) cannot reasonably intend to realize \( !\beta \), update the speaker \( y \)'s ideals in \( G \), to include the realization, under the applicable circumstances, of \( !\beta \) by \( x \).

The realization of \( !\beta \) is removed from the interlocutors’ ideals in \( G \) once it is no longer potentially applicable (it has been realized, or it is determined that it cannot be practically realized) or any over-arching goals and plans it subserves have been realized or abandoned.

If a proffered imperative is accepted, this leads to modification of the publicly evident goals, plans and intentions of the interlocutors, and more generally of their overarching ideals and...
desiderata. If the realization conditions of the imperative are in principle actionable, the speaker proposes that, under the understood conditions, it would be ideal if the target found a way to realize the proffered content. When such practical directions are accepted, the target is committed to planning to realize the corresponding conditional goal should the applicable circumstances obtain, insofar as it’s within her power. Practical directions can also modify the speaker’s ideals unless the speaker is understood to be disinterested—cf. commands vs. advice (Kaufmann 2015).

Expressive directions are not actionable (Condoravdi & Lauer 2012, Kaufmann 2012): either the matter is already settled (as in (6) above), or there’s little or nothing the target can do about it (as in (5), and (23)), and the target may not even be an agent (as in (6)). In such a case the imperative is understood as the expression of the speaker’s desires or wishes, an ideal to which she is committed. Thus, how the ideals and intentions of the interlocutors are modified, and whose are modified, is a function of the practicality of the imperative, as well as of other evident intentions.

Semantically, the proposed ideal is typically conditional, as are goals generally (§3.1): This may be explicit, as in (10) – (11), the latter constituting generic advice; or clear from context, as in the modal subordination example in (12), where Relevance to A’s question makes the condition evident. And just like deontic modals (Thomason 1984), we always adopt ideals for action relative to a certain kind of ceteris paribus assumption: If conditions change, or the realization of the imperative would conflict with other, higher goals or ideals, one may drop the commitment to realizing it. For example, though the Army instructor doesn’t say so in (11), if one of the soldiers comes to an area where snipers might be hiding in the branches but there are children collecting wood directly under the trees, the regard for innocent lives may override the goal of destroying potential snipers’ hiding places. Thus, a practical direction is more than the proposal that the target agent adopt a goal, because (a) that goal is conditional on the applicable circumstances obtaining, and (b) the adoption is not proposed as an isolated matter, but as a revision of the target agent’s overall complex structure of plans and intentions, with f and g reflecting the evidently relevant circumstances and priorities (Charlow 2011). Moreover, not all directions are practical, and the above pragmatics, unlike Portner’s To-Do list account, admits of expressive directions. This also correctly predicts that there should be embedded expressive directions:

(40) John said to tell you be well while he’s gone.

Other felicity conditions imposed on imperatives by Kaufmann (2012, 2015) follow from the pragmatics in the framework described in §3.1, the requirement of relevance of the utterance to the QUD, the nature of a decision problem, and from what it is to adopt an intention to act in view of such a problem (Charlow 2011). These include (with rough paraphrases):

• **Authority Condition:** the speaker is an expert on f and g

This is rather too strong for non-commands, a fact acknowledged in Kaufmann (2012, §4.2.2), where it is clear that Authority is intended to predict performativity. But a weaker, more plausible sense in which the cooperative speaker is presupposed to believe that her advice is sound follows from the assumption that the utterance must be relevant to the decision problem addressed, offering successful resolution. Then this is just the imperative counterpart of Gricean Quality.

• **Epistemic Uncertainty Condition:** the speaker holds as possible some future courses of events where the imperative prejacent p comes about and some where ¬p does.

An uninformative response to a question is irrelevant. Kaufmann (2015:fn.27, p.23) notes: “. . . at least in practical contexts, this follows independently from the requirement that the prejacent answer an open decision problem for the addressee.”

• **Ordering Source Restriction:** the prejacent either answers a salient decision problem for the hearer (practical), in which case the ordering source g provides the relevant criteria for resolving that problem; or there is no such decision problem (expressive) and g is speaker-boulletic.

Given the pragmatics of directions, adding a goal or priority to G, it follows from acceptance of a direction that one will consider other relevant priorities in G in grasping how the prejacent property is to be integrated. Since adopted actionable goals will be something the sincere, rational agent attempts to achieve by virtue of what it is to be committed to a goal (Bratman 1987), if the goal is to serve the resolution of a problem, she must consider the other relevant criteria.
Kaufmann takes practical imperatives to be those that address salient decision problems for the target agent $x_i$. Kaufmann & Kaufmann assume that it is “a defining characteristic of decision problems that they contain only propositions the agent is able to bring about” (cf. Kaufmann’s 2012 *Ability to Act*). In such a case Kaufmann (2012) imposes two other presuppositions:

- **Curious George**: A rational hearer facing a decision problem $\Delta_c$ will try to find out whether $\vdash_{d} p$ for all $p \in \Delta_c$. [“…will aim to answer the question of ‘what do to’…”]
- **Rational Choice**: A rational hearer who believes of some $p \in \Delta_c$ that it is the solution under the relevant criteria $f, g$ will aim to bring about $p$. [“…and knowing the solution, will aim to realize it”]

But again, these just follow from what it is to sincerely adopt a goal; cooperative interlocutors address the QUD (discourse goals) and more generally attempt to achieve their (domain) goals.

If the question is a decision problem, this guarantees that so far as the speaker is concerned, the realization of the proffered content would constitute the optimal solution to the problem. And this plus cooperativity entails that so far as the issuer knows the property can be realized by $x_i$ in a future branch of the actual world of issuance, in order to actually address the problem.

What these conditions capture is that the combination of the circumstances both at the time of utterance (relative power and wishes of the interlocutors, etc.) and in the applicable conditions, plus the interlocutors’ understood priorities influence the interpretation of both modal statements and imperatives. And in turn, both deontic modal statements and imperatives influence the agents’ understood goals, plans and intentions in $G$. So CG and G both constrain and are constrained by these prioritizing speech acts, as first argued by Portner (2007).

4 Reviewing the Characteristics of Imperatives

The theory in §3 addresses the problems noted for other accounts while retaining their virtues:

(a) Overt subjects can be addressed by (a) making them optional at LF, and (b) presupposing that any overt subject denote or have as domain a subset of the set of addressees.

(b) Tense restrictions are understood as a function of the definition of applicable conditions.

(c) The illocutionary neutrality of the semantics for imperative clauses permits an account of embedded imperatives, given an appropriate semantics for embedding predicates, and can easily be modified for other, shiftable languages.

(d) As in Kaufmann, the proffered content is relativized to a contextually salient modal base $f$ and ordering source $g$, explaining the conditional flavor of imperatives, just as in overt modal statements. In modal subordination, as in (12), the modal base is enriched with contextually relevant hypothetical assumptions, just as in indicatives (Roberts 1989).

(e) Different contextually relevant $f, g$ yield a wide range of imperative flavors, as in deontic modals, partly suggested by information in the context of utterance about the interlocutors’ relative power relationships, their overarching goals and ideals, the QUD, etc. We can adopt Kaufmann’s (2012) detailed working out of the various kinds of modal base and ordering source involved.

(f) Content in $G$, for all interlocutors, is automatically reflected in CG (§3.1). Hence, as in Portner (2007), all adopted goals (practical directives) and updated ideals (expressives) are reflected in CG as deontic modal propositions, restricted via the same modal base and ordering source used to give the applicable conditions on the adopted goal or ideal. Nothing need be stipulated. Ninan (2005) models the performative aspect of *must* by making it contribute to the addressee’s To-Do list, like the imperative; but that is just to say that *must* tells us something about what the addressee’s priorities have to be like, leading to obligatory modification of $G$, unlike *should*, with leaves open options. We can adopt Kaufmann’s (2015) account of the Deontic Moore’s Paradox. Similarly, whatever account of Free Choice disjunction is suitable in the case of modals can be extended to the imperatives insofar as it depends on the relationship of the modal base to the common ground and of the ordering source to what is known about the speaker’s priorities.
Epistemic Uncertainty follows from pragmatic considerations, as discussed in §3.3.

Imperatives do not denote propositions so they cannot be used to make assertions.

Sentential adverbials are inapplicable because they require a propositional argument

Given that imperative clauses don’t denote propositions, we don’t expect them to behave like
propositions in the standard calculus, so that their non-Boolean behavior isn’t surprising.

The account lets us capture universals about grammatical mood and the universal default
correlations between mood and speech act type; see Portner (2004) and Roberts (2015).
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1 Introduction

Besides conjoining an assertion into the common ground (Stalnaker 1978), another kind of move that we often propose and accept in discourse is to change our notion of what is a thing and what is the same thing. For example, depending on how a conversation goes, in the middle of it we might start treating ‘a’ and ‘A’ as different letters, while preserving our common knowledge that it is a vowel. (After all, the English alphabet has 26 letters—or is it 52?) Or we might start to distinguish ‘a’ from ‘a’, or even ‘a’ from ‘a’. (After all, the word ‘lava’ contains two vowels—or is it just one?) Similarly in the case of copredication: after agreeing that today ‘lunch was delicious but took forever’ (Asher 2011), we might start to distinguish the food from the event, in order to clarify how we plan to have ‘the same lunch’ tomorrow.

This paper begins a study of these moves. They are made by interlocutors such as linguists, meteorologists, and radiologists as they work together to conjure things like grammatical constructions, cold fronts, and tumors from the stuff that is our shared reality. These moves are useful because two interlocutors can agree completely on facts of the matter—be both omniscient, even—yet appear to disagree because they individuate the world into things differently. For example, two linguists may appear to disagree about whether Sita speaks Rama’s language, not because they disagree about how Sita and Rama speak, but because they group idiolects into languages differently. And two meteorologists may appear to disagree about how many cold fronts formed in this country today, only because they distinguish cold fronts, countries, or days differently.

I don’t know about you, but this kind of apparent disagreement happens all the time around me. When it does, instead of accusing each other of inaccurate perception, we interlocutors can use these moves to change and align our domains of individuals. These moves are essential for productive conversation, because what individuals we should distinguish and how (Aloni 2000) depends on the current context of the conversation, including what we are trying to do together. Indeed, I can refer to a thing without even myself having an ultimate refinement of it in mind (‘this letter is beautiful’). And as the examples in the previous paragraph suggest, the moves are not specific to words like English ‘same’ and ‘different’ (Beck 2000; Barker 2007).

2 Hair-splitting in action

To give a more formal example, suppose you and I introduce a discourse marker $i$ in conversation and agree to ascribe to it various properties—$i$ is $P$, and moreover $i$ is $Q$—by successive updates to the discourse state:

$$\ldots \xrightarrow{P(i)} A(i) \xrightarrow{Q(i)} P(i)$$

---

*Thanks to Chris Barker, Philippe de Groote, Larry Moss, Reinhard Muskens, Valeria de Paiva, and the anonymous reviewers for many helpful comments.
Then we turn to the topic of whether \( i \) is \( R \) and find upon investigation that we need to distinguish between two refinements of \( i \), namely \( j \), which is \( R \), and \( k \), which is not. So we make that distinction—we split the hair \( i \) into \( j \) and \( k \)—while preserving our common knowledge that it is \( P \) and \( Q \). In other words, \( j \) and \( k \) are both \( P \) and \( Q \):

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\ldots \rightarrow \quad & i \quad & P(i) \quad & i \quad & P(i) \quad & ? \quad & \begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
j \quad & P(j) \\
& Q(j)
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
k \quad & P(k) \\
& Q(k)
\end{array}
\end{array} \rightarrow \begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
R(j) \\
& R(k)
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
P(j) \quad P(k)
\end{array}
\begin{array}{c}
\begin{array}{c}
Q(j) \quad Q(k)
R(j) \quad \neg R(k)
\end{array}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\end{array}
\]

It is impossible to model the update marked ‘?’ above as a relation on standard possible worlds. (By ‘standard possible world’, I mean what amounts to a first-order model with a domain of individuals.) The reason is that the valuation in a standard possible world is a total function—it always returns either true or false. Such a valuation conflates propositions whose truth values persist after a split (like \( P(i) \) and \( Q(i) \)) with propositions whose truth values may vary after a split (like \( R(i) \)).

Now to see the impossibility, suppose \( w \) is a world possible in the common ground before the update ‘?’ above. In each such \( w \), we have not only both \( P(i) \) and \( Q(i) \), but also one of \( R(i) \) and \( \neg R(i) \). Consider one such \( w \), where we have \( R(i) \), say. If ‘?’ above were a relation on worlds, then we would want it to relate \( w \) to only worlds where both \( P(j) \land P(k) \) and \( Q(j) \land Q(k) \) hold, but not only worlds where \( R(j) \land R(k) \) holds. But \( w \) contains no information to help the relation treat \( R \) so differently from \( P \) and \( Q \).

The upshot is that a discourse marker cannot naively refer to an individual in a standard possible-world semantics. On that naive view, there is a fact of the matter as to how many letters are in the word ‘lava’, so if you count 4 letters and I count 3, then we can’t both be right. And there is a fact of the matter as to how many things are on the dining table, so if you include the coasters under the glasses whereas I pair up each coaster and glass as one thing, then we can’t both be right. But we can. So when we agreed in (1) that there is a \( P \) that is \( Q \), what did we existentially quantify over?

We could start to answer this question by blaming underspecification. We would then have to explain what kind of underspecification would let us equivocate between ascribing the properties \( P \) and \( Q \) to one individual \( i \) on one hand, and to two individuals \( j,k \) on the other hand. What are these underspecified individuals that an indefinite could existentially quantify over? (Perhaps plurals of some sort, with parts?)

As a first step, the rest of this paper defines a modal logic in which a point models not a possible world but a discourse state.

### 3 A modal logic with individual accessibility

To model how discourse markers split and merge in the course of a conversation, we introduce a modal logic in which accessibility relates not possible worlds but discourse states, and crucially, the individuals at each state as well.

#### 3.1 Frames

Formally, a frame for us is a quadruple \( F = \langle S, R_S, D, R_D \rangle \) consisting of

1. a set \( S \) of states (depicted in Figure 1 as \( \{s,t,u\} \));
2. a relation $R_S \subseteq S \times S$ on states, called the \textit{(state) accessibility relation} (the arrows at the bottom of Figure 1);

3. a function $D$ mapping each state $s \in S$ to a set $D(s)$, called the \textit{domain of individuals} at $s$ (the balloons in Figure 1);

4. this is what’s new: a function $R_D$ mapping each pair $\langle s, t \rangle \in R_S$ to a relation $R_D(s, t) \subseteq D(s) \times D(t)$, called the \textit{(individual) accessibility relation} (the arrows at the top of Figure 1).

If $\langle s, t \rangle \in R_S$, then we say that the state $t$ is \textit{accessible} from the state $s$, and notate the relationship infix as $sRt$. If moreover $\langle x, y \rangle \in R_D(s, t)$, then we say that the individual $y$ at $t$ is \textit{accessible} from the individual $x$ at $s$, and notate the relationship infix as $x_s R_t y$. We visualize individual accessibility as lifting state accessibility to a \textit{covering space} (Munkres 2000). It can be implemented by a sort of counterpart relation (Lewis 1968), with postulates modified to suit the difference that our states are discourse states, not possible worlds. (For example, whereas according to Lewis ‘it would not have been plausible to postulate that the counterpart relation was transitive’, it \textit{is} plausible to postulate that our accessibility relation be transitive, as discussed below.)

### 3.2 Truth

We define formulas $\phi$, terms $t$, and models $M$ as usual in first-order modal logic. But to define truth, we need not only the notion of \textit{valuations at a state} but also the notion of \textit{valuation accessibility}. A valuation $v$ at a state $s$ is just a function that maps each variable name $x$ to an individual at $s$. If the state $t$ is accessible from the state $s$, then we say that a valuation $w$ at $t$ is \textit{accessible} from a valuation $v$ at $s$ just in case $v$ and $w$ (have the same set of variable names for their domains and) map each variable name to an accessible pair of individuals. We notate this relationship infix as $v_s R_t w$. In short, $v_s R_t w$ just in case $\forall x. v(x)_s R_t w(x)$. (3)

Finally, we define the \textit{truth} of a formula $\phi$ in a model $M$ under a valuation $v$ at a state $s$, notated $M, s, v \Vdash \phi$. The definition is standard except for the modal operators $\Box$ and $\Diamond$, which are dual. We define $M, s, v \Vdash \Box \phi$ just in case $\forall t. (s R t \to \forall w. (v_s R_t w \to M, t, w \Vdash \phi))$. (4)
3.3 Consequences

Two hallmark consequences distinguish our logic from standard modal logic. On one hand, $(x = y)$ does not entail $\Box (x = y)$, because one individual at the current state may be related to multiple individuals at future states. On the other hand, if $\phi$ and $\phi'$ are the same formula except with free variables $x$ and $y$ exchanged throughout, then $(x = y) \land \Box \phi$ does entail $\Box \phi'$. In particular, $\phi$ could be $P(x) \land Q(x)$, so to continue the example (2), the formula $(x = y) \land \Box (P(x) \land Q(x))$ does entail $\Box (P(y) \land Q(y))$. Both of these consequences are desirable for modeling our discourse moves of interest, where discourse markers split and merge.

These consequences also offer one way to relate our logic to the modal logics of relations that Marx and Venema (1997) study under the rubric of multi-dimensional modal logic. Starting at the ‘local cube’ condition on multi-dimensional frames ($LC_n$ in their Definition 5.3.4), our logic amounts to extending their modal similarity type with a unary modality $\Box$. It would be enlightening if their metatheoretical results could be generalized—either to specify $\Box$ so that every dimension moves along the same individual accessibility relation, or to axiomatize our logic so that the two hallmark consequences fall out.

3.4 Frame correspondence

Like standard modal logic, our logic enjoys natural frame conditions corresponding to modal axioms. The reflexivity (‘T’) axiom $\Box \phi \rightarrow \phi$ is valid for a frame if and only if

$$\forall s. (s R s \land \forall x. x_s R x).$$

(5)

And the transitivity (‘4’) axiom $\Box \phi \rightarrow \Box \Box \phi$ is valid for a frame if and only if

$$\forall s, t, u. (s R t \land t R u) \rightarrow (s R u \land \forall x, y, z. (x_s R y \land y_t R z) \rightarrow x_s R u z).$$

(6)

The difference from standard modal logic in the two conditions are the subformulas $\forall x \ldots$ constraining individual accessibility.

4 Outlook

The axioms (5) and (6) are both intuitive, but they only begin to chip away at a myriad of discourse possibilities made available by individual accessibility: as conversation proceeds, discourse markers may split or merge as well as go in and out of existence. Investigating how interlocutors navigate this sea of states leads us back to the question: what does a discourse marker refer to in our shared reality, if not an individual in a standard possible-world semantics? In short, what is a thing? Our logic suggests that a possible world is a path along the state accessibility relation and a thing is a path along the individual accessibility relation.
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Abstract

How do semantic theories fit into the psychology of language more generally? A number of recent theoretical and experimental findings suggest that specifications of truth-conditions generate biases for different verification procedures. In this paper, we show how considerations of different representations of a visual scene in the semantic automata framework can generate predictions for differential working memory activation in proportional quantifier sentence verification. We present experimental results showing that different representations do impact working memory in sentence verification and that ‘more than half’ and ‘most’ behave differently in this regard.

1 Introduction

Semantic theories for (fragments of) natural languages typically provide a compositional assignment of truth-conditions to sentences in the respective language. Such assignments are used to predict competent speakers’ judgments of entailment and the truth of sentences in context. This level of generality, however, leaves open exactly how a specification of truth-conditions integrates with cognition more broadly to generate these judgments. There are at least two natural views to take on this issue. The relationship may be permissive: once a specification of truth-conditions is “exported” to general cognition, anything goes. There is no systematic connection between the ways that truth-conditions are specified and judgments of truth in context are made. On the other hand, the relationship may be constrained: the ways in which truth-conditions are specified correlates with and constrains the methods of verification of sentences in context.

A number of philosophers of language, developing ideas rooted in Frege, have argued that knowing the meaning of a sentence consists in having ‘internalized’ an algorithm for computing the truth-value of that sentence in a context [Dummett, 1973, Suppes, 1980, Moschovakis, 2006, HORTY, 2007]. This line of thought has been put to experimental test recently by psychologists and linguists [HACKL, 2009, PIETROSKI et al., 2009, LIDZ et al., 2011]. These experiments have led the theorists to argue that the relationship between specifications of truth-conditions and verification procedures is in fact constrained. The evidence comes in two forms. In one case, subjects are asked to verify the truth of a single sentence against visual scenes which differ in how amenable they are to different verification procedures. [PIETROSKI et al., 2009] and [LIDZ et al., 2011] find that in the case of sentences involving ‘most’, such manipulations do not effect verification accuracy. This suggests that the specification of truth-conditions for ‘most’ constrains in some way the verification procedures available.¹ In another case, subjects

¹In particular, [LIDZ et al., 2011] propose the Interface Transparency Thesis: “speakers exhibit a bias towards the verification procedures provided by canonical specifications of truth conditions” (p. 229). While we find this thesis imminently plausible, we keep the discussion at a more general level for reasons that will become clear in the later discussion of results.
are asked to verify two truth-conditionally equivalent sentences against visual scenes in the same experimental paradigm. [Hackl, 2009] finds that there are differences in the way subjects perform self-paced counting tasks when verifying sentences containing ‘most’ and ‘more than half’. Since the sentences are truth-conditionally equivalent, this suggests that the two quantifiers possess different specifications of the truth-conditions, which constrain the methods of verification.\(^2\)

In this paper, we contribute to the growing body of evidence for a constrained relationship by exploring the impact of different presentations of a visual scene on working memory load in proportional quantifier sentence verification. First, we present a computational model for quantifier meanings which has made empirically verified predictions about working memory in sentence verification. Then, we show how to extend that framework to handle different representations of the visual scene. This extension motivates a prediction that how a visual scene is presented will effect working memory involvement. We then present experimental results that make good on this prediction. The results also indicate that ‘most’ and ‘more than half’ are effected differently by the visual scene manipulation, providing further evidence for a constrained relationship between truth-condition specifications and verification procedures. The paper concludes with a discussion of future directions.

2 Semantic Automata and Working Memory

The semantic automata approach to generalized quantifiers associates with each quantifier \(Q\) a formal language \(L_Q\) and a machine \(M_Q\) accepting \(L_Q\). Definability of quantifiers in various logics corresponds to levels of the Chomsky hierarchy of languages/machines. All first-order definable quantifiers have a finite-state automaton (FSA) / regular language, while others – notably proportional quantifiers like \(\text{most}\) and \(\text{more than half}\) – require a pushdown automaton (PDA) / context-free language [van Benthem, 1986, Mostowski, 1998]. A pushdown automaton essentially augments a finite-state automaton with a stack, a form of memory. If one views the automata as verification procedures somehow internalized in the minds of competent speakers of the language, this leads one to expect that verifying sentences with quantifiers which require a PDA will use more working memory than verifying sentences with quantifiers that have FSAs.

This hypothesis has been demonstrated true in a number of experiments over the past decade. In a pioneering study, [McMillan et al., 2005] had participants verify sentences of the form ‘\(Q\) of the balls are blue’ while in an fMRI machine. They varied \(Q\) between quantifiers that have FSAs (‘some’, ‘all’, ‘at least three’) and those that only have PDAs (‘most’). In addition to behaviorally finding that the latter are more difficult to verify, they found differential activation in dorsolateral prefrontal and inferior frontal cortices bilaterally. These brain regions have previously been found to be highly involved in working memory by, among others, [Braver et al., 1997].\(^3\)

\(^2\)An apparently related line of work concerns the relationship between superlative quantifiers, such as ‘at least \(n\)’, and the corresponding comparative quantifier ‘more than \(n - 1\)’. Traditional semantic theories, such as generalized quantifiers theor, consider these to be truth-conditionally equivalent. [Geurts et al., 2010] show experimentally that the two quantifiers are processed differently. They, however, build on [Geurts and Nouwen, 2007], in which it is argued that the two quantifiers do in fact differ in subtle ways in their truth-conditions. Nevertheless, [Cummins and Katsos, 2010] provide further experiments in support of the view that superlatives and comparatives are truth-conditionally equivalent but have different psychological profiles due to the presence of strict versus weak inequality in the specification of the truth-conditions. Under this interpretation, these quantifiers exhibit a similar phenomenon to the one being discussed here.

\(^3\)This line of work has continued in [McMillan et al., 2006, Troiani et al., 2009a, Troiani et al., 2009b] and has been nicely summarized by [Clark and Grossman, 2007, Clark, 2011].
This differential activation of working memory in quantifier verification has also been demonstrated behaviorally. [Szymanik and Zajenkowski, 2010] show that reaction times in a sentence verification task are much higher for proportional quantifiers than for first-order ones. [Szymanik and Zajenkowski, 2011] combined quantifier sentence verification with a memory span task. In particular, participants were asked to memorize a sequence of either 4 or 6 digits before performing the verification task and were then asked to recall it afterwards. They found that reaction times were much longer and accuracy much worse in verification for proportional quantifiers than for FSA quantifiers. Moreover, in the 4-digit case, digit recall performance was significantly lower after proportional quantifier verification. Finally, [Zajenkowski et al., 2011] have compared the verification of natural language quantifier sentences in a group of patients with schizophrenia (and associated working memory deficits) and a healthy control group. In both groups, the difficulty of the quantifiers was consistent with the computational predictions. Patients with schizophrenia took more time to solve the problems with every quantifier. They were significantly less accurate, however, only with proportional quantifiers. These results, together with the neuroimaging ones, show that the semantic automata model makes good predictions about working memory involvement in quantified sentence verification.

2.1 Representation in Semantic Automata

All of the aforementioned work, however, neglects a crucial component of the psychological task: how the visual scene is represented. To show how the semantic automata model can also be used to make predictions about the effect of visual presentation, we must explain the model in slightly more detail. A generalized quantifier $Q$ is a class of finite models of the form $\langle M, A, B \rangle$ [Barwise and Cooper, 1981]. To generate $L_Q$, a mapping $\tau(\cdot)$ from such models into strings of 0s and 1s is defined by sending elements of $A \cap B$ to 1 and elements of $A \setminus B$ to 0.\footnote{They used parity quantifiers like ‘even number of’ for reasons that do not concern us here.} $L_Q$, then, just is the set of strings generated by $\tau$ from the models in $Q$.

As an example, consider verifying the sentence ‘Most of the dots are blue’ against a visual scene with 3 blue dots and 2 yellow (i.e. non-blue) dots. We can represent this scene by a model $M$ with $M = A = \{d_1, \ldots, d_5\}$ and $B = \{d_1, d_4, d_5\}$. Here, $A$ is the set of dots $d_i$ and $B$ is the set of blue dots. Thus, $A \cap B = \{d_1, d_4, d_5\}$ while $A \setminus B = \{d_2, d_3\}$. The encoding described above will generate the string $\tau(M) = 10011$. The corresponding machine $M_{\tau(1/2)}$ has two states: one representing a ‘yes’ response and one a ‘no’ response. Intuitively, it pairs off 1s and 0s and returns a ‘yes’ if and only if there are more 1s than 0s. It processes the string $\tau(M)$ as follows: it pushes the first 1 on to the stack, but pops it off of the stack when encountering the first 0. Then, it pushes the second 0 onto the stack, but pops it off of the stack when encountering the second 1. Then, it pushes the final 1 onto the stack. Because, at the end of processing the string, only 1s are on the stack, the machine accepts the string. This reflects the fact that in $M$, most of of the dots are in fact blue: $A \cap B$ – the set of blue dots – has a bigger cardinality than $A \setminus B$ – the set of non-blue dots.

In the semantic automata literature thus far, only a single $\tau$ has ever been considered.\footnote{See also [Zajenkowski and Szymanik, 2013] for the relationship between intelligence, working memory, executive functions and complexity of quantifiers. [Szymanik, 2016] provides a summary of these experimental results.} From the psychological perspective, this is surprising: this perspective takes the visual scene to
provide a model \( \langle M, A, B \rangle \) with \( \tau \) embodying how that scene is represented in the mind. Given that different representations of the same situation can effect performance in cognitive tasks, it is natural to suppose that different encodings of finite models might make a relevant difference in quantifier sentence verification. Consider, for instance, the task of verifying ‘More than half of the dots yellow’ against a visual scene of yellow and blue dots. The \( \tau \) above will work in every case. If, however, yellow and blue dots are paired together (with all the remaining being of a single color), the agent could make sure that each pair has one dot of each color and that all of the remaining are yellow or blue (corresponding to yes/no answers).

We can model this situation by supposing that the scene makes salient a certain pairing of dots so that the models which are input to the encoding function actually have the form \( \langle M, A, B, R \rangle \) where \( R \subseteq M \times M \) (here, \( A \) is the set of dots and \( B \) the set of blue dots). A new mapping \( \tau' \) can be defined which maps such models into an alphabet containing pairs of symbols in addition to 0s and 1s. \( \tau' \) will map all pairs in \( R \) to pairs of symbols in the natural way: if, for instance, \( \langle b, a \rangle \in R \) where \( b \in A \cap B \) and \( a \in A \setminus B \), then \( \langle b, a \rangle \) will get mapped to \( \langle 1, 0 \rangle \). Then, any elements of the model that are not paired will get mapped to 0 or 1 as before. Using this encoding \( \tau' \), if the only pairs in the encoding are \( \langle 1, 0 \rangle \) or \( \langle 0, 1 \rangle \) and all individual symbols are 1s, then the sentence is true. Similarly, if all individual symbols are 0s, it is false. These facts, however, can paradigmatically be checked by a finite-state automaton.

Given that the difference between PDA and FSA-acceptable quantifiers has been shown to correlate very strongly with working memory involvement in verification, the above discussion of encoding suggests that verifying a proportional quantifier sentence against a visual scene in which elements are paired will require less working memory than doing so against a visual scene with randomly scattered elements. Moreover, if distinct but truth-conditionally equivalent quantifiers exhibit different levels of sensitivity to the type of visual scene, this would provide evidence for a constrained relationship between specifications of truth-conditions and verification procedures.

3 Experiment

3.1 Methods

To test this hypotheses, we ran an experiment in which participants had to answer a question while being shown a visual scene containing two types of objects. There were three main conditions, corresponding to the following questions. In parentheses are listed the types of objects in the visual scene.

1. Are more than half of the dots yellow?
   (Yellow and blue dots)
2. Are more than half of the letters ‘E’?
   (Characters ‘E’ and ‘F’)
3. Are most of the dots yellow?
   (Yellow and blue dots)

The visual scenes came in two types: random, with objects distributed randomly across the image, and paired, with objects presented in pairs consisting of one object of each type. We manipulated the proportions of the two types of objects – 8/7, 9/8 and 10/9 – as well as the correct answer to the question (yes/no). Examples of stimuli demonstrating these variables are given in Figure 1. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the three main conditions and one of the three proportions; the other variables were within-subjects.
To manipulate working memory load, we included a digit recall task. Before the onset of a picture, a participant saw a string of 5 digits for 1500ms. After answering the question against the picture (sentence verification), the participant was presented with one of the digits as a probe and asked to give the digit in the sequence following the probe. In the low memory condition, the same sequence of digits – (0,1,2,3,4) – was used in every trial; in the high memory condition, the digits were randomized [de Fockert et al., 2001]. Participants performed one block in the low memory condition and one in the high condition, with a forced 30 second break in between. Each block consisted of 40 trials (10 in each combination of yes/no and random/paired). The order of the blocks was random as was the order of trials within the block. These main blocks were preceded by a 4-trial training block, after which the participants received feedback on their performance.

### 3.2 Participants

We recruited participants from Mechanical Turk, all from the United States with HIT approval rate of at least 99%. They were compensated with $1.50. In condition (1), we had 79 participants. We excluded 20 participants who made more than 10 errors on the sentence verification task. The remaining (N = 59) were aged between 20 and 59 (M = 33, SD = 9.9) with 28 male and 31 female. For conditions (2) and (3), we had 60 participants and excluded those...
who committed more than 30 errors in the verification task. For condition (2), this left us with \( N = 54, 27 \) male, 27 female, aged between 20 and 69 (\( M = 35, SD = 12 \)). For condition (3), this left us with \( N = 57, 28 \) male, 27 female, aged between 20 and 68 (\( M = 35, SD = 9.6 \)).

### 3.3 Results

In both conditions (1) and (2), there is a significant main effect of stimulus type on both the accuracy and reaction time of the sentence verification task. Participants answer faster and more accurately when pictures show paired rather than random dots. Similarly, we found main effects of WM condition on both accuracy and RT of the digit recall task in all proportions in both conditions.

To test whether the stimulus type – random or paired – makes a difference in working memory demands, we ran tests to see whether reaction time and accuracy in the digit recall task were thereby effected. In particular, we ran a multiple regression of digit recall RT on stimulus type and WM condition as well as a log-likelihood difference test of digit recall accuracy on the same two variables.

Crucially, we found a significant interaction effect of stimulus type and WM condition in digit recall RT of condition (1) in proportion 8/7 (\( \chi^2(4) = 4, p = 0.043 \)). The difference in the RT of the digit task between low and high WM conditions is greater for random pictures (\( M = 1049 \) ms, \( SD = 2193 \) ms) than for paired pictures (\( M = 671 \) ms, \( SD = 1191 \) ms). We also find an interaction effect on digit recall accuracy in proportion 8/7 for condition (2) (\( \chi^2(1) = 4.19, p < .0407 \)). The increase in error rate due to the hard WM condition was higher for random pictures (11.25%) than for paired pictures (9%). In condition (2), we also found a trend towards a significant interaction effect on accuracy in the 9/8 proportion (\( \chi^2(1) = 3.61, p < .057 \)). The increase in error rate due to the hard WM condition was higher for random pictures (20%) than for paired pictures (11.18%).

The results for condition (3) – ‘most’ – are a bit different. While there was a main effect of WM condition on accuracy and RT of digit recall in all proportions, there was no main effect of stimulus type on RT in proportion 9/8 nor on accuracy in proportion 10/9. More importantly, we find no significant interaction effects of stimulus type and WM condition on digit recall RT or accuracy in any proportions. Figure 2 shows the observed main effects and Figure 3 shows the observed interaction effects for all of the conditions.

### 4 Discussion

Consideration of the role of representation in the semantic automata framework led us to hypothesize that working memory activation in proportional quantifier sentence verification should depend on how a visual scene is presented. In a limited context, we do indeed find such a dependence: in the 8/7 proportion for conditions (1) and (2), the effect of working memory load depended on whether the stimulus type was random or paired. We hypothesize that the effect occurs only at this proportion because participants are more likely to approximate in the larger proportion conditions [Halberda and Feigenson, 2008]. Moreover, that the strongest interaction effects were found in condition (2) – with E/F images – supports this approximation interpretation. Because the two types of objects in the visual scene are so similar to each other, it becomes nearly impossible to approximate. Thus, in the case when approximation is most difficult, we get the strongest interaction effects. This also suggests future manipulations: if we made the ‘E’s and ‘F’s colored, perhaps the effect would weaken as approximation becomes available.
4.1 ‘Most’ and ‘More than half’

A very striking feature of the experimental results concerns the very different results between conditions (1) and (3), which differ only in the use of ‘more than half’ in the former and ‘most’ in the latter. In particular, the lack of any interaction effects in the latter suggests that the manipulation of stimulus type does not affect working memory demands for ‘most’ in the way that it does for ‘more than half’. Minimally, this provides evidence for a constrained relationship between specifications of truth-conditions and verification procedures because two truth-conditionally equivalent sentences have very different verification profiles.

Can more about the nature of this constraint be said? [Hackl, 2009] argues that the difference amounts to the following: ‘most’ is a superlative while ‘more than half’ makes explicit size comparisons in terms of proportion. He argues that this difference manifests itself in terms of verification procedures in that ‘most’ will lend itself to a “vote-counting” strategy which resembles pairing colored dots and seeing what colors remain. Interestingly, such an interpretation does not fit well with our data: if ‘most’ lent itself to pairing strategies, one would expect to
see a marked difference in WM demand between random and paired stimuli.\textsuperscript{8}

Moreover, [Pietroski et al., 2009] present evidence that ‘most’ does not favor a vote-counting procedure. They conducted an experiment where participants verified a ‘most’ sentence against a visual scene of yellow and blue dots which is flashed for 200ms. They find that manipulating the scene between random and paired placement of dots does not effect the accuracy of judgments. Were ‘most’ to exhibit a bias towards vote-counting verification, one would expect accuracy to improve in paired scenes. At the present, then, we can conclude that ‘most’ and ‘more than half’ do indeed verify in their verification behavior; exactly how remains undetermined.

5 Conclusion and Future Directions

In this paper, we have presented novel experimental support for the idea that specifications of truth-conditions for sentences constrain methods of verification. In particular, we used the semantic automata framework to show how different presentations of a visual scene can effect working memory demand. Verifying sentences containing ‘more than half’, but not those

\textsuperscript{8}Solt, 201x] argues for a very similar difference in the logical forms of ‘most’ and ‘more than half’ which places constraints on the types of measurement scale required. She uses this to predict interesting distributional properties and argues that the scale requirements can also account for Hackl’s results.
containing ‘most’, exhibit effects on working memory demand when verified against paired versus random visual scenes. These results present further evidence for a constraint between representations of truth-conditions and verification and a proof-of-concept that working memory can be used to probe such constraints.

Much work, however, remains to be done. On the experimental side, a next step consists in running these experiments using EEG. The memory protocol used in this paper has been shown to be effective in such a context [de Fockert et al., 2001]. As alluded to earlier, more manipulations of our present set-up – color(s) of the items in the stimuli, types of items, the number of proportions considered – could be included. These would provide a fuller picture of the range of data for which a theory of the relationship between truth-conditions and verification needs to account.

On the theoretical side, significant modeling work needs to be done to predict the results here. In particular, how do different quantifiers exhibit a bias for different encodings when visual scenes make them salient? This would help answer why ‘more than half’, but not ‘most’, appears to have this bias. At the present moment, the semantic automata framework treats ‘most’ and ‘more than half’ equivalently. The experimental results here indicate that this assumption should be relaxed. Moreover, a fully developed model would need to incorporate the proportion of items in a visual scene as a predictor. The frameworks of resource-rational [Griffiths et al., 2015] or boundedly-rational [Icard, 2014] analysis are likely to be useful in this endeavor.
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Abstract

We look at a particular class of indirect answers to yes/no questions, where the speaker supposes that the hearer’s question was motivated by some underlying goal and aims to provide the hearer with an alternative way of accomplishing it. We posit that the questions in these cases are sub-questions in an implicit questioning strategy which is anchored to the hearer’s goal, and which must be inferred probabilistically by the speaker. The use of these implicit questioning strategies is licensed when the hearer has a preferred outcome, i.e., better and worse ways to accomplish her goal. We formally model the generation and interpretation of questions and answers in this context as a Bayesian game.

1 Indirectness & implicit questioning strategies

We consider a particular class of phenomenon whereby a yes/no question (‘YN-question’) is answered indirectly with a particular intonation pattern, lacking the falling pitch contour that typically characterizes the end of a declarative answer.

(1) Q: Does Bob’s Market sell turnips?
   A: Freshtown sells turnips...
   H* L-H%

The placement of the H* pitch accent in the answer is determined by focus. The salience of $\lambda x. sell(x, turnips)$ introduced by the question requires focus on the subject in (1) (Rooth, 1992; Schwarzschild, 1999; Wagner, 2012b), and in a different context, e.g. in (2), we find the pitch accent occurring elsewhere to reflect the different focus structure.

(2) Q: Does Bob’s Market sell sour cream and onion chips?
   A: Bob’s Market sells cheese and onion chips...
   H* L-H%

But independently of focus placement, we find a rising boundary tone which signals discourse non-finality, typically suggesting that the question under discussion (Roberts, 1996) is still open (see Lai, 2012). The answer does have a flavor of non-finality in that it is interpreted by default as a mention-some answer, indicating in (1) that perhaps other markets sell turnips as well (see also Wagner, 2012a). But rather than signaling that the question is unresolved, the answers in (1) and (2) both clearly implicate a ‘no’ answer to the YN-question (assuming a context in which the answerer is assumed to know who sells what), allowing the discourse to potentially conclude without any follow-ups.

The license for these answers is not so straightforward under previous approaches to indirect answerhood which hold that indirect answers must allow for a clear inference of a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer based on the denotation of the response given (Asher and Lascarides, 2003; de Marneffe et al., 2009), as in (3).

*Work on this paper was supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG), Grant Nr. BE 4348/3-1. Special thanks to Anton Benz for his feedback.
Who ate what?

What did Alice eat?    What did Bob eat?

Figure 1: A questioning strategy.

Here, there is a clear probabilistic inference from the answer given to the proposition ‘Bob’s Market does not sell turnips’, a valid literal answer to the YN-question. But in (1) and (2), this does not hold. There is no clear inferential link, for example, between Bob’s Market selling turnips and Freshtown selling turnips.

Such indirect answers are called ‘alternative answers’ by Stevens et al. (2015), who model the generation of responses to YN-questions by representing and reasoning about the questioner’s goals. Intuitively, questions are means to some end, and often a question serves to gather the information required to accomplish some goal in the real world (van Rooij, 2003; Benz and van Rooij, 2007). Indirect answers can be licensed by anticipating these goals and offering alternative solutions. In (1), for example, one assumes that the questioner likely has the goal to go shopping for turnips, and needs to know which store(s) she can go to in order to do this. It is only in virtue of this assumption that the answer in (1) is licensed. Consider some other logically possible alternative answers.

(4) Q: Does Bob’s Market sell turnips?
A: Bob’s Market sells carrots...

(5) Q: Does Bob’s Market sell turnips?
A: Bob’s Market sells hand soap...

Whereas the exchange in (1) is acceptable more or less out of the blue, (4) would require some explicit evidence that carrots were an acceptable alternative to turnips (perhaps the questioner simply wants some root vegetables, and is not picky), and (5) would require a much stranger context, and it is infelicitous out of the blue. This difference can be seen as a difference in probability of goals.

Formally, the difference between (1), (4) and (5) can be analyzed as a constraint on implicit questioning strategies, a type of questioning strategy in the sense of Roberts (1996) and Büring (2003). Originally devised to account for contrastive topics in answers to multiple wh-questions, a questioning strategy is a way of breaking questions down into sub-questions. Sub-questions are defined, after Groenendijk and Stokhof (1984), such that Q1 is a sub-question of Q0 iff exhaustively answering Q0 logically provides an answer to Q1. Strategies may be structured as trees as in Fig.1, which represents a possible strategy for the multiple wh-question ‘Who ate what?’. Imagine a discourse in which the only two relevant individuals are Alice and Bob. The question ‘Who ate what?’ can be exhaustively answered by first answering ‘What did Alice eat?’ and then answering ‘What did Bob eat?’, resulting in an answer like, “Alice ate turnips, and Bob ate carrots.”

We can construct a similar tree for (1), as in Fig.2. But crucially, although the root node question in structures like Fig.1 which motivate the placement of contrastive topics, e.g. a multiple wh-question like ‘Who ate what?’, is typically taken to be a proper question under discussion—that is, it is known to both interlocutors—the questioning strategy in Fig.2 in the context of (1) is one where the root node question is private to the questioner, and thus must be inferred by the answerer. In other words, only one of the subordinate
Where can I get some turnips?

Does Bob’s Market sell turnips?  Does Freshtown sell turnips?

Figure 2: An implicit questioning strategy.

YN-questions is explicitly put on the table in the dialogue. The overarching strategy is implicit.\(^1\)

Intuitively, the answerer in (1) is making two inferences. First, the observed YN-question is likely to have been motivated by an underlying super-question, ‘Where can I get some turnips?’ Second, the hearer’s goal in asking the question is to find a single place to buy turnips, and therefore a mention-some answer is appropriate. Taken together, these two inferences provide a clear path to an indirect answer: If Bob’s Market sells turnips, then say so, and if not, then anticipate any sister questions by offering a single alternative turnip seller. Because the indirect answer is only ever licensed in the event that Bob’s Market does not sell turnips, assuming that the speaker knows who sells what, an implicit ‘no’ can always be inferred.

The infelicity of (4) and (5), then, is reduced to the unavailability in a neutral context of the inference that the observed YN-question is part of an implicit questioning strategy headed by ‘Does Bob’s Market sell turnips and/or carrots?’ or ‘Does Bob’s Market sell turnips and/or hand soap?’, respectively. The availability of these inferences is highly context-dependent—with enough context, almost any implicit questioning strategy can be inferred.

(6) Context: The questioner has a rather strange Secret Santa assignment this year, who wants either turnips or hand soap for Christmas. The questioner is going to Bob’s Market later and wants to make a shopping list.

Q: Does Bob’s Market sell turnips?
A: Bob’s Market sells hand soap...

It is possible to account for these inferences within a game-theoretic framework (Benz et al., 2006; Parikh, 2010; Clark, 2011; Franke, 2011; Benz, 2012) by modeling such QA-exchanges as Bayesian games, where the behavior of both the questioner and answerer is determined by probabilistic reasoning about unknown variables (for the answerer, the questioner’s underlying goal, and for the questioner, the true state of the world). Under this approach, it is the common-sense knowledge that finding a store at which to buy a particular item is a likely enough goal to have, combined with a drive toward efficiency in dialogue (anticipating follow-up questions, etc.), which licenses the indirect answer.

Stevens et al. (2015) offer a computational model along these lines, where the problem of producing alternative answers is reduced to the problem of learning a prior probability distribution over possible hearer goals. But that model is oriented toward generating answers to questions, and doesn’t offer a full picture of how the questions themselves are selected. Therefore, one important puzzle remains: Why would the questioner ever employ an implicit questioning strategy in the first place? Instead of Fig.2, why not simply ask, ‘Where can I get some turnips?’ And why ask about Bob’s Market first and not Freshtown?

In this paper we argue that implicit questioning strategies of this type are to be expected whenever the questioner has a preferred outcome. For example, it might be the case that Bob’s Market is cheaper or closer to the questioner’s house than Freshtown, and thus the

\(^{1}\) That the question is not shared, but rather merely inferrable, explains why we do not find narrow focus on Bob’s Market in the question.
best outcome is one where the questioner buys turnips from Bob’s. To ask the more general question would risk a mention-some answer that guides the questioner to a sub-optimal market when she could have gone to the preferred market instead. Acknowledging that there are better and worse ways to accomplish a goal gives us a fuller picture of how questions and answers are generated and interpreted in these contexts.

We begin by outlining our game-theoretic model, which combines insights from Franke’s (2011) ‘iterated best response’ approach and Benz’s (2012) ‘error models’. We then work through a derivation of examples (1), (5) and (6).

2 Model

We model QA-exchanges as signaling games, a class of Bayesian games (Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991). The players in the game are the questioner and the answerer, who both want the questioner’s goal to be accomplished. Based on the question that was asked, the answerer strategically selects a message, \( m \), which carries some conventional propositional content. The questioner must then reason, based on \( m \), about the current state of the world, \( \omega \) (e.g., which stores sell which items). Using these inferences about the world state, the questioner can choose an action, \( a \) (e.g., going to Bob’s or Freshtown), that will lead to an optimal outcome. The optimality of an outcome—its utility—is determined by whether and how well it accomplishes the questioner’s goal, \( \gamma \). The questioner can anticipate what messages might be generated by the answerer in order to strategically choose questions that most efficiently optimize her outcome. The selection procedures whereby the players select questions, answers and actions can be represented as functions which yield sets of strategically optimal questions, answers and actions from which the player randomly selects (allowing for a tie between multiple equally beneficial moves). In the end, any set of procedures for selecting questions, answers and actions for which neither player can improve her expected outcome given the behavior of the other player is an equilibrium. Our goal is to account for implicit questioning strategies and their associated indirect answers by showing that these are felicitous only when they are part of an equilibrium in a signaling game.

2.1 Goals & expected utility of actions

We begin by representing a space of possible questioner goals, where a goal is a set of instructions for accomplishing some concrete task. More precisely, for our purposes, a goal is an ordered tuple of conditional imperatives, where executing any one of the imperatives under the right condition will lead to the goal being accomplished. For example, instructions for buying turnips could be represented as an ordered tuple ‘Go to Bob’s if Bob’s sells turnips’, ‘Go to Freshtown if Freshtown sells turnips’, where the second instruction is only executed if the first fails. If both fail, then the questioner should simply do nothing. Consider three possible goals, representations of which are given in Table 1, where each goal involves shopping and is accomplished by going to one of two area stores and/or adding relevant items to a shopping list. The ordering of the instructions encodes the questioner’s preferences. \( \gamma_1 \) instructs the questioner to go to Bob’s if Bob’s sells turnips, regardless of what Freshtown sells. Only if that condition fails to hold should the questioner consider going to Freshtown. This encodes a preference to go to Bob’s. Similarly, \( \gamma_B \), which corresponds to a context like in (6), encodes a preference to buy turnips over hand soap (perhaps because turnips are cheaper). Finally, the most specific goal to be inferred from the question ‘Does Bob’s Market sell turnips?’ is the singleton goal \( \gamma_0 \): The questioner wants to buy turnips from Bob’s, and no other store-item pair will do.

The first step in building up our model will be to use these goal representations to create a generalized schema for generating utility functions which we will call action utility.
functions. An action utility function returns a numerical value for each combination of real-world action $a$ (going to Bob’s, buying turnips, etc.), goal $\gamma$, and current world state $\omega$, where the current world state encodes which relevant information is true in the world, i.e. which stores sell which products. Action utility is higher when the questioner’s action leads to a preferred outcome. Therefore, every questioner’s ultimate goal, in the most general terms, is to maximize action utility. One simple schema for one- and two-member goal tuples, which suffices for current purposes, is given in (7) below, where action $\emptyset$ corresponds to doing nothing, and where the questioner has the option of asking a follow-up question (Benz, 2012).

\begin{align}
\text{(7) For any one- or two-member goal } \gamma \text{ of the form } \langle P \text{ if } \Phi, (R \text{ if } \Psi) \rangle, \text{ action utility } U(\gamma, \omega, a) \text{ is equal to:} \\
a. & \ 2 \text{ iff } a = P \text{ and } \Phi \text{ is true in } \omega \\
b. & \ 1 \text{ iff } a = R \text{ and } \Psi \text{ is true in } \omega \\
c. & \ 1 \text{ iff } a = \emptyset \text{ and } \neg(\Phi \lor \Psi) \text{ is true in } \omega \\
d. & \ 1 - c \text{ iff the questioner asks a follow-up question} \\
e. & \ 0 \text{ elsewhere}
\end{align}

The highest action utility value, 2, is awarded when the action leads to the questioner’s preferred outcome. “Runner-up” outcomes are awarded utility 1. Moreover, doing nothing yields utility 1 in worlds where the questioner’s goal is impossible to accomplish; this encodes an avoidance of fool’s errands. Finally, the questioner always has the option to ask a follow-up question. To unpack the implications of follow-ups, consider a questioner with goal $\gamma_t$. She could ask, “Does Bob’s Market sell turnips?”, as in (1), and the answerer could simply reply, “no”. If the questioner remains uncertain as to whether Freshtown sells turnips, then she can follow up with, “Does Freshtown sell them?” (the sister question in Fig.2). If the answer is ‘yes’, the questioner will know to go to Freshtown, and if the answer is ‘no’, the questioner will know to do nothing rather than looking for turnips at either store to no avail. Under the assumption that the answerer will supply a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ answer to a follow-up, the outcome is always one that will lead to action utility 1. However, the questioner incurs a small effort cost along the way: An additional QA-exchange was required to accomplish the task at hand. We represent this as a small constant $c$. Action utilities generated for $\gamma_t$, $\gamma_B$, and $\gamma_0$ from Table 1, broken down by possible world state, are given in Table 2.

The questioner wants to maximize action utility, but it is impossible to do this directly, because the questioner does not know the current world state $\omega$. Information about $\omega$ must be drawn from the message $m$ which was selected by the answerer. Indeed this is

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Label</th>
<th>Representation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_t$</td>
<td>$\langle \text{go.to}(B) \text{ if } \text{sell}(B,t), \text{go.to}(F) \text{ if } \text{sell}(F,t) \rangle$</td>
<td>Questioner wants to buy turnips from either Bob’s or Freshtown, and prefers to go to Bob’s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_B$</td>
<td>$\langle \text{add}(t) \text{ if } \text{sell}(B,t), \text{add}(h) \text{ if } \text{sell}(B,h) \rangle$</td>
<td>Questioner wants to go shopping at Bob’s for either turnips or hand soap, and prefers to buy turnips.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma_0$</td>
<td>$\langle \text{add}(t) &amp; \text{go.to}(B) \text{ if } \text{sell}(B,t) \rangle$</td>
<td>Questioner wants to buy turnips from Bob’s, or else do nothing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Three possible questioner goals. $B$ stands for ‘Bob’s Market’, $F$ for ‘Freshtown’, $t$ for ‘turnips’ and $h$ for ‘hand soap’. Possible imperatives are $\text{go.to}$—go to a given store—and $\text{add}$—add a given item to your shopping list.
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\[ \omega \gamma t \gamma B \gamma 0 \langle B, F \rangle \text{go.to}(B) \text{go.to}(F) \emptyset \text{add}(t) \text{add}(h) \emptyset \]

\[ \langle t, h \rangle \]

\[ \langle t, t + h \rangle \]

\[ \langle t, h \rangle \]

\[ \langle t, \emptyset \rangle \]

\[ \langle h, t + h \rangle \]

\[ \langle h, t \rangle \]

\[ \langle h, h \rangle \]

\[ \langle h, \emptyset \rangle \]

\[ \langle \emptyset, t + h \rangle \]

\[ \langle \emptyset, t \rangle \]

\[ \langle \emptyset, h \rangle \]

\[ \langle \emptyset, \emptyset \rangle \]

Table 2: Values of action utility function \( U(\gamma, \omega, a) \), grouped by questioner’s goal, where each world state \( \omega \) is characterized by which relevant items Bob’s and Freshtown sells. An additional action “follow-up question” is always available with utility \( 1 - c \). World states specify which relevant items Bob’s sells, then which relevant items Freshtown sells.

- a key function of questions (van Rooij, 2003): to obtain information about the world in order to better maximize utility. Because the link between \( m \) and \( \omega \) is conventional, and not absolute, the hearer encodes the effect of \( m \) in a conditional probability distribution over world states. This probability, which encodes a belief on the part of the questioner, is conditioned by \( m \) as well as by the question that was asked, \( q \), and the questioner’s assumption about the answerer’s procedure, \( S_M \), for generating messages based on \( q \) and \( \omega \). The best the questioner can do, then, is to choose actions which maximize utility in the aggregate by maximizing the weighted average of action utilities over possible worlds, weighted by \( P(\omega|m, q) \). This average is the expected action utility.

\[
EU(a|\gamma, m, q, S_M) = \sum_{\omega} P(\omega|m, q, S_M) \cdot U(\gamma, \omega, a)
\]

- 2.2 Expected utility of answers

We now work backwards from actions to answers, to determine how to strategically optimize answers to YN-questions. Assuming a cooperative Gricean scenario, the answerer wishes above all for the questioner to achieve her immediate goal. At the same time, we can reasonably assume a preference for direct answers, all things being equal. To encode this, we posit a message utility function \( U_M \) which, for any given outcome of the QA-exchange, is the action utility awarded to questioner for that outcome minus the cost of the message, \( C(m) \), which we take here to be zero for direct answers, and some small constant \( k \) for indirect answers.

\[
U_M(\gamma, \omega, m, a) = U(\gamma, \omega, a) - C(m)
\]
to select an action, and of the questioner’s procedure $S_Q$ for using $\gamma$ to select questions. The resulting formulation is more complex than expected action utility, but it can be boiled down as follows: The expected utility of a message is the weighted average of the message utility of all possible outcomes involving that message, where the probability of an outcome depends on assumptions about how the questioner will react to each message—$P(a|\gamma, m, q, S)$—and about how the question was selected to further the questioner’s goal—$P(\gamma|q, S_Q)$.

$$EU_M(m|\omega, q, S, S_Q) = \sum_{\gamma,m} P(\gamma|q, S_Q) \cdot P(a|\gamma, m, q, S) \cdot U_M(\gamma, \omega, m, a)$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

### 2.3 Expected utility of questions

Again stepping backward through the QA-exchange, we move from the answerer’s expected utility of sending a message given a certain question to the questioner’s expected utility of posing a question given a certain goal. This also requires an assumed message selection procedure, $S_M$.

$$EU_Q(q|\gamma, S_M) = \sum_{\omega,m} P(\omega) \cdot P(m|\omega, q, S_M) \cdot U(\gamma, \omega, \arg\max_a EU(a|\gamma, m, q, S_M))$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

For any world-message pair, we can calculate the utility the questioner will receive in that world if she takes the action which maximizes $EU$ given that message and $S_M$. The weighted average for all such world-message pairs is the expected utility of the question. More simply, questions are selected by considering what answers they might elicit, and what best-case outcomes will result from receiving those answers.

We now have three quantities, $EU$, $EU_M$, and $EU_Q$, corresponding respectively to the optimality of an action given a question/answer pair and goal, the optimality of an answer given a question and world state, and the optimality of a question given a goal. An equilibrium in this sequential game is one where the questioner chooses a question that maximizes $EU_Q$, the answerer provides a response that maximizes $EU_M$, and the questioner responds to the answer with an action that maximizes $EU$, where the players’ beliefs, $S_Q$, $S_M$ and $S$, on which the expected utility values depend, reflect the assumption that all players maximize their own expected utility.\footnote{The solution concept relevant to these games is ‘perfect Bayesian equilibrium’ (Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991).}

### 2.4 Finding equilibrium

Where the model of Stevens et al. (2015) generates answers by optimizing $EU$ and $EU_M$, taking the question to be background information, the current model must balance these with $EU_Q$ in order to select questions as well as answers. This complicates the procedure somewhat, but it is nonetheless possible to derive an equilibrium via back-and-forth reasoning (see e.g. Franke, 2011). The idea is to find a sensible default set of beliefs to start with, find optimal selection procedures for those beliefs, then incorporate those procedures into a new set of beliefs, iteratively refining procedures until the iteration converges on a fixed point. We propose the following back-and-forth reasoning schema.

1. Set default procedures $S^0$ and $S^0_Q$ to stand in for $S$ and $S_Q$, respectively
2. Let $S_M^0(\omega, q)$ be $\arg\max_m EU_M(m|\omega, q, S^0, S^0_Q)$
3. Let $S_Q^0(\gamma)$ be $\arg\max_q EU_Q(q|\gamma, S^0_M)$
4. Let $S^1(\gamma, m, q)$ be $\arg\max_a EU(a|\gamma, m, q, S^1_Q)$
5. Let $S^1_M(\omega, q)$ be $\arg\max_m EU_M(m|\omega, q, S^1, S^1_Q)$
Preferred outcomes & implicit questioning strategies

6. Iterate until \( (S^n_M, S^{n+1}_Q, S^{n+1}) = (S^{n+2}_M, S^{n+3}_Q, S^{n+3}) \)

The tuple \( (S^n_M, S^{n+1}_Q, S^{n+1}) \) constitutes an equilibrium. The final piece of the puzzle is to specify \( S^0 \) and \( S^0_Q \). Following the idea from Franke (2011) and others of a naïve hearer, we propose default procedures for determining the questioner’s behavior which do not rely on any reasoning about the answerer’s utility. For our model, this means that questions and actions are chosen only in accordance with the questioner’s goal. The questioner can ask about her goal directly via a wh-question, or, if the goal is a non-singleton, employ a YN-question as part of an implicit questioning strategy; this selection is made at random.

Then, after receiving an answer to the question, the naïve questioner simply acts on the answer. For our model, this means that questions go.to sell turnips. . . . The questioner may respond to the answer with actions go.to sell turnips. . . . The questioner can ask about her goal directly, or, for the non-singletons, ask about her goal directly via a wh-question, or, if the goal is a non-singleton, employ a YN-question as part of an implicit questioning strategy; this selection is made at random.

We now apply this model to (1), (5) and (6) in Section 1.

3 Explaining the examples

If we work through the iterated reasoning schema given above to simulate contexts for (1), (5) and (6), we find the following:

- The optimal question for a questioner with goal \( \gamma_t \) is always the YN-question, “Does Bob’s Market sell turnips?” rather than the broader wh-question, as long as \( \gamma_t \) has a non-zero probability.
- In a world state where Bob’s does not sell turnips, but where Freshtown sells turnips and Bob’s sells hand soap, the optimal response to the question “Does Bob’s Market sell turnips...” is to give the alternative “Freshtown sells turnips...” when \( P(\gamma_t) \) is sufficiently high and higher than \( P(\gamma_B) \), to give the alternative “Bob’s Market sells hand soap” when \( P(\gamma_B) \) is sufficiently high and higher than \( P(\gamma_t) \), and to give a direct ‘no’ answer when the two goals are equiprobable.

The easiest way to show this is via computational simulation. We implemented the model in a simplified context where the questioner can have goals \( \gamma_t, \gamma_B \) (where hand soap is preferred over turnips), or one of three singleton goals, \( \gamma^t_0, \gamma^B_0 \) or \( \gamma^t_B, \gamma^B_t \), depending on what item was sought at which store. The questioner can ask about her goal directly, or, for the non-singletons, ask YN-questions which pertain to her goal. The answerer may respond with direct yes/no answers or else convey any potentially relevant proposition of the form sell(X, y). The questioner may respond to the answer with actions go.to(B), go.to(F), add(t), add(h), add(t)&go.to(B), add(t)&go.to(F), add(h)&go.to(B) or \( \emptyset \). In order to calculate expected utility, conditional probabilities \( P(\omega|m, q, S_M) \), \( P(a|\gamma, m, q, S) \) and \( P(m|\omega, q, S_M) \) were calculated by considering possible outputs of selection procedures, as follows, where the function \( \text{bool} \) takes a proposition and returns 1 if true and 0 if false.

\[
P(\omega|m, q, S_M) = \frac{\text{bool}(\{m \in S_M(\omega, q)\})}{|S_M(\omega, q)|} \quad (6)
\]

\[
P(a|\gamma, m, q, S) = \frac{\text{bool}(\{a \in S(\gamma, m, q)\})}{|S(\gamma, m, q)|} \quad (7)
\]

\[
P(m|\omega, q, S_M) = \frac{\text{bool}(\{m \in S_M(\omega, q)\})}{|S_M(\omega, q)|} \quad (8)
\]
Finally, $P(\gamma|q,S_Q)$ is calculated via Bayes’ rule, where the likelihood term $P(q|\gamma,S_Q)$ is calculated by considering possible outputs of the assumed question selection procedure.

$$P(\gamma|q,S_Q) \propto P(q|\gamma,S_Q) \cdot P(\gamma)$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$P(q|\gamma,S_Q) = \text{BOOL}(q \in S_Q(\gamma)) \cdot \frac{1}{|S_Q(\gamma)|}$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)

The graphs in Fig.3 show the expected utility of some possible questions and answers as a function of the prior probability of wanting to buy turnips ($\gamma_t$ or $\gamma'_t$). We assumed that $P(\gamma_t) = P(\gamma'_t)$ and that $P(\gamma_B) = P(\gamma'_B)$, and reserved a fixed probability for the singletons, such that raising the value of $\gamma_t/\gamma'_t$ lowers the value of $\gamma_B/\gamma'_B$ and vice versa. Already on the second iteration ($S^2, S^2_Q$ and $S^3_M$) we observe the optimal behavior. A questioner with any preferred outcome (e.g., buying turnips from Bob’s rather than Freshtown) does best to ask a YN-question about whether that outcome is possible (“Does Bob’s Market sell turnips?”). If one particular goal is sufficiently probable, the answerer should provide either a ‘yes’ answer, if true, or an indirect answer addressing that goal where appropriate (“Freshtown sells turnips . . .”). Given an indirect answer, the questioner should infer that the preferred outcome is not possible and go for the runner-up (go to Freshtown).

In the end, this reduces the felicity of the answer “Bob’s sells hand soap” for (5) and (6) to a threshold on the prior probability of $\gamma_B$. The expected utility of that answer will be the mirror image of the expected utility of “Freshtown sells turnips . . . ” in Fig.3: When the prior probability of $\gamma_t$ is higher than the prior probability of $\gamma_B$, “Bob’s sells hand soap” is ruled out, but when the reverse is true, it is in fact the optimal answer. General world knowledge tells us that $\gamma_B$ is a rather odd goal to have—hand soap does not often serve as a practical substitute for turnips—whereas $\gamma_t$ seems uncontroversial. This is reflected in the prior probability distribution over goals. Thus, in an out-of-the-blue context, (1) is good while (5) is bad. But we can manipulate the prior by explicitly creating a context where $\gamma_B$ is more likely, as in (6), in that case, it is acceptable to supply hand soap as an alternative to turnips.

Figure 3: Values of $EU_Q(q|\gamma,S^1_M)$ for a questioner with goal $\gamma_t$ deciding between wh-question “Where can I get some turnips?” and YN-question “Does Bob’s Market sell turnips?” (left) and values of $EU_M(m|\omega,q,S^2_Q)$ for an answerer having been asked the YN-question in a world state where sell$(B,t)$ is false but sell$(F,t)$ and sell$(B,h)$ are true (right), both plotted by prior probability of the questioner wanting to buy turnips ($P(t)$).

For illustration, the space of possible goals was limited to those relevant to (1), (5) and (6), with fixed probability 0.2 given to each singleton goal, and with cost terms $c = 0.1$ and $k = 0.02$. Finally, $P(\gamma|q,S_Q)$ is calculated via Bayes’ rule, where the likelihood term $P(q|\gamma,S_Q)$ is calculated by considering possible outputs of the assumed question selection procedure.

$$P(\gamma|q,S_Q) \propto P(q|\gamma,S_Q) \cdot P(\gamma)$$ \hspace{1cm} (9)

$$P(q|\gamma,S_Q) = \text{BOOL}(q \in S_Q(\gamma)) \cdot \frac{1}{|S_Q(\gamma)|}$$ \hspace{1cm} (10)

The graphs in Fig.3 show the expected utility of some possible questions and answers as a function of the prior probability of wanting to buy turnips ($\gamma_t$ or $\gamma'_t$). We assumed that $P(\gamma_t) = P(\gamma'_t)$ and that $P(\gamma_B) = P(\gamma'_B)$, and reserved a fixed probability for the singletons, such that raising the value of $\gamma_t/\gamma'_t$ lowers the value of $\gamma_B/\gamma'_B$ and vice versa. Already on the second iteration ($S^2, S^2_Q$ and $S^3_M$) we observe the optimal behavior. A questioner with any preferred outcome (e.g., buying turnips from Bob’s rather than Freshtown) does best to ask a YN-question about whether that outcome is possible (“Does Bob’s Market sell turnips?”). If one particular goal is sufficiently probable, the answerer should provide either a ‘yes’ answer, if true, or an indirect answer addressing that goal where appropriate (“Freshtown sells turnips . . .”). Given an indirect answer, the questioner should infer that the preferred outcome is not possible and go for the runner-up (go to Freshtown).

In the end, this reduces the felicity of the answer “Bob’s sells hand soap” for (5) and (6) to a threshold on the prior probability of $\gamma_B$. The expected utility of that answer will be the mirror image of the expected utility of “Freshtown sells turnips . . . ” in Fig.3: When the prior probability of $\gamma_t$ is higher than the prior probability of $\gamma_B$, “Bob’s sells hand soap” is ruled out, but when the reverse is true, it is in fact the optimal answer. General world knowledge tells us that $\gamma_B$ is a rather odd goal to have—hand soap does not often serve as a practical substitute for turnips—whereas $\gamma_t$ seems uncontroversial. This is reflected in the prior probability distribution over goals. Thus, in an out-of-the-blue context, (1) is good while (5) is bad. But we can manipulate the prior by explicitly creating a context where $\gamma_B$ is more likely, as in (6), in that case, it is acceptable to supply hand soap as an alternative to turnips.
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Abstract

I show that the presence of the additive particle ‘also’ can have the effect of cancelling the counterfactuality of the consequent in counterfactual conditionals, but only when ‘also’ focus-associates with material inside the antecedent. Adopting Karttunen’s (1971) idea that conditional perfection (CP; the strengthening of conditionals to biconditionals) is a necessary ingredient of the counterfactual inference of the consequent (which I write ‘CFₚ’), it follows that when CP is blocked, CFₚ is also blocked. I show that when ‘also’ associates with material in the antecedent of the conditional, it reflects a context in which multiple causes for the same consequent are salient (a multiple-cause context). I then argue that multiple-cause contexts block CP. This gives rise to a more general characterization of the set of contexts that block CFₚ: both other realizations of multiple-cause contexts (that do not contain ‘also’), and contexts that block CP for other reasons are included in this set.

1 Introduction

Counterfactual conditionals typically come with inferences that their antecedent is false and that their consequent is false. Writing the antecedent of a conditional as \( p \), and the consequent as \( q \) throughout, I will refer to the corresponding counterfactual inferences as CFₚ and CFₚ, respectively:

\[
(1) \quad \text{If John had taken the bus, he would have been on time.} \\
\quad \implies \text{CFₚ: John didn’t take the bus} \\
\quad \implies \text{CFₚ: John wasn’t on time}
\]

In most of the literature on counterfactuality, attention is focused exclusively on CFₚ, perhaps under the implicit assumption that what has been said about CFₚ extends, mutatis mutandis, to CFₚ as well. In this paper I will show that this implicit assumption is not warranted, and the empirical phenomena regarding CFₚ are distinct from those CFₚ, and therefore call for a different theoretical explanation.

Two major questions regarding counterfactual inferences concern their source (English has no dedicated counterfactual marker, so how is counterfactuality realized?) and their cancellability. This last property relates to the observation that the counterfactuality of \( p \) is not an entailment or a presupposition, because it can be cancelled in certain contexts. The most well-known example is due to Anderson (1951):

\[
(2) \quad \text{If Jones had taken arsenic, he would have shown just exactly those symptoms which he does in fact show. [So, it is likely that he took arsenic].}
\]

*I thank Jessica Rett, Yael Sharvit, Gabriel Greenberg, and Jesse Harris for very helpful discussion and comments throughout this project. I also thank two anonymous reviewers for their constructive criticism. All remaining errors are mine.*
Here CF\textsubscript{p} gets cancelled, but CF\textsubscript{q} can also be cancelled, and crucially it can be cancelled independently from CF\textsubscript{p}. This has has been noted at a few places in the literature, but has not been analyzed formally; I cite here an example from Declerck and Reed (2001:266):

(3) A: We are in time because we have taken the road I said we should take.
   B: If we'd taken the other road, we would \textit{also} have been here in time.
   B': #If we'd taken the other road, we would have been here in time.

Here CF\textsubscript{p} is triggered in the regular fashion (we did \textit{not} take the other road), but CF\textsubscript{q} is cancelled (we \textit{were} in fact in time). Reply B' shows that the lexical item 'also' is in some way responsible for the cancellation of CF\textsubscript{q}; leaving it out leads to a conditional that triggers CF\textsubscript{q} in the normal fashion, and the contradiction between A’s utterance (we are on time) and CF\textsubscript{q} (we are not on time) makes it infelicitous.\footnote{As Declerck and Reed note, for many speakers the word 'still' can be used instead of 'also' in these contexts. It is surprising that 'still' and 'also' in this context appear to have very similar meanings, while in ordinary sentences the additive particle and (aspectual) 'still' diverge in meaning. I take this puzzle up in Tellings (2016).}

The presence of 'also' is not the only way to cancel CF\textsubscript{q} (we will see more examples further on), nor do all instances of 'also' in the consequent of a subjunctive conditional have the effect of cancelling CF\textsubscript{q}. This latter observation is an important empirical point, and in section 2 I will show that whether or not CF\textsubscript{q} is cancelled depends on how 'also' associates with focus. This illustrates how the generation of CF\textsubscript{q} is a focus-sensitive phenomenon, although I will reach a more general conclusion: the examples with 'also' will turn out to be just one instance of a more general characterization of contexts in which CF\textsubscript{q} is cancelled, which depends on the information-structural context in which the conditional is uttered (section 3). In section 4 I will adopt a view, originally due to Karttunen (1971), in which \textit{conditional perfection} (the pragmatic strengthening of conditionals to biconditionals; abbreviated CP) is a necessary ingredient for CF\textsubscript{q} to be triggered. This means that when CP is absent for some reason or other, CF\textsubscript{q} does not arise either. This is precisely the explanation I will provide in section 5: what the various CF\textsubscript{q}-cancelling contexts have in common is that they are contexts that block CP. Some of these contexts have already been described as unperfectable contexts in the literature on CP, but I also propose a novel characterization of a set of contexts that blocks CP. I argue that CP is blocked in contexts that make several distinct causes (antecedents) for the same consequent salient, which I will refer to as \textit{multiple-cause contexts}. The focus-association of 'also' relates to the information-structure of the context surrounding the conditional (e.g. which question under discussion it answers), and thus whether that context is multiple-cause or not. This solves the puzzle from section 2 of how blocking of CF\textsubscript{q} can be sensitive to the focus-association of 'also'.

The focus-sensitivity of CF\textsubscript{q} is thus different in nature from other cases in which focus interacts with counterfactual conditionals, such as the so-called Dretske-counterfactuals (Dretske 1972) and the cases discussed in Ogihara (2000). In those cases, focus plays a semantic (truth-conditional) role in restricting the set of worlds over which the conditional quantifies, while the type of focus-sensitivity I discuss in this paper is more pragmatic in nature: it reflects a certain information-structural environment that blocks conditional perfection, and hence also cancels the generation of CF\textsubscript{q}.

2 Local and non-local ‘also’

An important empirical observation is that not all instances of ‘also’ in the consequent of a subjunctive conditional have the effect of cancelling CF\textsubscript{q}. In order to see this I introduce a
context in which causal relations are made very explicit. This will help facilitate the somewhat subtle judgments, but examples of this kind commonly occur in natural speech.²

(4) **The Quiz Scenario**

Mary participates in a quiz show, in which she blindly opens one of the following four boxes, after which she wins its contents.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box A</th>
<th>Box B</th>
<th>Box C</th>
<th>Box D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$100</td>
<td>$100 + laptop</td>
<td>empty</td>
<td>laptop</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Suppose that Mary participated in this quiz, and she opened Box A, thus winning $100. After all the boxes are opened and their contents have been revealed, the following two statements are felicitous.

(5) [context: Mary opened Box A, so she won $100.]

a. If Mary had opened Box B, she would ALSO have won $100.

b. If Mary had opened Box B, she would also have won a LAPtop.

Focal stress, here indicated by capital letters is crucial in the assessment of these examples. The key point is that there is a difference with regard to $\text{CF}_q$ in the pair in (5). In (5a), $\text{CF}_q$ is cancelled: Mary did in fact win $100, so here ‘also’ has the same effect as in my first example in (3). In (5b), on the other hand, $\text{CF}_q$ is not cancelled but triggered in the normal fashion (as in (1)): Mary did not win a laptop. In addition, (5b) becomes infelicitous when the context makes the consequent true (so that Mary did win a laptop):

(6) [context: Mary opened Box D, so she won a laptop.]

#If Mary had opened Box B, she would also have won a LAPtop. (= (5b))

(possible response: . . . Wait a minute! She DID win a laptop!)

I claim that the difference between (5a) and (5b) lies in how ‘also’ associates with focus. As is well known, additive particles such as ‘also’ and ‘too’ have a focus-marked associate as well as a presupposed alternative, which is often thought to be anaphoric.

(7) I invited Bill, to the party, and I also invited MARY.

associate of ‘also’ = Mary, presupposed alternative of ‘also’ = Bill

One way to identify the associates of ‘also’ in (5a) and (5b) is by considering the different meanings the sentences express. Sentences (5a) and (5b) make different counterfactual statements: in (5a) an additional hypothetical way of winning $100 is provided (opening Box B in addition to opening Box A), while (5b) provides an additional hypothetical prize (a laptop in addition to $100). Since the focus-marked associate is the item for which alternatives are taken into consideration, the associate of ‘also’ in (5b) is ‘a laptop’. This intuition is further confirmed by intonation: the associate of ‘also’ receives focal stress.

In (5a) on the other hand, the relevant alternatives are opening different boxes (Box A, Box B, . . .), so the associate of ‘also’ is the phrase ‘Box B’ which is syntactically located outside the consequent clause. This corresponds with a different intonation: focal stress in (5a) is on the focus particle itself, a pattern that is typical of postposed additive particles (Krifka 1999, to be discussed in section 3 below).

²Example (3) and the one in Iatridou (2000:232n) are examples from the literature; see Tellings (2016) for several examples from corpora.
Another way to state the difference is that in (5b), the particle ‘also’ is part of the proposition \( q (q = \text{‘Mary also won a LAPtop’}) \), but in (5a) it is not \( (q = \text{‘Mary won $100’}) \). Therefore I will refer to ‘also’ in (5b) as [local ‘also’ (since ‘also’ and its associate are clause-mates)], and in (5a) as [non-local ‘also’ (as it associates with material in a different clause)].

The generalization is as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>example</th>
<th>( \text{CF}_q ) behavior</th>
<th>associate of ‘also’</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>local ‘also’</td>
<td>(5b)</td>
<td>does not block ( \text{CF}_q )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-local ‘also’</td>
<td>(5a)</td>
<td>blocks ( \text{CF}_q )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This sets up the main puzzle: how can a difference in focus-association affect the generation of counterfactual inferences?

Since the conditionals with local ‘also’ behave like regular counterfactuals w.r.t. \( \text{CF}_q \), the puzzle only concerns the non-local instances of ‘also’ (of course we will make sure that the explanation for cancellation with non-local ‘also’ I will present does not overgenerate to local ‘also’). Indeed, the semantic behavior of local ‘also’ is correctly captured by existing theories. Since ‘also’ only contributes presuppositional content, we only need to worry about the behavior of that presupposition, and can remain neutral about the semantics of conditionals. The presupposition of ‘also’ triggered in the consequent becomes an unconditional presupposition, requiring that in the actual world Mary won something else than a laptop (in this case anaphorically satisfied by ‘$100’).\(^4\)

\( (8) \) **Local ‘also’**  
\[ \text{[if Mary had opened Box B, she would also have won a LAPtop]}^w \] is defined if Mary won something else than a laptop in \( w \); when defined, it is true if \( \text{[if Mary had opened Box B, she would have won a laptop]}^w \) is true (defined in the reader’s favorite semantics for counterfactuals)

Now turning our attention to non-local instances of ‘also’, first there is a syntactic issue to be taken care of.

**Syntax** In the surface structure of (5a), non-local ‘also’ does not c-command its associate because the latter is in a different (higher) clause, violating a generally assumed requirement for focus particles. I argue that this requirement is still met for (5a), but at an earlier level in its syntactic derivation. The problem with c-command does not arise in sentences with a sentence-final if-clause. To see this, I adopt some basic assumptions regarding the syntactic structure of conditionals (Bhatt and Pancheva 2006) and focus particles. In particular, a sentence-final if-clause is a VP-adjunct, and the particle ‘also’ adjoins to VP as well (see e.g. Rullmann 2003). There are then three VPs: the smallest VP is that of the main clause (the consequent; VP\(_1\)), to VP\(_1\) the if-clause right-adjoints (forming VP\(_2\)), and to VP\(_2\) ‘also’ left-adjoints forming VP\(_3\).

\(^3\)For reasons of exposition in (5a) the associate of ‘also’ is a proper part of the antecedent, but this is not a requirement. Suppose the quiz is such that you can win $100 either by opening Box A or by answering a special bonus question. Then (i) would be another example of non-local ‘also’, with a larger associate:

(i) If Mary had [answered the BOnus question], she would ALSO have won $100

Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for bringing this point up.

\(^4\)The ‘proviso problem’ (the question whether or not an embedded presupposition becomes unconditional) for counterfactual conditionals remains a difficult issue (see e.g. Lassiter 2012). There are additional data with additive particles in conditionals that present a complicated picture of presupposition projection behavior, that I cannot discuss here for reasons of space (but see Tellings 2016 for further discussion). As far as I am aware, existing theories (based for example on probabilistic independence) cannot explain the full paradigm.
(9) Mary would [VP₃ ALSO [VP₂ [VP₁ have won $100 ] [ if she had opened Box B ] ] ] ].

In this configuration ‘also’ c-commands the antecedent and all material inside it.

It has been argued for independently that sentence-initial if-clauses are derived syntactically from underlying sentence-final if-clauses by movement. For example, it has been suggested as a solution for a very similar problem in which c-command relationships are required between a reflexive or a quantifier in the consequent and its antecedent inside the if-clause (Bhatt and Pancheva 2006:650).

(10) a. If pictures of himself are on sale, John will be happy.
    b. If her child is late from school, every mother is upset.

Since (9) involves two VP-adjuncts, they can combine with the main clause VP in two different ways. This gives rise to different c-command domains of ‘also’. The difference between local and non-local ‘also’ can thus be characterized syntactically as a difference in adjunction height. This is illustrated for the sentence-initial if-clauses in (5), together with the movement steps by which they are derived:

(11) a. [ if . . . ] [ Mary would [VP₃ ALSO [VP₂ [VP₁ have won $100 ] t ] ] ]
    (underlying form of (5a); non-local ‘also’; ‘also’ c-commands antecedent)
    b. [ if . . . ] [ Mary would [VP₃ [VP₂ also [VP₁ have won a LAPtop ] ] t ] ]
    (underlying form of (5b); local ‘also’; ‘also’ only c-commands consequent)

I now move on to discussing how the presence of non-local ‘also’ is highly informative in terms of the information structure that surrounds the conditional utterance. This will involve the notion of contrastive topic.

3 Contrastive topic

Contrastive topic (CT) is an information-structural entity that has a certain prosodic realization, and a special semantic contribution. Prosodically, CT is marked by a B-accent (Jackendoff 1972), or a rise-fall-rise (L+H* L-H%) contour (this is a somewhat simplified statement, see Constant 2014 for phonetic details). Semantically, CT is used to convey that an answer is only a partial answer to a question (Büring 2003; Constant 2014). For example, in (12), the CT-marking on ‘John’ expresses that it is only a partial answer, i.e. that the normal exhaustive interpretation (that Mary did not drink wine) is not obtained.

(12) Q: Did John and Mary drink wine at the party?
    A: [John]₀ CT did...

The use of CT-marking comes with a constraint on the repetition of the same focus-marked constituent in a CT-Focus construction (Krifka 1999). This is illustrated in (13a):

(13) Q: Where do John and Mary live?

Although there is no established name for this constraint as far as I know, I will refer to it as the ‘Repeated Focus Constraint’ (RFC) for ease of reference.
The RFC is of interest to our purposes because the violation of it in (13a) can be rescued by using a stressed additive particle such as ‘also’, as in (13b). Because in these cases ‘also’ receives focal stress, deviating from the canonical pattern in which (only) the associate is focus-marked (as in (7)), these are known as stressed postposed additive particles (Krifka 1999; Sæbø 2004). Non-local ‘also’ as in (5a) is also stressed, so (5a) and (13a) deviate in the same way from the canonical intonation pattern of additive focus particles. This suggests that they are instances of the same phenomenon, and that non-local ‘also’ should be analyzed in the theory of stressed additive particles. Below I give additional arguments that further support this idea.

First, we observe that RFC as exemplified for simple monoclausal sentences in (13) extends to more complex syntactic structures such as conditionals. Here are conditional parallels to (13), with the exact same judgments as (13):

(15) What would have happened if I had opened Box A or Box B?
   a. #If you had opened [Box A]CT, you’d have won [$100]F, and if you had opened [Box B]CT, you’d have won [$100]F.  
   b. If you had opened [Box A]CT, you’d have won [$100]F, and if you had opened [Box B]CT, you’d [also]F have won $100.

Second, Krifka (1999:125) points out that postposed stressed focus particles have to be additive, they cannot be exclusive or scalar:

(16) John lives in France ALSO/TOO/*ONLY/*EVEN.

The same restriction holds for non-local ‘also’ in conditionals: in (5a), ‘ALSO’ cannot be replaced by stressed ‘ONLY’ or ‘EVEN’.

Another relevant and important property is that the RFC is specific to CT-Focus constructions, since the exact same string of words as in (13a) is licensed when it answers a different question (and does not have CT-marking):

(17) Q: Who live in France?

This has led to the hypothesis that stressed postposed additive particle associate with CT:

(18) Contrastive topic hypothesis (Krifka 1999)

The associated constituent of stressed postposed additive particles is the contrastive topic of the clause in which they occur.

Thus besides the empirical parallels described above, we need to show that non-local ‘also’ in (5a) associates with a contrastive topic.6

First, in order to argue that sentences like (5a) indeed involve CT-marking, we need to appeal to the information-structural notion of CT. Observe that just like a conjoined question can have a partial answer by answering one of its component questions (as we saw in (12)), we can construct a conjoined conditional question with ‘or’ in the antecedent. A question of the

5They are called ‘postposed’ because it was thought that the focus particle receives stress whenever it linearly follows its associate, see Krifka (1999). My examples of non-local ‘also’ in sentence-final if-conditionals (see (9)) provide a direct counterexample to this alleged generalization.

6For reasons of space I cannot go into how Krifka’s (1999) theoretical account can be extended to conditionals. In Tellings (2016) I show how some modifications are required, but the spirit of his analysis can be maintained.
form ‘What if p or r?’ is a consequent-based *wh*-question on two alternative antecedents (p and r). Partial answers take the form ‘If [..pCT ..], [...] q1F ...’ and ‘If [..rCT ..], [...q2F ...]’ to express $p \rightarrow q^1 \land r \rightarrow q^2$. This is illustrated in (19) (a direct parallel to (12)):

(19) What would have happened if you opened Box A or Box B?
If I had opened [Box A]CT, I would have [won $100]F ...

This is what happens in (5a) too. In the context it is given that Mary won $100 by opening Box A. The question under discussion then is what would have happened if she had opened Box B. Sentence (5a) (with non-local ‘also’) is then a congruent answer, with CT-accent on ‘Box B’. Stressed ‘also’ is required to rescue the RFC: another conditional with the same focus-marked consequent (winning $100) was already salient.

Second, it has been argued elsewhere on independent grounds that conditionals set up a natural CT-inducing discourse. For example, Constant (2014) writes that “considering one hypothetical possibility almost inevitably leads to questions about contrasting possibilities” (Constant 2014:321), i.e. it is natural to contrast a hypothetical situation with alternatives. These contrast with factive clauses, such as for example *because*-clauses, as “there is no corresponding option of contrasting polar opposite *because*-clauses” (p. 323). These intuitions are supported by data of the following sort (p. 324):

(20) a. Because it is raining, we’ll have to cancel the picnic. #And because it is not?
   b. If it is raining, we’ll have to cancel the picnic. And if it is not?

Indeed, using stressed ‘also’ in a *because*-clause is infelicitous:

(21) #Because it’s really warm today, we go swimming. And because the pool is open, we ALSO go swimming.

These data illustrate that asking about alternative or additional antecedents in a conditional is possible, but asking about other reasons in a *because*-clause is not.

The conclusion of the above is that non-local ‘also’ as in (5a) indicates the presence of a particular discourse structure involving contrastive topic in the antecedent. We have seen that this corresponds to alternative causes for the consequent $q$. Therefore I will refer to such contexts that make multiple causes salient as multiple-cause contexts. I pointed out in (17) that a repetition of foci can be licensed if there is no CT-marking involved. This predicts that in the domain of conditionals, there are multiple-cause contexts that do not require the presence of stressed ‘also’. This is important because, anticipating somewhat, my theory will correctly predict that in those contexts CF gets cancelled too. I will mention two cases here. First, (17) itself has a conditional parallel:

(22) [context: A incorrectly assumes that only box A contains $100]
   A: I didn’t win $100. But if I had opened Box A, I would have won $100.
   B: If you had opened [Box A]F, you would have won $100, and if you had opened [Box B]F, you would have won $100.

Second, the string in (17) can be licensed in a ‘listing context’, a list in which each conjunct has a H-L% intonation contour. In (23) I give both the simple and the conditional case:

7 The criteria for when causes count as distinct are the same as those for when focus alternatives for ‘also’ are distinct. So for example the presupposed alternative should not entail the associate of ‘also’:

(i) #If you’d eaten fruit, you’d have been healthy, and if you’d eaten an apple, you’d have ALSO been healthy.
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(23) a. John lives in France, Bill lives in France, Mary lives in France, ... 

b. [context: A played a quiz in which 8 of the ten boxes contain $100] 

A: I won $100! I am so happy. 

B: Well, that wasn’t so hard really: if you had opened Box A, you would have won $100, and if you had opened Box B, you would have won $100, and if you had opened Box C, you would have won $100, ... [with listing intonation, H-L%]

4 The source of CF_q

Before we can talk about the link between focus-association, multiple-cause contexts and the generation of counterfactual inferences, we need to spend a few words on how these inferences are generated in the first place. As I noted in the introduction, most attention has been directed toward CF_p. For English, a language that does not have a dedicated counterfactuality marker, two broad groups of accounts for the source of CF_p can be distinguished: accounts in which CF_p is the result of a modal interpretation of a past tense morpheme in the antecedent (a ‘fake past’, e.g. Iatridou 2000), and accounts in which CF_p arises from a Gricean competition of presuppositions that conditionals have (e.g. Ippolito 2006; Leahy 2011).

One might hope that these accounts for CF_p extend to CF_q with only minor modifications, but for both types of theories some serious technical and empirical problems arise. For reasons of space I cannot discuss these issues here, but see Tellings (2016) for more details. An alternative option is to say that CF_q is the result of CF_p plus the special semantic relationship between p and q that is conveyed by the conditional. This is what Karttunen (1971) suggests, and it is the approach I will adopt. In particular, Karttunen relates CF_q to conditional perfection (i.e., strengthening p → q to ¬p → ¬q, discussed further in section 5). Then, CF_p plus conditional perfection results in CF_q via Modus Ponens.

(24) Utterance: p → q (Karttunen 1971) 
Implicatures: 
¬p (counterfactuality of p) 
¬p → ¬q (conditional perfection on p → q) 
¬q (=CF_q; by Modus Ponens)

An important prediction that this account makes, not mentioned by Karttunen, is that when conditional perfection is not triggered in a context for some reason or other, we predict that there is no CF_q either in that context. This is exactly the type of explanation I will provide.

5 Conditional perfection

Conditional perfection (CP) refers to the pragmatic phenomenon that conditionals are strengthened to biconditionals, i.e. the strengthening of p → q to ¬p → ¬q:

(25) If you mow the lawn, I will give you $5. (Geis and Zwicky 1971) 
implicature: if you don’t mow the lawn, I will not give you $5

CP is restricted in the sense that various groups of conditionals have been shown in the literature not to trigger CP (e.g. Horn 2000). These include for example semifactuals and biscuit conditionals. My account predicts that these types of conditionals do not trigger CF_q, and this is borne out. Both semifactuals and biscuit conditionals convey the truth of their consequent, and we find that the lack of CP coincides with the lack of CF_q;
(26) a. Even if John had studied all day, he wouldn’t have passed.
   no CP: ↗ If John hadn’t studied all day, he would have passed
   no CFq: ↗ John did pass.

b. If you had been hungry, there would have been cookies in the cupboard.
   no CP: ↗ If you hadn’t been hungry, there wouldn’t have been cookies
   no CFq: ↗ There are no cookies in the cupboard

Besides these groups of conditionals, we are most interested in the focus-sensitive behavior of ‘also’ in blocking CFq. I showed that non-local ‘also’ indicates a multiple-cause context, but that there are other ways to realize such a context as well. It remains to be shown that multiple-cause contexts block CP. It is an intuitive idea that when multiple causes p1 → q, p2 → q, … are salient, the inference ¬p1 → ¬q is no longer made. Moreover, at various places in the literature the context-sensitivity of CP has been addressed, and often these claims are based (without explicitly mentioning so) on there being additional causes for the consequent; for example, CP fails in (25) in contexts in which there are several ways to earn $5 (von Fintel 2001). There is also experimental evidence, for instance Politzer (2003) discusses studies that show that speakers are less likely to make the fallacy of denying the antecedent when other antecedents with the same consequent are salient.

In addition to these informal pieces of corroboration, we would like to derive the result within existing pragmatic theories for conditional perfection. CP has a long history in pragmatic theory (van der Auwera 1997). Many of the earlier accounts attempt to derive CP as a Gricean quantity or relevance implicature, and although these theories have mostly been superseded by theories that incorporate discourse structure (to be discussed below), it is worth pointing out that some of them already incorporated the intuition that multiple-cause contexts block CP (for example Van der Auwera suggests CP is a scalar implicature based on the scale ⟨ . . . , ‘if p, q and if r, q and if s, q’, ‘if p, q and if r, q’, ‘if p, q’⟩, which explicitly contains multiple-cause contexts).

More recent theories of CP not only aim to explain the mechanism that generates the implicature but also the contextual restrictions that it is subject to. Summarizing a lot of work, many proposals suggest that perfection arises when the conditional is an exhaustive answer to the question under discussion (von Fintel 2001; Herburger 2015). For example, Herburger suggests that an exhaustive conditional answer is interpreted as ‘if p, q and only if p, q’ (with the second conjunct not pronounced). Her semantics for ‘only if’ then yields the CP interpretation. In these types of accounts for CP, it readily follows that multiple-cause contexts block CP: as discussed in section 3, in such contexts the conditional utterance is only a partial, and not an exhaustive answer to the question under discussion.

I closed section 3 with (22) and (23b) as examples of multiple-cause contexts without ‘also’. My theory predicts that they nevertheless block CFq, and this prediction is borne out: in both cases the context makes it true that the speaker won $100, yet the conditional utterance is felicitous. The analysis of multiple-cause contexts has thus given us a wider characterization of contexts that cancel CFq than just the data containing non-local ‘also’.

6 Conclusion

The relation between the focus-association of ‘also’ in the consequent of a conditional and the cancellation of CFq is an indirect one: when ‘also’ associates with material in the antecedent (i.e., non-local ‘also’) the alternatives are distinct causes for the consequent. Such a multiple-cause context blocks CP. When ‘also’ on the other hand associates locally, the alternatives (in my example) are different prizes. The context then presents one cause for different prizes, so
we do not have a multiple-cause context, and CFₚ is triggered in the normal fashion. Because
the presence of ‘also’ is only one indicator of a multiple-cause context, my analysis gave way
to a wider characterization of contexts that block CFₚ. These include both unperfectable
conditionals such as semifactuals, and other types of multiple-cause contexts such as the ones
marked by listing intonation or exhaustive focus.

The picture that arises from this is that counterfactuality should not be analyzed at the
level of single utterances, but is rather a phenomenon that fundamentally interacts with the
surrounding discourse and its topic-focus structure. I have shown how combining insights
from theories on the semantics, pragmatics, and information-structure of conditionals can help
analyze empirical generalizations. This encourages the development of a more integrated theory
of conditionals, which will aid in solving other open problems in the area of conditionals.
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The present paper is a contribution to the debate on the nature of quantification over modes of presentation in de re attitude reports. I show in Section 3 that the “universal” readings of de re reports with the quantifier no cannot result from a special “universal” reading of the attitude verb, contra a recent proposal by Charlow and Sharvit reviewed in Section 2. Then I outline an account which has the advantages of Charlow and Sharvit’s and of Santorio’s [15] accounts, but in addition can handle “universal” readings (Section 4). The account is then shown to extend to another class of examples [3] discusses (Section 5).

The main feature of my account is that the attitude verb does not bind concept generator variables; this work is relegated to the special operator, crucially lower in the structure.

1 The concept generator theory

A prominent problem in the semantics of de re attitude reports is that of double vision. As already Quine [12] and Kaplan [6] noticed, in case an attitude holder is acquainted with a given object in more than one way, there is no contradiction in (1) and (2) being simultaneously true.

(1) Ralph believes that Ortcutt is a spy.
(2) Ralph believes that Ortcutt is not a spy.

Kaplan’s solution is to quantify existentially over “vivid names” Ralph has for Ortcutt. Assuming that he has two if he has encountered Ortcutt twice and does not identify the person he met on those two occasions, we indeed get non-contradictory denotations for (1) and (2):

(1′) ∃n₁(VividName(n₁, r, o) ∧ ∀w ∈ DOX(r, ∅), [spyₜ_w(n₁)] ≡ 1
(2′) ∃n₂(VividName(n₂, r, o) ∧ ∀w ∈ DOX(r, ∅), [¬spyₜ_w(n₂)] ≡ 1,

where DOX(r, ∅) is the set of Ralph’s doxastic alternatives at the actual world ∅. Whereas Kaplan’s idea can be given a more epistemic twist (in terms of acquaintance functions instead of vivid names) and—at some cost—a compositional implementation [21, 20], there is something it cannot (straightforwardly) account for (e.g. bound de re, see below).

1.1 De re using concept generators

A more powerful theory of acquaintance-based de re ascription which allows for in situ compositionality was pioneered by Percus and Sauerland [10]. Their primary goal was to develop a plausible analysis for de se and de re attitude reports, but later “bound de re” readings were discovered, which can be successfully analysed using the means they devised.

Percus and Sauerland presented a strong argument in favour of there being a structural difference between de se and de re reports. To demonstrate this, they used what I shall call the only-test, which will also be employed in a key argument in Section 3 of the present paper; so let me introduce it in some detail. First, consider the following scenario.

*Thanks to Manuel Križ, Jan Wiślicki and two anonymous reviewers for AC 2015. All errors are my own.
Scenario 1. John, Bill and Sam are running for president. Once they all get drunk and sit down to watch the debates. John fails to recognise himself on the screen but still thinks: “I will win”. Bill does not recognise himself and says, pointing to his own image, “This guy will win and I will lose”. Sam recognises only John and thinks: “That guy will win”.

In this scenario each of John and Bill has some kind of acquaintance-based mode of presentation $i$ of himself s.t. he believes the value of $f_i$ will win the election. However, (3) has a true reading in Scenario 1.

(3) Only John, thinks that he, will win the election.

Why is only “insensitive” to Bill’s also having a relevant belief? The reason is, presumably, that the part of the sentence following only John is ambiguous, and one of the LFs corresponding to it gets interpreted as a condition only John satisfies. Therefore, a de se report differs from the corresponding de re reports not only in the sort of the acquaintance function evoked but also in the LF it has; only generates one true reading of (3) for each LF satisfied by its sister DP.

Percus and Sauerland’s hypothesis was that the difference lies in the use of a concept generator (CG) variable in the case of de re. An $(x, w$- acquaintance-based) concept generator $G$ is a function of the type $(e, se)$ which, for each individual $y$ s.t. $x$ is acquainted with $y$ in the world $w$, provides the unique acquaintance function (individual concept) $f$ s.t.:

- $f(w) = y$
- for all $v \in \text{DOX}(x, w)$, $f(v) = z$, where $z$ is the unique individual to which the Lewisian [7] centre $c(v)$ is acquainted in the same way $x$ is acquainted to $y$ at $w$.

To bind CG variables in de re reports, the lexical entry for an attitude verb should look like

\[(4) [\text{believe}]^g = \lambda w.\lambda P.\lambda x.\lambda z.\exists^w (G_1, \ldots, G_n), \forall v \in \text{DOX}(x, w) : P(G_1, \ldots, G_n, v) \equiv 1,\]

where $P$ is a function from $n$-tuples of CGs to propositions. The use of sequences of CGs is motivated by the possibility of “multiply de re” reports. As can be seen, the length of the CG sequences the verb quantified over depends on the number of de re occurrences of DPs within the attitudinal clause. (Without sequences, one would have to say that attitude verbs are type-flexible, taking as arguments functions of the type $\langle (e, se), \ldots, (e, se), (s, t) \rangle$ depending on the number of different de re occurrences within the attitude clause.)

This much said, the two LFs corresponding to the two readings of (3) may be outlined.\(^2\)

\[(3') a. \ De \ se \ LF \ (true \ reading \ in \ Scenario \ 1):\]

\[\text{[Only John]} \ \lambda_1[x_1 \ \text{believes} \ \lambda_2[ \ c(w_2) \ [\text{will}_w \ -w_2] ] ] \]

\[b. \ De \ re \ LF \ (false \ reading \ in \ Scenario \ 1):\]

\[\text{[Only John]} \ \lambda_1[x_1 \ \text{believes} \ \lambda_3[ \ [G_4 \ c(w_2)] \ [\text{will}_w \ -w_2] ] ] \]

1.2 Bound de re

Let us now turn to bound de re readings, which, although they “were discovered several years after [Percus and Sauerland]’s concept generator theory was formulated, ...are clearly the strongest piece of evidence in its support” [15]. In several recent publications [2, 18, 3] attention has been brought to cases such as

\(^1\) Instead of acquaintance relations, I prefer to speak in terms of acquaintance functions [16, 3], which are functions $f_i : D_i \rightarrow D_i$, yielding, for each world $w \in D_i$, the unique individual (if any) of whom the given individual has the $i$th mode of presentation. Being of the type $(s, e)$, acquaintance functions are individual concepts.

\(^2\) I will generally omit the abstractor over worlds in the matrix clause. The treatment of de se is simplified.
A plain *de re* (or “simple bound”) reading for (5) would be true if Olympia thought, looking at the image of a girl in a candid camera video, “That girl burgled into her own apartment!”, the girl being actually Olympia herself. Alongside with this reading, another *de re* one is found:

Scenario 2. *Olympia is watching a candid camera video featuring a1 girl breaking into an apartment. The portrait of the2 (female) owner can be seen on the wall. Olympia thinks: “This1 girl burgled into that2 girl’s apartment!” In fact the video documents the drunken Olympia breaking into her own apartment, where her portrait hangs.*

This is the “bound *de re*” reading for (5). Although not without complications (cf. the papers cited above), it can be generated from the following LF:

\[
\lambda x_1 \lambda x_2 \lambda x_3 \lambda x_4 \lambda x_5 \lambda w_2 \lambda w_3 \lambda w_4 \\
\lambda \lambda [G_3 x_5] [w_2] [burgled-w_2 [G_4 c(w_2)] w_2] [3, 4] [loves [G_4 x_5] w_2] [\text{\textit{a}}’s mother] [1, 1]
\]

Here both the subject and the complement of the verb are “CG phrases”, and the two CG variables are not coindexed. Therefore, the verb *believes* quantifies over pairs of CGs, to the effect that Olympia-the-burglar may be presented to the attitude holder under a mode of presentation different from how Olympia-the-owner is presented to her. This does not contradict the coindexing of the DPs embedded into CGs.

Likewise, (6) has a true reading in the following circumstances.

Scenario 3. *John is shown two sets of pictures. In each set, every relevant female student (Mary, Sally and Sue) is pictured exactly once. John, who does not know that he is only dealing with three girls and that those girls are students, points to Mary’s picture1 from the first set, then to Mary’s picture2 from the second one, and says: “This1 girl likes that2 girl’s mother”. The same then repeats for the other girls.*

The LF for the “bound *de re*” reading, with *every female student* moved by Quantifier Raising (QR), is as in (6’), \(\emptyset\) being the dedicated index for the actual world.

\[
\lambda x_1 \lambda x_2 \\
\lambda \lambda [\text{every female student-\(\emptyset\)}] \lambda \lambda [G_3 x_5] [w_2] [loves [G_4 x_5] w_2] [\text{\textit{a}}’s mother] [1, 1]
\]

2 Charlow and Sharvit on “universal” readings

As we have seen, the original version of the CG theory endows attitude verbs with existential quantificational force over (sequences of) CGs, and that’s for good reason: not only does (3) on its *de re* reading require no more than there being *some* mode of presentation of John for himself under which he believes himself to be winning; as witnessed by Scenario 4, the same goes for (7), where John has to possess, for each actual female student, *some* mode of presentation under which he takes her to be French [3].

Scenario 4. *John is shown two sets of photographs. In each set, every relevant female student (Mary, Sally and Sue) is pictured exactly once. John, who does not know that he is only dealing with three girls and that those girls are students, points consecutively to Mary’s picture1 from the first set, to Sally’s picture from the second one and to Sue’s picture from the second set. Then he says: “Those girls are French”.*
Things become different, however, once a negative determiner appears in the place of every: as Charlow and Sharvit claim, (8) requires for its truth that John have the relevant belief under all salient modes of presentation he has for each girl.

(8) John believes that no female student is French.

The sentence (8) is false in Scenario 4 but would be true if John proclaimed that none of the six photos depicted Frenchwomen. In other words, in certain contexts (see also Section 5) attitude verbs seem to quantify universally over (sequences of) CGs.

Assuming the denotation for believe given in (4) and the syntax of de re reports as presented in [10, 3], there is no way to generate this “universal” reading. Among possible ways to deal with this empirical challenge, Charlow and Sharvit chose to stipulate the lexical ambiguity of attitude verbs. E.g. believe in their analysis becomes the realisation of two different items, which I will label as believe$_\exists$ and believe$_\forall$. To the former corresponds the entry in (4); the latter has the semantics in

(9) $[\text{believe}_\forall]^\vartheta = \lambda w.\lambda P.\lambda x.\forall v \in \text{dox}(x, w) : P(G_1, \ldots, G_n, v) \equiv 1$

While this semantics indeed captures the data Charlow and Sharvit present, it is rather stipulative: one would definitely like to derive the “universal” flavour from the fact that it is manifest with downward entailing quantifiers. In what follows, I will argue that the ambiguity approach is not even empirically adequate, and then suggest a more uniform analysis.

3 Against the “universal” believe

Even if the universal reading is strongly dispreferred with DPs other than downward-entailing quantifiers, one would expect it to show up in cases where it would be the only true reading of a sentence. My strategy in this section will be to show that this is not the case; accordingly, I will conclude that there is no such thing as the universal version of attitude verbs’ denotations.

To see the argument, consider the following scenario.

Scenario 5. Paul, Ralph and Sam watch a certain talent search show on a daily basis. One day they all take notice of a gifted singer, Alfred, and of the judge called Bill. The next day they are all fascinated by a great juggler, Mr. Adams, and fancy a remarkable strict judge who is called Mr. Brown.

When asked about their expectations, the three fans respond as follows. Paul says: “Bill will vote for Alfred and Brown for Adams”. Ralph says: “Bill will vote for Alfred”. Sam says: “Both Bill and Mr. Brown will vote for each of Alfred and Mr. Adams”.

Unbeknownst to the three, Alfred is the same person as Adams and Bill is Brown.

Here is a chart summarising the beliefs of the three watchers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Paul</th>
<th>Alfred</th>
<th>Adams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bill</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ralph</th>
<th>Alfred</th>
<th>Adams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bill</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sam</th>
<th>Alfred</th>
<th>Adams</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bill</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown</td>
<td>+</td>
<td></td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Scenario 5, Sam is the only one who has the belief of the form “[x will vote for y]” under all relevant pairs of modes of presentation: (Bill, Alfred), (Bill, Adams), (Brown, Alfred) and (Brown, Adams). The theory which stipulates the existence of believe$_\forall$ predicts that Sam will be the only one to verify the reading of (10) where believes is resolved as believe$_\forall$:

(10) Only Sam believes Bill Brown will vote for Alfred Adams.
Therefore, despite Paul and Ralph verifying another reading of believe Bill Brown will vote for Alfred Adams, where believes is resolved as believes₃, (10) should have a true reading in Scenario 5. (As mentioned above, the only test is assumed to detect all available readings of the structure over which [only DP] scopes.) However, no such reading is available.

The conclusion I draw from this observation is that in cases where the universal reading comes to prominence,³ it is most likely an effect of the interaction between the negative determiner and the quantifier over modes of presentation (or CGs); cf. the equivalence familiar from first-order logic: ¬∃xϕ ⇔ ∀x¬ϕ. The problem is to demonstrate how such interaction is possible; on the current assumptions concerning the syntax of attitude reports [10], there is no way to put a quantifier over CGs into the scope of a negative determiner within the embedded clause. The next section contains a proposal which provides for this scope ordering.⁴

4 The proposal: an intermediate location

4.1 Desiderata

Summing up the desiderata for a successful account of de re, one finds at least the following requirements.

1. To correctly handle “double vision” scenarios. This forces the quantifier over modes of presentation, whatever its concrete realisation, to scope above the embedded negation.

2. To yield both the de se/de dicto and the de re reading of attitude report where only associates with focus on the matrix subject. Hence, the quantifier over modes of presentation is restricted to positions below the matrix subject (ruling out e.g. existential closure at the discourse level, as done for indefinites in some dynamic settings).

³An additional observation supporting this conclusion is that no cases have so far been found where both the “existential” and the “universal” reading are available for a single sentence.

⁴An anonymous reviewer suggests that I should be more explicit about how Maier’s [8] DRT-based account fares on the discussed data. Maier’s key idea is that a referential expression (such as a proper name or a definite) triggers a presupposition which projects to the global context; whenever this projection involves crossing the boundary of an attitude clause, another presupposition appears to the effect that the attitude holder must stand in an acquaintance relation to the denotation of the definite. If the definite’s presupposition is projected, the definite gets a de re reading; if the presupposition remains in situ, a de dicto reading.

In this setting, Percus and Sauerland’s [10] examples like (3) are given two representations (p. 403) depending on whether the acquaintance presupposition projects, with the acquaintance relation “bound to equality” (de se), or remains in situ, which is truth-conditionally equivalent to the de re reading. In the case of de re, the acquaintance relation should be allowed to covary with the value of the matrix subject (which can be quantificational, as in

(i) Every candidate believes that he will win the election.

This means that there should be a variable at the acquaintance relation name, bound by the matrix subject, which precludes global accommodation (“trapping” of the presupposition).

Given this, is it unclear how to represent the dependence of quantification over modes of presentation on the embedded subject, as in (7). This would be possible if quantified embedded subjects could QR out of the attitude clause and take scope over the whole attitude report. The latter option, however, is shown to be unavailable by Charlow and Sharvit [8]:

(iii) John is certain that no female student i likes her i mother.

Cannot mean: #‘For no female student x: John is certain that x likes x’s mother’

Once such long-distance movement is impossible, the acquaintance presupposition accommodated at the embedded level still scopes over the embedded subject. In my account the position of ∆ is below the (short-distantly QR’d) embedded subject, which solves the problem.
3. To offer an analysis of “bound de re” pronouns, either reflexives or possessives. The existence of such cases means that multiple modes of presentation are in principle available for a given DP within a single attitude clause.

4. To provide a replacement for the “universal reading” of attitude verbs in the case of negative quantifiers. The easiest way to do so would be to show that the effective scope ordering is $\neg \exists$, which is equivalent to $\forall \neg$.

The last requirement is prima facie puzzling: traditionally, it is the attitude verb that is assumed to quantify over (sequences of) CGs, but the verb outscopes the embedded subject. Therefore there is no straightforward way to switch the order of the quantifier over CGs and the negation built into the denotation of the negative quantifier.

4.2 Satisfying the desiderata

The proposal of the present paper is to split the job done by the attitude verb into two parts. The usual “displacement” part, i.e. binding the possible world (or situation) parameter, will be left to the verb, whereas quantification over CGs will be relegated to a special operator (call it $\Delta$), whose position is immediately below the material generated by Quantifier Raising in the embedded clause, i.e. exactly below the lowest of the indices binding the traces of QRed DPs. Here is the LF for (7) we obtain:

\[(7') \text{ John } \lambda [x_1 \text{ believes } \lambda [\text{every female student } \alpha] \lambda [G_{x_3} w_2 \text{ is French } w_2] ] ] \]

Naturally, every female student undergoes Quantifier Raising to avoid type mismatch. For proper names such as Ortcutt this might seem unnecessary, but I will assume they also undergo QR. The reason is that, as Santorio [15] notes, a DP embedded into a “CG phrase” does not c-command anything outside that phrase, so it is unclear why (11) is ungrammatical on any reading that preserves coindexing (as no violation of Condition C is predicted).

(11) * Ralph believes that he likes Ortcutt.

To formulate the semantics of $\Delta$, assume with Santorio [15] that alongside with the usual assignment parameter $g$ responsible for the evaluation of (individual) variables, there is another assignment parameter $h$ whose sole role is to evaluate CG variables. (This is done for technical reasons; in my formulation nothing important hinges on it but the semantics of $\Delta$ as a $h$-switcher is easier to formulate.) Indices subject to interpretation in terms of $h$ are represented by Greek letters.

\[(\Delta) \text{Semantics of } \Delta \text{ (first take):} \]
\[\left[\Delta\right]^{g,h} = \lambda \phi. \exists h'. \left[\phi\right]^{g,h'} \equiv 1 \]

\[(\text{13)} \text{Semantics of CG variables:} \]
\[\left[G_{\alpha}\right]^{g,h} = \lambda x. \lambda w. \left[h(\alpha)\right](x)(w) \]

Given (12) and (13), the interpretation of the LF in (7') should be as in

\[(14) \forall w \in \text{dox}(j, @)(\forall x (\text{female student}_{x_1} (x) \rightarrow \exists h (\text{french}_{w_2}(\left[h(\alpha)\right](x)(w))))). \]

The quantifier over $h$-assignments scoping below the universal quantifier over students correctly predicts the possibility that for each actual female student, John has a different mode of presentation under which he believes her to be French. On the other hand, the semantics for (8) will look like

\[(15) \forall w \in \text{dox}(j, @)(\neg \exists x (\text{female student}_{x_1} (x) \land \exists h (\text{french}_{w_2}(\left[h(\alpha)\right](x)(w))))). \]
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precluding John from having, for any of the actual female students, any mode of presentation under which he takes her to be French, as desired.

The proposed modification naturally captures bound de re readings: just like in Percus and Sauerland’s version, they are generated by using different CG variables for the coreferential DPs. Moreover, a feature the present account shares with that of Santorio is that no type-flexibility of attitude verbs is needed: in the particular implementation offered above, even quantification over sequences is never evoked (as CG variables remain free and are interpreted by the h-assignment, which is in turn manipulated by $\Delta$).

4.3 A complication

As it stands, the proposal outlined above gives rise to the sort of overgeneration noticed (with reference to an earlier paper [14]) in Santorio’s [15] (where it is called “long-distance binding”): if allowed to be evaluated by any $h$ they like, CG variables will make reference to acquaintance functions which belong not to the attitude holder herself. E.g. (16) will then be predicted to have a true reading if, in Mary’s opinion, John believes that some $x$, who is the value of Mary’s acquaintance function for Ortcutt, is a spy. The indexing which leads to the incorrect reading is given in (17).

(16) Mary thinks that John thinks that Ortcutt is a spy.

(17) * Mary $\lambda x\cdot \lambda y\cdot \exists w\cdot \lambda z\cdot \lambda p\cdot \lambda y'\cdot \lambda h'\cdot [(w, y)\langle h'\rangle\{(x, w)\langle h\rangle\}\langle p\rangle] (\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exists\exist...
With the help of this definition, we retain a quantifier over $h$-assignments within the scope of QRed DPs (which is needed to handle “universal” readings) and at the same time transmit the restrictions from the attitude verb to this lower quantifier.

4.4 Related proposals

It is not as if the stipulation of silent operators in positions similar to that of $\Delta$ were unprecedented in the literature. For instance, Podobryaev [11] suggests a pair of covert operators $\circ$ and $\bullet$ in order to handle the behaviour of pronouns in the presence of imposters, i.e. non-pronominal expressions which are able to obtain 1st- or 2nd-person semantics. Such an operator, with the semantics as in

\[(19) \quad \llbracket \circ \rrbracket = \lambda \phi. \llbracket \phi \rrbracket',\]

where $g'$ is like $g$ except that all values of $g'$ for the indices of the form $\langle i, 1 \rangle$, where $i$ indicates coreference and 1 the first person feature, are set to “undefined”,

may occupy the position between the attitude verb and the lexical content of the attitude clause. Moreover, the splitting move I made when I detached quantification over (chains of) CGs from verbs has its precursor in Shklovsky and Sudo’s [19], where the monstrous operator in Uyghur was argued to mingle into the embedded clause, thus freeing the matrix verb from the parameter-shifting duty.

Additionally, a somewhat looser analogy may be drawn between my $\Delta$ and Asudeh and Giorgolo’s [1] silent “unit” operator $\eta$, whose function is to abstract over the perspective index (and which is used in perspective-sensitive contexts such as Lois Lane loves _____ to generate ambiguities).

5 The behaviour of only

We have so far ignored the second point raised by Charlow and Sharvit [3] in support of the existence of universal readings. The point is that a de re report with only $X$ as the embedded subject requires for its truth that the attitude holder lack the corresponding attitude w.r.t. any mode of presentation she has of any of $X$’s alternatives (in the sense of [13]):

\[(20) \quad \text{John believes that only Mary is French.}\]

**Scenario 6.** John is given six photos: two of Mary, two of Sally and two of Sue. He thinks those may be six different girls and says…

a. OK …pointing to both pictures of Mary’s, “Those girls are French, the others aren’t”

b. # …pointing to one of Mary’s pictures and one of Sue’s, “Those girls are French, the others aren’t”

The reason why the problem emerges is that the existential construal of attitude verbs leads to the following (simplified) configuration of the quantifier over (sequences of) CGs and only:

\[(21) \quad \exists G \ldots \text{[only Mary]} \ldots \text{is French.}\]

The order in (21) that the reading in (20b) should be available: indeed, in (20b) there is an acquaintance function for John s.t. only Mary yields a value $x$ of this function s.t. $x$ is French; although Sue is also believed de re to be French by John, she is so believed under a different acquaintance function.
Having pointed out the problem, we can now easily see how the re-ordering of quantifiers I have proposed above helps: now it is \( \Delta \), not \( \text{believes} \), that supplies the existential quantifier over CGs, and \( \Delta \)'s syntactic position is below those of QRed DPs in the attitude clause. Therefore, instead of the unwelcome \( (21) \), the quantifier over \( h \)-assignments (i.e. the denotation of \( \Delta \)) nevertheless ends up within the scope of \( \text{only} \):\(^{6}\)

\begin{equation}
\text{John believes } \lambda w [ [\text{only } C] \text{ Mary}], \lambda i [ \Delta [ [[G x] w] \text{ is French } ] ] ,
\end{equation}

thus yielding the truth conditions in

\begin{equation}
\text{`In all worlds compatible with what John believes, no } x \text{ except for Mary is s.t. there is an acquaintance function } f \text{ for John s.t. } f(x) \text{ is French'};}^{7}
\end{equation}

thus it cannot be that John also has a mode of presentation, even if a different one, under which he ascribes Frenchhood to Sally.

At least the most disastrous lapses of the existential analysis of attitude verbs are thus remedied by changing the location of the CG-quantifier; some issues remain, however. First, what happens if Scenario 6 is modified as follows?

**Scenario 7.** John is given six photos: two of Mary, two of Sally and two of Sue. He thinks those may be six different girls and says...

c. ...pointing to one of Mary’s pictures, “This girl is French, the others aren’t”

The difference from Scenario 6 here is, obviously, that John does not ascribe Frenchhood to anyone except for Mary, under any mode of presentation; in contrast to \((20a)\), however, John does not ascribe it to Mary under all modes of presentation he has for her. Is \((20)\) true in such a scenario? The question requires further study, and the negative answer would mean that the present account is incomplete: something will then have to be said about the residual universality that remains unexplained by the reordering of quantifiers I propose.

Second, I have assumed that \( \text{only} \) forms a constituent with \( \text{Mary} \) in \((20b)\) and they are QRed together; even granted that this is a plausible option, it is unclear whether one should allow for combinations such as \( [\text{only } [[G \text{ Mary}] w]] \). If QRed above \( \Delta \), such a constituent would have a free variable \( G \) in it, so the LF would not be interpretable. But what if \( \text{Mary} \) alone were QRed out of this structure? (Luckily, movement out of focus with which \( \text{only} \) associates may be impossible at all \[4\].)

### 6 Conclusion

The aim of the present paper was two-fold. First, I pointed to an empirical problem faced by Charlow and Sharvit’s \[3\] account of the “universal” readings of attitude reports. The problem arises in the cases where we would expect \( \text{only} \) to discriminate between the “existential” and the “universal” reading; the latter unexpectedly fails to arise. Second, I suggested that quantification over modes of presentation takes place not at the level of the attitude verbs but lower in the structure, specifically below the QRed arguments within the subordinate clause.

\[6\]This is so even if, as Charlow and Sharvit assume (p. 34), “the presuppositions triggered by \( \text{only} \) can be accommodated in the scope of the attitude à la Heim \[5\]”. Without postulating \( \Delta \), one would have to argue that the presupposition of \( \text{only} \) has to be accommodated globally; I will not, however, go as far as to call that route impossible: it may be, after all, that the \( \text{de re} \) reading of the focus constituent somehow forces global accommodation.

\[7\]Recall that in Section 4.3 we endowed attitude verbs with a quantifier over \( h \)-assignments. It quantifies vacuously, so the preference towards universal force (as opposed to existential) may have seemed unmotivated to the reader. Now that we get to cases involving \( \text{only} \), existential force would make my analysis vulnerable to Charlow and Sharvit’s criticism regarding the readings of \((20)\).
The discussion above left several questions unresolved. For one thing, I did not explain how the empirically desirable restrictions on world pronoun indexing come about; for another thing, more work is needed on the scenarios verifying reports with only.

As for other perspectives, I believe, perhaps a bit paradoxically, that a general theory of de re ascription may eventually do away with concept generators: applying the CG technique to reflexives leads to binding-theoretic problems [18], and the observed range of readings is hard to account for [2]. This suggests that treating reflexives as arity-reducing operators may be more productive than assigning indices to them. Then “bound de re” should be reinterpreted as de re readings of the predicate whose arity is reduced and are no longer strong evidence for the CG theory. A more detailed discussion of the issue should wait for another occasion.
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Abstract

In truth-functional semantics for propositional logics, categoricity and compositionality are unproblematic. This is not the case for proof-theoretic semantics, where failures of both occur for the semantics determined by monological entailment structures for classical and intuitionistic logic. This is problematic for inferentialists, where the meaning of logical constants is supposed to be determined by their rules. Recent attempts to overcome these issues have primarily considered symmetric entailment structures, but these are tricky to interpret. Here, I instead consider an entailment structure that combines provability with the dual notion of disproof (or refutation). This is interpreted as a dialogue structure between the roles of prover and denier, where an assertion of a statement involves a commitment to its defence, and a denial of the statement involves a commitment to its challenge. The interaction between the two is constitutive of a proof-theoretic semantics capable of dealing with the above issues.

1 Inferentialism and categoricity

Logical inferentialism is usually taken to rest upon the idea that the meaning of a logical expression is determined by its inferential rules, where those rules have a substantive connection with ordinary inferential practices. Sometimes called proof-theoretic semantics, this approach should not take truth as the primary semantic notion, nor should it require access to truth-conditional semantics in order to fix the meanings of logical constants. So, the (fairly standard) distinction that is often made between formal proofs and semantic models, and upheld by soundness and completeness proofs, must be somehow overcome. This distinction rests upon the idea that formal proofs are purely syntactical entities, and, as such, can not be the sort of things that are meaningful in a true sense. In this respect, it is of central importance that inferentialism shows, instead, that patterns of inference are the sort of things that can be both represented syntactically, and confer meaning upon logical expressions. This coheres with the more general position in philosophy of language that draws upon Wilfrid Sellars’ “inferential game of making claims and giving and asking for reasons”, developed most prominently by Robert Brandom [3].

One issue that arises for this approach to semantics is the well-known “categoricity” problem, where the standard inferential rules for classical logic fail to rule out non-standard interpretations, so they do not suffice to determine the meaning of logical constants. In particular, that framework is easily shown to be sound and complete with respect to both the classical semantic model, and a model in which every formula is interpreted “true”. This is also problematic from the point of view of compositionality, since it is simple to show that the rules defining disjunction, for example, do not ensure that the truth-values of the sub-formulas for a formula \( \alpha \lor \beta \) always determine the truth-value of that formula.

Say that a “logic”, \( L \), is an entailment structure, which is an ordered pair, \( \langle S, \mathcal{E} \rangle \), where \( S \) is a denumerable set of propositional formulas, and \( \mathcal{E} \) is a binary entailment relation defined

---

1See also [11] for a defense of games as central to logic.
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An obvious fix for this issue, which also sheds light on the root of the problem, is to use a symmetric sequent structure to define the logic. The extension theorem in this context is slightly different since we can say that, for any finite normal logic \( L \) and \( \Gamma \models L \Delta, \Delta \) can be extended to \( \Gamma, \Delta \subseteq \Gamma', \Delta \subseteq \Delta' \), with \( \Gamma \models L \Delta' \) (and no proper superset \( \Gamma'' \supseteq \Gamma', \Delta'' \supseteq \Delta' \) do we have \( \Gamma'' \models L \Delta'' \)). Let us call such maximal \( \Gamma', \Delta' \) a quasi-partition. The semantics defined this way also differs: for a symmetric sequent, \( \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n \models L \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_m \), in a logic \( L \), and a quasi-partition \( \Gamma', \Delta' \) of \( L \), we say that the quasi-partition satisfies this sequent iff it is not the case that \( \Gamma' \models L \alpha \), for each \( \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n \), whilst \( \Delta' \models L \beta \), for each \( \beta_1, \ldots, \beta_m \). Now, we have a situation in which the non-normal interpretations are straightforwardly ruled out, primarily because we have symmetry over the turnstile. So, for example, the scenario in which \( \alpha, \neg \alpha \) end up in \( \Gamma' \) is ruled out simply by ensuring that we have \( \alpha, \neg \alpha \not\models L \emptyset \) for all formulas of \( S \). Similarly, the trouble with disjunction is now assuaged since we have \( \Gamma, \alpha \lor \beta \not\models L \alpha, \beta, \Delta \). The symmetry manifest itself most clearly in the fact that we now have a way of refuting propositions that is symmetrical with the way in which they are proved, and collecting these refuted propositions

\[ \frac{\Gamma, \neg \alpha \models L \beta}{\Gamma \not\models L \alpha} \] (Reductio)

\[ \frac{\Gamma \models L \alpha, \Gamma \models L \neg \alpha}{\Gamma \not\models L \beta} \] (EFQ)

on \( P(S) \times P(S) \) (\( P(S) \) is the set of all finite subsets of \( S \)) satisfying the properties of reflexivity, transitivity, monotonicity, and finitariness. Entailment structures can be restricted in different ways, which we think of in terms of sequents in a logic. These are just ordered pairs, \( \langle \Gamma, \Delta \rangle \) where \( \Gamma, \Delta \) are finite (possibly empty) sequences of formulas of \( S \). Then, say that a right-asymmetric sequent is restricted to at most a single formula on the right; a left-asymmetric sequent is restricted to at most a single formula on the left, and a symmetric sequent has no such restrictions. Now, say that a sequent rule \( \mathcal{R} \) in any logic \( L \) is an ordered pair consisting of a finite sequence of sequent premises and a sequent conclusion \( \mathcal{R} = \langle \{\text{SEQ}^P\}, \text{SEQ}^C \rangle \). In this way, we may think of a specific logic to be determined by a proof structure (set of axioms and sequent rules), where any collection of sequents \( S \) that is closed under the standard structural rules determines a finitary, normal, logic. For example, it is the case that \( \Gamma \models L \alpha \) iff for some finite \( \Gamma_0 \subseteq \Gamma, \) we have \( \langle \Gamma_0 \models L \alpha \rangle \in S \).2

Take the rules ordinarily used to define classical negation (in a right-asymmetric entailment structure):

\[ \frac{\Gamma, \neg \alpha \models L \beta}{\Gamma \not\models L \alpha} \] (Reductio)

\[ \frac{\Gamma \models L \alpha, \Gamma \models L \neg \alpha}{\Gamma \not\models L \beta} \] (EFQ)

Now, consider a standard Lindebaum-Asser construction: For any finite normal logic \( L \), given a formula \( \beta \), and a theory \( \Gamma \) (where \( \Gamma, \beta \subseteq S \)) such that \( \Gamma \models L \beta \), \( \Gamma \) can be extended to \( \Gamma' \) (where \( \Gamma \subseteq \Gamma' \) and \( \Gamma' \) is relatively maximal with respect to \( \beta \) (in \( L \)) so that for no proper superset \( \Gamma'' \) of \( \Gamma' \) do we have \( \Gamma'' \models L \beta \). In [2], it is proven that a semantics for a logic, \( L \), is given by taking the characteristic function of relatively maximal theories for \( L \) as follows: given a sequent \( \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n \models L \beta \) in a logic \( L \), and a relatively maximal theory \( \Gamma' \) of \( L \), we say that \( \Gamma' \) satisfies this sequent iff, whenever \( \Gamma' \models L \alpha \), for each \( \alpha_1, \ldots, \alpha_n \), \( \Gamma' \models L \beta \). The issue mentioned above is that there are possible interpretations where both \( \alpha \) and \( \neg \alpha \) are in \( \Gamma' \), and which are not ruled out by the rules used above to determine the maximal sets of formulas. Similarly, the rules defining disjunction (in right-asymmetric form) ensure that whenever \( \alpha \in \Gamma' \) or \( \beta \in \Gamma' \), it is the case that \( \alpha \lor \beta \in \Gamma' \). But, they fail to rule out a situation in which \( \alpha \lor \beta \in \Gamma' \), whilst neither \( \alpha \) nor \( \beta \) are.

2For symmetric sequents, this is \( \Gamma \models L \Delta \) iff for some finite \( \Gamma_0 \subseteq \Gamma, \Delta_0 \subseteq \Delta \) we have \( \langle \Gamma_0 \models L \Delta_0 \rangle \in S \). See also [8, p.113]. Note that I use rather than typical \( \models L \) for symmetric sequents to highlight that they can be read in both directions.
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together in $\Delta'$. The trouble with this “fix” is that I do not think it gives us any sort of proof-theoretic semantics at all. It is tricky to interpret symmetric entailment structures, and it is unclear that they provide any account of “proof” whatsoever. According to one prominent interpretation, due to Greg Restall [17], a valid sequent $\Gamma \vdash \Delta$ can be interpreted as saying “it is incoherent to simultaneously assert all of $\Gamma$, and deny all of $\Delta$”. But, then, we do not have that, for example, (classically) $(\alpha \lor \neg \alpha)$ to be provable, rather it is merely incoherent to deny it. Additionally, according to Lafont [6, Appendix B1], the lack of constructive properties, such as disjunction property, means that “classical logic has no denotational semantics except the trivial one which identifies all the proofs of the same type”.³

By way of response to the above issue, we might take the restriction on sequents to right-asymmetric form to define intuitionistic, rather than classical, logic. In this setting, the validity of a proof is not dependent upon an interpretation, but rather on local constraints such as canonicity and harmony [15, e.g.]. This way of thinking about valid proofs is not appropriate to classical logic because canonicity requires the disjunction property to hold: a proof of a disjunction must be given in (or reduced to) canonical form, which requires that it is also possible to provide a proof of one of the disjuncts. So, whilst, in a formal sense, symmetric classical logic is stronger than intuitionistic logic (the set of theorems of intuitionistic logic is a proper subset of the theorems of classical logic), informally, classical logic is weaker from the point of view of proofs and the determination of meaning. In symmetric classical logic, we do not have proofs at all. Similarly, we do not have refutations. For instance, say that $\alpha \land \beta$ is refuted whenever one of the conjuncts is refuted. But, we can refute $\alpha \land \beta$ without having a refutation of either of the conjuncts since the “conjunction” property for refutation fails in classical logic. This is just as problematic from the p.o.v of constructing proof-theoretic semantics, since we require an ability to determine, in a fine-grained manner, the manner in which a proof or refutation is “valid”.

In [14] it is argued that the problem of categoricity is avoided by this manoeuvre. In this context, the problematic situations would be a scenario in which every statement is provable is compatible with the inferential rules, or it is possible for $\alpha \lor \neg \alpha$ to be provable, whilst neither $\alpha$ nor $\neg \alpha$ are. The reason that these situations can not arise, according to [14], is that there can be no canonical proof of 0 (since there exists only the null introduction rule for 0), so that rules out a scenario in which there exists a proof of both $\alpha$ and $\neg \alpha$ (where $\neg \alpha$ is equivalent to $\alpha \Rightarrow 0$).⁴ But, as pointed out in [9], the justification of this rule makes use of the rule for 0-elimination, unlike other rules for connectives, and alternative rules where this is not the case do in fact allow for situations in which proofs for $\alpha$ and $\neg \alpha$ may exist (specifically, where there exists a proof for each atomic formula of the language). The sticking point is that: ‘one also needs to regard, controversially, the rule of 0-elimination as justified on the basis of a non-existent rule of 0-introduction, taken as saying that there is no canonical proof of 0’ [9]. This is similar to an argument made in [7], where it is pointed out that, whilst the 0-elimination rule only tells us that anything may be inferred from 0, this does not ensure that 0 has the meaning of false. For example, it is possible to consider a language in which all atoms are true, and in which case 0 will be true rather than false, and in which case the 0-elimination rule does not determine the (intended) meaning of 0. Of course, this means that $\neg \alpha$, defined as $\alpha \Rightarrow 0$, must also be true by vacuous discharge, and so, in this language we would have both $\alpha$ and $\neg \alpha$ true.

³Note that this result holds for any logic in symmetric form. For example, we may construct a paraconsistent or paracomplete logic in which the left or right negation sequent rule is inadmissible, yet is symmetrical in terms of the structure of sequent derivation (see [17] for further details). But, since Lafont’s example does not involve negation, there is no reason why such logics should be capable of dealing with this issue.

⁴Note that I use 0 in place of the usual $\bot$. 
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So, again, the rules that are supposed to determine the meaning of negation, intuitionistically, do not do so. The issue may be generalised. Typically, when considering the relationship between an entailment structure and a semantic model, counter-models play the role of ruling out invalid formulas. So, for example, take $\Gamma^+$ as a set of sentential theorems, $V$ as some model, with $\vdash$ a derivability relation, and $\models$ a model-satisfaction relation. Then, we ordinarily require that, for every formula $\alpha$: Either $\exists \Gamma^+(\Gamma^+ \vdash \alpha)$ or, $\exists V(V \not\models \alpha)$. That is to appeal to the idea that a sequent $\Gamma \vdash \alpha$ is invalid iff some model $V$ makes all the formulas of $\Gamma$ true, whilst making $\alpha$ false. It is precisely this appeal to counter-models that is not in keeping with a proof-theoretic approach to semantics, yet it is also what it looks as though to be required given the inability of the asymmetric entailment structures to rule out inadmissible cases. This is perhaps more obvious intuitionistically, since there is a built-in asymmetry between proof (and truth) and refutation (and falsity). For example, truth is directly attainable (by constructing a proof), whilst falsity is typically equated with a reduction to a contradiction, so the latter relies on a syntactic feature (negation), but also on truth. The asymmetry is problematic for the development of a semantics of proofs, where we do not want to rely upon a counter-model as stand-in for refutation. Perhaps what we want instead is something more like this: Either $\exists \Gamma^+(\Gamma^+ \vdash \alpha)$ or, $\exists \Delta^- (\Delta^- \vdash \alpha)$ (where $\Delta^-$ is a set of sentential counter-theorems, or refutations, and $\vdash$ a “refutation” entailment relation). Whilst this is possible in symmetrical classical logic, we, arguably, do not get any sort of proofs or refutations in that setting. What we require is some way of maintaining symmetry whilst also ensuring that proofs (and, perhaps refutation) are the primary semantic notions.

2 Co-constructive logic

To maintain logical symmetry over proof and refutation, whilst also ensuring that we have a proof-theoretic semantics that is constructive, I propose to harness the fact that de Morgan duality (without negation) holds between intuitionistic and co-intuitionistic logic, as separate entailment structures. As I have argued elsewhere [18], the latter logic is best understood as a logic of refutation. This will give us a combined entailment structure (co-constructive logic) that is symmetric over proof and disproof (or refutation) without collapsing to classical logic, and which can be interpreted as a dialogue structure between the roles of prover and denier. In general, the idea is that an assertion of a statement brings with it a commitment of dialogical balance, which is maintained by a kind of cut-rule between prover and denier. In this setting, de Morgan duality will be shown to bring with it a form of classical logic) that is symmetric over proof and disproof (or refutation) without collapsing to classical logic, and which can be interpreted as a dialogue structure between the roles of prover and denier.

First, take two entailment structures that formalize proof and refutation. I shall call these $L_I$ for intuitionistic logic, which I take to deal with proofs, and $L_C$ for co-intuitionistic logic, which I take to deal with refutations. First, define two languages $S$, $S^d$ over a denumerable set of atomic formulas, for $L_I$ and $L_C$ respectively, in Backus-Naur form ($\alpha^+$ is any atomic formula of $S$, $\alpha^-$ is any atomic formula of $S^d$) as:

$S \beta^+ := [\alpha^+]([\neg \gamma \beta^+](\beta^+ \land \beta^+)(\beta^+ \lor \beta^+)(\beta^+ \Rightarrow \beta^+)[0^+]$  
$S^d \beta^- := [\alpha^-]([\neg \gamma \beta^-](\beta^- \land \beta^-)(\beta^- \lor \beta^-)(\beta^- \Leftarrow \beta^-)[1^-]$  

Here, $\gamma_I$ and $\gamma_C$ denote the negations of the two languages, and $\Rightarrow$ and $\Leftarrow$ denote implication and co-implication, respectively. These are the key distinctions with classical logic, though as I show below, $\Leftarrow$ essentially operates as a kind of “implication for refutations”. Note also that we have made a syntactic distinction between atoms of the two languages, to signify
whether they are part of a proof or a refutation. De Morgan duality holds between $L_I$ and $L_C$, by replacing any use of $\land, \lor, \Rightarrow, \neg$ in the former, with $\lor, \land, \Leftarrow, \neg$ in the latter. Also, the dual to a right-asymmetric sequent ($\Gamma \vdash \alpha$) is a left-asymmetric sequent ($\alpha \vdash \Gamma$) [19], though we are reading the latter as a refutation read from right to left, which we indicate by a reverse turnstile, $\vdash$. Whilst the two logical structures are syntactically separated, it is instructive to “see” them within the one and the same proof-theoretic structure. Formulas decorated with $(-)^{+}$ do not interact with formulas decorated with $(-)^{-}$, apart from in a rule I call TERMINAL-CUT. Sequents of this, co-constructive, logic, are quadruples, composed of two multisets of formulas, $\Gamma^{+}$ and $\Delta^{-}$, and two distinguished sets (stoups) containing zero or one formula, $\Pi^{+}$ and $\Lambda^{-}$. This may be noted $\Delta^{-}; \Gamma^{+} \vdash \Delta^{-}; \Pi^{+}$, though ordinarily we will rewrite this as $\alpha^{-}; \Gamma^{+} \vdash \Delta^{-}; \beta^{+}$, making transparent that $\alpha^{-}$ and $\beta^{+}$ are single formulas; where empty, we will write this as $\vdash \Delta^{-};$. Superscripts denote as above, and $\Gamma^{+}$ is shorthand for $\alpha_{1}^{+}, ..., \alpha_{n}^{+}$ for each $\alpha \in \Gamma$ (similarly for $\Delta^{-}$).

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{}{\alpha^{+} \vdash \alpha^{+}} & \text{(Id$^{+}$)} & \frac{}{\alpha^{-} \vdash \alpha^{-}} & \text{(Id$^{-}$)} \\
\frac{}{\vdash \Delta^{-}} & \text{(Thin-L$^{-}$)} & \frac{}{\Gamma^{+} \vdash \beta^{+}} & \text{(Thin-L$^{+}$)} \\
\frac{\beta^{-}}{\vdash \Delta^{-}; \alpha^{-}} & \text{(Thin-R$^{-}$)} & \frac{\beta^{+}}{\vdash \Delta^{-}; \alpha^{+}} & \text{(Thin-R$^{+}$)} \\
\frac{\beta^{-}}{\Delta^{-}; \alpha^{-}, \alpha^{-}} & \text{(Cont$^{-}$)} & \frac{\beta^{+}}{\Delta^{-}; \alpha^{+}, \alpha^{+}} & \text{(Cont$^{+}$)} \\
\frac{\beta^{-}}{\Delta^{-}; \alpha^{-}, \sigma^{-}, \Theta^{-}} & \text{(Int$^{-}$)} & \frac{\beta^{+}}{\Delta^{-}; \sigma^{+}, \Theta^{+}} & \text{(Int$^{+}$)} \\
\frac{\beta^{-}}{\Delta^{-}; \alpha^{-}, \Gamma^{-}} & \text{(Cut$^{-}$)} & \frac{\Gamma^{+}}{\Delta^{+}; \alpha^{+}} & \text{(Cut$^{+}$)} \\
\frac{\Delta^{+}}{\Delta^{+}; \alpha^{+}, \alpha^{+}} & \text{(L$^{+}$)} & \frac{\Delta^{+}}{\Delta^{+}; \sigma^{+}} & \text{(L$^{+}$)} \\
\frac{\Delta^{+}}{\Delta^{+}; \alpha^{+} \land \beta^{+}} & \text{(L$^{+}$)} & \frac{\Delta^{+}}{\Delta^{+}; \alpha^{+} \land \beta^{+}} & \text{(L$^{+}$)} \\
\frac{\alpha^{-} \land \beta^{-}}{\Delta^{-}} & \text{(L$^{-}$)} & \frac{\beta^{-} \land \Delta^{-}}{\Delta^{-}} & \text{(L$^{-}$)} \\
\frac{\sigma^{-}}{\Delta^{-}; \alpha^{-}} & \text{(L$^{-}$)} & \frac{\sigma^{-}}{\Delta^{-}; \beta^{-}} & \text{(L$^{-}$)} \\
\frac{\sigma^{-} \land \Delta^{-}}{\alpha^{-} \land \beta^{-}} & \text{(R$^{+}$)} & \frac{\beta^{-} \land \Delta^{-}}{\Delta^{-}} & \text{(R$^{+}$)}
\end{align*}
\]

\footnote{This is possible by using a technique similar to that used in [5], and in a similar context to this one in [1] (there are also marked differences, particularly regarding the notion of positive and negative rules in those systems).}

\footnote{Note that Cut$^{+}$ and Cut$^{-}$ are eliminable in the combined structure.}
May be read positively, from left to right, as a proof- attempt, \( \Delta^+, \alpha^+ \vdash \sigma^+ \) \( \land \land R^+_1 \) \( \Delta^+, \alpha^+ \lor \beta^+ \vdash \sigma^+ \) \( \lor L^+ \) \( \Delta^+, \beta^+ \vdash \sigma^+ \) \( \lor R^+_2 \) \( \Delta^+ \vdash \alpha^+ \lor \beta^+ \) \( \lor L^- \) \( \Delta^+ \vdash \beta^+ \) \( \Rightarrow R^+ \) \( \Delta^+ \vdash \beta^+ \Rightarrow \alpha^+ \) \( \Rightarrow R^- \) \( \beta^+ \vdash \Delta^-, \alpha^- \) \( \Leftarrow L^- \) \( \beta^- \Leftarrow \alpha^- \) \( \Leftarrow R^- \) \( \Delta^+, \alpha^+ \vdash \neg \alpha^- \lor \beta^- \) \( \neg I R^- \) \( \Delta^+, \alpha^+ \vdash \neg \neg \alpha^- \) \( \neg I L^- \) \( \Delta^+, \alpha^+ \vdash \neg \alpha^- \lor \beta^- \) \( \neg c R^- \) \( \Delta^-, \alpha^- \vdash \neg \alpha^- \lor \beta^- \) \( \Delta^-, \alpha^- \vdash \neg \alpha^- \lor \beta^- \) \( \Delta^-, \alpha^- \vdash \neg \alpha^- \lor \beta^- \) \( \Delta^-, \alpha^- \vdash \neg \alpha^- \lor \beta^- \)

2.1 Interpreting co-constructive logic

In brief, we will consider a dialogue in the above structure in terms of a relationship between proof attempts and refutation attempts that are “tests” of each other. As such, the turnstile, \( \vdash \) may be read positively, from left to right, as a proof-attempt, and negatively, from right to left, as a refutation attempt. For example, the rules \( \Lambda L^- \) and \( \land L^- \) may together be interpreted in BHK-style as “c is a refutation attempt of \( \alpha \land \beta \) if c is a pair \((l, c')\) such that \(c'\) is a refutation attempt of \( \alpha \) or \( c \) is a pair \((r, c')\) such that \(c'\) is a refutation attempt of \( \beta \).” This coheres with a view presented in \[10\], which suggests that making an assertion involves a commitment to defend it when challenged. So, assertoric norms should not be understood to restrict what an agent ought to assert, instead they are constraints on how agents respond to challenge and dialogue. This is related to inferentialism in \[11\], where it is argued that “an act of asserting a statement brings with it a commitment to defend the assertion, if challenged, so to make an assertion is to make a move in a game [...] the ‘game of asking for and giving reasons’ is embedded in the very nature of assertions”. Here, we will say that an interaction consists of an assertion of a statement, which brings with it a commitment to its defence, or a denial of the statement, which involves a commitment to its challenge. It is this interaction that we will say provides an interpretation of the statement through its testing. For example, a “test” for a proof-attempt of a conjunction is disjunctive, so is more fine-grained than any counter-model since we test each formula used as a premise for the proof-attempt.

Take the following interaction. “Prover” asserts a conjunction, \( \alpha \land \beta \), putting \( \alpha \land \beta \) “into the game”, and it is incumbent upon prover, to provide a proof attempt giving some sort of reason or evidence in support of both \( \alpha \) and \( \beta \). Refuter, on the other hand, challenges \( \alpha \land \beta \) by providing a refutation attempt giving some sort of reason or evidence refuting either \( \alpha \) or \( \beta \). Exactly the reverse is the case if the formula in question is a disjunction. So, we can interpret the relationship between \( L^- \) and \( L^- \) in terms of tests, where a test of \( \alpha^+ \) is just a refutation- attempt of form \( \alpha^- \), and a test of \( \alpha^- \) is just a proof- attempt of form \( \alpha^+ \): Testing \( \alpha^+ \land \beta^+ \)
involves testing $\alpha^+$ or testing $\beta^+$; Testing $\alpha^+ \lor \beta^+$ involves testing $\alpha^+$ and testing $\beta^+$; Testing $\alpha^- \land \beta^-$ involves testing $\alpha^-$ and testing $\beta^+$; Testing $\alpha^- \lor \beta^-$ involves testing $\alpha^-$ or testing $\beta^-$; Testing $\alpha^+ \Rightarrow \beta^+$ involves testing for a function that maps each test of $\alpha^+$ into a test of $\beta^+$; Testing $\beta^- \Leftarrow \alpha^-$ involves testing for a function that maps each test of $\alpha^-$ into a test of $\beta^-$. Whereas this is fairly intuitive for conjunction and disjunction, that a “test” of an attempted proof of $\alpha \Rightarrow \beta$ is an attempted refutation of $\beta \Leftarrow \alpha$ is less obvious. However, understanding why this is the case also sheds light on the more general issue that we also introduced here the idea that proofs (and refutations) may not be valid, since proof-attempts are open to testing, counter-examples, and challenge. Note, first, that this rules out a conception of proofs as tenseless objects. Rather, following [4], we will take the view that proofs (and refutations) are acts: “a proof is a process whose result may be represented or described by means of linguistic symbols”. According to [12], this alters the standard intuitionistic definition of conditional so that $\alpha \Rightarrow \beta$ may be valid only in case an agent has an actual proof of $\alpha$ to hand. A proof of a conditional is a function that maps actual proofs of the antecedent into actual proofs of the consequent since: ‘as long as no proof of $\alpha$ is known, [the function] $f$ has nothing to map. So we can still define $f$ as the constant function which, once a proof $\pi$ of $\alpha$ is known, maps every proof of $\alpha$ into the proof of $\beta$.’ So, a valid proof of a conditional $\alpha \Rightarrow \beta$ requires a proof of $\alpha$ in addition to a proof that there exists a function mapping every proof of $\alpha$ into a proof of $\beta$.

This can be usefully mapped on to a distinction between proof, or refutation, attempts, and valid proofs and refutations. Consider this in terms of the detachable forms of the entailment relations $\alpha \Rightarrow \beta$ and $\alpha \Leftarrow \beta$. Intuitionistically, implication is a detachable operator that embeds provability such that $\alpha \Rightarrow \beta \Leftarrow \alpha \Rightarrow \beta$. In co-intuitionistic logic, co-implication is a detachable operator that embeds refutability such that $\alpha \Leftarrow \Rightarrow \beta \Leftarrow \alpha$. So, by deduction (and dual-deduction) theorem, we can read a sequent $\Gamma \Rightarrow \alpha$ as “under the assumption that there exists a proof of each $\alpha \in \Gamma$, there exists a proof of $\beta$ also” (similarly for refutations and $\Gamma \Leftarrow \alpha$). This is a reading in the form of a conditional, and so deserves to come under the rubric of proof-attempt. A valid proof, according to this distinction, requires, in addition, that we can also provide proofs for each $\alpha \in \Gamma$. A proof-attempt is analogous with a conditional for which a function does not yet exist since we do not know if there is anything for it to map; a valid proof is one in which deduction theorem holds since we have valid proofs for each premise (so they can be introduced as axioms), so the conclusion may be taken as a theorem. Co-implication is symmetrical. This way of considering implication and co-implication makes things more transparent since we can not detach on “both sides” as it were: a formula $\alpha$ can not have a valid proof and a valid refutation (simultaneously at least). So, whilst we can consider the hypothetical proof and refutation of implication and co-implication in one and the same moment, only one can “win”.

Negation is altered by this approach since the distinction between proof-attempts and valid proofs is at odds with intuitionistic negation [13]. Simply put, the negation of $\alpha$ can never be valid if it is defined as $\alpha \Rightarrow 0$, whilst also requiring that in order for the conditional to be valid, there must also exist a proof of $\alpha$. Whilst this is an issue for intuitionism, it provides grist to the mill for the account offered here, in which there must be a balance between negative and positive

---

7There is an obvious analogy to Ramsey’s [16] argument that to assert a conditional is not asserting a conditional proposition, but to make a conditional assertion of the consequent.

8Note that one of the reasons for syntactic separation is due to the fact that $L_I$ can not be extended by co-implication, nor can $L_C$ be extended by implication, and any attempt to write them in by definition collapses to classical logic.

9Prawitz [15] makes a similar distinction between open and closed arguments, where open arguments involve undischarged assumptions, or unbound variables, whilst closed arguments contain no assumptions, and are valid just in case it is either a canonical argument (i.e. an argument that ends with an instance of an introduction rule), or it can be reduced to a canonical argument for the conclusion.
logics, and the role played by $\neg\alpha$ in constructive logic is played by $\neg\alpha^-$. This also means that the negation defined via implication is an expressive advance on the usual interpretation of intuitionistic negation, which enables us to simply say that a proof (or refutation)-attempt does not go through.

2.2 Dialogical coherence and termination

This brings us to the relationship between a valid proof or refutation, and the termination of dialogue. In addition to the above rules, we have a rule that is admissible under certain circumstances, which we call TERMINAL-CUT.\(^{10}\) First, define counterpart formulas between the two logics as follows: for any formula $\alpha$ with superscript $^+$, the counterpart formula, denoted $\alpha_\circ$, is simply the same formula with the opposite superscript, apart from $\Rightarrow$, whose counterpart is $\Leftarrow$.\(^{11}\) So, for example, the counterpart of $\alpha^+ \land \beta^+$ is just $\alpha^- \land \beta^-$. With this, we define terminal-cut as follows.

$$\frac{\alpha^-_\circ; \Gamma^+ \vdash \Delta^-; \phantom{\Gamma^+ \vdash \Delta^-}; \Gamma^+ \vdash \Delta^-; \alpha_\circ^+}{\Gamma^+ ; \Delta^-; \text{(Terminal-cut)}}$$

Terminal cut is admissible for dialogues that terminate with either prover or denier “winning”, and may be understood as inducing a kind of harmony between the two logics. Harmony ordinarily operates across introduction and elimination rules inside the same logical structure, the idea being that there must be a balance between the grounds for the possible assertion of a formula with the consequences of accepting it.\(^{12}\) Here, there is also a form of balance between positive and negative formulas of the logics by the fact that rules for counterpart formulas are related by de Morgan duality, and so are secondary to this balance between proof- and refutation-attempts over the course of an interaction. We define a dialogue as COHERENT iff it is the case that if terminal-cut were to be applied, then either: empty sequent would be “derived” in the course of a dialogue; or a canonical introduction of a proof or refutation is derived if the dialogue is terminated (in both cases we should add the clause that the proof or refutation can be reduced to a canonical proof or refutation if it is not already). Stipulating that terminal-cut must be admissible requires that a formula with a dominant operator can not be canonically introduced as both a proof and a refutation at the termination of dialogue.

With this in hand, we can provide a definition of validity that ensures the semantic role of proofs and refutations in a localised manner (i.e. without reference to idealised or global constraints upon soundness and completeness): Say that a proof or refutation is VALID iff: (a) It is closed; (b) It is canonical, or can be reduced to a canonical proof or refutation; (c) It is the result of a termination of a coherent dialogical interaction such that terminal-cut is admissible (without removing the formula with dominant operator). Whilst (a) and (b) are familiar from the literature mentioned above, (c) reflects the fact that we are concerned with an interaction between hypothetical proofs and tests, such that a valid formula is one that is introduced at the end of that interaction that terminates with an agreement between agents involved in the dialogue. The semantic role played by a valid proof or refutation is, therefore, dependent

---

\(^{10}\)We need to be careful about calling this a rule, since it really just formalises termination of dialogue.

\(^{11}\)The reason for this is simply due to notation since the same role is being played for proofs and $\Rightarrow$, and refutations and $\Leftarrow$.

\(^{12}\)Though, because we see proofs as acts, unlike in [15], harmony follows from the prior requirement that cut is eliminable. For example, we know that, for any proof of $\alpha \land \beta$, it must be possible to extract proofs of $\alpha$, and proofs of $\beta$, since if this were not the case, then it would not be possible to form a cut-free proof with that conclusion. Cut-elimination is, therefore, a key requirement in defining the validity of proofs, which, of course, ensures the transitivity of deduction so that validity is preserved.
upon the success of either, but not both. It is not the case that rules of inference determine meaning by themselves, but rather that the correctness of these rules is already dependent upon dialogical coherence. Sloganised, the meaning of a proposition is built-up through this process of interaction between proof and refutation attempts.

As is obvious, problems of categoricity and compositionality do not arise for valid formulas, since it is no longer possible for both $\alpha^+$ and $\alpha^-$ to be valid, and neither is it possible for $(\alpha^+ \lor \alpha^-)$ to be valid whilst neither $\alpha^+$ nor $\alpha^-$ is (for any formula, $\alpha$). Furthermore, far from requiring access to idealised Lindenbaum chains, or semantic models, a local completeness theorem arises naturally from the constraints on the validity of proofs and refutations given above: Let $|P|$ denote a terminating dialogue ending with a valid proof, $|R|$ a terminating dialogue ending with a valid refutation, and $\alpha^+$, $\alpha^-$, denote proof and refutation attempts of a formula $\alpha$, respectively. Then, for any $\alpha^+$, $\alpha^-$ whose interaction has terminated there exists either a valid proof $P$ of $\alpha^+$ such that $P = |P|$, or a valid refutation $R$ of $\alpha^-$ such that $R = |R|$. Then, $|P|$ or $|R|$, are said to interpret the formula $\alpha$. It is important to note that this theorem refers only to interactions that have terminated, it does not require that each interaction will terminate, and is localised in that it makes no reference to proof (and refutation) attempts that are outside the current context of the dialogue in question. For example, take the case of a dialogue involving a proof-attempt of $\alpha \land \beta$, and with an attempted refutation through $\alpha$ (the notation $[A_1]$ just indicates subproofs (or subrefutations)):

\[
\frac{}{\Gamma^+ \vdash \alpha^+} \quad [A_1] \\
\frac{}{\Gamma^+ \vdash \beta^+} \quad [A_2] \\
\frac{}{\Gamma^+, \Gamma^+ \vdash \alpha^+ \land \beta^+} \quad (\land R^+) \\
\frac{}{\alpha^-; \Gamma^\Delta^-} \quad (\land L^-) \\
\frac{}{\Gamma^+, \Gamma^+; \Gamma^\Delta^-} \quad (\text{Terminal-cut})
\]

Equally, “denier” could attempt to refute via $\beta$, with the same result. As is obvious, this also means that the dominant formulas can be eliminated through the usual process of cut-elimination by pushing cuts upwards. For example, for $\alpha$:

\[
\frac{}{\Gamma^+ \vdash \alpha^+} \\
\frac{}{\Gamma^+ \vdash \alpha^-; \Gamma^\Delta^-} \quad (\text{Terminal-cut})
\]

What about the case in which, say, the refutation-attempt is valid? This requires that the subrefutation $[B]$ of all $\sigma \in \Delta^+$ is valid, which we denote just by $[B_{\Delta^+}]$. Then, the case where there exists a valid refutation of $\alpha \land \beta$ looks like this:

\[
\frac{}{\Gamma^+ \vdash \alpha^+} \quad [A_1] \\
\frac{}{\Gamma^+ \vdash \beta^+} \quad [A_2] \\
\frac{}{\Gamma^+, \Gamma^+ \vdash \alpha^+ \land \beta^+} \quad (\land R^+) \\
\frac{}{\alpha^-; \Gamma^\Delta^-} \quad (\land L^-) \\
\frac{}{\alpha^- \land \beta^-; \Gamma^+, \Gamma^+; \Gamma^\Delta^-} \quad (\text{Terminal-cut})
\]

Where we use $\alpha^+ \land \beta^+$ to indicate that the formula $\alpha^+ \land \beta^+$ is not introduced due to the existence of a valid refutation of $\alpha^-$ so the subproof attempt, $[A_1]$, of $\alpha^+$ fails, and there can be no introduction of $\alpha^+ \land \beta^+$. Then, the above refutation $R$ can subsequently be written just like this:
\[
\frac{[B_V]}{\alpha^-; \Delta^-; \alpha^- \land \beta^-; \Delta^-; \land L_1^-}
\]

Moreover, this valid refutation \( R \) is equivalent with the version that went via a terminating dialogue, so \( R = |R| \) holds.
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Abstract

German discourse particles (DiPs) do not add truth-conditionally relevant meaning but are elements of speaker attitude and indicate a relation between the information in their scope (p) and another piece of information (q) in the context. The DiP ja (literally ‘yes’) was claimed to be felicitous with a proposition p that the speaker believes common to both speaker and hearer, or immediately verifiable. However, formalizations modeling this into the use conditions of ja fall short on the DiP’s discourse function, which is to indicate that p is not used to address the current Question under Discussion but stands in a relation to q (pRq), where q is the information that the speaker makes another context update, pRq is intuitively explanatory, and p is not necessarily known to anyone but the speaker. Regarding prerequisite grammatical properties of the DiP’s host constructions, data show that ja is not restricted to assertive, root-like environments and defies predictions about not being able to appear in the scope of descriptive operators. Instead the data suggest that the DiP’s licitness in surprising positions depends on information-structural factors.

1 Introduction

German discourse particles (DiPs) are elements of speaker attitude and usually appear clause-medially in their scope position above vP\(^1\), the propositional core of the clause (Bayer 2012 [1]). Combinations of DiPs show them to be subject to a rather strict hierarchical order. Characteristically, they refer to the Common Ground (CG; Egg 2012 [5]) and relate the information in their scope to (another piece of information in) the discourse. Their distribution shows some DiPs to be sensitive to the clause type and illocutionary force of their hosts, most notably denn (roughly ‘I wonder’) and ja (literally ‘yes’, roughly ‘uncontroversially’), which are geared to interrogatives and declaratives, respectively.

DiPs differ regarding their ability to appear in non-matrix constructions. Those found in assertions are readily found in utterance-modifying (‘peripheral’) adverbial clauses (ACs) and non-restrictive relative clauses (RCs). This is expected insofar as such constructions are analyzed as conventional implicatures (CIs), which have “the same semantic force as a main clause assertion” (Potts 2005: 68 [19]). With regard to proposition-modifying (‘central’) adverbials, restrictive modifiers, and complement clauses, however, the situation is less clear. In earlier approaches, restrictions are proposed on principled grounds, e.g. Thurmair (1989, [23]) excludes DiPs from complement clauses except those of verba dicendi, and Coniglio (2008, [4]) still excludes them from factive clauses and central adverbials as well as restrictive modifiers. His analysis is in line with observations by Liliane Haegeman on root phenomena in general
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1 This also holds for cases in which topical material has scrambled to a position above the DiP.
(e.g. Haegeman 2002 [10]) and suggests the dichotomy between embedded clauses to be due to a syntactic difference, with DiPs being illicit in clauses with a truncated left periphery accompanying their lack of illocutionary force. In time, more and more ‘exceptions’ have been recognized. Zimmermann (2011: 2023 [27]) allows for certain DiPs (dach, roughly ‘as you should know’, and wohl, roughly ‘presumably’) to appear in complements of “appropriate matrix predicates”, for instance the factive verbs vergessen (‘forget’) and bedauern (‘regret’). However, ja, one of the most frequent DiPs, is especially rare in embedded constructions of the non-CI type. Accordingly, it was claimed to be principally illicit in embedded position (except under verba dicendi; cf. Zimmermann 2011 [27], Kratzer 1999 [15]).

Moreover, “many” DiPs, like schon (roughly ‘nevertheless’), doch, auch (literally ‘also’), but explicitly not ja, have been argued to “contribute to discourse-level semantics [...] by relating discourse segments” (Egg 2012: 300 [5]). The present approach argues that the function of ja is to indicate that p is not used to answer to the current Question under Discussion (QuD) in the sense of Roberts (2012 [21]) but stands in a relation to q (pRq), where q is the information that the speaker makes another context update and pRq is intuitively explanatory. It must be acknowledged that the DiP ja contributes to discourse-level semantics.

Having established that ja is a discourse particle proper after all, original data is provided illustrating that even ja may be felicitously used in embedded constructions. Maintaining that the meaning and function of the DiP are the same as in main clauses, its rare occurrence in semantically integrated environments is more plausibly a mere side effect of its severely restricted use conditions. At any rate, the empirical situation of DiPs cannot be fully explained with recourse to the syntax of clausal left peripheries or the presence of matching illocutionary operators in types of constructions. The question will briefly be addressed if there are nevertheless grammatical prerequisites to be met by the host constructions for the successful employment of ja. The tentative answer at this point is that, yes, the role of ja-marked information in discourse is mirrored in the information structure of the DiP’s complement, with phonological focus being the least sufficient reflex thereof in reduced constructions like adjectival phrases (APs).

2 The DiP ja contributing to discourse-level semantics

The DiP ja is perceived to mark information as part of the CG (cf. Zimmermann 2011: 2012 [27]). But formalizations as by Gutzmann (2009: 53 [9]; cf. Kratzer 2004: 128 [14]) do not capture the ‘use conditions’ of a ja-utterance. As argued subsequently, it is neither sufficient nor necessary to fulfill the requirements in (1). In (1a) as well as the present account, p refers to the first semantic argument of ja, usually the content proposition expressed in the vP of a declarative clause:

\[ \lambda p. \text{ja}(p) \] = that function \( f \in \{ f : D(s,t) \rightarrow D(s,u) \} \) such that \( f(p)(w) = \sqrt{ } \), if \( c_S \) believes that \( p \) is common knowledge of \( c_S \) and \( c_H \) in \( w \), or that it is verifiable on the spot that \( p \), else \( f(p)(w) = \checkmark \). (cf. Gutzmann 2009: 53 [9])

b. \[ \text{David ist ja ein Zombie} \] = \( \langle 1, \sqrt{ } \rangle \), if it is true that David is a zombie and if \( c_S \) believes that it is common knowledge that David is a zombie.


\[ \text{‘Embedded’ is used as an umbrella term for all ‘subordinate’ constructions, semantically and syntactically ‘integrated’ ones (cf. Potts 2005 [19]), e.g. restrictive relatives, as well as their ‘unintegrated’ counterparts.} \]
the speaker “takes $p$ to be an established fact”. But as (2) proves, “repeating old information is not useful by itself” (Zeevat 2004: 181 [25]): $p$ being shared knowledge is insufficient to make $ja(p)$ felicitous:

(2) At the bus stop, Anna meets a new neighbor, Bela, who is holding by the leash what is obviously his dog.

Bela: *Das ist ja mein Hund.*

‘This [JA] is my dog.’

Anna: ... *(ja und)?*

yes and

‘... (so what)?’

Bela: a. # ¤
b. √ ‘Do I need a bus ticket for him?’

Bela’s *ja*-assertion that the dog is his will leave Anna puzzled (2a) unless it supplements a second context update, e.g. Bela’s question if a bus ticket is needed for the dog (2b; cf. Viesel, to appear [24]).3 As to the necessity for $p$ to comply with (1), cf. (3):

(3) Anna: ‘I have not heard of lonesome Cedrick in ten years. What about you?’

Bela: *Also – Cedrick hat ja vor fünf Jahren Didi geheiratet,*

‘Well – Cedrick [JA] married Didi five years ago,

*und jetzt haben sie schon zwei Kinder und wohnen in einer Kommune!*

and now they have two children already and live in a commune!’

Bela uses *ja* in (3) even though he knows Anna not to know $p$. The effect is that Anna will not mistake $p$ for a complete answer to her question. The *ja*-assertion does not convey Bela’s main point, but merely provides the background for what is to come. Thus, Anna is less likely to interrupt him at the first piece of joyous news.

Of course, the use of *ja* in contexts in which it is obvious to all that $p$ is hearer-new is rather exceptional.4 But it shows that speakers may use *ja* even if they know the addressee not to know $p$. Refraining, therefore, from an attempt to classify *ja*-marked propositions as CG or established information, what can be maintained is that the speaker “doesn’t consider the question whether or not $p$ to be an issue for either the current or any future inquiry” (Kratzer & Matthewson 2009: 6 [16]). This is our first general conclusion and a significant specification of (1): a *ja*-assertion does not answer to the current QuD.5

This is precisely the reason why the felicity of *ja*(p) hinges on the second semantic argument of *ja*, $q$, which does not feature in (1) at all. Both $q$ and the relation between $p$ and $q$ ($pRq$) are notoriously hard to characterize. In Kratzer & Matthewson’s (2009: 8 [16]) terms, “there must always be some suitable connection to another salient fact”. Similarly, in light of classic constellations such as (4), it is tempting to suggest that $p$ “serve[s] as background for the

3 Note that in the absence of *ja*, Anna would take the introduction of the dog as Bela’s main point and proceed accordingly:

(i) Bela: *Das ist mein Hund.*

Anna: ‘He’s cute.’

4 However, cf. Viesel (to appear [24]) for remarks on a use of the DiP as an argumentative trick.

5 Along with both Zeevat (2006 [26]) and Hinterhölzl & Krifka (2013 [11]), the present analysis rejects the idea that information under DiPs may be presupposed or have to be accommodated despite being provided in the form of an assertion. The presuppositional flavor associated with such assertions is a by-product of the function of *ja*, according to which $p$ is added to the CG without discussion (if it is not already there anyway).
evaluation of the proposition \([q]\) that is to be put on the table and that actually is at-issue\(^6\) (at a specific point in the discourse)” (Hinterhölzl & Krifka 2013: 12 [11]):

(4) **Die Schere ist ja rund** (wie Sie sehen). Sie ist für Kinder geeignet.

‘The scissors \([JA]\) are blunt (as you can see). They are suitable for children.’

Here, proposition \(p\) (The scissors are blunt) incidentally adheres to the definition in (1), but, what is more, it appears to supplement the associated utterance. Based on both Kratzer & Matthewson’s (2009: 8 [16]) and Hinterhölzl & Krifka’s (2013 [11]) descriptions, the “salient fact” \(q\), itself to be evaluated in light of \(p\) and ‘at-issue in the current discourse’, would be the proposition that the scissors are suitable for children. In the style of Egg (2012 [5], on *schen, doch and auch*), \(ja\) might then be assumed to indicate a relation between two content propositions in terms of defeasible inference:

(5) Preliminarily:

\[ [ja](p)(q) \text{ iff } p \text{ and } q \text{ are true, } p \text{ is not used to answer to the QuD, and } p \text{ defeasibly entails } q \ (p > q). \]

However, an entailment relation as in (4) is absent in (6) and (7):

(6) **Die Schere ist ja rund** (wie Sie sehen). Trotzdem ist sie für Kinder ungeeignet.

‘The scissors \([JA]\) are blunt (as you can see). Nevertheless they are unsuitable for children.’

(7) After TV footage just showed the winning couple, a reporter is interviewing a witness on a dance competition.

   Reporter: ‘What colors were in fashion this year?’
   Witness: *Naja, das Gewinnerpärchen war ja dunkel gekleidet,*

   ‘Well, the winning couple \([JA]\) was dressed in dark colors,
   *bei den neuen Paaren waren Herbstfarben beliebt,* [...].

   among the new couples, fall colors were popular, [...].’

The relation between (the content propositions) \(p\) and \(q\) is the exact opposite in (4) and (6) – \(p > q\) vs. \(p > \neg q\) in the concessive case. In (7), no entailment relation whatsoever holds between the content propositions \(p\) and \(q\). Finally, recall that in (2b), \(p\) justifies the speaker to ask a question.

It is worth comparing \(ja\) to *then*. Modulo general differences between DiPs and discourse markers and the fact that the first and second arguments of the two lexical items swap roles, the relations the items establish between context updates are much alike. According to Biezma (2014: 373 [3]), “*then* requires that two propositions enter into a ‘causal explanatory claim’-relation in which one (the antecedent) provides the ‘reasons’ for the other (the consequent).” These propositions need not be content propositions: *then* “signals that the utterance of the embedded clause is in some sense motivated by the preceding discourse move” (Biezma 2014: 380 [3]). Similarly, \(ja\) signals that the content proposition \(p\) of the embedded clause in some sense motivates another discourse move.

This allows for a revision of (5), cf. (8). By the definition suggested, \(q\) is not a content proposition and, by nature, not put on the table or under discussion. Rather than allowing for

---

\(^6\) The latter point helps to grasp most cases, like (4), although actually, a *ja*-utterance can be used to provide support for, say, another *ja*-utterance. It is not necessary that the associated context update addresses the QuD (i.e. “at-issue” in the discourse). This minor point may be made without illustration, as \(q\) will be argued not to coincide with the content proposition of the associated context update anyway.
q to be either a content proposition or something else, (8) generalizes over all cases without recourse to relations that may or may not hold between content propositions:

\[(\text{ja})(p) \text{ iff } p \text{ is true, } p \text{ is not used to answer to the QuD, and } p \text{ explains } q, \text{ where } q \text{ is the proposition that the speaker asks a question or makes an assertion or a request.}\]

Thus, under ja, content proposition p justifies that another context update is made, be it an assertion, question or request. To illustrate, (4), (6), (7) and (2) can be roughly paraphrased in a completely parallel fashion as in (9):

\[(9) \text{ a. Since (unquestionably) the scissors are blunt, the speaker asserts that they are suitable for children / nevertheless unsuitable for children. (cf. (4), (6))} \]
\[(9) \text{ b. Since (unquestionably) the winning couple was dressed in dark colors, the speaker asserts that among the new couples, fall colors were popular. (cf. (7))} \]
\[(9) \text{ c. Since (unquestionably) the dog is the speaker’s, the speaker asks whether a bus ticket is required for the dog. (cf. (2))} \]

The matter of causal explanations or explanatory claims is complicated (cf. the discussion in Biezma (2014 [3])). A final analysis of pRq along the lines of (9) will depend on the definition of the discourse relation Explanation. But the discourse function of ja clearly pertains to this area of research, so that pRq as specified above can for instance be shown to correspond to an extent to a suggestion by Lascarides & Asher (1991: 58 [17]), according to whom the relation Explanation normally holds if p causes q:

\[(10) \text{ a. Explanation: } \langle\alpha, \beta\rangle \land \text{cause}(me(\beta), me(\alpha)) > \text{Explanation}(\alpha, \beta) \]
\[(10) \text{ b. In words, if } \alpha \text{ and } \beta \text{ are discourse-related and the event described in } \beta \text{ caused the event described in } \alpha, \text{ then Explanation}(\alpha, \beta) \text{ normally holds.} \]

Following (8), ja, just like then (cf. Biezma 2014 [3]), relates propositions and not events. But if in (10), me(\beta) and me(\alpha), the ‘main eventualities’ described by propositions (Lascarides & Asher 1991 [17]), are replaced by the context updates in which ja(p) (\beta) and q (\alpha) are introduced, then the first arguably causes the second, so that the fact that the winning couple was unquestionably dressed in dark colors in (9b) explains that the speaker asserts that among the new couples, fall colors were popular.

Even if the argumentation so far needs refinement, the present proposal agrees with Rojas-Esponda (2013: 131 [22]), who considers ja one of the ‘roadsigns of communication’ which “speakers can use to signal their views and preferences about the QUDs”. The present account has argued that ja indicates information to justify another utterance. Therefore, the fact that ja(p) does not answer to the QuD is not “informative in itself”, and ja does contribute to discourse-level semantics, contrary to Egg (2012: 299-300 [5]). The difficulties in unifying ja with the other members of its class apparently arise from a meaning that seems “relatively unspecific” (Zimmermann 2011: 2012 [27]), but only as long as just the first argument of the DiP is considered.

---

7 For the sake of completeness, an imperative case:

(i) *Frag einfach Norman! Lena ist ja grad nicht da.*

‘Just ask Norman! Lena [JA] is not available right now.’
3 Embedded ja and discourse structure

Why is ja so rare in some embedded environments? Since the DiP occasionally does show up in unpredicted places, this cannot be fully explained by structural difference in the CP-system of subordinate clauses or hinge on the presence of illocutionary operators in, e.g., central ACs and restrictive modifiers as opposed to their peripheral and non-restrictive counterparts.\(^8\)

So far, the present account is in line with recent research by Jacobs (2015 [12]). He proposes three contextual restrictions for ja, of which only one will be addressed in greater detail below. First, ja is banned from non-veridical environments. This restriction seems to hold apart from some quirky occurrences of ja in event-conditionals, showing just how fuzzy the boundaries of acceptability really are.\(^9\) Second, ja is banned if p is activated. This restriction has to be evaluated for its interaction with information structure in future research. Third, Jacobs claims ja to be banned from appearing, syntactically, in the scope of descriptive operators because it is not in their scope semantically.

Jacobs’ (2015 [12]) ban of ja from the scope of descriptive operators is argued to hold for cases of ja scoping over (the base positions of) quantifier-bound pronouns supposedly causing intervention effects (Kratzer 1999 [15]), restrictive RCs, and, e.g., temporal ACs. These are analyzed as containing a time variable bound by a definiteness operator scoping over the DiP. But even though ja is not ‘scoped out’ by such operators, it may materialize in a position in their scope domain:

\[
\begin{align*}
(11) & \quad a. \quad \text{sagen will keiner}_{i} \, \text{was, weil } \text{er}_{i} \, \text{ja}_{t} \, \text{die Jäger selber kennt.}
\text{‘nobody wants to say anything because [JA] he knows the hunters himself.’} \quad \text{(http://www.griechenland-blog.gr/2013/12/allgemeines-jagdverbot-in-griechenland/79429/, 11/26/2015)}
\quad b. \quad \text{Mit Herrn K. bekommt die Firma einen Angestellten, der ja immer pünktlich ist.}
\text{‘With Mr. K., the firm gets an employee who [JA] is always on time.’} \\
\quad c. \quad \text{ist es ihm einfach egal, weil er eh der “letzte” Jedi ist bevor er ja die Akademie auf Yavin eröffnet?}^{10}
\text{‘does it just not matter to him because he is anyway the “last” Jedi before [JA] he opens the academy on Yavin?’} \quad \text{(http://phoenix-hort.de/joomla/component/kunena/26-taverne/58761-aw-luke-bricht-den-codex, 03/31/2015)}
\end{align*}
\]

Whatever the details\(^{11}\), in all cases, the scope of the DiP is restricted to the content proposition of the containing subordinate clause (or to the information that a discourse referent has the

\(^8\) As Jacobs (2015: 5 [12]) points out, the assumption of licensing illocutionary elements would lead to an inflation of structural ambiguities which are nevertheless context-dependent. Moreover, it is empirically implausible, too, that a language like German, while distinguishing by means of surface features over 30 conventional combinations of sentence form and illocutionary type in main clauses, should not once mark overtly whether countless numbers of embedded clauses and APs even have a defined illocutionary type at all.

\(^9\) (i) \text{Fallos man ja wirklich mal unnötige Dinge schon länger mit sich rumschleppt lohnt es sich zwischen durch mal ein Paket nach Hause zu schicken.}
\text{‘In case [JA] one really has hauled around unnecessary things for a while it is worth sending a parcel home intermittently.’} \quad \text{(http://reise-reise-info.de/forum/index.php?topic=1936.0, 03/31/2015)}

\(^{10}\) The potential scope domains of ja are indicated in boldface. Recall that scrambled elements are interpreted in their base positions below the DiP. The position of [‘[JA]’ in the translations is intended to capture this fact best possible.

\(^{11}\) Additional factors influence the acceptability of ja. E.g. restrictive modifiers (11b) may only contain
properties denoted by the AP and NP). Accordingly, the illocutionary force of the embedding (matrix) clause does not matter. (11) also shows that it is as yet unclear why especially ja is very rare in certain environments.

Plausibly, certain syntactic environments are just very frequent in contexts incompatible with the specific meaning of this particle. As specified in section 2, ja marks information which does not answer to the QuD. Indeed, the DiP cannot be used in the answer to a corresponding question. This major limitation of its host’s employment options is an idiosyncrasy of ja not shared for instance by doch although the two are close in meaning (cf. Grosz 2014 [7]):

(12) Anna: Where is Constantin?
    Bela: Er ist (*ja/√doch) in Delhi.
    ‘He ([JA]/[DOCH]) is in Delhi.’

In a question-based discourse-model (cf. Roberts 2012 [21]), this explains naturally why ja is so rarely encountered in complement clauses, central ACs and restrictive modifiers. In (13), information in the potential scope of ja answers to the QuD, ja is out:

(13) a. [...] das sind Menschen wie wir.
    ‘these are people like us.
    (QuD: What about people like us? Subquestion: What about one such person?)
    Wir bringen unser Geld zu einem Mann, der [*ja] grüne Wollpullover trägt.
    We take our money to a man who [JA] wears green woolen pullovers.’

b. Anna: ‘What do you know about the main suspect?’
    Bela: Wir wissen dass er (*ja) grüne Wollpullover trägt.
    ‘We know (that) [JA] he wears green woolen pullovers.’

Thus there is a good pragmatic reason why ja might be illicit in most restrictive subordinate constructions, as opposed to supplementary constructions of the CI type that are generally taken to be semantically and syntactically non-integrated. However, in the right contexts, information in restrictive subordinate clauses merely supplements the matrix assertion or question, which itself answers or comprises the QuD. The lexical content p could be taken away and asserted in isolation, and the containing utterance would still be informative with the dependent clause replaced by an anaphor, contrary to the situation in (13). This is illustrated in (14a), where ja appears in a factive clause:

(14) a. Haben sie erkannt, daß sie ja auf genau der gleichen Linie liegen? Weit gefehlt!
    ‘Have they realized that [JA] they are exactly on the same page? Far from it!’
    (http://bitflow.dyndns.org/german/FranzGrafStuhlhofer/Das_Ende_Naht.html, 03/14/2015)

the DiP in DPs with specific reference, and different adverbs (leider – ‘unfortunately’, immer – ‘always’, ...) improve the DiP’s acceptability. The acceptability of ja in very marked places, e.g. between prepositions and determiners, or in DPs without adnominal modifiers, depends on being accompanied by other DiPs and adverbs:

(i) [die Krise. ...] diese ja auch fast Auflösung der Band
    [‘the crisis. ...] this [JA] [AUCH] nearly dissolution the GEN band’
    (http://www.arte.tv/de/ja-panik-sind-die-laessigsten-poptheoretiker-der-berliner-indieszenze/7825136,CmC=7822214.html, 08/29/2014)

(ii) nach ja auch wieder der internationalen Einbindung
    ‘after [JA] also again the international involvement’
    (Berliner Zeitung, 07/31/2004)
b. **Sie liegen ja auf genau der gleichen Linie. Haben sie das erkannt? Weit gefehlt!**

‘They [JA] are exactly on the same page. Have they realized that? Far from it!’

c. Since (unquestionably) they are exactly on the same page, the speaker asks whether they have realized that.

According to Hinterhölzl & Krifka (2013: 12 [11]), central adverbials and restrictive modifiers may occur in a “non-default use”, contributing ‘background assertions’, the content propositions of which are “directly added to the CG without discussion (without being put on the table [cf. Farkas & Bruce 2009 [6]])”. Background-asserted information is “needed for evaluating the assertion of the main clause” (Hinterhölzl & Krifka 2013: 12 [11]) – a question in (14a) – with the assertiveness of the dependent clause being accompanied by focus and focus particles.

There is independent evidence from phonological research that information that provides “an answer [...] to a supplemental question [to the immediate QUD]” (Riester & Baumann 2013: 233 [20]) is indeed prominent. For instance, factives as in (15) may be “not marked by means of a nuclear pitch accent but by some pre- oder postnuclear prominence” indicative of a ‘secondary’ focus (Riester & Baumann 2013: 217 [20]):

(15) ‘Everyone knew that Mary only eats VEgetables$_F$. If even PAUL$_F$ knew that Mary only eats VEgetables$_{SOF}$, then he should have suggested a different restaurant.’

Instances of capitalization in informal written German show how some speakers implement focus to enforce the background-assertive reading for the integrated clause under *ja*:

(16) **Aber seit er ja nun sich ÜBERALL hochzieht, warte ich nur auf den Moment, wo er den Wasserhahn in der Wanne aufdreht.**

(Original capitalization)

‘But ever since [JA] he now pulls himself up EVERYWHERE, I’m only waiting for the moment where he runs the water tap in the bathtub.’


Moreover, a 2014 corpus study conducted in the DWDS (‘Digital Dictionary of the German Language’, cf. Klein & Geyken 2010 [13]) has shown APs with *ja* to be almost always lexically and structurally complex. DPs with a single simple, non-modified adjective under *ja* are judged inelegant to inacceptable in isolation – a problem for the common view that any non-restrictive adjective could license DiPs. But exceptional cases are found (3.3% of corpus findings) and are perfectly fine in the right context when heavily stressed, as in (17b):

(17) a. **Neulich habe ich meinen ja *(schwer)reichen Onkel gesehen.** (constructed)

recently have I my *heavily*rich uncle seen

b. **Könnte es sein, dass die an den ja giftigen Blättern gestorben sind?**

‘Could it be that they died from the [JA] poisonous leaves?’

(http://www.koi-live.de/viewtopic.php?t=36499&sid=3f8195eed3ae23e0edec30c5ac98c7b2, 03/29/2015)

---

12 Cf. Riester & Baumann (2013: 217 [20]) for discussion of their example (15) and the literature on ‘second occurrence focus’ (SOF).

13 Cf. Viesel (to appear [24]). The reasons are unclear and could be of structural or pragmatic nature, e.g. to prevent a simple attributive reading by enforcing a clausal/predicational structure or to maximize activation.
In (17b), the causal relation between the dying event and the leaves is itself currently under discussion, and p is the information that the leaves are poisonous. An intonation where the adjective receives more than regular phrase stress suggests itself (a ‘not-at-issue focus’, Arndt Riester, p.c.). Similarly, ja is fine with simple adjectives in contrastive focus. Finally, some speakers implement marked intonation by making creative use of capital letters, hyphens, commas and brackets in the adjectival domain.

In sum, ja can appear in genuinely embedded non-root constructions as long as it relates pieces of information as in section 2. It is not banned from any syntactic environment even though it is not semantically embeddable under descriptive operators. But much positive evidence indicates that the right environment for the DiP is distinguished information-structurally. If the DiP’s immediate host lacks root properties, focus is the last remaining indicator of the additional supplementary discourse function of p.

4 Conclusions

The DiP ja has been argued to fulfill a very specific and clearly relational discourse function. Prototypically, the two propositions related are associated with two independent utterances. The content proposition of a ja-assertion is not directly relevant to the QuD but justifies another assertion, question or request. In restrictive modifiers, central adverbials, factive clauses and many more environments, the DiP is rare, but not impossible. Its use is dependent on a discourse relation between pieces of information, just as with ja in root clauses, and whenever such a relation is expressed, the independent discourse status of p is reflected information-structurally.

While it is too early to speculate about ja being conventionally focus sensitive in the sense of Beaver & Clark (2008 [2]), efforts must be taken to further elucidate the relation between focus and ja. Earlier statements expressly denying the focus sensitivity of this DiP must be handled with care (e.g. Grosz 2014 [7][14]). The DiP patterns with other members of its class regarding its relational discourse function, and difficulties in embedding ja have been reduced to its specific meaning instead of peculiarly strict grammatical requirements. If in the end ja should prove to be focus-sensitive, this would only further unify the item and other notorious members of its class which have been argued to display (conventional) focus sensitivity (e.g. Egg 2012 [5] on schon, Grosz to appear [8] on doch, Mursell 2013 [18] on wohl).
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Abstract
The fact that counterfactuals in general license simplification of disjunctive antecedents is a familiar problem for the traditional Lewis-Stalnaker variably strict analysis of counterfactuals. This paper argues that recent semantic attempts to solve this problem in a variably strict setting do not address related simplification patterns and demonstrates that the data are well explained by a dynamic strict analysis of counterfactuals using ideas from the inquisitive semantic tradition.

1 The Plot
On a textbook variably strict analysis ([11],[18]) a would-counterfactual \( \phi \rightarrow \psi \) is true at some possible world \( w \) iff \( f_c(w, [\phi]) \subseteq [\psi] \), where \( f_c(w, [\phi]) \) denotes the \( \phi \)-worlds closest to \( w \) given some contextually provided similarity relation between worlds. The fact that counterfactuals in general license Simplification of Disjunctive Antecedents (SDA) is a familiar problem for this analysis ([5],[13]):

\[
SDA \ ( \phi \lor \psi ) \rightarrow \chi \models \phi \Rightarrow \chi, \psi \Rightarrow \chi
\]

Given classical disjunction, SDA inferences are unexpected in a variably strict setting since \( f_c(w, [\phi \lor \psi]) \neq f_c(w, [\phi]) \cup f_c(w, [\psi]) \) unless the closest \( \phi \)-worlds are just as close to \( w \) as are the closest \( \psi \)-worlds, leaving it unexplained why (1) entails that the party would have been fun if Alice had come and that the party would have been fun if Bert had come:

(1) If Alice or Bert had come to the party, it would have been fun.
   a. \( \lor \rightarrow \) If Alice had come to the party, it would have been fun.
   b. \( \lor \rightarrow \) If Bert had come to the party, it would have been fun.

The first observation of this paper—discussed in the remainder of this section—is that the trouble with simplification goes beyond SDA in interesting ways. The second observation is that the data are well explained by a dynamic strict analysis of counterfactuals that uses ideas from the inquisitive semantic tradition.

Semantic attempts to deal with the SDA trouble in a variably strict setting exist but do not address the full range of simplification data. One idea is to go with a Hamblin-style analysis of disjunction and then let if-clauses be universal quantifiers so that \( \phi \Rightarrow \psi \) is now true at some possible world \( w \) iff \( f_c(w, [\phi]) \subseteq [\psi] \) for all propositions \( p \) in the set of alternatives denoted by the antecedent \( \phi \)—a singleton in case of non-disjunctive antecedents; a set containing all the atomic propositional disjuncts if the antecedent is a disjunct (see [2]). Another idea is to adopt an existential analysis of disjunction—the antecedent of (1), for instance, would be of the form ‘\( \exists x. Cx \land (x = \text{Alice} \lor x = \text{Bert}) \)’ with ‘\( C \)’ denoting the property of coming to the party—and a treatment of indices of evaluation as world-assignment pairs. If we now say that two such pairs are unconnected (and hence none of them more similar to the index of evaluation than the other) if their assignments differ, we predict that the counterfactual selection function includes indices at which Alice comes to the party as well as indices at which Bert comes to the party (see [16]).

Both approaches explain why (1) simplifies but are hand-tailored to handle simplifications of disjunctive antecedents: what does the explanatory lifting in each approach is the special interaction between a non-classical analysis of disjunction with whatever is
involved in interpreting if-clauses. And this cannot be the whole story since a counterfactual like (2) with a negated conjunction as antecedent also simplifies (see [14]) and since a might-counterfactual such as (3) allows for simplification of its disjunctive consequent:

(2) If Nixon and Agnew had not both resigned, Ford would never have become president.
   a. \(\neg x \rightarrow \) If Nixon had not resigned, Ford would never have become president.
   b. \(\neg y \rightarrow \) If Agnew had not resigned, Ford would never have become president.

(3) If Mary had not gone to Pisa, she might have gone to Lisbon or Rome.
   a. \(\neg x \rightarrow \) If Mary had not gone to Pisa, she might have gone to Lisbon.
   b. \(\neg y \rightarrow \) If Mary had not gone to Pisa, she might have gone to Rome.

It will not do to just stipulate that (2) is evaluated by checking its consequent against the union of the closest worlds in which Nixon and Agnew do not resign, respectively: this fact calls for an explanation in terms of negation and conjunction just as much as SDA called for an explanation in terms of disjunction.\(^1\) Explaining the simplification pattern exhibited by might-counterfactuals such as (3) is also challenging in a variably strict setting under the reasonable assumption that \(\Diamond \land \) and \(\Diamond \lor \) are duals \(\Diamond \land \psi = \Diamond \neg \neg \Diamond \psi \). \(\Diamond \land \) and \(\Diamond \lor \) satisfy

\[
\Diamond \land \psi \equiv \neg (\neg \Diamond \land \neg \Diamond \lor \neg \psi)
\]

For observe that given some context \(\epsilon \), the truth of \((\neg \Diamond \land \neg \Diamond \lor \neg \psi)\) at some possible world \(w\) only requires that \(f_\epsilon(w, [\psi]) \lor [\psi] \not\subseteq \emptyset\) or \(f_\epsilon(w, [\psi]) \cap [\psi] \not\subseteq \emptyset\), not both. In any case, a comprehensive story about how and why counterfactuals simplify cannot be dependent on the interpretation of if-clauses (or on considerations about the similarity relation) alone since simplification is also a feature of disjunctive counterfactual consequents.

The Lewis-Stalnaker analysis has a problem with simplification that goes beyond the familiar observations about SDA. One may, of course, couple such an analysis with a powerful pragmatic supplement (see for instance [7],[17]) but in the following \(\S\) I demonstrate that the simplification data already receive a straightforward explanation in a suitably elaborated strict analysis of counterfactuals ([6],[8],[24]). \(\S\) shows how to avoid the most pressing problems with any theory that treats SDA as valid, including the observation that certain counterfactuals seem to resist simplification.

2 Basic Framework

The proposal to be developed here is that a would-counterfactual \(\Diamond \phi \rightarrow \psi\) is a strict material conditional \(\Box(\phi \rightarrow \psi)\) over a contextually determined but dynamically evolving domain of quantification presupposing that its antecedent \(\phi\) is a possibility in that domain. Assuming duality and that presuppositions project out of negation, a might-counterfactual \(\Diamond \phi \rightarrow \psi\) amounts to an assertion of \(\Diamond (\phi \land \psi)\) under the presupposition that \(\phi\) is possible. Once we predict that \(\Diamond (\phi \land \psi)\) and \(\Diamond (\neg \phi \land \neg \psi)\) entail \(\Diamond \phi\) as well as \(\Diamond \psi\) via a semantic free choice effect, we predict that (1)–(3) simplify in the way they do.

The target language \(\mathcal{L}\) contains a set of sentential atoms \(\mathcal{A} = \{p, q, \ldots\}\) and is closed under negation \(\neg\), conjunction \(\land\), disjunction \(\lor\), the modal possibility operator \(\Diamond\), and the would-counterfactual \((\land\rightarrow\)\). Other connectives are defined in the usual manner. I begin by stating a simple semantics for \(\mathcal{L}\) that predicts the free choice effect and the key simplification observations. The semantics does not give us everything one might hope for but—as I will show in the next section—many potential shortcomings are avoided once we add some bells and whistles to the basic story.

---

\(^1\)Not all counterfactuals with negated conjunctions simplify, as an anonymous reviewer helpfully points out: ‘If John had not had that terrible accident last week and died, he would have been here today’ does not license ‘If John had not died, he would have been here today’ since he still might have had that accident. What underlies this observation, I suggest, is that negated conjunctions sometimes give rise to a ‘neither’ rather than a ‘not both’ reading (see [20] for detailed discussion) and that, unsurprisingly, only the latter licenses simplification.
2.1 Modals

The analysis of modals is in the spirit of Veltman’s approach ([21]) but here we do not treat input contexts as sets of possible worlds but as sets of consistent propositions (which I call here alternatives).

Definition: Possible Worlds, Propositions. \( w \) is a possible world iff \( w : A \rightarrow \{0, 1\} \). \( W \) is the set of such \( w \)’s, \( P(W) \) is the powerset of \( W \). The function \( [\cdot] \) assigns to nonmodal formulas of \( L \) a proposition in the familiar fashion. \( \bot \) is the contradictory proposition (the empty set of possible worlds) while \( \uparrow \) is any consistent proposition.

Definition: States, Alternatives. A state \( s \subseteq P(W) \setminus \bot \) is any set of consistent propositions (alternatives). \( S \) is just the set of all such states. The information carried by a state \( s \) is the set of possible worlds compatible with it so that \( \text{info}(s) = \{ \{ \sigma : \sigma \in s \} \} \). We refer to \( \emptyset \) as the absurd state and speak of \( s_0 = P(W) \setminus \bot \) as the initial state.

States thus have informational content in the sense that they rule out certain ways the world could be. In addition, they encode this information as a set of alternatives (which do not have to be mutually exclusive).

States are updated by updating each of their alternatives. Updates on an alternative \( \sigma \) are sensitive to the state \( s \) containing it since modals perform tests on the state’s informational content. Furthermore, I will think of update rules as relations between alternatives to capture the inquisitive effect of disjunction and distinguish between a positive acceptance inducing update relation \( [\cdot]^+ \) and a negative rejection inducing update relation \( [\cdot]^− \) to allow for inquisitive negation (inspired by [1],[9]). So for instance we shall say:

\[
(A) \quad \sigma[p]^+ \tau \iff \tau = \sigma \cap [p] \\
\sigma[p]^− \tau \iff \tau = \sigma \setminus [p] \\
(−) \quad \sigma[¬φ]^+ \tau \iff \sigma[φ]^− \tau \\
\sigma[¬φ]^− \tau \iff \sigma[φ]^+ \tau
\]

A positive update with a sentential atom \( p \) eliminates from an alternative all possible worlds at which \( p \) is false while a negative update with \( p \) eliminates all possible worlds at which \( p \) is true. A positive update with \( ¬φ \) is just a negative update with \( φ \) and a negative update with \( ¬¬φ \) is just a positive update with \( φ \).

The basic idea about possibility modals is that they test whether their prejacent relates the information carried by a state to a contradiction \( \bot \) or to a consistent proposition \( \uparrow \):

\[
(⊙) \quad \sigma[⊙φ]^+ \tau \iff \{ w \in σ : \langle \text{info}(s), \downarrow \rangle \notin [φ]^+ \} \\
\sigma[⊙φ]^− \tau \iff \{ w \in σ : \langle \text{info}(s), \downarrow \rangle \notin [φ]^− \}
\]

For an alternative in a state \( s \) to pass the test imposed by a positive update with \( ⊗φ \), the information carried by \( s \) must not be related to the inconsistent proposition via a positive update with \( φ \). For an alternative in a state \( s \) to pass the test imposed by a negative update with \( ⊗φ \)—that is, a positive update with \( ⊗¬φ \)—the information carried by \( s \) must not be related to a consistent proposition via a positive update with \( φ \).

So far we only have a rewrite of classical Update Semantics but the present setup allows us to combine a test semantics for modals with an inquisitive analysis of disjunction and negated conjunction. Start by coupling each update rule for alternatives with a corresponding update procedure for states:

Definition: Updates on States. Define two update operations \( \uparrow, \downarrow : (L \times S) \rightarrow S \):

1. \( s \uparrow φ = \{ τ \neq \bot : 3σ \in s, \sigma[φ]^+ τ \} \)
2. \( s \downarrow φ = \{ τ \neq \bot : 3σ \in s, \sigma[φ]^− τ \} \)

A positive/negative update of some state \( s \) with \( φ \) delivers all the alternatives that are positively/negatively related to some element of \( s \) via \( φ \).

The proposal for disjunction is then the following one:
\[(\lor) \quad \sigma[\phi \lor \psi]_1^\top \tau \text{ iff } \sigma[\phi]_1^\top \tau \text{ or } \sigma[\psi]_1^\top \tau \]
\[\sigma[\phi \lor \psi]_1^\top \tau \text{ iff } \exists \nu: \sigma[\phi]_\nu^\top \tau \text{ and } \nu[\psi]_1^\top \tau \]

This analysis captures two important intuitions about disjunctions: first, in addition to ruling out certain possibilities they raise each of their disjuncts as an issue in discourse. We capture this by letting a disjunction relate an input alternative to two potentially distinct alternatives: the result of updating with the first and the result of updating with the second disjunct. Moreover, in a sentence such as “Mary is in Chicago or she must be in New York” the modal in the second disjunct naturally receives a modally subordinated interpretation: it is interpreted under the supposition that Mary is not in Chicago. We achieve this result by saying that whenever a disjunction is processed in light of some state \(s\), its second disjunct is processed in light of a negative update of \(s\) with the first disjunct.

Given some state \(s\), a positive update with a conjunction \(\phi \land \psi\) proceeds via a positive update with \(\phi\) light of \(s\) and then via a positive update with \(\psi\) in light of \(s \uparrow \phi\):
\[(\land) \quad \sigma[\phi \land \psi]_1^\top \tau \text{ iff } \exists \nu: \sigma[\phi]_\nu^\top \tau \text{ and } \nu[\psi]_1^\top \tau \]

The rules for negative updates with disjunctions and conjunctions enforce the validity of De Morgan’s Laws.

Let me highlight some predictions before moving on to conditionals. As a preparation, define the notions of support, entailment, and consistency in the familiar dynamic fashion:

**Definition: Support, Entailment, Consistency.** Take any \(s \in S\) and formulas of \(\mathcal{L}\):

1. \(s\) supports \(\phi\), \(s \vdash \phi\), if \(s \uparrow \phi = s\)
2. \(\phi_1, \ldots, \phi_n\) entails \(\psi\), \(\phi_1, \ldots, \phi_n \models \psi\), iff for all \(s \in S\), \(s \uparrow \phi_1 \ldots \uparrow \phi_n \models \psi\)
3. \(\phi_1, \ldots, \phi_n\) is consistent iff for some \(s \in S\): \(s \uparrow \phi_1 \ldots \uparrow \phi_n \neq \emptyset\)

A state supports \(\phi\) just in case a positive update of \(s\) with \(\phi\) idles. Entailment is just guaranteed preservation of support and the consistency of a sequence requires that a positive update with it sometimes results in a non-absurd state. It would, of course, be possible to define the notions of entailment and consistency on the basis of \(\downarrow\), but I set an exploration of this interesting avenue aside for now.

Disjunctions embedded under a possibility operator then exhibit the free choice effect:

**Fact 1.** \(\Diamond(p \lor q) \models \Diamond p \land \Diamond q\)

The underlying observation here is that \(s \uparrow \Diamond (p \lor q) \neq \emptyset\) only if \(\langle \text{info}(s), \perp \rangle \notin [p \lor q]_+^\top\). But suppose that \(\text{info}(s)\) fails to contain both \(p\)- and \(q\)-worlds: then \([p]_s^\top\) or \([q]_s^\top\) does relate \(\text{info}(s)\) to \(\perp\), hence \(\text{info}(s)[p \lor q]_1^\top \perp\) and thus \(\langle \text{info}(s), \perp \rangle \in [p \lor q]_1^\top\) after all. So if \(s \uparrow \Diamond (p \lor q) \neq \emptyset\), then \(s \uparrow \Diamond q = s\) and \(s \uparrow \Diamond p = s\).

Note that \(\Diamond (p \lor q) \neq \Diamond (p \land q)\) since passing the test conditions under consideration does not require the presence of a \(p \land q\)-world in \(\text{info}(s)\). Furthermore, it is easy to see that the free choice effect also arises if \(\Diamond\) scopes over a negated conjunction since for all choices of \(s \in S\) we have \([-\neg(\phi \land \neg \psi)]_s^\top = [\phi \lor \psi]_s^\top\) by design.

We also account for the observation (see [1] and references therein) that embedding a disjunctive possibility under negation reverts disjunction to its classical behavior:

**Fact 2.** \(\neg \Diamond (p \lor q) \models \neg \Diamond p \land \neg \Diamond q\)

Observe that \(s \uparrow \neg \Diamond (p \lor q) \neq \emptyset\) only if \(\langle \text{info}(s), \perp \rangle \notin [p \lor q]^-_1\). But suppose that \(\text{info}(s)\) contains a \(p\)- or a \(q\)-world: then \([p]_s^\top\) or \([q]_s^\top\) does relate \(\text{info}(s)\) to \(\perp\), hence \(\text{info}(s)[p \lor q]_1^- \perp\) and thus \(\langle \text{info}(s), \perp \rangle \in [p \lor q]^-_1\) after all. So if \(s \uparrow \neg \Diamond (p \lor q) \neq \emptyset\), then \(s \uparrow \neg \Diamond p = s\) and \(s \uparrow \neg \Diamond q = s\).
We may also observe that the framework developed here preserves key insights from the dynamic analysis of modals, including the internal dynamics of conjunction:

**Fact 3.** \( \neg p \land \Diamond p \) is inconsistent

Here it pays off that updates are defined relative to a shifty state parameter \( s \). Clearly \( \text{info}(s \uparrow \neg p) \) does not contain any \( p \)-worlds and so any update with \( \neg \Diamond p \) in light of \( s \uparrow \neg p \) is guaranteed to result in the absurd state.

Finally, let me just state some observations about the material conditional and the necessity operator that are of relevance for the upcoming discussion:

**Fact 4.** For all \( s \in S \): \[ \square \phi \psi \] \( \models (\neg \Diamond (\phi \land \neg \psi)) \) and \( \models (\Diamond (\phi \lor \psi)) \). These identities follow immediately if we treat \( \odot \) and \( \square \) as duals and adopt the standard analysis of the material conditional in terms of conjunction and negation.

In sum, the proposal developed so far combines a test semantics for modals with an inquisitive approach to disjunction and negated conjunction in a way that captures the scope as well as the limits of the free choice effect. Let me now turn to counterfactuals.

### 2.2 Counterfactuals

A would-counterfactual is a strict material conditional presupposing that its antecedent is possible. Following standard protocol I treat might- and would-counterfactuals as duals and presuppositions as definedness conditions on updating ([10],[3]):

\[
\begin{align*}
(\odot & \rightarrow) \quad \sigma [\phi \rightarrow \psi]_\tau \quad {\text{iff}} \quad \sigma [\Diamond \phi]_\tau \land \sigma [\square (\phi \Rightarrow \psi)]_\tau \\
(\odot & \leftarrow) \quad \sigma [\phi \leftarrow \psi]_\tau \quad {\text{iff}} \quad \sigma [\Diamond \phi]_\tau \land \sigma [\square (\phi \Rightarrow \psi)]_\tau.
\end{align*}
\]

Given some state \( s \), a positive or negative update with \( \phi \rightarrow \psi \) fails to relate an input alternative \( \sigma \) to any output in case the information carried by \( s \) is incompatible with \( \phi \) (the presupposition thus projects out of negation). Assuming that the presupposition is satisfied, a positive update with \( \phi \rightarrow \psi \) then tests whether \( s \) supports \( \phi \Rightarrow \psi \) while a negative update effectively asks whether \( \phi \land \neg \psi \) is compatible with \( s \).

For convenience, let me state explicitly the update rules for might-counterfactuals:

\[
\begin{align*}
(\odot & \rightarrow) \quad \sigma [\phi \rightarrow \psi]_\tau \quad {\text{iff}} \quad \sigma [\Diamond \phi]_\tau \land \sigma [\Diamond (\phi \Rightarrow \psi)]_\tau \\
(\odot & \leftarrow) \quad \sigma [\phi \leftarrow \psi]_\tau \quad {\text{iff}} \quad \sigma [\Diamond \phi]_\tau \land \sigma [\Diamond (\phi \Rightarrow \psi)]_\tau.
\end{align*}
\]

These update rules are an immediate consequence of treating \( \odot \rightarrow \) and \( \odot \leftarrow \) as duals.

It is of course uncontroversial that this analysis predicts that counterfactuals simplify if their antecedents involve a disjunction or a negated conjunction:

**Fact 5.** \((p \lor q) \rightarrow r \equiv p \rightarrow r, q \rightarrow r \) and \((p \land q) \rightarrow r \equiv \neg p \rightarrow r, \neg q \rightarrow r\)

This is an immediate consequence of analyzing would-counterfactuals as strict material conditionals. The claim that counterfactuals presuppose the possibility of their antecedents, however, immediately predicts that \( s \uparrow (p \lor q) \rightarrow r = \emptyset \) unless \( \text{info}(s) \) includes \( p \)-as well as \( q \)-worlds due to the free choice effect. I will come back to this fact momentarily, but we can already at this stage observe the following fact about might-counterfactuals:

---

\[ ^2 \text{Bringing presuppositions into the picture also raises the question of how they project and a proper answer requires minor modifications to some of our original update rules. For instance, in order to predict that presuppositions project out of the possibility operator one would need to say that } \sigma [\langle \text{info}(s), \downarrow \rangle \not\in [\phi]_\tau \text{ holds just in case } \tau = \{ w \in \sigma : \langle \text{info}(s), \downarrow \rangle \not\in [\phi]_\tau \} \text{ and, moreover, } \exists \nu. \sigma [\phi]_\tau \nu. \text{ Likewise for the negative entry: } \sigma [\neg \phi]_\tau \text{ holds just in case } \tau = \{ w \in \sigma : \langle \text{info}(s), \downarrow \rangle \not\in [\phi]_\tau \} \text{ and, moreover, } \exists \nu. \sigma [\phi \neg \nu]. \text{ I set these additional complexities, which would also affect the update rules to disjunction, aside to streamline the notation and since getting all the facts about presupposition projection right goes beyond the scope of this investigation.} \]
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Fact 6. \( p \rightarrow (q \lor r) \equiv p \rightarrow q, p \rightarrow r \)

Clearly a state supports ‘\( p \rightarrow (q \lor r) \)’ just in case it supports ‘\( \Diamond p \)’ and ‘\( \Diamond (q \lor r) \)’ and hence—due to the free choice effect—both ‘\( \Diamond q \)’ and ‘\( \Diamond r \)’. So we predict that might-counterfactuals such as (3) simplify in the way the do. In contrast would-counterfactuals with disjunctive consequents rightly fail to simplify: a nonempty state supporting ‘\( p \land (q \land \neg r) \)’, for instance, supports ‘\( p \rightarrow (q \land r) \)’ without supporting ‘\( (p \rightarrow q) \rightarrow r \)’.

This is all good news but there remain some open problems. Fine and Warmbröd worry that SDA entails the validity of **Antecendent Strengthening (AS)** assuming substitution of logical equivalents in conditional antecedents (see [5],[22]). While AS fails to be valid here since a state may support the possibility presupposition carried by ‘\( \phi \rightarrow \chi \)’ without supporting the one carried by ‘\( (\phi \land \psi) \rightarrow \chi \)’, the framework developed so far fails to leave room for the consistency of Sobel sequences such as (4):

(4) If Mary had come to the party, it would have been fun. But if Bert had come too, it would not have been fun.

No consistent state compatible with Alice and Bert coming to the party can support the asserted contents of both counterfactuals, and every state that is incompatible with that possibility inevitably fails to satisfy the presuppositions carried by the first or the second member of the sequence. In any case updating with the sequence in (4) is guaranteed to result in the absurd state and thus counts as inconsistent, which is not a good result.

The second worry is that there are familiar cases in which simplification of disjunctive antecedents seems to fail. McKay and van Inwagen ([12]) consider the following case:

(5) If Spain had fought for the Axis or the Allies, she would have fought for the Axis.
   a. --- If Spain had fought for the Axis, she would have fought for the Axis.
   b. ??? If Spain had fought for the Allies, she would have fought for the Axis.

(5a) is of course trivial but (5b) is objectionable, contrary to what SDA predicts.

Both problems can be solved by adding a few complexities to our basic story about presupposition and assertion. Presuppositions in general and possibility presuppositions in particular are normally **accommodated** as discourse proceeds, allowing counterfactual domains of quantification to evolve dynamically—this is what underlies the consistency of Sobel sequences. Assertions sometimes conflict with other bits of information taken for granted in discourse and thus may **pragmatically** trigger modifications of the input context so that the proposed update may be processed—this is what explains why SDA is semantically valid but occasionally defeated by intervening pragmatic factors.

3 Hyperstates

The twist to the basic story is the idea that modals and counterfactuals are quantifiers over a **minimal** and **dynamically evolving** domain of quantification. To make sense of this idea we let context determine a slightly more complex background for processing counterfactuals: instead of thinking of a context as providing a single state, we will think of it as providing a set of (nonempty) states. Intuitively, the information carried by each state can be understood as a domain of quantification, and counterfactuals then pertain to whatever states come with the strongest informational content.

**Definition: Hyperstates.** A **hyperstate** \( \pi \subseteq \mathcal{P}(S) \backslash \emptyset \) is any set of nonempty states. We say that \( s' \leq_\pi s \), \( s' \) is at least as strong as \( s \) in \( \pi \), iff \( s, s' \in \pi \) and \( \text{info}(s') \subseteq \text{info}(s) \). \( \Pi \) is the set of all hyperstates. We refer to \( \emptyset \) as the **absurd** hyperstate and treat \( \pi_0 = \mathcal{P}(S) \backslash \emptyset \) as the **initial** hyperstate.
Thinking of contexts as hyperstates requires some modifications to our update system. Fortunately, our update procedures for alternatives can stay the same. But states are now updated in light of a hyperstate and updates with modals now pertain to those elements of a hyperstate whose informational content is strongest. We achieve this by slightly modifying the update functions for states in the following manner:

**Definition: Hyper-updates on States** Define update functions $\uparrow_s, \downarrow_s : \mathcal{L} \rightarrow (S \rightarrow S)$ as follows:

1. $s \uparrow_s \phi = \{ \tau \neq \bot : \exists \sigma \in s \exists s' \leq \sigma s. \sigma[\phi]_\sigma^\tau \}$
2. $s \downarrow_s \phi = \{ \tau \neq \bot : \exists \sigma \in s \exists s' \leq \sigma s. \sigma[\phi]_\sigma^s \}$

To see why these modifications matter, consider how a modal now interacts with some $s \in \pi$: an update of $s$ with $\Box p'$ now tests whether there is some $s' \leq s$ whose informational content $\text{info}(s')$ includes a $p$-world. Clearly, this is so just in case $\text{info}(s)$ includes a $p$-world as well, and so possibility modals work exactly as before. But the twist does matter when it comes to an update with $\Box \neg p'$: this now tests whether there is some $s' \leq s$ whose informational content $\text{info}(s')$ exclusively consists of $p$-worlds, and that may be so even if $\text{info}(s)$ itself includes a possible world at which $p$ is false (though of course no state stronger than $s'$ may contain a $\neg p$-world). So in this sense $\Box \neg$ becomes a strict quantifier over the informational content of the strongest members of a hyperstate. Updating with nonmodal formulas of $\mathcal{L}$ stays the same.

We now define what it takes for a context understood as selecting a hyperstate to accept and admit $\phi$ and define updates on hyperstates on that basis:

**Definition: Acceptance, Admission, Updates on Hyperstates.** Consider arbitrary $\pi \in \Pi$ and $\phi \in \mathcal{L}$:

1. $\pi$ accepts $\phi$, $\pi \models \phi$, iff for all $s' \in \pi$ there exists some $s \leq s'$: $s \uparrow^\pi \phi = s$
2. $\pi$ admits $\phi$, $\pi \triangleright \phi$, iff $\pi \not\models \neg \phi$
3. $\pi + \phi = \{ s \uparrow^\pi \phi : s \in \pi \land \pi \triangleright \phi \} \setminus \emptyset$

Acceptance of $\phi$ amounts to support by the strongest states in a hyperstate. An update with $\phi$ is admitted as long as its negation is not accepted. And finally, a hyperstate is updated with $\phi$ by updating each of its elements with $\phi$ and collecting the nonempty results, provided that an update with $\phi$ is admissible.

Entailment and consistency are again understood in the familiar dynamic fashion:

**Definition: Entailment and Consistency (Hyperstates).** Take any $\pi \in \Pi$ and formulas of $\mathcal{L}$:

1. $\phi_1, \ldots, \phi_n$ entails $\psi$, $\phi_1, \ldots, \phi_n \models \psi$, iff for all $\pi \in \Pi$, $\pi + \phi_n \ldots + \phi_1 \models \psi$
2. $\phi_1, \ldots, \phi_n$ is consistent iff for some $\pi \in \Pi$: $\pi + \phi_1 \ldots + \phi_n \not\models \emptyset$

This setup preserves everything said in §2 but in addition allows for a Sobel sequence like $p \rightarrow r$ followed by $((p \land q) \rightarrow \neg r)$ to be consistent. To see why, assume that $w_1 \in [p \land \neg q \land r]$ that $w_2 \in [p \land q \land \neg r]$, and let $\pi = \{ s, s' \}$ be such that $\text{info}(s) = \{ w_1 \}$ while $\text{info}(s') = \{ w_1, w_2 \}$. Then clearly both $s$ and $s'$ satisfy the presupposition carried by the first counterfactual in the sequence and since $s \leq s'$ and $s \uparrow^s p \rightarrow r = s$, we have $\pi + p \rightarrow r = \pi$. Notice furthermore that $\pi \not\models \neg((p \land q) \rightarrow r)$ since we have $s \uparrow^s \neg((p \land q) \rightarrow r) \neq s$: here the underlying observation is that $s$ is the strongest state in $\pi$ but fails support the counterfactual’s possibility presupposition $\Box (p \land q)$. So $\pi$ admits an update with the second member of the Sobel sequence, resulting in a consistent hyperstate $\pi' = \{ s' \}$, as desired. More complex Sobel sequences can be consistently processed in more complex hyperstates. I conclude that the validity of SDA is compatible with the fact that counterfactuals resist AS so that Sobel sequences are consistent.
It remains to comment on the fact that counterfactuals with disjunctive antecedents do not seem to simplify across the board. Here I maintain that SDA is semantically valid and that there is a principled story for why pragmatic factors sometimes intervene. Part of the picture is that the problematic counterfactual (repeated here for convenience) intuitively communicates that Spain would never have fought for Allies.

(5) If Spain had fought for the Axis or the Allies, she would have fought for the Axis.

In fact, explicitly acknowledging the possibility of Spain joining the Allies renders (5) unacceptable (see also [19]):

(6) Spain might have fought for the Allies. But if Spain had fought for the Axis or the Allies, she would have fought for the Axis.

Given this communicative effect it is not surprising that a context that has been strengthened with (5) fails to support ‘If Spain had fought for the Allies, she would have fought for the Axis’ since it fails to satisfy the counterfactual’s possibility presupposition.

One may think that the previous observation immediately undermines the proposal that counterfactuals with disjunctive antecedents presuppose the possibility of each disjunct. But this is not so: an indicative conditional such as ‘If John wins the competition, then I am the Flying Dutchman’ communicates—in ordinary circumstances anyway—that John will not win the competition, but there is no serious doubt that indicative conditionals presuppose that their antecedent is a possibility in the common ground. What is needed is a general story about how conditional assertions may at times remove worlds at which their antecedents are true from the domain of quantification.

Here is how such a story might go. Consider the asserted content of (5) in a context in which the counterfactual’s possibility presupposition has been accommodated: updating with that content would result in a context in which Spain might have fought on the Axis and the Allies side, and hence clear to all discourse participants that updating with the asserted content of (5) results in the absurd state. Yet speakers are in general cooperative and thus do not propose to add information to the common ground that is incompatible with what is taken for granted. In these lights, it makes good sense to say that a speaker may communicate \( \psi \) by asserting \( \phi \) in case updating the discourse with \( \phi \) results in the absurd state but updating that context with \( \psi \) and then with \( \phi \) does not. More precisely:

Suppose that \( \pi + \phi = \emptyset \) but \( \pi + \psi + \phi \neq \emptyset \) and for all \( \chi \) such that \( \pi + \chi + \phi \neq \emptyset \), \( \pi + \chi \vdash \psi \). Then an utterance amounting to an assertion of \( \phi \) in \( \pi \) by default pragmatically implies a proposal to update \( \pi + \psi \) with \( \phi \).

Suppose then that \( \pi \models \Box \Delta x \land \Box \Delta 1 \) yet also \( \pi \models \neg (\Delta x \land \Delta 1) \), and consider \( \pi + \Box((\Delta x \lor \Delta 1) \supset \Delta x) \), that is, the result of updating \( \pi \) with the asserted content of (5). Clearly \( \pi + \Box((\Delta x \lor \Delta 1) \supset \Delta x) \models \Box (\Delta x \land \Delta 1) \) and hence the update results in the absurd state. But we can also observe that \( \pi + \neg \Delta 1 \) is consistent and can be consistently updated with the asserted content of (5) and so we predict—given the pragmatic twist just proposed—that the assertion that comes with an utterance of (5) implies that Spain would not have sided with the Allies. Since this is an implicature, we expect it to be cancellable, which is just what we have in (6). Furthermore, \( \pi + \neg \Delta x \), while consistent, cannot be consistently updated with the asserted content of (5), and so we do not make the wrong prediction that there is an implicature that Spain would not have sided with the Axis.

I thus conclude that there is a principled pragmatic explanation for why certain counterfactuals resist simplification. The reason, in brief, is that certain counterfactuals imply information in addition to asserting a strict material conditional, and that this additional information may in fact eliminate possibilities that have been brought into view by presupposed content. While this account taps into pragmatic resources to account for the problematic data, the needed assumption appears to be fairly modest and well-motivated.
4 Conclusion

A dynamic strict analysis that exploits insights from inquisitive semantics predicts why counterfactuals simplify in the way they do. The explanation is compatible with the consistency of Sobel sequences and with the fact that certain counterfactuals resist simplification for principled pragmatic reasons.

Let me conclude the discussion by pointing to two remaining tasks left for another day. First, simplification is not a feature particular to counterfactual conditionals: indicative conditionals are just as amenable to simplification as are their counterfactual cousins. What is needed then is a story about how the framework developed here can be generalized so that it covers other conditional constructions as well. While this is not a trivial task, the basic idea is clear: all conditionals are strict and come with a possibility presupposition; their differences amount to differences in the domain of quantification.

Second, the attempt to combine a dynamic treatment of modals with an inquisitive treatment of disjunction brings to mind the question, discussed by [4] and [15], of how to distinguish between informative, inquisitive, and attentive content. Here I want to briefly observe that the notion of a hyperstate is fine-grained enough to keep track of various kinds of discourse information. First, there is the informational content of a hyperstate $\pi$, understood as the possible worlds compatible with what is taken for granted: $\text{Info}(\pi) = \bigcup \{\text{info}(s) : s \in \pi\}$. Second, we may associate with $\pi$ an issue understood as the set of its maximal alternatives: $\text{Issue}(\pi) = \{\sigma : \sigma \in \text{Alt}(\pi) \& \neg \exists \tau \in \text{Alt}(\pi), \sigma \subset \tau\}$, where $\text{Alt}(\pi) = \bigcup \{s : s \in \pi\}$. Looking at the initial hyperstate $\pi_0$ we can then say that an atomic sentence $p$ has $[p]$ as its informational content in the sense that the informational content of $\pi_0 + p$ is just $[p]$. For parallel reasons we can say that ‘$p \lor q$’ has $[p] \cup [q]$ as its informational content and $\{[p], [q]\}$ as its inquisitive content since $[p]$ and $[q]$ are in the issue of $\pi_0 + p \lor q$. The distinction between the informativeness of a formula and its inquisitiveness is thus analyzed in terms of the potential to eliminate possibilities and to raise issues in discourse. And this strategy also allows us to look at hyperstates in a way that identifies yet another kind of content. Let me explain.

Earlier I said that each element of a hyperstate is a potential domain of quantification. If we think of a domain of quantification as a candidate for the region of logical space that is relevant for the modal discourse under consideration, it makes sense to think of a hyperstate $\pi$ as identifying what I have called elsewhere a set of serious or live possibilities (see [23]), that is, the possibilities compatible with every state in $\pi$: $\text{Live}(\pi) = \{\sigma : \forall s \in \pi \exists w \in \text{info}(s), w \in \sigma\}$. We can then say that a sentence has attentive content in virtue of its potential to bring hitherto ignored possibilities into view: ‘$\circ p$’, for instance, has $[p]$ as its attentive content since $\pi_0 + \circ p$ treats $[p]$ as a live possibility, and for parallel reasons ‘$\circ (p \lor q)$’ has $[p], [q]$ as its attentive content.

A comprehensive discussion would explore in more detail what predictions the setup sketched here makes about the interaction between informational, inquisitive, and attentive content, and how it predictions differ from those of other frameworks. For now, let me just conclude that the framework is of general semantic interest beyond its capacity to handle some empirical challenges pertaining to inferences licensed by counterfactual conditionals: it combines a very attractive dynamic semantic treatment of possibility modals as highlighting the significance of certain possibilities in discourse with a—no less attractive— inquisitive treatment of disjunction as refining issues in discourse. The fact that combining these treatments allows us to make substantial progress toward a better understanding of the free choice effect gives us all the more reason to think that the dynamic inquisitive story told here deserves further exploration.
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Abstract

Despite the well-known fact that \(\diamond\)-questions systematically accept mention-some answers, number marking on \(wh\)-complements adds two constraints to the distributional pattern of mention-some. First, a singular question admits a unique true answer and hence disallows mention-some. Second, a plural question disallows a mention-some answer that names only a singularity. I argue that the former constraint comes from a closure requirement on short answers, and the latter from the anti-presupposition of the plural morpheme.

1 Introduction

Generally speaking, good answers are exhaustive answers. For example, to properly answer (1), one needs to specify all the actual attendants to the party, as in (1a). We call exhaustive answers like (1a) “mention-all (MA) answers”. If an addressee can name only some of the attendants, then to be cooperative, he would ignorance-mark his answer. For instance, he could state the ignorance inference explicitly as in (1b), or mark his answer with a prosodic rise-fall-rise contour as in (1c). If a non-exhaustive answer is not properly marked, it would be interpreted exhaustively.

(1) Who came the party?
   (w: only John and Mary came to the party.)
   a. John and Mary did.
   b. John did. I’m not sure who else did.
   c. JOHN did.

Contrary to (1), as firstly observed by Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984), \(wh\)-questions with an existential modal, called “\(\diamond\)-questions” henceforth, also admit non-exhaustive answers. For instance, one can naturally answer the \(\diamond\)-question (2) by specifying one or all of the qualified candidates. The MA answer (2b) can be either a conjunction or a disjunction; in the disjunctive form, the MA answer takes a free choice interpretation. Crucially, the non-exhaustive answer (2a), unlike (1b-c), does not need to carry any ignorance-mark. To highlight this difference, we call (2a) “mention-some (MS) answers”, while (1b-c) “partial answers”.

(2) Who can chair the committee?
   (w: the committee can and can only be chaired by John or Mary.)
   a. John. [MS answer]
   b. John and/or Mary. [MA answer]

\[\text{I am very grateful to Gennaro Chierchia, Danny Fox, and the reviewers of Amsterdam Colloquium for helpful comments. I am also thankful to Patrick Elliott, Jon Gajewski, Martin Hackl, Andreas Haida, Irene Heim, Jim Huang, Manfred Krifka, Clemens Mayr, Andreia Nicolae, Floris Roelofsen, Uli Sauerland, Roger Schwarzschild, Anna Szabolcsi, Satoshi Tomiyoka, Wataru Uegaki, and the audiences at MIT, ZAS, UCL, QiD 2015, and NELS 46 for their comments on earlier versions of this paper.}\]
Moreover, number-marking on wh-complements adds two more pieces of complexities to the distributional pattern of MS. First, a singular question, namely a wh-question where the wh-complement is marked as singular, can have only one true answer. For instance, (3b) is incoherent because the second clause contradicts the uniqueness inference that only one of the professors can chair.

(3) a. Who can chair the committee? √ I know that several professors can.
   b. Which professor can chair the committee? # I know that several professors can.
   c. Which professors can chair the committee? √ I know that several professors can.

Second, a plural ◇-question rejects an MS answer that names only an atomic individual. Compare (4) and (5). If the committee should have one chair but multiple members, an MS answer of (4) and (5), if it is available, names an atomic individual (e.g. John) and a sum (e.g. John+Mary), respectively. With this difference, while (5) admits both MS and MA answers, (4) accepts only the MA answer (4b) and requires the non-exhaustive answer (4a) to be ignorance-marked. The contrast between (4-5) is more salient in embedding contexts: (6a) requires John to know the MA answer of (4); while (6b) only requires John to know an MS answer of (5).

(4) Which professors can chair the committee?
   (w: the committee can and can only be chaired by either John or Mary.)
   a. John. # (I’m not sure who else can.)
   b. John and/or Mary.

(5) Which professors can form the committee?
   (w: the committee can only be formed by any two professors among John, Mary, and Sue.)
   a. John+Mary.
   b. John+Mary, John+Sue, and/or Mary+Sue.

(6) a. John knows which professors can chair the committee.
   b. John knows which professors can form the committee.

2 Previous Studies

2.1 Dayal (1996)

Uniqueness: the strongest true answer exists

Dayal (1996) adopts the Hamblin-Karttunen semantics of questions and defines a presuppositional AnsD-operator to derive good answers from the Hamblin denotation: AnsD(Q)(w) returns the unique strongest true answer of Q in w and presupposes its existence. The strongest true answer is the true answer that entails all the true answers.

\[
\text{AnsD}(Q)(w) = \exists p[w \in p \land \forall q[w \in q \rightarrow p \subseteq q]].
\]

The presupposition of AnsD captures the uniqueness requirement of singular questions: in a singular question, the presupposition of AnsD is satisfied if this question has a unique true answer which names a singularity. First, following Link (1983), Dayal assumes that a singular NP denotes a set of atomics, while a plural NP ranges over both atomic and sum domains. For instance, with two professors j and m taken into considerations, we have \( \text{professor'} = [j, m] \) and \( \text{professor'} = *\text{professor'} = [j, m, j \oplus m] \). Thus, the Hamblin set denoted by the plural question (8a) includes plural propositions, while the one denoted by the singular question (8b) does not. For simplicity, I use \( Q_w \) to represent the full set of true answers of Q in w: \( Q_w = \{p : w \in p \in Q\} \). In a world where multiple professors came to the party, (8a)
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has a strongest true answer, namely the plural answer, but (8b) does not. Thus, finally, exercising \( \text{Ans}_D \) in (8b) gives rise to a presupposition failure.

(8) \( (w): \) among the professors, only John and Mary came to the party.

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
a. \text{Which professors came to the party?} & b. \text{Which professor came to the party?} \\
Q = \{\text{came}'(x) : x \in \text{"professor"}\} & Q = \{\text{came}'(x) : x \in \text{professor}\} \\
Q_w = \{\text{came}'(j), \text{came}'(m), \text{came}'(j \oplus m)\} & Q_w = \{\text{came}'(j), \text{came}'(m)\} \\
\text{Ans}_D(Q)(w) = \text{came}'(j \oplus m) & \text{Ans}_D(Q)(w) \text{ is undefined}
\end{array}
\]

To sum up, Dayal’s account of uniqueness predicts that a question is always defined iff its answer space is closed under conjunction, which ensures the existence of the strongest true answer.\(^1\)

### MS answers are partial answers

Dayal’s (1996) analysis predicts that a question primarily has only one good answer, namely the strongest true answer. But an MS answer cannot be the strongest, why is it acceptable in \( \cap \)-questions? Dayal (in prep: chapter 3) attributes the acceptability of MS to pragmatic factors and assumes that MS answers are special partial answers that are sufficient for the goal behind the question.\(^2\) This idea follows the lines of Groenendijk & Stokhof (1984), van Rooij (2004), van Rooij & Schulz (2006), and among the others: a non-exhaustive answer does not have to carry an ignorance-mark as long as it suffices for the conversational goal of the question. For example, consider the question \( \text{where can I get gas?} \). If the goal for the questioner is just to find a place to get gas, the addressee only needs to name one accessible gas station; in contrast, if the goal is to investigate the gas market in the considered area, the addressee needs to list out all the gas stations in the considered area. For simplicity, let us call the former goal a “mention-one” goal, while the latter a “mention-all” goal.

I agree that pragmatics plays a role in distributing MS; for instance, if a question is semantically ambiguous between MS and MA, a goal that calls for an exhaustive answer can block MS. But, I doubt that MS is derived pragmatically from the start. This claim has already been reached by George (2011) and Fox (2013). I provide two more empirical arguments against the pragmatic account of MS.

First, intermediate answers, which are more informative than MS answers, are partial answers and must be ignorance-marked. For instance, under a “mention-one” goal, the intermediate answer (9b), which names more than one but not all of the candidates, should be sufficient for the goal; nevertheless, (9b) must to be ignorance-marked, otherwise would be interpreted exhaustively.

(9) \( (w): \) Who can chair the committee?

\[
\begin{array}{ll}
a. \text{John. (I’m not sure who else can.)} & b. \text{John and/or Mary. # (I’m not sure who else can.)} \\
c. \text{John, Mary, and/or Sue.}
\end{array}
\]

More generally, the obligatory ignorance-mark on intermediate answers suggests that whether an answer admits a non-exhaustive reading is primarily determined by its grammatical structure: an unmarked individual answer can be non-exhaustive; while an unmarked disjunctive or conjunctive answer cannot.

---

\(^1\)Note that closing the quantificational domain of the \( \text{wh} \)-item under sum does not guarantee the existence of the strongest true answer. In (1), \( ab \) and \( cd \) each formed a team does not entail \( abcd \) together formed one. To avoid overly predicting a presupposition failure, Dayal should include the conjunctive proposition \( \text{form}'(a \oplus b) \land \text{form}'(c \oplus d) \) as a possible answer.

(1) \( (w): \) Who formed a team?  

\( Q_w : \{\text{form}'(a \oplus b), \text{form}'(c \oplus d)\} \)

\(^2\)Dayal (in prep: chapter 3) adds the following condition to capture the distributional pattern of MS in plural questions: an MS answer should be able to be used as an MA answer of the given question in a compatible world. She claims that there is no world where a proposition naming a singularity could be used as an MA answer of a plural question. Accordingly, (4a) is not qualified to be an MS answer because it cannot be an MA answer of (4).
First, in embedding contexts, good answers are always mention-one or mention-all, as in (10a) and (10b), respectively. But a conversational goal can be naming any amount of chair candidates. For instance, the following scenario has a “mention-three” goal: the dean wants to make plans for a committee and wants to meet three people who can chair this committee. In this scenario, a pragmatic account incorrectly predicts (10) to take the odd reading (10c): (10) is true iff John knows three or more candidates, and false if John knows less than three candidates. A semantic account, on the other hand, can easily handle the unacceptability of (10c): good answers generated from logical forms are either mention-one or mention-all, not intermediate.

2.2 Fox (2013)

MS answers are maximally informative true answers

To capture MS grammatically, Fox (2013) proposes a weaker AnsF-operator: AnsF(Q)(w) returns the set of maximally informative (MaxI) true answers of Q in w, each of which is a good answer. A true answer is MaxI iff it is not asymmetrically entailed by any true answers. A cross-categorical definition for MaxI is given in (12).

\[
\text{AnsF}(Q)(w) = \{ p : w \in p \land \forall q[w \in q \rightarrow q \not\subset p]\} = \text{MaxI}(Q_w) \quad \text{(First version)}
\]

Next, Fox proposes that a question admits MS iff the output set of exercising AnsF can be non-singleton. Compare (13-14). Underlining highlights their MaxI true answers. The basic wh-question (13) can have only one MaxI true answer; while the \(\diamond\)-question (14) can have multiple ones, which are all MS answers.

2.2 Fox (2013)

MS answers are maximally informative true answers

To capture MS grammatically, Fox (2013) proposes a weaker AnsF-operator: AnsF(Q)(w) returns the set of maximally informative (MaxI) true answers of Q in w, each of which is a good answer. A true answer is MaxI iff it is not asymmetrically entailed by any true answers. A cross-categorical definition for MaxI is given in (12).

\[
\text{AnsF}(Q)(w) = \{ p : w \in p \land \forall q[w \in q \rightarrow q \not\subset p]\} = \text{MaxI}(Q_w) \quad \text{(First version)}
\]

Next, Fox proposes that a question admits MS iff the output set of exercising AnsF can be non-singleton. Compare (13-14). Underlining highlights their MaxI true answers. The basic wh-question (13) can have only one MaxI true answer; while the \(\diamond\)-question (14) can have multiple ones, which are all MS answers.

Uniqueness: the IE-exhaustification of some answer is true

The AnsF-operator defined in (11), however, cannot capture the uniqueness requirement of singular questions. For instance, both the true answers in (15a) are MaxI. Thus, (11) incorrectly predicts that a singular question is an MS question.

\[
\text{AnsF}(Q)(w) = \{ p : w \in p \land \forall q[w \in q \rightarrow q \not\subset p]\} = \text{MaxI}(Q_w) \quad \text{(Problem!)}
\]
Noticing this problem, Fox (2013) adds two more assumptions to his initial proposal. First, based on Spector's (2007, 2008) observations on \(\Box\)-questions, Fox adds higher-order disjunctive and conjunctive answers to the answer spaces of number-neutral and plural \(wh\)-questions. Spector (2007, 2008) observes that an elided disjunctive answer can completely answer a \(\Box\)-question. For instance in (16b), the disjunction can be interpreted as scoping below the universal modal, which yields a free choice interpretation that \textit{John can read Syntax or MP, and he has to read one of them}.

(16) a. What does John have to read?
   b. Syntax or MP. \((\text{\^{o}}k \text{or} \text{have to}; \text{\^{o}}k \text{ have to} > \text{or})\)

(17) a. Which books does John have to read?
   b. The French books or the English books. \((\text{\^{o}}k \text{or} \text{have to}; \text{\^{o}}k \text{ have to} > \text{or})\)

To capture this reading, Spector proposes that a \(wh\)-question is semantically ambiguous between an individual reading and a higher-order reading. Under the latter reading, the \(wh\)-item lives on a set of upward monotone generalized quantifiers like \(s \lor m\) (i.e. an existential generalized quantifier over the set \([s, m]\)), producing answers like \(\Box \text{read}(j, s \lor m)\). Moreover, contrary to the cases in (16) and (17), Fox observes that a disjunctive answer of a singular \(\Box\)-question can only take an ignorance reading. For instance, (18b) can only mean \textit{John either has to read Syntax or has to read MP}.

(18) a. Which book does John have to read?
   b. Syntax or MP. \((\text{\^{o}}k \text{or} \text{have to}; \# \text{ have to} > \text{or})\)

Given the contrast between (16-17) and (18), Fox assumes that singular \(wh\)-phrases live on a set of atomic individuals, while bare \(wh\)-words and plural \(wh\)-phrases are semantically ambiguous: they either live on a set of individuals \(A\), or a set of conjunctions and disjunctions (i.e. generalized universal or existential quantifiers over subsets of \(A\)). Accordingly, the true answer set of (19a) includes a higher-order disjunctive answer, while that of (19b) contains only individual answers.

(19) \((w:\text{the committee can and can only be chaired by either John or Mary.})\)
   a. Which professor can chair the committee? \(Q_w = \{\Diamond \text{chair}(j), \Diamond \text{chair}(m)\}\)
   b. Who can chair the committee? \(Q_w = \{\Diamond \text{chair}(j), \Diamond \text{chair}(m), \Diamond \text{chair}(j \lor m)\}\)

Second, Fox (2013) proposes a weaker presupposition for the \(\text{Ans}_F\)-operator: \(\text{Ans}_F(Q)(w)\) presupposes that there exists a possible answer whose \textit{innocently exclusive (IE)}-exhaustification is true in \(w\).

(20) \(\text{Ans}_F(Q)(w) = \exists p \in Q \left[ w \in \text{IE-Exh}(p, Q) \right], \text{MaxI}(Q_w)\) \hspace{2cm} \text{(Final version)}

Unlike the traditional exhaustification (21) which negates all the non-\text{\^{o}}k-weaker alternatives (see Chierchia et al. 2012 for a review), IE-exhaustification negates only \textit{innocently} excludable alternatives, as defined in (22) (Fox 2007). An alternative \(q\) is \textit{innocently} excludable to \(p\) iff affirming \(p\) and negating \(q\) is consistent with negating any other non-\text{\^{o}}k-weaker alternatives of \(p\).

(21) \(\text{Exh}(p, Q) = p \land \forall q \in \text{Excl}(p, Q)[\neg q], \text{where Excl}(p, Q) = \{q : q \in Q \land p \not\subseteq q\}\)

(22) a. \(\text{IE-Exh}(p, Q) = p \land \forall q \in \text{IEExcl}(p, Q)[\neg q]\)
   b. \(\text{IEExcl}(p, Q) = \{q : q \in Q \land \neg \exists q' \in \text{Excl}(p, Q)[p \land \neg q \rightarrow q']\}\)

In (19b), among the three true answers, the individual ones are not \textit{innocently} excludable to the disjunctive one, because \(\neg \Diamond \text{chair}(j) \land \neg \Diamond \text{chair}(m)\) contradicts \(\Diamond \text{chair}(j \lor m)\); the IE-exhaustification of \(\Diamond \text{chair}(j \lor m)\) does not negate any of the true answers and thus is true. In contrast, (19b) has no answer whose IE-exhaustification is true: IE-exhaustifying \(\Diamond \text{chair}(j)\) yields the negation of the other true answer \(\Diamond \text{chair}(m)\), and vice versa.
Challenges from quantified questions

The presupposition of Ans\(_F\), however, is still too strong to rule in individual MS readings of questions with a universal quantifier. The question (23) has two types of MS readings: (i) an individual MS reading, namely that *tell me one of the places where everyone can get gas*; and (ii) a pair-list MS reading, namely that *for each individual, tell me one of the places where he can get gas*. Let us focus on the individual MS reading. Note that the answers where *everyone* scopes below *can* are all false in \(w\).

\[
(23) \quad \text{Where can everyone get gas?}
\]

*\(w\): everyone can get gas from station A, and everyone can get gas from station B. But both A and B have very limited stock, and thus it is impossible that everyone gets gas*)

\[
a. \quad Q = \{ \forall y \in \text{man}'[\circ \text{get-gas}'(y, x)] : x \in \text{"place"} \}
\]

\[
b. \quad Q_w = \begin{cases} 
\forall y \in \text{man}'[\circ \text{get-gas}'(y, a)] \\
\forall y \in \text{man}'[\circ \text{get-gas}'(y, b)] \\
\forall y \in \text{man}'[\circ \text{get-gas}'(y, a \lor b)] 
\end{cases}
\]

\[
c. \quad \text{Ans}_F(Q)(w) \text{ is undefined} \quad \text{Problem!}
\]

Unlike the case in (19a), here the true individual answers are innocently excludable to the true disjunctive answer. Thus IE-exhaustifying the disjunctive answer negates the individual ones, yielding a false inference that *some but not all of the people can get gas from A, the others can get gas from B*. Therefore, the new definition of Ans\(_F\) in (20) predicts a presupposition failure in (23), contra the fact. This problem extends to other quantified questions, for instance:

\[
(24) \quad \begin{align*}
\text{a. & Where can half of your friends get gas?} \\
\text{b. & Where can most of your friends get gas?}
\end{align*}
\]

2.3 Interim summary

To sum things up for this section, both Dayal (1996) and Fox (2013) attribute the uniqueness requirement of singular questions to an existential presupposition of the Ans-operator. In particular, the Ans\(_D\)-operator by Dayal requires the existence of the strongest true answer. This requirement leaves no space for MS. The Ans\(_F\)-operator by Fox requires the existence of a possible answer that has a true IE-exhaustification inference. This requirement is still too strong to allow for individual MS readings in several quantified questions.

3 My Analysis

Uniqueness requirement: a closure requirement on true short answers

We are now in a dilemma between uniqueness and MS: Dayal’s (1996) account of uniqueness predicts that a question is not subject to uniqueness if the answer space is closed under conjunction; while Fox’s (2013) MaxI-based account of MS predicts that MS is available only in an answer space that is not closed under conjunction. These two predictions are clearly contradictory.

To solve this dilemma, I will keep the basics of Fox’s account of MS and revise Dayal’s account of uniqueness as the following: **the conjunction of any true short answers must be a possible short answer**. This condition predicts that a question is not subject to uniqueness iff the set of short answers is closed under conjunction, regardless of whether the set of full answers is also closed.

The intuition is quite simple. (25a) cannot take both \(J\) and \(M\) as true short answers because it cannot take \(J\) and \(M\) as a possible short answer (cf. (25b)); likewise, (26a) cannot take both \(J+M\) and \(J+S\) as true short answers because it cannot take \(J+M\) and \(J+S\) as a possible short answer (cf. (26b)).
(25) a. Which professor came?  b. Which two professors formed a committee?

(26) a. Which professors came?  b. Which professors formed a committee?

Conjunction and disjunction are defined cross-categorically as in (27), à la meet and join in Inquisitive Semantics (Ciardelli & Roelofsen 2014).

(27) a. \( \alpha \land \beta = ((P_{(x,y)}, w) : P_w(\alpha)) \cap ((P_{(x,y)}, w) : P_w(\beta)) = AP_{(x,y)} \land P_w(\alpha) \land P_w(\beta) \)

b. \( \alpha \lor \beta = ((P_{(x,y)}, w) : P_w(\alpha)) \cup ((P_{(x,y)}, w) : P_w(\beta)) = AP_{(x,y)} \land P_w(\alpha) \lor P_w(\beta) \)

There are various linguistic methods to retrieve the short answers. Syntactically, short answers can be retrieved from full answers by ellipsis. Semantically, we can firstly extract a topical property of \( Q \) iff (a) \( P \) has the same set of partitions as \( Q \); and (b) some possible answer of \( Q \) equals to some \( P(\alpha) \).

(28) \( TP(Q, P_{(x,y)}) \) iff

(a) \( \forall w \forall w' \left[ \left[ \lambda x. \lambda w. \left( P_w(\alpha) = \lambda x. \lambda w. (P_w(\alpha)) \right) \right] \leftrightarrow \left[ Q_w = Q_{w'} \right] \right] \)

(\( P \) has the same set of partitions as \( Q \): for any two worlds \( w \) and \( w' \), the items having the property \( P \) are the same in \( w \) and \( w' \) iff the true answers of \( Q \) are the same in \( w \) and \( w' \).

(b) \( \exists p, \lambda \alpha \left[ p \in Q \land p = P(\alpha) \right] \)

(For some \( p \) that is a possible answer of \( Q \), there is some \( \alpha \) s.t. \( p \) equals to \( P(\alpha) \)).

Condition (a) makes use of Partition Semantics (Groenendijk & Stokhof 1984). But since a property and its negative counterpart (e.g. \( \lambda x. \lambda w. \text{came}_w(x) \) vs. \( \lambda x. \lambda w. \neg \text{came}_w(x) \)) have the same set of partitions, we also need the Hamblin style condition (b) to rule out undesired properties.

Given a topical property \( P \), a true short answer of \( Q \) in \( w \) is an item true for \( P \) in \( w \) (i.e. \( \{ \alpha : P_w(\alpha) \} \)), and a possible short answer of \( Q \) is an item true for \( P \) in some world (i.e. \( \{ \alpha : \exists w[P_w(\alpha)] \} \)). We can now state the closure requirement as in (29).

(29) **Closure (C)-Requirement**

For \( Q \) being defined in \( w \), it must have a topical property \( P \) s.t. the conjunction of any items that are true for \( P \) in \( w \) is also true for \( P \) in some world.

\[ \exists P_{(x,y)} \left[ TP(Q, P) \land \forall w \forall w' \left[ \left[ \lambda x. \lambda w. (P_w(\alpha)) \right] \land P_w(\beta) \implies P(w) \neq \perp \right] \right] \]

First, C-requirement predicts that a question requires uniqueness iff the conjunction of any two distinct short answers is not a possible short answer. The singular question (25a), under a de re or de dicto reading, provides the topical properties in the form of (30a) or (30b), respectively. (30a/b) maps an actual/possible professor to a possible answer. Since non-atomic item is false for professor' in every world, and thus both (30a-b) map a non-atomic item to a contradiction. Therefore, the C-requirement is met in \( w \) iff (30a/b) holds for a unique atomic item in \( w \).

(30) **Which professor came?**

a. \( \lambda x. \lambda w. x \in \text{professor}_{sw} \land \text{came}_w(\alpha) \)  \hspace{1cm} De re reading

b. \( \lambda x. \lambda w. x \in \text{professor}_{sw} \land \text{came}_w(\alpha) \)  \hspace{1cm} De dicto reading

Second, C-requirement and that a question is not subject to uniqueness iff the set of short answers is closed under conjunction. Given the fact that number-neutral and plural wh-questions can take elided conjunctions and disjunctions as complete answers, I assume that bare wh-words and plural wh-phrases live on a set \( \text{INT} \ast P \), which consists of not only members of the wh-complement \( P \), but also disjunctions and conjunctions. For instance, if \( \text{"professor"} = \{a, b, a \circ b\} \), then \( \text{INT} \ast \text{professor'} = \{a, b, a \circ b, a \lor b, a \land b, a \land (a \lor b), a \lor (a \land b), a \land (a \lor b), a \lor (a \land b), a \land (a \lor b), \ldots\} \). Thus the topical properties of the plural question (25b) are like (31a-b). They map a conjunction of actual/possible professors to a possible answer. Thus the C-requirement is always satisfied. Obviously, this prediction also applies to quantified questions.
(31) Which professors came?

a. $\lambda x. Aw. x \in \text{professor}_w^\text{obs} \land \text{came}_w^\text{obs}(x)$  \hspace{1cm} \text{De re reading}

b. $\lambda x. Aw. x \in \text{professor}_w^\text{obs} \land \text{came}_w^\text{obs}(x)$  \hspace{1cm} \text{De dicto reading}

My $\text{Ans}_X$-operator is thus defined as the following: $\text{Ans}_X(Q)(w)$ presupposes the $\text{C}$-requirement and the existence of at least one $\text{MaxI}$ true answer of $Q$ in $w^3$; when defined, $\text{Ans}_X(Q)(w)$ returns the set of $\text{MaxI}$ true answers of $Q$ in $w$.

(32) $\text{Ans}_X(Q)(w)$ is defined iff (i) $\exists p \in \text{MaxI}(Q_w)$, and

(ii) $\forall \pi \in \text{MaxI}(Q_w).$ When defined, $\text{Ans}_X(Q)(w) = \text{MaxI}(Q_w)$

MS/MA ambiguity: scope ambiguity of the higher-order $wh$-trace

Unlike Dayal (1996), the $\text{C}$-requirement leaves space for MS: the conjunctive closure within the short answers can take scope at any propositional level within $\text{IP}$, and thus closing the set of short answers under conjunction does not necessarily close the set of full answers under conjunction. I argue that a $\diamond$-question admits an MS reading when the conjunctive closure of the short answers takes scope below the existential modal.

Recall that bare $wh$-word and plural $wh$-phrases live on a set consisting items of various types. Thus, the $wh$-trace of a bare $wh$-word or a plural $wh$-phrase is type flexible: if $\text{who}$ is moved directly from a theta position, as in (33a), the $wh$-trace is of type $e$; if the $\text{who}$ undertakes one or multiple $QR$s before moving to the spec of the interrogative $CP$, as in (33b), the $wh$-trace takes a higher type.

(33) Who came?

a. CP $\xrightarrow{\text{who}} \lambda x. C \overset{\text{IP}}{\xrightarrow{\text{\lambda came}}} \text{P}$

b. CP $\xrightarrow{\text{who}} \lambda \pi. C \overset{\text{IP}}{\xrightarrow{\pi(\lambda x. \text{came})}}$ $\ldots$

In the case of a number-neutral or plural $\diamond$-question, the higher-order trace $\pi$ can take scope above or below the weak modal, as illustrated in (34a) and (34b), respectively. I argue that MS is available if $\pi$ scopes below the existential modal.\footnote{The existential presupposition is to capture the negative island effects of degree questions.}

(34) Who can chair the committee?

(w: the committee can and can only be chaired by John or Mary.)

a. $Q$: $\exists x. \pi((D_c x) \cap \text{chair}(x)) \rightarrow \pi((D_c x) \cap \text{chair}(x))$

b. $Q$: $\{\pi((D_c x) \cap \text{chair}(x)) : x \in \text{person}_w^\text{obs} \}$

\begin{align*}
\text{Ap} & \quad \exists \pi \in D_{\text{obs}}[p = \pi((D_c x) \cap \text{chair}(x))] \\
\text{who}_{w^3} & \quad \lambda \pi \quad p = \pi((D_c x) \cap \text{chair}(x)) \\
\text{C} & \quad \lambda \pi \quad p \overset{\pi((D_c x) \cap \text{chair}(x))}{\xrightarrow{\text{P}}} \\
\text{Ap.Aq.p = q} & \quad \lambda \pi \quad p \overset{\pi((D_c x) \cap \text{chair}(x))}{\xrightarrow{\text{P}}}
\end{align*}

\footnote{Here I only consider conjunctive MA answers. See Xiang (2015b) for discussions on disjunctive MA answers.}

\footnote{This idea is close to Fox (2013) in several respects. Fox assumes that the $wh$-trace $x$ has a phrase-mate $\text{each}$, and argues that a $\diamond$-question can take MS when [$x \text{ each}$] scopes below $\diamond$. Compared to Fox (2013), the present analysis has advantages in analyzing questions with a collective predicate. For instance, who formed a team? needs conjunctive answers like $\text{form'}(a \cap b) \cap \text{form'}(c \cap d)$; this answer can be derived from $\text{form'}(a \cap b) \cap \text{form'}(c \cap d)$, but not from $\text{each}(a \cap b) \cap \text{each}(c \cap d)(\text{form'})$.}
If the trace $\pi$ scopes above can, exercising $\text{Ans}_X$ returns the unique MaxI true answer, namely the conjunctive MA answer, as schematized in (35). Alternatively, if the wh-trace $\pi$ scopes below can, the conjunctive and disjunctive closures scope below the weak modal. The set of true answers in (36a) has two MaxI members, both are MS answers. Note that the conjunctive answer $\Diamond \text{chair}'(j \land m)$ is false, since there can be only one chairing-event for the considered committee.

(35) MA reading: $(\pi > \Diamond)$
   a. $Q_w = \{\Diamond \text{chair}'(j), \Diamond \text{chair}'(m), \Diamond \text{chair}'(j) \lor \Diamond \text{chair}'(m), \Diamond \text{chair}'(j) \land \Diamond \text{chair}'(m)\}$
   b. $\text{Ans}_X(Q)(w) = [\Diamond \text{chair}'(j) \land \Diamond \text{chair}'(m)]$

(36) MS reading: $(\Diamond > \pi)$
   a. $Q_w = \{\Diamond \text{chair}'(j), \Diamond \text{chair}'(m), \Diamond [\text{chair}'(j) \lor \text{chair}'(m)]\}$
   b. $\text{Ans}_X(Q)(w) = [\Diamond \text{chair}'(j), \Diamond \text{chair}'(m)]$

Another question arises with the case of local conjunction. In (37), the local conjunctive answer (37a-i) is true and asymmetrically entails the individual answer (37a-ii). But intuitively the individual answer Mary can help is a good MS answer. In responding to this problem, I propose that the weak modal can optionally embeds an Exh-operator (defined in (21)) associated with the wh-trace, given that Mary can help intuitively means Mary alone can help. The Exh-operator creates a non-monotonic environment with respect to the wh-trace, breaking up the entailment relation from (i) to (ii), as schematized in (37b). Thus both the conjunctive answer and the individual answer are preserved as MaxI true answers.

(37) Who can help John?
   (w: only Mary helps John in w1, both Mary and Sue help John in w2)
   a. (i) $\Diamond \text{help}'(m, j) \land \text{help}'(s, j) \Rightarrow (ii) \Diamond \text{help}'(m, j)$
   b. (i) $\Diamond \text{Exh}[\text{help}'(m, j) \land \text{help}'(s, j)] \Rightarrow (ii) \Diamond \text{Exh}[\text{help}'(m, j)]$

Anti-presuppositions of plural questions

Recall that a plural question rejects an MS answer that names only a singularity: in (38), only (38b) admits MS, which names a sum.

(38) a. Which professors can chair the committee? (# MS, ok MA)
   b. Which professors can form the committee? (ok MS, ok MA)

Sauerland et al. (2005) make use of the principle of Maximize Presupposition (MP) (Heim 1991) to analyze inferences evoked by plural-markings. This MP principle requires that out of two sentences which are presuppositional alternatives and which are contextually equivalent, the one with the stronger presuppositions must be used if its presuppositions are met in the context. Accordingly, Sauerland et al. (2005) argue that singulars are more presuppositional than plurals, and thus that plural-morphemes implicate an "anti-presupposition" that the singular counterpart is undefined.

Following this idea, I propose that the plural-morpheme on the wh-complement implicates an anti-presupposition: the corresponding singular question is undefined. Further, in spirit of the question-answer congruence, I propose that a proper answer of a plural question entails the anti-presupposition.

(39) A proposition $p$ properly answers $Q_{pc}$ in $w$ iff
   a. $p \in \text{Ans}_X(Q_{pc})(w)$; and b. $p \subseteq \lambda w. \text{Ans}_X(Q_{pc})(w)$ is undefined.

Accordingly, the plural question (38a) rejects MS because an MS answer does not entail the anti-presupposition that the singular question 'which professor can chair the committee' is undefined. In contrast, (38b) admits MS because its MS answers do entail the anti-presupposition that the singular question 'which professor can form the committee' is undefined.
4 Conclusions

This paper investigates the interactions between the distributional pattern of MS answers and the number-markings on \(wh\)-complements. First, I argue that the presuppositions of Dayal’s (1996) and Fox’s (2013) Ans-operators are both too strong to capture MS. Alternatively, I propose to account for the uniqueness requirement of singular questions with a closure requirement on short answers: the set of true short answers must be closed under \(\cup\) or \(\cap\). Second, I show that the MS/MA ambiguity of a \(\Box\)-question can be explained by the scope ambiguity of the higher-order \(wh\)-trace: a \(\Box\)-question admits MS when the higher-order \(wh\)-trace scopes below the existential modal. Last, I argue that a good answer to a plural question needs to entail the anti-presupposition of the plural morpheme.
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Abstract

The question of how presuppositions project from the scope of quantificational sentences, and in particular negative quantificational sentences such as none in (1), continues to be controversial, both theoretically and empirically: some theories only predict the existential presupposition projection reading in (1-a) (for example, [2, 3, 26, 13]), while others derive the universal projection reading in (1-b) ([15, 20, 21, 12, 10, 11], among others). In addition, any theory has to account for presupposition suspension, yielding an interpretation without a (global) presupposition (1-c).

(1) None of the bears won the race.
a. At least one of the bears participated and none of them won.
b. All of the bears participated and none of them won.
c. None of the bears both participated and won.

Previous empirical studies have found evidence for universal projection ([7]), while others have provided evidence for alternatives to universal projection ([24, 14]). To our knowledge, however, there exists no definitive positive evidence for the existential reading in (1-a). We report a study that directly compares the existential, universal, and presuppositionless readings of (1) through the use of a ‘covered box’ picture selection task [16, 5]. We find clear evidence for existential readings (as well as presuppositionless readings), but no evidence for universal ones. This result challenges theories that predict only universal readings. Our results, taken together with those reported in [7], suggest that any adequate account of presupposition projection must be able to explain all three interpretive options in (1).

1 Introduction

There is a long-standing debate in the presupposition literature concerning the projection of presuppositions from the scope of quantifiers, and in particular of negative quantifiers such as none in (2) (the underlined content corresponds to the presuppositional content). While some theories predict
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existential presupposition projection (2-a) ([2, 3, 26, 13], among others), others derive universal projection (2-b) ([15, 20, 21, 12, 10, 11]). Additionally, both views assume a mechanism for suspending presuppositions, in order to account for the presuppositionless interpretation in (2-c).

(2) None of the bears won the race.
   a. EXISTENTIAL: At least one of the bears participated and none of them won.
   b. UNIVERSAL: All of the bears participated and none of them won.
   c. PRESUPPOSITIONLESS: None of the bears both participated and won.

The present study focuses on the prediction of what we will call Universal-Only theories, stated in (3).

(3) Prediction of Universal-Only theories:

Sentences like (2) only give rise to the universal projection reading (2-b) and the presuppositionless reading (2-c), but not to the existential projection reading (2-a).

[7] reports evidence from an inferential task paradigm for the universal projection reading in (2-b). Such a result is in line with the prediction in (3). More recently, [24] and [14] report evidence from truth value judgment tasks for interpretations of sentences like (2) that do not involve a universal projection reading. However, their designs do not allow us to distinguish between existential and presuppositionless readings. Their results are therefore compatible with the prediction in (3), and do not constitute a challenge for Universal-Only theories, which can capture non-universal responses to (2) through the reading in (2-c). To summarize, there exists evidence for the availability of universal projection readings of sentences like (2), compatible with (3), but there is no direct evidence for existential projection readings. Existing experimental data thus seem to be consistent with Universal-Only theories of presupposition projection in quantificational sentences.

The present study investigates sentences like (2) and directly compares the existential and universal interpretations through the use of a ‘covered box’ picture selection task [16, 5]. We find clear evidence for existential projection readings and presuppositionless readings, but no evidence for universal projection readings. This result challenges the prediction of Universal-Only theories stated in (3), and, when taken together with the results of [7], indicates that accounts of presupposition projection must be able to capture all three interpretive options in (2).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In 1.1, we briefly review the notions of presupposition and presupposition projection in quantificational sentences. In 1.2, we summarize the three previous studies mentioned above, and flesh out the motivation of the present study based on these previous findings. In section 2, we present our experiment and discuss the results. In section 3, we conclude with discussion of possible extensions of this work.

1.1 Theoretical background

Sentences containing expressions like win, stop, and know systematically give rise to inferences with certain characteristic properties, traditionally called ‘presuppositions.’ For example, sentences like (4-a) and (5-a) presuppose (4-b) and (5-b), respectively.

(4) a. Bear won.
   b. ⊳ Bear participated

(5) a. Bear stopped running.
   b. ⊳ Bear was running before

The first characteristic property of presuppositions is that they are generally inherited by complex sentences. For example, in contrast to standard truth-conditional meaning, the inference (4-b) (= (6-d))

\[1\]

Note that our Universal-Projection category encompasses both theories that predict universal projection uniformly for all quantifiers such as [15, 20, 21] and theories that make mixed predictions depending on the quantifier involved ([12, 10, 11]). As will become clearer in the discussion below, this distinction is irrelevant for the case of negative quantificational sentences, as these theories make the same universal-only prediction for these cases. Additionally, there are theories like [8] and [18], which predict both the universal and existential projection readings (see subsection 2.2.2).
‘projects’ from embedded environments like (6-a)-(6-c). That is, the inference remains present as an inference of the overall sentence, despite the embedding under negation, in a question, or in the antecedent of a conditional, respectively.

(6)  
a. Bear didn’t win.  
b. Did Bear win?  
c. If Bear won, he will celebrate.  
d. \(\rightarrow\) Bear participated

A second important property of presuppositions is that projection is not strictly obligatory. Presuppositions in embedded sentences can in fact be absent at the global level of the entire sentence. For example, while (6-a) generally gives rise to the inference in (6-d), it can be suspended or cancelled, as illustrated by the felicitous continuation in (7-b).

(7)  
a. Bear didn’t win.  
b. . . . He didn’t even participate!

Without going into the details of any specific accounts, a common approach to presupposition suspension is to make it possible for the presupposition to be interpreted in the scope of negation. This operation of suspension is commonly referred to as local accommodation \[15\], as the presupposition is ‘accommodated’ locally in the scope of the relevant operator. If the presupposition of (7-a) is accommodated under negation, the sentence ends up with a meaning that can be paraphrased along the lines of, *It’s not true that Bear participated and won.* This meaning is hence compatible with the continuation in (7-b).

While the empirical picture is relatively clear for the cases in (6-a)-(6-c), the situation is more complex and controversial for quantificational sentences like (8). The central question is whether a sentence like (8) has an existential projection reading (8-a), a universal projection reading (8-b), or both (adopting the schematic notation of \[7\]).

(8)  
None of the bears won.  
\[Qx : R(x)] S_p(x)\]  
a. EXISTENTIAL: \(\rightarrow\) At least one of the bears participated \[\exists x : R(x)] p(x)\]  
b. UNIVERSAL: \(\rightarrow\) All of the bears participated \[\forall x : R(x)] p(x)\]

In addition, all theories account for the presuppositionless reading of quantificational sentences (9), parallel to those for negation. As in the case of negation, we can posit a mechanism for interpreting the presupposition in the scope of the negative quantifier, yielding an interpretation that can be paraphrased as *None of the bears is such that it both participated and won*, schematically represented in (10).

(9)  
None of the bears won . . . none of them even participated!

(10)  
\[Qx : R(x)] p(x) \wedge S_p(x)\]  
PRESUPPOSITIONLESS

In sum, we can distinguish two types of theories of projection from quantifiers: Existential-Only theories predict only the existential inference in (8-a) [(2, 3, 26, 13)] and Universal-Only theories predict only the universal inference in (8-b), either for all quantifiers [15, 20, 21], or for negative quantifiers [12, 10, 11]). All existing theories predict the possibility of presuppositionless readings such as (10).

### 1.2 Previous studies

While experimental work on presuppositions has grown considerably in recent years (see \[22\] and \[23\] for recent overviews), we are aware of only three studies that have specifically targeted presupposition projection in quantificational sentences containing negative quantifiers.\(^2\) We review these below.

\(^2\)See \[25\] for a study that looks at the presuppositions of possessives and *again* in the context of universal and existential quantifiers, with results that are argued to provide evidence for universal and existential presuppositions for the respective quantifiers.
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### 1.2.1 Evidence for universal projection

[7] used an inference task to investigate quantified presuppositional sentences in French. Participants were asked to decide whether certain universal and existential inferences were ‘suggested’ by a variety of quantified sentences. The example in (11) illustrates the case of a universal inference involving the trigger *know* under a negative quantifier and its potential universal inference.

(11) “None of these 10 students knows that he is lucky.”

suggests that:
Each of these 10 students is lucky.
No? Yes?

[7] compared presupposition projection in sentences like the one in (11) with cases involving scalar implicatures like (12), which involves the potential universal inference of a negatively quantified sentence embedding a strong scalar term, *all*. Moreover, he compared cases like (11) and (12) with corresponding cases involving other quantifiers such as *every*, *some*, and *more than one*.

(12) “None of these 10 students missed all of their exams.”

suggests that:
Each of these 10 students missed some of their exams.
No? Yes?

In the presupposition condition, participants were reported to endorse the universal inference in the case of the negatively quantified sentences more than 80% of the time, a percentage which was significantly higher than in the cases involving other (non-universal) quantifiers. Moreover, in the case of negative quantifiers, no difference was observed between the acceptance of existential and universal inferences. Importantly, in the corresponding scalar implicature condition, the corresponding universal inference was endorsed significantly less often than the existential inference. The difference between the acceptance rate of the universal inference in negatively quantified sentences versus sentences involving other quantifiers, together with the interaction between the force of the projection inference (universal vs. existential) and the type of inference (presupposition vs. scalar implicature), provide evidence for the availability of universal projection readings in cases like (11), compatible with the prediction in (3).

### 1.2.2 Evidence for existential projection

In a more recent study, [24] used a truth value judgment task to investigate whether participants would judge sentences such as (13-a), involving the presupposition trigger *both* in the scope of *none*, to be good descriptions of pictures that falsified the universal projection reading (13-b), i.e. where one of the depicted circles had only one square in its cell. Nonetheless, [24] found that around half of the participants were happy to accept (13-a) as a description of the picture. This result suggests that at least some speakers allow non-universal projection readings for sentences like (13-a).

(13) a. None of these three circles have the same color as both of the squares in their own cell.

b. Universal: → *All of the circles have exactly two squares in their own cell*

In a similar study, [14] report evidence for non-universal projection readings of *none*-sentences. In the relevant condition, participants saw pictures where, for instance, four of five circles were connected to a square (always of a different color). They then had to answer ‘True’, ‘False’, or ‘Don’t know’ to the description in (14). Participants accepted such sentences more than 92% of the time (Experiment 1), despite their being false on the universal projection reading in (14-b).³

³Note that [14] were primarily interested in the possibility of restricting the domain of universal quantification to those individuals that satisfy the presupposition of the scope of the quantifier. Domain restriction is indeed an important variable which interacts with (what appears to be) a universal versus an existential projection inference. [7] used an explicit partitive to control for domain restriction (*among these ten students, none of them...*). We also explicitly introduced the domain using an overt numeral in the description of the context.
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(14) a. No circle has the same color as the square to which it is connected.
   b. Universal: All of the circles are connected to a square

In sum, both of these studies provide evidence for non-universal projection. However, they do not allow us to distinguish between existential projection and presuppositionless readings, and therefore they leave open the status of the prediction in (3). We turn next to our experiment, which aimed to directly assess whether existential projection readings exist, allowing us to test the prediction in (3).

2 Experiment

Our experiment investigated the possible interpretations of sentences like (15), and in particular focused on the prediction of Universal-Only theories, repeated below in (3).

(15) None of the bears won the race.
   a. Existential: At least one of the bears participated and none of them won.
   b. Universal: All of the bears participated and none of them won.
   c. Presuppositionless: None of the bears both participated and won.

(16) Prediction of Universal-Only theories:
Sentences like (15) only give rise to the universal projection reading (15-b) and the presuppositionless reading (15-c), but not to the existential projection reading (15-a).

We presented recordings of sentences like (15), accompanied by pictures that varied in whether none or only some of the bears participated. Notice that both of these contexts are equally incompatible with the reading in (15-b), and equally compatible with the reading in (15-c). Based on (16), which predicts (15-b) and (15-c) to be the only possible interpretations of (15), we thus expect no effect of the context manipulation. In contrast, if the existential projection reading in (15-a) exists, a difference based on context could emerge if that reading is more readily available than (15-c), since (15-a) is compatible with the only some context but not with the none context.

2.1 Methods

2.1.1 Participants

We tested 36 native speakers of English, recruited through Amazon Mechanical Turk. Participants took about 10 minutes to complete the task, and received $1 for their participation.

2.1.2 Materials & procedure

We used a Covered Box paradigm (16), adapting the designs of [16] and [5]. Participants were presented with sentences like (15), accompanied by two images, and were instructed to choose the image they thought matched the sentence. Crucially, one image was visible, and one was introduced to participants as ‘hidden’ (behind a black square). Participants were expected to select the visible image if it was consistent with the sentence, and the covered image otherwise. Each trial included a context followed by a target, as illustrated in (17); see Figure 1 for the accompanying images. The inclusion of the context picture and description was meant to improve felicity of the target sentence, and, more importantly, to control for domain restriction by explicitly introducing the three relevant animals (e.g., these three bears...), which are described both in the context and the target picture.

(17) Context (Fig. 1a): In the morning race, these three bears did really well, and in the end one of them won. I thought they would do well later in the day as well, but...
Target (Fig. 1a or 1b): None of the bears won the afternoon race.

immediately preceding the target sentence (see section 2.1.2).
There were two kinds of target pictures, as illustrated by the images in Figures (1b) and (1c). Participants were presented with either (b) or (c) alongside a black box representing the covered picture. ONLYSOME targets (c) were inconsistent with the universal projection reading (that all bears participated), but consistent with the existential projection reading (that at least one bear participated) and with the presuppositionless reading (that no bear both participated and won). Covered picture choices in this condition therefore indicated access to a universal projection reading. The NORUNNER targets (b) were inconsistent with the existential and universal projection readings, but consistent with the presuppositionless reading. Visible picture choices in this condition therefore indicated the availability of the presuppositionless reading, while covered picture choices indicated access to one of the other two readings. Since covered picture choices indicate presuppositional readings, we will present the results in terms of the rate of covered picture selections.

The prediction of Universal-Only theories is that participants should choose the covered picture equally often in both conditions, since they do not assume an existential reading. Both target pictures are only expected to be acceptable if a presuppositionless reading can be accessed. In contrast, if existential projection is possible, acceptance of (c) does not require access to the presuppositionless reading, while (b) does. Assuming the existential reading is more readily available than the presuppositionless one (given that local accommodation is commonly assumed to be dispreferred), we would expect different response patterns for (b) and (c).

The two critical test conditions were presented in blocks with order counterbalanced across participants. All participants received four ONLYSOME targets and four NORUNNER targets, as well as two clearly true and two clearly false controls in which the universal presupposition was satisfied, i.e. where all of the bears participated in the race, and one of them won (FALSE control) or none of them did (TRUE control). These control conditions provided a baseline for identifying presuppositionless and universal readings. The presuppositionless reading was compatible with the NORUNNER targets but not with the FALSE controls. Greater acceptance on NORUNNER targets than on FALSE controls was therefore indicative of presuppositionless readings. On the other hand, the universal projection reading was compatible with the TRUE controls but not with the ONLYSOME targets (the other two readings were compatible with both). Greater rejection on ONLYSOME targets than on TRUE controls was therefore indicative of universal projection readings. Finally, eight additional true/false controls were included in order to make sure that participants could correctly identify who had participated in a given race, and to ensure that participants could respond correctly to non-presuppositional sentences containing none and participate.

Response times (RTs) for response choices were also collected, in particular because previous experimental work on presupposition ([9, 19, 4], among others) suggests that presuppositionless responses are associated with delays in response times. This measure therefore has the potential to provide further information about the nature of the readings on which responses are based.
2.2 Results & Discussion

2.2.1 Summary of results

Figure 2 presents the mean percentages of covered picture choices in the target and control conditions. A mixed-effect logistic regression using the maximal random effects structure that would converge ([1]), with random intercepts for participants and items, revealed more covered picture selections in the NoRunner target condition than in the OnlySome target condition ($p < .01$) or the True control condition ($p < .05$). The latter two conditions did not differ significantly from each other. The NoRunner target condition also yielded significantly fewer covered picture selections than the False control condition ($p < .01$).

For purposes of RT analyses, trials with RTs greater than two standard deviations above the mean were removed from the data (constituting 4.2% of the data, with equal distribution across NoRunner and OnlySome conditions). A mixed-effect regression analysis, with random intercepts for participants and items, revealed that visible picture selections in the NoRunner condition took significantly longer than in the OnlySome condition ($M = 4241ms$ vs. $M = 3855ms$; $\beta = -417.8$, $SE = 174.2$, $t = -2.398$).

2.2.2 Discussion

The greater rate of covered picture choices in the NoRunner target condition, as compared to the OnlySome target condition, provides direct evidence for the existence of an existential projection reading. In contrast, we found no evidence that participants accessed a universal projection reading, with no significant differences observed between the OnlySome target and True control conditions. The evidence for existential readings runs counter to the Universal-Only prediction in (16), and is therefore problematic for theories committed to this prediction ([15, 20, 21, 12, 10, 11], among others). Our results also provide evidence for the existence of a presuppositionless reading, as the visible picture was selected in the NoRunner condition over 60% of the time. This interpretation can be accounted for in terms of local accommodation. The RT results further support the notion that acceptance in the NoRunner condition requires local accommodation, whereas acceptance in the OnlySome condition does not; the relative RT delay for acceptances in the former condition is in line with previous findings of delays for local accommodation-based responses ([9, 19, 4]).

Our findings are in line with recent evidence for non-universal projection ([24, 14]). Unlike
the previous studies, however, we distinguish between genuine existential projection and presuppositionless readings, and find evidence for both interpretations. At this point, the relationship between our results and those of [7] deserves more discussion. While [7] found evidence for universal rather than existential projection readings, our results yielded the opposite pattern, with evidence for the latter but not for the former. Two points are worth highlighting here: first, these results are not necessarily incompatible, as each only provides positive evidence for one interpretation, and fails to provide direct evidence for the other (rather than providing direct evidence against it). Second, the two sets of studies utilized very different tasks, namely an inference-based task [7] and a picture selection task ([24, 14], and the present study), which could affect the outcomes. Moreover, Chemla’s evidence for universal projection arose from the comparison between none and other quantifiers, and between presuppositions and scalar implicatures. Further investigation into potential effects of the different tasks, as well as the different quantifiers and environments, is therefore required in order to better understand the relationship between the two sets of results.

As things stand, both results need to be accounted for: (18) can be associated with the inference in (18-a) or the one in (18-b) (in addition to the presuppositionless reading).

(18) None of the bears won.
   a. \(\Rightarrow \) At least one of the bears participated
   b. \(\Rightarrow \) All of the bears participated

This situation is, prima facie, equally incompatible with Universal-Only and Existential-Only theories. Both kinds of theories would have to be supplemented in such a way as to account for the respective missing readings. One way of accounting for all of the relevant results then is to try to spell out what these supplementary assumptions might be. For example, a Universal-Only theory could include a further mechanism that weakens the universal presupposition in a manner distinct from local accommodation, for example through domain restriction. Similarly, proponents of an Existential-Only theory could try to capture the apparent universal effect reported in [7] by appealing to additional reasoning beyond what presupposition projection yields. For instance, in an inference task, participants may find a uniform scenario where all individuals in the domain of the quantifier are homogeneous with regards to the presupposition more plausible on independent grounds. These possibilities need to be assessed in greater detail, particularly in relation to other aspects of the results, such as the reaction times and results for the other quantifiers.

Another way to deal with the emerging empirical picture is to build the option of both readings into the presupposition projection mechanisms themselves. As mentioned above, ‘mixed’ theories exist, according to which the force of the projection inference depends on the quantifier involved. Trivalent theories such as [12, 10, 11] fall into this category. However, while these theories make more nuanced predictions than ‘pure’ Universal-Only theories, by varying the force of projection with the quantifier, they make the same prediction for the present case (see [24] for discussion) and therefore do not fare better in explaining our results.

Scalar implicature-based theories of presupposition, on the other hand, such as [8] and [18], do in principle predict both a universal and an existential reading for sentences like (18), and

\[ (i) \quad \Rightarrow \text{ Either all of the bears participated and none of them won, or at least one bear participated and won } \]
are therefore more compatible with our results. However, by assimilating presuppositions to scalar implicatures (in particular presupposition triggers like win to scalar terms like all), such theories face challenges of their own. First, they need to explain [7]'s observed difference in the frequency of universal readings in the case of presuppositions and in the corresponding cases of scalar implicature, discussed in subsection 1.2.1. Second, data from different populations ([5, 17], among others) suggest differences between presuppositions and scalar implicatures that are unaccounted for by scalar implicature-based theories of presupposition.

3 Conclusion & Extensions

The goal of the present study was to assess the Universal-Only prediction in (16), by investigating the interpretation of sentences containing a presupposition trigger in the scope of the negative quantifier none. Our experiment revealed evidence for existential projection readings, and therefore provides evidence against the prediction in (16). Our results, taken together with those of [7], suggest that both universal and existential projection readings of such sentences need to be accounted for.

In comparing the different findings from the two studies, a further option to consider is that these are due to the fact that different presupposition triggers were used. Indeed, various authors have argued for differences between triggers with respect to the force of universal projection ([6, 11, 27]). A promising next step then is to use both types of tasks with the relevant triggers, for example investigating win using an inferential task instead, and, conversely, investigating stop, one of the triggers used in [7]'s study, using a Covered Picture paradigm.

Finally, child language data may also be informative for our research questions. [5] report that children, unlike adults, tend not to access local accommodation readings under negation. Recall that in our paradigm, acceptance in the NORUNNER condition requires local accommodation (of the existential presupposition), while acceptance in the ONLYSOME condition does not. [5]'s results would therefore lead us to expect that children tested on the current paradigm would select the visible image in the ONLYSOME condition but not in the NORUNNER condition. Such a behavioral pattern in children would corroborate our interpretation of the present data.
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Abstract
NEG-raising concerns the phenomenon by which certain negated predicates (e.g. think, believe, hope) can give rise to a reading where the negation seems to take scope from an embedded clause. The standard analysis in pragma-semantic terms goes back to Bartsch (1973) and is elaborated in Gajewski (2005, 2007), Romoli (2013) and others. Recently, this standard approach has been attacked by Collins and Postal (2014), who argue, by providing some novel arguments, that NEG-raising involves syntactic movement of the negation from the embedded clause into the matrix clause. The syntactic structure of ‘I don’t think you’re right’ would then be: I do[n’t], think you’re right, and the NEG-raising reading would result from syntactic reconstruction of the negation.

In this talk I present four novel arguments against this account. First, following up work by Horn (2014), I show that Collins and Postal (2014), and their reply to Horn (Collins & Postal 2015), predict that every negated predicate that can license so-called Horn clauses (non-negative clauses containing NPIs and subject–auxiliary inversion) should receive a NEG-raising reading, contrary to fact. Second, Collins and Postal (2014) adopt phonological deletion of negative operators – a necessary ingredient for their account – but this cannot be independently motivated. Third, it turns out that for certain constructions, Collins and Postal (2014) must also allude to the original Bartschian approach. Finally, I demonstrate that the standard approach actually explains the grammaticality of Horn clauses better than the syntactic alternative presented by Collins and Postal (2014).

1 Introduction
NEG-raising concerns the phenomenon, illustrated in (1), by which certain negated predicates (e.g. think, believe, hope) can give rise to a reading where negation seems to take scope from the embedded clause: for instance, (1)a may have a reading (1)b. The standard analysis, which treats NEG-raising in pragma-semantic terms, goes back to Bartsch (1973) and is elaborated in Gajewski (2005, 2007), Romoli (2013), among many others. Under this approach, NEG-raising predicates such as think come along with an excluded middle or homogeneity presupposition. The predicate think p presupposes that either one thinks that p, or one thinks that not p. Applying this to (1), (1)a presupposes that the speaker either thinks you’re right or thinks that you’re not right. Together with this presupposition, (1)a entails (1)b.

(1)  a. I don’t think you’re right
     b. I think you’re not right
Recently, the standard approach has been attacked by Collins & and Postal (2014, henceforward CP14), who argue that NEG-raising involves syntactic movement of the negation from the embedded clause into the matrix clause (a proposal tracing back to Fillmore 1963). The syntactic structure of (1) would then be as in (2), and the reading (1)b would follow from reconstruction of the negation (\(<\text{NEG}\) indicating a lower copy/trace of \(\text{NEG}\)).

(2) I do NEG think you’re \(<\text{NEG}\)> right

CP14 provide a series of arguments in favour of the syntactic approach and against the standard pragma-semantic approach, which I will briefly outline in the next section. Then, in section 3, I will discuss several problems concerning the syntactic approach that would rather call for reinstalling the standard, pragma-semantic approach to NEG-raising. In section 4, I furthermore show that, upon closer inspection, the arguments presented in section 2 in favour of the syntactic approach actually involve facts that are better explained by the standard, pragma-semantic approach.

2 Arguments in favour of the syntactic approach

The two most important arguments by CP14 center around the licensing of embedded strict Negative Polarity Items (NPIs) by negated NEG-raising predicates and the possibility of negated NEG-raising predicates to embed so-called Horn clauses. Both arguments indicate that the negation present in a higher clause must have started out in a lower clause.

Strict NPIs, such as until or breathe a word, differ from other, non-strict NPIs (such as any or ever) in the sense that the licensing of the former (3)–(4) but not the latter (5) are subject to syntactic locality constraints, such as clause boundedness.

(3) a. Carolyn will *(not) breathe a word about it
   b. *Stanley doesn’t predict that Carolyn will breathe a word about it

(4) a. Calvin didn’t / *moved in until June
   b. *Calvin didn’t claim that Mona moved in until June

(5) a. Stanley *(doesn’t) predict that Carolyn will say anything about it
   b. Calvin didn’t claim / *claimed that Mona ever moved in

Strikingly, a negated NEG-raising predicate may license embedded strict NPIs, suggesting that the negation must have started out clause-internally to license the NPI before it raises into the matrix clause:

(6) a. Stanley doesn’t believe that Carolyn will breathe a word about it
   b. Calvin didn’t think that Mona moved in until June

Further evidence for such a raising analysis comes from the fact that once the embedded clause forms a syntactic island, from where extraction is forbidden, this licensing is no longer possible, as is illustrated for topic islands in (7).

(7) a. *That Carolyn will breathe a word about it Stanley doesn’t believe
   b. *That Mona moved in until June Calvin didn’t think
Perhaps even stronger evidence in favour of a raising analysis comes from Horn clauses. Horn clauses are clauses where an NPI in Spec,CP triggers subject–auxiliary inversion. Such clauses are fine under negated NEG-raising predicates.

(8) a. I *(don’t) think that ever before have the media played such a major role in a kidnapping

b. She *(doesn’t) suppose that under any circumstances would he help me

However, subject–auxiliary inversion is generally only allowed by (semi-)negative elements in Spec,CP. The availability of Horn clauses under negated NEG-raising predicates shows that the negation must have started out in the Horn clause itself. For CP14, those sentences have underlying structures with an abstract negation starting out in the embedded clause, with the abstract negation raising into the matrix clause, where it gets phonologically realized as n’t. If the negation had not raised, it would have been incorporated into the NPI (with the realizations never before and under no circumstances, respectively).

For CP14, the licensing of strict NPIs and Horn clauses forms strong evidence for a syntactic approach to NEG-raising. And indeed, the existence of such examples has not been explained by any other account to NEG-raising. However, a major challenge for any syntactic approach to NEG-raising comes from NEG-raising readings triggered by negative indefinites. The example in (9) has a reading saying that everybody supposes that nuclear war is not winnable (until next year). The fact that until next year can be licensed by nobody reveals for CP14 that negation must have started out below as well.

(9) Nobody supposes that nuclear war is winnable (until next year)

But if nobody is the realization of a negated indefinite (NEG $\exists$), the predicted reading would then be that somebody supposes nuclear war is not winnable (until next year), contrary to fact. Note that this is not a problem for the standard approach to NEG-raising; the excluded middle presupposition plus the assertion jointly entail the attested NEG-raising reading. CP14 acknowledge this fact and to solve this problem claim that constructions like (9) contain in total three negations:

(10) $\text{NEG}_1 \text{PERSON NEG}_2$ supposes that nuclear war is $\text{NEG}_3$ winnable (until next year)

Example (10) indeed has the attested NEG-raising reading. For CP14, the lower negation ($\text{NEG}_3$) then raises into the matrix clause $\text{NEG}_3$, using <…> to indicate lower copies of moved elements:

(11) $\text{NEG}_1 \text{PERSON NEG}_2 \text{NEG}_3$ supposes that nuclear war is $<$NEG$>_3$ winnable (until next year)

Finally, CP14 postulate a mechanism by which in particular cases two negations in the same clause can be phonologically deleted under a downward entailing operator. Using strikethrough as an indicator for phonological deletion, (11) then becomes (12), which is phonologically realized as (9).

(12) $\text{NEG}_1 \text{PERSON NEG}_2$ supposes that nuclear war is $<$NEG$>_3$ winnable (until next year)

Naturally, the most stipulated step here is the presence of two negations that are phonologically zero. However, for CP14 this step can be motivated because (i) one negation must have started out below (given the licensing of Horn clauses and strict NPIs) and (ii), as they claim, there is
independent evidence for unpronounced negations.

3 Problems for CP14

CP14’s proposal is an important contribution to the understanding of NEG-raising, but also faces several challenges. First, as pointed out by Horn (2014), it is not the case that only NEG-raising predicates can license Horn clauses; other negated predicates can do so as well, even though they do not trigger NEG-raising readings. In a reply, Collins and Postal (2015, CP15 henceforward) argue that these cases can be accounted for in a different way, but as I will show below (3.1), this alternative account suffers from the same problem as the original account. Second, it turns out that the proposed independent motivation for phonologically deleted negations is incorrect (3.2). Third, not every instance of NEG-raising can follow from the suggested reconstruction mechanism (3.3).

3.1 Horn clauses and Cloud-of-Unknowing predicates

Horn (2014) observed that not every negated predicate that licenses Horn clauses also triggers NEG-raising readings. He presents examples of non-NEG-raising predicates – dubbed Cloud-of-Unknowing predicates – that can also license Horn clauses, such as non-factive know and other predicates expressing particular subject or speaker knowledge. Horn’s example is presented below in (13); (13) is another example.

(13) a. I *(don't) know that ever before had all three boys napped simultaneously
    b. She’s *(not) convinced that ever before had all three boys napped simultaneously

However, the examples in (13) clearly lack a NEG-raising reading. They are not equivalent to their counterparts in (14).

(14) a. I know that never before had all three boys napped simultaneously
    b. She’s convinced that never before had all three boys napped simultaneously

To solve these problems, CP15 reply to Horn (2014) by arguing that examples such as (13) again contain two phonologically unrealized negations: (13)a would underlyingly be like (15)a, not (15)b. Cloud-of-Unknowing predicates then form another context under which phonological deletion of two negations may take place.

(15) a. [I do NEG₁ know NEG₂ [<NEG₂> that NEG₂ ever before had all three boys napped simultaneously]]
    b. [I do NEG₁ know [that <NEG₁> ever before had all three boys napped simultaneously]]

In (15)a, NEG₂ starts out in the embedded clause, licensing subject–auxiliary inversion, and licensing phonological deletion of NEG₃. It then raises into the matrix clause to be phonologically deleted under NEG₁, just as was the case in the constructions involving negative indefinites. Evidence for this instance of raising comes again from island effects. If the Horn clause is an island, such sentences become ill formed.

(16) a. *That ever before had all three boys napped simultaneously, I don’t know
    b. *That ever before had all three boys napped simultaneously, she’s not convinced
CP15 are correct that in their system (15)a is an alternative solution. However, what is problematic is that if raising a negation (NEG) out of a Horn clause into a matrix clause is possible, nothing rules out (15)b as an additional underlying structure. But since (15)b is the structure that gives rise to the NEG-raising reading, it is predicted that the sentences in (13) should exhibit the corresponding NEG-raising readings in (14) as well, contrary to fact. CP15 argue that one can rule this out by stipulating that if a negation raises into a clause containing a negated Cloud-of-Unknowning predicate, this predicate must be under the scope of a distinct negation. For them, this can be motivated on the basis of the fact that a negated Cloud-of-Unknowning predicate itself forms a semantic constituent. But that is circular: the problem is why it would not be possible to have a negation raised into such a main clause with which it does not form a semantic constituent (in CP14/15 terms). The *explanans* here is thus the *explanandum*. Hence, the solution CP15 provide suffers from the same problem (an unattested predicted NEG-raising reading) as their original proposal, unless such readings are ruled out by pure ill-motivated brute force.

3.2 Phonologically deleted negations

To defend their proposal that semantically present negations can be phonologically deleted in certain contexts, CP14 present several other cases of alleged phonological deletion of semantic negations so that the proposal can be independently motivated. The most important examples are negated modals in French and optionally negative minimizers in German.

As for the first, French has an expletive marker *ne* that in principle requires co-occurrence of an additional negation (usually *pas* or a negative indefinite):

(17) Marie ne mange *(pas / rien)*  
Marie neg eats neg / nothing  
‘Marie doesn’t eat / Marie doesn’t eat anything’

However, when combined with a few particular modals, such as *pouvoir* ‘must’ or *savoir* ‘know’, or the verb *cesser* (‘stop’), *ne* suffices to express negation, illustrated for *pouvoir* below.

(18) Je ne peut *(pas)*  
I neg can neg  
‘I can’t’

CP14 take this to be evidence for the deletion of a semantic negation. For them, the examples like (18) contain a semantic negation that has been deleted. However, as such examples are restricted to only a handful of modals, they have traditionally been analysed as remnants of previous stages of the languages that have fossilized into idiomatic expressions. As known at least since Jespersen (1917), Old French lacked the negative marker *pas* and only used the preverbal negative marker *ne* to express negation. Hence, it could very well be the case that expressions like (18) merely reflect Old French negation and should be thought of as idiomatic expressions (see Haegeman 1995, Zeijlstra 2004 for an overview and discussion of such facts). The existence of such an alternative analysis means that these examples do not form any hard evidence for the presence of phonologically deleted negations. At the same time, it must be acknowledged that the alternative analysis has also not received proper evidence; hence, it has not been shown that these French examples lack a phonologically deleted negation.

This is, however, different for the second kind of example that CP14 provide. Here it can actually be shown that they contain no phonologically deleted negation. The examples concern particular German pejorative NPIs. As Sailer (2006) observes, for many (though not all) German speakers, the
following sentences containing a minimizer (and similar pairs of sentences with other pejorative minimizers) have the same meaning (cf. Sailer 2006).

(19)  
   a. Das interessiert mich einen Dreck
       That interests me a dirt
       ‘I’m not interested at all’
   b. Das interessiert mich keinen Dreck
       That interests me no dirt
       ‘I’m not interested at all’

For CP14, the fact that the sentences with and without negation have the same meaning is evidence that (19)a, which lacks an overt negation, must contain a covert negation. However, the semantic or pragmatic similarity of the two readings need not follow from the postulation of a covert negation in (19)a. It is possible that the two sentences have different readings whose usage conditions are more or less identical. If the reading of (19)a is that the degree of interest of the speaker is extremely low – even lower than some contextual threshold that indicates a minimal degree of interest – (19) expresses that the speaker’s interest lies below this threshold. That means that (19)a expresses that the speaker has no contextually salient degree of interest.

However, if that is the case, (19)a can be uttered in exactly the same situations where the speaker expresses no degree of interest at all by uttering (19)b. Hence, the similarity of the readings in the minimal pair in (19) can be explained without postulating any covert negation. Interestingly, the two analyses make different predictions. For the alternative analysis, (19)a is a positive sentence and (19)b a negative sentence. Under CP14’s proposal, both are negative sentences.

Sentential negation can be diagnosed in German by auch (nicht) (‘also (not)’) continuations. In German, positive clauses can be continued by auch; they cannot be continued by auch nicht. Negative clauses, on the other hand, trigger auch nicht continuations and only marginally allow auch continuations:

(20)  
   a. Hans geht und Marie auch (*nicht)
       Hans goes and Marie also not
       ‘Hans goes and Marie does too’
   b. Hans geht nicht und Marie auch *(nicht)
       Hans goes not and Marie also not
       ‘Hans doesn’t go and Marie doesn’t either’

Exactly the same pattern can be observed for (19), as shown below. Hence, the test shows that (19)b carries a semantic negation but (19)a does not, disproving CP14’s covert negation analysis. Independent evidence for the covert negations in the examples involving NEG-raising is thus absent as well.¹

(21)  
   a. Das interessiert mich einen Dreck, und ihn auch (*nicht)
       That interests me a dirt, and him also not
       ‘I’m not interested at all, and he is neither’
   b. Das interessiert mich keinen Dreck, und ihn auch *(nicht)

¹ Note that this does not mean that phonologically covert negations cannot exist. For instance, in Ladusaw (1992), Zeijlstra (2008) and others, it is argued that negative indefinites in Negative Concord languages (so-called n-words) may enter a syntactic agree relation with a possibly covert negation. There, covert negations are syntactically licensed by an agreeing overt negative element. This licensing mechanism, however, does not extend to the kind of examples presented and discussed in CP14.
3.3 Islands and NEG-raising

A third problem for CP14 concerns island effects. CP14 take NEG-raising to involve syntactic movement out of a lower clause into a higher clause. Evidence for that view comes from cases in which a Horn clause or a strict NPI is licensed by a clause-external, negated NEG-raising predicate. If such Horn clauses or strict NPIs are in an island (or form an island themselves), this movement is blocked and such licensing is no longer possible, as is exemplified for strict NPIs in (22) and for Horn clauses in (23):

(22) *That Carolyn will breathe a word about it Stanley doesn't think

(23) *That ever before had all three boys napped simultaneously, I don't believe

But if that is correct, and NEG-raising is indeed the result of syntactic movement, NEG-raising readings should not be allowed when the clause in which the negation appears to be interpreted forms an island. However, this prediction is not borne out. Examples (22) and (23) can easily give rise to a NEG-raising reading if the strict NPI is absent and subject–auxiliary inversion does not take place, as illustrated in (24)–(25):

(24) That Carolyn will breathe Stanley doesn’t think

‘Stanley doesn’t think that Carolyn won’t breathe’

(25) That all three boys napped simultaneously I don't believe

‘I believe that all three boys didn’t nap simultaneously’

But where does the NEG-raising reading come from? Clearly, it cannot be the case that the negation emerged in the embedded clause – otherwise the raising of a negation in (22) and (23) would not be problematic either. The only way to account for NEG-raising readings in (24) and (25) is by alluding to some pragma-semantic mechanism along the lines of Bartsch (1973) and her successors. However, the syntactic approach would then no longer be an alternative to the pragma-semantic approach, but rather an account that is at best co-existent with it.

4 Reinstalling the pragma-semantic approach

So, where do we stand? CP14’s approach faces at least three serious problems: It predicts NEG-raising readings to be possible in cases where they are not attested, and it predicts NEG-raising readings to be impossible in cases where they are actually found. Moreover, the treatment of NEG-raising readings invoked by negative indefinites can only be maintained by making very specific assumptions, which on closer inspection turn out not to be independently motivated. However, CP14 can straightforwardly account for the fact that strict NPIs and Horn clauses can be licensed by higher negated NEG-raising predicates. Hence, to reinstall the pragma-semantic approach, it must be shown that this approach can also capture the observed facts concerning strict NPIs and Horn clauses. This may not be straightforwardly the case, as pragma-semantic approaches to NEG-raising do not take the negation to start out in the lower clause and instead have it reconstructed at a later stage.

That does not mean, however, that the pragma-semantic approach is incompatible with the negation starting out in a lower position. The central claim of the pragma-semantic approach is that in
NEG-raising readings the negation is interpreted in its surface position. CP14’s central claim is that the negation starts out in a lower clause and is interpreted there. But that is actually a twofold claim: one claim saying that the negation starts out below, and one claim asserting that negation is interpreted in this lower position. However, CP14 only provide evidence for the first claim.

Hence, it is possible to reconcile CP14’s observations with the pragma-semantic approach to NEG-raising, as it is a logical possibility that in particular cases negation starts out below, raises into the higher clause, and is interpreted there, with the excluded middle or homogeneity presupposition of the NEG-raising predicate triggering an additional inference that together with the assertion yields the NEG-raising reading. Under such an account, it is possible to derive the NEG-raising readings of sentences that contain lower strict NPIs or Horn clauses. The examples in (26) have syntactic structures as in (27), with <NEG> again indicating the basis position of NEG. The strict NPI and the subject–auxiliary inversion are licensed by the lower negation before it raises into the higher position, where it will be interpreted.

(26)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>Stanley doesn’t believe that Carolyn will breathe a word about it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>I don’t think that ever before have the media played such a major role in a kidnapping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(27)

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a.</td>
<td>Stanley does NEG believe that Carolyn will &lt;NEG&gt; breathe a word about it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b.</td>
<td>I do NEG think that &lt;NEG&gt; ever before have the media played such a major role in a kidnapping</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Such an analysis makes all the correct predictions discussed in this paper. First, it can account for the relevant aspects concerning the distribution of strict NPIs, including their island sensitivity: if the embedded clause is an island, the negation can never move into the matrix clause. Furthermore, the existence of NEG-raising readings involving island clauses (section 3.3) naturally follows. In (24), repeated below, there is no movement going on, but the assertion and the presupposition together still trigger the NEG-raising reading. Because NEG-raising does not involve any kind of syntactic reconstruction, movement of negation is not a prerequisite for NEG-raising readings.

(28) That Carolyn will breathe Stanley doesn’t think ‘Stanley thinks that Carolyn won’t breathe’

In fact, following standard minimalist ideas on syntactic movement (cf. Chomsky 1995), movement takes place only when it is necessary. That is indeed the case in the examples in (26), but in other examples – for instance (1)a, repeated below – no negative movement has been going on. The surface position of negation is also its base position here.

(29) I don’t think you’re right

Adopting this version of the pragma-semantic approach to NEG-raising also avoids alluding to deleted double negations. In examples such as ((30), the universal NEG-raising follows immediately. Negation is simply interpreted in its surface position (which is also its base position), and the excluded middle or homogeneity presupposition does the rest. Note also that in (31)a, where the negation must have started out below to license until next year, it raises into the position where it is interpreted together with the existential realized as nobody. Consequently, no phonologically deleted double negations are needed.

(30) Nobody supposes that nuclear war is winnable
a. Nobody supposes that nuclear war is winnable until next year
b. [\![ \neg \exists \] \!] supposes [that nuclear war is <\neg> winnable until next year]]

Finally, the facts concerning Cloud-of-Unknowing predicates follow. What \neg-raising predicates – at least the ones discussed thus far – and Cloud-of-Unknowing predicates share is that they do not impose strict locality conditions on their embedded clauses; other predicates, such as \textit{say} or \textit{claim}, do. Therefore, \neg-raising predicates and Cloud-of-Unknowing predicates can license embedded strict NPIs and Horn clauses. As the other predicates impose stronger locality conditions, negation cannot move out of them and therefore they also cannot license embedded strict NPIs and Horn clauses. However, Cloud-of-Unknowing and \neg-raising predicates differ with respect to the excluded middle or homogeneity presupposition: \neg-raising predicates have it; Cloud-of-Unknowing predicates do not. Hence, the latter class of predicates does not trigger \neg-raising readings.

One may wonder, then, why \neg-raising predicates have two distinguishing properties: weak locality conditions imposed on their complement clauses and the excluded middle or homogeneity presupposition. Ideally, \neg-raising predicates should follow from one distinguishing property only. There is no reason why predicates with an excluded middle or homogeneity presupposition should also impose weak locality conditions on their complement clauses to yield a \neg-raising reading.

Indeed, there are predicates that only have this excluded middle or homogeneity presupposition. \textit{To be of the opinion} is a good example. Example (32)a clearly has a reading (32)b. However, it cannot license strict NPIs or Horn clauses.

a. I am not of the opinion you’re right
b. I am of the opinion you’re not right

a. *I am not of the opinion that Carolyn will breathe a word about it
b. *I am not of the opinion that ever before have the media played such a major role in a kidnapping.

Hence, whether predicates impose weak and strong locality conditions or their complements, and whether predicates come with an excluded middle or homogeneity presupposition, are independent parameters, as demonstrated in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Four types of predicates</th>
<th>Weak locality constraints</th>
<th>Strong locality constraints</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Excluded middle or homogeneity presupposition present</td>
<td>\textit{think, believe, hope}</td>
<td>\textit{to be of the opinion}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excluded middle or homogeneity presupposition absent</td>
<td>\textit{know, to be convinced (Cloud-of-Unknowing predicates)}</td>
<td>\textit{say, claim, predict}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It may be striking, though, that the large majority of predicates that come with the excluded middle or homogeneity presupposition also impose weak locality constraints on their complements. However, this may very well be because most predicates in this class are also non-factive, and it has been claimed in syntactic theory that non-factive predicates often impose weaker constraints on extraction from their complements than factive predicates do (cf. Giorgi 2004 a.o.) and both \neg-raising and Cloud-of-Unknowing predicates are generally non-factive.

Hence, the proposed alternative in this paper indeed reinstalls the pragma-semantic approach to
NEG-raising while still being able to account for the relevant distribution of strict NPIs and Horn clauses. However, a possible objection may arise in the sense that in examples such as (26), the negation lacks any phonological or semantic effect in its base position; the lowest trace or copy appears to be semantically vacuous. There are three reasons why this objection does not hold. First, there is nothing in the theory maintaining that lowest traces/copies cannot be semantically vacuous. Elements are interpreted at their position at LF, not in their base position. Hence, nothing in the theory forbids negation to start out low and be interpreted high. But even if one were to maintain this position, note that the lowest trace/copy does have some grammatical effect: it is responsible for the licensing of the NPI. Hence, movement of negation is not a grammatically redundant operation. And if ungrammaticality is determined at the interfaces only (cf. Chomsky 1995), these lowest traces/copies of the negation indeed have a phonological or semantic effect. Finally, it should be noted that CP14 must also assume that sometimes the role of the lowest negation is just to license the NPI and nothing more. After all, every negated NEG-raising predicate also allows for a non-NEG-raising reading (admittedly, something not very well understood in the pragma-semantic approach). This is also the case in (35).

(35) Mary didn’t believe that Bill stayed until June; she simply doesn’t have any beliefs about Bill.

Example (35) lacks the NEG-raising reading. Under CP14, the negation must still have started out below (in order to license until June), but the negation is only interpreted in its highest position.
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Abstract

Natural language contains an abundance of reasoning patterns. Historically, there have been many attempts to capture their rational usage in normative systems of logical rules. However, empirical studies have repeatedly shown that human inference differs from what is characterized by logical validity. In order to better characterize the patterns of human reasoning, psychologists have proposed a number of theories of reasoning. In this paper, we combine logical and psychological perspectives on human reasoning. We develop a framework integrating Natural Logic and Mental Logic traditions. We model inference as a stochastic process where the reasoner arrives at a conclusion following a sequence of applications of inference steps (both logical rules and heuristic guesses). We estimate our model (i.e. assign weights to all possible inference rules) on a dataset of human syllogistic inference while treating the derivations as latent variables in our model. The computational model is accurate in predicting human conclusions on unseen test data (95% correct predictions) and outperforms other previous theories. We further discuss the psychological plausibility of the model and the possibilities of extending the model to cover larger fragments of natural language.

1 Introduction

1.1 Syllogistic Reasoning

The psychology of reasoning tries to answer one fundamental question: how do people reason? This question is also central for many other scientific disciplines, from linguistics and economics to cognitive science and artificial intelligence\(^1\). Logic was first to study reasoning systematically and Aristotle proposed the syllogistic theory as an attempt to normatively characterize rationality. And even though modern logic has developed intricate theories of many fragment of natural language, the syllogistic fragment continuously receives attention from researchers (see [11] for a review of the theories of syllogisms). The sentences of syllogisms are of four different sentence types (or ‘moods’), namely:

- All $A$ are $B$: universal affirmative (A)
- Some $A$ are $B$: particular affirmative (I)
- No $A$ are $B$: universal negative (E)
- Some $A$ are not $B$: particular negative (O)

Each syllogism has two sentences as the premises, and one as the conclusion. Traditionally, according to the arrangements of the terms in the premises, syllogisms are classified in to four categories, or ‘figures’:

\(^{1}\)See, e.g., [8] for a survey of logic and cognitive science.
Syllogisms are customarily identified by their sentence types and figures. For example, ‘AI3E’ refers to the syllogism whose premises are of sentence types A and I, and whose terms are arranged according to figure 3, and whose conclusion is of type E. Therefore, altogether, ‘AI3E’ refers to the following syllogism:

All B are C
Some B are A

No A are C

As there are four different sentence types and four different figures, there are 256 equivalent syllogisms in total. These syllogisms are also referred to as the ones that follows the scholastic order. Of those 24 are valid according to the semantics of traditional syllogistic logic, and 15 of these 24 are valid according to the semantics of modern predicate logic.

Psychologists have developed a battery of experimental tests to study human syllogistic reasoning. In one typical experimental design, the reasoners are presented with the premises and asked ‘What follows necessarily from the premises?’. Chater and Oaksford [3] have compared five experimental studies of this sort and computed the weighted average of the data, that is the percentage that each conclusion was drawn. The data is shown in Table 1.

One important observation made by Chater and Oaksford [3] is that logical validity seems to be a crucial factor for an explanation of the participants’ performance. Firstly, the average percentage of reasoners arriving at a valid conclusion is 51%, while that of arriving at an invalid conclusion is 11%: it seems that participants indeed made an effort along the path of validity. Secondly, reasoners tends to mistakenly arrive at invalid syllogisms that are different from valid ones just by their figures. For example, the AO2O syllogism is the only valid one among the four AOO syllogisms, however, reasoners endorse the other three AOO syllogisms (namely AO1O, AO3O and AO4O) with fairly high probability. This might be a sign that people are actually not that bad at logic (see, e.g., [6]): even if an error is made, the most probable wrongly endorsed syllogism is quite similar to a valid one, which differs only in the figure. Thirdly, the mean entropy of the syllogistic premises that yields at least one valid conclusion, according to the table above, is 0.729, however, that of the ones that yield no valid syllogisms is 0.921. The difference indicates that the psychological procedures triggered by the two groups of premises are likely to be different.

1.2 Mental Logic

Rips [13] has proposed a theory of quantified reasoning based on formal inference rules. The underlying psychological assumption is that logical formulas can be used as the mental representations of reasoning steps and that the inference rules are the basic reasoning operations of the mind. Rips has argued that, deductive reasoning, as a psychological procedure, is the generation of ‘a set of sentences linking the premises to the conclusion’, and ‘each link is the embodiment of an inference rule that reasoners consider intuitively sound’. He has formulated a set of rules that includes both sentential connectives and quantifiers and implemented such system as a computational mode PSYCOP.
Table 1: Percentage of times each syllogistic conclusions was endorsed. The data is from a meta-analysis in [3]. 'NVC' stands for 'No Valid Conclusion', all numbers have been rounded to the closest integer. A bold number indicates that the corresponding conclusion is logically valid.

The reasoner modeled by the theory derives only but not all logically valid conclusions (i.e., it is logically sound but not complete). It puts constraints on the application of the inference rules to deal away with logical omniscience: certain logical truths are not derivable in Mental Logic theory. Instead of accepting standard proof-theoretical system, Rips has selected the inference rules that seem psychologically ‘primitive’, even if derivable from other rules. Nevertheless, the model still uses arbitrary abstract rules and formal representations (roughly corresponding to the natural deduction system for first-order logic). Moreover, the model, by its mere design, cannot explain reasoning mistakes (see also [9]).
1.3 Natural Logic

Due to psychological, computational and linguistic influences, some of the normative inference rules have been adapted to natural language as a part of so-called Natural Logic Program [15, 2]. Contrary to the Mental Logic of Rips, the Natural Logics identify valid inferences by their lexical and syntactic features, without requiring a full semantic interpretation. For example, some natural language quantifiers are upward monotone in their first argument, like the quantifier ‘some’. It means that the inference from ‘Some pines are green’ to ‘Some plants are green’ is valid since all pines are plants. The ‘pines’ can be actually replaced by any object that contains all pines. People can reason based on monotonicity even when the underlying meaning of terms is unclear for them. For example, from ‘Every Dachong has nine beautiful tails’ people would infer ‘Every Dachong has nine tails’, without knowing the meaning of ‘Dachong’ (which simple means ‘tiger’ in Chinese). In a way, monotonicity operates on the surface of natural language.

Using ideas from Natural Logic, Geurts [6] has designed a proof system for syllogistic reasoning that pivots on the notion of monotonicity. Geurts’ proof system for syllogistic reasoning consists of the following set of rules $R$:

- **All-Some**: ‘All $A$ are $B$’ implies ‘Some $A$ are $B$’.
- **No-Some,not**: ‘No $A$ are $B$’ implies ‘Some $A$ are not $B$’.
- **Conversion**: ‘Some $A$ are $B$’ implies ‘Some $B$ are $A$’; ‘No $A$ are $B$’ implies ‘No $B$ are $A$’.
- **Monotonicity**: If $A$ entails $B$, then the $A$ in any upward entailing position can be substituted by a $B$, and the $B$ in any downward entailing position can be substituted by an $A$.

Geurts has further enriched the proof system with difficulty weights assigned to each inference rules to evaluate the difficulty of valid syllogistic reasoning. Geurts assumed that different rules cost different amount of cognitive resources. He gives each reasoner an initial budget of 100 units; each use of the monotonicity rule costs 20 units; a proof containing a ‘Some Not’ proposition costs an additional 10 units. Taking the remaining budget as an evaluation of the difficulty of each syllogism, the evaluation system fits the experimental data from [3] well. However, the system cannot make any evaluation on most invalid syllogisms, hence cannot explain why reasoners can possibly arrive at invalid conclusions.\(^2\)

2 Data-driven Probabilistic Natural Logic for Syllogistics

2.1 Approach

In this paper we design and estimate a computational model for syllogistic reasoning based on a probabilistic natural logic.\(^3\) This can be treated as a first step to integrate the Mental Logic approach and the Natural Logic approach. It improves upon Mental Logic approach by substituting formal abstract inference rules with Natural Logic operating on the surface structure of Natural Language. That means, the mental representations are given directly as

\(^2\)This is not a criticism of [6]. According to Geurts, the system was never intended to give a ‘full-blown account of syllogistic reasoning’ in the first place, see also [11].

\(^3\)Compare with [5], where the authors designed probabilistic semantic automata for quantifiers whose parameters are also determined by the experimental data.
natural language sentences, without an intermediate layer of an abstract formal language. Our starting point is the logic developed by Geurts in [6] (see Section 1.3).

We assume that the procedure of reasoning consists of two types of mental events: the inferences made by the reasoners, which are deliberate and precise, and the guesses, which could be less reliable but fast. Accordingly, the model consists of two parts: the inference part, which takes the form of a probabilistic natural logic (i.e., the inference rules are weighted with probabilities) and the guessing part, which leads the reasoner to a possible conclusion in one step depending on a few heuristics. We implemented the model, and estimated it on the experimental data. The model is accurate at predicting human conclusions on unseen syllogisms (including mistakes) and the results yield interesting psychological implications.

2.2 Mental Representation

Similar to Rips’ [13] proposal, we take the set of syllogistic sentences as the mental representation of reasoning. Namely, the reasoner maintains a set of sentences in the working memory to represent the state of reasoning, or more specifically, the reasoner keeps a record of the sentences that he considers true at the moment. We will refer to each representation as a state. Reasoning operations change the mental states. When performing reasoning, the reasoner generates a sequence of states in the working memory, where the initial state is the set of premises, and the final state contains the conclusion. These states are linked by the reasoning events, which can be a specific adoption of an inference rule. For example, given the ‘AE4’ premises, if the reasoner adopt the ‘All - Some’ rule (i.e., ‘All A are B’ implies ‘Some A are B’) on the premise ‘All C are B’, a ‘Some C are B’ will be obtained, possibly as a conclusion. The reasoner may also terminate the reasoning and decide that ‘nothing follows’, see Figure 1.

We would like to point out here that mental states may not be logically consistent. There are many reasons for this assumption. For example, people tend to adopt illicit conversions which often lead to the inconsistency. After all, people do often make mistakes resulting in conclusions that are inconsistent with assumptions, even while reasoning in a conscious, deliberate way (see, e.g., [10]).

2.3 Statistical Model of Reasoning Procedure

We formulate a generative probabilistic model of reasoning. First, reasoners conduct formal inferences, adopting possible logical rules with different probabilities (related to the cognitive
difficulty of the rule or some sort of reasoning preference). Each inference rule, \( r \in R \) is adopted with a different probability specified by the associated weight \( w_r \) (a tendency parameter) which is estimated from the data. Formally, a probability of transitioning from state \( S \) to state \( S_r \) using a specific application of rule \( r \) is given by:

\[
p(r|S, w) = \frac{w_r}{w_G + \sum_{r' \in R} c_{r'} \cdot w_{r'}},
\]

where \( c_{r'} \) is the number of different possibilities how the rule \( r' \) can be adopted in the given state \( S \) and \( w \) is the vector of all tendency parameters. The parameter \( w_G \) reserves probability mass for ‘terminating’ the inference at state \( S \) and making a heuristic guess.

The reason to turn to the guessing scenario may have to do with the complexity of inference or the reasoner doubting the conclusion that was already obtained. When the reasoner enters the guessing scenario, the probability that the reasoner guesses ‘nothing follows’ is negatively correlated with the informativeness level (see [4]) of the premises, i.e., the amount of information that the premises carries: the more informative the premise, the less faith the reasoner have for a ‘nothing follows’ conclusion. The reasoner chooses the remaining options with probabilities determined according to the atmosphere hypothesis. This hypothesis proposes that a conclusion should fit the premises’ ‘atmosphere’, namely, the sentence types of the premises [1]. In particular, whenever at least one premise is negative, the most likely conclusion should be negative; whenever at least one premise contains ‘some’, the most likely conclusion should contain ‘some’ as well; otherwise the conclusion are likely to be affirmative and universal. Formally, the probability that the reasoner will switch to the guessing model is given by:

\[
\frac{w_G}{w_G + \sum_{r' \in R} c_{r'} \cdot w_{r'}},
\]

There are five possible outcomes of the guessing scenario: the subject could guess any conclusion, or could decide that nothing follows from the premises. The probability of nothing follows, given that the guessing scenario is chosen on the previous step, is computed as

\[
v_{dl} = \frac{1}{v_{nd} + v_{as} + v_{dl}},
\]

where \( v_{dl} \) quantifies doubts of the reasoner that any valid conclusion can be derived from the premises. The quantity \( v_{dl} \) is computed relying on the amount of informativeness of both premise sentences (see [4]), the informativeness parameters \( u_t \) are estimated from the data and depend on the type \( t \) of a sentence (A, I, E or O). In the above expression, \( t_1 \) and \( t_2 \) refer to the types of sentences in the premises. The probability of guessing the conclusion predicted by the atmosphere hypothesis is:

\[
v_{as} = \frac{v_{as}}{3 \cdot v_{nd} + v_{as} + v_{dl}},
\]

where \( v_{as} \) is the weight assigned to the atmospheric hypothesis (also estimated from the data). Finally, the probability of guessing any of the remaining three options is

\[
v_{nd} = \frac{v_{nd}}{3 \cdot v_{nd} + v_{as} + v_{dl}},
\]

where \( v_{nd} \) is a model parameter.\(^4\)

\(^4\)Without loss of generality, we set it to 1 as the model is over-parameterized.
The probability that a subject could arrive at a particular syllogistic conclusion is estimated from the tree by summing over all the leaf nodes containing the conclusion. Consequently, we can obtain posterior distribution of conclusions given the premises. These posterior distributions (for each premises) can be treated as model predictions, and we evaluate them (on unseen test set) against the distribution of human conclusions.

### 2.4 Estimation

We use the data from the meta-analysis by Chater and Oaksford [3], as is shown in Table 1. We denote the dataset as \( \{X_i, y_i\}_{i \leq n} \), where \( X_i \) stands for the pair of premises and \( y_i \) stands for the conclusion. We randomly select 50% of the premises (i.e., half of the dataset) and use the corresponding examples as the training data. The rest of the data is used for evaluation. We use maximum likelihood estimation to obtain the parameter values. As our derivations are latent, there is no closed-form solution for the optimization problem. Instead we use a variant of the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm which starts with a randomly initialized model and alternates between predicting derivations according to the current model (E-step) and updating model parameters based on these predictions (M-step, maximization of the expected likelihood).

In our approach, the set of potentially applicable rules is determined by the reasoner state and, consequently, this set is not constant across the states (as discussed above, \( c_r \) was dependent on the state \( S \)). This implies that, unlike standard applications of EM, there is no closed-form solution for the M-step of the algorithm. Instead we use so-called generalized EM: instead of finding a maximum of the expected likelihood at M-step, we perform just one step of stochastic gradient ascent.

### 3 Results and Discussion

#### 3.1 Evaluation

We use a mixed means of evaluation. We mainly use the evaluation method proposed in [11], which is based on the signal detection theory. The authors assume that the conclusions of the participants are noisy, that is unsystematic errors occur frequently. Hence, they classify the experimental data into two categories: those conclusions that appear reliably more often than chance level, which a theory of the syllogisms should predict to occur; and those that do not occur reliably more than chance level, which a theory should predict will not occur. In our context, there are five possible conclusions that can be drawn by subject. The chance level is thus 20%. In the following, we count a conclusion as reliable if it is drawn significantly often, i.e., in at least 30% of the trials. \(^5\) As far as a theory predicts what will be concluded from each pair of premises, the method can be applied to evaluate the theory. According to the type of fitting, the predictions of a model are classified into four categories, see Table 2.

\(^5\)This is slightly different from what used by [11] since they also included the non-scholastic order syllogisms, hence there are nine possible conclusions in their experiments, while we have five.
Table 3: Predictions evaluated according to the [11] method.
* The NVC premises are those from which no valid conclusion follows; the valid syl. premises are those from which at least one valid conclusion follows.

Table 4: Values of the Informativeness Parameters.

3.2 Results

Table 3 shows the results. We see that the model is doing a good job, its proportion of correct predictions approximating a 95%.

3.3 Discussion

3.3.1 The Informativeness Parameters

The values of the informativeness parameters, as shown in Table 4, allow to make an interesting observation. Recall that we assumed that informativeness determines the confidence the reasoner has in the premises and, hence, the probability with which he concludes ‘nothing follows’. We made no assumptions on which type of sentences are more informative. The training results show that the amount of informativeness follow the order:

\[ A(1.11) > E(0.33) > I(0.19) > O(-0.78), \]

which completely coincides with the proposal by Chater and Oaksford [3]. Besides, we see that sentence type ‘O’ is exceptionally uninformative, which also agrees with the authors’ suggestion. The values of the informativeness were learnt by the model. The result supports then the theory of Chater and Oaksford that the probabilistic validity plays an important role in human reasoning.

3.3.2 Parallel Comparison to Other Theories of the Syllogisms

We examined the predictions of a number of existing theories of the syllogistic reasoning. We were able to obtain the predictions of the PSYCOP model from Rips. The rest of the predictions were obtained from Table 7 in [11]. The results of the comparison are summarized in Table 5. As far as we can see from the presented data our model outperforms other models.

---

The table provided the predictions of the syllogistic theories on both the syllogisms that follow the scholastic order and the ones that do not. Our data are restricted to the scholastic order. The restriction has no influence.
4 Conclusion and Future Work

We have developed a preliminary framework of combining Natural Logic and data-driven inference weights and applied it to model syllogistic reasoning. The computational model learns from the experimental data, and as a result it may represent individual differences and explains subjects’ systematic mistakes. This is achieved by assigning weights to all possible inference rules using machine-learning techniques and available data. The system is based on a Natural Logic proof system by Geurts [6], but it is less arbitrary, since it is empirically informed. In our approach we specify a tendency parameter for each inference rule. The agent begins with a pair of syllogistic premises and adopts each possible inference rule with a certain probability. As a result the longer the proof the less likely it is that an agent will find it. This simple setting solves the logical omniscience problem: not all derivations are available. Moreover, the approach takes into account various cognitive factors. For instance, the model enables the agents to adopt illicit conversions (e.g., yielding ‘All A are B’ from ‘All B are A’) in order to explain some systematic errors. Other version includes heuristic guesses based on two psychologically grounded principles. Firstly, the probability of drawing certain conclusions depends on the informativeness of the premises. Secondly, the model relies on the atmosphere hypothesis, e.g., when there is a negation in the premises, the agent is likely to draw a negative conclusion. We implemented and trained the models using the methodology outlined above and the empirical data from Chater and Oaksford [3]. We used a generalized EM algorithm to estimate the model and used it to compute the most probable syllogistic conclusions. The model was evaluated using the detection theory methods proposed in [11] to assess the performance of the theories of syllogistic reasoning. The complete version of the model makes 95% correct predictions, and therefore, outperforms all other known theories of syllogistic reasoning. In conclusion, the proposed combination of ideas gives rise to new, improved models of reasoning, where Natural Logic has replaced abstract rules, and the probabilistic parameters were derived from the data.

Table 5: Predictions of the Theories of Syllogisms: A Summary.
*: Due to the limitations of the data we were able to obtain, the corresponding theory is likely to perform better than what is shown in the table.
**: The data in this line result from a cross-test: we take the predictions on the test data, then switched the test data and the training data and train the model again to get the predictions on the other half of the data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theory</th>
<th>Hit</th>
<th>Miss</th>
<th>False Alarm</th>
<th>Correct Rejection</th>
<th>Correct Predictions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atmosphere</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>215</td>
<td>259 /80.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matching</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>221 /69.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conversion</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>275 /85.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PHM*</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>212 /66.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSYCOP</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>209</td>
<td>254 /79.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verbal Models*</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>260 /81.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental Models*</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>265 /82.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ver. 1 Test Data</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>133/83.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ver. 2 Test Data</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>149/93.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ver. 3 Complete Data**</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>231</td>
<td>301/94.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ver. 3 Test Data</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>153/95.6%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The syllogistic fragment is an informative yet small arena for theories of reasoning. A natural next step would be to extend the model to cover a broader fragment of natural language by exploring existing Natural Logics [7] and designing new logics. We should then study formal (e.g., computational complexity) and psychological (e.g., cognitive resources) properties of the obtained models to draw new psychological conclusions and test the models against the data. The Natural Logics are usually computationally very cheap [12]. This guarantees that our models will easily scale-up to natural language reasoning. The computational complexity analysis will allow assessing the resources and strategies required to perform the reasoning tasks, cf. [14]. This in turn should open new ways of comparing our approach with other frameworks in psychology of reasoning.
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Abstract
We analyze comparative morphemes (e.g., -er, more) as intervals of type (dt) that serve as differentials in comparatives. We propose that comparatives are about the distance between two intervals on a scale: the differential, which is an interval, is the result of subtracting the interval representing the position of the comparative standard on a scale from the interval representing the position of the comparative subject.

We show that our analysis has at least two advantages. First, it accounts for the semantics of comparatives with downward-entailing or non-monotone differentials in a very natural way, without relying on any strategy that essentially makes quantifiers inside of the than-clause take scope over the matrix clause. Second, it opens up new possibilities to give a unified account for various uses of comparative morphemes (e.g., the more, comparative correlatives, etc). We mainly focus on the first advantage in this paper.

1 Introduction

A large body of recent literature on comparatives has been focusing on comparatives that contain quantifiers inside the than-clause (see [21, 15, 17, 9, 7, 18, 20, 2, 1, 3, 5] among many others). These data raise a crucial question: whether than-clause-internal quantifiers take scope over the matrix clause.

As (1) illustrates, there are two ways to analyze the meaning of this sentence: (i) the endpoint-based analysis (see (1a)), according to which John’s height is compared with the height of the tallest girl, and (ii) the distribution-based analysis (see (1b)), according to which John’s height is compared with the height of each girl. In terms of truth condition, these two analyses are equivalent here: if John’s height exceeds the height of the tallest girl, it follows necessarily that John’s height exceeds the height of each girl, and vice versa.

(1) John is taller than every girl is.
\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{a.} height(John) > height(the tallest girl) \hfill \textbf{The endpoint-based analysis}
  \item \textbf{b.} \forall x [girl(x) \rightarrow height(John) > height(x)] \hfill \textbf{The distribution-based analysis}
\end{itemize}

Evidently, the endpoint-based analysis does not involve distribution of than-clause-internal quantifiers. Consequently, theories that adopt this analysis (called encapsulation theories in [6]) do not require than-clause-internal quantifiers take scope over the matrix clause. In contrast, the distribution of than-clause-internal quantifiers is a necessary ingredient in the distribution-based analysis, and consequently, theories that adopt this analysis (called entanglement theories in [6]) necessarily require than-clause-internal quantifiers take scope over the matrix clause ([9, 3, 5]) or at least part of the matrix clause ([17]).

\textsuperscript{*}We thank Chris Barker, Anna Szabolcsi and the anonymous reviewers for feedback.
While it is still debatable whether and how than-clause-internal quantifiers can take scope over the matrix clause in a syntactically plausible way (i.e., how they scope out of a syntactic island),\(^1\) [6] suggests that somehow than-clause-internal quantifiers must take scope. As (2) and (3) show, [6] argues that only entanglement theories (e.g., [17, 9, 3, 5]), but not encapsulation theories (e.g., [2, 1]), can account for the semantics of the than-clause in a unified way, no matter whether there are non-monotone (see (2b) and (3b)) or downward-entailing (DE) differentials (see (2c) and (3c)). Thus, [6] concludes that only entanglement theories, i.e., theories that essentially require than-clause-internal quantifiers take scope, are empirically adequate.

(2) Entanglement theories: \([\text{than every girl is (tall)}] \approx \forall x [\text{girl}(x) \rightarrow \text{height}(x)]\]
   a. John is taller than every girl is.
   b. John is exactly 4 inches taller than every girl is.
   c. John is less than 4 inches taller than every girl is.

(3) Encapsulation theories: how to interpret \([\text{than every girl is (tall)}]\) in a unified way?
   a. John is taller than every girl is. \(\text{MAX reading}\)
      height(John) > height(\text{the tallest girl})
   b. John is exactly 4 inches taller than every girl is. \(\text{MAX=MIN reading}\)
      height(John) > height(\text{the tallest/shortest girl}) \(\sim\) Girls are of the same height.
   c. John is less than 4 inches taller than every girl is. \(\text{MAX-\&-MIN reading}\)
      height(\text{the shortest girl}) +4'' > height(John) > height(\text{the tallest girl})

In this paper, we show that DE or non-monotone differentials do not necessarily threaten encapsulation theories, and thus than-clause-internal quantifiers do not have to take scope.

Following [17, 14], we cast our endpoint-based analysis of comparatives not in terms of degrees, but in terms of intervals (i.e., convex sets of degrees), with the differential and the comparative standard analyzed as two intervals. In a nutshell, we claim that:

(4) a. In comparatives, \textit{more/-er} refer to intervals that play the role of differentials.
   b. The differential (i.e., result of interval subtraction) is the distance between intervals.

Based on these new claims, we provide a simple and unified mechanism showing how to compositionally derive the truth conditions in (3) and explaining why the interpretation of than-clauses seems to vary with differentials and give rise to \(\text{MAX/MAX=MIN/\text{MAX-\&-MIN}}\) readings.

\(\S 2\) presents empirical motivation for our claims. \(\S 3\) introduces the definition of interval subtraction. \(\S 4\) shows how basic data of comparatives are analyzed with our proposal, and based on this, \(\S 5\) shows how various kinds of differentials contribute to the computation of the semantics of comparatives. \(\S 6\) compares the current analysis with [17]. \(\S 7\) further shows that the current analysis of comparative morphemes opens up new possibilities to give a unified account for their various uses. \(\S 8\) concludes this paper.

## 2 Empirical Motivation: New Observations

### 2.1 Comparatives Express the Distance Between Two Positions

Comparatives are a most interesting type of degree constructions. Degrees, which are points, are elements of scales (i.e., totally ordered sets); convex subsets of scales are often called intervals. Here we show that in analyzing comparatives, it is useful to (i) distinguish interval

\(^1\)See, e.g., [15, 17], for arguments against the view that usual quantifier raising strategies can work.
scales from ratio scales, and (ii) consider the essential meaning of comparatives as a relation among two intervals on an interval scale and one interval on a ratio scale.

Interval scales and ratio scales are subtly different in whether they contain a meaningful, non-arbitrary and unique zero point: interval scales do not necessarily contain one, while ratio scales necessarily contain one. The distinction between interval scales and ratio scales as well as the use of both of them in comparatives are clearly shown in (5) and (6). Evidently, the scales of time and ranking are interval scales (e.g., Rank \( \theta \) makes no sense; \( 8 \) o’clock does not mean twice of \( 4 \) o’clock). In contrast, the relevant scales that measure differentials are ratio scales: they have a meaningful, non-arbitrary and unique zero point – zero means no difference.

(5) We arrived 2 hours earlier than the check-in time.
   a. On an interval scale: (i) our arrival time; (ii) the check-in time.
   b. On a ratio scale: the differential 2 hours.

(6) FSU ranked 3 spots higher than UNC.
   a. On an interval scale: (i) the position of FSU; (ii) the position of UNC.
   b. On a ratio scale: the differential 3 spots.

This distinction between interval scales and ratio scales explains why comparatives cannot express the absolute position of the comparative subject or comparative standard on a scale: the absolute position depends on the choice of the origin (i.e., zero point), and this choice can be arbitrary on an interval scale. Instead, comparatives express the absolute distance between the positions standing for the comparative subject and the comparative standard: once these two positions on an interval scale are settled, the distance between them remains constant, no matter how the zero point is chosen and how the absolute positions are defined accordingly.

Thus, we consider the essential meaning of comparatives as a relation among three things: two positions on an interval scale (i.e., the one representing the comparative standard, e.g., the check-in time in (5), and the one representing the comparative subject, e.g., our arrival time in (5)) and the distance between them. Based on this, we follow [17, 14] and use intervals (i.e., convex sets of points), instead of degrees (i.e., points), to represent positions. An interval represents a value as a range of possibilities, and thus intuitively, they can be seen as larger and more generalized markers of positions on a scale. Intervals not only mark positions, but also have size (consider error bars) and carry endpoint information (e.g., boundedness, closeness).

(7) Interval notation: Type of degree: \( d \); type of interval: \( [dt] \)

An interval \( \lambda \delta = \{ D_{\text{min}} \leq \delta \leq D_{\text{max}} \} \) can be written as \( [D_{\text{min}}, D_{\text{max}}] \).

One of the anonymous reviewers pointed out that our view is inconsistent with traditional assumptions in studying comparatives (e.g., [4, 21, 8, 18]). According to traditional assumptions, comparatives express relations between (positive) thresholds: thresholds can be ordered in such a way that (i) if something meets or exceeds one of them, it meets or exceeds all lower thresholds, and (ii) if the highest threshold \( A \) meets exceeds the highest threshold \( B \) meets, \( A \) meets or exceeds more thresholds than \( B \) does. Crucially, this threshold-based view implicitly assumes that the highest thresholds \( A \) and \( B \) meet respectively are not infinitely far away (compared to the distance between them) from a certain reference point, i.e., the highest thresholds \( A \) and \( B \) meet cannot be situated at a +\( \infty \) position. Otherwise, even though the highest threshold \( A \) meets exceeds the highest threshold \( B \) meets, \( A \) does not exceed more thresholds than \( B \) does (e.g., +\( \infty \) +5 is not larger than +\( \infty \)). This underlying assumption is certainly not guaranteed in the worst cases: in (5), when the temporal scale extends to an infinite future, even though our arrival time exceeds the check-in time in being early, they are equally far away from the zero point, which is in infinite future. Since the scale on which the comparative subject and the comparative standard are situated can have an arbitrary zero point, considering lower thresholds in analyzing comparatives can potentially ruin the analysis and thus makes no sense. After all, only the distance between the positions standing for the comparative subject and the comparative standard matters.

See [17] for additional arguments for using intervals, instead of degrees, as position markers on a scale.

When \( D_{\text{min}} = D_{\text{max}} \), it is a singleton set, i.e., it contains a single point.
2.2 Comparative Morphemes Represent Differentials

The semantic contribution of comparative morphemes is a fundamental issue in studying comparatives. Here we show that comparative morphemes play the role of differentials.

The crucial empirical motivation is shown in (8) and (9). The most natural interpretation for the use of *more* in (8) is not that the amount he then drank is (a bit) larger than the amount he had drunk previously, but just an amount (a bit) over zero. In other words, *more* is related to the part that is added onto some augend (i.e., thing to be increased). Similarly, in (9), *more* signals a second event (i.e., a bringing-chaos event) being added onto the event already existing in the context (i.e., the bringing-depression event), i.e., *more* corresponds to the differential part between the first event $e_1$ and the sum of the two events $[e_1 + e_2]$. Thus *more* is reminiscent of additive words (e.g., *other, also, too*) in (i) expressing an additive meaning and (ii) being anaphoric: it is felicitous only when there is already an augend in the context.

(8) He drank till he blacked out. Then he drank (a bit) more.
(9) War brings depression; what’s more, it brings chaos.

Then how to account for the use of *more* in (8) and (9) and its use in comparatives in a unified way? If we start from comparatives and analyze the fundamental contribution of *more* as relating two degree (or interval) expressions (i.e., *more* is of type $\langle d, \langle dt \rangle \rangle$ or $\langle dt, \langle dt, t \rangle \rangle$), the use of *more* in (8) and (9) remains a puzzle.

However, if we start from (8) and (9) and analyze *more* as an addend (or differential), i.e., the difference between a sum and an augend, this analysis can be immediately extended to cover comparative data. In comparatives, the augend, the addend (or differential) and the sum are all in the same sentence: (i) the comparative standard plays the role of augend, (ii) the comparative subject the role of sum, and (iii) comparative morphemes the role of differential.

In §2.1, we have proposed to use intervals of type $\langle dt \rangle$ to represent positions on a scale. When an interval (e.g., the interval marking the position of the comparative subject) minus another interval (e.g., the interval marking the position of the standard), the result, i.e., the distance between two positions, is also an interval. Thus, if *more/-er* are analyzed as differentials, then in comparatives, they should be intervals of type $\langle dt \rangle$. We propose that they are intervals in the domain $\lambda D. [D \subseteq (0, +\infty)]$. When a comparative sentence contains a more specific differential, e.g., *2 hours* in (5) and a *bit* in (8), this specific differential further restricts the value of *more/-er*. (10) shows how intervals of type $\langle dt \rangle$ can be compared to individuals of type $e$:

\[
\begin{align*}
D_{\langle dt \rangle}: & \text{ some more the more one more } \ [3", +\infty] \ 3 \text{ feet more/-er} \\
\end{align*}
\]

3 Interval Subtraction

In §2, we have motivated our analysis of using three intervals (i.e., two representing positions on a scale and one representing the differential/distance between them) to characterize the semantics of comparatives. Here we introduce the definition of interval operations:

(11) Interval operations: $[x_1, x_2] (\text{op}) [y_1, y_2] = [\min(x_1 (\text{op}) y_1, x_1 (\text{op}) y_2, x_2 (\text{op}) y_1, x_2 (\text{op}) y_2), \max(x_1 (\text{op}) y_1, x_1 (\text{op}) y_2, x_2 (\text{op}) y_1, x_2 (\text{op}) y_2)]$ (see [16])

(12) Interval subtraction: $[x_1, x_2] - [y_1, y_2] = [x_1 - y_2, x_2 - y_1]

(13)
\[
\begin{align*}
a. & [5, 8] - [1, 2] = [3, 7] \\
\end{align*}
\]
Since an interval represents a value as a range of possibilities, as (11) shows, interval operations result in the largest possible range. Thus, we can simply write interval subtraction as shown in (12). (13) shows two examples. Notice that interval subtraction is different from subtraction defined in number arithmetic: when \( X, Y \) and \( Z \) represent numbers, if \( X - Y = Z \), it follows necessarily that \( X - Z = Y \); however, when they represent intervals, as (13a) and (13b) illustrate, if \( X - Y = Z \), generally speaking, it is not the case that \( X - Z = Y \).

A consequence is that in interval arithmetic, given \( X - Y = Z \) and given the values of \( Y \) and \( Z \), to compute the value of \( X \), we cannot perform interval addition on \( Y \) and \( Z \) (see (14)).

\[
\text{(14) a. If } X - [a, b] = [c, d], \text{ then generally speaking, it is not the case that } X = [a + c, b + d].
\]

\[
\text{(b. If } X - [a, b] = [c, d], X \text{ is undefined when } b + c > a + d \text{ (i.e., when the lower bound of } X \text{ is larger than the upper bound of } X); \text{ when defined, } X = [b + c, a + d].
\]

4 Accounting for Basic Data

4.1 The Semantics of Scalar Adjectives

We follow standard treatments of scalar adjectives (see [4, 21, 8, 13, 10, 12, 11] among others): scalar adjectives relate individuals with abstract representations of measurement on a scale. Since we use intervals of type \( \langle dt \rangle \) to represent positions on a scale, scalar adjectives are of type \( \langle dt, et \rangle \) in our analysis, as shown in (15). (16) shows the semantics of the positive form. In (16), \( D_c \) is definite. It is shorthand for ‘the contextually salient interval such that it is from the lower bound to the upper bound of being tall for a relevant comparison class’. Its semantic contribution is somehow similar to that of, e.g., [11]’s \( \text{pos} \) operator. In (17), exactly 6 feet is interpreted as an interval, which is a singleton set of degrees, i.e., \([6′, 6′]\).

\[
\text{(15) } \text{[tall]}\langle dt, et \rangle \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} \lambda D_{(dt)} \lambda x_c. [\text{height}(x, dt) (x) \subseteq D]
\]

\[\text{i.e., the height of the individual } x \text{ is in the interval } D.\]

\[
\text{(16) } \text{[John is } D_c \text{ tall]} \Leftrightarrow \text{height(John)} \subseteq D_c
\]

\[\text{i.e., the height of John is in the contextually salient interval of being tall.}\]

\[
\text{(17) } \text{[John is exactly 6 feet tall]} \Leftrightarrow \text{height(John)} \subseteq [6′, 6′]
\]

\[\text{i.e., the height of John is at the position ‘6 feet’ on the height scale.}\]

4.2 The Semantics of Comparatives

As we have proposed in §2.2, (18) shows that comparative morphemes denote an interval. As shown in (19), we propose that \([\text{than}]\) takes two interval arguments – \( D_{\text{standard}} \) (i.e., \( D_{\text{standard}} \) is the interval standing for the comparative standard) and \( D_{\text{differential}} \) (i.e., the differential) – and returns the unique interval that is \( D_{\text{differential}} \) away from \( D_{\text{standard}} \).

\[
\text{(18) } \text{[more/-er]}\langle dt \rangle \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} D \text{ such that } D \subseteq (0, +\infty)
\]

\[\text{(Presupposition requirement: there is an augend in the context.)}\]

\[
\text{(19) } \text{[than]}\langle dt, (dt, dt) \rangle \stackrel{\text{def}}{=} \lambda D_{\text{standard}} \lambda D_{\text{differential}}. \text{a } D[D - D_{\text{standard}} = D_{\text{differential}}]
\]

Evidently, based on the definition of interval subtraction (12), the operation of \([\text{than}]\) is well defined if and only if the sum of the lower bound of \( D_{\text{differential}} \) and the upper bound of \( D_{\text{standard}} \) is not larger than the sum of the upper bound of \( D_{\text{differential}} \) and the lower bound of \( D_{\text{standard}} \).

\[\text{5The semantic operation we propose in (19) might be carried out by a silent item. We stay ignorant on this.}\]
(20) Computing the truth condition of \([\text{John is 5 inches taller than Mary is (tall)}]\):

a. \([\text{Mary is } D \text{ (tall)}] \Leftrightarrow \text{height}(\text{Mary}) \subseteq D\) i.e., Mary is \(D\) tall.

b. Following, e.g., [14, 2, 1, 3], we assume that there is a lambda abstraction.
   We also assume a silent operator \([\text{the}]\) here (defined as \(\lambda P_{\text{girl}},x[\text{P(x)}]\)) (see [9]),
   which turns \([\lambda D.\text{[height(Mary) } \subseteq D]]\) into a contextually unique interval (that
   allows some vagueness), i.e., the definite interval standing for Mary’s height.
   \([\text{the}]([\lambda D.\text{[height(Mary) } \subseteq D]]\) can be written as \([\text{D}_{\text{lower-Mary}}, \text{D}_{\text{upper-Mary}}]\), i.e.,
   the interval from the lower bound to the upper bound of Mary’s height.

c. \([5 \text{ inches } \ldots \text{-er]} \Leftrightarrow [5'', 5'] \cap (0, +\infty) \Leftrightarrow [5'', 5']\)

d. \([5 \text{ inches } \ldots \text{-er than Mary is}] \Leftrightarrow \text{[than]}([\text{D}_{\text{lower-Mary}}, \text{D}_{\text{upper-Mary}}])([5'', 5'])\)
   \(\Leftrightarrow \text{ιD}.[D - \text{D}_{\text{lower-Mary}}, \text{D}_{\text{upper-Mary}}] = [5'', 5']\]

e. \([\text{John is 5 inches taller than Mary is (tall)}]\)
   \(\Leftrightarrow \text{[tall]}[5 \text{ inches } \ldots \text{-er than Mary is}]\text{(John)}\)
   \(\Leftrightarrow \text{height}(\text{John}) \subseteq \text{ιD}.[D - \text{D}_{\text{lower-Mary}}, \text{D}_{\text{upper-Mary}}] = [5'', 5']\] i.e., on the height scale, John’s height is at such a position that it is \([5'', 5']\)
   away from the interval \([\text{D}_{\text{lower-Mary}}, \text{D}_{\text{upper-Mary}}]\).

f. After simplification: \(\text{height}(\text{John}) \subseteq \text{D}_{\text{upper-Mary}} + 5'' \text{, D}_{\text{lower-Mary}} + 5''\).
   i.e., on the height scale, John’s height is at the position represented by the interval
   \([\text{D}_{\text{upper-Mary}} + 5'', \text{D}_{\text{lower-Mary}} + 5'']\).
   This interval is defined only when \(\text{D}_{\text{upper-Mary}} + 5'' \leq \text{D}_{\text{lower-Mary}} + 5''\), i.e.,
   \(\text{D}_{\text{Upper-Mary}} = \text{D}_{\text{lower-Mary}}\). In other words, the position that stands for Mary’s
   height has to be a single point, and John’s height is a point \(5''\) farther away from
   the point representing Mary’s height on the scale.

5 The Interplay between Differentials and the Interpretation of Than-Clause-Internal Quantifiers

Here we analyze comparatives containing various kinds of differentials. To begin with, we first
show in (21) the interpretation of a comparative standard that contains a universal quantifier.

(21) a. \([\text{every girl is } D \text{ (tall)}] \Leftrightarrow \forall x.\text{[girl}\,(x) \rightarrow \text{height}\,(x) \subseteq D]\]
   i.e., for each girl \(x\), \(x\)’s height is situated in the interval \(D\) on the height scale.

b. After a lambda abstraction and the application of a silent \([\text{the}]\), it becomes
   \([\text{the}]([\lambda D.\text{[forall}\,\text{girl}\,(x) \rightarrow \text{height}\,(x) \subseteq D]]]\)
   i.e., the contextually unique interval in which every girl’s height is situated.
   In the following, we write this as \([\text{D}_{\text{lower-Girls}}, \text{D}_{\text{upper-Girls}}]\), i.e., the interval from
   the lower bound to the upper bound of girls’ height.

(22) shows the derivation of the so-called max reading. In fact, when the differential is
upward-entailing, the upper bound of \(D_{\text{differential}}\) is unbounded, i.e., \(+\infty\), and the sum of
the lower bound of the comparative standard and \(+\infty\) is still \(+\infty\), which is necessarily larger
than the sum of the lower bound of the differential and the upper bound of the comparative
standard. This has two consequences: (i) there is no extra requirement to make the interval
representing John’s height well defined; (ii) only the upper bound (but not the lower bound) of
the comparative standard shows up in the truth condition after simplification (see (22c)).
(22) John is taller than every girl is.
   a. $D_{\text{differential}} = [-e_r] = (0, +\infty)$
   b. [John is taller than every girl is (tall)]
      ⇔ $\text{height}(\text{John}) \subseteq \iota D[D - \left[D_{\text{Lower-Girls}}, D_{\text{Upper-Girls}}\right] = (0, +\infty)]$
   c. After simplification: $\text{height}(\text{John}) \subseteq (D_{\text{Upper-Girls}}, +\infty)$

(23) and (24) show the derivation of the max-&-min reading for two sentences containing DE differentials. It is evident that the max-&-min reading is due to the fact that when the overt differential is downward-entailing, $D_{\text{differential}}$ is bounded at both endpoints. Moreover, to make the interval representing John’s height well defined here, it has to be the case that $D_{\text{Upper-Girls}} < D_{\text{Lower-Girls}} + 4''$, i.e., the length of the interval containing girls’ height is less than 4 inches. Also notice that less than $X$ and at most $X$ differ in that the upper bound of less than $X$ is open while the upper bound of at most $X$ is close: the openness of the upper bound of the DE differential also determines whether the interval representing the position of the comparative subject has an open or close upper bound.

(23) John is less than 4 inches taller than every girl is.
   a. $D_{\text{differential}} = [\text{less than 4 inches} ... -e_r] = (0, +\infty) \cap (-\infty, 4'') = (0, 4'')$
   b. [John is less than 4 inches taller than every girl is (tall)]
      ⇔ $\text{height}(\text{John}) \subseteq \iota D[D - \left[D_{\text{Lower-Girls}}, D_{\text{Upper-Girls}}\right] = (0, 4'')]$
   c. After simplification: $\text{height}(\text{John}) \subseteq (D_{\text{Upper-Girls}}, D_{\text{Lower-Girls}} + 4'')$

(24) John is at most 4 inches taller than every girl is.
   a. $D_{\text{differential}} = [\text{at most 4 inches} ... -e_r] = (0, +\infty) \cap (-\infty, 4'') = (0, 4'')$
   b. [John is at most 4 inches taller than every girl is (tall)]
      ⇔ $\text{height}(\text{John}) \subseteq \iota D[D - \left[D_{\text{Lower-Girls}}, D_{\text{Upper-Girls}}\right] = (0, 4'')]$
   c. After simplification: $\text{height}(\text{John}) \subseteq (D_{\text{Upper-Girls}}, D_{\text{Lower-Girls}} + 4'')$

Finally, (25) and (26) illustrate the meaning derivation of comparatives containing non-monotone differentials. To make the interval representing John’s height well defined, in (25), it has to be the case that all the girls have the same height (i.e., $D_{\text{Upper-Girls}} = D_{\text{Lower-Girls}}$), and thus the sentence has the so-called max-&-min reading. Similarly, in (26), the length of the interval containing girls’ height cannot be larger than 2 inches.

(25) John is exactly 2 inches taller than every girl is.
   a. $D_{\text{differential}} = [\text{exactly 2 inches} ... -e_r] = (0, +\infty) \cap (2'', 2'') = [2'', 2''].$
   b. [John is exactly 2 inches taller than every girl is (tall)]
      ⇔ $\text{height}(\text{John}) \subseteq \iota D[D - \left[D_{\text{Lower-Girls}}, D_{\text{Upper-Girls}}\right] = [2'', 2'')]$
   c. After simplification: $\text{height}(\text{John}) \subseteq [D_{\text{Upper-Girls}} + 2'', D_{\text{Lower-Girls}} + 2'']$

(26) John is between 2 and 4 inches taller than every girl is.
   a. $D_{\text{differential}} = [\text{between 2 and 4 inches} ... -e_r] = (0, +\infty) \cap (2'', 4'') = [2'', 4''].$
   b. [John is between 2 and 4 inches taller than every girl is (tall)]
      ⇔ $\text{height}(\text{John}) \subseteq \iota D[D - \left[D_{\text{Lower-Girls}}, D_{\text{Upper-Girls}}\right] = [2'', 4'')]$
   c. After simplification: $\text{height}(\text{John}) \subseteq [D_{\text{Upper-Girls}} + 2'', D_{\text{Lower-Girls}} + 4'']$

In sum, we have shown how to compositionally derive the correct truth condition of comparatives containing various kinds of differentials in an effortless and precise way: no distributive operation is needed, and no ad hoc tweak is employed. In our account, since we do not need
to have access to each individual’s height, it follows naturally that we do not need to make 
than-clause-internal quantifiers take scope over the matrix clause. The whole mechanism only requires that we have access to the lower and upper bounds of the girls’ height. We assume a silent [THE] to achieve this in our account, i.e., we interpret the part following than as a definite interval (see also [9]). Other existing encapsulation theories (e.g., [2, 1]) have proposed their own mechanisms to derive the semantics of the endpoints of the comparative standard. A detailed comparison among these mechanisms is left for future work.

5.1 Extension: Accounting for Fewer Than
Here we extend our account to comparative data using fewer/less than. We propose that the semantics of less/fewer than includes two parts: (i) the comparative morpheme [-er] and (ii) an operator that changes the direction of comparison (see (27)). How to connect the analysis in (27) with other syntactic/semantic behaviors of few/less is left for future research.

(27) \[ [\text{few} \text{-} \text{than}]_{dt, (dt, dt)}] \overset{\text{def}}{=} \lambda D_{\text{standard}}, \lambda D_{\text{differential}}. (D_{\text{standard}} - D) = D_{\text{differential}}] \]

(28) If \([a, b] - X = [c, d], X\) is undefined when \(b + c > a + d\); when defined, \(X = [b - d, a - c]\).

(29) John is more than 4 inches less tall than every girl is.
    a. \(D_{\text{differential}} = [\text{more than 4 inches} \ldots -\text{er}] = (0, +\infty) \cap (4'', +\infty) = (4'', +\infty)\).
    b. [John is more than 4 inches less tall than every girl is (tall)]
        \(\Leftrightarrow\) height(John) \(\subseteq tD[[D_{\text{Lower-Girls}}, D_{\text{Upper-Girls}}] - D = (4'', +\infty)]\)
    c. After simplification: height(John) \(\subseteq (-\infty, D_{\text{Lower-Girls}} - 4'')\)

(30) John is at most 4 inches less tall than every girl is.
    a. \(D_{\text{differential}} = [\text{at most 4 inches} \ldots -\text{er}] = (0, +\infty) \cap (-\infty, 4'') = (0, 4'').\)
    b. [John is at most 4 inches taller than every girl is (tall)]
        \(\Leftrightarrow\) height(John) \(\subseteq tD[[D_{\text{Lower-Girls}}, D_{\text{Upper-Girls}}] - D = (0, 4'')]\)
    c. After simplification: height(John) \(\subseteq [D_{\text{Upper-Girls}} - 4'', D_{\text{Lower-Girls}}]\)

6 Comparison with [17]

[17] also uses intervals, instead of degrees, to implement the semantics of comparatives. A crucial difference between our analysis and [17]'s consists in the definition of interval subtraction, and along with it, the definition of differential. Our account follows the standard definition developed in interval arithmetic (see [16]). (31) shows [17]'s definition of subtraction. (32) illustrates how the definitions (31) and (12) differ: the contrast between (32a) and (32b) clearly shows that the analysis of [17] is problematic.

(31) Assuming \(I\) is above \(K\), we want \([I - K]\) to pick out the part of the scale that is below \(I\) and above \(K\). The differential is considered as the length of \([I - K]\).

For intervals \(I, K:\)
- If \(K \prec I\), then: \(\forall J: (J \prec I & K \prec J) \leftrightarrow J \subseteq [I - K]\)
- Otherwise: \([I - K] = 0\)

(36) in [17]

(32) Suppose the height of each boy is somewhere between 5’8” and 5’11”, and suppose the height of each girl is somewhere between 5’3” and 5’7”.
    a. According to (12), the result of \([5’8”, 5’11”] - [5’3”, 5’7”]\) is \([1”, 8”]\), and in our account this result is the differential. To describe the situation, we would say:
        
        Every boy is between 1” to 8” taller than every girl.  
        
        True in the scenario...
b. According to (31), the result of $[5'8''', 5'11''] - [5'3'', 5'7'']$ is $(5'7'', 5'8'')$, and in [17], the differential in comparatives is understood as the length of this subtraction result: in this case, it is less than 1''. To describe the situation, we would say:

Every boy is less than 1'' taller than every girl. False in the scenario

7 Discussion: other uses of more

As we have shown in §2.2, more essentially refers to a differential. We have also suggested in (10) that more should behave quite similarly to indefinites in many cases. The crucial difference between more and usual indefinite expressions is that more brings a presuppositional requirement: there has to be an augend in the context. Our analysis of more in comparatives opens up new possibilities to relate various data of more, comparatives and superlatives.

The more. [19] questions how more is related to the more, and points out that while more can take a than-clause, the more cannot. Under our analysis, the meaning of taller than Bill is (in (33a)) is totally parallel to the meaning of $D_c$ tall (in (34a)). Thus, it is unsurprising that if the cannot compose with tall to form a grammatical construction (in (34b)), the cannot compose with taller than Bill is to form a grammatical construction either (in (33b)). Then it should be due to the same reason that (35b) is ungrammatical.

Now when we look back at our lexical entry for than in (19), evidently, the result of performing $[\text{than}]$ on $D_{\text{standard}}$ and $D_{\text{differential}}$ is already a definite interval. Thus, our analysis explains why than-clause is no longer compatible with an overt the.

(33) a. John is taller than Bill is. $[(33a)] \leftrightarrow [\text{tall}][... -er than Bill is](John)$
   b. *John is the taller than Bill is.

(34) a. John is $D_c$ tall. $[(34a)] \leftrightarrow [\text{tall}][D_c](John)$
   b. *John is the tall.

(35) a. John earns more money than Bill does.
   b. *John earns the more money than Bill does.

Comparative correlatives. Interestingly, the more seems to be a cross-linguistically very prevailing pattern in expressing correlations. By analyzing more/-er as differential, a unified account for comparatives and comparative correlatives should be readily available.

One intriguing question here is in comparative correlatives, as illustrated in (36), whether the correlation is between two sums, or just between two differentials. Given the previous discussion, it seems that in comparative correlatives, if the correlation is established between two sums, there cannot be an overt the in the part the more. Thus, the more should refer to only the differential part (consider also the other (see (10))), and the correlation should be established between two differentials. A further question is whether there is a binding relation between the two uses of the more in comparative correlatives. This is left for future research.

(36) The more I read, the more I understand.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we provide a new implementation of the endpoint-based analysis to account for comparative data. Our new implementation is based on two claims: (i) comparatives express
the relation among three intervals, among which one represents the differential between the other two, and (ii) comparative morphemes should be analyzed as differentials. Technically, our implementation is based on interval arithmetic. With this new implementation, we account for comparative data containing various kinds of differentials in an easy and unified way. More particularly, for comparatives containing than-clause-internal quantifiers, no scope taking is needed in our account. Hopefully, our analysis will shed light on more issues concerning comparatives, more and uses of intervals in natural language.
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